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Summary Information
Repository: Raymond H. Fogler Library University Archives
Title: University Of Maine. Office Of The President
ID: UA RG 0003
Date [inclusive]: 1810-2015
Date [bulk]: 1934-1984
Physical Description: 191 boxes 
Language of the
Material:
English
Preferred Citation
University Of Maine. Office Of The President, UA RG 0003, [Box No.], [Folder No.], Raymond
H. Fogler Library Special Collections Department, University of Maine, Orono, Maine
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Biographical / Historical
The first acting president of the Maine State College was Merrit Caldwell Fernald (July 15, 1868 -
August 31, 1871). The first permanent of the Maine State College was Charles Frederick Allen. During
the presidency of Abram Winergardner Harris the Maine State College became the University of Maine.
On July 7, 2014 Susan J. Hunter was named the 20th President of the University of Maine thus becoming
the first woman to be president. The past University of Maine presidents are:
Past University of Maine Presidents
1 Paul W. Ferguson, July 1, 2011 – July 31, 2014
2 Robert A. Kennedy, April 15, 2005 – June 30, 2011
3 Peter S. Hoff, Aug. 1, 1997 – Aug. 15, 2004
4 Frederick E. Hutchinson, April 1, 1992 – June 30, 1997
5 Dale W. Lick, Sept. 1, 1986 – June 30, 1991
6 Arthur M. Johnson, July 8, 1984 – Aug. 31, 1986
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7 Paul H. Silverman, April 25, 1980 – Aug. 31, 1984
8 Howard R. Neville, Sept. 1, 1973 – Aug. 30, 1979
9 Winthrop C. Libby, April 17, 1969 – Aug. 31, 1973
10 Hugh Edwin Young, Oct. 1, 1965 – June 30, 1968
11 Lloyd Hartman Elliott, July 1, 1958 – Sept. 30, 1965
12 Arthur Andrew Hauck, July 1, 1934 – Feb. 28, 1958
13 Harold Sherburne Boardman, June 13, 1926 – June 30, 1934
14 Clarence Cook Little, April 8, 1922 – Aug. 31, 1925
15 Robert Judson Aley, Jan. 1, 1911 – Aug. 5, 1921
16 George E. Fellows, Jan. 1, 1902 – Aug. 31, 1910
17 Abram Winegardner Harris, Sept. 1, 1893 – Dec. 31, 1901
18 Merritt Caldwell Fernald, March 1879 – Aug. 31, 1893
19 Charles Frederick Allen, Sept. 1, 1871 – Dec. 31, 1878
Past University of Maine Acting Presidents
1 John A. Alexander, July 1, 1997 – July 31, 1997
2 Gregory N. Brown, Feb. 24, 1992 – March 30, 1992
3 Kenneth W. Allen, July 26, 1979 – Aug. 24, 1980
4 Winthrop C. Libby, July 1, 1968 – April 16, 1969
5 Joseph M. Murray, March 1, 1958 – June 30, 1958
6 Harold Sherburne Boardman, Sept. 1, 1925 – June 12, 1926
7 Governed by Joint Committee, Aug. 6, 1921 – April 7, 1922
8 James Norris Hart, Sept. 1, 1910 – Dec. 31, 1910
9 Merritt Caldwell Fernald, July 15, 1868 – Aug. 31, 1871
Past University of Maine Interim Presidents
1 Robert A. Kennedy, Aug. 16, 2004 – Apr. 15, 2005
2 John C. Hitt, July 1, 1991 – Feb. 23, 1992
^ Return to Table of Contents
Scope and Contents
The folders mainly contain textual material, particularly; correspondence, memorandums, press releases,
and reports. But there are some photographs and artifacts such as plaques and media such as cassette and
radio tapes and Compact Discs.
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Arrangement
When possible the original order of the material was maintained. Some file names were changed to make
them more meaningful and to correct errors. Material was separated and divided into multiple sub-folders
where necessary.
Some box numbers have changed:
1 Old Box #236 (New Box # Hauck/Elliot Box 3)
2 Old Box #237 (New Box # Elliot Box 4)
3 Old Box #238 (New Box # Young Box 2)
4 Old Box #49 (New Box # Fernald Box 1)
5 Old Box #50 (New Box # Fernald Box 2)
6 Old Box #51 (New Box # Allen Box 1)
7 Old Box #52 (New Box # Harris Box 1)
8 Old Box #53 (New Box # Fellows Box 1)
9 Old Box #54 (New Box # Aley Box 1)
10 Old Box #55 (New Box # Little Box 1)
11 Old Box #56 (New Box # Boardman Box 1)
12 Old Box #57 (New Box # Hauck Box 1)
13 Old Box #58 (New Box # Elliot Box 1)
14 Old Box #59a (New Box # Young Box 1)
15 Old Box #60 (New Box # Libby Box 1)
16 Old Box #62a (New Box # Silverman/Johnson/Lick Box 1)
17 Old Box #62b (New Box # Hoff/Hutchinson Box 1)
18 Old Box #421 (New Box #1) Presidential Subject Records
19 Old Box #422 (New Box #2a) Presidential Subject Records
20 Old Box #423 (New Box #2b) Presidential Subject Records
21 Old Box #424 (New Box #3) Presidential Subject Records
22 Old Box #425 (New Box #4) Presidential Subject Records
23 Old Box #426 (New Box #5) Presidential Subject Records
24 Old Box #427 (New Box #6) Presidential Subject Records
25 Old Box #428 (New Box #7) Presidential Subject Records
26 Old Box #429 (New Box #8) Presidential Subject Records
27 Old Box #430 (New Box #9) Presidential Subject Records
28 Old Box #431 (New Box #10) Presidential Subject Records
29 Old Box #648a (New Box # Silverman Box 2) Presidential Subject Records
30 Old Box #556 (New Box #73) Presidential Subject Records
31 Old Box #677 (New Box #1) Presidential Subject Records
32 Old Box #678 (New Box #2) Presidential Subject Records
33 Old Box #678a (New Box #3) Presidential Subject Records
34 Old Box #678b (New Box #4) Presidential Subject Records
35 Old Box #68c (New Box #5) Presidential Subject Records
36 Old Box #678d (New Box #6) Presidential Subject Records
37 Old Box #678e (New Box #7a) Presidential Subject Records
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38 Old Box #678e (New Box #7b) Presidential Subject Records
39 Old Box #678f (New Box #8) Presidential Subject Records
40 Old Box #678g (New Box #9) Presidential Subject Records
41 Old Box #678h (New Box #10) Presidential Subject Records
42 Old Box #678i (New Box #11) Presidential Subject Records
43 Old Box #569 (New Box #86) Presidential Subject Records
44 Old Box #570 (New Box #87) Presidential Subject Records
45 Old Box #571 (New Box #88) Presidential Subject Records
46 Old Box #572 (New Box #89) Presidential Subject Records
47 Old Box #573 (New Box #90) Presidential Subject Records
48 Old Box #574 (New Box #91) Presidential Subject Records
49 Old Box #575 (New Box #92) Presidential Subject Records
50 Old Box #576 (New Box #93) Presidential Subject Records
51 Old Box #577 (New Box #94) Presidential Subject Records
52 Old Box #578 (New Box #95) Presidential Subject Records
53 Old Box #579 (New Box #96) Presidential Subject Records
54 Old Box #580 (New Box #97) Presidential Subject Records
55 Old Box #581 (New Box #98) Presidential Subject Records
56 Old Box #582 (New Box #99) Presidential Subject Records
57 Old Box #583 (New Box #100) Presidential Subject Records
58 Old Box #584 (New Box #101) Presidential Subject Records
59 Old Box #585 (New Box #102) Presidential Subject Records
60 Old Box #586 (New Box #103) Presidential Subject Records
61 Old Box #587 (New Box #104) Presidential Subject Records
62 Old Box #588 (New Box #105) Presidential Subject Records
63 Old Box #589 (New Box #106) Presidential Subject Records
64 Old Box #590 (New Box #107) Presidential Subject Records
65 Old Box #591 (New Box #108) Presidential Subject Records
66 Old Box #592 (New Box #109) Presidential Subject Records
67 Old Box #593 (New Box #110) Presidential Subject Records
68 Old Box #594 (New Box #111) Presidential Subject Records
69 Old Box #595 (New Box #112) Presidential Subject Records
70 Old Box #596 (New Box #113) Presidential Subject Records
71 Old Box #597 (New Box #114) Presidential Subject Records
72 Old Box #598 (New Box #115) Presidential Subject Records
73 Old Box #599 (New Box #116) Presidential Subject Records
74 Old Box #600 (New Box #117) Presidential Subject Records
75 Old Box #601 (New Box #118) Presidential Subject Records
76 Old Box #602 (New Box #119) Presidential Subject Records
77 Old Box #603 (New Box #120) Presidential Subject Records
78 Old Box #604 (New Box #121) Presidential Subject Records
79 Old Box #605 (New Box #122) Presidential Subject Records
80 Old Box #606 (New Box #123) Presidential Subject Records
81 Old Box #607 (New Box #124) Presidential Subject Records
82 Old Box #608 (New Box #125) Presidential Subject Records
83 Old Box #609 (New Box #126) Presidential Subject Records
84 Old Box #610 (New Box #127) Presidential Subject Records
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85 Old Box #611 (New Box #128) Presidential Subject Records
86 Old Box #612 (New Box #129) Presidential Subject Records
87 Old Box #613 (New Box #130) Presidential Subject Records
88 Old Box #614 (New Box #131) Presidential Subject Records
89 Old Box #615 (New Box #132) Presidential Subject Records
90 Old Box #616 (New Box #133a) Presidential Subject Records
91 Old Box #617 (New Box #133b) Presidential Subject Records
92 Old Box #635 (New Box #134) Presidential Subject Records
93 Old Box #636 (New Box #135) Presidential Subject Records
94 Old Box #637 (New Box #136) Presidential Subject Records
95 Old Box #638 (New Box #137) Presidential Subject Records
96 Old Box #639 (New Box #138) Presidential Subject Records
97 Old Box #640 (New Box #139) Presidential Subject Records
98 Old Box #641 (New Box #140) Presidential Subject Records
99 Old Box #642 (New Box #141) Presidential Subject Records
100 Old Box #643 (New Box #142) Presidential Subject Records
101 Old Box #644 (New Box #143) Presidential Subject Records
102 Old Box #646 (New Box #144) Presidential Subject Records
103 Old Box #647 (New Box #145) Presidential Subject Records
104 Old Box #648 (New Box #146) Presidential Subject Records
105 Old Box #679 (New Box #147) Presidential Subject Records
106 Old Box #680 (New Box #148) Presidential Subject Records
107 Old Box #681 (New Box #149) Presidential Subject Records
108 Old Box #682 (New Box #150) Presidential Subject Records
109 Old Box #683 (New Box #151) Presidential Subject Records
110 Old Box #684 (New Box #152) Presidential Subject Records
111 Old Box #685 (New Box #153) Presidential Subject Records
112 Old Box #685 (New Box #153) Presidential Subject Records
113 Old Box #686 (New Box #154) Presidential Subject Records
114 Old Box #687 (New Box #155) Presidential Subject Records
115 Old Box #688 (New Box #156) Presidential Subject Records
116 Old Box #689 (New Box #157) Presidential Subject Records
117 Old Box #690 (New Box #158) Presidential Subject Records
118 Old Box #691 (New Box #159) Presidential Subject Records
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Administrative Information
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University of Maine
Orono, ME 04469-5729
207.581.1686
spc@umit.maine.edu
URL: http://www.library.umaine.edu/speccoll/
Conditions Governing Access
Kept at Fogler Library's offsite storage facility. One week's notice required for retrieval. Generally
only records older than 30 years are accessible. Personal identifiable and sensitive information will be
redacted before release.
Accruals
Accruals for presidents post-1980 are anticipated from the Office of the President as material is
identified and transferred to Fogler Library for storage. Accruals are also expected for current and
future presidents.
Immediate Source of Acquisition
Mostly University of Maine's own records. The Presidential Subject Records are from the Office of
the President. The President Records contain a mixture of Office of the President records from the
president's themselves and curated records complied on the president's by University of Maine staff.
The exceptions are the records transferred from President Merritt Caldwell Fernald’s grandson John
A. Pierce to the University of Maine (1934) which are a mixture of personal and work items that
provide a biographical history of Merritt Caldwell Fernald and his wife Mary Lovejoy Fernald. Box 2
of the Records of President Arthur Andrew Hauck was transferred to Special Collections by Allison
L. Chapman (Hauck’s granddaughter) on 8/20/2014.
Processing Information
Processed by Matthew Revitt, October 2014 - October 2015, Raymond H. Fogler Library Special
Collections Department. Processing involved a collection survey and intellectual arrangement into
series and subseries, rehousing in appropriate archival folders and boxes (where needed), folder
numbering and titling, and the creation of this finding aid.
Conditions Governing Use
Information on literary rights available in the Raymond H. Fogler Library Special Collections
Department.
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Related Materials
Related Materials
Clarence C. Little Papers, SpC MS 0300, which includes records on University of Maine President
Clarence Cook Little's correspondence, manuscripts of writings, reprints of publications, periodicals,
scrapbooks, and other papers relating to Little's career as a biologist and educator, his family, his
second wife, Beatrice Johnson Little, Jackson Memorial Laboratory which he directed, cancer
research, tobacco industry, genetics, college and universities.
Photographs of the presidents can be found in the University of Maine Photo Archives.
Newspaper clipping on University of Maine President Arthur Andrew Hauck are in scrapbooks in
Department of Physical Education and Athletics Records, UA RG 0003.004.002.
"Presidents Portraits in Fogler Library", UPub 1.2 -6 PPFL 197.
President's "Breakfast Speech": September 5, 1978/[Howard R. Neville], UPub 3.1 -8 HRN 9/5/78.
"Burial Places of the Presidents of the University of Maine", UPub 1.2 -6 BPP 1954.
"University of Maine:creating the future: the President's report 2005", UPub 3.1-1 RAK 2005.
University of Maine audiotape collection, 1951-1975, SpC MS 0232, includes Audiotapes of
University of Maine events, such as the inauguration of President Edwin Young, dedication of Shibles
Hall, interviews with Dean Shibles and President Edwin Young, commencement ceremonies, Hauck
Auditorium dedication, laying of the cornerstone of the Memorial Union, excerpts from speeches by
Arthur Hauck and Edmund Muskie at the time of President Hauck's retirement convocation in 1958.
"The Inauguration of Paul W. Ferguson", UPub 3.1 -8 PWF 2012.
"Interview of Dale Lick by Peter Hoff", CDROM Maine LD3162.7.L53 L53 2007.
"Interview of Lloyd Elliott by Peter Hoff", CDROM Maine LD3162.7.E45 E45 2007.
"The state of the University of Maine/remarks of Peter S. Hoff, President, the University of Maine",
UPub 3.1 -8 PSH RSP 9/22/99.
"Back to the future: the University of Maine and its land grant/sea grant tradition; inaugural address",
UPub 3.1 -8 PSH IA 1997.
"A New Beginning: An Address by Howard R. Neville Twelfth President of the University of Maine
at Orono", UPub 3.1 -8 HRN 1974.
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University of Maine portraits and enlarged photographs, SpC MS 1526 sc, which includes notes on
portraits and photographs of presidents.
"Inauguration of Arthur Andrew Hauck, President: University of Maine, November 3, 1934", UPub
1.2 -4 MB v.37, 1934-1935.
"Ephemera concerning the inauguration of Paul W. Ferguson", UPub 3.1 -8 PWF 2012.
Separated Materials
For digital preservation purposes media items such as cassette and audiotapes and Compact Discs
have been transferred to the office of Richard Hollinger. Notes regarding the transfers can be found in
a "Separated Materials" note for the specific folders that the media has been transferred from.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Controlled Access Headings
• Universities and colleges -- Administration
• Orono (Me.)
• College presidents -- Maine -- Orono -- Portraits
• College presidents -- Maine
• College athletics
• Correspondence
• Clippings
• Letters
• Photographs -- Maine
• Financial records
• Scrapbooks
• Minutes
• Reports
• Articles
• Notes
• Deeds
• Genealogies (Histories)
• Invoices
• Photocopies
• Notebooks
• Tax records
• Legal documents
• Maine -- Maps
• Newsletters
• Memorandums
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• Speeches
• Artifacts
• Brochures
• Bylaws
• Newspapers -- Maine
• Financial accounts
• Budgets
• Press releases
Bibliography
"Office of the President", University of Maine, https://umaine.edu/president/umaine-presidents/
(accessed October 2014).
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Collection Inventory
Presidential Subject Records, 1865-1992 (1934-1984)
Physical Description: 162 boxes 
Arrangement
Series broken down into subseries: 1. Subject Files, 2. Correspondence & 3. Administrative Files. Physically the
folders are generally arranged alphabetically by file title.
Scope and Contents
These records contain documents on a range of subjects that were compiled by University of Maine presidents,
acting presidents, interim presidents, and their staff. The bulk of the material is from the University of Maine
presidential tenures of Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
Howard R. Neville, and Paul H. Silverman. However, there are documents starting from the tenure of Merrit
Caldwell Fernald as acting University of Maine president through to President Frederick E. Hutchinson. The records
provide an overview of the many aspects of University of Maine operations that the presidents are involved in.
The records are a snapshot of a particular subject from the president’s perspective and are likely not a
comprehensive record of the subject. The majority of the records contain material from multiple presidential tenures.
For some subjects there are multiple folders and duplication of material.
The Subject Files contain documents related to University of Maine department operations and those of third party
individuals and organizations.
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The Correspondence files contain presidential correspondence and correspondence the presidents were copied on.
This series features correspondence from people who may have contacted the presidents only once or twice (that is,
not enough for a separate name file to be established).
The Administrative Files contain documents that relate to administrative functions such as management of the
University of Maine’s facilities, finances, and personnel, includes: personnel records (including of presidents),
contracts and agreements, legal actions, property management, housing, human resources, various University
of Maine committee, council, board and task force meetings, grant funding, insurance, student enrollment,
funding support, tuition, admissions, transfer, and issues, taxation, employee recruitment, tenure, benefits,
worker’s compensation, payroll, salary, vacation, and holidays, calendars, equipment management, polices and
procedures, complaints and grievances, records management, department year end reports, budget reports, space
management, vehicle management, insurance, president schedules and calendars, strategic planning, establishment
and reorganization of departments and campuses, and procurement.
Accruals:
Accruals
Accruals for past presidents are anticipated from the Office of the President. Accruals are also expected for current and future presidents.
Subject Files, 1876-1992
Title/Description Instances
box 1Abortion Issue - (Student Senate), 1971
Scope and Contents
Various information regarding Abortion Loan Fund which
was established by University of Maine Student Senate to
cover abortion costs during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as
President.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
folder 1
box 1Adult Education -- Applicants For, 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine President
Winthrop C. Libby and Richard G. Mayo, Director of
Adult Education, Bangor School Department regarding
opportunities in Adult Education Division at the
University of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
folder 8
box 1Agency For International Development (Formerly International
Cooperation Administration), 1957-1969
folder 9a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Reports from the Agency For International Development
(Formerly International Cooperation Administration)
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliot's
tenures as University of Maine president.
Agency For International Development (Formerly International
Cooperation Administration), 1957-1969
Scope and Contents
Reports from the Agency For International Development
(Formerly International Cooperation Administration)
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliot's
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 1 Folder 9b
Agency For International Development (Formerly International
Cooperation Administration), 1957-1969
Scope and Contents
Reports from the Agency For International Development
(Formerly International Cooperation Administration)
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliot's
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 1 Folder 9c
box 1Africa -- Ivory Coast, 1962
Scope and Contents
Details of Agency For International Development
supported University of Maine Survey Team in Ivory
Coast during Lloyd Hartman Elliot's tenure as University
of Maine president.
folder 10
box 1West African Trade Union Team, 1966
Scope and Contents
Details of West African Trade Union Team visit to the
University of Maine during Hugh Edwin Young's tenure
as University of Maine president.
folder 11
box 1Advertising (Beer, Cigarettes, Etc.), 1950-1971
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine's "Policy Regarding
Advertising and Acceptance of Funds" and use of
University of Maine football score board in an advert and
endorsement of Stowe-Woodward, Inc. advertising rolls
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Winthrop C. Libby's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 13
Aid Contract -- New England State Universities, 1964 box 1
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence between New England State Universities
regarding the possibility of establishing an aid program
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot's tenure as University of
Maine president.
folder 14
box 2aCollege Of Agriculture -- General, 1961-1972
Scope and Contents
Miscellaneous items relating to the University of Maine
College of Agriculture regarding: ornamental plantings,
newspaper clippings, teaching, and enrollment during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 1
box 2aAgriculture Experiment Station, 1952-1968
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items related to the University
of Maine's Agriculture Experiment Station, includes:
press releases, research projects, property management,
and staffing issues during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young's tenures as
University of Maine president, and Winthrop C. Libby's
tenure as a Dean, College of Agriculture.
folder 3
box 2aTwo-Year Agriculture Program, 1961-1965
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine's two-year program in
Engineering Technology and in Business Administration,
includes: publicity material and details of students
on program during Lloyd Hartman Elliot's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 5
box 2aAssociate Program In Agriculture, 1960-1962
Scope and Contents
Report on students in the University of Maine's College
of Agriculture Associate Program in Agriculture during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 6
box 2aPoultry Plant -- College Of Agriculture, 1938
Scope and Contents
Details of the plans to construct a poultry plant at the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure
as University of Maine president.
folder 7
Aid To Higher Education Bills HR 8900, 1962 box 2a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of and supporting material related to the U.S.
College Academic Facilities Bill H.R. 8900 during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 8
box 2aAir Force ROTC, 1939-1957
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the establishment of an U.S. Air
Force Reserve Officer's Training Corps Unit (1951), visits
by U.S. Air Corps. to the University of Maine (1939),
and fiftieth anniversary of military aviation (1957) during
Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 9
box 2aAlcohol Permit, 1945-1961
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine Board of Trustee's
authorization of Arthur Andrew Hauck, President of
University of Maine to sign for the University on tax free
alcohol papers (1945) and Elizabeth Reid appointment as
custodian of alcohol for research and laboratory use at the
University of Maine (1961) during Arthur Andrew Hauck
and Lloyd Hartman Elliot's tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 10
box 2aAlice Adams Poem, 1927
Scope and Contents
Items regarding the sale of a poem written by Nathan
Hale who was a soldier for the Continental Army during
the American Revolutionary War to his betrothed Alice
Adams during Harold Sherburne Boardman's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 11
box 2aAllagash -- Proposed National Recreation Area, 1960-1963
Scope and Contents
Details of proposed Allagash National Recreation
Area (1961) and building of dam at Rankin Rapids and
supporting reference material (1960-1963) during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 13
box 2aAmerican Association Of University Professors, 1954-1970
Scope and Contents
Various reports, meeting material, and correspondence
regarding the American Association of University
Professors (AUUP) during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
folder 18a
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Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
American Association Of University Professors, 1954-1970
Scope and Contents
Various reports, meeting material, and correspondence
regarding the American Association of University
Professors (AUUP) during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 2a Folder 18b
box 2aAmerican Association Of University Of Women, 1939-1966
Scope and Contents
Various reports, meeting material, and correspondence
regarding the American Association of University
of Women, including details of nominations for the
University of Maine representative in the Association
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliot,
and Hugh Edwin Young's tenures as University of Maine
president
folder 19
box 2aAmerican Association Of Physics Teachers, 1962-1963
Scope and Contents
Press release regarding Dr. Clarence E. Bennett, head of
the University of Maine's department of physics election
as vice-president of the American Association of Physics
Teachers (1963) and details of University of Maine
hosting the American Association of Physics Teachers
(1962) during Lloyd Hartman Elliot's tenure as University
of Maine president.
folder 20
box 2aAmerican Historical Association, 1959
Scope and Contents
Responses from University of Maine President Lloyd
Hartman Elliot to inquiry from Dexter Perkins, Committee
on Graduate Education in History of the American
Historical Association regarding faculty during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 21
box 2aAmerican Institute of Biological Science -- Annual Meeting,
1968
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine hosting the 1968
American Institute of Biological Science Annual Meeting
folder 22
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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during Hugh Edwin Young's tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 2aAmerican Institute Of Cooperation, 1962
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine bid to host the
American Institute of Cooperation's Annual Meeting
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot's tenure as University of
Maine president.
folder 23
box 2aAmerican Security Council, 1964-1968
Scope and Contents
Various reports and correspondence from the American
Security Council in particular regarding the Cold War
during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 24
box 2aAmerican Society For Engineering, 1964
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine hosting of the 1964
American Society for Engineering Annual during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 25
box 2aAnglo-American -- Hellenic Bureau Of Education, 1957-1967
Scope and Contents
Details of students who attended the University of Maine
from the Anglo-American Hellenic Bureau of Education
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliot,
and Hugh Edwin Young's tenures as University of Maine
president (1957-1967).
folder 26
box 2aAnimal Disease Diagnostic Service, 1960-1962
Scope and Contents
Review of the financing of the University of Maine's
Animal Disease Diagnostic Service during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 27
box 2aAnti-Poverty Bill S. 2642, 1964
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Anti-Poverty Bill S. 2642
(1964), Economic Opportunity Act (1964), and poverty in
Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliot's tenure as University
of Maine president.
folder 28
Appalachian Amendments S.602, 1967 box 2a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of the Appalachian Amendments of 1967 (S.602)
to Title 5 of the Public Works and Economic Development
Act during Hugh Edwin Young's tenure as University of
Maine president.
folder 29
box 2aAppalachian Trail, 1962
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine President
Lloyd Hartman Elliot and Clarence E. LeBell regarding
the latter leading groups along the Appalachian Trail
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot's tenure as University of
Maine president.
folder 30
box 2aArt Exhibits, 1955-1967
Scope and Contents
Details of art exhibits at the University of Maine, includes:
press releases, newspaper clippings, and programs during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliot, and Hugh
Edwin Young's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 32
box 2aGolden Apple Awards, 1951-1968
Scope and Contents
Press releases and newspaper clipping regarding
the University of Maine's Golden Apple Awards for
acting and technical service in Maine Masque Theater
productions during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliot, and Hugh Edwin Young's tenures as University of
Maine president.
folder 33
box 2aNational Marine Aquaculture Institute, 1968
Scope and Contents
Discussions regarding the proposed National Academy of
Science's study of a National Marine Aquaculture Institute
during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 34
box 2aArchitects, 1923-1971
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items relating to architects and
local architect firms, including: Walter S. Lancaster
death (1971), Charles Parker Cromwell, Dean of Maine
Architects retirement (1956), and details of various work
carried out by the firm Cromwell, Lancaster, and Webber,
and also Leland and Larsen at the University of Maine
during (1923-1944) during Clarence Cook Little, Harold
folder 35
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Sherburne Boardman, and Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
box 2aArctic Institute Of North America, 1967
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the possibility of the University
of Maine involvement in a joint study of the effect of
winter weather on regional economic development during
Hugh Edwin Young's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 37
box 2aArea Development Council -- Greater Portland, Maine, 1964
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and reference material regarding the Area
Development Council of Greater Portland, Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 38
box 2aUnited States Armed Forces Institute, 1953
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding a proposed a contract with the
United States Armed Forces Institute for a correspondence
course during Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure as University
of Maine president.
folder 40
box 2aAroostook County, 1966
Scope and Contents
Facsimile of "A Progress Report on Aroostook County
Overall Economic Plan" published by the Economic
Development Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce (1966) sent to University of Maine President
Hugh Edwin Young's during his tenure as University of
Maine president.
folder 41
box 2aArt Department, 1945-1960
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items related to the University of
Maine's Art Department, including: exhibits, catalogs,
teaching facilities, and department and staff reviews
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliot's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 42
box 2aArt Exhibitions -- Traveling, 1963-1964
folder 43
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Press releases and articles regarding a University of
Maine traveling art exhibition across Maine during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot's tenure as University of Maine president.
Spring Arts Festival, 1960-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Summer Arts Festival held at
the University of Maine, including: programs, invitations,
press releases, information related to the Festival’s
Committee members and decisions made, and newspaper
clipping regarding the Festival during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 2b Folder 1a
Spring Arts Festival, 1960-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Summer Arts Festival held at
the University of Maine, including: programs, invitations,
press releases, information related to the Festival’s
Committee members and decisions made, and newspaper
clipping regarding the Festival during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 2b Folder 1b
Art Gallery, 1937-1966
Scope and Contents
Copies of programs of the University of Maine Art
Collection (1960 & 1966) and “The Plan and Scope of
the Art Gallery” of the University of Maine Art Gallery,
Stevens Hall, description of the lighting of Stevens
Hall, photographs of the gallery, and copy of The Maine
Alumnus article on “The New Art Gallery” (1937) during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 2b Folder 2
Federal Advisory Council On Arts H.R. 4172, 1962
Scope and Contents
Details of the creation of the Federal Advisory Council on
the Arts including: correspondence between University of
Maine President Lloyd H. Elliot and U.S. Congressmen
Frank Thompson, Jr. and Howard W. Smith regarding
the University of Maine’s support for the creation of the
Council and copy of the bill H.R. 4172 during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 2b Folder 3
Assemblies And Lectures (Active), 1949-1960 Box 2b Folder 4
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of the Assemblies and Lectures Series,
including details of the content of the Series, faculty
committee planning for the Series, newspaper clipping,
correspondence with speakers, and reports from the
committee during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of president.
Association Of American Colleges, 1958-1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence, reports, publications, and details of
conferences and meetings for the Association of American
Colleges sent to University of Maine presidents during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 2b Folder 5
Association Of Governing Boards Of State Universities And
Allied Institutions, 1924-1967
Scope and Contents
Correspondence, newsletters, publications, publicity, and
details of conferences and meetings for the Association
of Governing Boards of State Universities and Allied
Institutions sent to University of Maine presidents during
Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman,
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 2b Folder 6
Association For Higher Education, 1958-1965
Scope and Contents
Copies of the Association for Higher Education’s “college
& university” bulletin, during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 2b Folder 7
Athletics -- Clippings, 1914-1967
Scope and Contents
Various newspaper clippings regarding athletics including
University of Maine and Maine athletics in general and
also collegiate sports during Robert Judson Aley, Clarence
Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 2b Folder 8
Athletics, 1951-1977
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items related to the University
of Maine Physical Education and Athletic Department,
Box 2b Folder 9a
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including staffing, resources, policies, reports,
correspondence, legal cases, details of the University
of Maine’s participation in the 1976 College World
Series, and controversy regarding athletes gambling and
commercialization of collegiate sports during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Athletics, 1964-1974
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items related to the University
of Maine Physical Education and Athletic Department,
including correspondence regarding student athletes, end
of rivalry between Colby College and the University of
Maine (1965), staffing, future of Maine Intercollegiate
Athletic Association (1974), department policies, classes,
press releases, buildings and facilities, newspaper
clippings, and television coverage during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 2b Folder 9b
Athletics, 1921-1970
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items related to the University
of Maine Physical Education and Athletic Department,
including sports guides, reports, press releases, programs,
end of rivalry between Bowdoin College and the
University of Maine (1964), staffing, department
policies, classes, buildings and facilities, student athletics
committees, and Olympic selection of University of Maine
students (1960) during Robert Judson Aley, Clarence
Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 2b Folder 9c
Board Of Trustees -- College Of The Atlantic, 1970-1979
Scope and Contents
Meeting material from the College of the Atlantic Board
of Trustees which Winthrop C. Libby was a member of
during his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 2b Folder 12a
Board Of Trustees -- College Of The Atlantic, 1970-1979 Box 2b Folder 12b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Meeting material from the College of the Atlantic Board
of Trustees which Winthrop C. Libby was a member of
during his tenure as University of Maine president.
box 3Atlantic Sea Run Salmon Commission Research And
Management Program, 1948-1967
Scope and Contents
Reports and publications from the Atlantic Sea Run
Salmon Commission Research and Management Program
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliot,
and Hugh Edwin Young's tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 1
box 3Audio-Visual Service, 1951-1961
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine's Audio-
Visual Service includes: catalog, newspaper clippings,
reference material, budget allocations, and inventories
of equipment during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd
Hartman Elliot's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 3
box 3Automobile -- Student Registration, 1952-1959
Scope and Contents
Data on automobile student registration at the University
of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd
Hartman Elliot's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 5
box 3Band Day, 1963
Scope and Contents
Press release and newspaper clippings regarding the
University of Maine's first "Band Day" during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 7
box 3Bangor Theological Seminary, 1952-1967
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items related to the Bangor
Theological Seminary, including student, visits,
publications, and publicity during Arthur Andrew Hauck
and Lloyd Hartman Elliot, and Hugh Edwin Young's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 8
box 3Bathroom Working Spaces Publications (1961), 1961
folder 10
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Maine Agricultural Experiment Station's miscellaneous
publication 642 'Bathroom Working Spaces predicated
and observed' (1960), supporting material, and
correspondence regarding report from Lloyd Hartman
Elliot's tenure as University of Maine president.
box 3Berwick Academy, 1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Details of an evaluation project at Berwick Academy
carried out by college evaluators, including the University
of Maine request for evaluation of mathematics during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 11
box 3Bingham Associates Funds, 1959-1973
Scope and Contents
Various material relating to Bingham Associates Funds.
Includes: retirement of Frances and Jean Curran (1963),
copy of an application for grant-in-aid from the University
of Maine to Bingham Associates Fund (1969), and
material from Bingham Associates Fund Maine Advisory
Council meetings during Lloyd Hartman Elliot, Hugh
Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 13a
box 3Bingham Associates Funds, 1963-1973
Scope and Contents
Various material relating to Bingham Associates Funds.
Includes: retirement of Frances and Jean Curran (1963),
copy of an application for grant-in-aid from the University
of Maine to Bingham Associates Fund (1969), and
material from Bingham Associates Fund Maine Advisory
Council meetings during Lloyd Hartman Elliot, Hugh
Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 13b
box 3John Birch Society
Scope and Contents
Reprint of a "Statement on the John Birch Society by the
Board of Directors of Freedom House".
folder 14
box 3Black And White As Colors, 1953
folder 15
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding request for information on
whether black and white are colors during Arthur Andrew
Hauck's tenure as University of Maine president.
box 3Frances Bolton Gift To School Of Nursing, 1957-1968
Scope and Contents
Details of a gift from Honorable Frances Bolton to the
University of Maine's School of Nursing during Arthur
Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliot's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 17
box 3Dinner For Brazilian Visitors, 1968
Scope and Contents
Details of dinner in honor of Brazilian visitors to the
University of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as
University of Maine acting president.
folder 21
box 3Owen Brewster, 1952
Scope and Contents
Publicity material regarding Owen Brewster's senatorial
campaign in Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure
as University of Maine president.
folder 22
box 3Bricks -- State of Maine, 1937
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding state of Maine bricks turning
white during Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure as University
of Maine president.
folder 23
box 3Brunswick Plan, 1964
Scope and Contents
Details of the "Brunswick Plan" of high school students
in Brunswick carrying out college work during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 24
box 3Reactions To Dr. Banks Letter, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
University of Maine reactions to Dr. Ron Banks' analysis
of education during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 43
Blood Bank Letters, 1970 box 3
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various letters regarding the University of Maine's Blood
Bank Program during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 44
box 4University Farms, 1952
Scope and Contents
Details of Highmoor Farm and maps and information
regarding University of Maine farm lands during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 15
box 4Aroostook Farm, 1922-1960
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous information regarding the
University of Maine's Aroostook Farm in Presque Isle,
Highmoor Farm, and Chapman Farm during Clarence
Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew
Hauck, and Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenures as University
of Maine president.
folder 16
box 4Bullfighting
Scope and Contents
Facsimile of a Portland Press Herald article on a Maine
ban on bullfighting.
folder 26
box 4Camden Educational Foundation, 1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Various information regarding the Camden Educational
Foundation, including site descriptions and meetings
regarding the project during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's
tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 29
box 4Camping Program -- University Participation In, 1963
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine's participation in a
grant funded initiative to provide camping experiences
for some participants in State of Maine social welfare
program, during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 30
box 4Canadian-United States Committee on Education, 1941-1957
Scope and Contents
Various meeting minutes, reports, supporting material,
notes and publicity from the Executive Committee of the
Canadian-United States Committee on Education during
folder 32
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Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 4Canadian Studies, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Various information regarding Canadian Studies,
including events at the Canadian-American Center during
Howard R. Neville's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 33
box 4Carnegie Corporation, 1935-1966
Scope and Contents
Various information regarding the Carnegie Corporation
of New York, including funding and gifts given to the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 36
box 4Central Maine Sanatorium, 1969
Scope and Contents
Details of an investigation into potential University of
Maine uses of Central Maine Sanatorium site during
Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 38
box 4Report On General Chemistry As Offered To Non-Engineering
Students, 1960
Scope and Contents
Copy of "Report To the Deans On General Chemistry
As Offered To Non-Engineering Students" produced in
reaction to student and faculty complaints about General
Chemistry during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 40
box 4Campus Organizations, 1953-1969
Scope and Contents
Lists of University of Maine Campus Organizations
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 43
box 4Chisholm, Shirley, 1973
Scope and Contents
Details of dispute between the University of Maine and
General Student Government regarding Honorable Shirley
Chisholm speaking engagement at the University of Maine
folder 44
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during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as University of Maine
presiden.
box 5Civil Defense, 1964-1974
Scope and Contents
Copies of "Orono, ME Civil Defense and Public Safety
Organizational and Operational Plan" (1973), data from
Civil Defense University Extension Program (1964-1969),
and reference material regarding civil defense during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 1a
Civil Defense, 1964-1974
Scope and Contents
Copies of "Orono, ME Civil Defense and Public Safety
Organizational and Operational Plan" (1973), data from
Civil Defense University Extension Program (1964-1969),
and reference material regarding civil defense during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 5 Folder 1b
box 5Civil Defense, 1950-1983
Scope and Contents
Copies of "Orono, ME Civil Defense and Public Safety
Organizational and Operational Plan" (1973), data from
Civil Defense University Extension Program (1964-1969),
and reference material regarding civil defense, during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 1c
box 5Clippings, 1963-1970
Scope and Contents
Various newspaper clippings featuring the University of
Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 6
box 5College Of Arts Faculty -- Newsletter, 1976-1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of College of Arts Faculty Newsletters during
Howard R. Neville's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 12
box 5Civil Rights, 1943-1970
folder 13
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various memorandums, reports, and reference material
on civil rights issues during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
box 6G.E. College Bowl -- T.V. Series, 1961-1963
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine's G.E. College Bowl
team's performances, including their appearance on the
CBS television network (1962) T.V. Series during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 4
box 6Concert Picnic Area, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Details of project to create a concert & picnic area at
the University of Maine, including press releases during
Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 8
box 6Concert Series, 1952-1969
Scope and Contents
Press releases regarding University of Maine Concert
Series during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 9
box 6Conference Services, 1969
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine's Conference Services
including fee structure during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure
as University of Maine president.
folder 10
box 6General Education In Agriculture Curriculums: Fundamental
Concepts And Administration Conference, 1964
Scope and Contents
Copy of proceedings from General Education in
Agriculture Curriculums: Fundamental Concepts and
Administration Conference held at the University of
Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as University
of Maine president.
folder 11
box 6Conference And Summer Institutions Scheduled For Campus,
1965-1970
folder 12
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of conferences and summer institutions scheduled
for the University of Maine campus during Hugh Edwin
Young and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of
Maine president.
box 6Congressional Intern Program, 1963-1964
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine's Congressional
Intern Program during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 14
box 6Congressional Roster, 1962
Scope and Contents
Congressional Roster for the 87th and 88th Congress
Sessions during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 15
box 6University Of Connecticut, 1961
Scope and Contents
Newspaper clipping regarding the University of
Connecticut's staffing difficulties during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 16
box 6Constitution And Supreme Court, 1937
Scope and Contents
Various reference material regarding the history of the
U.S. Constitution and Supreme Court during Arthur
Andrew Hauck's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 17
box 6Consultants, 1961-1968
Scope and Contents
Copies of consultancy firm's proposals to the University
of Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin
Young's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 18
box 6Continuing Education Division, 1966-1971
Scope and Contents
Reports, correspondence, faculty lists, publicity material,
and reference material related to the University of Maine's
Continuing Education Division during Hugh Edwin
folder 19a
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Young and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of
Maine president.
Continuing Education Division, 1966-1971
Scope and Contents
Reports, correspondence, faculty lists, publicity material,
and reference material related to the University of Maine's
Continuing Education Division during Hugh Edwin
Young and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 6 Folder 19b
Continuing Education Division, 1966-1971
Scope and Contents
Reports, correspondence, faculty lists, publicity material,
and reference material related to the University of Maine's
Continuing Education Division during Hugh Edwin
Young and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 6 Folder 19c
box 7Continuing Education Division, 1966-1971
Scope and Contents
Reports, correspondence, faculty lists, publicity material,
and reference material related to the University of Maine's
Continuing Education Division during Hugh Edwin
Young and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of
Maine president.
folder 1a
Continuing Education Division, 1966-1971
Scope and Contents
Reports, correspondence, faculty lists, publicity material,
and reference material related to the University of Maine's
Continuing Education Division during Hugh Edwin
Young and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 7 Folder 1b
box 7Continuing Education Division, 1968-1970
Scope and Contents
Reports, correspondence, faculty lists, publicity material,
and reference material related to the University of Maine's
Continuing Education Division during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 1c
box 7Associated General Contractors Of Maine, Inc., 1963-1964
folder 2
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Scope and Contents
Lists of University of Maine contractors including details
of Associated General Contractors Of Maine, Inc. during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 7University Founder's Day Convocation, 1968
Scope and Contents
Details of the planning of the University of Maine's
Founder's Day Convocation featuring speeches from
Senator Mike Mansfield of Montana (1968) and Justice
William O. Douglas (1969) during Hugh Edwin Young
and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 4a
box 7University Founder's Day Convocation, 1969
Scope and Contents
Copy of Evaluation Report from Title I, Higher Education
Act Career Development Program during Edwin Young's
tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 4b
box 7Cooperative Career Development Project, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Maine Association of
Cooperative Extension Service including survey results,
correspondence, evaluations, housing, and staffing
(1969-1976). Also, details of Cooperative Extension
Service and collective bargaining and remarks to
Cumberland County (1977-1978). During Hugh Edwin
Young and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of
Maine president (1969-1978).
folder 5
box 7Cooperative Extension Service, 1969-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Maine Association of
Cooperative Extension Service including survey results,
correspondence, evaluations, housing, and staffing during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 6a
box 7Cooperative Extension Service, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Details of Cooperative Extension Service and collective
bargaining and remarks to Cumberland County during
folder 6b
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Howard R. Neville's tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 7Testing And Counseling Center, 1960-1968
Scope and Contents
Various University of Maine Testing and Counseling
Center reports, correspondence, and details of the
establishment of the Center during Lloyd Hartman Elliott
and Hugh Edwin Young's tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 7
box 7Creel Vs. Brennan Bates College Suit Re. Admissions, 1967
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine's
admissions policy in light of Creel vs. Brennan a lawsuit
against Bates College regarding admissions during Hugh
Edwin Young's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 9
box 7Critic Teachers -- College Of Education, 1949-1969
Scope and Contents
Lists of supervising teachers for the College of Education
for payroll purposes during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 10
box 8Customs Service, 1966
Scope and Contents
Facsimile of U.S. Customs Service from New York office
for University of Maine's order of the London Times
during Hugh Edwin Young's tenure as University of
Maine president.
folder 6
box 8Kenneth M. Curtis -- Governor Of Maine, 1969-1974
Scope and Contents
Profiles of Kenneth M. Curtis, Governor of Maine, copies
of speeches delivered by Curtis, and correspondence
between Curtis and University of Maine presidents
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby on a range
of subjects during their tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 7a
box 8Kenneth M. Curtis -- Governor Of Maine Cabinet Meetings,
1968-1972
folder 7b
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Scope and Contents
Details of Kenneth M. Curtis, Governor of Maine cabinet
meetings which Winthrop C. Libby attended during his
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 8Kenneth M. Curtis -- Governor Of Maine Planning Council,
1971-1973
Scope and Contents
Copies of Maine State Planning Council reports
"Tomorrow and Tomorrow and Tomorrow" and details
of University of Maine participation in drafting policies
during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 7c
box 8Demonstrations -- Statement On By Winthrop C. Libby, 1969
Scope and Contents
Statement by Winthrop C. Libby on demonstrations at the
University of Maine during his tenure as University of
Maine president.
folder 8
box 8Ira C. Darling Center, 1963-1966
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Ira C. Darling Center
including property and equipment management, research
reports, publicity material, and donations during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 9a
Ira C. Darling Center, 1963-1966
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Ira C. Darling Center
including property and equipment management, research
reports, publicity material, and donations during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 8 Folder 9b
box 8Ira C. Darling Center, 1966-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Ira C. Darling Center
including property and equipment management, research
reports, publicity material, and donations during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 9c
Ira C. Darling Center, 1966-1970 Box 8 Folder 9d
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Ira C. Darling Center
including property and equipment management, research
reports, publicity material, and donations during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
box 9Maine Leadership Development Program, 1961
Scope and Contents
Details of plans for the proposed Maine Leadership
Development Program during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's
tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 4
box 9Diploma Designs, 1952-1965
Scope and Contents
Details of the design of University of Maine diploma
certificates during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd
Hartman Elliott's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 5
box 9Dirigo Boys State, 1950-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Dirigo Boys State event
held at the University of Maine, including press releases,
programs, correspondence, and newspaper clippings
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
and Hugh Edwin Young's tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 9
box 9Dollars For Scholars, 1966-1968
Scope and Contents
Reference material regarding the "Dollars For Scholars"
program from the Citizens' Scholarship Foundation of
America, Inc. during Hugh Edwin Young's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 10
box 9Drisko, Benjamin B. -- Science Industry Foundation, 1963-1965
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and newspaper clipping regarding
Benjamin B. Drisko and his Science Industry Foundation
and the University of Maine's role in the Foundation
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 12
box 9Eastern Maine Guidance Center Annual Report, 1958-1959
folder 16
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of Eastern Maine Guidance Center Annual First
Annual Report (1958-1959) during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
box 9Economic Development Department Of Maine, 1955-1966
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and reference material related to the
Economic Development Department of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young's tenures
as University of Maine president.
folder 17
box 9Economic Opportunity Act -- Work Study Program, 1965-1970
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine grant funding received for
the Work Study Program of the Economic Opportunity
Act during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 18
box 9Economic Opportunity Act -- Proposed Community
Development Project (Cooperative Extension), 1964-1967
Scope and Contents
Details of Cooperative Extension urban renewal project
which was funded by the Department of Housing and
Urban Development during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and
Hugh Edwin Young's tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 19
box 9Educational Bill -- H.R. 11585 (Congressman Tupper), 1964
Scope and Contents
Copy of Educational Bill - H.R. 11585 which
Congressman Tupper introduced and which President
Lloyd Hartman Elliot was sent a copy of during his tenure
as University of Maine president.
folder 20
box 9Vocational Education Act, 1963
Scope and Contents
Copy of Vocational Education Act during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 21
box 9Education, Maine State Dept., 1960-1964
folder 22
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Reports and data from the Maine State Department of
Education and newspaper clippings during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
box 9State Board Of Education And Liaison Committee, 1949-1968
Scope and Contents
Reports, reference material, meting minutes, and
newspaper clippings regarding the State Board Of
Education and its Liaison Committee which University of
Maine President Lloyd Hartman Elliot was a member of
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 23
box 9Education, State Department Of Vocational Rehabilitation Div.,
1962-1965
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between the Maine State Department of
Education's Vocational Rehabilitation Division and the
University of Maine regarding the relationship between
the two institutions during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and
Hugh Edwin Young's tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 24
box 9Educational Conference Board, 1963-1968
Scope and Contents
Meeting minutes and supporting material from the
Educational Conference Board of Maine which University
of Maine representatives were members of during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 25
box 9Educational Development Program -- Proposal, 1967
Scope and Contents
Copy of a proposal for an Educational Development
Program at the University of Maine produced by Bruce R.
Poulton during Hugh Edwin Young's tenure as University
of Maine president.
folder 26
box 10Educational Television Network -- Establishment, 1955-1958
Scope and Contents
Details of the establishment of the Educational Television
Network Association, Inc., including costs, federal
assistance, reserving channels, content, and reference
folder 1a
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material during Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure as
University of Maine president.
Educational Television Network -- Establishment, 1955-1958
Scope and Contents
Details of the establishment of the Educational Television
Network Association, Inc., including costs, federal
assistance, reserving channels, content, and reference
material during Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 10 Folder 1b
box 10Educational Television Network -- Establishment, 1951-1968
Scope and Contents
Details of the establishment of the Educational Television
Network Association, Inc., including costs, federal
assistance, reserving channels, content, and reference
material during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman
Elliot's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 1c
box 10Educational Television Network -- Tri-State, 1953-1956
Scope and Contents
Details of establishment of New England Tri-State
Educational Television during Arthur Andrew Hauck's
tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 1d
box 10Educational Television State Committee -- Establishment Of,
1955-1956
Scope and Contents
Details of the establishment of the Educational Television
State Committee which University of Maine President
Arthur Andrew Hauck was a member of during his tenure
as University of Maine president.
folder 1e
box 10Educational Television Network -- University Of Maine
Programs, 1954-1955
Scope and Contents
Details of proposed University of Maine programs on
Educational Television during Arthur Andrew Hauck's
tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 1f
box 10Dwight D. Eisenhower Proposed Visit Memorial Service,
1965-1969
Scope and Contents
Details of the planning of the Dwight D. Eisenhower
Memorial Service held at the University of Maine (1969).
Also, correspondence with Dwight D. Eisenhower
folder 4
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regarding his inability to attend events at the University
of Maine (1965) during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 10Walter Eitel Photograph Display, 1962
Scope and Contents
Details of a display of photographs in the Memorial Union
from Walter T. Eitel an 1956 graduate of the University of
Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as University
of Maine president.
folder 5
box 10Need For Electrical Engineering Graduates Proposal, 1962
Scope and Contents
Copy of "A Proposed Solution For The Power Companies'
Need For A Greater Number Of Qualified Engineering
Graduates" co-authored by W.S. Evans Dean, College of
Technology, University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 6
box 10Electrical Load And Primary Distribution Report, 1965
Scope and Contents
Copy of "Electrical Load and Primary Distribution" report
by Vernon T. Swain Consulting Electrical Engineer for the
University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure
as University of Maine president.
folder 7
box 10Ellis, George -- State Universities Fund, 1961-1967
Scope and Contents
Correspondence, meeting material, and reports regarding
the New England State Universities Fund (1961-1967)
including with George Ellis, President Federal Reserve
Bank (Boston) during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh
Edwin Young's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 8
box 10Ellis, Ray C. Visit, 1964
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and newspaper clippings regarding a visit
by Ray C. Ellis to Maine and potential for future research
on foreign trade at the University of Maine during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 9
box 10Elm Trees, 1963-1965
Scope and Contents
Details of elm trees at the University of Maine and
spraying for protection against Dutch elm disease during
folder 10
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Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 10Goals Of Engineering Education Report, 1965
Scope and Contents
Copy of "Goals Of Engineering Education Report" report
from the American Society for Engineering Education
(1965) and cover letter regarding engineering education
at the University of Maine during Hugh Edwin Young's
tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 13
box 10Exchange Students -- British American Universities, 1943-1954
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine's participation in an
Institute of International Education student exchange
program with British Universities and proposed exchanges
with University College, Southampton during Arthur
Andrew Hauck's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 17
box 10Experimental Scholarship Program, 1959-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Experimental Scholarship
Program for the University of Maine, including: reports,
correspondence, receipts, publicity material, financial
contributions, and meetings during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 18a
Experimental Scholarship Program, 1959-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Experimental Scholarship
Program for the University of Maine, including: reports,
correspondence, receipts, publicity material, financial
contributions, and meetings during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 10 Folder 18b
Experimental Scholarship Program, 1959-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Experimental Scholarship
Program for the University of Maine, including: reports,
correspondence, receipts, publicity material, financial
contributions, and meetings during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Box 10 Folder 18c
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Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 10Legal Matters -- Jerry L. Durnbaugh d/b/a The Weekly Package
vs UMO (ELFAC), 1970-1973
Scope and Contents
Details of the ELFAC farm accounting system particularly
the legal case Packet Publishing, Inc. vs. ELFAC and
University of Maine and Fred V. Benson during Winthrop
C. Libby's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 19
box 10Extension Services, 1927-1962
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine's Extension Service
Courses, includes reports, bulletins, costs, staffing, sand
course details during Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur
Andrew Hauck, and Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 20
box 11Edwin H. Bates -- Cooperative Extension Service, 1961-1977
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine's Extension Service
Courses, includes reports, bulletins, costs, staffing, and
course details during Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur
Andrew Hauck, and Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 1a
Edwin H. Bates -- Cooperative Extension Service, 1961-1977
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine's Extension Service
Courses, includes reports, bulletins, costs, staffing, and
course details during Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur
Andrew Hauck, and Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 11 Folder 1b
box 11Cooperative Extension Service, 1960-1964
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine's Extension Service
Courses, includes reports, bulletins, costs, staffing, sand
course details during Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur
Andrew Hauck, and Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 1c
box 11Extension Agent Training Program, 1962
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Scope and Contents
Report on "Suggested Organization of Extension Agent
Training Program" during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure
as University of Maine president.
box 11National Advisory Committee -- Comparative Extension
Program, 1960-1962
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding University of Maine
participation in the National Advisory Committee
Comparative Extension Program during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 3
box 11Faculty Breakfast, 1962-1963
Scope and Contents
Details of the organization and content of Faculty
Breakfasts organized to discuss issues affecting the
University during Lloyd Hartman Elliot's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 4a
box 11Faculty Breakfast, 1964-1967
Scope and Contents
Details of the organization and content of Faculty
Breakfasts organized to discuss issues affecting the
University during Lloyd Hartman Elliot's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 4b
box 11Faculty Breakfast, 1968
Scope and Contents
Details of the organization and content of Faculty
Breakfasts organized to discuss issues affecting the
University during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville's tenures as University of
Maine president.
folder 4c
box 11Faculty Breakfast, 1969
Scope and Contents
Details of the organization and content of Faculty
Breakfasts organized to discuss issues affecting the
University during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 4d
box 11Faculty Breakfast, 1970-1971
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Scope and Contents
Details of the organization and content of Faculty
Breakfasts organized to discuss issues affecting the
University during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 12Foreign Students, 1946-1963
Scope and Contents
Lists of foreign students attending the University of Maine
and their grades and newspaper clipping regarding and
press releases regarding specific students and reports
on groups of students during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 1a
box 12Foreign Students, 1963-1970
Scope and Contents
Lists of foreign students attending the University of Maine
and their grades and newspaper clipping regarding and
press releases regarding specific students and reports
on groups of students during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 1b
box 12Statement Of Faith, 1964
Scope and Contents
Responses to requests for statements of faith during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 3
box 12Farm And Home Week, 1957-1967
Scope and Contents
Details of the plans for the University of Maine's Farm
and Home Week, includes: press releases, newspaper
clipping, correspondence, and programs during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin
Young's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 4a
box 12Farm And Home Week Programs Citations, 1927-1971
Scope and Contents
Open House programs and Farmers and Homemakers
Citations during Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of
Maine president.
folder 4b
Farm And Home Week Programs Citations, 1927-1971 Box 12 Folder 4c
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Scope and Contents
Open House programs and Farmers and Homemakers
Citations during Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of
Maine president.
box 12Fellowships -- Maine Canners, 1936-1941
Scope and Contents
Details of the Maine Canners Association Fellowships for
graduate study at the University of Maine during Arthur
Andrew Hauck's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 5
box 12Fishery, 1949-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items related to fishery including Annual Reports
of the Maine Cooperative Fishery Unit and Unit meetings
held at the University of Maine, and Inland Fisheries and
Game use of University buildings, and University fishery
studies during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young's tenures as University of
Maine president.
folder 9
box 12Food Industry Conference, 1963
Scope and Contents
Details of planning the Food Industry Conference held at
the University of Maine Memorial Union during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 10
box 12Food Industry Management Program (Two-Year), 1964
Scope and Contents
Responses to inquiries into the University of Maine's Food
Industry Management Program (Two-Year) during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 11
box 12Foreign Agricultural Service, 1956-1965
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine's Foreign Agricultural
Service including funding, selection of students, and
staffing during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman
Elliott's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 13
box 12Project To Provide Student Teaching Experiences Through The
Development Of Team Teaching -- Ford Fdn., 1960-1965
folder 17a
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Scope and Contents
Details of grant funding received from the Ford
Foundation for a project to provide student teaching
experiences through the development of team teaching,
includes copies of annual reports to the Ford Foundation,
funding figures, press releases, correspondence, and the
grant proposal during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as
University of Maine president.
Project To Provide Student Teaching Experiences Through The
Development Of Team Teaching -- Ford Fdn., 1960-1965
Scope and Contents
Details of grant funding received from the Ford
Foundation for a project to provide student teaching
experiences through the development of team teaching,
includes copies of annual reports to the Ford Foundation,
funding figures, press releases, correspondence, and the
grant proposal during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 12 Folder 17b
box 12Forest Products Laboratory, 1942-1962
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine's Forest
Products Laboratory including research, newspaper
clippings, reports, public policy development on a range
of forestry related issues during Arthur Andrew Hauck
and Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenures as University of
Maine president.
folder 18
box 13Forestry, 1934-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items related to forestry particularly the
University of Maine's School of Forestry including:
details of research projects, staffing, planning, meetings,
newspaper clippings, and reference material during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of
Maine president.
folder 1a
Forestry, 1934-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items related to forestry particularly the
University of Maine's School of Forestry including:
details of research projects, staffing, planning, meetings,
newspaper clippings, and reference material during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Box 13 Folder 1b
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Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of
Maine president.
box 134-H Club Foundation -- Maine And National, 1961-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the 4-H Club Foundation both
in Maine supported by the Maine Cooperative Extension
Service and nationally, including: University of Maine
review (1967-1968), funding, annual reviews, staffing,
meetings, press releases, deeds, newspaper clippings, by-
laws, and details of establishing the corporation during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young's tenures
as University of Maine president.
folder 2
box 13Chas. H. Hood Dairy Foundation Projects, 1949-1965
Scope and Contents
Details of various projects funded at the University of
Maine by the Charles. H. Hood Dairy Foundation during
Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenures
as University of Maine president.
folder 3
box 13Kebo Educational Foundation Visit, 1965
Scope and Contents
Details of visit to the University of Maine by
representatives from the Kebo Educational Foundation
regarding the property it owns in Mount Desert Island
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of
Maine president.
folder 4
box 13Rockefeller Foundation Funding, 1937-1950
Scope and Contents
Details of the potential for grant funding at the University
of Maine from the Rockefeller Foundation during Arthur
Andrew Hauck's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 5
box 13Fraternities, 1876-1968
Scope and Contents
Various University of Maine Board of Trustees actions
and Faculty Committee Fraternities and Finance
Committee reports regarding fraternities, including:
establishment, funding, and housing during Fraternities
during Charles Frederick Allen, Merritt Caldwell Fernald,
Abram Winegardner Harris, George E. Fellows, Abram
Winegardner Harris, George E. Fellows, Robert Judson
Aley, Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman,
folder 6
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Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliot, and Hugh
Edwin Young's tenures as University of Maine president.
box 13Freshman Orientation Program, 1923-1967
Scope and Contents
Copies of various University of Maine Freshman
Orientation Program schedules, programs, correspondence
regarding the organization, student results, and press
releases during Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin
Young's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 7a
box 13Freshman Orientation Program, 1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Copies of various University of Maine Freshman
Orientation Program schedules, programs, correspondence
regarding the organization, student results, and press
releases during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 7b
box 13Freshman-Parents Day, 1938-1964
Scope and Contents
Press releases, programs, invitations, and newspaper
clipping regarding University of Maine Freshman-Parents
Days during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young's tenures as University of
Maine president.
folder 8
box 13Foster Parent Sponsoring Of Students, 1968
Scope and Contents
Details of potential for Foster Parent program whereby
businesses sponsor University of Maine students during
Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 12
box 14Game Warden School Proposals, 1954
Scope and Contents
Details of proposal for a University of Maine Game
Warden course during Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 1
box 14"Gay Liberation", 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items related to "Gay Liberation", including:
the report "Gay Movements and Legal Changes: Some
Aspects of the Dynamics of a Social Problem" by James
folder 2a
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E, Gallagher and Steven F. Cohn from the University
of Maine and reactions to the report, and details of the
controversy around Wide-Stein Club meeting and "Gay
Conference" at the University of Maine including various
correspondence received on the subject during Howard R.
Neville's tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
"Gay Liberation", 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items related to "Gay Liberation", including:
the report "Gay Movements and Legal Changes: Some
Aspects of the Dynamics of a Social Problem" by James
E, Gallagher and Steven F. Cohn from the University
of Maine and reactions to the report, and details of the
controversy around Wide-Stein Club meeting and "Gay
Conference" at the University of Maine including various
correspondence received on the subject during Howard R.
Neville's tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 14 Folder 2b
box 14Woolley, T. Russell, Exec. Dir. General Alumni Association,
1960-1966
Scope and Contents
Various items particularly correspondence featuring
Woolley, T. Russell, Executive Director of the University
of Maine's General Alumni Association related to
arranging alumni meetings during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young's tenures
as University of Maine president.
folder 3
box 14General Electric Foundation Matching Program, 1955-1971
Scope and Contents
Details of financial contribution made by the General
Electric Foundation Matching Program at the University
of Maine programs during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 4a
General Electric Foundation Matching Program, 1955-1971 Box 14 Folder 4b
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Scope and Contents
Details of financial contribution made by the General
Electric Foundation Matching Program at the University
of Maine programs during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
box 14Geography Program, 1963
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding potential for a geography
program at the University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 5
box 14German Consulate Visit, 1963
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a German Consulate visit to the
University of Maine to discuss potential for a relationship
between the two during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 6
box 14French Government Gift To Department Of Modern Languages
And Classics, 1956-1958
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the French Government gift
to the University of Maine's Department of Modern
Languages and Classics during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 8
box 14John Gould -- Lisbon Falls Enterprise, 1961
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the journalist John Gould in
the publication Lisbon Falls Enterprise and newspaper
clippings from the publication during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 11
box 14Governor's Cabinet Meetings, 1967-1968
Scope and Contents
Meeting packages and correspondence regarding the State
of Maine Governor's Cabinet meetings which University
of Maine President Hugh Edwin Young attended during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 12
box 14Governor's Committee On Agriculture, 1953-1968
folder 13
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Scope and Contents
Meeting packages, press releases, copies of legislation,
and correspondence regarding the State of Maine
Governor's Committee on Agriculture during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of
Maine president.
box 14Governor's Committee On Poultry Report, 1968
Scope and Contents
Copy of the State of Maine Governor's Committee on
Poultry's report on poultry which Winthrop C. Libby was
a consultant for during his tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 14
box 14Governor's Maine State Planning Council, 1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Meeting packages, reports, newspaper clippings,
publications, and correspondence regarding the State of
Maine Governor's Maine State Planning Council which
Winthrop C. Libby was a member of during his tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 15
box 14Governor's Task Force On Data Processing, 1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Meeting packages, reports, details of visit to IBM,
publications, and correspondence regarding the State of
Maine Governor's Task Force on Data Processing which
University of Maine faculty staff were members of and
State Computer Center during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure
as University of Maine president.
folder 16
box 14Governor's Task Force On The Maine Environment, 1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Meeting packages and correspondence regarding the
State of Maine Governor's Task Force On The Maine
Environment which Winthrop C. Libby was a member of
during his tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 17
box 14Governor's Task Force On Government Reorganization,
1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Meeting packages, reports, testimony, publications,
and correspondence and copies of University of Maine
President Hugh Edwin Young statement (1967) at
State of Maine Governor's Task Force On Government
folder 18
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Reorganization during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop
C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
box 14Governor's Task Force On Potatoes, 1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the chairmanship and records
of the State of Maine's Governor's Task Force On Potatoes
which Winthrop C. Libby was chair of during his tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 19
box 14Kenneth M. Curtis, Governor Of Maine, 1966-1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with and newspaper clippings and press
releases about Kenneth M. Curtis, Governor Of Maine
including his visit to the University of Maine (1967)
during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 22
box 14The Gottesman Computation And Analysis Laboratory,
1959-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Gottesman Computation
and Analysis Laboratory at the University of Maine
including the proposal to establish the Laboratory, funding
details, and publications during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 23
Grand Stand Corporation, 1930-1966
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Grandstand Corporation
which was dissolved in 1966 and all physical assets
became the property of the University of Maine. Includes:
Board of Trustees minutes and memorandums regarding
the dissolution, fire insurance details, rentals, and notes
receivable during Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 15a Folder 1
Great Northern Paper Company, 1964
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Great Northern Paper
Company including: presentations given at Great Northern
events by University of Maine President Lloyd H. Elliot
(1962) and copy of Bangor Daily News Great Northern
Box 15a Folder 4
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Paper Edition (1962) during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Greek Weekend, 1967
Scope and Contents
Press releases for the University of Maine's Greek
Weekend involving fraternities and sororities during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 15a Folder 5
John Hancock Insurance Co., 1931-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Retirement Income Plan, including: copies of plans,
Board of Trustees resolutions regarding the polices,
and correspondence with representatives from the John
Hancock Insurance Company during Harold Sherburne
Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 15a Folder 9a
John Hancock Insurance Co., 1931-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Retirement Income Plan, including: copies of plans,
Board of Trustees resolutions regarding the polices,
and correspondence with representatives from the John
Hancock Insurance Company during Harold Sherburne
Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 15a folder 9b
John Hancock Insurance Co., 1931-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Retirement Income Plan, including: copies of plans,
Board of Trustees resolutions regarding the polices,
and correspondence with representatives from the John
Hancock Insurance Company during Harold Sherburne
Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 15a Folder 9c
John Hancock Insurance Co., 1931-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Retirement Income Plan, including: copies of plans,
Board of Trustees resolutions regarding the polices,
and correspondence with representatives from the John
Box 15a folder 9d
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Hancock Insurance Company during Harold Sherburne
Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Graduate Assistants, Graduate Fellows, Res. Assts., Definition
Of, Salary Of, Etc., 1925-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items related to research assistants, including:
their reclassification from classified to professional staff
(1968), procedures for recruiting graduate assistantships,
compensation and stipends for graduate assistants and
details of individual students during Clarence Cook Little,
Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 15b Folder 1
Graduate Education, 1964-1968
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine Graduate Faculty
approval of the formation of a committee to discuss the
coordination of graduate programs (1968) and Gorham
State Teachers College graduate program (1964) during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 15b Folder 2
Graduate "M" Club Honorary Schools, 1966-1968
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine Graduate “M” Club
honorary membership, including the awarding of the
award on individuals (1967) during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 15b Folder 3
Graduate Faculty, 1922-1964
Scope and Contents
Copies of minutes and supporting material from the
University of Maine Faculty of Graduate Study during
Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman,
Arthur Andrew Hauck, and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 15b Folder 4a
Graduate Faculty, 1922-1964
Scope and Contents
Copies of meeting minutes and supporting material from
the University of Maine Faculty of Graduate Study during
Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman,
Box 15b folder 4b
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Arthur Andrew Hauck, and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Graduate Scholarships, 1923-1966
Scope and Contents
Details of the recipients of the University of Maine’s
Graduate Tuition Scholarship during Clarence Cook Little,
Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 15b Folder 5
Graduate School, 1964-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Graduate
School including staffing, Graduate School Faculty
meeting minutes and supporting material during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 15b Folder 6a
Graduate School, 1964-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Graduate
School including staffing, Graduate School Faculty
meeting minutes and supporting material during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 15b folder 6b
Graduate School, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Graduate School Faculty meeting minutes, supporting
material and Policies and Regulations of The Graduate
School during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 15b Folder 6c
Graduate School, 1969-1974
Scope and Contents
Various reports, policies and procedures, and
correspondence on the University of Maine Graduate
School during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 15b Folder 6d
Graduate School, 1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Details of study requirements for doctorial students,
elections of a member-at-large to the Gradate Faculty
Box 15b Folder 6e
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Executive Committee, student enrollment numbers, and
review of faculty resources by institutional unit during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Graduate School, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Graduate School and Gorham State College, including:
correspondence regarding individual student’s study,
Graduate Board implementation and election, curriculum
vitae for faculty, referendum on constitution, financing,
awards, reviews, reports, and performance data during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 15b Folder 6f
Graduate School, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Graduate School and Gorham State College, including:
pay of graduate students, correspondence regarding
individual student’s study and testing, complaints, resident
requirements, policy regarding the Graduate School,
awards to students, student retention reports, course
details, reports, and reference material during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 15b Folder 6g
Graduate School, 1972-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Graduate
School, including: Department of History graduate
program changes, student articles and reviews, registration
of students, student orientation, grant aid, grades, revisions
of catalog, events, and promotion and tenure of faculty
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 15b Folder 6h
Graduate, 1970-1978
Scope and Contents
Various minutes, correspondence, memorandums, and
supporting material from University of Maine Graduate
School Committee meetings during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 15b Folder 6i
Graduate Students, 1971-1978 Box 15b Folder 6j
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of students at the University of Maine’s Graduate
School, including: examinations, dissertations, and
committees during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Graduate School, 1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Graduate
School, including: meeting minutes, memorandums,
test scores, and reports during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine
president.
box 15b Folder 6k
Representative William D. Hathaway, 1966
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between U.S. Congressman William
D. Hathaway and University of Maine President Hugh
Edwin Young regarding H.R. 13174 a bill on higher
education funding during his tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 16 Folder 2
High School Day, 1956-1964
Scope and Contents
Program, press releases, registrants and newspaper
clippings regarding the University of Maine High School
Day during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 16 Folder 4
Higher Education Council, 1967-1973
Scope and Contents
Meeting minutes of the Higher Education Council for the
State of Maine during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 16 Folder 5a
Higher Education Council, 1972
Scope and Contents
Details of a sub-committee of the Higher Education
Council for the State of Maine tasked with exploring
the feasibility of amendment to the Maine Constitution
which would provide a means for financing higher
educational within the framework of the Maine School
Box 16 Folder 5b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Building Authority during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Higher Education Assistance Foundation (Loan Fund),
1957-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Higher Education
Assistance Foundation (Loan Fund), including: newspaper
clippings, bond issues for a “Reserve Fund to Guarantee
Student Loans”, minutes from Maine Higher Education
Assistance Foundation meetings, loan plans, reports, and
correspondence during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 16 Folder 6
Homecoming, 1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Homecoming Weekend (1970), including: correspondence
regarding feedback, press releases, newspaper clippings,
programs, and meeting material from the Homecoming
Committee during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 16 Folder 7
Homecoming, 1961-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to University of Maine’s
Homecoming Weekends, including: correspondence
regarding feedback, press releases, newspaper clippings,
programs, invitations, and meeting from the Homecoming
Committee during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 16 Folder 8
Horticulture, Dept, of -- "Decorating Agency", 1961-1962
Scope and Contents
Details of the decision that responsibility for the work of
the campus “decorating agency” will be transferred to the
University of Maine’s Department of Plant and Facilities
from the Horticulture Department during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 16 Folder 10
Hotels, 1962-1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence, hotel brochures, and details of travel
reservations for various trips taken by University of Maine
Box 16 Folder 11
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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presidents Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young
during their tenures as University of Maine president.
Faculty vs. Students Sports Matches, 1963-1965
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine Administration sports
matches against the General Student Senate in softball
(1963-1965), use of horseshoe pits for student sports,
faculty-student basketball game (1963),and the first
Annual University of Maine Men’s Intramural Athletic
Association Faculty-Student Combination Double’s
Handball Elimination Tournament (1963) during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 16 Folder 12
Hearing -- U.S. House Of Representatives Special
Subcommittee On Education, 1966
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine President Edwin Young's
participation in the field hearings and discussions which
are being conducted in connection with a study of the
U.S. Office of Education, includes copies of hearings
from U.S. House of Representatives Special Committee
on Education which Dr. Robert Worick, Director of the
Student Aid Program University of Maine and Young
provided statements to during his tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 16 Folder 14
University Honors Council, 1961
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s Honors
Council, including: details of Council appointments,
creation of the Honors Program, recommendations for the
program, and list of students in the Program during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 16 Folder 16
Honorary Societies, 1962-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Honor
Society, including: invitations to the Society’s annual
banquet, banquet programs and agendas, press releases
regarding students and faculty to be honored, copy of
University of Maine “Sophomore Owls Who’s Who
1910-1962” and newspaper clippings regarding banquets
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 16 Folder 17
Housing Act -- Federal, 1949 Box 16 Folder 21
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine accepting $2,000
allocated to it by the Federal Extension Service under the
House Act (1949) during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Housing -- Federal Agencies, 1944-1966
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine renting campus
space to the U.S. Soil Conservation Service (1963) and
laboratory space for J.W. Slosser in the Agriculture
Engineering Building (1944) during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 16 Folder 29
Hubert H. Humphrey -- Vice Pres. Of The U.S., 1968
Scope and Contents
Details of United States Vice President Hubert H.
Humphrey’s visit to the University of Maine (1968),
includes: correspondence regarding the visit, press
releases, copies of speeches, and newspaper clippings
during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 2
President Lyndon B. Johnson, 1964-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items related to United States President Lyndon
Baines Johnson, including: details of University of
Maine President Lloyd H. Elliot and students visit to
the White House during Johnson’s tenure (1964), copies
of a letter congratulating students on the graduation
from the University of Maine (1967), and newspaper
clippings from Johnson’s visit to Maine (1967) during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 3
Joint Civilian Orientation Conference, 1960
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and publications from the Joint Civilian
Orientation Conference which University of Maine
President Lloyd Hartman Elliot attended and was on
the subject of national security, during his tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 4
Commission On The Humanities, 1965 Box 17 Folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine President
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Colby College Robert E.L
Strider concerning the Congressional establishment of a
Commission on Humanities during loyd Hartman Elliott's
tenure as University of Maine president.
National Endowment For The Humanities -- Proposal, 1967
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s proposal to the
National Endowment for the Humanities for a Maine
bibliographical project during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 7
Industrial Cooperation -- Dept. Of, 1944-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Department of Industrial Cooperation, including reports,
correspondence regarding the history of the department,
details of research projects, financial data, reference
material, newspaper clippings regarding projects, and
minutes from Industrial Advisory Council meetings
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 9b
Inland Fisheries And Game -- Department Of, 1950-1963
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the State of Maine Department
of Inland Fisheries and Game, including: details of
University of Maine studies into fishing and hunting
industry of Maine’s economy (1963), housing Inland
Fisheries and Game staff at the University of Maine,
hosting Inland Fisheries and Game meetings at the
University of Maine, the University of Maine’s Fishery
Division’s courses, and funding for projects during Arthur
Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 10
Proposal For Institute On Exceptional Children, 1953-1968
Scope and Contents
Details of grant funding available for the establishment,
under the Psychology Department, of an University of
Maine Institute on Exceptional Children during Arthur
Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 11
Interfraternity Singing Contest Trophy, 1955-1959 Box 17 Folder 14
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Newspaper clipping regarding Theta-Chi winning the
Interfraternity Sing at the University of Maine and
information on the history of the Interfraternity Singing
Contest Trophy during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, 1961-1963
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine Faculty Council’s
consideration of an application for approval for the Inter-
Varsity Christina Fellowship as a separate group from
the Maine Christian Association during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 15
Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial Laboratory Cooperative
Arrangement For Grad. Study, 1949-1961
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine and Roscoe B. Jackson
Memorial’s cooperative arrangement for graduate study
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 16a
Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial Laboratory -- General, 1941-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial
Laboratory, includes: newspaper clipping regarding
faculty appointments, publications, copies of Roscoe B.
Jackson Memorial Laboratory Board of Trustee meeting
minutes, reports, and details of visits to the Laboratory
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 16b
Junior Colleges -- Possibility For, 1962-1963
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a visit by representatives from
the University of Maine to the York School Department
and plans for a junior college, also newspaper clipping on
poor prospects of Junior College in Maine during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 19
Junior Colleges -- Portland, Ricker, Etc., 1937-1964 Box 17 Folder 20
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of discussions with Gorham and Farmington State
Teachers Colleges regarding the possibility of cooperative
graduate programs (1964), correspondence regarding
transfers of students from Portland to Orono campuses,
correspondence, reports, and newspaper clippings
regarding the Portland Junior College of Technology
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Kendall, William Converse Memorial Fellowship, 1940-1947
Scope and Contents
Details of various contributions to the William Converse
Memorial Fellowship for salmon study during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 21
Kenduskeag Stream Urban Renewal Project Property, 1965
Scope and Contents
Details of the City of Bangor Housing and Home
Finance Agency acquisition of the University of Maine’s
Kenduskeag Stream Urban Renewal Project Property
during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 22
Knox Academy Of Arts Sciences, 1930-1945
Scope and Contents
Details of the Knox Academy of Science’s desire for
the University of Maine to take over their arboretum
located near Thomaston on the banks of the George River,
correspondence with the Knox Academy of Science
regarding University of Maine support for the Academy,
and recommendation regarding Rockefeller funding
during Harold Sherburne Boardman and Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 23
Master Keys, Great Grand, 1964
Scope and Contents
Copies of a memorandum regarding the issuing of
University of Maine “Great Grand Master Keys” for the
general campus system during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 24
Peter N. Kyros -- Congressman, 1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine President
Winthrop C. Libby and U.S. Congressman Peter N.
Box 17 Folder 25
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Kyros regarding the passing of the Joelson Amendment
which provided additional funds to the Appropriations
Committee’s bill for education during Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
USDA Budgets -- Proposed Reductions, 1966
Scope and Contents
Correspondence, report, and data regarding the possible
impact on the University of Maine of the proposed
reductions in the USDA budgets to support Experiment
Station and Extension Service work during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 26
American Association Of Land-Grant Colleges And Universities
Centennial Celebration, 1959-1962
Scope and Contents
Various items related to planning the American
Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities
Centennial Celebration, including the Centennial
Convocation (1961) and details of the American
Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities
working group tasked with planning the event during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 18 Folder 1a
American Association Of Land-Grant Colleges And Universities
Centennial Celebration, 1959-1962
Scope and Contents
Various items related to planning the American
Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities
Centennial Celebration, including the Centennial
Convocation (1961) and details of the American
Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities
working group tasked with planning the event during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 18 Folder 1b
American Association Of Land-Grant Colleges And Universities
Centennial Celebration, 1959-1962
Scope and Contents
Various items related to planning the American
Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities
Centennial Celebration, including the Centennial
Convocation (1961) and details of the American
Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities
working group tasked with planning the event during
Box 18 Folder 1c
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
American Association Of Land-Grant Colleges And Universities
Centennial Celebration -- Land Grant Fact Sheets, 1962
Scope and Contents
Copy of an edition of Land Grant Fact Sheets for the
American Association Of Land-Grant Colleges And
Universities Centennial Celebration during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 18 Folder 2
Land-Grant Universities Task Force, 1962-1963
Scope and Contents
Items from University of Maine President Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s time on the Land-Grant Universities Task Force
for the recent seminar on agricultural administration,
including: correspondence with fellow Task Force
members, reports, publications, and memorandums during
Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 18 Folder 3
Commission On Arts And Sciences (Nat. Assoc. Of State
Universities And Land-Grant Colleges), 1963-1967
Scope and Contents
Items from University of Maine President Hugh Edwin
Young’s time on the Commission On Arts and Sciences
for the National Association of State Universities and
Land-Grant Colleges, including: correspondence with
fellow Task Force members, reports, meeting material,
and memorandums during Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 18 Folder 4
Association Of State Universities And Land-Grant Colleges --
"Tax Credit" Legislation, 1963-1967
Scope and Contents
Various reference and correspondence on the subject
of "Tax Credit" legislation and its effect on costs for
State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 18 Folder 5
Land Grant Colleges And Universities -- Teaching Fund, 1961
Scope and Contents
Memorandum from the American Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant Colleges to heads of Land-
Grant institutions regarding “Do-It Yourself Calculations
on Land-Grant Teaching Funds” and testimony from
University of Maine President Lloyd Hartman Elliott
Box 18 Folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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regarding ETV Bills during his tenure as University of
Maine president.
Land-Grant Colleges And State Universities -- Committee On
Intra-University Relations, 1968
Scope and Contents
Items from University of Maine President Winthrop
C. Libby’s time on the National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant Colleges Committee on
Intra-University Relationships, including: correspondence
with fellow committee members, reports, meeting
material, and memorandums during Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 18 Folder 7
Latin America (Venezuela And Colombia), 1963-1965
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine representatives (including
University of Maine President Lloyd Hartman Elliott) trips
to Venezuela and Colombia, including correspondence
regarding trip, trip details and reference material regarding
Latin America during Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 18 Folder 8
Lecture Series -- Special (Curtis Hutchins), 1951-1954
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s Special Community-
University Lectures including: funding from Curtis and
Ruth Hutchins for the Lecture Series, correspondence
with presenters, and newspaper clipping regarding
presentations during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 18 Folder 9
Legislative Internship Program In Maine, 1960-1961
Scope and Contents
Details of the proposed development of a Legislative
Internship Program in Maine which was eventually
not passed in the Maine State Legislature during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 18 Folder 11
Library -- Architect, 1931-1945
Scope and Contents
Details of various construction work carried at the
University of Maine’s library particularly the work of
various architect companies, includes: correspondence,
plans, details of bidding process for specific work,
and meetings with architects during Harold Sherburne
Box 18 Folder 12a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Boardman and Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Library -- Raymond H. Fogler, 1962-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Library,
including: space, funding, staffing, and security issues,
details of specific titles added to the library’s collection,
library meetings, library catalogs and equipment, and
copies of program from the naming of the library “In
Appreciation” of Raymond H. Fogler (1962) during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 18 Folder 12c
Library -- General, 1931-1952
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s library,
including: the campaign for the construction of the new
library building, construction details of the new library
building, and acquisition of new library equipment during
Harold Sherburne Boardman and Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 18 Folder 12f
Library Service To Higher Education In Maine (Portland), 1966
Scope and Contents
Copies of “A Proposal For Library Service To Higher
Education In Maine” by University of Maine Librarian
James C. MacCampbell during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 18 Folder 12g
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Letter from University of Maine Director of Development
Peter C. Crolius to President Hugh Edwin Young
describing the results of Crolius’ survey on the use of
liquid nitrogen on campus during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Lobster Disease Project, 1946
Scope and Contents
Copies of correspondence relative to a cooperative study
on a lobster disease to be sponsored by the State of Maine
Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 18 Folder 16
LOCUS (Assoc. Of London, Oxford, Cambridge University
Students), 1969
Scope and Contents
Letter from University of Maine President Winthrop
C. Libby describing the University being designated
a sponsor of an Exchange Visitor Program involving
LOCUS an association of British University students
during Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 18 Folder 17
Governor James Longley, 1975-1978
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence between University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville and Maine Governor James
B. Longley and his administration on various subjects
including Neville’s support for Longley as he ran again
for governor, budgetary issues, and University of Maine
activities during Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 18 Folder 19
Loring Air Force Base, 1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine President
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Dean Winthrop C. Libby
regarding developments at Loring Air Force Base during
Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 18 Folder 20
Elijah Parish Lovejoy Quadrangle, 1965-1969
Scope and Contents
Details of discussions of free speech and free assembly
at the University of Maine, including Anti-Vietnam
war protests at the Elijah Parish Lovejoy Quadrangle,
and details of the naming of the Elijah Parish Lovejoy
Box 18 Folder 21
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Quadrangle during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Maine-College Community Research Program, 1949-1955
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Maine College Community
Research Program which consisted of Bates, Bowdoin,
Colby colleges and the University of Maine, includes:
correspondence, reports, and details of the Senior
Advisory Council and Business Faculty Research Group
meetings during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 19 Folder 3
Maine Day, 1964-1970
Scope and Contents
Details of Maine Day at the University of Maine, includes:
planning material, programs, funding details, newspaper
clippings, and press releases during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 19 Folder 4a
Maine Day, 1974-1983
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine’s Maine Day, including:
reports, correspondence, press release, and newspaper
clippings during Howard R. Neville and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 19 Folder 4b
Maine Dental Society, 1960
Scope and Contents
Details of attempts to establish a School of Dental
Hygiene in Maine and correspondence with the Maine
Dental Society during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 19 Folder 5
Maine Economy Of, 1958
Scope and Contents
Copies of a memorandum on the subject of the Maine
economy meant as background information for dealing
with the University of Maine’s budget during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 19 Folder 6
Compendium Of State Fiscal Information On Maine, 1964
Scope and Contents
Copies of “Maine Compendium of State Fiscal
Information” Publication 32 prepared by Frederick W.
Box 19 Folder 7
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Kneeland, Legislative Finance Officer during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Maine Development Commission, 1944-1950
Scope and Contents
Details of funding support the University of Maine
received from the Maine Development Commission
during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 19 Folder 8
General Information -- Maine, 1922-1960
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous information related to Maine
particularly political information and State of Maine
publications which include facts and statistics on Maine
during Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman,
Arthur Andrew Hauck, and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 19 Folder 9a
General Information -- Maine, 1922-1960
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous information related to Maine
particularly political information and State of Maine
publications which include facts and statistics on Maine
during Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman,
Arthur Andrew Hauck, and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 19 Folder 9b
General Information -- Maine, 1961-1970
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous information and publications
related to Maine containing facts and statistics during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 19 Folder 9c
General Information -- Maine, 1961-1970
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous information and publications
related to Maine containing facts and statistics during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 19 Folder 9d
Maine Christian Association -- Coffee House, 1962
Scope and Contents
Details of the Maine Christian Association opening a
“coffee house” on the University of Maine campus,
Box 19 Folder 10
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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includes a press release and letter from the Maine
Christian Association to the members of the faculty and
administration during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Maine Higher Education Survey, 1927-1930
Scope and Contents
Details of the Maine Higher Education Survey, including:
reports, memorandum, data, and correspondence during
Harold Sherburne Boardman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 19 Folder 11
Maine Marine Resources Forum, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Maine Marine Resources
Forum which the University of Maine sponsored,
includes: correspondence regarding meetings, proceeding
of the Forum, and list of Forum members during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 19 Folder 12
Maine-Maritime College Conference, 1940-1941
Scope and Contents
Details of the organization of the Conference of Presidents
of Colleges and Universities of the Maritime Provinces
and Maine, including notes from the conference, attendees
details, sponsorship by the Carnegie Corporation, and
correspondence with the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace regarding the shipment of documents
during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 19 Folder 13
Maine Medical Association, 1956-1962
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between the Maine Medical Association
and University of Maine presidents Arthur Andrew Hauck
and Lloyd Hartman Elliott on Annual Sessions of the
Association which both presidents attended during their
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 19 Folder 14
The Maine Masque Theater, 1938-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s Masque
Theater, including: a history of the Theater, publicity
regarding specific performances, reports, and lists of
actors during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Box 19 Folder 15
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Maine Potato Industry Research Fellowship, 1949-1950
Scope and Contents
Details of the establishment of the Maine Potato Industry
Research Fellowship at the University of Maine during
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 19 Folder 16
Maine Poultry Associations, Inc. Study, 1963
Scope and Contents
Details of a University of Maine study regarding an
evaluation of the feasibility of manufacturing wire bound
chicken crates in Maine which was sponsored by the
Maine Poultry Associations, Inc. during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 19 Folder 17
The Maine Campus, 1959
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
publication The Maine Campus including its
independence, correspondence regarding specific articles,
funding, and copies of editions during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 19 Folder 18
Maine Newspaper Days, 1948-1962
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Newspaper Day, including: press releases, “Newspaper In
The Classroom Workshop”, plans for the Newspaper Day,
newspaper clippings, programs, and presentation notes
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 19 Folder 19
Maine's Power Supply, 1966
Scope and Contents
Copy of “The Maine Yankee Project” a statement by
William H. Dunham, President Central Maine Power
Company and Maine Yankee Atomic Power Company
during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 19 Folder 20
Maine Resources And Their Development Conference, 1949 Box 19 Folder 21
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of the “Maine Resources and Their Development”
conference held at the University of Maine, including:
correspondence with presenters, programs, and newspaper
clippings during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Maine -- State Of -- Study Of School Finances And Needs In
The State, 1956
Scope and Contents
Copy of a draft report State of Maine “Report with
Recommendations on Study of School Finances and
Needs in the State” during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 19 Folder 22
Mangenese, 1957
Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine report “Bangor and
Aroostook Railroad Company Report on Low Grade
Manganese Ore in Maine" during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 19 Folder 23
Proposal Entitled "An Interdisciplinary Model Of Labor Force
Inelasticity", 1945-1967
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s grant proposal to the
U.S. Department of Labor entitled “An Interdisciplinary
Model of Labor Force Inelasticity”, including
correspondence with the U.S. Department of Labor, copies
of the grant application, reports and plans for the grant
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 19 Folder 24
Marine Studies, 1976-1980
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence, plans and report on the
University of Maine Center for Marine Studies during
Howard R. Neville and Paul H. Silverman’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 19 Folder 25
Mathematics, Department Of, 1963 Box 20 Folder 1
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Data and cover letter regarding staffing problems in the
area of mathematics during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
McIntire-Stennis Act (Forestry Research), 1964-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items related to McIntire-Stennis funds allocated
for forestry research, includes a history of the University
of Maine School of Forestry during Lloyd Hartman Elliott
and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 20 Folder 3a
Clifford G. McIntire, 1950-1974
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items related to Clifford Guy
McIntire a former Maine congressman, including
curriculum vita, newspaper clippings, and magazine
articles during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 20 Folder 3b
Medical School, 1969
Scope and Contents
Various reference material and background material
regarding an act creating a Maine Medical School
Commission (1969) during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 20 Folder 4a
Medical School, 1969
Scope and Contents
Various reference material and background material
regarding an act creating a Maine Medical School
Commission (1969) during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 20 Folder 4b
Committee On Medical School, 1960-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Medical School and Services
Study Committee which made recommendations to the
Maine legislature that would result in the creation of the
Health Education and Research Foundation of the State
Box 20 Folder 4c
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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of Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Committee On Medical School, 1960-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Medical School and Services
Study Committee which made recommendations to the
Maine legislature that would result in the creation of the
Health Education and Research Foundation of the State
of Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 20 Folder 4d
Medical School -- Books Regarding, 1960-1966
Scope and Contents
Various books related to medical schools during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 20 Folder 4e
Medical School -- Books Regarding, 1960-1966
Scope and Contents
Various books related to medical schools during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 20 folder 4f
Medical School -- Books Regarding, 1960-1966
Scope and Contents
Various books related to medical schools during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 20 Folder 4g
Medical Technicians, 1943-1972
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the University
of Maine’s course in Medical Technology, including
its establishment, staffing, curriculum, and contract
agreements during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 20 Folder 5
Memorial Day Services, 1946-1968
Scope and Contents
Details of Memorial Day commemoration conducted
on the University of Maine campus, including at the
graveside of President and Mrs. Merritt C. Fernald and
children of Lt. and Mrs. Edgar W. Howe (first military
officer assigned to Maine State College) during Arthur
Box 20 Folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
The Merrill-Palmer School, 1929-1969
Scope and Contents
Details of the Merrill-Palmer Institute annual
Administrator’s Conferences which University of Maine
presidents were invited to, dedications, and details of
University of Maine students selected to attend the
Merrill-Palmer Institute in Detroit, Michigan during
Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 20 Folder 8
Residence Migration Study, 1963-1964
Scope and Contents
Extracts from a U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare Survey of Residence and Migration of
College Students during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 20 Folder 9
Universal Military Training, 1944-1955
Scope and Contents
Various items related to universal military training,
including: attitudes of Association of Land-Grant College
and Universities, U.S. legislation, and reference material
regarding the establishment of universal military training
during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 20 Folder 10
Money Raising Practices Among Colleges And Universities -- A
Study Of, 1953
Scope and Contents
Copy of a report to the University of Maine Board of
Trustees concerning “A Study of Money Raising Practices
Among Colleges and Universities” during Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 21 Folder 1
Montreal Exposition, 1967
Scope and Contents
Details of the Montreal Exposition 1967 which University
of Maine President Hugh Edwin Young served on the
National Advisory Committee for during his tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 21 Folder 2
Mullen, Buell -- Proposed Decorative Panel For New Zoology
Building, 1966
Box 21 Folder 3
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of a proposed gift of a sculpture from Buell
Mullen to the University of Maine to be housed in the
Zoology building during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Music -- Applied, 1936-1964
Scope and Contents
Various items related to music at the University of Maine,
including: programs, details of music lessons, staffing of
the Music Department, performances, reports, gifts from
the Carnegie Corporation, and details of music courses
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 21 Folder 4a
Music -- Chorus, 1963-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Chorus,
including: details of performances, funding, tours, and
expenditure during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 21 Folder 4b
Music Education Program, 1961-1962
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine Music Education
Program which was approved by the University of Maine
Board of Trustees during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 21 Folder 4c
Music In Maine Program, 1965-1968
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine involvement in the
Music In Maine program, including correspondence with
the Music In Maine President Marcia W. Chapman during
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 21 Folder 4d
Nasson College -- Accrediting, 1935-1962
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Nasson College, including:
details of special convocations, publications and reports,
and status of Nasson graduates during Arthur Andrew
Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Box 21 Folder 5
Moratorium Days, 1970 Box 21 Folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Moratorium Days in reaction to faculty and staff concerns
with the killing of students at Kent State University and
war in Southeast Asia, including: newspaper clippings,
correspondence, decisions regarding class time lost due to
the Moratorium, and correspondence with those concerns
about the Moratorium during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
National Aeronautics And Space Administration -- General,
1961-1966
Scope and Contents
Various reference material regarding the U.S National
Aeronautics and Space Administration and details
of University of Maine proposals to the National
Aeronautics And Space Administration, including: reports,
newspaper clippings, details of University of Maine
research project “An Investigation of the Possibilities of
Combatting Adverse Effects of Weightlessness by the
Application of Electrical Fields, Magnetic Fields, and
Controlled Application of Electrical Potentials Singly or
in Combination, to Plants and Animals” approved by the
University of Maine Space Research Committee (1966)
and details of a “A Proposal to the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration for An Institutional Grant to
Support Predoctoral Training” (1964) which was approved
and “To Establish A Graduate Center For Training
And Research Related To Space Technology” (1963),
President Elliot’s attendance at National Conference
on the Peaceful Uses of Space”, details of “A Proposal
to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
for Stimulation at the University of Maine of Research
Related to Space Science and Technology” (1962), and
details of discussions regarding using University space
for spacy study during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 21 Folder 7a
National Aeronautics And Space Administration -- General,
1961-1966
Scope and Contents
Various reference material regarding the U.S National
Aeronautics and Space Administration and details
of University of Maine proposals to the National
Aeronautics And Space Administration, including: reports,
newspaper clippings, details of University of Maine
research project “An Investigation of the Possibilities of
Combatting Adverse Effects of Weightlessness by the
Application of Electrical Fields, Magnetic Fields, and
Controlled Application of Electrical Potentials Singly or
in Combination, to Plants and Animals” approved by the
University of Maine Space Research Committee (1966)
Box 21 Folder 7b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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and details of a “A Proposal to the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration for An Institutional Grant to
Support Predoctoral Training” (1964) which was approved
and “To Establish A Graduate Center For Training
And Research Related To Space Technology” (1963),
President Elliot’s attendance at National Conference
on the Peaceful Uses of Space”, details of “A Proposal
to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
for Stimulation at the University of Maine of Research
Related to Space Science and Technology” (1962), and
details of discussions regarding using University space
for spacy study during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
National Association Of State Universities, 1956-1963
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
involvement in the National Association of State
Universities, including attendance at meetings, statements
on student athletics, reports, and death of National
Association of State Universities President Emeritus
Walter Ernest Clark during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 21 Folder 8
National Collegiate Athletic Association, 1949-1963
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
involvement in the National Collegiate Athletic
Association, including: newsletters, reports, publications,
details of meetings and delegates, and correspondence
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 21 Folder 9a
National Collegiate Athletic Association, 1963-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
involvement in the National Collegiate Athletic
Association, including: newsletters, reports, publications,
details of meetings and delegates, and correspondence
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
box 21 Folder 9b
National Planning Association Committee Of New England,
1950-1953
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Association Committee of
New England, including proceedings, reports, roster of
Box 21 Folder 10
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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members, and papers during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
National Science Foundation Research Grants, 1954-1965
Scope and Contents
Details of research grants the University of Maine
received from the National Science Foundation, including
press releases, supporting material, correspondence, and
copies of various proposals during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 21 Folder 11a
National Science Foundation Research Grants, 1954-1965
Scope and Contents
Details of research grants the University of Maine
received from the National Science Foundation, including
press releases, supporting material, correspondence, and
copies of various proposals during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 21 Folder 11b
National Training Laboratories Re. Washington Co. And Bethel,
1963-1967
Scope and Contents
Details of projects for National Training Laboratories
in Washington County and Bethel, including:
correspondence, National Training Laboratories
Conferences and Board meetings during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 21 Folder 12
Senator Edmund S. Muskie, 1955-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Maine’s U.S. Senator Edmund
S. Muskie, including: newspaper clippings, campaign
material, and correspondence between University of
Maine presidents and Muskie on a range of subjects
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 21 Folder 13
New England Association Of Colleges And Secondary Schools,
1922-1969
Scope and Contents
Annual meeting material from the New England
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools,
including: reports and correspondence during Clarence
Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew
Box 21 Folder 14
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Naval R.O.T.C., 1941-1955
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Navy R.O.T.C. including:
reference material and details of the establishment of an
R.O.T.C. Unit at the University of Maine during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 21 Folder 15
National Student Association (New England Region), 1963
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine President Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s attendance at the National Student Association
New England region meetings during his tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 21 Folder 16
New England Atlantic Provinces Quebec Center, 1964-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the New England Atlantic
Provinces Quebec Center, including: conferences, reports,
and correspondence during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 22 Folder 1a
New England Atlantic Provinces Quebec Center, 1964-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the New England Atlantic
Provinces Quebec Center, including: conference material,
reports, and correspondence during Lloyd Hartman Elliott
and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 22 Folder 1b
New England Atlantic Provinces Fellowships, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the establishment by the Graduate
Faculty of the New England Atlantic Provinces fellowship
during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 22 Folder 1c
New England Center For Continuing Education, 1965-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the New England Center for
Continuing Education, including: publicity material, New
England Center for Continuing Education University of
Box 22 Folder 2a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Maine Plans and Programs 1968-1970, annual reports,
and budget information during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
New England Center For Continuing Education, 1965-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the New England Center for
Continuing Education, including: publicity material, New
England Center for Continuing Education University of
Maine Plans and Programs 1968-1970, annual reports,
and budget information during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 22 Folder 2b
New England Colleges Pres. Information Re. Courses In Latin
Greek, 1966
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine President
Hugh Edwin Young and University of Rhode Island
president regarding courses in the classics during Hugh
Edwin Young's tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 22 Folder 3
New England Consortium On Air Pollution, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various information regarding the New England
Consortium on Air Pollution during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 22 Folder 4
New England Marine Resources Information Program
(NEMRIP), 1967
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal to establish a New England Marine
Resources Information Program during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 22 Folder 5
New England State Universities Proposed Consortium For
International Education, 1965
Scope and Contents
Copy of a final draft of the prospectus for the proposed
New England State Universities’ Consortium For
International Education during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 22 Folder 6
Newcomen Society, 1953-1957 Box 22 Folder 7
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of Newcomen Society in North America lunch
in honor of the University of Maine and drawing of the
University of Maine (1953) used by the Newcomen
Society, and publication by University of Maine President
Arthur Andrew Hauck titled “Maine University And The
Land-Grant Tradition” during his tenure as University of
Maine president.
Richard M. Nixon -- President U.S.A., 1969-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Richard M. Nixon, President
of the U.S.A., including: letters from Nixon to college
graduates, newspaper clippings regarding policy, copies
of addresses, and press releases during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 22 Folder 8
Oath, 1936-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items on the subject of faculty taking loyalty
oaths at the University of Maine and the establishment of
the League for Peace and Freedom during Arthur Andrew
Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Box 22 Folder 10
Oceanography, 1966
Scope and Contents
Material from the Maine and New Hampshire First Bi-
State Conference on Oceanography held in Maine during
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 22 Folder 11a
Oceanography, 1966
Scope and Contents
Material from the Maine and New Hampshire First Bi-
State Conference on Oceanography held in Maine during
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 22 Folder 11b
Old Town Tax Study (Robert Schalkenbach Foundation), 1957
Scope and Contents
Details of agreement between the Robert Schalkenbach
Foundation of New York and the University of Maine for
the establishment of the Old Town Study Fund during
Box 22 Folder 13
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Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Olmsted Brothers Landscape Architects, 1932-1951
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine
representatives and Olmsted Brothers Landscape
Architects regarding work carried out by them at the
University of Maine during Harold Sherburne Boardman
and Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 22 Folder 14
1980 Olympic Team, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposed visit to the University of Maine by
the 1980 US Olympics Team during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 22 Folder 15
Operation Open Door: A Plan For the 70's (Gov. Curtis), 1968
Scope and Contents
Details of an Operation Open Door for the 1970’s
designed to lower the barriers to higher education for the
youth or the State of Maine from State of Maine Governor
Kenneth M. Curtis during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
acting University of Maine president.
Box 22 Folder 16
Maine Outing Club, 1961
Scope and Contents
A copy of "Procedure for Obtaining Use of University
of Maine Outing Club Sugarloaf Cabin and General Trip
Regulations" during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 22 Folder 21
New England Land Grant Presidents, 1955-1968
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and meeting material from the
New England State University Presidents during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 22 Folder 22
Overseas -- Undergraduates, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s inclusion in a sample
of colleges and universities which was studied by the
Academy of Educational Development, Inc. for the
Agency for International Development to determine the
Box 22 Folder 24
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resources available for overseas development activities
during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Picketing, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine students, faculty and
spouses picketing in front of the Union prior to lecture
by the South Vietnamese Ambassador and picket at Old
Town shoe plant in support of strikers during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 1
Pictures, 1949-1965
Scope and Contents
Mostly facsimiles of original photographs of the
University of Maine on a range subjects that have been
transferred to the University of Maine Photograph
Collection (06/23/2014) during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 23 Folder 2
The Pine Needle, 1950-1952
Scope and Contents
Details of discussions regarding The Pine Needle
publication at the University of Maine and details of
unpaid balances on The Pine Needle during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 3
Passamaquoddy Development Committee, 1960-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the State of Maine Governor’s
Passamaquoddy Development Committee concerned with
an investigation of the international Passamaquoddy Tidal
Power Project which , includes: report, correspondence,
newspaper clippings, and supporting material during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 23 Folder 4
Passadumkeag Mountain, 1964
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the potential of using
Passadumkeag Mountain for a University of Maine ski
area during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 5
Patrons Night -- Patrons Of The Fine Arts, 1968 Box 23 Folder 7
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of Patrons of the Fine Arts Night held at the
University of Maine, includes: invitation, newspaper
clippings, and correspondence with invitees during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Peace Corps, 1961-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Peace Corps, including: press
releases on University of Maine Peace Corps volunteers,
reference material, Peace Corps training, conference
material, and details of visits to the University of Maine
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 8
Waldo Peirce, 1963-1970
Scope and Contents
Newspaper clipping regarding a arts festival in Bangor
honoring the late Waldo Peirce and a copy of letter from
Waldo Peirce to Vincent A. Hartgen, University of Maine
Department of Art regarding the Farnsworth purchase of
a Andrew Wyeth painting during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 9
Penobscot County Committee For Community Action, Inc. --
Operation Mainestream, 1967-1968
Scope and Contents
Miscellaneous items regarding the Penobscot County
Committee for Community Action, Inc. including: details
of applications for renewing Operation Mainstream and
University of Maine efforts in the New England Center
and newspaper clipping regarding a memorial march in
Bangor following the assassination of Martin Luther King,
Jr. during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 10
Penobscot Marine Museum, 1936-1962
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Penobscot Marine Museum
in Searsport, Maine, including: brochures, newspaper
clippings, invitations for visits, details of Board of
Trustee’s meetings which University of Maine President
Arthur Andrew Hauck attended, and details of the
Box 23 Folder 11
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formation of the Museum during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Phi Kappa Phi Convention, 1971
Scope and Contents
Details of the 75th anniversary Phi Kappa Triennial
Meeting held at the University of Maine Orono, including:
the program from the event, correspondence regarding the
event, publications, and history of the Phi Kappa during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 12
Athletic Board -- Physical Education And Athletics, 1945-1967
Scope and Contents
Copies of meeting minutes from the University of Maine
Athletic Advisory Board during Arthur Andrew Hauck
and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 13
Physical Education -- Women, 1914-1965
Scope and Contents
Reports from the University of Maine Office of the
President regarding women’s athletics, staff appointments
for Physical Education Women, and department needs for
women’s athletics during Robert Judson Aley, Clarence
Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew
Hauck, and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 14
Physical Examinations For University Personnel In Handling
Food, 1961
Scope and Contents
Copy of a statement regarding “Physical Examinations for
University Personnel Involved in Handling Food” during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 23 Folder 15
Placement Bureau, 1956-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Placement Bureau, including: newspaper clippings,
correspondence, reference material, and publicity material
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 16a
Placement Bureau, 1956-1973 box 23 folder 16b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Placement Bureau, including: newspaper clippings,
correspondence, reference material, and publicity material
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Placement Bureau, 1956-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Placement Bureau, including: newspaper clippings,
correspondence, reference material, and publicity material
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 23 folder 16c
Planning Boards Of Old Town Orono And University Officials,
1958-1959
Scope and Contents
Notes pertaining to meeting of Planning Boards of Old
Town and Orono and University of Maine officials
primarily regarding the construction of the Inter-State
Highway during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 17
Female Job Corps Project -- Poland Spring, Maine, 1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine staff and
Avco Corporation regarding their Women’s Job Corp
Center at Poland Springs during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 18
Portland College Extension Course, 1932-1934
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and newspaper clipping regarding
the University of Maine’s extension course in Portland
during Harold Sherburne Boardman’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 21
Postal Meter, 1953-1954
Scope and Contents
Various information related to the University of Maine’s
postal meter, including financial data, statements,
details of all mail being metered at the Alumni Hall,
expenses, and data on how many Land Grant Colleges and
Box 23 Folder 25
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Universities have a postal meter during Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Potato Tax, 1945-1953
Scope and Contents
Various items related to potato tax, including: publications
from the Maine Agriculture Experiment Station, research
at the University of Maine, and details of Potato Tax
Committee meetings during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 26
Poultry Diagnostic Laboratory, 1960-1964
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding studies into poultry including
at the University of Maine’s Poultry Health Center and
Poultry Environmental Research Center, includes: press
releases, newspaper clippings, and correspondence
regarding research, diagnostic services and center
in Augusta, reports, and notes from Maine Poultry
Association meetings during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 28a
Poultry Diagnostic Service, 1958
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the need for a poultry
diagnostic center in Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 28b
Poultry And Newcastle Disease, 1948-1952
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine appointment of
additional pathology staff to study poultry and an outbreak
of Newcastle Disease in Maine, includes: correspondence,
research data, and newspaper clippings during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 28c
Poultry Pullorum Disease Control Service, 1938-1960
Scope and Contents
Various items relation to the Pullorum-Typhoid Testing
Service at the University of Maine, including: reports,
staff and salary data, and copies of University of Maine
Board of Trustees discussions regarding the Service
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliot's
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 28d
Ezra Pound, 1971-1972 Box 23 Folder 29
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of discussions regarding an effort to get the
University of Maine to award poet Ezra Pound an
honorary degree, includes: correspondence and newspaper
clippings during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
President's Club Day -- On Campus, 1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the first annual President’s Club
Day on Campus, includes: programs, invitations, schedule,
press release, names for President’s Club certificates,
checklists, campus map, and blank certificate during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 23 Folder 30a
President's Club -- Stein Club, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Details of those attending the first annual President’s Club
Day on Campus (1977), correspondence with invitees,
funding details, and publicity during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 30b
President's Club -- Letters, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Letters to members of the President’s Club regarding their
funding contributions to the General Alumni Association,
copy of 1978-1979 Annual Alumni Fund Report, and
schedule for President’s Club Day during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 30c
President's Club -- Letters, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Letters to members of the President’s Club and Stein
Club regarding their funding contributions to the General
Alumni Association, copy of 1978-1979 Annual Alumni
Fund Report, and schedule for President’s Club Day
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 24 Folder 1a
President's Club -- Day, 1978
Scope and Contents
Details of those attending the annual President’s Club Day
on Campus (1977), includes: attendance list, schedule, and
Box 24 Folder 1b
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invitation during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
President's Club -- Day, 1979
Scope and Contents
Details of those attending the annual President’s Club Day
on Campus (1977), includes: copy of speech, attendance
list, schedule, and suporting material during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 24 Folder 1c
President's Club -- General Alumni Association, 1964-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the President's Club General
Alumni Association, including: letters to financial
contributors, details of attendance at President's Club
Recognition activities, financial analysis of contributions,
details of development projects, and plans for President’s
Day (1970) during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 24 Folder 1d
Maine Press Association, 1964-1974
Scope and Contents
Details of the Maine Press Association being housed at
the University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 24 Folder 4
The New England State Universities Press, 1957-1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and reports regarding the establishment
and development of the New England State Universities
Press during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 24 Folder 5
President's And Faculty Council's Reception And Dance, 1968
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the President's and Faculty
Council's Reception and Dance, including: invitations,
attendance list, and correspondence during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 24 Folder 6
Project 101, 1965-1973 Box 24 Folder 7a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s 101
Program which was inaugurated in 1965 and involved
101 students receiving college preparation to allow
them attend college, includes: reports, press releases,
plans, and correspondence during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Project 101, 1964-1966
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s 101
Program which was inaugurated in 1965 and involved
101 students receiving college preparation to allow them
attend college, includes: student progress reports, reports,
schedules, and correspondence during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 24 Folder 7b
Projects In Learning Program, 1968
Scope and Contents
Memorandums from Ronald F. Banks, Assistant Dean,
College of Arts and Sciences to faculty and administration
members regarding projects in learning program which
was an experimental program at the College of Arts
and Sciences during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 24 Folder 8
Propoganda, 1918-1941
Scope and Contents
Various examples of war propaganda publications,
including from World War Two during Robert Judson
Aley, Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman,
and Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 24 Folder 9
Public Management Course, 1945-1950
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s Public Management
Course in City/Council Management during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 24 Folder 10
Public Speaking Contest, 1962
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s annual speaking
contest, including: press release, costs, and rules for
Box 24 Folder 11
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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the contest during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Radio -- FM Broadcasting, 1944-1961
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the use of FM radio in
higher education, including reference material and
correspondence with the U.S. Department of Agriculture
regarding a broadcast at the University of Maine and a FM
station at the University of Maine during Arthur Andrew
Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Box 24 Folder 16
Radio Matters, 1934-1952
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the creation of a University of
Maine Campus Radio Station (WORO), including: status
reports, reference material, WORO annual reports, “A
Proposal for the Establishment and Maintenance of a
Licensed Broadcast Station on the University of Maine
Campus”, details of class of 1952 gift of funding WORO,
and Radio Committee reports, including “The Report
on the Proposed Campus Radio Station” during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 24 Folder 17
Reading Program, 1962
Scope and Contents
Press release regarding the University of Maine’s high
school reading program and a report on the “Effectiveness
of a Freshman Reading Program” during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 24 Folder 20
Reception List, 1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
President Reception, including: attendee list, faculty
roster, and the College of Arts and Sciences new
personnel list during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 24 Folder 21
Committee For Faculty Reception To President And Mrs. Edwin
Young, 1965
Scope and Contents
Various items relation to a reception for the University
of Maine President Hugh Edwin Young and his wife
welcoming them to the University of Maine includes:
invitations, details from the Reception Committee, and
Box 24 Folder 22
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attendee list during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Regional Commission For New England, 1966
Scope and Contents
Correspondence including between University of Maine
President Hugh Edwin Young and Maine Governor John
H. Reed regarding Maine’s participation on the Regional
Development Commission for New England during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 24 Folder 23
College Of Agriculture Reports, 1914-1962
Scope and Contents
Various reports from the University of Maine College
of Agriculture on a range of subjects including: poultry
enterprise, report for biennium, statements, and apple
and cider juice during Robert Judson Aley, Clarence
Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew
Hauck, and Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Box 25 Folder 2a
College Of Agriculture Reports, 1914-1962
Scope and Contents
Various reports from the University of Maine College
of Agriculture on a range of subjects including: poultry
enterprise, report for biennium, statements, and apple
and cider juice during Robert Judson Aley, Clarence
Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew
Hauck, and Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
box 25 Folder 2b
College Of Arts And Sciences Reports, 1911-1937
Scope and Contents
Various reports from the University of Maine College
of Arts and Sciences on a range of subjects including:
reading lists, legislation of the College of Arts and
Sciences, language requirements, and changes in the
College of Arts and Sciences during Robert Judson Aley,
Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman, and
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 25 Folder 3
College Of Technology Reports, 1914-1959
Scope and Contents
Various reference material regarding engineering and
reports and from the University of Maine College of
Technology on a range of subjects including: salaries,
laboratories and new equipment, and grand recapitulation
Box 25 Folder 4
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during Robert Judson Aley, Clarence Cook Little, Harold
Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, and Lloyd
Hartman Elliot’s tenures as University of Maine president.
School Of Education Reports, 1940-1949
Scope and Contents
Various reference material regarding education and
reports and from the University of Maine School of
Education including: Mount Desert Island Education
Survey (1949), suggestions for improving teaching at the
University of Maine, scholarships, and student scores
during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 25 Folder 5
Agricultural Experiment Station Reports, 1934-1959
Scope and Contents
Various reference material regarding agriculture and
reports and from the Maine Agricultural Experiment
including: research, grant funding, potatoes, food habits,
and Maine’s place in the agriculture of the United States
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 25 Folder 6
Extension Service Reports, 1930-1954
Scope and Contents
Details of Community Projects (1954), discharge of
New Mexico Extension Service, and census information
relative to Maine Agriculture during Harold Sherburne
Boardman and Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 25 Folder 7
Research Bureau, School Of Business Administration, 1959
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding research project funding for the
Research Bureau of the School of Business Administration
and notice of meeting to incorporate the Northeastern
Research Foundation during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 25 Folder 8
Research At The University, 1948-1967
Scope and Contents
Details of various research projects at the University
of Maine, includes: reference material, summaries of
research proposals and current projects, philosophy of
faculty dual role of teaching and being a scholar, and a
report on “The Place of Research Activity in the Overall-
all Responsibility of the Individual Faculty Member at
the University of Maine” during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Box 25 Folder 10
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Lloyd Hartman Elliot, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Reserved Lands Of Maine, 1959
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and report regarding reserved lands in
Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 25 Folder 12
Membership In The Resources Priorities Board For The State Of
Maine, 1966
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine President Hugh Edwin
Young accepting the disaster emergency assignment of
membership in the Resources Priorities Board for the
State of Maine and copy of State of Maine Resource
Management Plan during Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 25 Folder 13
Research And The Federal Government, 1963-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items related to federal research at the University
of Maine, including: newspaper clippings, reference
material, data on geographical distribution of federal
funds, correspondence with Maine legislators regarding
funding, reports and memorandums on research and the
Federal Government at the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 25 Folder 14
Residence -- Non-Residence Status, 1959-1965
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding why the University of Maine
accepts out-of-state students, draft of rules governing
residence, and residence report during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 26 Folder 1
Residential Life, 1980
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and newspaper clippings
regarding residential life at the University of Maine
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 26 Folder 2
Rhodes Scholarship Trust, 1927-1969 Box 26 Folder 4
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various material regarding the Rhodes Scholarship Trust,
including: details of University of Maine representation
and reference material regarding the Trust during Harold
Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Retraining Of Scientists And Engineering, 1965
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding data on the retraining of
scientists and engineering during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 26 Folder 6
Rifle Team, 1966
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the ROTC sponsorship of the
University of Maine Rifle Team during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 26 Folder 8
ROTC -- General, 1921-1957
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding ROTC at the University of
Maine, including: newspaper clippings, photographs,
material from the University Military Service Committee,
visits by military representatives, funding, scholarships,
and tests during Robert Judson Aley, Clarence Cook
Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman, and Arthur Andrew
Hauck's tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 26 Folder 9a
ROTC -- General, 1921-1957
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding ROTC at the University of
Maine, including: newspaper clippings, photographs,
material from the University Military Service Committee,
visits by military representatives, funding, scholarships,
and tests during Robert Judson Aley, Clarence Cook
Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman, and Arthur Andrew
Hauck's tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 26 Folder 9b
ROTC -- General, 1957-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding ROTC at the University of
Maine, including: newspaper clippings, photographs,
material from the University Military Service Committee,
visits by military representatives, funding, scholarships,
Box 26 Folder 9c
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and tests during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
ROTC -- General, 1957-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding ROTC at the University of
Maine, including: newspaper clippings, photographs,
material from the University Military Service Committee,
visits by military representatives, funding, scholarships,
and tests during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 26 Folder 9d
ROTC -- General, 1964-1969
Scope and Contents
Various information regarding the ROTC at the University
of Maine during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 26 Folder 9e
ROTC -- General, 1964-1967
Scope and Contents
Various information regarding the ROTC at the University
of Maine during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 26 Folder 9f
ROTC -- Program, 1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Copy of a ROTC instruction program during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 26 Folder 9g
ROTC -- Contracts, 1928-1954
Scope and Contents
Original and copies of contracts for the continuation of the
Army Reserve Training Corps Unit and an application for
a ROTC Unit at the University of Maine during Robert
Judson Aley, Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne
Boardman, and Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 1a
ROTC -- Conscientious Objectors, 1933-1961
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine policies regarding
conscientious objectors from military service, includes:
correspondence with students and fellow academics,
reference material, and policy details during Harold
Box 27 Folder 1b
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Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Rural Electrification, 1935
Scope and Contents
Details of the Federal Rural Electrification
Administration, including: appointments to the
Administration, correspondence, and plans during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 3
Rural Poverty, 1968
Scope and Contents
Details of Department of Agriculture and Resource
Economics plans and correspondence regarding poverty
and copy of report concerning “Beef Cattle Program
For Mississippi" during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 4
Sailing Club Activities Sailing Dinghy Fund, 1955-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine sailing
team, including: press releases regarding the team’s
performance, details of proposals for sailing facilities,
gifts for purchase of property for the sailing club, and for
the Sailing Dinghy Fund during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 5
Maine Sardine Tax Committee, 1955-1961
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the possibility of the
University of Maine investing funds in the housing of
equipment for the Maine Sardine Industry and details
of funding support to the University of Maine from the
Maine Sardine Tax Committee during Arthur Andrew
Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 7
American Chemical Society Contest Scholarship, 1954
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s participation in the
American Chemical Society Maine Section’s Maine High
School Chemistry contest during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 8
Sea Grant Program, 1978-1979 Box 27 Folder 11
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine Sea Grant research
proposals during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Sport Fishing Institute, 1956-1957
Scope and Contents
Details of a donation from the Sport Fishing Institute to
the University of Maine for the fellowship to study the
production of Atlantic salmon during Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 12
The Robert W. Tomlinson Scholarship, 1952-1957
Scope and Contents
Details of the establishment of the Robert W. Tomlinson
scholarship at the University of Maine in memory of
Tomlinson who was killed in World War II during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 13
School Assistance Act Of 1961, 1961
Scope and Contents
Copy of the State of Maine H.R. 4970 School Assistance
Act of 1961 during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 14
School District Commission State Of Maine, 1957-1963
Scope and Contents
Copies of publications from the Maine School District
Commission during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 27 Folder 15
School Of Economics, 1912-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine School
of Economics, includes: newsletters from the Maine
Home Economics Association, transfers to the School Of
Economics, spring convention, curriculum, Maine Home
Economics Association meeting material, brochures,
press releases, newspaper clippings, 50th anniversary
publication, reference material, and reports during Robert
Judson Aley, Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne
Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Box 27 Folder 17
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Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
School Of Nursing, 1952-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
School of Nursing, including: brochures, press releases,
newspaper clippings, history of the School of Nursing,
correspondence regarding staffing and student issues,
details of the School’s move to Portland, and reference
material during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 19a
School Of Nursing, 1952-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
School of Nursing, including: brochures, press releases,
newspaper clippings, history of the School of Nursing,
correspondence regarding staffing and student issues,
details of the School’s move to Portland, and reference
material during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 19b
School Of Veterinary Medicine, 1966
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal for a regional school of veterinary
medicine at the University of Connecticut during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 20
Sea And Shore Fisheries, 1946-1949
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the State of Maine Sea and
Fisheries Department, including: the University of
Maine’s Administrative Plan for the Proposed Fisheries
Program at the University of Maine and the University
of Maine’s participation in a program of research with
the Sea and Fisheries Department during Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 21
International Research Symposium On Electric Contact
Phenomena, 1961-1965
Scope and Contents
Programs from seminars on electric contact phenomena
conducted by the University of Maine Department of
Box 27 Folder 22
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Electrical Engineering during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
New England Public Relations Seminar, 1962
Scope and Contents
Details of the first Maine Management Seminar on Public
Relations held at the Portland campus (also known as the
University of Southern Maine) of the University of Maine,
including a press release and correspondence during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 23
Management Seminar For Small Manufacturers, 1959-1961
Scope and Contents
Details of a Management Seminar for Small
Manufacturers, includes: press releases, reference
material, newspaper clippings, and lists of conferees and
participants during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 24
Seminar -- Student -- "Medicine As A Career", 1961
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine representatives attending
a seminar in Boston titled “Medicine as a Career”,
including: a press release and report from the student
seminar during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 25
SS 4 -- Internship In University Adminstration Seminar, 1969
Scope and Contents
Details of a Special Seminar 4 – Internship in University
Administration, includes: details of discussions and plans
for the intern program during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 26
Margaret Chase Smith -- U.S. Senator, 1969-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence from and to Maine’s U.S. Senator
Margaret Chase Smith and University of Maine
representatives on a range of issues and newspaper
clippings concerning Smith, including: the dedication
of the Northwood Institute Margaret Chase Library
Center and Smith’s retirement during Winthrop C. Libby,
Howard R. Neville, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 27a
Margaret Chase Smith -- U.S. Senator, 1946-1970 Box 27 Folder 27b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence from and to Maine’s U.S. Senator
Margaret Chase Smith and University of Maine
representatives on a range of issues and newspaper
clippings concerning Smith during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Senatorial Apportionment Commission, 1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Details of the creation of the State of Maine Senatorial
Apportionment Commission which the University of
Maine had a representative on during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 28
Senior Citizens -- A Guide To Community Resources For, 1965
Scope and Contents
A copy of “A Guide to Community Resources for Senior
Citizens” from the University of Maine Cooperative
Extension Service during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 29
Shakespearean Scholar, 1964
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the awarding of the University
of Maine a Shakespearean scholarship and press release
regarding a Shakespeare Program at the University of
Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 30
Sigma CHI -- National Balfour Award -- Recommendations For,
1956-1964
Scope and Contents
Details of recipients of the Sigma Chi Fraternity’s Balfour
Province Award for the New England-Nova Scotia region
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott's
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 31
Sigma XI, 1947-1956
Scope and Contents
Details of the establishment at the University of Maine
of a chapter of the Society of the Sigma XI during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 32
Dr. Sly's Study, 1961 Box 27 Folder 34
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of Sly Report tax report, including: comparison
with other states, highlights of tax history in Maine, and
newspaper clippings during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Smith-Mundt Act -- Educational Exchange And Cultural
Activities, 1948-1955
Scope and Contents
Details of the U.S. Department of State’s educational
exchange program, including: reference material,
correspondence, reports, amendments to the Smith-
Mundt Act, and copies of the “United States Information
and Educational Exchange Act of 1948” during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 35
Proposal -- Social Welfare, Social Work And The University Of
Maine, 1966-1968
Scope and Contents
Details of investigations into the feasibility of a
professional school of social work at the University of
Maine, including: correspondence, reference material,
reports, and memorandums during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 36
Social Security, 1950-1961
Scope and Contents
Various items on the subject of social security benefits,
including: reference material, a questionnaire sent to
the American Association of Land-Grant Colleges and
State Universities regarding participation of member
institutions in old age assistance and survivors’ insurance,
correspondence, reports, and memorandums regarding
the University of Maine’s legal requirements for social
security during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 38
Soil Conservation And Domestic Allotment Act, 1935-1964
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Maine Conservation Service,
including: press releases regarding awards, office space,
details of University of Maine responsibilities under the
Agriculture Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act,
and details of conservation projects during Arthur Andrew
Box 27 Folder 39
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Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
USDA Soil And Water Conservation Research Facility In
Maine, 1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposed U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil
and Water Research Facility at the University of Maine,
including: correspondence with U.S. legislators regarding
federal funding for the Facility during Hugh Edwin Young
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 27 Folder 40
Sophomores -- Twenty-One Highest Ranking Sophomores At
The University Of Maine, 1966
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine President
Hugh Edwin Young and parents of students who were
on the list of the twenty-one highest ranking sophomores
at the University of Maine during Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 42
Soils And Highway Testing Laboratory, 1961
Scope and Contents
Details of the possible removal of the Soils and Highway
Testing Laboratory, including: reference material and
correspondence during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 41
Speech Correction Institute And Clinic, 1965
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine Summer Speech, Hearing
Clinic and Speech Therapy Program and a Speech
Correction Institute, including press releases and
correspondence regarding the Speech Therapy Program
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 28 Folder 3
Starch Research And Brautlecht, 1937-1938
Scope and Contents
Copies of trip reports on potato starch carried out in
Maine and chemurgical activities and newspaper clippings
regarding the starch industry in Aroostook County during
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 28 Folder 5
State College Presidents, 1958-1969 Box 28 Folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine presidents
and various presidents at Maine colleges on a range of
subjects, including: visits, events, and annual meetings
of the three Maine Colleges and the University of Maine
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
State School Boards Association, 1962-1968
Scope and Contents
Various bulletins and reports from the State School
Boards Association, Inc. of Maine during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 28 Folder 8
Governor Baxter State School For The Deaf, 1959-1962
Scope and Contents
Details of training of teachers for the deaf at the Governor
Baxter State School for the Deaf during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 28 Folder 9
Statistical Study Re. Graduates, 1932-1950
Scope and Contents
Statistics from various studies into graduates, including
College of Technology residing in Maine, Maine Maritime
Academy study, and College of Agriculture studies during
Harold Sherburne Boardman and Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 28 Folder 10
Stevens Training Center, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Stevens School for Girls in
Hallowell, including: newspaper clippings, newsletters,
and material from Supporters of Stevens meeting during
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 28 Folder 11
Stockpile Act Of 1964, 1964
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine President
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Maine's U.S. Senator Edmund
S. Muskie regarding the Stockpile Act of 1964 during
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 28 Folder 12
Strathglass Memorial Herd (Chisholm), 1960 Box 28 Folder 13
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of the proposed University of Maine acquisition
of Ayrshire cattle from the Strathglass herd, includes:
reports, correspondence, and newspaper clippings during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Students For A Democratic Society Group, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Students
for a Democratic Society Group, including: “Walrus”
newsletters, program, correspondence, and newspapers
regarding the Group and student protests during Hugh
Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 28 Folder 15
Student Mortality, 1926-1952
Scope and Contents
Attendance data on University of Maine students during
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 29 Folder 3
Student Senate, 1942-1967
Scope and Contents
Copies of meeting minutes from the University of Maine’s
Student Senate during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 29 Folder 5a
Student Senate, 1942-1967
Scope and Contents
Copies of meeting minutes from the University of Maine’s
Student Senate during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 29 Folder 5b
Student Senate, 1942-1967
Scope and Contents
Copies of meeting minutes from the University of Maine’s
Student Senate during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 29 Folder 5c
Student Senate, 1967-1970 Box 29 Folder 5d
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of meeting minutes from the University of Maine’s
Student Senate during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Student Senate, 1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Copies of meeting minutes from the University of Maine’s
Student Senate during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 29 Folder 5e
Student Senate, 1968-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Student
Senate, including: copies of Senate resolutions, copies of
meeting minutes, financial issues, campus security issues,
and copy of a “Special Report of the Student Senate
Parietal Hours” during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 29 Folder 5f
Student Senate, 1968-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Student
Senate, including: copies of Senate resolutions, copies of
meeting minutes, financial issues, campus security issues,
and copy of a “Special Report of the Student Senate
Parietal Hours” during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 29 Folder 5g
Student For A Democratic Society, 1966-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Students
for a Democratic Society Group, including: “SPARK
Maine Movement” and “Walrus” newsletters, program,
correspondence and newspapers regarding the Group and
student protests during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 29 Folder 6
Sugar Beet Research In Maine, 1962-1970
Scope and Contents
Various reference material and correspondence regarding
research studies into the Maine sugar beet industry during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 29 Folder 7
Summer Camps For Foresters And Civil Engs., 1934-1952 Box 29 Folder 8
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the organization of the summer
camp programs for forestry and wildlife and civil
engineering during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Summer Session, 1931-1954
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the organization and content of
the University of Maine’s summer sessions, including:
attendees lists, plans, reports, and details of trips during
Harold Sherburne Boardman and Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 29 Folder 9a
Summer Session, 1955-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the organization and content of
the University of Maine’s summer sessions, including:
attendees lists, plans, reports, and details of trips during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 29 Folder 9b
Summer Theater, 1964-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Summer Theater, including: budgetary information,
reports, program details, press releases, Summer Arts
Festival (1966) program, and newspaper clippings during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 29 Folder 10
Sunday Closing Law, 1962
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Maine’s Sunday Closing
Law and a copy of the report of the action regarding
Sunday selling during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 1
Maine Industrial Development Symposium, 1955
Scope and Contents
Various items related to a symposium held on industry at
Sanford, including: correspondence, reports, newspaper
clippings, and details of the history of technical training at
Box 30 Folder 2
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the University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
College Of Agriculture Use Of Pesticides Symposium, 1963
Scope and Contents
Press release and report regarding a pesticides symposium
to be held at the University of Maine’s College of
Agriculture during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 3
Tangerine Bowl Game, 1965
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
American Football game against East Carolina College,
includes: travel plans, press releases, newspaper clippings,
and correspondence during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 4
TAPPI, 1945-1963
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Technical Association of the
Pulp and Paper Industry (TAPPI), including: details of
TAPPI meetings including those held at the University of
Maine and industrial research at the University of Maine
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 5
Teacher Placement Bureau, 1955-1967
Scope and Contents
Teacher Placement Bureau reports to faculty listing
teachers placed by the Bureau during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 6
Teaching Assignment Summaries, 1945-1966
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine teaching assignment
summaries during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 7
Maine Technology Experiment Station, 1948-1950
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Technology Experiment
Station and Maine State Highway Commission Testing
Laboratories at the University of Maine, including: details
Box 30 Folder 8
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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of evaluations, budget items, payments, and equipment
purchases during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Surveys, 1956-1968
Scope and Contents
Details of various studies involving the University
of Maine, including: American College Testing
Program regarding educational status and progress and
compensation study by Booz, Allen & Hamilton during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 9
College Of Technology, 1952-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine College
of Technology, including: reference material, copies
of Technology Curriculum Study Committee, staffing,
studies, reports, missions and goals, reports, copies of by-
laws, and rules and regulations during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 30 Folder 10
Technology -- Two-Year Programs In Engineering Technology,
1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
College of Technology two-year program in engineering
technology, including: newspaper clippings, plans for
the program, press release, correspondence regarding the
program, and the proposal for establishing the program
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 11
Technology -- One-Year Post-Graduate Program In Power
Systems Engineering (Elec. Engineering), 1962-1964
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposed fifth year of study in power
systems engineering at the University of Maine College
of Technology Department of Electrical Engineering,
including: correspondence, copies of proposals and
press release during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 12
Resolutions, 1939 Box 30 Folder 13
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Resolutions from the Secretary of the State Pomological
Society and Maine Canners’ Association during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
A Cultural And Public Relations Proposal, 1961
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s plan to establish
a Poetry Foundation, including: correspondence and
reference material regarding The National Poetry
Foundation during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 14
Thomas Junior College, 1964-1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence related to the transfer of Thomas students
to the University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott
and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 30 Folder 15
Mario A. Tonon, 1960-1961
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine President
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Mario A. Tonon, Assistant
Superintendent of Schools in Maine regarding higher
education opportunities in Maine during Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 16
Transportation -- Railroads, 1959-1961
Scope and Contents
Details of railroad passenger service in Northern New
England, including its disappearance and inventory of use
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 18
Traveler's Club, 1950
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Traveler’s Club meetings
at the University of Maine and a copy of the Club’s
Constitution during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 19
Twenty-Four Hour Rule, 1964 Box 30 Folder 29
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Committee report to the University of Maine Faculty
Council regarding the attendance twenty-four hour rule
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Representative Stanley R. Tupper, 1965-1969
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence between University of Maine
presidents and Stanley R. Tupper Member of Congress of
Maine on a range of subjects, including: Tupper's political
career, University of Maine activities, and Canadian-
American relations during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 30
Two-Year Agriculture (Technical) Program, 1938-1966
Scope and Contents
Details regarding the University of Maine College of
Agriculture’s Two-Year Technical Program, including:
press release, brochures, reports, correspondence,
enrollment data, and letter regarding decision not to
offer two-year program in potato farming during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 31
Theodore Ullmann Concert, 1962
Scope and Contents
Details of pianist Theodore Ullmann’s concert at
the University of Maine, includes: press release,
correspondence regarding scheduling, payment newspaper
clippings, publicity material, and program during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 32
Un-American Activities Committee, 1949
Scope and Contents
Various correspondences regarding the House Un-
American Activities Committee request for lists of
textbook titles and authors including between the Chair
of the Committee and University of Maine President
Arthur Andrew Hauck and a copy of a bill to protect the
United States against certain un-American and subversive
activities, and for other purposes during Arthur Andrew
Hauck's tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 33
United Nations, 1950-1964 Box 30 Folder 34
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine visits to United Nations
and Bangor Daily News United Nation Forum, includes:
correspondence, planning details, reference material, and
newspaper clippings during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
United Student Aid Funds Incorporated, 1962-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the United Student Aid Funds,
Inc. which the University of Maine participated in,
including: newsletters, reports, and correspondence during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 35
UBRIS, 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine
publication UBRIS and an issue with a front cover
depiction of a VISTA volunteer during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 36
Report On University's Extension Efforts, 1962-1963
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s plans for the
Cooperative Extension Service, including: plans for
reorganization and reorientation, financial information,
reports, reference material, correspondence, copy of
draft report titled “New Dimensions For The Colleges of
Agriculture”, and material from the Extension Conference
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 31 Folder 2
Proposed University Of Maine Magazine, 1967
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal for a joint University-Alumni
magazine, including: progress reports and proposal to
transform Maine Alumnus into University of Maine
Magazine during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 31 Folder 5
University Of The Seven Seas, 1963-1964
Scope and Contents
Newspaper clippings and publications regarding the
University of the Seven Seas which was a University
Box 31 Folder 11
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afloat for a 110 days trip around the world during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
University Of The State Of Maine, 1967
Scope and Contents
Details of ideas regarding the organization of higher
education in Maine and newspaper clippings regarding
consolidation plans during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 31 Folder 13
Upward Bound, 1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Upward Bound Program, including U.S. Department of
Health Education and Welfare Office of Education grant
proposals and guidelines, press releases regarding the
Program, reports, and goals during Hugh Edwin Young
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 31 Folder 16a
Upward Bound, 1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Upward Bound Program, including U.S. Department of
Health Education and Welfare Office of Education grant
proposals and guidelines, press releases regarding the
Program, reports, and goals during Hugh Edwin Young
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
box 31 Folder 16b
Veterans -- Child Welfare Clinc, Community Furnishings Fund,
Child Health Conference, Etc., 1947-1959
Scope and Contents
Various items related to childcare at the University of
Maine which has its origins in support for the wives
of GIs, including: Maine Well Baby Clinic financial
reports, details of Maine Club events, newspaper clippings
and reports regarding the Mrs. Maine nursery school,
history of the Mrs. Maine Club, details of Mrs. Maine
Club meetings and staffing, Maine Club Nursery School
Improvements report, details of various payments,
closings due to polio outbreak in the area, and the
establishment of the University’s GI Wives Fund and
Maine Club Nursery School during Arthur Andrew Hauck
and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 32 Folder 1c
Veterans -- Child Welfare Clinc, Community Furnishings Fund,
Child Health Conference, Etc., 1947-1959
Box 32 folder 1d
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to childcare at the University of
Maine which has its origins in support for the wives
of GIs, including: Maine Well Baby Clinic financial
reports, details of Maine Club events, newspaper clippings
and reports regarding the Mrs. Maine nursery school,
history of the Mrs. Maine Club, details of Mrs. Maine
Club meetings and staffing, Maine Club Nursery School
Improvements report, details of various payments,
closings due to polio outbreak in the area, and the
establishment of the University’s GI Wives Fund and
Maine Club Nursery School during Arthur Andrew Hauck
and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Veterans Administration -- Korean G.I. Bill, 1952-1954
Scope and Contents
Details of education entitlements for veterans under the
Veterans’ Readjustment Assistance Act of 1952, proposed
Veterans Education Assistance Program and the effects on
paying University of Maine student’s expenses, includes
correspondence between the University of Maine and the
U.S. Veterans Administration during Arthur Andrew’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 32 Folder 1e
Veterans Housing, 1944-1950
Scope and Contents
Various items related to student housing at the University
of Maine, including: potential for building disposal,
audits, Federal Public Housing requirements, requests
for Transfer and Relinquishment of the Government’s
Contractual and Property Rights, building conversion of
East and West Halls to Light Housekeeping Apartments,
family dwellings, housing for barracks, and funding for
housing from the GI Bill of Rights during Arthur Andrew
Hauck's tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 32 Folder 1f
Veterans -- Governor's Committee On Education Of, 1946
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine Governor’s
Committee on Investigation of Facilities for the Higher
Education of Veterans and Civilians, including: trips to
Washington, Committee reports, Brunswick Naval air
facilities, and agenda for Conference on Problems of
Veteran’s Education, and newspaper clippings regarding
veteran’s affairs during Arthur Andrew’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 32 Folder 1g
War Memorials, 1942-1956 Box 32 Folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the memorial book to be housed
in the Memorial Union building with sons of Maine
who gave their lives in World War II includes: details
of dedication, obituary of Edward Pomeroy Barrows,
speech notes for VE Day, reference material regarding
memorials and tributes, and bills and purchase orders for
material in the book during Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure
as University of Maine president.
War Orphans' Educational Aid, 1934-1956
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the U.S. War Orphans’
Educational Assistance Act of 1956 and State of Maine
World War Orphans Act, including: copies of the Acts
and details of educational assistance and scholarships for
University of Maine students under the Acts during Arthur
Andrew Hauck's tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 32 Folder 7
Watch Award Winners, 1917-1970
Scope and Contents
Details of votes and recipients of the Washington Alumni
Watch Award, includes: correspondence, lists of c, press
releases, letters to recipients, newspaper clippings, and
details of prizes during Robert Judson Aley, Clarence
Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 32 Folder 9
Water Resources Center, 1964-1969
Scope and Contents
Various report, plans, and publications from Maine’s
Water Resources Center, including details of its
establishment and various studies during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 32 Folder 10a
Water Resources Center, 1964-1969
Scope and Contents
Various report, plans, and publications from Maine’s
Water Resources Center, including details of its
establishment and various studies during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 32 Folder 10b
Water Pollution Control Act Public Law 87-88, 87th Congress
Amendments Of 1961, 1942-1963
Box 32 Folder 11
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding studies into water pollution,
including: location of a laboratory and research facility in
the Northeast as a result of the Water Pollution Control
Act Public Law 87-88, 87th Congress Amendments
of 1961, University of Maine graduate program in
water pollution microbiology, details of a Maine Water
Resources Symposium held at the University of Maine,
and correspondence regarding paper mills expenditure
if Stream Pollution Bill is passed (1942) during Arthur
Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Mrs. Maine Well-Baby Clinics, 1960-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Mrs. Maine Well-Baby
Clinics including: newspaper clippings regarding the Mrs.
Maine Well Club, financial statements for the Student
Welfare Fund, Club events, lists of Officers of the Club,
bills and funding for the Club, and financial statements
for the Clinic during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 32 Folder 12
White House Conference On Education, 1960
Scope and Contents
Details of various conferences on the subject of
education, including: White House Conferences on
Education, including: programs, publicity material, and
correspondence, American Association of Land-Grant
Colleges and State Universities and the State Universities
Association meeting regarding education, reports from
the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Office of Education, and State of Maine Conference on
Education Beyond the High School during Arthur Andrew
Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Box 32 Folder 13
William C. Wells -- Director, Residence And Dining Halls,
1964-1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence to and from William C. Wells, Director,
Residence and Dining Halls regarding the University
of Maine hosting of a regional meeting of the National
Association of College and University Housing Officers
and dean’s luncheon to the be held at the President’s
House, and food service during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Box 32 Folder 14
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Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Westbrook Junior College, 1959-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Westbrook Junior College,
including: copy of Alumnae News publication,
correspondence regarding events at the College,
establishment of a program in dental hygiene, and
cooperation between the University of Maine and
Westbrook Junior College during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 32 Folder 15
West Point (Harold Moores), 1951
Scope and Contents
Details of Harold Moores application to be a student at the
University of Maine following his departure from West
Point during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 32 Folder 16
Wild Life Conservation, 1935-1961
Scope and Contents
Details of the establishment of a Cooperative Research
Unit at the University of Maine made possible with
funding from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
including: correspondence, memorandums and reports,
brochures from the Cooperative Unit Program, details
of various studies into wildlife and State of Maine, and
Federal funding for the research during Arthur Andrew
Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Box 32 Folder 17
Wood As Fuel In State Of Maine Controlled Plants -- Survey
Of, 1937-1945
Scope and Contents
Copies of reports from the University of Maine’s The
Maine Agricultural Experiment Station, Department of
Forestry on wood uses in Knox, Lincoln, and Piscataquis
Counties and also a report a report with the Department
of Agriculture, Forest Service Forest Products Laboratory
titled “Outlets for New England Forest Products” and
reference material regarding forestry and surveys on
wood as fuel during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 33 Folder 2
"The Woody Plants Of Maine", 1943-1944 Box 33 Folder 3
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of the demand and production of the University
of Maine Professor Fay Hyland’s “The Woody Plants of
Maine” publication during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Woolen Mill -- North Vasslboro, 1958
Scope and Contents
Copies of inspection reports on the “Woolen Mill”
in North Vassalboro from the University of Maine’s
Maintenance Engineer’s Office of the University of Maine
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 33 Folder 4
Field Of Worker Education -- Appropriation By 102nd Leg.,
1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s Worker Education
Program, including: a proposal for the Program,
correspondence, and details of funding for the Program
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 33 Folder 5
World's Fair In New York, 1964
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal for a University of Maine folk-
singing group to attend the World’s Fair during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 33 Folder 7
Yankee Conference, 1946-1963
Scope and Contents
Various material related to University of Maine
involvement in the Yankee Conference, including:
president meals, sporting events, minutes from Annual
meetings, newspaper clippings including on University
of Maine co-founding the Conference, and reports during
Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 33 Folder 8a
Yankee Conference, 1946-1963
Scope and Contents
Various material related to University of Maine
involvement in the Yankee Conference, including:
president meals, sporting events, minutes from Annual
meetings, newspaper clippings including on University
of Maine co-founding the Conference, and reports during
box 33 Folder 8b
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Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Yankee Conference, 1964-1969
Scope and Contents
Various material related to University of Maine
involvement in the Yankee Conference, including:
manuals, year books, policies, codes, reports, meeting
minutes, publicity material, and newspaper clippings
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 33 Folder 8c
Yankee Conference, 1964-1969
Scope and Contents
Various material related to University of Maine
involvement in the Yankee Conference, including:
manuals, year books, policies, codes, reports, meeting
minutes, publicity material, and newspaper clippings
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
box 33 Folder 8d
Yankee Conference, 1964-1969
Scope and Contents
Various material related to University of Maine
involvement in the Yankee Conference, including:
manuals, year books, policies, codes, reports, meeting
minutes, publicity material, and newspaper clippings
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 33 Folder 8e
Yankee Conference, 1969-1972
Scope and Contents
Various material related to University of Maine
involvement in the Yankee Conference, including:
manuals, yearbooks, policies, reports, and proposals
regarding scholarships during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 33 Folder 8f
Yankee Conference, 1969-1972
Scope and Contents
Various material related to University of Maine
involvement in the Yankee Conference, including:
manuals, yearbooks, policies, reports, and proposals
Box 33 Folder 8g
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regarding scholarships during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Yankee Conference, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
Various material related to University of Maine
involvement in the Yankee Conference, including:
manuals, yearbooks, policies, reports, and various
proposals during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 33 Folder 8h
Yankee Conference, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
Various material related to University of Maine
involvement in the Yankee Conference, including:
manuals, yearbooks, policies, reports, and various
proposals during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 33 Folder 8i
Yankee Conference, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
Various material related to University of Maine
involvement in the Yankee Conference, including:
manuals, yearbooks, policies, reports, and various
proposals during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 33 Folder 8j
Yankee Conference -- Financial Aid To Student Athletes,
1952-1964
Scope and Contents
Various material related to University of Maine
involvement in the Yankee Conference and funding for
student athletes, including: rules and regulations, Athletic
Financial Aid summaries, correspondence regarding
funding, and Conference reports and meeting material
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 33 Folder 8k
Yankee Conference -- Financial Aid To Student Athletes,
1952-1964
Scope and Contents
Various material related to University of Maine
involvement in the Yankee Conference and funding for
student athletes, including: rules and regulations, Athletic
Financial Aid summaries, correspondence regarding
funding, and Conference reports and meeting material
Box 33 Folder 8l
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during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Women's Information And Advisory Service, 1967
Scope and Contents
Copy of a release of publicity regarding Women’s
Information and Advisory Service a federally funded
program in the State of Maine for women with post-
high school education regarding employment, education,
employment, and volunteering during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 33 Folder 9
Wing, The Misses Adeline And Caroline, 1922-1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine
representatives and Adeline and Caroline Wing regarding
their financial gifts to the University of Maine and
newspaper clippings regarding Wing events during
Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman,
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 33 Folder 13
Ambassador Zehnder -- Consulate Of Switzerland (Dr. Freddy
Homburger), 1964
Scope and Contents
Details of an invitation from the University of Maine
to Alfred Zehnde, Swiss Ambassador to give a public
lecturer at the University during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 34 Folder 2
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Misc.
Correspondence And Reference Material, 1955-1968
Scope and Contents
Miscellaneous correspondence between University of
Maine presidents and fellow members of the New England
Board of Higher Education, copies of New England
Board of Higher Education newsletters, publications,
memorandums, press releases, and agenda for The
National Conference On Regional Education (1959)
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 35 Folder 1
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Meetings,
Correspondence Executive Secretary Appointment, 1956-1970
Box 35 Folder 2a
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding, summaries of, and agendas
for New England Board of Higher Education Executive
Committee meetings, details of the appointment of Martin
Lichterman as Director of the New England Board of
Higher Education, correspondence with Lichterman,
and memorandums from Lichterman and Robert H.
Kroespsch, Executive Secretary and a curriculum vitae for
Kroespsch during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Meetings,
Correspondence Executive Secretary Appointment, 1956-1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding, summaries of, and agendas
for New England Board of Higher Education Executive
Committee meetings, details of the appointment of Martin
Lichterman as Director of the New England Board of
Higher Education, correspondence with Lichterman,
and memorandums from Lichterman and Robert H.
Kroespsch, Executive Secretary and a curriculum vitae for
Kroespsch during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 35 Folder 2b
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Budget, Financial
Reports Annual Meeting Materials, 1955-1971
Scope and Contents
Copies of conference proceeding for the New England
Board of Higher Education, agenda for annual meetings,
operating budgets, account audit reports, treasurer
statements of income and expenses, and details of the
funds appropriated for Maine’s participation in the
New England Board of Higher Education during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 35 Folder 3a
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Budget, Financial
Reports Annual Meeting Materials, 1955-1971
Scope and Contents
Copies of conference proceeding for the New England
Board of Higher Education, agenda for annual meetings,
operating budgets, account audit reports, treasurer
statements of income and expenses, and details of the
funds appropriated for Maine’s participation in the
New England Board of Higher Education during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
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Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Budget, Financial
Reports Annual Meeting Materials, 1955-1971
Scope and Contents
Copies of conference proceeding for the New England
Board of Higher Education, agenda for annual meetings,
operating budgets, account audit reports, treasurer
statements of income and expenses, and details of the
funds appropriated for Maine’s participation in the
New England Board of Higher Education during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 35 Folder 3c
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Budget, Financial
Reports Annual Meeting Materials, 1955-1971
Scope and Contents
Copies of conference proceeding for the New England
Board of Higher Education, agenda for annual meetings,
operating budgets, account audit reports, treasurer
statements of income and expenses, and details of the
funds appropriated for Maine’s participation in the
New England Board of Higher Education during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 35 Folder 3d
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Board Meeting
Minutes, 1955-1969
Scope and Contents
Copies of meeting minutes for the New England Board
of Higher Education and supporting material from the
meetings during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 35 Folder 4a
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Board Meeting
Minutes, 1955-1969
Scope and Contents
Copies of meeting minutes for the New England Board
of Higher Education and supporting material from the
meetings during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 35 Folder 4b
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Publicity,
1951-1969
Box 36 Folder 1a
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Scope and Contents
Copies of various reports, newsletters, and publications
from the New England Board of Higher Education during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Publicity,
1951-1969
Box 36 Folder 1b
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Publicity,
1951-1969
Scope and Contents
Copies of various reports, newsletters, and publications
from the New England Board of Higher Education during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 36 Folder 1c
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Publicity,
1951-1969
Scope and Contents
Copies of various reports, newsletters, and publications
from the New England Board of Higher Education during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 36 Folder 1d
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Publicity,
1951-1969
Scope and Contents
Copies of various reports, newsletters, and publications
from the New England Board of Higher Education during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 36 Folder 1e
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Minutes Of
Executive Committee, 1956-1968
Scope and Contents
Copies of minutes from the New England Board of Higher
Education’s Executive Board meetings during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 36 Folder 2
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Enrollment,
1966-1973
Box 36 Folder 3
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Scope and Contents
Various reports, memorandums, and press releases from
the New England Board of Higher Education on the
subject of student enrollment during Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Grants, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding planning for Higher Education
Facilities Comprehensive Planning Grants during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 36 Folder 4
New England Board Of Higher Education -- By-Laws,
1956-1965
Scope and Contents
Copies of by-laws of the New England Board of Higher
Education during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 36 Folder 5
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Survey Of
Institutional Research In New England Colleges And
Universities, 1962-1965
Scope and Contents
Memorandums and announcements regarding Institutional
Research Workshops and a blank copy of a survey on
Institutional Research during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 36 Folder 6
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Proposal For Study
Of The Supply And Demand For College Graduates In New
England, 1967
Scope and Contents
Copy of a proposal by New England Board of Higher
Education Proposal for Study of the Supply and Demand
for College Graduates in New England during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 36 Folder 7
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Graduate School
For Social Work For Northern New England, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Copy of a proposal to the Ford Foundation for funding
for a Graduate School for Social Work for Northern New
England which the University of Maine were one of the
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co-sponsors of during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Keene State
College/Vermont Scholarship Program For Industrial Education
Students, 1967
Scope and Contents
Details of Keene State College/Vermont Scholarship
Program for Industrial Education Students during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 36 Folder 9
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Research Reports,
1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Copies of research reports on faculty children receiving
instate tuition rates, compact prices, government and
coordination of public higher education, and PH.D.
Programs during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 36 Folder 10
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Legislative Work
Conference, 1963-1964
Scope and Contents
Material from by New England Board of Higher
Education’s Legislative Work Conference during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 36 Folder 11
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Compacts,
1955-1967
Scope and Contents
Copies of compacts and agreements between the
University of Maine and the New England Board of
Higher Education and newspaper clipping regarding the
University of Maine’s involvement in the New England
Board of Higher Education’s enrollment program during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 36 Folder 12
New England Board Of Higher Education -- General, 1951-1974
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items related to the New England
Board of Higher Education, including: copies of New
England Regional Student Program publications, meeting
material, enrollment in the regional cooperation, and
reference material regarding regional education during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
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Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
New England Board Of Higher Education -- General, 1951-1974
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items related to the New England
Board of Higher Education, including: copies of New
England Regional Student Program publications, meeting
material, enrollment in the regional cooperation, and
reference material regarding regional education during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 36 Folder 13b
New England Board Of Higher Education -- New England
Regional Education Compact, 1953-1968
Scope and Contents
Details of the New England Regional Education Compact
including: press releases, publication, copies of legislation
and agreements during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 36 Folder 14
Board Of Higher Education -- New England State Universities,
1948-1974
Scope and Contents
Various reports and material from New England Regional
Education meetings during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 36 Folder 15a
Board Of Higher Education -- New England State Universities,
1948-1974
Scope and Contents
Various reports and material from New England Regional
Education meetings during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 36 Folder 15b
Board Of Higher Education -- Ph.D. Programs, 1963
Scope and Contents
Description of Ph.D. programs at New England
universities and memorandum regarding Ph.D. program
Box 36 Folder 16
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in mathematics at the University of Maine during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Board Of Higher Education -- Dr. John W. Gustad, Director,
College Teacher Program, 1959-1960
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the College Teacher Program,
including: minutes from the Advisory Committee for
the College Teacher Program, New England Regional
Education newsletter articles on Dr. John W. Gustad,
Director, College Teacher Program, and memorandums
from Gustad during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 36 Folder 17
Board Of Higher Education -- Legislative Work Conference On
Higher Education, 1959
Scope and Contents
Copy of “A Proposal To The New England Governors
Conference From The New England Board of Higher
Education For a New England Legislative Work
Conference On Higher Education” during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 36 Folder 18
Board Of Higher Education -- State Governmental Control Of
State Colleges And Universities, 1961-1962
Scope and Contents
Copies of reports, correspondence and newspaper
clippings regarding the centralized control of state
colleges during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 36 Folder 19
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Medical Dental,
1957-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Regional
Education Regional Medical-Dental Student Program,
including: report on dental needs in Maine, copies
of presentations, details of funding for the proposal,
reference material on dentistry, and material from
meetings looking at dentistry during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 37 Folder 1a
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Medical Dental,
1957-1972
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Regional
Education Regional Medical-Dental Student Program,
including: report on dental needs in Maine, copies
of presentations, details of funding for the proposal,
reference material on dentistry, and material from
meetings looking at dentistry during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Medical Dental,
1957-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Regional
Education Regional Medical-Dental Student Program,
including: report on dental needs in Maine, copies
of presentations, details of funding for the proposal,
reference material on dentistry, and material from
meetings looking at dentistry during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 37 Folder 1c
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Committee On
Nursing Education, 1958-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Regional
Education Committee on Nursing Education, including:
nominations for Committee representatives, financial data,
reports, reference material regarding nursing, proposal for
a Professional Nurse Traineeship Grant, meeting minutes,
and memorandums, and press releases regarding nursing
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 37 Folder 2
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Cooperative Study
Of Colleges Of Agriculture, 1960-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Regional
Education Cooperative Study of Colleges of Agriculture,
including: reports, reference material regarding
agriculture, meeting minutes, and memorandums, and
press releases regarding agriculture education during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 37 Folder 3a
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Cooperative Study
Of Colleges Of Agriculture, 1960-1965
Box 37 Folder 3b
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Regional
Education Cooperative Study of Colleges of Agriculture,
including: reports, reference material regarding
agriculture, meeting minutes, and memorandums, and
press releases regarding agriculture education during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Cooperative Study
Of Colleges Of Agriculture, 1960-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Regional
Education Cooperative Study of Colleges of Agriculture,
including: reports, reference material regarding
agriculture, meeting minutes, and memorandums, and
press releases regarding agriculture education during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 37 Folder 3c
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Memorandum Of
Agreement Between University of Maine And University Of
Vermont -- Forestry Dairy, 1956-1958
Scope and Contents
Copies of a Memorandum of Agreement between the
University of Maine and University Of Vermont for
coordinating and complimenting undergraduate programs
in forestry and dairy manufacturing, also support material
regarding the agreement, and a Cooperative Educational
Agreements with Massachusetts and Vermont Special
Programs in Dairy Manufacturing, Food Processing during
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 37 Folder 4
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Miscellaneous,
1955-1969
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the New England
Regional Education, including: correspondence,
publications, reports, and details of meeting during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 37 Folder 5a
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Miscellaneous,
1955-1969
Box 37 Folder 5b
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Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the New England
Regional Education, including: correspondence,
publications, reports, and details of meeting during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Memorandum Of
Agreement -- Food Technology And Agricultural Engineering,
1957-1967
Scope and Contents
Copies of a Memorandum of Agreement between the
University of Maine and University of Vermont for
agricultural engineering and the University of Maine
and University of Massachusetts for coordinating and
complimenting undergraduate programs in agricultural
engineering and food technologies and correspondence
regarding the agreements during Arthur Andrew Hauck
and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 37 Folder 6
New England Board Of Higher Education -- New England
Regional Conference On School Administration, 1961-1964
Scope and Contents
Reports from the New England Board of Higher
Education, including: “Continuing Education – A Program
For NEBHE?”, “Summary of Discussions on Adult
Counselling”, “Counselling for Adult Role Change”, copy
of “A Proposal To Improve The Professional Preparation
Of School Administrators In New England”, and report
for Conference on School Administration, and progress
reports on the development of a plan to coordinate a New
England Regional approach to implementation of the 1964
AASA membership resolution during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 37 Folder 7
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Two-Year
Associate Degree Program In Commercial Fisheries, 1966
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Rhode
Island’s Two-Year Associate Degree Program in
Commercial Fisheries and its availability to University
of Maine students during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 37 Folder 8
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Undergraduate
Curricula, 1956-1968
Box 37 Folder 9
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Scope and Contents
Survey and reports regarding undergraduate curricula
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
New England Board Of Higher Education -- New England
Regional Cooperation Pulp And Paper Students, 1954-1958
Scope and Contents
Lists and numbers of New England Regional Cooperation
Pulp and Paper Students enrolled at the University
of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 37 Folder 10
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Special Project
Agreements -- Regional Coop. Of State Universities, 1956-1962
Scope and Contents
Various items relating to the Regional Cooperation
Program, including: correspondence, press releases,
and material from a meeting to discuss the Plan and
surveys on education during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 37 Folder 11
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Regional
Cooperation -- Tri-State Authority, 1951-1961
Scope and Contents
Various items relating to the Regional Cooperation’s
Tri-State Authority, including: correspondence, copies
of Maine State legislation that established the Tri-State
Authority, and report to the State of New Hampshire on
the Tri-State Authority during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 37 Folder 12
University Of Maine At Bangor (Formerly Dow Field And
South Campus), 1967-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items relating to the University of Maine at
Bangor (Formerly Dow Field and South Campus),
including: campus map, student handbooks, staffing
issues, faculty visits, separation of University of Maine
Bangor, charges and services for conferences, faculty
meetings, Drug Abuse Education Program, finances,
community college status, U.S. Commissioner of
Education certification, press releases, student data,
newspaper clippings regarding faculty appointments,
reports, Air Force property, and development of the South
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Campus during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
University Of Maine At Bangor (Formerly Dow Field And
South Campus), 1967-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items relating to the University of Maine at
Bangor (Formerly Dow Field and South Campus),
including: campus map, student handbooks, staffing
issues, faculty visits, separation of University of Maine
Bangor, charges and services for conferences, faculty
meetings, Drug Abuse Education Program, finances,
community college status, U.S. Commissioner of
Education certification, press releases, student data,
newspaper clippings regarding faculty appointments,
reports, Air Force property, and development of the South
Campus during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 37 Folder 13b
University Of Maine At Bangor (Formerly Dow Field And
South Campus), 1967-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items relating to the University of Maine at
Bangor (Formerly Dow Field and South Campus),
including: campus map, student handbooks, staffing
issues, faculty visits, separation of University of Maine
Bangor, charges and services for conferences, faculty
meetings, Drug Abuse Education Program, finances,
community college status, U.S. Commissioner of
Education certification, press releases, student data,
newspaper clippings regarding faculty appointments,
reports, Air Force property, and development of the South
Campus during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 37 Folder 13c
Certificates Of Merit -- Unclaimed, 1949-1963
Scope and Contents
Copies of certificates of merit and correspondence
regarding certificates and graduating classes during Arthur
Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 43 Folder 81
Certificates Of Merit To Wives Of Seniors, 1949-1952
Scope and Contents
Copies of Certificate of Merits for wives of University of
Maine seniors, includes: lists of award winners and details
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of award ceremony during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Certificates Of Merit To Wives Of Seniors, 1952
Scope and Contents
Copies of Certificate of Merits for wives of University of
Maine seniors, includes: lists of award winners and details
of award ceremony during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 43 Folder 83
Certificates Of Merit To Wives Of Seniors, 1953
Scope and Contents
Copies of Certificate of Merits for wives of University of
Maine seniors, includes: lists of award winners and details
of award ceremony during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 43 Folder 84
Certificates Of Merit To Wives Of Seniors, 1954
Scope and Contents
Copies of Certificate of Merits for wives of University of
Maine seniors, includes: lists of award winners and details
of award ceremony during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 43 Folder 85
Certificates Of Merit To Wives Of Seniors, 1955
Scope and Contents
Copies of Certificate of Merits for wives of University of
Maine seniors, includes: lists of award winners and details
of award ceremony during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 43 Folder 86
Certificates Of Merit To Wives Of Seniors, 1956
Scope and Contents
Copies of Certificate of Merits for wives of University of
Maine seniors, includes: lists of award winners and details
of award ceremony during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 43 Folder 87
Certificates Of Merit To Wives Of Seniors, 1957
Scope and Contents
Copies of Certificate of Merits for wives of University of
Maine seniors, includes: lists of award winners and details
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of award ceremony during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Certificates Of Merit To Wives Of Seniors, 1958
Scope and Contents
Copies of Certificate of Merits for wives of University of
Maine seniors, includes: lists of award winners and details
of award ceremony during Joseph M. Murray’s tenure as
acting University of Maine president.
Box 43 Folder 89
Certificates Of Merit To Wives Of Seniors, 1959
Scope and Contents
Copies of Certificate of Merits for wives of University of
Maine seniors, includes: lists of award winners and details
of award ceremony during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 43 Folder 90
Certificates Of Merit To Wives Of Seniors, 1960
Scope and Contents
Copies of Certificate of Merits for wives of University of
Maine seniors, includes: lists of award winners and details
of award ceremony during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 43 Folder 91
Certificates Of Merit To Wives Of Seniors, 1961
Scope and Contents
Copies of Certificate of Merits for wives of University of
Maine seniors, includes: lists of award winners and details
of award ceremony during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 43 Folder 92
Certificates Of Merit To Wives Of Seniors, 1962
Scope and Contents
Copies of Certificate of Merits for wives of University of
Maine seniors, includes: lists of award winners and details
of award ceremony during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 43 Folder 93
Certificates Of Merit To Wives Of Seniors, 1963
Scope and Contents
Copies of Certificate of Merits for wives of University of
Maine seniors, includes: lists of award winners and details
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of award ceremony during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Certificate Of Merit To Wives Of Seniors Portland And Orono,
1964
Scope and Contents
Copies of Certificate of Merits for wives of University of
Maine seniors, includes: lists of award winners and details
of award ceremony during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 43 Folder 95
Certificate Of Merit To Wives Of Seniors, 1965
Scope and Contents
Copies of Certificate of Merits for wives of University of
Maine seniors, includes: lists of award winners and details
of award ceremony during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president.
Box 43 Folder 96
Certificate Of Merit To Wives Of Seniors, 1966
Scope and Contents
Copies of Certificate of Merits for wives of University of
Maine seniors, includes: lists of award winners and details
of award ceremony during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 43 Folder 97
General University Papers, 1970-1979
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous memorandums to University
of Maine faculty on a range of subjects and University
of Maine publications, including student and faculty
handbook and for remedial support during Winthrop
C. Libby, Howard R. Neville, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 43 Folder 98a
General University Papers, 1977-1979
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous memorandums to University of
Maine faculty on a range of subjects, reports, course
proposals, and meeting materials during Howard R.
Neville and Paul H. Silverman’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 43 Folder 98b
University Political Proposals, 1969-1978
Scope and Contents
Various University of Maine and State of Maine political
proposals including on open enrollment, academic
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freedom, physical violence, conservation, and collective
bargaining during Winthrop C. Libby, Howard R. Neville
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Arab-American Marketing Conference, 1976
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the organization of the Arab-
American Marketing Conference which was held at the
University of Maine and looked at developing trade,
investment and business related with Arab countries,
includes: correspondence, agenda, publicity material,
reference material, and follow-ups from the Conference
during Howard R. Neville's tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 44 Folder 1
Coalition For Rural America (Rural Economic Development
Act), 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items from the Coalition For Rural America
which University of Maine President Winthrop C. Libby
was a director of, including: copies of Rural Economic
Development Act, lists of directors, meeting agendas,
correspondence, publications, and reports during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 44 Folder 10
Governor's Advisory Committee On Education, 1960-1962
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the State of Maine Governor’s
Education Advisory Committee, including:
correspondence, newspaper clippings, reports, and
publications during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 45 Folder 19
Campus Disorders -- UMA, 1970
Scope and Contents
Copy of a statement of campus disorder at the University
of Maine at Augusta and approval from Winthrop C.
Libby during his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 2
Drinking -- UMA, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the drinking policy at the
University of Maine at Augusta during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 4
Kappa Delta Phi -- UMA, 1969 Box 46 Folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of the establishment of the Kappa Delta Phi
fraternity at the University of Maine at Augusta during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Library -- UMA, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the establishment of the
library at the University of Maine at Augusta, including:
funding, separate status, and construction during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 8
New Careers (Pinecap) -- UMA, 1970
Scope and Contents
Details of an agreement between the University of Maine
at Augusta and Pincecap, Inc. and the U.S. Department
of Labor for employment training at the University of
Maine at Augusta during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 10
Gorham State Teachers College, 1965-1970
Scope and Contents
Copies of students for the Gorham State Teachers College
and articles on the College during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 15
Augusta Civic Center -- UMA, 1970
Scope and Contents
Details of the construction of the Augusta Civic Center
and correspondence regarding the University’s needs and
programs in the development during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 16
Association Of Urban Universities -- UMP, 1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding University Of Maine Portland/
Gorham’s (also known as the University of Southern
Maine) membership application in the Association of
Urban Universities during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 19
Athletics -- UMP, 1967 Box 46 Folder 25
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding athletics at the University of
Maine in Portland (also known as the University of
Southern Maine), including: sports schedules, guides,
and press releases regarding teams during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Computer Facility -- UMP, 1966
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the direction of the computer facility
on the University of Maine in Portland (also known as
the University of Southern Maine) during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 30
Commuting Student Study -- UMP, 1966
Scope and Contents
Copy of a report regarding a commuting student at the
University of Maine at Portland (also known as the
University of Southern Maine) during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 34
Dental Hygiene School -- UMP, 1959-1960
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal to establish a dental hygiene program
at the University of Maine in Portland (also known as the
University of Southern Maine) during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 36
Faculty Distribution Of By Rank And By Terminal Training --
UMP, 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and data regarding Faculty Distribution
by rank and by terminal training during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 37
Drinking -- UMP, 1970
Scope and Contents
Details of regulations and procedure governing the
possession and consumption of alcoholic beverages
at the University of Maine in Portland (also known as
the University of Southern Maine) during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 38
Graduate School Of Social Work -- UMP, 1969 Box 46 Folder 39
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a feasibility study of a graduate
school of social work at the University of Maine in
Portland (also known as the University of Southern
Maine) during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Four Year Program -- UMP, 1963-1968
Scope and Contents
Details of the four-year program to phase the education
undergraduate program and graduate program at the
University of Maine in Portland (also known as the
University of Southern Maine) during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 40
Establishment Of Fraternal Organizations -- UMP, 1963-1968
Scope and Contents
Details of the establishment of fraternal organizations
at the University of Maine in Portland (also known as
the University of Southern Maine) during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 41
Free Speech And Assembly -- UMP
Scope and Contents
Copy of a Policy Statement on Free Speech and Assembly
at the University of Maine in Portland (also known as the
University of Southern Maine).
Box 46 Folder 42
"Friends Of The University Libraries In Portland" - UMP,
1967-1968
Scope and Contents
Newsletters and meeting minutes from the "Friends of
the University Libraries in Portland” (also known as
the University of Southern Maine) and correspondence
regarding the group’s efforts during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 43
Geology For Fall -- UMP, 1966
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and a memorandum regarding the
introduction of geology at the University of Maine in
Portland (also known as the University of Southern
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Maine) during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Visit Of Dean A.C. Gubitz (University Branches) -- UMP,
1957-1959
Scope and Contents
Details of a visit by Dean A.C. Gubitz (University
Branches, Ohio University) to the University of Maine
in Portland (also known as the University of Southern
Maine) to deliver a presentation on in part community
college education at the University of Maine in Portland
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 45
Lecture Series -- UMP, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the potential of a lectureship
series at the University of Maine in Portland (also known
as the University of Southern Maine) during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 46
Luncheon At Payson Smith Hall -- UMP., 1962
Scope and Contents
Details of the organization of a luncheon held at
University of Maine in Portland (also known as the
University of Southern Maine) to discuss the future of the
University of Maine in Portland, including: invitation list
and invitation during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 49
Petition -- UMP, 1966
Scope and Contents
Original copy of a partition regarding displeasure at the
proposed removal of four-year program from University
of Maine in Portland (also known as the University of
Southern Maine), including: invitation list and invitation
during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 50
Phi Kappa Phi -- UMP, 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine President
Winthrop C. Libby and Dr. J. Kenneth Munford, President
of the Honor Society of Phi Kappa Pi regarding the
establishment of a Chapter of Phi Kappa Pi at the
University of Maine in Portland (also known as the
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University of Southern Maine) during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
PINECAP -- UMP, 1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding office space for the University
of Maine PINECAP project at the University of Maine
in Portland (also known as the University of Southern
Maine) during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 52
Planetarium -- UMP, 1968
Scope and Contents
Details of the proposed needs for equipment at the
University of Maine in Portland (also known as the
University of Southern Maine), including: memorandums,
correspondence, and quotes during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 53
Publicity -- UMP, 1957-1960
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous newspaper clippings, press
releases, and publications regarding the University of
Maine in Portland (also known as the University of
Southern Maine) and Portland Junior College, including
regarding the merger with the University of Maine during
Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 54
ROTC -- UMP, 1967-1968
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposed ROTC unit at the University of
Maine in Portland (also known as the University of
Southern Maine) includes: correspondence with the
Department of the Army and a press release regarding
the Army’s decision to turn down the request for the Unit
during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 47 Folder 4
Tau Epsilon Phi -- UMP, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Details of the national fraternity Tau Epsilon Phi
establishment of a chapter at the University of Maine
in Portland (also known as the University of Southern
Maine), including: press release, copy of Board of
Trustees approval of the chapter, and correspondence
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regarding the establishment during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Higher Education Planning Commission, 1969-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Higher Education Planning
Commission (formerly known as the Blue Ribbon
Committee), including: reports, newspaper clippings, and
lists of members during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 47 Folder 9
Review Of Document "W.S. Brownell Reorganization -- LURC
DEP, Donaldson Koons, Colby College", 1973
Scope and Contents
Copy of a report by James S. Haskell, Jr. Executive
Director Land Use Regulation Commission Review Of
Document "W.S. Brownell Reorganization -- LURC &
DEP, Donaldson Koons, Colby College" regarding the
reorganization of LURC during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 47 Folder 10
General -- UMP, 1966-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items related to University of Maine in Portland
(also known as the University of Southern Maine),
including: correspondence regarding N. Edd Miller and
Dr. Louis J.P. Calisti appointments and departures as
president of the University of Maine in Portland, reports
on the Portland-Gorham merger, copies of various Board
of Trustees minutes, appointment of an academic planer,
various press releases and newspaper clippings regarding
the University of Maine in Portland, details of research
projects, funding, details of convocations, property
development, copy of proposed governance procedures,
and reports on the organization of the University of Maine
in Portland during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 47 Folder 11
General -- UMF, 1966-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine at
Farmington including: correspondence between University
of Maine presidents and Einar Olsen, University of
Maine at Farmington President regarding events, Kellogg
Proposal for the Health Education Resource Center,
proposed property purchases, staffing, conference
attendance, general alumni fund, various faculty visits,
and copy of the Pilot Plan for Continuing Development,
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new program proposals for child development and
rehabilitation worker, faculty lists, newspaper clippings
regarding Dr. Ermo H. Scott’s resignation as president
of the Farmington State College, and correspondence
regarding Einar Olsen’s appointment as University of
Maine at Farmington President and copies of inauguration
programs from Melvin G. Scarlett’s inauguration as
president of the Farmington State College during Hugh
Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Academy For Educational Development (Higher Education For
Maine Study), 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Academy for Educational
Development and Advisory Committee for the Higher
Education Study, including: copy of “A Request To
The Ford Foundation In Behalf of the University of
Maine” for a study of higher education, Academy for
Educational Development, Inc. publications, samples of
higher education newsletters, correspondence from the ,
Academy for Educational Development, Inc. and Dr.
James S. Coles, Chairman of the Advisory Commission
for the Higher Education Study, Academy and Advisory
Committee reports, minutes of the Advisory Committee,
newspaper clippings regarding higher education in Maine
during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 48 Folder 13b
Proposal For Study Of Post-High School Education In Maine
(Ford Foundation), 1963-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding “A Request To The Ford
Foundation In Behalf of the University of Maine” for
a study of higher education, includes: report drafts,
correspondence with the Ford Foundation, supporting
material, and correspondence with various Maine
academic institutions regarding the study during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 48 Folder 13c
Maine Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Incorporation General,
1950-1970
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the University
of Maine’s Pulp and Paper Foundation including
press releases and newspaper clippings regarding its
incorporation. Also, details of various Foundation
meetings, reports, memorandums and correspondence to
directors, publications, details of donations, and publicity
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
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Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Maine Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Annual Meeting Reports,
1961-1969
Scope and Contents
University of Maine’s Pulp and Paper Foundation meeting
minutes and supporting material during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 49 Folder 2
Maine Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Curriculum And
Personnel, 1946-1967
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine’s Pulp and Paper
Foundation Curriculum Committee Reports,
correspondence regarding instructions, visits, publications,
details of five-year program in pulp and paper, and details
of pulp and paper personnel during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 49 Folder 3
Maine Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Forestry Advisory
Committee Report, 1946-1967
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s Maine Pulp and Paper
Foundation Forestry Advisory Committee, including:
report, meeting minutes, memorandums, correspondence,
and a newspaper clipping regarding the Committee
members during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 49 Folder 4
Maine Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Honor Award Committee,
1957-1969
Scope and Contents
Press releases and correspondence regarding winners
of the University of Maine’s Maine Pulp and Paper
Foundation’s Honor Award Committee during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 49 Folder 5
Maine Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Membership, 1950-1969
Scope and Contents
Directories of University of Maine’s Maine Pulp and
Paper Foundation’s alumni, members, officers, and
directors, newsletters, and press releases during Arthur
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Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Maine Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Open House, 1939-1970
Scope and Contents
Programs, press releases and correspondence regarding
University of Maine’s Pulp and Paper Open House
Research days during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 49 Folder 7
Maine Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Publicity Committee
Reports, 1963-1966
Scope and Contents
Various Maine Pulp And Paper Foundation’s Publicity
Committee Reports during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 49 Folder 8
Maine Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Board Of Trustee Votes,
Newsletters Publicity Material, 1934-1966
Scope and Contents
Copies of Board of Trustees votes regarding Pulp and
Paper Laboratory and budget, annual meeting reports
from the University of Maine’s Maine Pulp and Paper
Foundation, newsletters, and brochures during Harold
Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 49 Folder 9
Maine Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Research Committee Of
Pulp And Paper Foundation, 1951-1967
Scope and Contents
Various Maine Pulp and Paper Foundation’s Research
Committee Program reports during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 49 Folder 10
Maine Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Loan Fund And
Scholarships, 1950-1970
Scope and Contents
Brochures and press releases regarding the Maine Pulp
and Paper Foundation Loan Fund and Scholarships and
meeting minutes of the Scholarship Committee during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
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Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Maine Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Special Gifts And Bequest,
1963-1969
Scope and Contents
Summaries and reports for the Maine Pulp and Paper
Foundation Special Gifts and Request Committee during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 49 Folder 12
Maine Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Secondary School
Relations Committee, 1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Press release, report, and reference material regarding
the Maine Pulp and Paper Foundation Secondary School
Relations Committee during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 49 Folder 13
Maine Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Summer Institute,
1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Pulp and Paper
Foundation’s Summer Institute, including: programs,
press releases, and reports during Hugh Edwin Young
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 49 Folder 14
Maine Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Fiftieth Anniversary, 1963
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Pulp and Paper
Foundation’s Fiftieth Anniversary including: publications,
reports, open house publication, press release, invitations,
and Anniversary Committee meeting material during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 49 Folder 15
Maine Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Fortieth Anniversary, 1963
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Pulp and Paper
Foundation’s Fortieth Anniversary, including: program
and correspondence with attendees during Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 49 Folder 16
Maine Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Reports And By-Laws,
1950-1970
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Scope and Contents
Maine Pulp and Paper Foundation Annual Reports and by-
laws during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Maine Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Financial Committee
Reports, 1951-1967
Scope and Contents
Various Maine Pulp and Paper Foundation Financial
Committee Reports during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 49 Folder 18
Maine Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Executive Committee
Reports, 1951-1966
Scope and Contents
Various Maine Pulp and Paper Foundation Executive
Committee Reports during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 49 Folder 19
Maine Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Directors' Meetings
Reports, 1953-1970
Scope and Contents
Various Maine Pulp and Paper Foundation Directors’
Meeting Reports during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 49 Folder 20
College Of Arts And Sciences -- Visit Report, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s College
of Arts and Sciences, including: details of a visit by
University of Maine President Paul H. Silverman, increase
in labor changes, annual report, and personal evaluation
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 50 Folder 6
College Of Agriculture, 1973-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
College of Agriculture, including: a summary of the
programs of the department of agricultural and resource
economics, proposal for voluntary transfer from fiscal
year to academic years appointments in LSA, teaching
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loads in perspective, and details of salary analysis during
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, Howard R.
Neville, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
College Of Agriculture -- General, 1970-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the University of
Maine’s College Of Agriculture, including: staff structure,
graduations, personnel losses, research projects, Haiti
Committee, press releases regarding faculty publications,
Agriculture Day Banquet, and Evaluation Committee
during Winthrop C. Libby, Howard R. Neville, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 50 Folder 8b
College Of Arts Sciences -- General, 1969-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s College
of Arts & Sciences including: exam data, specific student
attendance, convocations, staffing, meeting minutes, by-
laws, publication proposals, reports, establishment of a
School of Health Studies, year-end report, and grading
policy during Winthrop C. Libby, Howard R. Neville,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 50 Folder 12
Department Of Physical Education Athletics -- General,
1977-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Department of Physical Education & Athletics, including:
correspondence with Harold S. Westerman, details
of Director of Department of Physical Education and
Athletics on department policies intercollegiate athletic
advisory board, staffing issues, costs of intercollegiate
sports programs and trips, coaching guidelines, rule books,
apprenticeships, photographs , and various items regarding
student athlete Paul Woley’s participation during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 50 Folder 13a
Department Of Physical Education Athletics -- General,
1979-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Department of Physical Education & Athletics, including:
status of sports teams, staffing issues, future of women’s
skiing program, little league clinic, article and letters
of congratulations on Black Bear Baseball Team being
crowed NCAA Regional Champions (1982), lists of staff,
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Harold S. Westerman, details of Director of Department
of Physical Education and Athletics department updates,
Yankee Conference meetings and events, funding,
issue with women’s rugby team’s access to facilities,
NCAA reports and correspondence, athletic admissions,
and correspondence regarding the performance and
behavior of various University of Maine sports teams
and opponents during Howard R. Neville and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Bangor Community College -- General, 1972-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Bangor
Community College, including: press releases, details
of faculty and student supper, faculty meeting minutes,
construction projects, annual reports, staffing issues,
leasing of property for the Penobscot Consortium, revision
of Faculty Rank Standards, cooperative degree programs,
student data, proposed pilot project to introduce the
Bangor Community College Liberal Studies Program to
Graduates of the Bangor Adult Education Program, lease
to U.S. Air Force, licenses as administrators of a Medical
Care Facility, alliances with other academic institutions,
funding priorities, proposal for Bangor Community
College’s Women Center, articles on the College and
its history and copies of various Board of Trustees votes
regarding Bangor Community College during Winthrop
C. Libby, Howard R. Neville, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 50 Folder 14
Bangor Community College -- Heating Plant Study, 1979-1980
Scope and Contents
Copy of report on Bangor Community College Heating
Plant Study and correspondence regarding the report
during Howard R. Neville and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 50 Folder 15
Canadian-American Center (Formerly NEAPQ), 1966-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Canadian-American Center, including: details of
Association of Atlantic Universities appointments and
events, details of the University of Maine’s Canadian-
American Center conference to commemorate the
fortieth anniversary of the 1938 meetings, funding the
Center, correspondence regarding the Center’s program,
annual reports, staffing appointments, visits, details of
a Memorandum of Agreement between the University
of Maine and the University of Brunswick for the
exchange of students and faculty, and “A Proposal For
The Establishment Of A New England-Atlantic Provinces
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Study Center At The University of Maine” during Hugh
Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Meeting With Canadian Presidents And Reception For Canadian
Ambassador, 1976
Scope and Contents
Details of a meeting with Canadian Presidents and
reception for Canadian Ambassador held at the University
of Maine during, including: correspondence with invitees
and invitations during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 50 Folder 17b
Canadian Studies Fellowship Program, 1979-1980
Scope and Contents
Proposal for the University of Maine’s Canadian Studies
Fellowship Program during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as
acting University of Maine president.
Box 50 Folder 17c
Canadian-American Center -- General, 1979-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Canadian-American Center, including: student and
faculty exchanges, staffing issues, details of designation
as National Resource Centers in Canadian Studies,
Association for Canadian Studies meetings, grants, visits,
studies, details of Canadian Studies Programs, and copy
of an agreement between the Canadian Embassy and the
University of Maine during Howard R. Neville and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 50 Folder 17d
General Alumni Association Senior Challenge, 1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
General Alumni Association Senior Challenge, including:
agenda, correspondence, and Local Association
Guidebook during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 51 Folder 1
Athletics, 1969-1983
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine athletics,
including: Athletic Policy at the University of Maine,
scholarships, financial aid, and gift of property on East
Grand Lake during Winthrop C. Libby, Howard R.
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Neville, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
President Club Members (A-L), 1983-1984
Scope and Contents
Letters to University of Maine President Club Members
thanking them for contributions during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 51 Folder 3a
President Club Members (M-Z), 1983-1984
Scope and Contents
Letters to University of Maine President Club Members
thanking them for contributions during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 51 Folder 3b
President Club -- Correspondence, 1982-1983
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding University of Maine President
Club Members regarding their inclusion in Member
circulations and list of attendees at President Club events
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 51 Folder 3c
General Alumni Association Miscellaneous Correspondence,
1971-1979
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the General Alumni
Association on a range of subjects including: Senior
Challenge, class donations, gifts, and scholarships,
events and reunions, achievements by Alumni, meetings,
Program Objectives, Senor Alumni Association meeting
minutes, and Maine Alumnus during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville's tenures as University of Maine
president and Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Box 51 Folder 4
Canadian Studies -- Quebec-Labrador Foundation Scholarship,
1981
Scope and Contents
Details of the Quebec-Labrador Foundation Scholarship
available to University of Maine students during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence and copies of reports related to
University of Maine’s Canadian Studies and material
from Association of Atlantic Universities meetings during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Canadian-American Conference, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Canadian-American Relations
Conference held at the University of Maine, including:
programs, copies of speeches, and lists of attendees
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 51 Folder 5c
Council On Colleges, 1982
Scope and Contents
Meeting agendas, minutes and by-laws of the University
of Maine’s Council on Colleges during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 51 Folder 6
Cooperative Extension Service -- General, 1977-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine’s
Cooperative Extension including: various events,
organizational changes, staffing issues, and reports during
Howard R. Neville and Paul H. Silverman’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 51 Folder 7
Civil Engineering/Electrical Engineering, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Details of Engineer’s Council for Professional
Development meetings, appointment of Dean of
Engineering and Science, and copy of report titled "An
Evaluation Of The Civil Engineering Department" during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 51 Folder 9
Cooperative Extension -- Continuing Education Division,
1979-1981
Scope and Contents
Information regarding the studies of the Cooperative
Extension’s Continuing Education Division, and copies of
various reports on continuing education during Howard R.
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Neville and Paul H. Silverman’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Cooperative Extension -- Ranking System, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Details of the Cooperative Extension Service faculty
ranking system for promotion including how the system
worked and faculty being rated during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 51 Folder 11b
Course Proposals, 1967-1978
Scope and Contents
Details of various course proposals at the University of
Maine including decisions by the University Program
Planning Review Committee during Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, Howard R. Neville, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 51 Folder 12
University Of Maine Development Council -- Members,
1956-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine presidents
and members of the University of Maine Development
Council regarding their appointments, lists of members,
reports, and description of the Council during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, Howard R. Neville, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 51 Folder 14a
Department Of Industrial Cooperative, 1981
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the University of Maine’s Department of
Industrial Cooperative funds during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 51 Folder 15
University Of Maine Forest Background And History, 1972
Scope and Contents
A copy of "Background and History of the University of
Maine Forest" by Dwight Demerrit during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 51 Folder 16
Council On Extension And Continuing Education, 1969-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Council on Extension and
Continuing Education for the National Association of
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State Universities and Land Grant Colleges, including:
University of Maine representatives on the Committee and
copies of Committee reports during Winthrop C. Libby,
Howard R. Neville, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Energy Conservation, 1979-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items related to energy and conservation,
including: articles, details of the Warm Home Energy
and L.L. Bean gift to continue the project, copy of report
on infringement involving wood stick furnace, forest
biomass report, explorations of energy costs, Northeast
International Committee on Energy activities, and
publications from Gorham International, Inc. during
Howard R. Neville tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 51 Folder 19
Energy Conservation, 1979-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to energy and conservation,
including: articles, details of the Warm Home Energy
Project and L.L. Bean gift to continue the project, various
reference material regarding energy, details of University
of Maine efforts to reduce energy costs, and studies
into heating degree days and also alternative fuels and
cogeneration at the Central Heating Plant, Orono, article
on nuclear power, trip to Ashland woods, details of
various meetings on energy, and funding for energy
projects during Howard R. Neville tenure as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 52 Folder 1
College Of Engineering And Science, 1977-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Chemical Engineering Department and College of
Engineering and Science, including funding, Land
Information Symposium, College of Engineering and
Science faculty meeting minutes, staffing appointments,
resignations, and salary, and press release regarding
graduate opportunities during Howard R. Neville tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 52 Folder 2a
College Of Engineering And Science, 1969-1977 Box 52 Folder 2b
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
College of Engineering and Science, including: staffing
appointments, resignations, and salary, research grants,
reports, meetings, renaming of the College of Technology
to College of Engineering and Science, by-laws, and
Mission and Goals for the Seventies of the College of
Technology during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Department of English, 1966-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Department of Education, including: details of staffing
appointments, review of writing laboratory, reference
material, department meetings, English Department
Committee Structure, reports, and reviews during Hugh
Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, Howard R. Neville,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 52 Folder 3
Graduate School -- General, 1975-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Graduate School including: scholarships, staff
appointments, student aid, Masters of Social Work
opportunities, financial data, details of Graduate Faculty
meetings, copy of the Constitution of the Graduate School,
annual report, accommodation, and details of student
performance during Howard R. Neville and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 53 Folder 1c
History Department, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the University of
Maine’s Department of History, including correspondence
regarding loss of the Trafford salary line, faculty tenure
data, enrollment data, and copies of meeting minutes
regarding decisions affecting the Department during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 53 Folder 2
Forest Resource Meeting, 1980
Scope and Contents
Various items from the Forest Resource meeting,
including agenda, reference material, and brochure
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regarding forest resources during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Forestry Discussions, 1977-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding forestry, including: copy of a plan
to develop a forest policy in Maine, details of meetings to
discuss forestry policy, copy of Maine Forest Productivity
Report, and correspondence regarding the University of
Maine's use of alternative fuels during Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Box 53 Folder 3b
School Of Forestry -- Meeting, 1980
Scope and Contents
Various items for University of Maine's School of Forest
Resources meeting, including: University of Maine Pulp
and Paper Foundation Forestry Committee meeting
minutes, supporting material, and notes during Kenneth
W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Box 53 Folder 3c
School Of Forestry -- General, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine School
of Forest Resources including: staffing, articles regarding
forestry, details of change of status of the School of Forest
Resources to that of a college, copy of the University
of Maine’s Forestry Plan, plans for the School of Forest
Resources, wood visits, reference material on forestry,
details of Forestry Planning Team meetings and Forestry
Consulting Team during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 53 Folder 3d
School Of Forest Resources, 1929-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
School of Forest Resources, including: various press
releases, forest insect management report, reference
material regarding forestry, publications, meeting minutes,
and history of the forestry department during Harold
Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
Howard R. Neville, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 53 Folder 3e
Faculty Achievement Awards, 1980
Scope and Contents
Details of the awarding of the Faculty Achievement
Awards, including: lists of award winners, correspondence
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with award winners, press release, agenda, and copy of
Memorandum of Understanding regarding salary increases
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Faculty Visiting, 1974
Scope and Contents
Proposed ideas for visiting lecturers during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 53 Folder 6
Maine Scholars Day, 1977-1981
Scope and Contents
Letter and press release regarding State of Maine’s Maine
Scholars event at the University of Maine during Howard
R. Neville and Paul H. Silverman’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Box 53 Folder 7
Cooperative Extension, 1970-1983
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Cooperative Extension during Winthrop C. Libby,
Howard R Neville, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 53 Folder 10
Law Enforcement Education, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Copy of “Guidelines for Law Enforcement Education
Program in Community Colleges and Junior Colleges”
and “Maine Public Service Education Study” by Dana R.
Baggett, Director of the Bureau of Public Administration
during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 53 Folder 12
Legislature, 1970-1979
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with State of Maine legislators, details
of candidates, and copy of “Guidelines for University
Employees Testifying before Legislative Committees”
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville's
tenures of University of Maine president and Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Box 53 Folder 13
Licensing Permits, 1968 Box 53 Folder 14
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Scope and Contents
Details of licensing students for on-campus sales of
merchandise during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Library Fund Day, 1972
Scope and Contents
Details of the establishment of the Library Funding
Raising Day during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 53 Folder 15
Maine Public Broadcasting Network, 1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Public Broadcasting
Network, including: licenses, teleconferencing proposals,
staffing, and the MPBN show “The Yankee Woodlot”
receiving the American Forest Institute award during Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 53 Folder 16
Film Festivals, 1975
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding showing X-rated films at
University of Maine film festivals during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 54 Folder 2
Foreign Languages, 1979-1981
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding spring semester 1982 language
registration, staff resignations, and correspondence
regarding foreign language interpreter service during
Howard R. Neville's tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 54 Folder 3
Foreign Students, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Letters regarding University of Maine not committing
funds to National Council of IIE’s South African
Education Program and welcome letter from University
of Maine President Paul H. Silverman to international
students during his tenure as University of Maine
president.
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School Of Forest Resources, 1980-1982 Box 54 Folder 5a
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Scope and Contents
Material from Blaine House Conference on state and
federal relations and report titled “Biomass Utilization and
Management Implications” during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Forestry Plan, 1982
Scope and Contents
A copy of “A Comprehensive Plan for Strengthening the
Forest Management Program at the University of Maine
at Orono” and correspondence regarding establishing the
College of Forest Resources during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 54 Folder 5b
Forestry Summer Camp, 1959-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Forestry Summer Camp, including property and facilities
and various Board of Trustees decisions regarding the
Camp during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 54 Folder 5c
Franco-American Affairs, 1970-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Franco-American Committee,
events, University of Maine Franco-American program,
and reference material regarding Franco-Americans during
Various items regarding the Franco-American Committee,
events, University of Maine Franco-American program,
and reference material regarding Franco-Americans during
Winthrop C. Libby, Howard R. Neville, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 54 folder 6
Tree Improvement Position, 1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding funding a tree improvement
position at the University of Maine during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 54 Folder 7
General Left Caucus, 1969-1970 Box 54 Folder 8
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various publications from the general left caucus at the
University of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Health Education, 1976-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding health education, including:
Health Education Resource Center’s Evaluation Panel
meetings, copies of Health Education Resource Center
Advisory Board meetings, staffing issues at the Health
Education Resource Center, grants information, and
evaluation reports during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville's tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 54 Folder 10
Department Of Mathematics, 1971-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Department Of Mathematics: teaching evaluation process,
gifts, summary of freshman’s qualification exam and
placement program, department spending and staffing
issues, events, and project reports during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville's tenures as University of
Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 54 Folder 11
Higher Education Council Meeting, 1980
Scope and Contents
Material from the Maine Higher Education Council
meeting, including: agenda and letter regarding meeting
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 54 Folder 13a
Higher Education Council Meeting, 1980
Scope and Contents
Material from the Maine Higher Education Council
meeting, including: details of arrangement and reference
material during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 54 Folder 13b
Hirundo Wildlife Refuge, 1972-1978 Box 54 Folder 14a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Hirundo Wildlife Refuge,
including: meeting material, tax documents, article in
the Midweek Maine Camous on the Refuge, copy of
agreement for transfer and convey of Hirundo Wildlife
Refuge to University of Maine Board of Trustees, sale
closing document, income and expenses, and press release
regarding archaeological evaluation on Pushaw Stream in
Alton during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Hirundo Wildlife Refuge, 1978-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Hirundo Wildlife Refuge,
including: Board of Trustee meeting material, annual
reports, tax information, reference material, copy of
litigation involving the University of Maine and the Town
of Alton regarding tax exempt status of the Hirundo
Wildlife Refuge, Hirundo Wildlife Refuge Memorandum
of Understanding, photographs of Board of Trustees,
and details of equipment during Howard Ralph Neville's
tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 54 Folder 14b
Honors Program, 1960-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Scholastic Honor Societies, including: various items
related to the InterFuture Advisory Council, Scholastic
Honor Societies Banquet, Honors Program Handbook,
correspondence regarding the Program, seminars, reports,
press releases, and charter during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville's tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 54 Folder 15
Indian Scholarship Program, 1973-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding federal grant funding to support
program at the University of Maine, including: details of
negotiation regarding indirect cost and fringe benefits,
submission of financial aid applications, and analysis
of deferral student assistance programs during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
Box 54 Folder 16
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president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Institutional Research, 1968-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Office of Institutional Research, including: staffing and
payroll issues, copy of the results of a study of fall 1977
applications to the University of Maine, lists of activities,
housing, SAT scores, and financial requirements for
federal funding during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop
C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville's tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 55 Folder 1
Institute Of International Education, 1947-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Institute of International
Education, including: details of University of Maine’s
membership, Institute of International Education reports,
publications, and surveys, and scholarships during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 55 Folder 2
Land Grant, 1979-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to land grant universities and
colleges, including: correspondence regarding an
application from MPBN for three IFTS licenses, treatment
of indirect cost by the Federal Government, stamp
commemorating two hundredth anniversary if the
state university movement, details of various National
Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges
meetings and memorandum’s, copy of by-laws of the
Association, publications, and budget cutting proposals
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 55 Folder 5
Library Science Graduate Program, UMO, 1973-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s Library
Science Program, including: statistical analysis of library
science, recommendations from the University Committee
of Librarians, copy of the libraries of the University
of Maine at Orono professional personnel policies and
Box 55 Folder 7a
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procedures, Committee on Non-print and Curriculum
Materials, details of library expenditure and resources,
article on architecture of Fogler Library and facts about
the Library, summary of issues for future action with
regard to University library services, memorandum
from the Maine State Library regarding unified library/
audiovisual graduate level program, correspondence
regarding Library Committee issues including interlibrary
loans, relationship between University of Maine system
libraries, details of decision to terminate M.S. in Library
Science and correspondence from various opposed to
the termination during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
A Proposal To The KRESGE Foundation, 1974
Scope and Contents
Copies of a proposal to the KRESGE Foundation
submitted by the University of Maine for a library
construction and renovation program during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 55 Folder 7b
An Evaluation Of Library Service On The Orono Campus, 1972
Scope and Contents
Copy of an evaluation of library service o the Orono
campus by Ralph E. Ellsworth during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 55 Folder 7c
Fraternities, 1932-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the fraternity Alpha Gamma Rho,
including: appreciation of community service and fund
raising, attendance at AGO Convention, events and visits,
and details of request for loan to improve Chapter house
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president and
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Box 55 Folder 8a
Fraternities, 1972-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding fraternities at the University
of Maine, including: policies, response to National
Interfraternity Conference Criteria Statement, security and
saefty of chapter house, complaints regarding excessive
noise, hazing, Fraternity Board meetings, and litigation
regarding liquor, invitation to China Cultural Counselor
to visit the University of Maine, report on fraternities,
copy of proposal for “Explorer’s Day Project”, housing of
Box 55 Folder 8b
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female residents, establishment of Omicron Delta Kappa
on campus, Alumni Fraternity Council event including
former presidents, and appearance of fraternity housing
on campus during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Alpha Gamma Rho, 1946-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the fraternity Alpha Gamma
Rho, including: appreciation of community service and
fund raising, attendance at AGO Convention, events
and visits, and details of request for loan to improve
the chapter house during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville's tenures as University of
Maine president and Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Box 55 Folder 9
A.T.O., 1965-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the fraternity A.T.O., including:
Fraternity Homecoming weekend, fellowship, constructive
initiative program, and drinking violation during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 55 Folder 10
Beta Theta Pi, 1962-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the fraternity Beta Theta Pi,
including: disciplinary issues, grants, events, use of the
Beta House, request for additional land, and Beta Theta Pi
publications during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president and Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Box 55 Folder 11
Delta Upsilon, 1968-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Delta Upsilon Fraternity,
including: publication, letter from University of Maine
President Winthrop C. Libby regarding fraternities,
and approval of Chapter housing and establishment of
Box 55 Folder 12
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the Fraternity during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Veterinary Medicine, 1973-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding veterinary medicine, including:
details of a Tufts’ proposal for starting a school of
veterinary medicine, copy of Annual report of the Joint
Operations Committee of the Land Grant Universities of
New England, and Joint Operations Committee reports
on a proposals to establish a New England veterinary
medicine school and correspondence regarding the
proposal during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 55 Folder 13
Veterinary Medicine, 1977-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding New England Land Grant
Universities’ proposal for starting a school of veterinary
medicine at Tufts, including: reports, updates,
memorandums, and reference material during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 56 Folder 1
Model Farm In Aroostook, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Copy of a program for the Aroostook Farm Field Day
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 56 Folder 2
Poultry Industry Leaders, 1978
Scope and Contents
Details of a Poultry Industry Leaders meeting held
at the University of Maine, including: agenda and
correspondence with invitees during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 56 Folder 3
Delta Tau Delta, 1935-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the fraternity Delta Tau Delta,
including: seventieth anniversary celebration, loan for
housing, copy of lease between Delta Tau Delta and
University of Maine, copy of statement regarding status
of housing, and building plan during Robert Judson Aley,
Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman,
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Box 56 Folder 6
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Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Kappa Delta Phi, 1972
Scope and Contents
Details of the establishment of the fraternity Kappa Delta
Phi during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 56 Folder 7
Conservation Easements, 1975
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and guide regarding conservation
easements during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 56 Folder 8
Workshop On "Problem Pregnancy", 1973
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposed workshop on “problem pregnancy”,
including: correspondence regarding opposition to
the workshop during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 56 Folder 10
Tau Epsilon Phi, 1948
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine Board of Trustees decision
regarding Tau Epsilon Phi's request for land for a
fraternity house during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 56 Folder 11
Graduate School, 1982-1983
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Graduate Program, including: report on Graduate Program
concerns and issues, a plans for the future evolution of
graduate education, memorandums and correspondence
regarding graduate education during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 56 Folder 13
Higher Education Council, 1975-1982
Scope and Contents
Copies of meeting minutes from the Higher Education
Council for the State of Maine during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
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president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Grandfather Clock, 1963-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the gift of a grandfather clock
to the University of Maine and concerns about its location
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 56 Folder 17
Pulp And Paper -- Residency, 1967-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Pulp and Paper Foundation, including: by-laws, issues
regarding residency, litigation between George Covel
vs. University of Maine regarding tuition fees, and
a report on comparisons between residents and non-
residents at the University of Maine during Hugh Edwin
Young ,Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 56 Folder 19a
Pulp And Paper -- General, 1951-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s Pulp
and Paper Foundation, including: budget proposal,
newsletters, gifts and scholarships, commencement
programs, Board of Directors’ meeting minutes, program
from Pulp and Paper Summer Institute, by-laws, reports,
staffing, and publications during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop
C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 56 Folder 19b
Music Licensing, 1978
Scope and Contents
Details of music license agreements for music performing
societies and monthly reporting of musical attraction
activities during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 57 Folder 1
University Of Maine Music Department, 1962-1982 Box 57 Folder 2
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Department of Music , including: funding supporting,
performances, planning reports, budgets, proposal
regarding school of performing arts, musician visits,
transfer, music education degree program from the
College of Education to the College of Arts and Sciences,
staffing, concerns regarding use of electrical organ, press
releases regarding events, music programs, and activities
of the band at football games during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
National Association Of State Universities, 1980
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the National Association of State
Universities, including: reaction to Federal elections,
publications, programs and roster from annual meeting,
proposed committees, memorandums, and reports during
Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 57 Folder 4
New England Board Of Higher Education, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the New England Board of
Higher Education, including: annual meeting material,
publications, and reports during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 57 Folder 5
Department Of Oceanography, 1965-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Department of Oceanography, including: Maine Sea Grant
publications index, attendance at Sea Grant Association,
needs of the Program, housing, fact finding, administrative
structure, trips, relocation, details of the establishment
of the Department, progress report for State of Maine
Governor’s Task Force on Oceanography, proposal for
Maine Marine Institute, and reference material regarding
oceanography during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 57 Folder 6a
Department Of Oceanography, 1979-1980 Box 57 Folder 6b
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Scope and Contents
Details of the plans for the relocation of the University of
Maine’s Department Of Oceanography, and disposition
of equipment at the Ira C. Darling during Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Onwards Program, 1969-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Federally funded Onwards
Program at the University of Maine to financially support
students at the University, including: publications,
correspondence with students, details of funding, press
releases regarding high rating of the Program, payments,
review report and reactions, increases in admissions to
the Program, costs, proposal, and details of the selection
of students on to the Program during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 57 Folder 7
U.S. Economic Development Adminstration Proposal,
1977-1979
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal to the U.S. Economic Development
Administration for funding to help construct the
Performing Arts Center, including: correspondence
with State of Maine Governor Joseph E. Brennan and
his administration and Maine’s U.S. senators regarding
their support for the proposal and a copy of the proposal
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 57 Folder 8b
U.S. Economic Development Adminstration Proposal --
Washington Trip, 1977
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal to the U.S. Economic Development
Administration for funding to help construct the
Performing Arts Center, includes: copy of proposal and
details of trip to Washington to support proposal during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 57 Folder 8c
Research And Public Services, 1968-1977 Box 58 Folder 1a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Research and Public Services, including: various
correspondence from Vice President Frederick
E. Hutchinson on a range of subjects, including:
budget identification, proposed industrial projects,
information from NASULGC Government Affairs
Office, Hutchinson’s chairmanship of the Joint Research
Committee for the Board for International Food and
Agricultural Development, health and safety, links
with foreign institutions, National Science Foundation
survey, federal grants and contract indirect rate, Title XII
legislation regarding agriculture, construction, and details
of Hutchinson’s appointment. Also, correspondence
from Hutchinson’s predecessor Vice President Bruce R.
Poulton on a range of subjects including: environmental
studies correspondence with Maine’s U.S. Senators,
details of proposed Atlantic Wetlands Resource Center,
and proposal for Research and Public Service during
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Research And Public Services, 1977-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Research and Public Services, including: details of
approvals by the Faculty Research Funds Committee,
report on recent activities, investigations for funding
opportunities for research, various correspondence from
Vice President Frederick E. Hutchinson on a range of
subjects, including: Bald Mountain mining venture,
grant support, reports, budget issues, proposed Center
for Economic Policy Development, and Federal funding,
Research and Public Services publications, material from
Research and Public Service Directors meetings, and
reference material regarding human resource planning
and management during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 58 Folder 1b
Residential Life, 1969-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Residential Life (formerly Residence and Dining Halls),
including: catering events, correspondence with parents
and students regarding housing and catering, housing
plans, “life style changes” policy issues, report on
residential life, uniform dormitory policies, “A Study
of the University of Maine at Orono Residence Hall
Program”, staffing issue, financial and dormitory halls
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capacities data during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Residential Life, 1978-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Residential Life, including various correspondence from
H. Ross Moriarty, Director of Residential Life on a range
of subjects, including: Academic Excellence Awards,
occupancy reports, Council of Colleges/Residential Life
Review Committee recommendations, financial data,
Staffing and training, transfer students, Residence Hall
Program Award, studies of food service, room signups,
assessment reports, correspondence with parents, property
damage, and reference material regarding housing during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 58 Folder 2b
Residential Life, 1978-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Residential Life, including various correspondence from
H. Ross Moriarty, Director of Residential Life on a range
of subjects, including: Academic Excellence Awards,
occupancy reports, Council of Colleges/Residential Life
Review Committee recommendations, financial data,
Staffing and training, transfer students, Residence Hall
Program Award, studies of food service, room signups,
assessment reports, correspondence with parents, property
damage, and reference material regarding housing during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 58 Folder 2c
Residential Life -- Finance And
Administrative, 1969-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Residential Life (formerly Residence and Dining Halls),
including: litigation involving staff regarding misuse
of student funds, budget information and analysis, diet
data days, Hilltop Complex “Upward to Excellence”,
possibility of strike action, potential for a Residential Life
Newsletter, licensing, committee looking into alternative
dining situations, report on dining halls and residences,
menus, and food services contracting during Winthrop
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C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Residential Life -- Ad-Hoc Committee To
Review Campus Food Services, 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Details of recommendations made by the Food Service
Review Committee and appointments to the Committee
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 58 Folder 2e
Residential Life -- Housing, 1974
Scope and Contents
Details of changes to the University of Maine housing
policy and student reactions to the policy during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 58 Folder 2f
Residential Life -- Food Service, 1981-1983
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Food
Service, including: installation of a computerized food
production system, correspondence regarding quality of
food served, and assessment of food service operation
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 58 Folder 2g
United Fund -- Professional, 1967-1984
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the United Way fund raising
campaigns, including: correspondence with United Way,
campaign results, Campaign Recognition and Awards
system, and various appointments to the University
of Maine’s United Way fund raising campaign during
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 59 Folder 5a
United Fund -- Classified, 1969-1982 Box 59 Folder 5b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the United Way fund raising
campaigns, including: correspondence with United Way
regarding the University of Maine participation in the
United Way Penobscot Valley Development Program,
memorandums regarding contributions, and various
appointments to the University of Maine’s United Way
fund raising campaign during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
University And High Technology, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
A copy of the report titled “University and High
Technology Industry” and reference material regarding
high technology during and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 59 Folder 7
University Of New England, 1981
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a proposed visit by University
of Maine President Paul H. Silverman to Saint Francis
College, University of New England during his tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 59 Folder 8
University Stores, 1968-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine stores,
including: trial encumbrance system, financial funds,
discounts, use of credit cards, deficit problem, complaints,
policies, and catalog during Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 59 Folder 9a
Vending Machines, 1973-1981
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding vending machine income and
installation of vending machines during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 59 Folder 10
Veterans Day, 1966-1969
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Veteran’s Day memorial services,
including: correspondence, copies of speeches, press
releases, and schedule during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 59 Folder 11
Vietnam, 1966-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Vietnam War, including:
correspondence and memorandums regarding seminar
on Vietnam veterans, return of veterans into education,
Maine Chapter of the Vietnam Veterans Against the War,
complaint regarding discussing Vietnam in class, class
boycotts, various American Security Council reports, and
reference material regarding Vietnam during Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 59 Folder 12
Vocational Technical Schools, 1970-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding vocational technical schools
in Maine, including: studies, details of graduates being
able to enter a baccalaureate program in the University
of Maine at Orono’s College of Education, agreements,
and newspaper cutting regarding new vocational school
in Bangor during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 59 Folder 13
Voter Registration, 1980
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding voter registration of students
during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of
Maine president.
Box 59 Folder 14
Sea Grant Proposal, 1969-1980
Scope and Contents
Details of the program proposal from the University
of Maine and University of New Hampshire Sea
Grant College Program to the Office of Sea Grant,
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
U.S. Department of Commerce, including: copies of
the proposal, site visits, and correspondence regarding
the proposal. Also, details of University of Maine
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involvement in the the Association of Sea Grant
Institutions and proposed sea grant program during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Phi Gamma Delta, 1967-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the fraternity Phi Gamma Delta,
including: publication, recommendation for the Wilkinson
Award, mortgages, details of their social probation, and
correspondence regarding the state of fraternities during
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 59 Folder 18
Hirundo Wildlife, 1982
Scope and Contents
Letter and copy of a check covering commitments made
by University of Maine presidents Howard R. Neville and
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Scope and Contents
Letter regarding excusing Professor Andrew Chase from
jury duty during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Blueberry Farmland, 1955
Scope and Contents
A copy of an extract from University of Maine Board of
Trustees meeting minutes regarding plans for obtaining
supplementary land for blueberry research at Jonesboro,
Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 59 Folder 25
Social Science Research Unit, 1972-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Social Science Research Unit, including: legal action
regarding slander, Maine-wide omnibus telephone survey,
consulting support, department transfer from Office of
Sponsored Programs to College of Education, reference
material, newspaper articles regarding results of “Maine
Public Affairs Survey”, details of various research
projects, “Maine Citizens’ Perspectives” and “Decision-
maker Attitudes Toward Industrial Development in the
Bangor-Brewer Growth Center Area” reports, competition
with commercial research corporations, and details of
the establishment of the Unit with support from the Ford
Foundation and Rockefeller Foundation during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 60 Folder 1
Stone And Webster Proposal, 1980
Scope and Contents
Copy of the Stone & Webster proposal for a feasibility
study on the development of peat and biomass as
alternative fuel proposed proposal to the U.S. Department
of Energy and proposal notes during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 60 Folder 2
Kappa Sigma, 1971-1981 Box 60 Folder 3
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Kappa Sigma’s Psi Chapter
at the University of Maine, including: proposed
reinstatement, housing, probation, disciplinary incidents,
and tax situation during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Lambda Chi Alpha, 1924-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Lambda Chi Alpha Chapter
at the University of Maine, including: property inspection
results, publication, liability insurance, land lease, and
copies of various University of Maine Board of Trustees
votes regarding the funding for the Chapter during
Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman,
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliot, Hugh
Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 60 Folder 4
Phi Eta Kappa, 1952-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Phi Eta Kappa Chapter at the
University of Maine, including: hazing incident, cleaning
property, publicity program, drink violation, extracts from
the “History of the University of Maine” by M.C Fernald
regarding the history of the Chapter during George Emory
Fellows, Robert Judson Aley, Clarence Cook Little,
Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop
C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 60 Folder 5
Department Of History, 1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Department of History, including: copies of Maine
Campus, history of the University of the Maine at Orono,
accounting data for the “History of the University”, and
copy of University of the Maine at Orono History Review
Box 60 Folder 6
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during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Hypodermic Syringes, 1971
Scope and Contents
Details of a State of Maine law restricting the use of
hypodermic syringes during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 60 Folder 8
Inclement Weather, 1980-1983
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposed plan at the University of Maine for
cancellation of classes and/or work schedules resulting
from inclement weather during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 60 Folder 9
Instructional Systems Center, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Details of film rentals and television studio and changes
in services provided by the Instructional Systems Center
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 60 Folder 10
Jackson Laboratory, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Details of a visit by staff from the Jackson Laboratory
to the University of Maine and a copy of a “Presentation
Before the Action Committee of Fifty” from the Jackson
Laboratory during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 60 Folder 13
Student Affairs, 1975-1983
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Student Affairs, including: publications,
programs, President’s Award for Outstanding Scholarship
Among Residence Hall Students, leadership workshops,
contribution from Heffenreffer Beverages, student
suspension and assault, program objectives, state of
student rentals, salary information, staff appointments,
organization structure, and copies of minutes from Student
Affairs Directors meetings during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 60 Folder 16a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Student Affairs, 1975-1983
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Student Affairs, including: publications,
programs, President’s Award for Outstanding Scholarship
Among Residence Hall Students, leadership workshops,
contribution from Heffenreffer Beverages, student
suspension and assault, program objectives, state of
student rentals, salary information, staff appointments,
organization structure, and copies of minutes from Student
Affairs Directors meetings during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 60 Folder 16b
Student Affairs, 1975-1983
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Student Affairs, including: publications,
programs, President’s Award for Outstanding Scholarship
Among Residence Hall Students, leadership workshops,
contribution from Heffenreffer Beverages, student
suspension and assault, program objectives, state of
student rentals, salary information, staff appointments,
organization structure, and copies of minutes from Student
Affairs Directors meetings during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 60 Folder 16c
UMaine Facts About, 1964-1982
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items about the University of
Maine, including: control of the use of the University’s
name contributions to the Annual Alumni Fund, summary
of the University of Maine operations (1980), press
release regarding forest and paper-making industries,
organizational structure (1979), original photographs
including of Maine Scholars Day, Honors Center, exterior
shots of the campus, interiors of the Alfond Area Wallace
swimming pool, a classroom scene (1979), various fact
sheets about the University of Maine, comparison of
administrative costs at the University of Maine and at
Purdue University, various press releases and newspaper
Box 61 Folder 1
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clippings regarding University of Maine activities, report
on “The Relationship of UMO and UMB”, and Maine
Merchants Association’s report “Economic Impact of
the University of Maine” during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Westvaco, 1973-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Westvaco and the Pulp and
Paper Foundation Executive Committee meetings,
correspondence regarding Westvaco Scholarship to the
National Merit Scholar, and a proposal for a center for
the advanced study of forest industries during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 4
Wildlife Team, 1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s Wildlife Team
winning the New England Championship during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 5
Winter Carnival, 1962-1982
Scope and Contents
Details of plans for the University of Maine’s Winter
Carnival, including: rules regarding alcohol and smoking,
press releases and newspaper clippings, and sculpture
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 6
Women In Curriculum, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Project
on Women in the Curriculum, including: annual report,
publicity, events, reports, reference material, budget
information, and details of the project proposal during
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
Box 61 Folder 7
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president and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Woodsmen's Team, 1974-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Annual Woodsmen’s Competition including: program,
correspondence regarding plans and feedback, and
budget information during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 8
Office Of Women's Program, 1979-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s Office
of Women's Program, including: details of the “Spectra-2,
Maine Women in the Arts” event, Program’s projects,
and correspondence regarding the future of the Program
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 9
Women's Training Resources Corporation, 1972
Scope and Contents
A copy of a proposal from the Women's Training &
Resources Corporation for a workshop entitled “The
Academia as an Employer” during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 10
Limnology Program, 1975
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Limnology Program, including: details of staffing
appointments, memorandum regarding the Program and
feedback during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 11
Academic Affairs Art Department, 1978
Scope and Contents
Details of the National Association of Schools of Art
accreditation of the University of Maine’s Department of
Art during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 15
American Association Of University Professors, 1972 Box 61 Folder 18
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of American Association of University Professors
Bulletin during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Art Department Loan, 1972
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the loan of a portrait of Israel
Washburn and loan of a painting to the University of
Maine during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 19
Alumni Meetings, 1972-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items from University of Maine alumni meetings
and events, including: copies of speech, invitations, list
of General Alumni Association Alumni Club Committee,
attendance list, and newspaper clipping during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 24
American Association Of State Colleges Administration, 1980
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding University of Maine participation in the
American Association of State Colleges & Administration
during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of
Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 25
Bangor Theology Seminar, 1979
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding Bangor Theology Seminar's appointment
of Dr. Stephen Szikszai as Director of Liberal Studies
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 61 Folder 26
BASH Center, 1974
Scope and Contents
Cover letter and copy of a signed contract for the
establishment of the BASH Center between the University
of Maine, Husson College, and Bangor Theological Center
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 61 Folder 27
Bigelow Laboratory, 1981-1982 Box 61 Folder 28a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of agreements between the State of Maine’s
Planning Office and Bigelow Laboratory for studies and
between the University of Maine sharing facilities with the
Bigelow Laboratory during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Bigelow Laboratory, 1982-1983
Scope and Contents
Copies of Bigelow Laboratory newsletters and details
of plans for a trip by University of Maine President Paul
H. Silverman to the Laboratory during his tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 28b
Black Bear Award, 1965-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s Black
Bear awards, including: an agreement with a sculpture,
Block “M” Alumni Activities Award, newspaper clippings
regarding homecoming and Black Bear winners, and
copy of an issue of The Maine Alumnus during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 61 Folder 29a
Black Bear Award, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s Black
Bear awards, including : memorandum regarding Black
Bear 200 Club Breakfast and list of contributors, agenda
for 200 Club reception, and details of agreement for Black
Bear sculpture during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 29b
Brazil, 1980
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a proposed agreement
between the University of Maine and the Escola Superior
de Agricultura de Mossoro in Brazil during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 30
Aroostook County Trip, 1980
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine LSA
Alumni Group trip to Aroostook County to visit the
Extension faculty and to tour the Aroostook Farm,
Box 61 Folder 32
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including: correspondence, reference material regarding
the potato industry, and report on University of Maine
work in Aroostook County during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Audio Tutorial Program, 1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine’s
audio-tutorial program during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 33
Bumstock, 1977-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Bumstock event held at
the University of Maine, including: proposal approvals,
agreements for the event, financing, and a memorandum
regarding criticisms of the event during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 35
Report On Awards, 1974
Scope and Contents
Annual report on awards at the University of Maine
by campuses during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 38
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy, 1975-1978
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of
Maine Chancellor Patrick McCarthy on a range of
subjects, including: Board of Trustees decisions, copy
of Chancellor’s Newsletter, various faculty agreements,
Board of Trustees meeting material, Chancellor’s Annual
Reports, budget information, reactions to articles on the
University of Maine, various committees, request for
salary information from the State of Maine Governor, and
details of various changes to University of Maine policies
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 61 Folder 39a
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy, 1975-1978 Box 61 Folder 39b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Black Bear Golf Classic, 1980
Scope and Contents
A copy of an invitation for the 1st Annual Portland Black
Bear Golf Classic and correspondence regarding the event
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 61 Folder 40
Council Of Presidents, 1969-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the New England Land Grant
Universities’ Council of President, including: details of
Council meetings, University of Maine President Howard
R. Neville’s assistance to the Caucus of New England
State Legislatures, membership in the Yankee Conference,
correspondence regarding Council decisions, annual
report, reference material, publications, and nominations
for Council positions during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 61 Folder 41
University Affiliated Program, 1979-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Affiliated
Program, including: invitation for an Affiliated Program
reception, details of staffing of the Affiliated Program,
and report on the Affiliated Program including its history
during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of
Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 43
College World Series Win, 1981
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s NCAA College
World Series win, including: program and newspaper
clippings during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 1
Kent Coffin, 1976
Scope and Contents
Facsimile of court judgement for the civil action
University of Maine v. Kent Coffin regarding Coffin’s
Box 62 Folder 2
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residency at the University of Maine during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
College Entrance Examination, 1976-1982
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine representative on the
College Entrance Examination Board during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 3
Commencement Speakers, 1900-1984
Scope and Contents
Lists of commencement and baccalaureate speakers at the
University of Maine during Abram Wingardner Harris,
George Emory Fellows, Robert Judson Aley, Clarence
Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman and Arthur M. Johnson’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 4
Computer Science Program, 1982
Scope and Contents
Details of announcements regarding the new University
of Maine Computer Science Department during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 5
Bowdoin Inauguration, 1981
Scope and Contents
Schedule for the inauguration of A. Leroy Greason as
Bowdoin College president which Paul H. Silverman
attended during his tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 62 Folder 6
4-H Club, 1982
Scope and Contents
Details of Paul H. Silverman’s invitation to speak at the
annual 4-H Youth Conference held at the University of
Maine during his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 7
Council Of Colleges, 1968-1975 Box 62 Folder 8a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Council of Colleges,
including: recommendations for Council member
appointments and details of decisions by the Council
regarding faculty probation periods, retirement plans,
employment termination, budgets, meetings, transfer in
the University of Maine system, and presidential search
committee during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Council Of Colleges, 1975-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Council of Colleges,
including: recommendations for Council member
appointments and details of various decisions by the
Council regarding changes to the faculty handbook,
registration, course fees, divisions in the Council, faculty
personnel files, and course repeats during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 8b
Development Office Report, 1974-1979
Scope and Contents
Various University of Maine Development Office reports
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 62 Folder 13
General Alumni Association Members, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Lists of University of Maine General Alumni Association
committees members during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 14
Eastern College Athletic Conference, 1964-1980
Scope and Contents
Correspondence from the Eastern College Athletic
Conference regarding award dinners, meetings, and
University of Maine support for the Conference and the
University of Maine’s athletic policy and Conference
Membership Application during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
Box 62 Folder 15
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president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Northern Kennebec Alumni Association Meeting, 1980
Scope and Contents
Agenda for the University of Maine’s Northern Kennebec
Alumni Association meeting during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 19
University Of Maine At Orono Development Office, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Second Century Fund,
including: letters to the University of Maine The
1981-1982 Committee members regarding funding and
meetings during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 21
Karl Webb, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Details of Karl Webb’s appointment as the Dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences and correspondence
regarding resolutions of the faculty of the College of Arts
and Sciences and collective bargaining during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 62 Folder 22
Reunion Weekend, 1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Alumni Reunion Weekend for
the class of 1927, including: congratulations, schedule of
events, invitations, press release, and copy of University
of Maine President Howard R. Neville’s speech during his
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 24
GAA Reunion Weekend, 1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Golden Anniversary Reunion
Weekend Class of 1932, including: press release,
brochure, and invitation during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 25
Princeton New Jersey Trip, 1980 Box 62 Folder 26
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of a trip to Princeton University by University
of Maine representatives for a football game, includes:
travel plans, correspondence, and football game ticket and
program during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
General Alumni Mid-Winter Council Meeting, 1981
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine President Paul H.
Silverman’s trip to the University of Maine’s Mid-Winter
Alumni Council meeting, including agenda and attendance
list during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 27
GAA Trip To Florida, 1981
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine President Paul H.
Silverman’s trip to the University of Maine’s Alumni
meeting in Florida during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 28
Extension Act, 1951
Scope and Contents
A copy of the Constitution and By-Laws for a County
Extension Association and details of bill to change
the name of the Farm Bureau to County Extension
Association during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 29
Annual Alumni Financial Statements, 1974-1982
Scope and Contents
Annual Alumni Fund reports during Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 62 Folder 30
Infant Toddler Child Care Facility, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
A copy of a proposal for a University of Maine Children’s
Center and correspondence regarding the proposal during
Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 62 Folder 31
Pinecap's New Career Program, 1971 Box 62 Folder 32
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a potential agreement between
the University of Maine and Pinecap for a New Career
Program during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
General Alumni Reunion, 1981
Scope and Contents
Details of the Golden Anniversary Class of 1931 reunion,
including: invitation, Alumni Association financial
statements, program, details of Class of 1932 Gift, and
agenda during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 33
University Open House, 1971-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Open
House which replaced the Farm and Home Week,
including: details of those nominated at the Local
Leadership Luncheon, correspondence regarding Open
House, press release regarding the event, and lists of
award winners during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 35
University Of Maine Energy Data, 1973-1979
Scope and Contents
Copies of a University of Maine energy data report,
press release regarding energy savings, reports and
correspondence on energy consumption and savings at
the University of Maine, and reference material regarding
energy during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 36a
University Of Maine Energy Data, 1973-1979
Scope and Contents
Copies of a University of Maine energy data report,
press release regarding energy savings, reports and
correspondence on energy consumption and savings at
the University of Maine, and reference material regarding
energy during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 36b
Yankee Conference, 1974-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
participation in the Yankee Conference, including:
Box 63 Folder 1
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correspondence regarding membership, lists of members,
invitations to meetings, correspondence regarding policy
decisions, reports, and meeting notes during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Women's Track, 1980
Scope and Contents
Details of reviews of the University of Maine men’s and
women’s track and State of Maine Representative Sandra
Prescott support for the University of Maine’s Women’s
Track Program during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 2
International Relations, 1964
Scope and Contents
Details of proposal to expand the University of Maine’s
International Affairs Program during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 4
Universities Council Land Water Resources Center, 1965-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding The Universities Council on
Water Resources, including: memorandums, publications,
reports, by-laws, lists of members, and the University
of Maine application to join The Universities Council
on Water Resources during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 5
Land Water Resources, 1964-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Water Resources, including:
material from the U.S. Office of Water Research and
Technology and The Universities Council on Water
Resources, correspondence regarding financial support
for the University of Maine’s Water Resources Center
(also known as the Land and Water Resource Center)
including with the State of Maine Governor Kenneth
M. Curtis, details of staffing of the Water Resources
Center, reference material regarding water resources,
Maine Stream newsletters from the Water Resources
Center, Water Resources Center reports, and details of the
establishment of the Center during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
Box 63 Folder 7a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Land Water Resources, 1964-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Water Resources, including:
material from the U.S. Office of Water Research and
Technology and The Universities Council on Water
Resources, correspondence regarding financial support
for the University of Maine’s Water Resources Center
(also known as the Land and Water Resource Center)
including with the State of Maine Governor Kenneth
M. Curtis, details of staffing of the Water Resources
Center, reference material regarding water resources,
Maine Stream newsletters from the Water Resources
Center, Water Resources Center reports, and details of the
establishment of the Center during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 7b
REAP, 1973
Scope and Contents
Copy of The National Association of Conservation
Districts’ REAP newsletter during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 8
Rural Community Development, 1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine President
Winthrop C. Libby and various individuals including
Maine’s U.S. Senators on the Rural Community
Development Revenue Sharing Act during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 9
Veterans, 1971-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding financial and ongoing support
for veterans attending the University of Maine during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 10a
Veterans, 1971-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding financial and ongoing support
for veterans attending the University of Maine during
box 63 Folder 10b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Student Work Load, 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding concerns about the full-time
load of a student during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 11
Study Abroad, 1972
Scope and Contents
Press release regarding University of Maine students
studying abroad during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 12
Sugar Beets, 1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and reference material regarding
research into sugar beet at the University of Maine during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 63 Folder 13
Summer Arts Festival, 1961-1975
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine
Summer Arts Festival, including details of its history and
decisions of the Summer Arts Festival Committee and
appointments to the Committee during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 63 Folder 14
Summer Youth Conference, 1970
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposed Youth Conference which was
proposed to be held in Augusta and was eventually
cancelled during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 15
Superior Student Program, 1970 Box 63 Folder 16
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of “A Comprehensive Program for the Superior
Student” during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Supervised Teaching, 1969-1977
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding supervising teachers for the
University of Maine’s College of Education, including
lists of teachers and concerns regarding the need for the
supervision of student teachers and housing of teachers
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 17
Talent Opportunities Model Project In Maine, 1979-1980
Scope and Contents
Details of the establishment of a Talent Opportunities
Model Project in Maine aimed at the recruitment,
financing, tutoring, and counseling of disadvantaged
students, includes list of students and statistical
breakdown of freshman students in the project during
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Box 63 Folder 18
Talos Graduate School Journal, 1970
Scope and Contents
Copies of Talos The Graduate Student Journal of the
University of Maine and correspondence regarding Talos
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 63 Folder 19
Tax Reform, 1969
Scope and Contents
Details of federal tax reform on private investment income
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 64 Folder 3
War Tax Resistance, 1970
Scope and Contents
A copy of a Coalition For Peace publication “A Call To
War Tax Tax-Resistence” during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 4
Telephone, 1969-1982 Box 64 Folder 7
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding telecommunications at the
University of Maine, including: a copy of the University
of Maine at Orono Tel/Com Voice Newsletter, details of
contracting with Bell System for telecommunications,
costs of system, line agreements, lists of telephones,
WATS lines, and reference material regarding
telecommunications during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
The New Edition, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the funding for the University
of Maine student publication New Edition including
details of its liquidation during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 8
Thoreau Fellowship, 1969-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Thoreau Fellowship at
the University of Maine, including: publication on
“The proposed Thoreau Center of Ecological Studies”,
newspaper clippings Thoreau and the anniversary of
his to Maine, copies of Thoreau Journal and reference
material on Thoreau, and correspondence with and about
The Thoreau Fellowship, Inc. during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 64 Folder 10
Thoreau Center, 1970-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Thoreau Fellowship at the
University of Maine, including: purchases for the Thoreau
Center for Ecological Centers, copy of Amendment to the
Articles of Incorporation related to the Thoreau Center,
and details of donations for the Thoreau Center during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 11
Foreign Tours, 1975 Box 64 Folder 13
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of foreign tour sponsorship at the University of
Maine at Fort Kent during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Town And Gown, 1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and studies on the impact of the
University of Maine campuses on the local community
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 64 Folder 14
Transportation, 1974-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding travel at the University of Maine
including: foreign travel, reimbursement, and mileage
rates and also bus schedule at the University of Maine
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 16
Travel Itinerary For Alumni Events, 1981
Scope and Contents
Travel itineraries for University of Maine President Paul
H. Silverman’s trips to New York, New Jersey, Delaware
and Washington D.C. and Florida for alumni events
during his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 19
U.S. Savings Bond, 1978-1981
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine savings bond campaigns on
campus during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 20
Commencement -- General, 1970-1972
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding commencement
at the University of Maine, including reducing the
commencement schedule and potential speakers during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 64 Folder 21a
Commencement -- General, 1970-1971 Box 64 Folder 21b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding commencement at the University
of Maine, including: reference material, commencement
program, and notes during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Commencement -- Reactions, 1976
Scope and Contents
Details of various reactions from administrators to
commencement during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 21e
Commencement, 1977
Scope and Contents
Various items from commencement, including program
and schedule during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 21f
Commencement, 1982
Scope and Contents
Various items from commencement, including:
program, photographs, Maine Campus edition on the
commencement, and schedule during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 21g
Commencement, 1977
Scope and Contents
Various items from commencement, including program,
feedback, press release, and correspondence regarding
its organization during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 21i
Commencement, 1981
Scope and Contents
Various items from commencement, including: schedule,
photographs, feedback, copies of addresses, and
correspondence regarding its organization during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 21l
Commencement Program, 1982 Box 64 Folder 21m
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of commencement program during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Cap And Gown Issue, 1978-1980
Scope and Contents
Details of caps and gown boycott involving the
manufacturer Cotrell and Leonard who had staff on strike
because of Cotrell and Leonard's refusal to allow them
to organize in a union including details of finding an
alternative manufacturer during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 21n
ROTC Commissioning Exercises, 1977
Scope and Contents
Program and schedule for the University of Maine
Commissioning Exercises during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 22
BCC Class Senate, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Details of proposed funding for a separate Bangor
Community College commencement during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 23
Thomas Aceto, 1984
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring Thomas D. Aceto,
University of Maine Vice President for Student Affairs
on a range of subjects, including: student interns, room
and board charges, strategic planning, student events,
University Space Committee, financial management,
energy consumption, and Policy Regarding Student
Emotional or Physical Problems during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 67 Folder 1a
Thomas Aceto, 1984
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring Thomas D. Aceto,
University of Maine Vice President for Student Affairs on
a range of subjects, including: student assistance, office
Box 67 Folder 1b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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reallocations, student enrollment, senior citizens program,
services for disabled students, summer session, National
Merit Scholar Program, reference material, dormitory
life at Bangor Community College, and student housing
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Development Office, 1984-1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Development Office, including: training for staff, report
on gifts and income, details of various gifts, Development
Council meeting material, and appointments during Arthur
M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 67 Folder 8
Drinking And Smoking, 1953-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding issues with alcohol and smoking
at the University of Maine, including: violations of
University of Maine policies, development of guidelines,
copies of guidelines and policies, newspaper clipping,
and correspondence regarding alcohol consumption by
students during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 67 Folder 9
Eastern Maine Medical Center, 1969-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Eastern Maine Medical
Center, including: staff, events, publications, contract
with the University of Maine at Bangor and University of
Maine at Orono (also known as the University of Maine)
and the Eastern Maine Medical Center School of Nursing,
reports, and newspaper clippings regarding the Center
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 67 Folder 10
College Of Education, 1973-1982 Box 68 Folder 2
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the College of Education,
including: copy of Maine State Board of Education’s
Policy for Teacher Certification, potential loss of special
education programs, newsletters, staffing and salary
information, reports, directory, and agreement between the
University of Maine at Orono and Nova Scotia Teachers
College for an exchange program in teacher education
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Council Of Education, 1967-1968
Scope and Contents
Meeting minutes, survey, and correspondence from
Committee on Relationships with Cooperative Extension
Council on Extension National Association of State
Universities and Land Grant Colleges during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 68 Folder 4
Department Of Industrial Cooperation, 1953-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Department of Industrial Cooperation, including: need for
counsel review, financial reports, textile research, grants
funding, and expenditure during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young ,Winthrop
C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 5
Industrial Research Center, 1969
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding expanded special purpose building for
research having a short-term payout during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 6
Journalism Department, 1972 Box 68 Folder 7
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a review of the University of
Maine’s Department of Journalism during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Department Of Justice Visit, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Details of a visit by representatives from the Justice
Department to the University of Maine during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 8a
Department Of Justice Visit, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Details of a visit by representatives from the Justice
Department to the University of Maine during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 67 Folder 8b
Department Of Justice Visit, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Details of a visit by representatives from the Justice
Department to the University of Maine during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 67 Folder 8c
Allied Health Education, 1973
Scope and Contents
Newsletter from The New England Center for Continuing
Education regarding the Allied Health Education Program
Study during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 11
Criminal Justice Resources Council, 1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the The New England Center
for Continuing Education’s Criminal Justice Task Force,
including: meeting details, report, and formation of
the Task Force during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 12
Demographic Research, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the proposed The New England
Center for Continuing Education’s Demographic Research
Association demographic research, includes meeting
material and correspondence regarding forming the
Box 68 Folder 13
Office of the President (University of Maine)
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s Law Enforcement
Education Program which received grant support from the
U.S. Department of Justice Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration including correspondence with the
Administration regarding funding during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Law Enforcement Education, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s Law Enforcement
Education Program which received grant support from the
U.S. Department of Justice Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration including correspondence with the
Administration regarding funding during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 27b
Latin American Scholarship, 1965-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the LASPAU Student
Achievement Awards, including: correspondence
regarding funding the Program and details of award
winners during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 28
Law Fraternity Phi Alpha Delta, 1964
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding reactivating the Law Fraternity
Phi Alpha Delta during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 29
Legislation -- Federal, 1970-1982
Scope and Contents
Details of federal budgets affecting funding higher
education and testimony of Winthrop C. Libby before the
State of Maine’s Appropriations Committee of the 105th
Legislature-Special Session during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 32
Licensing Of Students For Sale Of Merchandise, 1968 Box 68 Folder 34
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding licensing of students for sale
of merchandise during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Library Commission, 1974
Scope and Contents
List of names put forward as suggestions to be
representatives on the Library Commission during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 68 Folder 35
Mail Service -- Campus, 1956-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s mailing
system, including correspondence regarding Ad Hoc Mail
Committee meeting, mail service at the Memorial Union,
and policy on mail during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 1
Maine Christmas Tree Association, 1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding research by the Maine
Christmas Tree Association and relationship with the
University of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 2
Woodshop, Commencement, Purchase Of Processors, 1982
Scope and Contents
Miscellaneous correspondence regarding proposal to
setup a woodshop at the University of Maine, invitation
to University of Maine President Paul H. Silverman
to be commencement speak at John Bapst Memorial
High School, and procedures to be followed for requests
purchase of word-processors, mini-processors, and
micro-processors during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 5
Maine Outing Club, 1958-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Outing
Club, including: copies of Board of Trustees decision
regarding the Township 4 Range 2 WKR property and
property tax information regarding the property and
proposed lease of the Scott Paper Company covering use
Box 69 Folder 7
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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of land in Crockertown by the Club during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Methodist Church, 1965-1972
Scope and Contents
Details of a sale of land long Stillwater Avenue in Old
Town owned by the University of Maine to the United
Methodist Church of Old Town, includes correspondence
and copy of deed during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 69 Folder 8
NASULGC -- Committee On Research Policy, 1972
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the work of the Council on Research
Policy for the National Association of State Universities
and Land-Grant Colleges during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 9a
NASULGC -- International Program Office, 1976-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the National Association of
State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges’ International
Programs Office newsletters and roster of members
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 69 Folder 9b
NASULGC -- Legislative Network, 1975
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant Colleges’ Legislative
Network representatives during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 9c
NASULGC -- Policies Issues Committee, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Memorandums and correspondence regarding the
National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges’ Committee on Policies and Issues during Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 9d
New England Institute For Human Resources, 1981
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding a link between the New England Institute
for Human Resources and University of Maine during
Box 69 Folder 10
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
New Observatory Fund, 1963
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and copy of University of Maine Board
of Trustees’ minutes regarding the New Observatory
Fund includes details of donations during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 11
New England Regional Commission, 1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and testimony from University of
Maine President Hugh Edwin Young regarding the New
England Regional Commission and economic and social
development during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 12
New England Telephone And Telegraph Company, 1963
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the service the University of
Maine was receiving from the New England Telephone
and Telegraph Company during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 13
Newman Center, 1963-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Newman Student Center at
the University of Maine, including: plans, correspondence,
construction details, newspaper clippings, and report
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 69 Folder 15
Northwood Institute, 1972
Scope and Contents
Details of a University of Maine Board of Trustees’
meeting regarding the transfer of National Defense
Student Loan of the Northern Conservatory of Music
to the University of Maine, includes: meeting minutes,
financial statement, auditors report, and memorandum
regarding the transfer during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 17
Nursery Proposal, 1978 Box 69 Folder 18
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Report and correspondence regarding a feasibility study
concerning a nursery at the University of Maine during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Observatory, 1961-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the observatory at the University
of Maine, including correspondence, costs, press releases
regarding events, reference material, and report during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 19
Old Town, 1961-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
relationship with the City of Old Town, including:
spreading of manure, potential land transactions, meetings,
incineration system of solid waste, lists of members of
Old Town City Council, zoning, and map during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young , Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 23
Organization Memberships, 1969
Scope and Contents
List of University of Maine membership in organizations
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 69 Folder 24
Town Of Orono, 1974-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
relationship with the Town of Orono, including: details of
various meetings, easement, cooperation in Bicentennial
celebrations, solid waste disposal study, and budget data
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 25
Office Of Institutional Research, 1959-1975 Box 69 Folder 26
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Newsletters and memorandums from the National
Association of State Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges’ Office of Research and Information during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Paideuma, 1975-1979
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding funding for Paideuma a journal
devoted to Ezra Pound Scholarship during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 29
Parents Friends Weekend, 1977
Scope and Contents
Schedules and agenda for University of Maine’s Parents &
Friends Association Weekend during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 30a
Parents Friends Weekend, 1970-1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine’s Parents
& Friends Association Weekend, including: programs,
invitations, and planning details during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman and Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 30b
Partners Of The Alliance, 1981
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding University of Maine and
Universidade Federal Do Rio Grande Do Norte Gabinete
Do Reitor agreement and Brazilian foreign student
Hermes E. Freire admission at the University of Maine
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 69 Folder 31
Peace Corps, 1979
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the University of Maine signing a Peace
Corps Strategy Recruitment Contract during Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 34
Penobscot Chemical Fiber, 1958-1961 Box 69 Folder 35
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of the Penobscot Chemical Fiber Company’s
interest in leasing land owned by the University of Maine
in Old Town, includes correspondence and description of
the lease agreement during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Physics Dept., 1981
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the University of Maine’s Department of
Physics for an increase in labor changes during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 36
PICS, 1977-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Public
Information and Central Services, including: results
of UMO Reader Survey, television program featuring
the University of Maine, photographs, correspondence
regarding how UMO News is put together, awards,
material for UMO News, audio visual equipment,
promoting the University of Maine, and staffing of the
Services and reviews during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 37
Police And Safety, 1969-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s campus
Police and Safety Department, including: management
survey, memorandum regarding “The Bomb Threat”,
photograph of firecrackers used to make “bombs”,
reference material regarding bomb threats, volunteers for
searching for bombs, and correspondence and newspaper
clippings regarding bomb threats at the University of
Maine during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 39
Political Science, 1975
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding copies of Report of Alumni at the Central
Missouri State University during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 40a
Political Science, 1972-1981 Box 69 Folder 40b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding political science, including:
copy of publication titled “Recent Publications on
Government Problems” by the Merriam Center Library,
correspondence regarding the University of Maine’s
Department of Political Science grant, internship, lists of
gifts and details of funding, and a copy of grievances from
a University of Maine Political Science faculty member
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Portraits Of Presidents, 1936-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding portraits of University of Maine
presidents and other painting in the University of Maine’s
art collection, including: correspondence regarding the
display of painting of Hershel Bricker, correspondence,
press releases, press release, and notes regarding hanging
University of Maine president portraits during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 69 Folder 41
Post Secondary Education, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding The Council On Postsecondary
Accreditation, including: correspondence, newsletters,
meeting material, and memorandums during and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 44
President Public Service Achievement, 1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and description of the University of
Maine’s President Public Service Achievement during
Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 69 Folder 46
Prism, 1963-1974 Box 69 Folder 47
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various material for the University of Maine’s Prism, the
student yearbook, press releases regarding the publication,
and correspondence regarding the receipt of the yearbook
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
UMO Printing Office, 1958-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Printing Office including: details of the printing various
publications, costs and examples of publications during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop
C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 48a
UMO Printing Office, 1979-1980
Scope and Contents
Details of the proposed purchase of a new press by the
University of Maine’s Printing Office during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 48b
Proposals -- Miscellaneous, 1974-1981
Scope and Contents
Details of various miscellaneous proposals including
University of Southern Maine Proposal for Graduate
Program in Public Policy and Management, appointment
in the Office of the Vice President for Research and
Public Services, educational opportunities, Rockefeller
Foundation, Foundation for the Improvement of
Postsecondary Education, The Maine Energy Project,
and Academic Degree in Translating Arts during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 49
Psychology Department, 1979-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Department of Psychology including: details of grant
funding, accreditation, assessment of the child study
laboratory, psychodrama course, meetings, and renaming
of the Center during Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
Box 69 Folder 50
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Psychology (Mental Health Training), 1973-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding clinical psychological at
the University of Main including: proposal to the
National Institute of Mental Health, newspaper clippings
and publications on mental health, and report on the
conference on mental health during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 51
Bureau Of Public Administration, 1966-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Bureau
of Public Administration, including: publication on the
Intergovernmental Personnel Act Program, report of the
Maine State Government Internship Program, award from
the U.S. Civil Service Commission for Irvine W. Masters,
Jr., Director of University of Maine at Orono Bureau of
Public Administration, review of Maine State and local
government agencies, and funding during Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president and Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 52
Public And Private College Cooperation, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Details of the proposed University of Maine assistance to
private colleges for educational services during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 53
St. Joseph's College, 1971
Scope and Contents
University of Maine Administrative Council notes
regarding St. Joseph’s College accepting and rejecting
University of Maine students during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 55
St. Joseph's Hospital, 1977-1979
Scope and Contents
Details of an agreement between Bangor Community
College and St. Joseph Hospital regarding teaching
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nursing during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Staff Members, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Extracts from University of Maine Board of Trustees
minutes regarding faculty and credit for advanced degrees
at the University and rank and candidate for a degree
during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 57
Standish, Ayer, And Wood, Inc. Policy, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Copies of Standish, Ayer And Wood, Inc. Policy during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 69 Folder 58a
Standish, Ayer, And Wood, Inc. Policy, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Copies of Standish, Ayer And Wood, Inc. Policy during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 69 Folder 58b
State Highway Commission, 1964-1967
Scope and Contents
Details of State of Maine’s State of Highway
Commission’s acquisition of University of Maine land in
Old Town during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 59
State Police, 1974-1976
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the use of Bangor Hall as
a State of Maine Police Barracks during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 60
State Principal Association, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine
hosting the State Principals’ Association during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 61
State School Boards Association, 1972-1973 Box 69 Folder 62
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the State School Boards
Association and University of Maine in-service training
for school board members and details of State School
Boards Association resolution regarding University of
Maine support during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
State Technical Service, 1971-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Technical Services including report and reference material
regarding science during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 63
Statistics, 1970-1982
Scope and Contents
Various statistics at the University of Maine, including:
science and employment status, data on faculty who
left the University of Maine, ratio of administrators
to students, Maine’s population, and students during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 65
Stein Song And Hymn, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine’s Stein
Song and hymn and copies of the lyrics during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 66
Student Day In The Maine Legislature, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandum regarding the Student
Day in the Maine Legislature during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 67
Students For A Democratic Society, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding concerns about the activities
of the Students for a Democratic Society activities at the
University of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 68
Student Lifestyles, 1973 Box 70 Folder 3
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine Board of Trustees’ votes
on accommodating life styles at the University of Maine,
copies of Student Affairs Committee’s Options in Student
Life Styles and Social Regulations, and University of
Maine Portland Gorham (also known as the University
of Southern Maine) proposal on diverse life styles during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Student Low Income, 1970
Scope and Contents
Copy of a proposed project for the purpose of helping
low-income students attain higher education during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 70 Folder 4
Student Organizations, 1973-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student organizations at the
University of Maine, including: recognition of student
organizations, details of various nominations and
appointments to student boards and committees, student
organization services projects list, copy of procedures
for approving new student organizations, and funding of
student groups during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 5
University Of Maine School Of Law, 1968-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s School
of Law, including: copies of bulletins, dedication of the
Law Library, sale of former Dean of the Law School
residence, American Bar Association meetings, agreement
for accepting one black student on a tuition-free basis,
funding, reports, and newspaper clippings during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 8
1202 Commission, 1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the 1202 State Commission
in Maine, including: copy of an act creating the post-
secondary education commission of Maine, copy
of Commission hearing, resolution concerning the
Committee, and details of the establishment of the
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Commission during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Exceptional Child Research, 1973-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Exceptional Child Research
at the University of Maine including correspondence
regarding grant funding and self-supporting status,
publications from Exceptional Child Research and details
of the establishment of the Exceptional Child Research
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 70 Folder 11
Gerontology Institute, 1974-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the proposed Gerontology
Institute at the University of Maine, including:
correspondence with the All-University Gerontology
Center and material from the Gerontology Institute
Planning Committee including reports, memorandums,
and correspondence during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 17
Housing And Urban Development, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development regarding housing and development
programs during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 25
Center For Human Resources, 1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a proposal for a Center for
Human Resources Development during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 26a
Center For Human Resources, 1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a proposal for a Center for
Human Resources Development during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 26b
School Of Human Development, 1968-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s School
of Human Development, including: correspondence
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regarding participation in an Interstate Doctoral Program,
conferences, press release regarding Family Life Science
degree, studies, crediting system, early childhood
education, admission levels, home economic program, and
changing of name of the School of Home Economics to
the School of Human Ecology during Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Huntsman Maine, 1970-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
membership of the Huntsman Marine Laboratory,
including: correspondence regarding commencement
speech, membership fees information, publications,
updates, agreement, report, and meeting material during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 28
Husson College, 1965-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Husson College, including:
correspondence regarding staffing, Husson’s participation
in the BASH Program, meeting summaries, publications,
endorsement of a proposal under Title III of the Higher
Education Act of 1965, and correspondence regarding the
relationship between the University of Maine and Husson
College during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 70 Folder 29a
Husson College, 1977-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Husson College, including:
details of Husson College Business Breakfast, copy
of a proposal for a local employment training center,
endorsement of a proposal under Title III of the Higher
Education Act of 1965, and correspondence regarding
staffing during Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 29b
Inclement Weather, 1977-1982
Scope and Contents
Copies of the University of Maine’s Operational Plan
for Cancelation of Classes Resulting from Inclement
Weather Conditions during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
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tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Department Of Industrial Cooperation, 1974-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Department of Industrial Cooperation, including: details
of an agreement with the Allied Chemical Corporation,
history of the Department, project with Duratherm
Company, and approval of products by the Department
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 70 Folder 31
Institute On Administration, 1970
Scope and Contents
Notes from a Institute on Administration meeting during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 70 Folder 32
Institutes (Summer), 1963-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding summer institutes at the
University of Maine, including: employee remunerations,
adult basic education, reports, press releases, newspaper
clippings, and correspondence during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 33
Institute On Educational Development, 1968-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Institute on Educational
Development, including correspondence regarding
reporting material for the Higher Education General
Information Survey during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 70 Folder 34
Institutes And Conferences, 1970-1982
Scope and Contents
Details of various conferences held at the University of
Maine during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
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and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Institute In Neurobiology And Behavior, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the creation of an Institute in
Neurobiology and Behavior including correspondence and
copy of the proposal during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 36
Student Demonstrations, 1970
Scope and Contents
Copy of a publication titled “Constructive Changes To
Ease Campus Tensions” from the National Association
of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 70 Folder 37
Thoreau Fellowship, 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the designation of the
University of Maine’s “Thoreauvian-in-Residence”
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 70 Folder 40
United Way, 1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding United Way, including meeting
material, campaign summary, notes, and correspondence
regarding campaign appointments during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 41
Inauguration Centennials, 1974-1978
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding University of Maine attendance
at the inauguration at various presidents during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 42
Institute For Psychological Application, 1970
Scope and Contents
Copy of a report from the University of Maine’s Institute
for Psychological Applications during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 43
International Affairs Program, 1963-1970 Box 70 Folder 46
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Scope and Contents
Various regarding the University of Maine’s Committee
on International Affairs, including: updates of the
Committee’s activities and material from The New
England Center For Continuing Education meetings
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Internships, 1968-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine’s
internship program during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop
C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 47
Summer Intern Program, 1964-1976
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine’s
participation in the Federal Summer Program during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 48
Inter University Political Research, 1970-1975
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine’s
participation in the Inter-University Consortium during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 49
Iran, 1979
Scope and Contents
Memorandum to fraternity presidents regarding opinions
on Iran and publications about Iran during Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 2
Jackson Laboratory, 1978-1981
Scope and Contents
Details of cooperation between the University of Maine
and The Jackson Laboratory, including: correspondence,
meeting and visit material during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
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and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
School Of Nursing, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Details of consultant recommendations regarding the
University of Maine’s nursing education including:
copy of report, reactions, and planning during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 5
Town Of Orono, 1981
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding a meeting between the University of
Maine and Town of Orono representatives on the subject
of the R.P.I. Project during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 6
Paidema, 1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding contributions to Paidema
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 71 Folder 7
Latin American Institute, 1974
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposed Latin-American Institute at the
University of Maine, including: copy of proposal and
correspondence regarding the Institute during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 10
Public Service Program, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Public
Service Program including: correspondence regarding
the Program, description of the Program, staffing, and
meetings during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 13
Pullorum -- Typhoid Testing Service, 1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Pullorum the Typhoid Testing
Service, including: correspondence regarding testing
poultry blood samples and plans for shift from University
of Maine to the Maine Department of Agriculture, and
report on the relationship between the Service and the
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University of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Pulp And Paper Foundation, 1979-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Pulp
and Paper Foundation, including: meeting material,
publications, and newsletter during Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 15a
Pulp And Paper Foundation, 1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Pulp
and Paper Foundation, including: meeting material
and newsletter during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 15b
Radio, 1960-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding WMEB radio programming at
the University of Maine, including: correspondence with
other local stations, network coverage, report on WMEB,
details of station reallocation project, funding for WMEB,
disability access, budget information, Aztec Two-Step
Concert, open house, power, and extract of Board of
Trustees minutes regarding authority to apply for an FM
radio station during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 71 Folder 18
Radioactive Waste, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Details of waste disposal site at the Greenbush Nursery,
including: including correspondence, copy of report titled
“The Greenbush Radioactive Waste burial Site: A Current
Appraisal of Hazards” and reference material regarding
waste disposal during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 19
Radio Corporation Of America Tuition And Loan Refund Plan,
1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a gift from the University of
Maine to the Radio Corporation of America’s Tuition
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and Loan Refund Plan during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Rathskeller, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and reference material regarding drinking
alcohol at the University of Maine and the establishment
of a Rathskeller during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 21
Receptions Luncheons, 1974
Scope and Contents
Invitations and lists of attendees for various University
of Maine receptions and luncheons during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 23
Research, 1963-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding research at the University of
Main, including: remuneration of faculty from grant
funds, renovations to Scientific Research Building,
space utilization in the New Research Center, potential
for research facility in Hancock, and correspondence
regarding research programs including funding during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 26
Research -- Human Subjects, 1967-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding research on human subjects
including correspondence, reference material, and rules
governing the use of human subjects in research and other
activities at the University of Maine during Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 27
Reynolds Library, 1980
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding gift to the Honors Center’s Reynolds
Library during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 29
Rhodes Scholar, 1971-1978 Box 71 Folder 30
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine’s
Rhodes Scholar candidates and press release regarding
recipient of the scholarship during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Ricker College -- General, 1963-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Ricker College in Houlton,
Maine, including: various publications, correspondence
regarding transfer of Ricker College students,
accreditation, and invitations to the University of Maine
events during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 71 Folder 31
Ricker College -- Board Of Trustees, 1970-1972
Scope and Contents
Copies of minutes and supporting material from Ricker
College Board of Trustees meetings during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 32
ROTC -- Inspection Luncheon, 1970-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Air Force Reserve Officers
Training Corps (ROTC), including: details of the
establishment of an Air Force ROTC program at the
University of Maine, and details of award ceremony and
luncheons for the ROTC during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 33a
ROTC -- General, 1972-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Air Force Reserve Officers
Training Corps (ROTC), including: correspondence
regarding AFROTC, military student awards, support for
ROTC and developing a state-wide system of Air Force
ROTC, details of various ROTC events, correspondence
regarding the ROTC presence on campus, report of the Air
Force ROTC Advisory Committee, ROTC publications,
and details of the proposed ROTC program during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
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as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
ROTC -- General, 1973-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Air Force Reserve Officers
Training Corps (ROTC), including: correspondence
regarding: support for the ROTC support, visit to Fort
Bragg, Military Science Department decisions, and
faculty handbook during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 33c
Presidential Public Service Achievement Award, 1980-1983
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Presidential Public Service
Achievement Award, including guidelines and details
of nominations during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 1
Ricker College, 1970-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Ricker College, including: faculty
handbook and Title I project with Aroostook Indians
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 72 Folder 5
ROTC, 1969-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Reserve Officers Training
Corps (ROTC), including: correspondence regarding
the ROTC at the University of Maine, Association of
American Colleges policy statement on the roles of
colleges and universities in military officer education
newspaper clippings regarding ROTC personnel, costs
of ROTC, and copy of memorandum of understanding
between the University of Maine and ROTC during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 7a
ROTC, 1969-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Reserve Officers Training
Corps (ROTC), including: publication and reports during
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Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Rumor Clearing House, 1970
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposed Rumor Clearing House for students
and staff during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 9
Rural Youth Corps., 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Rural Youth Corps.
including: correspondence regarding training, publication,
and details of the development of the Maine Rural Youth
Corps. during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 10
Russia Trip, 1974
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposed tour by University of Maine students
to the USRR and memorandum regarding offering Russian
at the University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 11
Safety Program, 1975
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s Safety Program
during Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 12
Salgo-Noren Foundation Award, 1964-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Nicolas Salgo Distinguished
Teacher Award, including: details of University of
Maine participation in the award, press release and
correspondence regarding University of Maine winners
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 13
Invitation Samples, 1964-1974
Scope and Contents
Various invitations to events at academic institutions
and local organizations during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
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Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Scholarships, 1979-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding scholarships at the University
of Maine, including: correspondence regarding athletic
scholarships and report on scholarships during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 15
Science Island, 1958-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
relationship with “Science Island” including:
correspondence regarding trips, funding details, and
proposal to establish a “Science Island” on Cushman’s
Island in Casco Bay during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 16
Scope, 1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
participation in the School to College: Opportunities for
Postsecondary Education (SCOPE) project, including:
correspondence regarding student participants and details
of the study of students during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 72 Folder 17
Security Systems, 1973
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the authorization of funds for security
systems for the Bookstore and the vaults in Alumni Hall
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 72 Folder 18
Selective Service, 1966-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding selective service, including:
correspondence regarding s.3394 Bill to improve
Selective Service procedures, American Civil Liberties
statement, information on Boston University Veterans’
and Selective Service Center, American Council on
Education memorandum on Selective Service procedures,
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and National Association of State Universities and Land-
Grant Colleges recommendations on selective services
during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Seminar And Institutes, 1969-1974
Scope and Contents
Details of various seminars and institutes hosted by the
University of Maine including the President’s Seminars
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 22
Seven Islands Land Company, 1979-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Seven Islands Land
Company, including trip to Northern Maine and proposed
meeting on forest policy during Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 23
Sewage Disposal Service, 1965
Scope and Contents
Letter from Edward C. Jordan Co, Inc. regarding their
selection as a consultant engineer for the sewage disposal
project during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 24
Signs, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Details of the installation of signs at the University
of Maine during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 27
ROTC Inspection Brochures, 1970-1972
Scope and Contents
Copies of the U.S. ROTC Instructor Group’s Annual
Formal Inspection brochure during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 28
Distinguished Faculty Award, 1969-1985
Scope and Contents
Details of Distinguished Faculty Award winners during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, Paul H.
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Silverman and Arthur M. Johnson’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
UMO Printing Office, 1980
Scope and Contents
A copy of "Guidelines for Assessing Printing Priorities"
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 72 Folder 30
Prism, 1974-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding receipt of copies of Prism
yearbooks and the order of the yearbooks during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 31
Psychology Department, 1974-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Department of Psychology including: correspondence
regarding staffing issues and “New Prospectives” project
to meet development needs of adults and copy of the
proposal during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 32
Public Offices, 1982
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding Professor Kenneth Haye’s
relationship with the University of Maine in the event
of his election to the Maine State Senate during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 33
Pulp And Paper Foundation -- General, 1981-1983
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Pulp
and Paper Foundation, including: financial statement,
annual report, newsletter, and Directors’ meeting book
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 72 Folder 34a
Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Meeting, 1981 Box 72 Folder 34b
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Scope and Contents
Material from the University of Maine Pulp and Paper
Foundation Executive Committee meeting, including:
agenda, correspondence, and supporting material during
Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Pulp And Paper Foundation -- Meeting, 1982
Scope and Contents
Material from the University of Maine Pulp and Paper
Foundation Executive Committee meeting, including:
agenda, correspondence, report, and supporting material
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 72 Folder 34c
Receptions, Luncheons Banquets, 1974-1976
Scope and Contents
List of attendees and invitation for reception for Dean
and Mrs. Kenneth Wing and correspondence regarding
social hour honoring student service organizations during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 72 Folder 35
Rhodes Scholar, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Rhodes Scholarship, including:
itinerary for Rhodes Scholarship Committee, list of
Committee members, and reference material regarding the
Rhodes Scholarship during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 36
Rural Proto-Town, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Details of a Rural Proto-Town project in New Hampshire
which involved a one-year investigation into the causes
for the decline of small rural town in Northern New
England, includes: correspondence and copy of plan
during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 37
Speech Department, 1963-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Department of Speech Communication, including:
lists of programs, reference material, details of gifts,
correspondence, and proposals for the Department during
Box 72 Folder 38a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Speech And Hearing Clinic, 1959-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Speech and Hearing Clinic
at the University of Maine, including: University of
Maine Bulletin article and press releases on the Clinic,
correspondence regarding the use of Maples, reports, visits
to the Clinic, and financing of the Clinic, and copy of a
"Proposal for the Development of a University of Maine
Speech and Hearing Program" during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 38b
Speech And Hearing Clinic, 1967-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Speech and Hearing Clinic
at the University of Maine, including: correspondence
regarding concerns about the University of Maine Speech
and Hearing Program, staffing, grant funding, naming of
the Clinic, and accreditation, press releases and newspaper
clippings regarding the Program, and report on speech and
hearing services during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop
C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 38c
Safety Program, 1975
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the University of Maine Safety Program
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 72 Folder 39
Library Science Program, 1975
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the termination of the Master of Library
Science Program at the University of Maine during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 72 Folder 40
Salgo Award, 1971 Box 72 Folder 41
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Newspaper clipping regarding the Salgo Teaching Award
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Scholarships, 1970
Scope and Contents
Letter and memorandum regarding available funds for
scholarships during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 42
Sea Grant Proposal, 1979-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine/
University of New Hampshire Sea Grant College
Program, including: publications, list of projects, and
copy of five-year plan during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 43
Sea Grant Dedication, 1979-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Sea Grant Dedication,
including: remarks made by Kenneth W. Allen acting
University of Maine president, invitation, press release,
reference material, and correspondence with National
Sea Grant Program during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 44
Motor Vehicles, 1958-1984
Scope and Contents
Various items related to motor vehicles at the University
of Maine, including: correspondence regarding audits
of vehicles, mileage rates, anger at misuse of vehicles,
license plates, and copies of various motor vehicles
rules and regulations during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, Paul H. Silverman and Arthur M. Johnson's
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 45
Multiversity, 1969 Box 72 Folder 46
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
A copy of the paper “The Multiversity: Crucible of the
New Working Class” by Carl Davidson during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Bureau Of Public Administration, 1979-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Bureau
of Public Administration, including: report, lists of
Program Advisory Committee members, and details of
internship program during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 47
Museum, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding gifts to the University of Maine
at Orono Museum, establishing a cultural facility, and the
setting up of a Farm Museum during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 48
Parents Friends Assocation, 1977-1979
Scope and Contents
Details of Parent’s Day Weekend and Parents and Friends
Meetings and events during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 49
Pot And Kettle Club, 1975-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Pot
and Kettle Club, including: invitation to Pot and Kettle
Club lunch, meeting, and copy of speech during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 50
Presidential Public Service Achievement Award, 1982
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding Presidential Public Service
Achievement Award winners during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 52
Psychology Department, 1982 Box 72 Folder 53
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Letter regarding report by the accreditation team of the
American Psychological Department during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Selective Service, 1966-1971
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding parents of son of University of Maine
student concerned at legislation regarding legislation
on selective service and copy of guidelines on selective
service during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 54
Seminars Speakers Fund, 1974
Scope and Contents
Draft document on College and Departmental Seminar
Fund during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 55
Sewage Disposal, 1965-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding sewage disposal at the University
of Maine, including: sewage system in front of Wingate
and Fernald Hall, report on sewage disposal facilities,
agreement with Town of Orono, and selection of Edward
C. Jordan, Inc. as engineers for sewage disposal facilities
during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 56
Skinner Settlement, 1972-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Skinner Settlement
Association which proposed to acquire, restore and
operate an historic farm, includes: details of background,
publications, and correspondence during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 57
Snowmobile Restrictions, 1972
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine’s snowmobile policy
including press releases and correspondence and
memorandum from the Facilities Planning Committee
Box 72 Folder 58
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during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Social Science Research Institute, 1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Social Science Research
Institute, including: reports, correspondence, and details
of University of Maine evaluation during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 59
Sociology Department, 1970-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Department of Sociology, including correspondence
regarding organizational changes, social work program
criteria, staffing, termination of the moratorium on
admissions during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 61
Sociology, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Department of Sociology, including: correspondence
regarding Department reviews and accreditation, staffing,
press release regarding National Aeronautics and Space
Administration research project, Maine Regional Medical
Program, student protest, and funding during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 1
Sorority, 1960-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Sorority at the University of
Maine, including: correspondence regarding Gamma
Sigma Sigma events, donations, scholarships, housing,
and a request for a new sorority Alpha Phi, press releases,
and newspaper clippings regarding sorority events during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop
C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 2
"South Paws", 1972-1973 Box 73 Folder 3
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence and press release regarding University
of Maine President Winthrop C. Libby and his
correspondence with a left handed schoolgirl concerning
accommodating left handed people at the University of
Maine during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Speaker's Bureau, 1970-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding speakers, including:
memorandum regarding speaking fee for Henry Kissinger,
correspondence regarding commencement speakers,
publication from Harry Walker, Inc. Agency, list of
speakers from Greater Bangor Chambers of Commerce
Speaker’s Bureau, and memorandum from the American
Civil Liberties Union on college speakers during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president and Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 5
Student Affairs, 1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding Parents and Friends Home Visit
Program and letter regarding meeting in Northeast Harbor
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 7
Student Power, 1969
Scope and Contents
Details of Student Power Seminar, including:
correspondence and General Student Senate meeting
minutes during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 9
Term Papers, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and reference material regarding the
commercial distribution of research papers to students
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 73 Folder 12
Students, 1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding students, including:
correspondence regarding the cancellation of classes,
Box 73 Folder 16
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poll at Fort Kent, details of student meeting with the
Vice President for Academic Affairs, press release and
publicity regarding student listening groups, and facsimile
of “Student Bill of Rights” during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Student Action Corps., 1969-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the activities of the Student
Action Corps. at the University of Maine including:
correspondence, lists of officers, details of funding raising,
meeting minutes, and publications during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 17
Student Appeals, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Details of a lawsuit involving the University of Maine and
student Theresa Cyr includes a copy of the civil action
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 73 Folder 18
Student Attitudes, 1969-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student attitudes including:
correspondence regarding smoking, copy of student
attitudes report, copy of resolution by General Student
Senate, results of student questionnaire, correspondence
regarding communications, reports on freshman student
perceptions, and departure of student from dormitory
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 73 Folder 19
Student Behavior, 1970-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student behavior at the University
of Maine including: “senior bash” drinking and trash,
details of “Student Rights and Rules”, copy of “Student
Responsibility and Accountability”, and correspondence
regarding Maine Day trip to Acadia during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president and Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 20
Students Cheating, 1973 Box 73 Folder 21
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Letter regarding an allegation of student cheating during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Student Computerized Files, 1972
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the computerized student files,
including: copy of a master file summary listing, student
information sheets, and student credit hours data during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 73 Folder 22
Student Credit Union, 1978-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Orono
Student Credit Union, including: welcome letter to
students, University of Maine Board of Trustees Student
Affairs Committee decision regarding the Credit Union,
and details of the establishment and proposal for the
Credit Union during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 23
Student Demonstration, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items related to student demonstration, including:
reference material, press release regarding attempts
by the University of Maine to avoid demonstrations, a
statement on demonstrations by University of Maine
President Winthrop C. Libby, details of meetings to
discuss demonstrations, and correspondence regarding
support for demonstrations during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 24
Student Disorders, 1968-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items related to student disturbances, including:
letter from Raymond Fogler regarding disturbances at the
University of Maine and Columbia, copies of procedures
for campus disorders, newspaper clippings regarding
disturbances, and memorandum regarding disturbances
Box 73 Folder 25
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during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Student Employment, 1964-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items related to student employment, including:
reference material, correspondence regarding University
of Maine Committee on Administration discussions
regarding student employment, unemployment
compensation, and pay period, and data on student
employment during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 73 Folder 26
Student Exchange -- New England Universities, 1981
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and draft press release from the New
England Grant Universities Council of Presidents
regarding proposed student exchange agreement between
universities in the Province of Quebec and intuitions
in New England during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 27
Student Unrest, 1968-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student unrest, including:
correspondence with The White House regarding the
President Nixon’s reaction to unrest and the findings
of the President’s Commission on campus Unrest,
establishment of and appointments to the Appeals Board,
support and criticism regarding University of Maine
Winthrop C. Libby’s responses to unrest, copy of Findings
of the President’s Commission on Campus Unrest, and
various correspondence and reference material regarding
student unrest both at the University of Maine and
nationally during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 28
American Council On Education, 1972-1980
Scope and Contents
Various correspondences regarding the American Council
on Education, including: candidates for the Internship
Program and nominations for various programs, and
copy of report for the American Council on Education
entitled “Report of Activities While on Leave From The
University of Maine at Orono” by Kenneth E. Wig during
Box 73 Folder 31
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
American City Bureau/Beaver Associates, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Copies of a study report and proposal of service by
the American City Bureau/Beaver Associates for the
University of Maine, copy of the final report, and
correspondence regarding the consulting work during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 73 Folder 32
Animal, Veterinary Science Discussions With Poultry,
1976-1979
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding poultry industry studies at
the University of Maine and proposals for Animal and
Veterinary Sciences including Department of Animal
& Veterinary Sciences request report during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 34
Architects, 1974-1980
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding architects,
including: press release from Daniel F. Tully Associates,
Inc. copy of journal Edward C. Jordan Co, Inc., and details
of University of Maine Board of Trustees selection of
architect firms during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 36
University Of Maine's Women's Association, 1972
Scope and Contents
Memorandum and articles of association from the
University of Maine Women’s Association during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 73 Folder 38
Vending Machine, 1982
Scope and Contents
Copy of “Coin Operated Machines” report from the
University of Maine’s Department of Internal Audit
Box 73 Folder 39
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during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Land Water Resource Center, 1972-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Land
and Water Resource Center, including: annual research
report from the New England Plant, Soil and Water
Laboratory, invitations for Advisory Committee to the
Land and Water Resource Center, and background on the
New England Plant, Soil and Water Laboratory during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 40
Westvaco, 1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with John A. Luke from Westvaco on gift
and meeting attendance during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 41
Women Curriculum, 1982
Scope and Contents
Details of Women in the Curriculum project, including:
project objectives and correspondence regarding meetings
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 73 Folder 42
University Of Maine At Orono Art Collection, 1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine at
Orono’s art collection, including: Bangor Daily News
Public feature on University of Maine art faculty member
Vincent Hartgen’s retirement, The Nova Scotia College of
Art & Design publication, and inventory of the University
of Maine at Orono’s (also known as the University of
Maine) art collection during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 44
Athletics, 1983
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine President
Paul H. Silverman and presidents of various academic
institutions regarding collegiate athletics and also John
Winkin congratulations on being named head coach of the
Box 73 Folder 45
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1982 USA College All-Star Baseball Team during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Swimming, 1934-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding swimming at the University
of Maine, including: correspondence and press releases
regarding swim team and diving team performances,
roster, and gifts, details of funding project for the
Recreational Swimming Pool, and the construction of a
pool at the University of Maine during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 1
Athletic Scholarships, 1973-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding athletic scholarships at the
University of Maine, including: correspondence regarding
funding, internal audit, student athletic scholarship
awards, expansions in scholarships, reports, and financial
statements during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman and Arthur M. Johnson’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 2
Audio Tutorial Service, 1968-1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and plan regarding the University
of Maine's Department of Botany's establishment of
an audio-tutorial program for teaching botany during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 3
Economics, 1971-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding economics, including:
correspondence regarding the Annual Governor’s
Economic Development Conference, Project on Balanced
Growth, formation of a Northeast Regional Studies
Association, and Board of Trustees of the Maine Council
on Economic Education, and copy of a proposal for
the Kellogg Foundation during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
Box 74 Folder 4
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of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Bangor Flood, 1976
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and reports on the flood in Bangor
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 74 Folder 5
Bangor Theological Seminar, 1929-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Bangor Theological Seminar
including: staff appointments, invitations to various
invites, items lease and cooperative study with the
University of Maine and student agreement for accepting
students between the University of Maine and Bangor
Theological Seminar during Harold Sherburne Boardman,
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 6
Bankhead-Jones Act, 1972-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding Bankhead-Jones Act
funds available to land-grant universities during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 7
Bear Facts, 1970-1980
Scope and Contents
Copies of Bear Facts for the classified employees of the
University of Maine, Orono (also known as the University
of Maine) during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 8
Bicycle Program, 1974-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding bicycling, including
on the bike path review for hazards and opportunity to
request a public hearing for a bike route in the City of
Box 74 Folder 10
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Old Town and in the Town of Orono during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Bigelow Laboratory, 1976-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Bigelow Laboratory for
Ocean Sciences, including newsletters, reports, and
correspondence regarding relationship between the
University of Maine and Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean
Sciences during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 11
Biological Sciences, 1963-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Biological Sciences at the
University of Maine at Orono, including: a history
of Biological Sciences at the University of Maine, a
copy of a Memorandum of Understanding between the
Department of Zoology and the College if Life Sciences
and Agriculture, correspondence regarding staffing,
student enrollment, Advisory Committee on Biology,
biology courses, publications, and details for the Botany
and Applied Plant Science Teaching Conference during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 12
Black Bear Statue, 1975-1979
Scope and Contents
Details of an effort to install a black bear statue, including:
correspondence, budget information specifications, and
press release Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 13
Blood Bank, 1973-1977
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and press release regarding blood bank
drives at the University of Maine during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 14
Broadcasting And Athletic Events, 1980
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding polices for radio and
telecasting rights for athletic events and a Television
Rights Agreement and proposal to broadcast University
of Maine basketball games on the Maine Information
Box 74 Folder 15
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Radio Network, Inc. during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Business Administration, 1949-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Business Administration including: correspondence
regarding the relationship between the Business
Administration and the Greater Bangor Chamber of
Commerce, student data, programs, general agreement,
reports, tenure policy, and a copy of the Proposal for the
Establishment of a School of Business Administration at
the University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop
C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 16
Cameroon, 1979
Scope and Contents
Copy of a report on University of Maine at Orono mission
to Cameroon during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 17
Zoology Department, 1971-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Zoology, including: location of cremated
remains of former faculty member and requirement of
a cadaver for teaching during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 18
Career Planning And Placement, 1976-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Career
Planning and Placement including: correspondence
regarding staffing and student study data, and copies
of placement manual and annual report during Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 21
Catalog, 1970-1979 Box 74 Folder 22
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of discussions regarding the undergraduate catalog
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Carillon, 1969-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and memorandums regarding
Carillon, including its budget and oversight and placement
in the new Performing Arts Center, naming of a submarine
in honor of Admiral Frank W. Fenno, Jr., and the
sustainability of the carillon music library during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 23
Child Care Facility, 1973-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Children’s Center including: correspondence
administrative responsibility, financial management, loss
of personal property, press release regarding a system of
family day care homes at the University, and details of the
establishment of the Center during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 24a
Child Study, 1967-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the new facilities for the
University of Maine Children’s Study Center, including:
correspondence regarding funding and support of meeting
on the establishment of the Center during Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 74 Folder 24b
China, 1979-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding China, including: correspondence
regarding Chinese language studies at the University
of Maine and visits to and from China, a copy of a
“China Exchange News”, and Committee on Scholarly
Communication with the People’s Republic of China
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
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of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Church World Service, 1980
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding request for Mission/Country Clearance
for the proposed travel of an interdisciplinary team from
the University of Maine Orono to visit College Frere in
Port au Prince, Haiti during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 26
Club Sports, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Memorandums from the University of Maine’s
Department of Physical Education and Athletics and copy
of the plan for the establishment of the University of
Maine at Orono (also known as the University of Maine)
Club Sports Organization during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 27
Cobscook Bay -- Marine Laboratory, 1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the establishment of the
Cobscook Bay Marine Laboratory during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 28
College Of The Atlantic, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the College of the Atlantic,
including: correspondence regarding staffing,
Memorandum of Understanding between the College
of the Atlantic and the University of Maine and copies
of College of the Atlantic publications during Paul
H.Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 30
Computer And Data Processing, 1963-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Computer and Data Processing Center including:
correspondence regarding visits to the Center, reference
material, survey on FAST system, computer operations
at the University of Maine, computerization of student
record, and the centralization of data processing machines
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
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tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Computer Science, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the need for the formation
of a new University of Maine Department of Computer
Science within the College of Arts and Sciences during
Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 74 Folder 34
Continuing Education Unit, 1969-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Continuing Education Unit, including: correspondence
regarding workshops, annual report, memorandum
regarding certificate program in office management and
administrative services and the Continuing Education
Unit, details of a conference, and copy of “A Proposal for
the Adoption of the Continuing Education Unit” during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president and Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 35
Census, 1980
Scope and Contents
Letter from the State of Maine Department of Educational
and Cultural Services regarding the upcoming decennial
census during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 36
Classified Employee Recognition Day, 1967-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Classified Employee Recognition Day, including:
correspondence, memorandums, programs, and press
releases during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 38
Combat, Inc., 1974
Scope and Contents
Letter from Combat, Inc. regarding consumer services
and a copy of “Some Facts About Bangor Combat, Inc.”
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during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
College Entrance Examination, 1958-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the college entrance examination
including: correspondence and reports from and about
the College Entrance Examination Board during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 74 Folder 40
Commencement Ministers, 1913-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine’s
commencements, including: record of degrees
awarded (1982), correspondence regarding a separate
commencement for Bangor Community College
graduates, protocols for off-campus commencement,
press release regarding commencement, a copy of
“Commencement Exercises – Roles and Responsibilities”,
and appointment of a committee to consider faculty
attendance at commencement during Robert Judson
Aley, Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman,
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott and
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 41
Council Of Colleges, 1971-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Committees of the Council
of Colleges including: correspondence regarding student
evaluation, lists of committees, various reports, meeting
material, and details of Committee appointments during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 75 Folder 2a
Council Of Colleges, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
List of members of the Committees of the Council of
Colleges during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 75 Folder 2b
Committee For The Steve Gould Award, 1980-1983 Box 75 Folder 3
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and memorandums regarding the
Steve Gould Award, including: funding, presentations,
and notes during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president and Paul H. Silverman's
tenure as University of Maine president.
Community Colleges, 1973-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding community colleges, including:
University of Maine Chancellor’s Newsletter article,
committee decisions regarding Community Colleges, and
a copy of a report titled “An Alternative Model for Post
Secondary Educational Opportunities” during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 75 Folder 4
Cooperative Education, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Cooperative Education,
including: newsletter, meetings and events for Cooperative
Education/Field Experience, annual reports, and
correspondence during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 75 Folder 6
Council Of Colleges, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between the University of Maine and
the Council for Advancement and Support of Education
(CASE) during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 75 Folder 7
Creative Arts Extension Division, 1969
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Extension Division for Creative Arts including: a copy of
proposal for the Division, correspondence regarding the
proposal, and reference material regarding the arts during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 75 Folder 9
Development Projects, 1971-1980 Box 75 Folder 11
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of various development projects at the University
of Main, including items related to Capricorn, Inc. Lounge
Sales, report on the “Projects Needed to Provide A Margin
of Excellence at the University of Maine”, correspondence
related to the Development Council meetings, and list
of members of the Council during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
New England Regional Press, 1970-1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with and regarding publications by The
University Press of New England during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 75 Folder 16
Conference On Maine, 1982
Scope and Contents
Various items from the conference “Maine: Fifty Year of
Change 1940-1990” including: agenda, reports, and notes
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 75 Folder 19
General Electric Grant, 1954-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the General Electric Company
Foundation grants the University of Maine received from
includes: correspondence regarding funding and copies
of grant proposals during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 75 Folder 20
New England Construction Education Program, 1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Construction
Education Program including correspondence, publication,
and lists of members of the New England Construction
Education’s Regional Advisory Council during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 75 Folder 23
New England Institute For Human Resource Planning And
Management, 1981
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Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the New England Institute for Human
Resource Planning and Management during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
New England Public Policy Institute, 1977
Scope and Contents
Details of the New England Public Policy Institute
including: correspondence, memorandum, and a proposal
for the Institute during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 75 Folder 25
Cooperative Regional Program For Life Long Learning, 1974
Scope and Contents
Copy of a proposal from the Cooperative Regional
Program for Non-Residential Life-Long Learning from
The New England Center for Continuing Education
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 75 Folder 26
Gerontology Center, 1974-1979
Scope and Contents
Copy of a statement of work for a New England
Gerontology Center from the New England Land Grant
Universities Council of Presidents and list of members
of the Center during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 75 Folder 27
Proposed Marine Resources, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding a New
England Marine Advisory Service grant proposal to the
New England Center for Continuing Education and copy
of by-laws for the New England Marine Advisory Service
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 75 Folder 28
Northern New England Clinical Engineering Program,
1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine’s
portion of the Kellogg grant for the Northern New
England Clinical Engineering Program during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 76 Folder 1
Legislative Delegation, 1980 Box 76 Folder 2
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of a delegation from the University of Maine to
Augusta to meet with legislators including: reference
material regarding the University of Maine and
correspondence regarding the meeting during Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Library -- Raymond H. Fogler, 1978-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Fogler
Library including a: consultancy report, correspondence
regarding staffing, issue with faculty not returning books,
collections, subscriptions, development of a union catalog,
closing of the Listening Room, budget issues library
hours, future of card catalog, and interlibrary loans and
copies of the annual reports during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 76 Folder 3
Machias Oil And Maine Coast, 1970
Scope and Contents
A copy of the Sierra Club report “Machiasport: Oil
and the Maine Coast” and details of a University of
Maine sponsored institute on the development of the
Machiasport peninsula during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 76 Folder 4
Mail Service, 1973-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Mail Service, including: correspondence regarding mail
pickups, consolidation, compendium of drug slang, bulk
mail permit, and University of Maine at Orono Mail
Service Procedures during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 76 Folder 6
Maine Campus, 1971-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Maine
Campus publication, including: correspondence ad press
release regarding staffing, specific articles, funding
agreement, alcohol advertising, publisher, and taxes
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
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Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Maine Committee For United Negro College, 1981
Scope and Contents
A copy of the United Negro College Fund 1981 Annual
Report during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 76 Folder 8
Maine Council On Economic Education, 1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Council on Economic
Education including: correspondence regarding University
of Maine donations, annual meeting material, workshop,
newsletter, and reference material during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 76 Folder 9
Maine Department Of Conservation, 1978-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine’s Department
of Conservation, including: correspondence regarding
staffing, Camp Tanglewood, Maine Day, and Alpha Phi
Omega during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 76 Folder 10
Maine Health Systems Agency, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Material on the Health and Hazardous Waste Task Force
of the Maine Health Systems Agency, Inc. including
reports during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 76 Folder 11
Maine Human Rights, 1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Human Rights
Commission, including: correspondence regarding review
of University of Maine at Farmington Grant, testimony
from University of Maine President Howard R. Neville to
the Maine Human Rights Commission, copy of University
of Maine Affirmative Action Plan, and reports on women
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and minorities at the University of Maine during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Maine Maritime Academy, 1950-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Maritime Academy,
including: correspondence regarding University of Maine
participation in Naval Science training program, visits to
the Academy, details of various cooperation between the
University of Maine and the Maine Maritime Academy,
newspaper clippings, publications, reports, Maine
Maritime Academy Board of Trustees correspondence,
and transfer of credits during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop
C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 76 Folder 13
Maine Masque, 1971-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Masque Theater,
including: gift data, correspondence regarding coupons,
gifts, feedback on performances, and television
performances during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 76 Folder 14
Maine Medical Center, 1962-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Medical Center,
including: correspondence and memorandums regarding
with potential for affiliation between the University of
Maine and the Maine Medical Center and the School
of Nursing Contract with Maine Medical Center, and
potential agreement between the Department of Electrical
Engineering and the Maine Medical Center during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 76 Folder 15
Maine Music Educators, 1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with the Maine Music Educators
Association on the subjects of festivals, funding, and
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University of Maine support during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Medicare, 1966
Scope and Contents
Copies of a letter regarding Medicare coverage for retired
University of Maine faculty and staff during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 76 Folder 18
Maine Potato Council, 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and minutes from the Maine Potato
Council Directors meeting during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 76 Folder 19
Maine Public Broadcasting Network, 1974-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Public Broadcasting
Network (MPBN), including: correspondence regarding
funding, equipment, staffing, conferences, Maine
Consortium for Distance Learning proposal for use of
facilities, copy of the Memorandum of Understanding
between WCBB and MPBN, various programs,
cooperation between the University of Maine and MPBN,
and a copy of a new facility proposal during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 76 Folder 20
Maine's Regional Medical Program, 1970-1973
Scope and Contents
Report and management plan for the Medical Care
Development, Inc. Maine’s Regional Medical Program
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 76 Folder 21
Maine Register, 1966-1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine’s
inclusion in the Maine Register and copies of extracts
from the Register during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 76 Folder 22
Maine State Employees Association, 1973-1975 Box 76 Folder 23
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Maine State Employees
Association including: correspondence regarding speaking
engagements, annual meeting, use of stove, changes in
retirement formula, and suit against the University of
Maine and newspaper clippings regarding the suit during
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Maine Scholars Day, 1977-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Maine Scholars Day held at
the University of Maine, including: budget information,
programs, reports, and material from the Planning
Committee for Maine Scholars Day meetings during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 76 Folder 24
Maine Teachers Association, 1972-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Maine Teachers Association,
including: correspondence regarding meetings,
development of a teacher in-service/extension agency or
institute within the College of Education, and graduate
credits during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 76 Folder 25
Marine Studies, 1978-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Marine Studies, including:
various plans and reports on the development of a Center
for Marine Studies, staffing Maine Sea Grant publication,
proposed vessel acquisition, Cooperative Gulf of Maine
Upwelling and Mixing Study report, and details of various
meetings and conference during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 76 Folder 26a
Marine Studies, 1978-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Marine Studies, including:
various plans and reports on the development of a Center
for Marine Studies, staffing Maine Sea Grant publication,
proposed vessel acquisition, Cooperative Gulf of Maine
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Upwelling and Mixing Study report, and details of various
meetings and conference during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Protection Of Human Subjects Review Board, 1979-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Protection of Human Subjects Review Board, including:
correspondence regarding appointments and resignations
from the Board, copies of Board reports and Protection of
Human Subjects Policies and Procedures during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 77 Folder 4
Morehouse College Exchange, 1979
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and reference material regarding a
proposed faculty/student exchange program between the
University of Maine and Morehouse College in Atlanta,
Georgia during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 77 Folder 6
Motels, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
List of motels in the greater Bangor area during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 77 Folder 8
W.E. Kellogg Foundation, 1973-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding a grant proposal for the Northern
New England Clinical Engineering Program submitted to
the W.E. Kellogg Foundation, includes: correspondence,
press release, and copy of grant proposal during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 77 Folder 12
New England Open Learning Development Project, 1974-1975 Box 77 Folder 13
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence and report from the New England
Open Learning Development Project during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Protection Of Human Subjects Review Board, 1972-1981
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding appointments to the
Protection Of Human Subjects Review Board and policies
and procedures during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 1
Mr. And Mrs. Paul Bean, 1969-1972
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the bequest by Paul W. Bean of
his Civil War Collection to the University of Maine and a
list of items in the Collection during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 2
College Of Education, 1977-1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
College of Education, including: reference material
regarding education, College of Education publications,
correspondence regarding staffing, details of various
projects, report on the reorganization of the College of
Education, material from College of Education conference
and meetings, copies of directories, and planning material
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman and Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 7a
College Of Education, 1977-1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
College of Education, including: reference material
regarding education, College of Education publications,
correspondence regarding staffing, details of various
projects, report on the reorganization of the College of
Education, material from College of Education conference
and meetings, copies of directories, and planning material
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
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of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman and Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Locomotive Lion, 1972-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the locomotive “lion” which
was displayed at the University of Maine, includes:
correspondence, press release, and newspaper and
magazine cuttings on the “lion” during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 78 Folder 10
Academic Program Locations Systems, 1972-1976
Scope and Contents
List of academic program locations at the University
of Maine system during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 11
"Black", 1969-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding black students, including:
correspondence regarding basketball ticket give away to
black students, admission of black student, letter from
black students regarding the University of Maine thoughts
on black students, and memorandum and letter from
University of Maine President Winthrop C. Libby on
symposium on “black America” during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president and Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 14
Continuing Education -- State-Wide Coordinating Council, 1971
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the University of Maine at Orono (also
known as the University of Maine) representation on
the State-wide Coordinating Council for Continuing
Education during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 19
Presidential Research And Creative Achievement Award, 1984
Scope and Contents
List of winners and nominations for the Presidential
Research and Creative Achievement during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 21
Pulp And Paper Foundation, 1982 Box 78 Folder 22
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine's
Pulp and Paper Foundation, including: correspondence
regarding gifts, account information, and update on the
Pulp and Paper Foundation during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Cooperative Education In Maine, 1969-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Cooperative Education in Maine,
including: annual report from the Cooperative Education
Program, various funding proposals, correspondence
and press release regarding the Cooperative Education
Program, recommended policy for Cooperative Education,
and copies of the proposal for the Cooperative Education
Program during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 23
Distinguished Faculty Award, 1964-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Distinguished Faculty Award
including: correspondence regarding the selection process,
copies of guidelines, lists of Distinguished Faculty Award
Committee members, and press releases and newspaper
clippings regarding winners during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 24
Fort Williams, 1963
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the possibility of Fort Williams
in Cape Elizabeth, Maine becoming a marine development
complex and copy of the proposal prepared for The
Research Institute of the Gulf of Maine during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 79 Folder 3
"Indians", 1969-1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Native Americans, including:
correspondence regarding the Maine Indian Scholarship
Committee, data on degrees conferred to Indians,
development of a natural resource studies program and
a concept paper for the Maine Indian Natural Resources
and Forestry Institute, a copy of the Memorandum of
Understanding between the University of Maine and the
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Wabanaki Corporation, various correspondence with
the Penobscot – Passamaquoddy Tribal Planning Board,
report on a bi-cultural program for Indian children and
parents, Indian faculty members, creation of a Native
American Educational Association, and details of various
scholarships and funding for Indian students during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman and Arthur M. Johnson’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
"Indians", 1969-1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Native Americans, including:
correspondence regarding the Maine Indian Scholarship
Committee, data on degrees conferred to Indians,
development of a natural resource studies program and
a concept paper for the Maine Indian Natural Resources
and Forestry Institute, a copy of the Memorandum of
Understanding between the University of Maine and the
Wabanaki Corporation, various correspondence with
the Penobscot – Passamaquoddy Tribal Planning Board,
report on a bi-cultural program for Indian children and
parents, Indian faculty members, creation of a Native
American Educational Association, and details of various
scholarships and funding for Indian students during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman and Arthur M. Johnson’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
box 79 Folder 4b
Maritime Research, 1972-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding maritime research including:
correspondence regarding gifts, approval of the Materials
Science Institute, and copy of a proposal for establishing
a center for design of engineering materials during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 79 Folder 7a
Maritime Seminar, 1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a seminar in Maritime and
Regional Studies, including funding and agenda during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 79 Folder 7b
Medical Education, 1981-1982 Box 79 Folder 8
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence and newspaper clipping regarding
medical education in the northeast region during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Open University, 1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Details of the consideration of an open university,
including: copy of a report titled “Cooperative Program
Planning for the New England Grant Universities” and
copies of “A Feasibility Study of a New England Open
University” and “An Open University (Concept of)” and
The New England Center for Continuing Education report
on cooperative program planning during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 79 Folder 9
Organ From Class Of 1929, 1980
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and bill of sale for the purchase of an
organ by the Class of 1929 during Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Box 79 Folder 11
The Penobscot Valley Business And Banking Committee,
1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the Penobscot Valley
Business and Banking Committee on a range of subjects
including: Committee appointments and resignations,
Committee meetings, campaigns, gifts, business related
issues, and fund raising during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 79 Folder 12a
The Penobscot Valley Business And Banking Committee --
Merrill Bankshares Charitable Trust, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding The Penobscot Valley Business
and Banking Committee and the Merrill Bankshares
Charitable Trust which was committed to match gifts
made to the Second Century Fund by employees who are
alumni during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 79 Folder 12b
Orientation, 1981-1982 Box 79 Folder 14
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine student
and parent orientation, including: handouts, agenda,
newsletters, and brochures during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Organs, 1960-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding musical organs, including:
newspaper clipping and press release regarding recital
on the University of Maine organ and correspondence
regarding the use of the organ during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 79 Folder 15
Town Of Orono, 1935-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Town of Orono and
cooperation with the University of Maine and Town of
Orono, includes details of various meetings, publications,
and projects during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 79 Folder 16
Alice Oaks Recognition, 1975
Scope and Contents
Copy of an article on Alice Oaks’ service at the University
of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 79 Folder 19
Paideuma, 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Details of the establishment of the Paideuma, a
journal devoted to the work of Ezra Pound, including:
correspondence related to the establishment, funding
details, and press release during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 79 Folder 20
Parents And Friends Weekend, 1980
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Parents and Friends
Weekend at the University of Maine during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 79 Folder 21
Physics Department, 1972-1980 Box 79 Folder 22
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine's
Department of Physics and Astronomy, including: reports,
staffing, high school assemblies, convocation address,
and copy of mission statement during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman and Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Pine Tree College, 1974
Scope and Contents
Copies of a proposal for the Pine Tree College during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 79 Folder 23
The Presidential Research Achievement, 1972-1983
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Presidential Research Achievement, including: copies of
president addresses, details of nominations by the Faculty
Research Funds Committee, and correspondence with
and regarding award winners during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 79 Folder 25
Service Group Recognition, 1985
Scope and Contents
Copy of the report of the Committee to Recommend
Student Service Group Recognition during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 79 Folder 26
TRIGOM (Research Institute Of The Gulf Of Maine),
1967-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding TRIGOM (Research Institute of
The Gulf Of Maine), including: publications, directory,
correspondence, meeting minutes, and reference material
during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 79 Folder 30a
TRIGOM (Research Institute Of The Gulf Of Maine),
1967-1976
Box 79 Folder 30b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding TRIGOM (Research Institute of
The Gulf Of Maine), including: publications, directory,
correspondence, meeting minutes, and reference material
during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Acid Rain, 1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding acid rain, including letter
regarding acid rain activities at the University of Maine,
reference material, and copy of testimony by Ronald B.
Davis, Professor of Botany and Quaternary Studies on the
effect of acidic precipitation in front of the U.S. Senate
during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 1
Academic Affairs, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondences featuring and about Richard C.
Bowers, University of Maine Vice President for Academic
Affairs on a range of subjects, including: staffing, budget,
appointment of Bowers, and communications during Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 3
Allied Health, 1979-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the American Society of Allied
Health Professionals including the University of Maine’s
representation in the Society during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 80 Folder 12
General Alumni Association, 1975-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine General
Alumni Association including: newsletters and meeting
minutes during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 13
American Association Of University Women, 1979-1980 Box 80 Folder 15
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of nominations for the American Association of
University Women Annual Recognition Award during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
American Council On Education, 1962-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the American Council on
Education, including: correspondence related to
identifying women in administrative positons, federal
regulation, budget cuts, award nominations, constitution
and bylaws, fees, and trip during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president and
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
Box 80 Folder 16
American University Professors, 1968-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP) including: statement
adopted by Orono chapter of the Association,
correspondence regarding regulations and extract from
AAUP publication on regulation on academic freedom
and tenure during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 17
Animals And Veterinary Sciences, 1979-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Animal
and Veterinary Sciences, including: copies of the
annual review, correspondence regarding establishing
a cooperative animal diagnostic laboratory service,
application for registration under the Animal Welfare Act,
budget and staffing of the Animal Science Department,
and staff visit to Iraq during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 18
Annual Alumni College, 1955-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Annual
Alumni College, including: funding raising material,
sports games, events, meeting material, tuition waiver, and
annual alumni fund during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Box 80 Folder 19
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Association Of American Colleges, 1974-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Association of American
Colleges, including: correspondence regarding University
of Maine membership in the Association and material
from a Association of American Colleges conference
on “The Role of Women’s Studies in liberal Education:
Issues and Constraints in Curricular Change” during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 20
Black Bear Awards, 1973-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine Black Bear
Awards, including: correspondence regarding award
winners, report regarding award programs, and press
release regarding Winthrop C. Libby receiving the Alumni
Career Award during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president and
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Box 80 Folder 21
Career Planning And Placement, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding career planning and placement,
including comments from a employees recruiter, copy
of University of Maine Office of Career Planning and
Replacement annual report, and careers day brochure
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 80 Folder 22
General Alumni Association Constitution, 1965-1973
Scope and Contents
Copies of the University of Maine General Alumni
Association Constitution and amendments to the
Constitution during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 23
Cooperative Programs, 1975 Box 80 Folder 24a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of reports on cooperation and coordination
between post-secondary education institutions during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Cooperative Programs, 1958-1972
Scope and Contents
Copies of an agreement between the Academy of
Economics and Commercial Services, Bursa, Turkey and
the College of Business Administration of the University
of Maine, correspondence regarding future of biological
sciences, press release regarding cooperative agreement
between the University of Maine at Orono Colleges of
Life Sciences and Agriculture and Arts and Sciences, and
copy of a Memorandum of Understanding between the
Department of Zoology and the College of Life Sciences
and Agriculture, and Memorandum of Understanding
involving the College of Agriculture and College of
Technology during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 24b
College Entrance Examination, 1977-1981
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s membership in
the College Entrance Examination Board, including:
correspondence regarding representative on the Board’s
committees and data on the Scholastic Aptitude Test
scores during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 25
Condolence Letters, 1979
Scope and Contents
Letters offering condolences to families of students
who died during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 26
Credit Union Employees, 1973-1981
Scope and Contents
Various University of Maine Employees Credit Union
memorandums, letter regarding loan, and meeting material
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
Box 80 Folder 27
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Degrees -- General, 1966-1982
Scope and Contents
Details of various decisions regarding degrees conferred
by the University of Maine, including: correspondence
and reports during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 28a
Degrees -- General, 1966-1982
Scope and Contents
Details of various decisions regarding degrees conferred
by the University of Maine, including: correspondence
and reports during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 28b
Diplomas In Residence, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and press release regarding the diplomat-
in-residence at the University of Maine during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 30
Financial Aid, 1982
Scope and Contents
A copy of the report "College Work-Study Program
National Direct Student Loan Program Pell Grant
Program" during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 31
Diplomas, 1969-1981
Scope and Contents
Various correspondences regarding the receipt of
diplomas from the University of Maine and decisions
regarding diplomas during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
Box 80 Folder 32
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Dirigo Boys State, 1969-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the American Legion Maine
Department’s Dirigo Boys State, including: program, from
event at the University of Maine, correspondence and
press release regarding event during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 33
Disadvantaged Students, 1968-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding providing educational
opportunities and program for underprivileged young
people in Maine and details of activities available during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 34
Distinguished Lecture Series, 1970-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Distinguished Lecture Series, including: programs, request
of nominations or applications, lists of members of the
Series, correspondence and press releases regarding
speakers during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 35
Election Moratorium, 1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding politics at the University of
Maine during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 37
Emergency Employment Act, 1971-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Emergency Employment Act,
including correspondence regarding funding and staffing
Box 80 Folder 38
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Emeriti, 1974-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding emeritus designations at the
University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 39
English Department Gift, 1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding gift of framed illustration of
“Canterbury Tales” from the estate of Ruth Crosby to the
University of Maine's Department of English during Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 41
ESCO Research, 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and newspaper clipping regarding ESCO
research during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 42
Exit Program, 1972
Scope and Contents
Extract from Administrative Council minutes regarding
the Project EXIT a rehabilitation program for ex-
offenders administered by the Bureau of Mental Health
and Corrections during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 3
Extension Service And Resettlement, 1914-1961
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Cooperative Extension
Service including: statement of scope and responsibility,
newspaper clipping regarding the desegregation of
the Service, copy of a memorandum of understanding
between the University of Maine and the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, correspondence regarding the agreement,
reference material, and reports during Robert Judson
Aley, Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman,
Arthur Andrew Hauck, and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 4
External Degree Program, 1973 Box 81 Folder 5
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
A copy of “Toward the Development of an External
Degree Program” by Dr. Mary Ann Haas during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Financing Public Institution, 1969-1976
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and copy of Policy Statement on
Financing of Private Institutions from State Funds during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 7
Fire Arms, 1969-1976
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and draft of the University of Maine’s
Weapons Policy Statement during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 81 Folder 8
Fire Department, 1949-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Fire
Department, including: correspondence regarding
equipment, staffing, training, practices and policies,
constitution and by-laws of the Fire Department, and
reference material during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 81 Folder 9
Fire Safety, 1977-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding fire safety at the University of
Maine, including: “Fire Attack School” publication and
course details Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 10
Fisheries, 1969-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Cooperative Fishery
Research Unit, including: annual report, correspondence,
Washington visit, and reference material during Winthrop
Box 81 Folder 11
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Flag Etiquette, 1959-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence, newspaper clippings, and
reference material regarding flag etiquette for the display
of the U.S. flag at the University of Maine during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 12
Flood Damage, 1973
Scope and Contents
A copy of a Board of Trustees Physical Plant Committee
status report on flood damage recovery program and
federal assistance during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 13
Public Speakers, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding speakers at the
University of Maine including details of the proposed
“Flying Squadron of University of Maine Orono
Speakers” during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 14
Department Of Food Science -- Program Elimination Proposal,
1982
Scope and Contents
A copy of the University of Maine Department of Food
Science Program Elimination Proposal during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 15a
Department Of Food Science -- General, 1966-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Food Science, including: correspondence
regarding the Department’s continuation, details of the
review of the Department, reports, reference material, and
budget review during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
Box 81 Folder 15b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Laboratory For Surface Science And Technology, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Laboratory for Surface Science and Technology
(LASST), including: correspondence and report on
space, educational consultant report, funding, equipment
wish list, plans, press release regarding conference, and
brochure on LASST during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 16
Maine Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, 1961-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Cooperative Wildlife
Research Unit, including: correspondence on staffing,
University of Maine services, meeting material, a copy
of an agreement between the University of Maine and the
Department of Inland Fisheries and Game, and details
of the establishment of the Maine Cooperative Fisheries
Unit during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 17
Labor Education, 1966-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Bureau of Labor Education,
including: correspondence regarding housing at the
University of Maine, reference material from the U.S.
Department of Labor, annual reports, and meeting material
during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 18
Phi Kappa Delta, 1973-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the fraternity Phi Kappa Phi,
including: newsletter and correspondence regarding the
probationary status of the fraternity during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 19
Phi Kappa Sigma, 1963-1976 Box 81 Folder 20
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the fraternity Phi Kappa Sigma,
including: correspondence regarding the fraternity being
placed on censure, awards, and feedback on report during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Phi Mu Delta, 1961-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the fraternity Phi Mu Delta,
including: correspondence regarding housing, hazing
and fraternity initiations during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 21
Modularized Programs, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and reports on the modular program in
the University of Maine College of Education during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 81 Folder 22
Student Alumni Association, 1979-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Student
Alumni Association, including: newsletters, reception
invitation, and copy of the Association’s constitution
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 23
Students Summer Employment, 1972
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding student summer employment
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 81 Folder 24
Alpha Phi Omega, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the fraternity Alpha Phi Omaga,
including: correspondence regarding: correspondence
regarding awards, initiation of University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville, report on the fraternity, and
Box 81 Folder 29
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service project contest during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
American Council Of Learned Societies, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine joining
the American Council of Learned Societies during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 30
American Council On Education Internship Program, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine
application for the American Council on Education
Internship Program during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 31
Anthropology, 1969-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Anthropology, including: correspondence
regarding Estate of Hazel Smith, newspaper clipping
regarding archaeologists in Maine, and details of the
creation of the University of Maine Department of
Anthropology during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 32
Associate. Degree (2 Year) Criminal Justice Program,
1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine's two
year criminal justice program, including: brochure and
program proposal during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 33
Associate Degree In Data Processing -- UMA, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
A copy of the proposal for an associate degree in data
processing at the University of Maine at Augusta during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 81 Folder 34
Associate Degree (2 Year) Health Care Administration -- UMA,
1971
Scope and Contents
A copy of a summary proposal of the two year Health
Care Administration and correspondence regarding the
Box 81 Folder 35
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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proposal at the University of Maine at Augusta during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Associate Degree In Nursing -- UMA, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the proposal and approval
from the Maine State Board of Nursing for the Associate
Degree Nursing Program of the University of Maine at
Augusta during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 36
B.S. In Public Administration -- UMA, 1974-1976
Scope and Contents
Copy of proposal for a three-year Bachelor of Science
Program in Public Administration during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 37
University Of Maine Band, 1936-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Band,
including: correspondence regarding band uniforms,
trips, and funding support during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president, and Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 39
Audio Visual Service, 1969-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Audio
Rental Service including: correspondence regarding rental
prices, Film Rental Library, transfer of the audio-visual
services to the library, and report on the service during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Box 81 Folder 41
Cooperative College Registry, 1972
Scope and Contents
Extract from Administrative Council meeting regarding
the Cooperative College Registry during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 43
Cooperative Extension -- 4-H, 1962-1973 Box 81 Folder 44a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Cooperative Extension 4-H Club Foundation, including:
correspondence, newspaper clippings, and copy of tax
form during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Diplomas In Residence Program, 1969
Scope and Contents
A copy of the report on the Diplomat-In-Residence
Program from the Foreign Service Institute and notes
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 81 Folder 46
Dogs Barking, 1979
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and policy on unattended, barking dogs at
the University of Maine during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 47
The Draft, 1965-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the military drafts, including:
correspondence regarding student activities, student
group statement regarding the draft, and comments from
University of Maine President Hugh Edwin Young, and
American Council on Education newsletter regarding the
draft during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 82 Folder 1
Narcotics, 1966-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding narcotics at the University
of Maine, including correspondence, various warning
regarding specific drugs, report from a University of
Maine Task Force on Drug Abuse, copy of a proposed
drug enforcement program, copy of “Attitudes of
Marijuana “Users” and “Non-users” Toward Involvement
of Friends and Acquaintances in the Drug Scene”,
memorandums on drug usage, reference material, and
details of Drug Symposium at the University of Maine
during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Box 82 Folder 2
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Elba Systems Corporation, 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal to the University of Maine from
the Elba Systems Corporation for delivering education
programs, including: correspondence, copy of proposal
and reference material regarding the Elba Systems
Corporation during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 82 Folder 3
College Of Engineering Science, 1982-1983
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the College of Engineering
Science, including: correspondence regarding computer
equipment, award and copy of Memorandum of
Understanding between the College of Engineering,
University of Maine at Orono and Science and University
of Southern Maine regarding the transfer of students
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 82 Folder 4
Extension Act, 1951
Scope and Contents
A copy of the County Extension Act and details of
amendments to the Act during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 82 Folder 5
Federal Relations Coordinator, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the role of Federal Relations Coordinator
and extract from Administrative Council meeting minutes
regarding role during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 82 Folder 11
University Of Maine Augusta Forum-A, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
at Augusta Forum-A, including: gift transmittals,
correspondence regarding Forum-A, and friends of the
arts and humanities during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 82 Folder 12
Fund Drive, 1972 Box 82 Folder 14
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding establishing a cooperative
state-wide solicitation of Maine corporations for funds
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
History Of The University Of Maine, 1968-1980
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the history of the
University of Maine, including: correspondence regarding
the publication ”Early History of the University of
Maine’s Sea Grant Program”, financial data, invitations,
press release, and correspondence regarding the
publication of “The First Century: A History of the
University of Maine, 1865-1965” by Professor David C.
Smith, information regarding the University of Maine
at Orono History Project, correspondence regarding
the publication “Fernald History”, transfer of records
to Fogler Library and the establishment of an Archives
and Records Management Program for the University
of Maine, and file classifications and reference material
regarding records management during Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 82 Folder 15
Holt Foundation, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Holt Woodland Research
Foundation, including: correspondence regarding
University of Maine at Orono on the Board of Directors
of the Foundation, management plan, meetings, proposal
for research on the Arrowsic Island Property of the
Foundation, corporate documents of the Foundation,
and various reference material regarding the Foundation
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 82 Folder 18a
Holt Foundation, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Holt Woodland Research
Foundation, including: correspondence regarding
University of Maine at Orono on the Board of Directors
of the Foundation, management plan, meetings, proposal
for research on the Arrowsic Island Property of the
Foundation, corporate documents of the Foundation,
and various reference material regarding the Foundation
Box 82 Folder 18b
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during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Holt Foundation, 1982-1983
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Holt Woodland Research
Foundation, including: correspondence regarding
income and expenses and proposal for research on the
Arrowsic Island Property of the Foundation during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 82 Folder 20
I.D. Cards Systems, 1972
Scope and Contents
Details of the introduction of student identification cards
at the University of Maine, including: correspondence
and memorandum during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 82 Folder 21
Libraries (System), 1970
Scope and Contents
Extract from the University of Maine's Administrative
Council Meeting minutes regarding a committee looking
at a library system during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 82 Folder 22
Maine Agricultural Experiment Station, 1968-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Agricultural
Experiment Station, including: correspondence regarding
tolerance for hexazinone on blueberries, reference
material, meetings, inspections program, staffing, budget
information, renovation of Presque Isle Experimental
Farm machinery, and copies of internal audit report of
Highmoor Farm and annual report during Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 82 Folder 23
Alumni Association, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Alumni Association, including: newspaper clippings and
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correspondence during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
UMA -- Proposal For Three-Year Baccalaureate Program, 1981
Scope and Contents
Copy of a proposal for a three-year baccalaureate program
at the University of Maine at Augusta during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 7
UMA -- Associate In Art, 1970
Scope and Contents
A copy of a description of the University of Maine at
Augusta Associate in Art during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 8
Trans East Air International, 1969
Scope and Contents
Publication and correspondence regarding the Trans-
East Air, Inc. and their operations at Bangor Airport
and potential links with the University of Maine during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 83 Folder 9
Campus Labeling Of Trees, 1961
Scope and Contents
Newspaper clipping and press release regarding the
labeling of trees at the University of Maine during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 11
Trespassing Laws, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Reference material and correspondence regarding
trespassing laws during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 12
T.R.I.B.E., 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding T.R.I.B.E. and communications
with Native Americans, including: correspondence,
statement, and T.R.I.B.E. educational proposal during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 83 Folder 13
Tricentennial Year, 1976 Box 83 Folder 14
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Letter from University of Maine President Howard
R. Neville to president of the University of Maine
in tricentennial year of the United States of America
(2076) and details of time capsule to be opened in the
tricentennial year during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Trophy Room Gift, 1948
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding gift by P.H. Harris of athletic
“mementos” to the University of Maine for display in the
trophy room during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 16
University Of Maine At Augusta, 1971-1982
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the University of
Maine at Augusta, including: correspondence regarding
staffing appointments, programs, copies of academic plan
progress report and equality of access plan, and material
from the search for a president of University of Maine at
Augusta and extracts from meeting minutes regarding the
University of Maine at Augusta during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 19
University Of Maine At Augusta, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the University
of Maine at Augusta, including: extracts from meeting
minutes regarding the University of Maine at August,
newspaper clipping and press release regarding new
campus, press release regarding program in careers in
correction and awards, correspondence regarding awards,
calendar, property management, staffing, transfers,
organization charts, and publication during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 20
Women's Skiing Club, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine
Women’s Skiing Team during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 25
Art Department, 1960-1982
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine's
Department of Art, including: correspondence regarding
gifts, relocating art work, exhibits, inventory of art
collection, staffing, awards, and grant funding, copies of
inventory of art work, brochures, and newspaper clippings
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 27
UMP -- Associates Degree In Art, 1959-1960
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding awarding an Associate in
Arts Degree at the University of Maine in Portland (also
known as the University of Southern Maine) during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 28
UMP -- Associates In Art, 1971
Scope and Contents
Program summary for a Bachelor of Arts at the University
of Maine at Portland-Gorham (also known as the
University of Southern Maine) during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 29
UMP -- B.A. In Biology, 1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding students receiving a B.A.
degree in Biology or a B.A. in Biological Science at
the University of Maine in Portland (also known as
the University of Southern Maine) during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 30
UMB -- Aeronautics Education, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding aeronautic education at the
University of Maine at Bangor, including: newspaper
clipping, correspondence, copy of feasibility study and
responses during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 31
UMB -- Associate Of Arts In General Studies, 1968-1977 Box 83 Folder 32
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Associate Of Arts in General
Studies at the University of Maine at Bangor, including:
brochure, correspondence regarding work of student,
press release regarding the course, and copy of program
proposal during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
UMB -- Associate Degree Mental Health Technology,
1971-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the two-year associate degree
in mental health technology at the University of Maine
at Bangor, including: correspondence, press release and
program summary and proposal during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 83 Folder 33
UMB -- Associate Of Arts In Liberal Studies, 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Associate of Arts Degree
Program in Liberal Studies at the University of Maine at
Bangor, including: correspondence regarding proposal
and press release during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 34
UMB -- Associate Degree In Nursing, 1968-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Associate Degree Program in
Nursing at the University of Maine at Bangor, including:
copies of a contract between the Bangor Community
College of the University of Maine at Orono and the
Eastern Maine Medical Center School of Nursing,
correspondence regarding the agreement, and the
development of the Program in Nursing during Hugh
Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 35
UMB -- Associate Degree In Human Services, 1973-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Associate Degree in Human
Services at the University of Maine at Bangor, including:
correspondence regarding proposal for the degree
program, copy of proposal, and press release regarding the
Box 83 Folder 36
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program during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
UMB -- Associate Of Science In Law Enforcement, 1970-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Associate of Science Degree
in Law Enforcement at the University of Maine at
Bangor, including: copy of Board of Trustees discussions
regarding the proposal for the degree program and
correspondence regarding the proposal during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 37
UMP -- Degrees, 1971
Scope and Contents
List of degrees and majors authorized at the University of
Maine at Portland-Gorham (also known as the University
of Southern Maine) during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 38
Bangor Community College, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Bangor Community College,
including: correspondence regarding staffing, merger of
Legal Technology and Business Management Programs,
results of national dental examination, right of way,
and cooperative agreement with Cutler Naval Station
in Winter Harbor, copies of faculty meeting minutes,
brochures, and status report and response to evaluation
report during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 83 Folder 39
UMP -- Bachelor Of Arts, 1972
Scope and Contents
Copy of new proposal summary for a Bachelor of
Arts with Major in Music at the University of Maine
at Portland-Gorham (also known as the University of
Southern Maine) during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 40
UMP -- Philosophy, 1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding proposed degree program in
philosophy at the University of Maine at Portland-Gorham
Box 83 Folder 41
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(also known as the University of Southern Maine),
including: correspondence regarding the proposal and
copy of proposal during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
UMP Bachelor Of Arts In Theater And Speech, 1970
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding a proposal for a Bachelor of Arts
in Theater and Speech at the University of Maine at
Portland-Gorham (also known as the University of
Southern Maine) during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 42
UMP Bachelor In Business Administration, 1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Copies of a request for authorization of a Master of
Business Administration Program at the University of
Maine at Portland-Gorham (also known as the University
of Southern Maine) during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 43
ACBIS Evaluation Report, 1980
Scope and Contents
A copy of report in response to ACIBIS evaluation report
on teaching loads for faculty at the Bangor Community
College and supporting material on teaching loads during
Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 83 Folder 44
Bryant Pond, 1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Bryant Pond, including:
correspondence regarding recommendations on the
education programs involved by the Conservation
Education Foundation, information regarding Bryant Pond
operations and report on Conservation Education in Maine
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 83 Folder 45
Center For Advanced Study Of Forest Industries , 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Center for Advanced Study of
Forest Industries, including: reference material regarding
forestry, proposal for the Center, copy of the Report of
the President’s Committee on Forest Resources, and
Box 83 Folder 48
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memorandum regarding the Center during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Council Of Colleges, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Council of Colleges,
including: reports, correspondence, meeting minutes,
memorandums, and lists of committee members during
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 1
Counseling And Psychological Services, 1961-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Counseling and Psychological Services, including:
correspondence, reports, reorganization proposals,
publications, and reference material during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 2
Dean Of Forest Resources, 1975-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Cooperative Forestry Research Unit, including: annual
reports, meeting minutes, project proposals, and
correspondence during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 4
UMB -- Dental Auxiliary Program, 1959-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
at Bangor’s Dental Auxiliary Program, including:
correspondence regarding accreditation from the
American Dental Association, individual student
admissions, reference material, naming of a new
laboratory, funding, copy of the proposal for the Program,
specimen curriculum, and correspondence regarding the
establishment of the Program during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 84 Folder 5
UMB -- Dynamics Of Human Behavior Psy 7, 1971 Box 84 Folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a proposal for Psy 7, Dynamics
of Human Behavior at the University of Maine at Bangor
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Forestry Plan, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding plans for the University of
Maine’s College of Forest Resources Council during Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 10
Gifted Children, 1977-1981
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with the Southern Penobscot Regional
Program For Exceptional Children regarding the
University of Maine’s participation in a program for gifted
children and material from a meeting on gifted children
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 11
Governor's Desk And Chair Transfer, 1973
Scope and Contents
Details of the transfer to the State of Maine of the old
governor’s desk sent to the University of Maine by Mrs.
Edith M. Chase, includes: copy of transfer, memorandum
regarding transfer, and correspondence regarding transfer,
inventory of furniture, and original gift during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 13
Grades, 1972-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the grading system at the
University of Maine, including: correspondence and
memorandum regarding plus-minus system, grade
distribution report, and data on grades during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 14
Graduate Club, 1977-1982 Box 84 Folder 18
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Graduate “M” Club, including reports from Executive
Board meetings, press releases regarding events, and
correspondence regarding membership during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Foreign Students, 1970-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding foreign students at the University
of Maine including: correspondence regarding attendance
of individual students, position of International Student
Adviser, and lists of international students during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president and Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 84 Folder 19
Graduate School Center, 1968-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Graduate School Center, including: correspondence and
reference material regarding the Center, Estabrooke Hall
maintenance as a graduate dormitory, and details of a
proposal for the Graduate School Center in Estabrooke
Hall during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 20
Hannibal Emery Hamlin, 1934-1972
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine
awarding Hannibal Emery Hamlin a Doctor of Laws
and facsimile of bequeath from Hannibal Hamlin to the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 23
Higher Education Council For The State Of Maine, 1979-1980 Box 84 Folder 24
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Letter and report from the Higher Education Council for
the State of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
History Media Center, 1978
Scope and Contents
Memorandum and report on the University of Maine
History Media Center during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 26
Department Of History, 1976-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Department of History, including: correspondence
regarding Humanities symposium, and details of an issue
of advertisement for a faculty position wrongly attributed
by U.S. Senator Paul Simon to the University of Maine
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 27
UMP -- Master In Criminal Justice, 1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a proposal for a baccalaureate
program in Criminal Justice at the University of Maine
at Portland (also known as the University of Southern
Maine) during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 30
UMP -- Master In Physical Education, 1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a proposal for a masters
program in in Elementary and Adapted Physical Education
at the University of Maine at Portland (also known as
the University of Southern Maine) during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 31
UMP -- Master Of Music Education, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal for a masters program in in
Music Education, including: copy of the proposal and
correspondence regarding the proposal at the University
Box 84 Folder 32
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of Maine at Portland (also known as the University of
Southern Maine) during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
UMP -- Masters In Two-Year Business Administration,
1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal for a two-year program in Business
Administration at the University of Maine at Portland
(also known as the University of Southern Maine) and
transfer rules from the Associate Business Program into
any four-yea program on the campus during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 33
Migratory Fish, 1974
Scope and Contents
A copy of a report on the Migratory Fish Research
Institute of the University of Maine during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 34
Health And Human Services, 1979-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Health and Human Service
Programs at the University of Maine, including
memorandum regarding Maine Consortium for Continuing
Dental Education, correspondence regarding the Human
Services programs at the University of Maine at Bangor,
and copies of proposals of center for health programs and
center for health programs at the University of Maine at
Orono during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 37
UMB -- New Courses And Programs, 1970-1977
Scope and Contents
Lists of new programs, faculty and copies of proposals
for the University of Maine at Bangor (also known as the
South Campus, Bangor Community College of University
of Maine, and Penobscot Valley Community College
of the University of Maine) during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 84 Folder 39
UMB -- Penobscot Valley Community College (South Campus),
1966-1970
Box 84 Folder 40
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Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine at Bangor (also
known as the South Campus, Bangor Community
College of University of Maine, and Penobscot
Valley Community College of the University of
Maine), including: correspondence regarding attempts
to qualify for community college status, staffing,
program for disadvantaged students, copy of proposed
programs for the south campus and report on the south
campus, timetable summary for the south campus,
reference material regarding community colleges, and
correspondence regarding the name of the University
of Maine at Bangor during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
UMB -- Remedial Reading Project, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and copy of a plan regarding a remedial
reading project at the University of Maine (also known
as the South Campus, Bangor Community College of
University of Maine, and Penobscot Valley Community
College of the University of Maine) at Bangor during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 84 Folder 41
UMB -- Student Senate, 1972-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine at
Bangor (also known as the South Campus, Bangor
Community College of University of Maine, and
Penobscot Valley Community College of the University of
Maine) including: correspondence, constitution, statement
of position regarding need for an independent student
government, and details of various meetings during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 42
UMB -- Radiological Technology, 1970
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal for a new program in radiological
technology at the University of Maine at Bangor (also
known as the South Campus, Bangor Community College
of University of Maine, and Penobscot Valley Community
College of the University of Maine), including: copy of
the proposal and correspondence regarding the proposal
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 84 Folder 43
UMB -- Student Health Service, 1973-1974
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine at
Bangor’s (also known as the South Campus, Bangor
Community College of University of Maine, and
Penobscot Valley Community College of the University of
Maine) Student Health Service including: correspondence
regarding authorization from the Board of Trustees for
the Student Health Service, background of the Service,
Student Health Service Consortium in Bangor, reports
and proposal for the Service during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 84 Folder 45
UMB -- Use Of Chapel, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence the use of the chapel at the University
of Maine at Bangor (also known as the South Campus,
Bangor Community College of University of Maine, and
Penobscot Valley Community College of the University
of Maine), including: correspondence and newspaper
clippings during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 47
UMP -- Two-Year Associate In Business Administration,
1958-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Associate in Business
Administration program at the University of Maine at
Portland (also known as the University of Southern
Maine), including: brochure for the M.B.A. Program at
the Portland Campus, correspondence and memorandums
regarding the Associate in Business Administration
program, and proposal for the program during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 48
UMPI -- Two-Year Program In Recreation Management,
1970-1975
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the development of a two-year
program in recreational management at the University of
Maine Presque Isle during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 49
UMF -- General, 1979-1982 Box 85 Folder 1
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine at
Farmington, including: correspondence regarding
presidential committee, staffing and pay, grant summaries,
financial management, new program proposals, Board of
Trustees decision regarding the acquisition of property at
the University of Maine at Farmington, and report on part-
time learner equity during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
UMFK -- General, 1971-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine at
Fort Kent, including: correspondence regarding Student
Activities Directors meeting, plan for a Bachelor of
Science with a concentration in agri-business, copy of the
“Report of the Subcommittee on Structure to University
of Maine Board of Trustees”, copy of a new program
proposal for a Franco-American Bilingual Studies Major,
and correspondence regarding visits to the University of
Maine at Fort Kent during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 85 Folder 2
UMP -- Ground Water Resources And The Impact Of Irrigation
On Potato Production Proposal, 1985
Scope and Contents
Copy of “A Proposal To Investigate Ground Water
Resources And The Impact Of Irrigation On Potato
Production In A Part Of Aroostook County, Maine” at
the University of Maine at Presque Isle during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 85 Folder 3
UMPI -- General, 1964-1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine at
Presque Isle, including: correspondence regarding
the relationship with the Northern Maine Vocational
Technical Institute, newspaper clipping, visits, staffing,
copy of a Memorandum of Understanding between
the College of Forest Resources, University of Maine
at Orono and the University of Maine at Presque Isle,
correspondence regarding address by University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on the public education
including on collective building,, statement of intent to
plan, and copies of various campus program proposals
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during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, Paul H.
Silverman and Arthur M. Johnson’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
UMPI -- General, 1964-1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine at
Presque Isle, including: correspondence regarding
the relationship with the Northern Maine Vocational
Technical Institute, newspaper clipping, visits, staffing,
copy of a Memorandum of Understanding between
the College of Forest Resources, University of Maine
at Orono and the University of Maine at Presque Isle,
correspondence regarding address by University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on the public education
including on collective building,, statement of intent to
plan, and copies of various campus program proposals
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, Paul H.
Silverman and Arthur M. Johnson’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Box 85 Folder 4b
UMP -- Human Services, 1970-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding a plan for graduate education in
the human services at the University of Maine at Portland
(also known as the University of Southern Maine),
including summary of the plan and correspondence
regarding the program proposal during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 85 Folder 7
USM -- General, 1978-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Southern
Maine (also known as University of Maine at Portland
and University of Maine Portland-Gorham) including:
copy of a Memorandum of Understanding between
the College of Engineering and Science, UMO and
University of Southern Maine, correspondence regarding
Portland City service fee, staffing, copies of program
proposals, details of events, “fact book”, copy of the
report on the reorganization of the University of Southern
Maine, academic plan, and report titled “Improving the
University of Maine” during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
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tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Craft Center, 1972
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding transferring funds to the Hilltop
Learning Resource Venter and Craft Center Statistics
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 85 Folder 9
Credit Cards, 1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding credit cards at the University of
Maine, including proposed new policy, correspondence
regarding the use of cards, and extract from
Administrative Council meeting minutes regarding the
use of credit cards during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 85 Folder 10
Cutler Health Center, 1968-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Cutler
Health Center, including: correspondence regarding
a voluntary health plan and fee, dental services, dash
questionnaire, Datamation program for collecting
information about the health of students, recommendation
for establishing health center services for the University
of Maine at Bangor, classification of nurses, infirmary
license, grants, care of individual students, reports
including on the establishment of a University Health
Center and reference material during Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 85 Folder 12a
Cutler Health Center, 1933-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Cutler
Health Center and health at the University of Maine,
including: correspondence regarding Lawrence Cutler day
events, naming of the Center in honor of Dr. Lawrence
Cutler, property alterations, charges, epidemics, and
financing, newspaper clippings regarding the Health
Center, and property plans during Harold Sherburne
Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
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Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Cutler Health Center, 1976-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Cutler
Health Center, including: correspondence on work
schedule for Dr. George Wood if elected to the State
Legislature, copy of Cutler Health Center’s Policy on
Response to On-Campus Disasters, staffing, increase in
voluntary student health fees, individual student’s care,
annual reports, report titled “Update: Student Health
Services and Facilities, University of Maine”, and details
of studies into student health services and facilities during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 85 Folder 12c
Plant Sciences, 1963
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal for a Ph.D. Program in plant sciences
at the University of Maine, including: correspondence
with academic institutions and a copy of the proposal
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 85 Folder 16
Boat Purchase, 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the purchase of boats at the
University of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 85 Folder 17
Zoology Ph.D., 1963-1983
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a University of Maine
Department of Zoology petition for an authorization of
a Ph.D. Program in Zoology and a copy of the proposal
and correspondence regarding the doctoral candidate Rita
Weatherbee during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
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and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Psychology Ph.D., 1960-1962
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a University of Maine
Department of College of Arts and Sciences petition for
an authorization of a Ph.D. Program in Psychology and a
copy of the proposal during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 85 Folder 19
Physics Ph.D. Graduate Program In Oceanography, 1965-1970
Scope and Contents
Details of proposals for a graduate proposal in
oceanography and petition for the authorization for
the authorization of a Ph.D. Program in physics
at the University of Maine, including: proposals,
correspondence, and press release during Hugh Edwin
Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 85 Folder 20
Department Chairmanships, 1969-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine department
chairmanships, including: correspondence regarding
salaries and copies of various policies on chairmanship
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 85 Folder 22
Department Visits, 1976
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding visits to University of
Maine departments and copies of University of Maine
publications during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 85 Folder 23
Departmental Units, 1981 Box 85 Folder 24
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Scope and Contents
Copy of a statement on extra departmental units during
Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
William H. Donner Foundation, 1968-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the William H. Donner
Foundation, Inc. including: correspondence regarding
grant payments, press releases, copies of grant proposals,
and newspaper clippings regarding projects during
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 85 Folder 25
William Drake Gift, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding gift of a schooner by William
P. Drake to the University of Maine’s Darling Center,
including: copy of the transfer agreement, memorandums,
press release regarding the Darling Center, and report
on the Ira C. Darling Center for Research, Teaching and
Service during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 85 Folder 26
Language Arts-Reader, 1970
Scope and Contents
Copy of a proposal for “The Language Arts (Reading)
Program at Maine” by Mark R. Shibles during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 85 Folder 27
Education And Cultural Services, 1966-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine Department
of Educational and Cultural Services, including:
correspondence regarding meetings, copies of various
guidelines and standards, and organization structure
during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 85 Folder 28
Economic Development Proposal, 1969-1970 Box 85 Folder 29
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding economic development at the
University of Maine, including: staffing for the Center of
Economic Education regarding Austin Peck and details of
New England-Atlantic Provinces Quebec Center during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Department Of Economics, 1972-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Economics, including: analysis of data
relative expenditure for institutions of higher education
and comparisons of costs between public institutions of
higher education in Maine during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 85 Folder 30
Education Development Center, 1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums from the Education
Development Center during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 85 Folder 32
Education Professions Development Act, 1969-1974
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and reference material regarding
the Education Professions Development Act during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 1
Environment, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the environment,
including: correspondence regarding Glassboro State
College student trip, press release regarding environment
courses at the University of Maine, suggestions for the
Water Resources Center, and correspondence regarding
publications on the environment during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 4
Environmental Lab, 1974-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Environmental Studies Center
at the University of Maine, including: predicated
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enrollment data, correspondence with U.S. Senator
Edmund S. Muskie regarding the possibility of a
national environmental research laboratory in Maine,
and copies of the proposal for national environmental
research laboratory during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Environmental Science, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal for establishing a center for
environmental sciences at the University of Maine,
includes proposal and correspondence regarding the
proposal during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 6
Environmental Studies Center -- Ford Foundation Funded Study,
1970-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Environmental Studies Center’s Ford Foundation
funded study of the Penobscot River area, including:
correspondence, reports, and financial information during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 86 Folder 8
Environmental Studies Center -- General, 1969-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Environmental Studies Center, including: correspondence
regarding staffing, reviews, grant funding, budget
recommendations, project proposals and meetings during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 9
Environmental Teaching, 1970
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding environmental
teachings at the University of Maine, including: press
releases, newspaper clippings and correspondence
regarding events and agendas for events during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 10
Environmental Research, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding environmental research,
including: program proposals, correspondence and
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memorandums regarding research, copy of a report titled
“Center for Environmental Research and Teaching at the
University of Maine”, and reference material regarding
environmental research during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
University Of Maine Extension, 1963-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Maine
Extension Service, including: correspondence and copy of
meeting minutes regarding the vote by the Maine Board of
Trustees establishment of the Service, reference material
regarding University of Wisconsin extension service, and
press release regarding instructors in a Civilian Defense
project during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 86 Folder 13
Faculty Breakfast, 1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding a University of Maine Faculty
Breakfast, including: invitations, notes, supporting
material, and copy of University of Maine acting President
Kenneth W. Allen’s speech during his tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 14
Faculty Professional Reception, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding a University of Maine
Professional Staff Reception, including: invitations, notes,
supporting material, and copy of University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville’s speech during his tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 15
Ford Foundation, 1971-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Ford Foundation grant
funding of the Shoreland Zoning Project at the
University of Maine, including: grant payments, reports,
correspondence, and press releases regarding the research
project, and copy of grant proposal during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 16
Foreign Policy Assistance, 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with and regarding the Foreign Policy
Association and the University of Maine’s participation
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in the Association during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
College Of Forest Resources, 1976-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
College of Forest Resources, including: correspondence
regarding the positon of Dean of the College of Forest
Resources, College of Forest Resources activities with
Maine politicians, annual reports, and data on graduates
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 18a
College Of Forest Resources, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s College
of Forest Resources, including: correspondence regarding
the review of the College, staffing appointments, and
the development of the forestry resources program,
material from a State of Maine conference on forestry,
copy of Comprehensive Plan for Strengthening the Forest
Management Program at the University of Maine at
Orono, copy of report titled “Analysis of School of Forest
Resources University of Maine with Recommendations”,
and reference material during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 18b
"Hazing", 1879-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding “hazing”, including memorandum
regarding “hazing” at University of Maine fraternities,
reference regarding anti-hazing bill in New York, and
copy of Board of Trustees action from 1979 regarding
“hazing” during Merritt Caldwell Fernald, Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 21
Health Education Resource, 1980
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding University of Maine acting President
Kenneth W. Allen’s meeting with the Health Education
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Resource Center’s Evaluation Panels during his tenure as
acting University of Maine president.
Honorary Societies, 1970-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding various Honorary Societies
at the University of Maine, including: correspondence
regarding various Honor Society events and copy of
literary bulletins of the National Spanish Honor Society
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 86 Folder 24
Hockey Rink, 1961-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
hockey rink, including: copies of newspaper articles
featuring the ice rink, press release regarding hockey
game, correspondence regarding the appointment of Head
Coach of Varsity Hockey/Rink Manager, and construction
of the Colby College, copy of recommendation of the
Intercollegiate Athletic Advisory Board and extract from
Board of Trustees meeting minutes regarding constructing
the ice rink at the University of Maine during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 26
Horseshoeing, 1965-1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and newspaper clippings regarding
horsemanship and horseshoeing courses at the University
of Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 32
Horseman's Club, 1970-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Horseman’s Club, including: correspondence regarding
replacing fences around the horse riding area at Smith
Farm and horse show, copy of “A Proposal to Provide
A Quality Horsemanship Program For UMO Students”,
and material from the Horseman’s Club Show during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
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University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Kappa Kappa Psi, 1970
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding approval of a chapter of the fraternity
Kappa Kappa Psi at the University of Maine and copy of
Kappa Kappa Psi statement of principles during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 34
Lacrosse Team, 1978-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Lacrosse
Club, including: correspondence regarding financial
problems, practice time, funding, equipment requests,
transfer of funds, varsity status, and proposal for varsity
status during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 36
National Collegiate Athletic Association, 1971-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the National Collegiate Athletic
Association including: questionnaires, membership
renewals for the University of Maine, conferences,
certification, meetings, reports, and publications during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 37
Northeast Archives Of Folklore And Oral History, 1971-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Northeast Archives of
Folklore and Oral History, including: list of Lynn Franklin
Collection, correspondence regarding funding, deposits,
and purpose of Northeast Archives of Folklore and Oral
History, and project proposals report during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 2
Phi Beta Kappa, 1967-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the fraternity Phi Beta Kappa,
including: publication “Phi Beta Kappa: The Delta of
Maine 1923-1973” and invitations to Phi Beta Kappa
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events during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Phi Kappa Phi, 1967-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the fraternity Phi Kappa Phi,
including: newsletters, correspondence regarding Phi
Kappa Phi events, awards, and payments, meeting agenda,
press release regarding meeting, and copy of bylaws
during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 4
Rugby Club Budget, 1979
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine’s
rugby club budget and a copy of the budget during
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Box 87 Folder 5
Tau Beta Sigma, 1969-1973
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding approving the female members of the
band to establish a local chapter of Tau Beta Sigma and a
copy of the Tau Beta Sigma newsletter during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 8
Inactive Scholarships -- Scholarships, Loans, And Work
Projects For Athletes, 1952-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Scholarships, Loans, and
Work Projects for Athletes at Maine Colleges and the
University of Maine, including: financial aid summaries,
reports, details of funding for individual students,
correspondence regarding questionnaires, and financial
support during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 9
Inactive Scholarships -- Elizabeth Abbott Balentine Scholarship,
1928-1972
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Elizabeth Abbott Balentine
Scholarship including funding increases and it becoming
inactive during Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur
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Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- African Scholarships Program Of
American Universities, 1961-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the African Scholarships Program
of American Universities including: correspondence on
University of Maine contributions and participation and
financial data regarding the scholarship during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 11
Inactive Scholarships -- All-Maine Women Scholarships,
1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the All-Maine Women
Scholarships, including correspondence and press releases
regarding funding decisions during Hugh Edwin Young
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 87 Folder 12
Inactive Scholarships -- Alpha Omicron PI Alumnae Prize Fund,
1967
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the discontinuation of the Alpha Omicron
PI Alumnae Prize Fund during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 13
Inactive Scholarships -- Alpha Phi Omega Scholarship Fund
(Annual), 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Alpha Phi Omega Scholarship
Fund (Annual), including: correspondence regarding its
discontinuation, transfer of funds, and establishment of the
fund during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 14
Inactive Scholarships -- Alumni Association Scholarships,
1935-1940
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding various University of
Maine Alumni Association Scholarships, including:
correspondence regarding funds, gifts, and receipt
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of checks during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- American Agriculturist Foundation
Loan Fund, 1937-1945
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the American Agriculturist
Foundation Loan Fund including: correspondence
regarding the discontinuation of the fund, receipt of
checks, and a description of the fund during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 16
Dixie Cup Division Of American Can Company Scholarship,
1963-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Dixie Cup Division of
American Can Company Scholarship, including:
correspondence regarding the discontinuation of the fund,
receipt of checks, and a description of the fund during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 17
Inactive Scholarships -- Proposal For Enlisting Financial Help
From Private Sources For Scholarship Purposes At UMO, 1964
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Proposal for Enlisting
Financial Help from Private Sources For Scholarship
Purposes at the University of Maine at Orono (also known
as the University of Maine) including: correspondence
regarding the need for the scholarship and a copy of
the proposal during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 18
Inactive Scholarships -- Maine Chapter, American Public Works
Assoc. Scholarship (Annual), 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Chapter, American
Public Works Assoc. Scholarship (Annual) including: gift
transmittals and correspondence regarding the awarding of
scholarship awards during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 19
Inactive Scholarships -- The Army ROTC Scholarship Program,
1964-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Army ROTC Scholarship
Program including correspondence regarding the awarding
scholarship awards and a description of the Program
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during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Inactive Scholarships -- Associated General Contractors Of
Maine Scholarship, 1967-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Associated General Contractors
of Maine Scholarship including correspondence regarding
the awarding scholarship awards and a description of
the Scholarship during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 21
Inactive Scholarships -- Associated Women Students
Scholarship, 1962
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Associated Women Students
Scholarship including correspondence regarding funding
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 22
Inactive Scholarships -- Atlantic Scholarship Program,
1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Atlantic Scholarship Program,
including: correspondence regarding its inactivity and
participation in the Program during Hugh Edwin Young
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 87 Folder 23
Inactive Scholarships -- Balentine, Walter Prize
Scope and Contents
Note regarding the Walter Balentine Prize.
Box 87 Folder 24
Inactive Scholarships -- The Lucius D. Barrows Scholarship
(Maine Good Roads Assoc.), 1964-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Lucius D. Barrows
Scholarship (Maine Good Roads Association) including:
financial data, gift transmittals, and correspondence
regarding checks during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 25
Inactive Scholarships -- Bates And Rogers Foundation
Scholarships, 1957-1970
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Bates and Rogers Foundation
Scholarships including correspondence regarding
the awarding of scholarships and a description of the
Scholarship during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- Bath Iron Works Corp. Scholarships,
1966-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Bath Iron Works Corp.
Scholarships including: financial data, gift transmittals,
and correspondence regarding checks during Hugh Edwin
Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 27
Inactive Scholarships -- Baxter Land Gift, 1966-1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the-Baxter Land Gift and its
inactivity during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 28
Inactive Scholarships -- The Beta Sigma Phi Sorority
Scholarship, 1966-1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding proposals for a Beta Sigma
Phi Sorority Scholarship during Hugh Edwin Young
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 87 Folder 29
Inactive Scholarships -- Black Bear Club Of Cumberland
County Scholarship Fund, 1948-1954
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Black Bear Club of
Cumberland County Scholarship Fund check receipts
and the establishment of the fund during Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 30
Inactive Scholarships -- The Black Bear Club Of Greater Boston
Scholarship Fund, 1950-1953
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Black Bear Club of
Greater Boston Scholarship Fund check receipts and the
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establishment of the fund during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- The Black Bear Club Of Rhode Island
Scholarship Fund, 1949-1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Black Bear Club of
Rhode Island Scholarship Fund check receipts and the
establishment of the fund during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 32
Inactive Scholarships -- Black Bear Club Of Western
Massachusetts Scholarship Fund, 1953-1964
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Black Bear Club of
Western Massachusetts Scholarship Fund check receipts
and the establishment of the fund during Arthur Andrew
Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 33
Inactive Scholarships -- Ellen Blodgett Scholarships (Maine
Music Educators Assoc.), 1964
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the selection of award winners
for the Ellen Blodgett Scholarships (Maine Music
Educators Association) during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 34
Inactive Scholarships -- Blueberry Essay Contest -- A.D.T.
Libby, 1952-1953
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the A.D.T. Libby Blueberry
Essay Contest including: correspondence and newspaper
clipping regarding awards, and the establishment of
the contest during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 35
Inactive Scholarships -- Barbara Bosworth Scholarship Of Phi
Mu, 1951-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Barbara Bosworth
Scholarship of Phi Mu including correspondence
regarding the awarding of scholarships and a description
of the Scholarship during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
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Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- The Lillian Abbott Butterfield
Citizenship Fund, 1967-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Lillian Abbott Butterfield
Citizenship Fund including correspondence regarding
the awarding of scholarships and its inactivity and a
description of the Fund during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 87 Folder 37
Inactive Scholarships -- Manfred A. Carter Poetry Prize,
1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Manfred A. Carter Poetry
Prize including: financial data, gift transmittals, press
releases regarding awards, and correspondence regarding
checks during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 38
Inactive Scholarships -- Chancellor's Minority Scholarship
Fund, 1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Chancellor's Minority
Scholarship Fund including: guidelines and history of
the Scholarship during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 39
Inactive Scholarships -- CIBA Scholarship (CIBA Co., Inc.),
1958-1963
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the CIBA Scholarship
(CIBA Chemical and Dye Company Inc.) including:
correspondence regarding its termination and details
of awards during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 40
Inactive Scholarships -- Dorothy Stone Clark Scholarship,
1955-1957
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Dorothy Stone Clark
Scholarship including: correspondence regarding
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description of the grant and checks during Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- Dorothy Stone Clark Memorial Prize
(Chi Omega Prize), 1957-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Dorothy Stone Clark
Memorial Prize (Chi Omega Prize), including:
correspondence regarding inactive status and awards
and newspaper clipping regarding award winners during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 42
Inactive Scholarships -- Class Of 1968 MBA Scholarship Fund,
1968-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Class of 1968 MBA
Scholarship Fund, including: financial data,
correspondence regarding awards, and details of the
establishment during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 43
Inactive Scholarships -- Charles M. Cox Trust Fund Scholarship
(Annual), 1953-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Charles M. Cox Trust Fund
Scholarship (Annual) including: correspondence regarding
description of the grant and checks including Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 44
Inactive Scholarships -- The Frank H. Dalton Award In
Bacteriology, 1961-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Frank H. Dalton Award
in Bacteriology including: correspondence regarding
description of the grant and checks including Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 45
Inactive Scholarships -- The Franklin Danforth Prize, 1923-1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding checks for the Franklin
Danforth Prize during Clarence Cook Little, Harold
Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
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Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- Beatrice Davis Trust, 1950-1962
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Beatrice Davis Trust
funding and financial status including Arthur Andrew
Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 47
Inactive Scholarships -- Delta Zeta Prize, 1955-1976
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Delta Zeta Prize including
its inactive status and award checks during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 48
Inactive Scholarships -- Depositors Trust Company Foundation
Scholarships, 1965-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Depositors Trust Company
Foundation Scholarships including: press releases,
reference material, and correspondence regarding checks
during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 49
Inactive Scholarships -- Distinguished Maine Students
Scholarship Fund (Annual), 1962-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Distinguished Maine Students
Scholarship Fund (Annual) including: press releases,
reference material, and correspondence regarding checks
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 87 Folder 50
Inactive Scholarships -- Leon A. Dodge Scholarship Account
(Lincoln Academy Trustees), 1963
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding a check for the Leon A/ Dodge
Scholarship Account (Lincoln Academy Trustees) during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 87 Folder 51
Inactive Scholarships -- George P. Dutton Estate, 1953 Box 87 Folder 52
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the establishment of the George
P. Dutton Estate during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- Eastern Pennsylvania Alumni
Association Scholarship, 1950-1955
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding checks for the Eastern
Pennsylvania Alumni Association Scholarship during
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 87 Folder 53
Inactive Scholarships -- The Eastwood-Nealley Fellowship,
1944-1948
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Eastwood-Nealley Fellowship
including: financial data and correspondence regarding
checks during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 54
Inactive Scholarships -- Fund For The Advancement Of
Education Grant, 1966
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Fund for the Advancement
of Education Grant including: travel expenses,
correspondence regarding checks, and copy of report
on university off-campus centers during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 55
Inactive Scholarships -- Maine Section, The Institute Of
Electrical And Electronics Engineers Inc. Scholarship,
1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Section of the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Inc. Scholarship
including correspondence regarding checks, inactive
status, and details of establishment during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 56
Inactive Scholarships -- Electronic Engineers Scholarship,
1961-1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Electronic Engineers
Scholarship including its discontinuation and awards
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Box 87 Folder 57
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Inactive Scholarships -- Forestry Wives Club Award, 1967
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the establishment of the one-time
Forestry Wives Club Award during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 58
Inactive Scholarships -- Foreign Scholarships, 1945-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Foreign Scholarships
including correspondence regarding scholarship
opportunities during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 87 Folder 59
Inactive Scholarships -- French Contest Scholarship, 1951-1964
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the French Contest Scholarship
including: correspondence regarding awards and
information regarding the Maine Chapter of the American
Association of Teachers of French during Arthur Andrew
Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 60
Inactive Scholarships -- Freshman Algebra Prize -- Thomas
Buck, 1952-1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Freshman Algebra Prize
funded by Professor Thomas Buck during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 87 Folder 61
Inactive Scholarships -- Freshman Scholarship Cup, 1935-1940
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Freshman Scholarship Cup,
including: correspondence regarding the Scholarship
and results during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 62
Inactive Scholarships -- Geigy Dyestuffs Scholarship,
1963-1973
Box 87 Folder 63
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Geigy Dyestuffs Scholarship,
including: correspondence regarding the inactive status,
history of the Scholarship, and awards during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- The General Foods Fund, Inc.
Scholarship Program (Annual), 1962-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the General Foods Fund, Inc.
Scholarship Program (Annual), including: correspondence
and press releases regarding the awards and history of the
Scholarship during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 64
Inactive Scholarships -- General Motors Scholarships (Annual),
1956-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the General Motors Scholarships
(Annual) including: gift transmittals, correspondence
regarding checks and awards winner and a telegram
regarding the establishment of the Scholarship during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 65
Inactive Scholarships -- Edward Everett Gibbs Estate, 1938
Scope and Contents
Copy of the will of the late Edward Everett Gibbs during
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 87 Folder 66
Inactive Scholarships -- The Harry Goldman Scholarships,
1953-1958
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Harry Goldman Scholarships
including correspondence regarding checks and awards
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 67
Inactive Scholarships -- Gotteman Foundation Fellowship,
1949-1970
Box 87 Folder 68
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Gotteman Foundation
Fellowship including correspondence regarding checks
and awards during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- The Graduate "M" Club Scholarships,
1949-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Graduate "M" Club
Scholarships, including: correspondence and press
releases regarding the awards and copies of "M"
newsletters during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 69
Inactive Scholarships -- Stanley D. Gray Scholarship Fund,
1953-1959
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Stanley D. Gray Scholarship
Fund including: correspondence regarding the awards and
possibilities for funding during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 87 Folder 70
Inactive Scholarships -- The Great Atlantic Pacific Tea
Company Scholarships, 1942-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Great Atlantic & Pacific
Tea Company Scholarships including: correspondence
and press releases regarding the awards and checks
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 71
Inactive Scholarships -- Great Northern Paper Company
Industrial Research Fellowships, 1952-1954
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Great Northern Paper
Company Industrial Research Fellowships including:
correspondence regarding awards during Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 72
Inactive Scholarships -- Greek Students Scholarship, 1943-1954 Box 87 Folder 73
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Greek Students Scholarship
including: correspondence with the Anglo-American
Hellenic Bureau of Education regarding awards and
reference material during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- Robert Hanson Scholarship Fund,
1966-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Robert Hanson Scholarship
Fund including reports and correspondence regarding
funding during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 74
Inactive Scholarships -- Hayden Foundation, 1937-1939
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Hayden Foundation including
correspondence regarding checks during Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 75
Inactive Scholarships -- Estate Of Bertha K. Holland, 1935-1936
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Estate of Bertha K. Holland
including: newspaper clipping, correspondence regarding
awards, and copy of will of Bertha K. Holland during
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 87 Folder 76
Inactive Scholarships -- Hood Scholarships, 1932-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Charles H. Hood Foundation
Scholarships including correspondence regarding checks
and awards, and Foundation reports during Harold
Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 77
Inactive Scholarships -- Nellie B. Jordan, 1934
Scope and Contents
Copy of litigation between the President and Trustees of
Bates College and Nellie B. Jordan, et als. during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 78
Inactive Scholarships -- President's Fund (Lt. Dewing Proctor),
1946-1957
Box 88 Folder 1
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the President's Fund (Lt. Dewing
Proctor) including: financial information, including
correspondence regarding checks and awards, and details
of the establishment of the Fund during Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- The Martin Luther King, Jr.
Scholarships, 1968-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Scholarships including: gift transmittals, correspondence
regarding checks and awards, newspaper clippings,
and reference material during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 88 Folder 2
Inactive Scholarships -- Lakeside Grange Scholarships,
1954-1962
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Lakeside Grange Scholarships
including correspondence regarding checks and awards
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 3
Inactive Scholarships -- Latin-American Tuition Scholarship,
1941-1947
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Latin-American Tuition
Scholarship including correspondence regarding checks
and awards during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 4
Inactive Scholarships -- The Helen A. Lengyel Award,
1951-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Helen A. Lengyel Award
including correspondence and press releases regarding
checks, awards, and inactivity of the award during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 5a
Inactive Scholarships -- Helen A. Lengyel Memorial Fund,
1972-1974
Box 88 Folder 5b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Helen A. Lengyel Memorial
Fund Award including correspondence regarding checks
and awards, financial data, and gift transmittals during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- The A.D.T. Libby Fishery Award And
Other Prizes, 1944-1964
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the A.D.T. Libby Fishery Award
and other prizes including: correspondence regarding
checks and awards and background to Award during
Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 6
Inactive Scholarships -- Maine Association Of Broadcasters
Scholarship, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Press release regarding the Maine Association of
Broadcasters Scholarship and note regarding material
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 88 Folder 7
Inactive Scholarships -- Maine Association Of Engineers' Honor
Award (Scholarship), 1948-1960
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Association of
Engineers' Honor Award (Scholarship) including:
correspondence regarding checks and award, notice of
scholarships, and information on the Award during Arthur
Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 8
Inactive Scholarships -- Maine Business And Industry
Scholarship Fund (Formerly Experimental Scholarship
Program), 1963-1964
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Business and
Industry Scholarship Fund (Formerly Experimental
Scholarship Program) including: correspondence
regarding contributions and awards and reviews of the
Scholarship during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 9
Inactive Scholarships -- Winthrop C. Libby 1972 Coming
UMaine Scholarship, 1972-1975
Box 88 Folder 10
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Winthrop C. Libby 1972
Coming University of Maine Scholarship including
correspondence regarding checks and awards, financial
data, and gift transmittals during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Inactive Scholarships -- The Livermore Falls Alumni
Scholarship, 1951-1957
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Livermore Falls Alumni
Scholarship including: correspondence regarding checks
and awards during Arthur Andrew’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 11
Inactive Scholarships -- Lockwood Trade Journal Co., Inc., 1975
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the closing of the Lockwood Trade
Journal Co., Inc. Scholarship during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 12
Inactive Scholarships -- Lydia Alice Lovely Scholarship,
1939-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Lydia Alice Lovely
Scholarship including: correspondence regarding
insurance policies and copy of life insurance policy for
Lydia Alice Lovely during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 13
Inactive Scholarships -- Maine Consumer Finance Association
Scholarship, 1963-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Consumer Finance
Association Scholarship including: correspondence
regarding checks, award, and discontinuation, newspaper
clippings regarding scholarship winners, and description
of the Scholarship during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 14
Inactive Scholarships -- Maine Hoo-Hoo Club Scholarship,
1954-1971
Box 88 Folder 15
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Hoo-Hoo Club
Scholarship including: correspondence regarding checks,
award, discontinuation, and establishment during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- Maine Life Scholarship (Formerly
Maine Farmer Homemaker Sch.), 1953-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Life Scholarship
(Formerly Maine Farmer & Homemaker Sch.) including:
correspondence regarding checks, award, discontinuation,
and establishment and newspaper clipping regarding
Scholarship winners during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 16
Inactive Scholarships -- Maine Managers' Scholarship,
1957-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Managers' Scholarship
including: description of the award during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 88 Folder 17
Inactive Scholarships -- Maine Medical Center (Combined
Women's Board) Annual Gift For Nursing Scholarships,
1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Medical Center
(Combined Women's Board) Annual Gift for Nursing
Scholarships including: correspondence regarding checks
and award during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 18
Inactive Scholarships -- The Maine Obsolete Automobile
League Scholarship, 1952-1958
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Obsolete Automobile
League Scholarship including: correspondence regarding
checks and award and a description of award during
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine
Box 88 Folder 19
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president and Charles E. Crossland’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- The Maine Poultry Industry Association
Scholarship, 1953-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Poultry Industry
Association Scholarship including correspondence
regarding checks, award, discontinuation, and
establishment during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 20
Inactive Scholarships -- The Maine State Colleges Scholarships
(Trustee Undergraduate Or Named Sch.), 1935-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine State Colleges
Scholarships (Trustee Undergraduate or Named Sch.)
including correspondence regarding checks, award,
discontinuation, and establishment during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 88 Folder 21
Inactive Scholarships -- The Maine Sub-Aqua Club, Inc.
Scholarship, 1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Sub-Aqua Club, Inc.
Scholarship including: correspondence regarding checks
and award, newspaper clippings regarding scholarship
winners, and description of the Scholarship during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 22
Inactive Scholarships -- Maine Vegetable Growers Association
Scholarship, 1965-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Vegetable Growers
Association Scholarship including correspondence
regarding checks, award, discontinuation, and
establishment during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 23
Inactive Scholarships -- Maine's Club Of New York
Scholarship, 1953-1973
Box 88 Folder 24
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine's Club of New York
Scholarship including: gift transmittal, correspondence
regarding checks and award, and reference material
regarding the Maine's Club of New York during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- Merrill Trust Company Scholarship
Fund, 1954
Scope and Contents
Suggestions for the use of the Merrill Trust Company
Scholarship Fund during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 25
Inactive Scholarships -- Monsanto Chemical Company
Scholarship, 1952-1958
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Monsanto Chemical
Company Scholarship including correspondence regarding
checks and award, discontinuation during Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president and
Charles E. Crossland’s tenure as acting University of
Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 26
Inactive Scholarships -- National Assoc. Of Manufacturer's
Scholarship Awards (E.I. DuPont De Nemours Company),
1918-1961
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the National Association
of Manufacturer's Scholarship Awards (E.I. DuPont
De Nemours & Company) including correspondence
regarding checks, award and the University of Maine’s
participation during Robert Judson Aley, Clarence Cook
Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew
Hauck, and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 27
Inactive Scholarships -- The Dave Nelson Scholarship (David
M.), 1963-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Dave Nelson Scholarship
(David M.) including correspondence regarding checks,
award, and discontinuation and description of the
Scholarship during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Box 88 Folder 28
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Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- New England Sheep Wool Growers
Association Scholarship, 1964-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Sheep &
Wool Growers Association Scholarship including
correspondence regarding checks and award, and copy of
the rules and regulations of the Scholarship during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 29
Inactive Scholarships -- National Plant Institute Scholarship
(Annual), 1951-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the National Plant Institute
Scholarship (Annual) including correspondence regarding
checks and award during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 30
Inactive Scholarships -- Newfoundland Training Extension
Personnel Two Tuition Scholarships, 1955-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Province of Newfoundland
Training Extension Personnel Two Tuition Scholarships
including correspondence regarding agreement between
the University of Maine and Province of Newfoundland
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 31
Inactive Scholarships -- New York Mercantile Exchange
Scholarships, 1967-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New York Mercantile
Exchange Scholarships including: gift transmittal,
correspondence regarding checks and award, and
newspaper clipping during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 88 Folder 32
Inactive Scholarships -- The University Of Maine Club Of New
York Scholarship Fund, 1950-1953
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Club of
New York Scholarship Fund including correspondence
Box 88 Folder 33
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regarding checks and award during Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- Northern Connections Alumni
Association Scholarship Fund, 1936-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Northern Connections Alumni
Association Scholarship Fund including correspondence
regarding checks and award during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 34
Inactive Scholarships -- Oxford Paper Company's Scholarship
Fund, 1950-1961
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Oxford Paper Company's
Scholarship Fund including correspondence regarding
checks and award and a description of the Award during
Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 35
Inactive Scholarships -- Panhellenic Scholarship Award,
1952-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Panhellenic Scholarship
Award including: description of the award and its
inactivity during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 36
Inactive Scholarships -- Paper Industry Management Assoc.
(PIMA) -- Formerly Fred C. Boyce Award (Annual), 1961-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Paper Industry Management
Assoc. (PIMA), formerly the Fred C. Boyce Award
(Annual) including: description of the award and
correspondence regarding checks and award during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 37
Inactive Scholarships -- Pennsylvania, New Jersey, And
Delaware Division Of The Paper Industry Management Assoc.
Sch., 1960-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
and Delaware Division of the Paper Industry Management
Association Scholarship including correspondence and
press release regarding checks and award during Lloyd
Box 88 Folder 38
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Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- Pettipas Scholarships, 1970-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Pettipas Scholarships
including: gift transmittals, correspondence and press
release regarding checks and award, and reports during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 88 Folder 39
Inactive Scholarships -- Phi Beta Kappa Prizes, 1951-1953
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Phi Beta Kappa Prizes including
correspondence regarding checks and award during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 40
Inactive Scholarships -- PI Beta Phi Scholarship (Annual),
1939-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the PI Beta Phi Scholarship
(Annual) including correspondence regarding checks
and award during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 41
Inactive Scholarships -- Pitney-Bowes Scholarship Winner,
1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Pitney-Bowes Scholarship
Winner including correspondence regarding checks and
award and publication regarding Scholarship during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 42
Inactive Scholarships -- Portland Newspaper Guild Scholarship
In Journalism, 1959
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Portland Newspaper Guild
Scholarship in Journalism including correspondence
regarding checks and award and publication regarding
Scholarship during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 43
Inactive Scholarships -- President's Student Aid Fund,
1935-1968
Box 88 Folder 44
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the President's Student Aid Fund
including: financial data and correspondence regarding
checks and award during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- Harrison L. Richardson Annual
Scholarship Fund, 1962-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Harrison L. Richardson
Annual Scholarship Fund including correspondence
regarding checks and award during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 45
Inactive Scholarships -- Scholarship Plan -- 285th Rotary
District, 1954
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Scholarship Plan 285th
Rotary District including correspondence regarding checks
and award during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 46
Inactive Scholarships -- Scandinavian, 1945-1946
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the American-Scandinavian
Foundation and Anglo American-Hellenic Bureau of
Education including correspondence regarding checks and
award during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 47
Inactive Scholarships -- Sears-Roebuck Agricultural Foundation
Scholarships, 1940-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Sears-Roebuck Agricultural
Foundation Scholarships including: gift transmittal and
correspondence regarding checks and award during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 48
Inactive Scholarships -- The James Gordon Selwood
Scholarship (Formerly Mu Alpha Epsilon Scholarships),
1953-1963
Box 88 Folder 49
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the James Gordon Selwood
Scholarship (Formerly Mu Alpha Epsilon Scholarships)
including: correspondence and press release regarding
checks and award and a description of the Scholarship
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- The Senior Alumni Association
Scholarships, 1962-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Senior Alumni Association
Scholarships including: gift transmittal, and
correspondence and press release regarding checks and
award and a description of the Scholarship during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 88 Folder 50
Inactive Scholarships -- Carl R. And Laura G. Smith
Scholarship (B, 1960-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Carl R. And Laura G.
Smith Scholarship (B&A) including: financial data,
gift transmittal, and correspondence and press release
regarding checks and award and a description of the
Scholarship during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 51
Inactive Scholarships -- Somerset County Soil And Water
Conservation District Scholarship, 1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Somerset County Soil and
Water Conservation District Scholarship including
correspondence regarding checks and award during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 52
Inactive Scholarships -- The Sophomore Eagle Scholarship
Awards, 1970-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Sophomore Eagle Scholarship
Awards Scholarship including correspondence regarding
checks and award during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 53
Inactive Scholarships -- The Sophomore Owl Scholarship
(Annual), 1965-1974
Box 88 Folder 54
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Sophomore Owl Scholarship
(Annual) including: gift transmittal and correspondence
regarding checks and award during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
Ralph Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- Southern Connecticut Alumni
Association Scholarship (Also Southwestern), 1957-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Southern Connecticut Alumni
Association Scholarship (Also Southwestern) including:
gift transmittal and correspondence regarding checks
and award during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 55
Inactive Scholarships -- Sperry Hutchinson Co. Scholarship
Award, 1962-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Sperry & Hutchinson Co.
Scholarship Award including: correspondence regarding
checks and award during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 56
Inactive Scholarships -- State Sponsored Program, 1963-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State Sponsored Program
including: correspondence and memorandums from the
State of Maine Maine State Scholarship Board regarding
checks and award and reports during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 57
Inactive Scholarships -- St. Regis Undergraduate Scholarship,
1958-1959
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the St. Regis Undergraduate
Scholarship including: correspondence and press release
regarding checks and award during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 58
Inactive Scholarships -- The Dean John E. Stewart Scholarship
(Presented By Cumberland Hall), 1967-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Dean John E. Stewart
Scholarship (Presented by Cumberland Hall) including:
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financial data and correspondence regarding checks and
award during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Inactive Scholarships -- TAPPI-Maine-New Hampshire Section
(Annual), 1967-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the TAPPI-Maine-New
Hampshire Section (Annual) including: correspondence
regarding checks and award during Hugh Edwin Young
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 88 Folder 60
Inactive Scholarships -- The Arnold W. Totman Fund, 1955
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Arnold W. Totman Fund
including: correspondence regarding checks and award
during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 61
Inactive Scholarships -- Trustee Scholarship - $100,000
Chancellor's Office, 1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Trustee Scholarship -
$100,000 Chancellor's Office including: correspondence
regarding checks and award during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 62
Inactive Scholarships -- Trustee Scholarship Fund, 1973
Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine Board of Trustees decision
to establish Trustee Scholarship Fund during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 63
Inactive Scholarships -- Union Carbide And Carbon Corporation
Scholarship, 1956-1959
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Union Carbide and Carbon
Corporation Scholarship including correspondence
regarding checks and award and copy of agreement
between the University of Maine and the Union Carbide
and Carbon Corporation during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 88 Folder 64
Inactive Scholarships -- Union Mutual Life Insurance Co., 1964 Box 88 Folder 65
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Union Mutual Life Insurance
Co. including correspondence regarding checks and award
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- Western Electric Company Scholarship,
1956-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Western Electric Company
Scholarship including: gift transmittal, correspondence
regarding checks and award, and reference material
regarding the Western Electric Company during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 66
Inactive Scholarships -- The Western Massachusetts Alumni
Association Scholarship, 1936
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Western Massachusetts
Alumni Association Scholarship including correspondence
regarding checks and award during Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 67
Inactive Scholarships -- Western Pennsylvania Alumni Assoc.,
1945-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Western Pennsylvania
Alumni Association Scholarship Fund including: list of
awards and correspondence regarding checks and award
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 68
Inactive Scholarships -- Westinghouse Educational Foundation
Achievement Scholarship, 1954-1960
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Westinghouse Educational
Foundation Achievement Scholarship including:
correspondence regarding decision not to discontinue the
scholarship, checks, and award during Arthur Andrew
Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 69
Inactive Scholarships -- The Worcester Co., Massachusetts,
Alumni Association Scholarship, 1935-1973
Box 88 Folder 70
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Worcester Co.,
Massachusetts, Alumni Association Scholarship including
correspondence regarding inactivity, checks, and award
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Inactive Scholarships -- Zonta Club Of Bangor, Maine
Scholarship (Annual), 1959-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Zonta Club of Bangor,
Maine Scholarship (Annual) including: gift transmittal,
newspaper clipping regarding ward winners, and
correspondence regarding checks, and award during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 71
Gifts To The Art Department, 1939-1956
Scope and Contents
Details of various gifts to the University of Maine Art
Collection during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 72a
Gifts To The Art Department, 1957-1973
Scope and Contents
Details of various gifts to the University of Maine Art
Collection during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 88 Folder 72b
Gifts To College Of Engineering Science (Formerly
Technology), 1958-1976
Scope and Contents
Details of various gifts to the University of Maine College
of Engineering & Science (formerly Technology) during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 88 Folder 73
Various Scholarships Awards, 1964-1970
Scope and Contents
Details of various awards and scholarships at the
University of Maine including lists of award winners
and reference material during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Box 89 Folder 1
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Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Gifts -- Through The General Alumni Association, 1965-1973
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and lists of University of Maine
General Alumni Association gifts during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 89 Folder 2
Gifts -- School Of Law (Includes Library Gifts), 1961-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding gifts to the School of Law
including correspondence regarding checks and gifts and
copy of will of Henry B. Cleaves which includes provision
of law books during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 89 Folder 3
Gifts -- University Libraries, 1957-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding gifts both items and funds to
the University Libraries including correspondence,
memorandums, press releases, and newspaper clippings
regarding checks and gifts and copies of wills during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 89 Folder 4a
Gifts -- University Library Book Collection, 1934-1957
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and newspaper clipping regarding gifts
of items to the University of Maine libraries during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 89 Folder 4b
Gifts -- State Of Maine Room, 1942-1955
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding gifts of items to the University
of Maine Library’s State of Maine Room during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 89 Folder 4c
Gifts -- Historical Material For University Library, 1932-1956
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and clipping regarding gifts of
“historical” items to the University of Maine Library
Box 89 Folder 4d
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during Harold Sherburne Boardman and Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Gifts -- University Library General, 1935-1955
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding gifts to the University of
Maine Library during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 89 Folder 4e
Gifts -- Onward Fund, 1970-1975
Scope and Contents
Various gift transmittals for the Onward Fund at the
University of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 89 Folder 5
Gifts -- University of Maine At Augusta, 1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandum regarding gift for the
student art gallery at the University of Maine at Augusta
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 89 Folder 6
Gifts -- University Of Maine At Portland, 1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Details of various gifts to the University of Maine at
Portland (also known as University of Maine in Portland,
University of Maine Portland-Gorham, and University
of Southern Maine) during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 89 Folder 7
Gifts -- Miscellaneous, 1934-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding gifts to the University of Maine
including correspondence, memorandums, press releases,
and newspaper clippings regarding gifts and checks and
copy of probate during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 89 Folder 8
Patrons Of The Fine Arts, 1964-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s patrons
of the fine arts including: correspondence, publications,
Box 89 Folder 9
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and lists of patrons during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Patrons Of The Fine Arts -- General, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s patrons
of the fine arts including: correspondence, publications,
and lists of patrons during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 90 Folder 1a
Patrons Of The Fine Arts -- Gift Transmittals, 1969-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
patrons of the fine arts including: gift transmittals,
correspondence, publications, and lists of patrons during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 90 Folder 1b
Patrons Of The Fine Arts -- Gift Transmittals, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
Various gift transmittals for the University of Maine’s
patrons of the fine arts during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
box 90 Folder 1c
Patrons Of The Fine Arts -- Gift Transmittals, 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various gift transmittals for the University of Maine’s
patrons of the fine arts during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
box 90 Folder 1d
Endowed Funds, 1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding endowed funds at the University
of Maine including: summaries and account information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 90 Folder 2
Arlin Fund, Inc., 1954-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Arlin Fund, Inc. including
correspondence regarding fund transfers and checks
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
box 90 Folder 5
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Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Samuel W. Collins Fund, 1964
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Samuel Collins Fund
including correspondence and account information during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 90 Folder 6
Campbell's Soup Company Gift, 1959-1964
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Campbell's Soup Company
unrestricted grant to the University of Maine during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 90 Folder 7
Continental Can Company, Inc. Gift, 1965-1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Continental Can Company,
Inc. unrestricted grant to the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
box 90 Folder 8
Bernice B. Skinner Bequest (G-190), 1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Bernice B. Skinner
Bequest (G-190) to the University of Maine, including:
correspondence and Board of Trustees information
regarding bequest during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
box 90 Folder 9
Gould Scammon, Inc. Gift, 1966-1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Gould & Scammon, Inc.
unrestricted gift to the University of Maine during Hugh
Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 90 Folder 10
General Electric Foundation Gift, 1958-1967
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding General Electric Foundation
unrestricted gift to the University of Maine during Arthur
box 90 Folder 11
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Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Bangor Clothing Mfg. Co., Inc. Gift, 1964
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding a Bangor Clothing Manufacturing. Co.,
Inc. gift to the University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 90 Folder 12
John B. Madore Bequest (G-190), 1962-1964
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the John B. Madore Bequest
(G-190) including a summary of gifts to the School of
Law and correspondence regarding the bequest during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 90 Folder 13
Gift, 1964
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding gift to the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 90 Folder 14
Rudman Gift, 1964
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Abraham Rudman unrestricted
gift to the University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 90 Folder 15
Jacob Agger Gift, 1963-1964
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Jacob Agger unrestricted gift
to the University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 90 Folder 16
Richard B. Williamson Gift, 1958
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Richard B. Williamson
unrestricted gift to the University of Maine during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 90 Folder 17
G-185 And G-190 Funds, 1967-1971 Box 90 Folder 18
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the management of the
University of Maine’s G-185 and G-190 funds including
correspondence and account information during Hugh
Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Gordon Robertson Gift, 1963-1964
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Gordon Robertson unrestricted
gift to the University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 90 Folder 19
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred E. Driscoll, 1960
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Mr. and Mrs. Alfred E. Driscoll
unrestricted gift to the University of Maine during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 90 Folder 20
Terris Moore Gift, 1964
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Terris Moore unrestricted gift
to the University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 90 Folder 21
Gifts For Special Purposes Deposited In G-185, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
List of gifts for special purposes deposited in G-185
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 90 Folder 22
Raymond S. Oakes Gift, 1963
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding Raymond S. Oakes unrestricted gift to the
University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 90 Folder 23
Clarence H. Crosby Gift, 1963
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding Clarence H. Crosby unrestricted gift to
the University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 90 Folder 24
Raymond W. Davis Gift, 1963 Box 90 Folder 25
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Scope and Contents
Letter regarding Raymond W. Davis unrestricted gift to
the University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Leonard A. Pierce Gift, 1963
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Harry Gordon unrestricted gift
to the University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 90 Folder 26
Raymond H. Fogler Gift, 1963
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Raymond H. Fogler
unrestricted gift to the University of Maine during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 90 Folder 27
Henry T. Carey Gift, 1963
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Henry T. Carey unrestricted
gift to the University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 90 Folder 28
Albert J. Schiro Gift, 1963
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Albert J. Schiro unrestricted
gift to the University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 90 Folder 29
Dormant Funds In G-185 And G-190, 1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding dormant funds in G-185 and
G-190 and gift from Winthrop C. Libby during his tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 90 Folder 30
General Public Utilities Corporation Gift, 1959-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding General Public Utilities
Corporation unrestricted gift to the University of Maine
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 90 Folder 31
George Alpert Gift, 1961 Box 90 Folder 32
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding George Alpert unrestricted gift
to the University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
John Clifton Gift, 1958-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Corn Products Company
unrestricted gift to the University of Maine during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 90 Folder 33
Mr. And Mrs. Philip I. Milliken Gift, 1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Mr. and Mrs. Philip I. Milliken
unrestricted gift to the University of Maine during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 90 Folder 34
RCA Education Committee Gift, 1968
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding RCA Education Committee unrestricted
gift to the University of Maine during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 90 Folder 35
Mr. And Mrs. Alex Richard Gift, 1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Mr. and Mrs. Alex Richard
unrestricted gift to the University of Maine during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 90 Folder 36
Casco Bank And Trust Company Gift, 1960-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Casco Bank and Trust
Company unrestricted gift to the University of Maine
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 90 Folder 37
The Sperry And Hutchinson Company Gift, 1963-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Sperry and Hutchinson
Company unrestricted gift to the University of Maine
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Box 90 Folder 38
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Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Max Farrand Gift, 1958-1959
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and newspaper clipping regarding Max
Farrand unrestricted gift to the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 90 Folder 39
Richard K. Warren Gift, 1963
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Richard K. Warren unrestricted
gift to the University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 90 Folder 40
Edland D. Savage Fund Gift, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and newspaper clipping regarding Edland
D. Savage Fund unrestricted gift to the University of
Maine during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 90 Folder 41
W.T. Grant Company Matching Program, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and check receipts regarding the
W.T. Grant Company Matching-Gifts Program during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard Ralph Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 90 Folder 42
Worthington Foundation Matching Program, 1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and check receipts regarding the
Worthington Foundation Matching Program during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 90 Folder 43
Model Cities (University Of Maine System), 1968-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Model Cities Program for
an urban adult learning center in Portland and Auburn
including correspondence and reports during Hugh Edwin
Box 91 Folder 16
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Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Maxwell Wakely Company, 1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Reports and correspondence from Maxwell Wakely
& Company Certified Public Accountants including
on a Study of Personnel Problems Arising Out of the
Unification of the University of Maine and the State
Colleges during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 91 Folder 33
University Of Maine At Augusta -- General, 1964-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine at
Augusta, including: handbooks, newspaper clippings,
and correspondence during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 91 Folder 34
Non-Academic Employees Dinner, 1969
Scope and Contents
Details of the organization of the University of Maine
Employee’s Dinner, including: notes, invitation list, and
correspondence during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 1
Non-Academic Employees Dinner, 1968
Scope and Contents
Details of the organization of the University of Maine
Employee’s Dinner, including: notes, invitation list, and
correspondence during Hugh Edwin Young's tenure
Box 95 Box 2
Non-Academic Employees Dinner, 1967
Scope and Contents
Details of the organization of the University of Maine
Employee’s Dinner, including: notes, invitation list, and
correspondence during Hugh Edwin Young's tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 3
Non-Academic Employees Dinner, 1966
Scope and Contents
Details of the organization of the University of Maine
Employee’s Dinner, including: notes, invitation list, and
Box 95 Box 4
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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correspondence during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Non-Academic Employees Dinner, 1965
Scope and Contents
Details of the organization of the University of Maine
Employee’s Dinner, including: notes, invitation list, and
correspondence during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 5
Non-Academic Employees Dinner, 1962
Scope and Contents
Details of the organization of the University of Maine
Employee’s Dinner, including: notes, invitation list, and
correspondence during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 6
Non-Academic Employees Dinner, 1961
Scope and Contents
Details of the organization of the University of Maine
Employee’s Dinner, including: notes, invitation list, and
correspondence during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 7
Non-Academic Employees Dinner, 1960
Scope and Contents
Details of the organization of the University of Maine
Employee’s Dinner, including: notes, invitation list, and
correspondence during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 8
Non-Academic Employees Dinner, 1959
Scope and Contents
Details of the organization of the University of Maine
Employee’s Dinner, including: notes, invitation list, and
correspondence during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 9
Dinner For 25-Year Employees, 1954-1958
Scope and Contents
Details of the organization of the University of Maine
dinner for 25-year employees, including: notes,
photographs, newspaper clippings, invitation lists, and
Box 95 Box 10
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correspondence during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Scholarship Recognition Day, 1928-1968
Scope and Contents
Details of the organization of the University of Maine
Scholarship Recognition Day, including: notes, programs,
newspaper clippings, invitation lists, and correspondence
during Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 11
Scholarships And Prizes, 1957-1958
Scope and Contents
List of scholarship recipients and prize winners at the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 12
Scholarships And Prizes, 1956-1957
Scope and Contents
List of scholarship recipients and prize winners at the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 13
Scholarships And Prizes, 1955-1956
Scope and Contents
List of scholarship recipients and prize winners at the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 14
Scholarships And Prizes, 1954-1955
Scope and Contents
List of scholarship recipients and prize winners at the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 15
Scholarships And Prizes, 1953-1954
Scope and Contents
List of scholarship recipients and prize winners at the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 16
Scholarships And Prizes, 1952-1953 Box 95 Box 17
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Scope and Contents
List of scholarship recipients and prize winners at the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Scholarships And Prizes, 1951-1952
Scope and Contents
List of scholarship recipients and prize winners at the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 18
Scholarships And Prizes, 1950-1951
Scope and Contents
List of scholarship recipients and prize winners at the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 19
Scholarships And Prizes, 1950-1951
Scope and Contents
List of scholarship recipients and prize winners at the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 20
Scholarships And Prizes, 1949-1950
Scope and Contents
List of scholarship recipients and prize winners at the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 21
Scholarships And Prizes, 1948-1949
Scope and Contents
List of scholarship recipients and prize winners at the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 22
Scholarships And Prizes, 1947-1948
Scope and Contents
List of scholarship recipients and prize winners at the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 23
Scholarships And Prizes, 1946-1947 Box 95 Box 24
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
List of scholarship recipients and prize winners at the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Scholarships And Prizes, 1945-1946
Scope and Contents
List of scholarship recipients and prize winners at the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 25
Scholarships And Prizes, 1944-1945
Scope and Contents
List of scholarship recipients and prize winners at the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 26
Scholarships And Prizes, 1942-1943
Scope and Contents
List of scholarship recipients and prize winners at the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 95 Box 27
Scholarships And Prizes, 1920-1932
Scope and Contents
List of scholarship recipients and prize winners at the
University of Maine during Robert Judson Aley, Clarence
Cook Little, and Harold Sherburne Boardman’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 1
Scholarships And Prizes, 1933-1934
Scope and Contents
List of scholarship recipients and prize winners at the
University of Maine during Harold Sherburne Boardman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 2
Scholarships And Prizes, 1934-1935
Scope and Contents
List of scholarship recipients and prize winners at the
University of Maine during Harold Sherburne Boardman
and Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 3
Scholarships And Prizes, 1935-1939 Box 96 Folder 4
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
List of scholarship recipients and prize winners at the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
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president and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
President's At New England Universities, 1967-1978
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and newspaper clippings regarding
presidents at various New England Universities and copy
of publication “The State Universities of New England”
during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 96 Folder 44
Higher Education Panel Study Of International Faculty Travel,
1980
Scope and Contents
Details of a Higher Education Panel Study of International
Faculty Travel during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 49
State Board Of Certification For Geologists Soil Scientists, 1980
Scope and Contents
Material from Board Meeting of the State of Maine Board
of Certification for Geologists & Soil Scientists during
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Box 96 Folder 51
Mineral Development Policy, 1980
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding the State of Maine’s Mineral
Development Policy during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 52
Allied Health, 1983
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding physical therapy, occupational
therapy, and Allied Health Task Team during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 53
Alumni Meetings, 1979-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items related to a University of Maine Alumni
meeting, including: invitations, attendee lists, and meeting
supporting material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
Box 96 Folder 54
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tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
General Alumni Association, 1962-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s General
Alumni Association, including: newspaper clipping
regarding death of University song composer Col. Joseph
A. McCusker, facsimile extract from MC. Fernald’s
“History of the University of Maine” regarding the
Association, and copy of a Alumni Program Handbook
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 55
American Association Of University Professors (AAUP),
1982-1983
Scope and Contents
Sections of the American Association of University
Professors (AAUP) report on salaries and list of doctoral
degrees awarded at the University of Maine during Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 56
American Association Of University Women (AAUW),
1982-1983
Scope and Contents
Notes regarding University of Maine appointments to the
American Association of University Women (AAUW)
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 96 Folder 57
Athletic Scholarships, 1976-1980
Scope and Contents
Meeting minutes from the Athletic Advisory Board of the
University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 58
Bankhead-Jones Act, 1970
Scope and Contents
Telegram regarding the proposal to eliminate the
Bankhead-Jones Land-Grant Teaching Funds during
Box 96 Folder 60
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Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Banks, 1972
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the possibility of a Depositors
Trust branch on the University of Maine campus during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 96 Folder 61
Hauck Birthday, 1982-1983
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the birthday of former
University of Maine President Arthur Andrew Hauck
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 96 Folder 62
Health Science Education Report, 1976
Scope and Contents
A copy of a Health Science Education Report submitted to
the Ad Hoc Academic Planning Committee of the Board
of Trustees of the University of Maine by Kenneth W.
Allen during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 3
Faculty Summer Research Awards, 1967-1979
Scope and Contents
Details of nominations and winners of the University
of Maine Faculty Summer Research Awards during
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president and
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Box 97 Folder 4
Internal Consulting, 1981
Scope and Contents
Correspondence, notes and reference material regarding
internal consulting at the University of Maine during Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 5
Extension Act -- County, 1951-1965
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and publications regarding the University
of Maine Cooperative Extension Service during Arthur
Box 97 Folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Commencement Information, 1966-1980
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous information regarding
commencement including list speakers and reference
material during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 8
William H. Donner Foundation (Grant For New England
Atlantic Provinces Quebec Center), 1968-1977
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding William H. Donner Foundation,
Inc. grant to the University of Maine and Foundation
publication during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 9
Forest Pest Management In China, 1981
Scope and Contents
Report on forest pest management in the People’s
Republic of China during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 10
Council Of Colleges (Orono), 1970-1975
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and data regarding the Council of
Colleges during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 11
Dyslexia, Proposed New Course (Reading Difficulties), 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding potential of the University
of Maine offering courses for teachers of students with
dyslexia during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 13
Darling Center -- Center For Marine Studies, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Publications and correspondence regarding the University
of Maine's Darling Center and Oceanography Department
Box 97 Folder 15
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
The Draft, 1970
Scope and Contents
Various policies regarding the military draft during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 97 Folder 16
Diplomas, 1969
Scope and Contents
Facsimile of a University of Maine diploma during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 97 Folder 18
Department Of Education, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the State of Maine and U.S.
Departments of Education including: correspondence
memorandums regarding nursing and work with public
schools, and publications and reports during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 19
George H. Ellis, 1973
Scope and Contents
Details of an award given by the University of Maine to
George H. Ellis during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 20
Election Moratorium, 1970
Scope and Contents
Newspaper clipping of a letter titled “College is For
Education” by Robert I. Adriance during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 21
Environmental Studies Workshop (Proposal), 1970
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal for an Environmental Studies
Workshop in Machias, Maine including: copy of proposal,
notes, and correspondence during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 22
Faculty/Staff Reception, 1981 Box 97 Folder 26
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence and notes related to the University of
Maine faculty/staff reception during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
President Silverman's Speech Faculty Reception, 1980
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and notes related to University of Maine
President Paul H. Silverman’s speech at the University of
Maine Faculty Reception during his tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 27
President Neville's Breakfast Speech, 1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine President Howard R.
Neville’s “Breakfast Speech” during his tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 28
National Youth Science Foundation (Provost Fink Chairman),
1969
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the National Youth Science
Foundation including: correspondence and newspaper
clipping including regarding the appointment of Provost
David R. Fink, Jr. as chairman of the Foundation during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Box 97 Folder 29
National University Extension Association (NUEA), 1962-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the National University Extension
Association (NUEA) including correspondence regarding
the University of Maine’s membership and publications
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 30
Natural Resource Council, Inc., 1960-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Natural Resource Council,
Inc. including: correspondence, newsletters, and
publications during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Box 97 Folder 31
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
NCHEMA, 1972-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the National Center for Higher
Education Management System (NCHEMS) including:
meeting material, memorandums, and publications during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 32
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Compact For
Education, 1976-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the New England Board of
Higher Education Compact for Education, including
correspondence with State of Maine Governor Joseph
E. Brennan and memorandum regarding proposed New
England-Quebec Student Exchange Program during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 34
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Council On
Graduate Schools, 1973
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the New England Board of Higher
Education Council of Graduate Deans meetings including
correspondence and meeting minutes during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 35
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Two-Year Degree-
Granting-Institutions, 1971
Scope and Contents
Guidelines from the New England Board of Higher
Education regarding Two-Year Degree-Granting-
Institutions during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 36
New England Aquarium, 1968-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the New England Aquarium
including: correspondence, report, and publications during
Box 97 Folder 37
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Faculty Breakfast, 1972-1977
Scope and Contents
Agenda and addresses from University of Maine Faculty
Breakfasts during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 38
President's House Dinner, 1981
Scope and Contents
Details of the organization of a dinner at the University
of Maine President’s House in honor of Professor Liang
including: correspondence, invitation lists, and schedule
for visit of Professor Liang during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 40
P.R.O.F. Committee, 1981
Scope and Contents
Agenda for a P.R.O.F. Committee meeting held at the
University of Maine during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 41
UMO Printing Office, 1972
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a proposed change to the name
of the University of Maine Press during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 43
Parents And Friends Weekend, 1980
Scope and Contents
Copies of a “Parents and Friends Weekend” publication
Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 97 Folder 44
National Register Of Historic Places (UMO Historic District),
1978-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items related to National Register of Historic
Places (UMO Historic District) including details of
designations at the University of Maine and reductions
in funding, including: press releases, correspondence,
and publications during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
Box 97 Folder 45
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
National Aeronautics And Space Administration, 1970-1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration including details of Summer Faculty
Fellowship Program and planning scientific uses for the
Earth Orbital Space Station during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 97 Folder 46
National Advisory Council On Education Professions
Development, 1968-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the National Advisory Council
on Education Professions Development including:
correspondence, memorandum, and report during Hugh
Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 47
University Singers, 1969-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Singers
including: correspondence regarding funding, schedules,
and programs during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 48
Dorothy W. Remick, 1969
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding the Dorothy W. Remick Museum
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 97 Folder 51
Portland Museum Of Natural History Collection, 1971
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Portland Museum of Natural
History Collection including correspondence and
recommendation to Administrative Council regarding the
Museum from Ad Hoc Committee during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 52
Museumology, 1970 Box 97 Folder 53
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the teaching of museumology at the
University of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Passamaquoddy Indian Project, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Details of donations to Passamaquoddy Indian Project
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 97 Folder 54
Maine Christmas Tree Association, 1968
Scope and Contents
Newspaper clipping of a letter from the president of the
Maine Christmas Tree Association during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 55
Licensing Of Students For Sales Of Merchandise On-Campus,
1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the licensing of students for
sales of merchandise on-campus during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 56
Raymond H. Fogler Library Regional Depository For The State
Of Maine, 1963-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Raymond H. Fogler, including: correspondence regarding
carrel project and newspaper clippings regarding the
Library’s role as a Regional Depository for State of Maine
and Federal documents during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 97 Folder 57
Letters Of Introduction For Staff Members From Presidents,
1976-1982
Scope and Contents
Various letters of introduction for staff members from
University of Maine presidents during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 58
Internships, 1971 Box 97 Folder 60
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Letter regarding internship experiences at the University
of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Governor's Desk And Chair, 1974
Scope and Contents
Newspaper clipping regarding the desk and chair of
Joshua Chamberlain being added to the State of Maine
Governor Kenneth M. Curtis’s State House office during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 97 Folder 65
Forestry Summer Camp -- Princeton, ME, 1978
Scope and Contents
Copy of a University of Maine School of Forest Resources
publication titled “The Princeton Forestry Summer Camp:
Some Historical Perspectives” during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 66
National Institute Of Health (NIH), 1982
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding a workshop being held at National
Institute of Health (NIH) on Extramural Association
Program during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 69
Newcomen Society, 1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Newcomen Society,
including: newspaper clipping and correspondence
regarding a Newcomen Society luncheon and honoring
of the University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 70
New England Association Of Schools And Colleges, 1970-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Association
of Schools and Colleges including: meeting materials,
reports, publications, and correspondence during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 71
New England Center For Continuing Education, 1974-1979 Box 97 Folder 72
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Center for
Continuing Education including: newsletters, reports,
publications, and correspondence during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
New England Regional Commission, 1967
Scope and Contents
Copy of public Hharings of the New England Regional
Commission during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 73
Summer Institutes, 1968
Scope and Contents
Copies of publications from An Institute The
Human Services and the Church and Municipal Fire
Administration Institute who held meetings at the
University of Maine during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 2
Gerontology Institute, 1977
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding George B. Forbes' meeting with
University of Maine President Howard R. Neville during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 3
Honor Societies, 1976-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Honor Societies including:
reference material, publications, and correspondence
during Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 4
Financial Aid To Athletes Yankee Conference, 1975-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Financial Aid to Athletes
c including: Yankee Conference Rules and Regulations
Governing Athletics, yearbooks, and reports during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 98 Folder 5
Council Of Graduate Schools New England State Universities,
1973-1976
Box 98 Folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Reports and publications from the Council Of Graduate
Schools New England State Universities during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Zoology, 1972-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Department of Zoology, including: correspondence
regarding medical technology and nursing, mammalian
genetics course, budget information, gifts, space, and
equipment purchases during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 7
New England Council Of Presidents, 1978-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Council of
Presidents, including: reports, correspondence, and
publications during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 8
Joint Operations Committee, 1973-1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of invoices for the Joint Operations Committee and
correspondence regarding the University of Maine support
for the Committee during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 98 Folder 9
Vocational Technical Schools (Maine), 1978-1980
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding Maine bond issue for the Vocational
Technical Schools and copy of invitation for retirement
of Frances B. Sprague during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president and Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 10
Washington Report Re. Vietnam, 1966
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of a Washington Report regarding Vietnam during
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 98 Folder 11
Veteran's Day, 1971
Scope and Contents
Copy of an invitation to a Veteran’s Day Memorial
Service during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 12
President Allen's Trip To London, 1980
Scope and Contents
Details of Kenneth W. Allen’s trip to London, including
the itinerary during his tenure as acting University of
Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 14
University Affiliated Program, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Affiliated Program including: notes, correspondence,
and reports during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 15
Trophy Room (Memorial Gym), 1967
Scope and Contents
Note regarding the history of the trophy room at the
University of Maine's Memorial Gym during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 16
Town And Gown, 1973
Scope and Contents
Information regarding towns and cities in which the
University of Maine is located during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 17
The Thoreau Center Of Ecological Studies, 1970
Scope and Contents
Copies of the publication titled “The proposed Thoreau
Center of Ecological Studies” at the University of Maine,
Box 98 Folder 18
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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newspaper clippings, and notes during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Thoreau Fellowship (Mary P. Sherwood), 1971
Scope and Contents
Newspaper clippings regarding the 125th anniversary of
Henry David Thoreau’s visit to Milford, Maine during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president
Box 98 Folder 19
James A. Taylor Osteopathic Hospital, 1978
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the James A. Taylor Osteopathic Hospital
providing clinical clerkships for medical students during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 98 Folder 20
HR 14465 -- Aviation Facilities Expansion Act (Taxes), 1969
Scope and Contents
Memorandum from the National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant Colleges regarding HR
14465 (Aviation Facilities Expansion Act concerning
taxes during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 21
Summer Arts Festival, 1969-1972
Scope and Contents
Programs for University of Maine summer arts festivals
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 98 Folder 23
Botany Plant Pathology Dept., 1984
Scope and Contents
Letters regarding landscaping of the Ronald McDonald
House and the 50th anniversary of the establishment of the
Fay Hyland Botanical Planation and brochure regarding
the anniversary during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 24
Sea Grant Dedication, 1980
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the dedication of the Sea Grant
College, including: programs, invitation lists, speech,
Box 98 Folder 26
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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and notes during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
"South Paws", 1972
Scope and Contents
Retirement card from Gertrude Nesin a left handed
schoolgirl who had corresponded with University
of Maine President Winthrop C. Libby concerning
accommodating left handed people at the University of
Maine and newspaper clipping regarding "southpaw"
desks during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 27
Dedication Of Conley Speech Hearing Center, 1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the dedication of the Conley
Speech and Hearing Center by University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville including: program, copy of
speech, and notes during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 28
Student Parking Violations, 1978
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding unpaid student parking tickets
and withholding student transcripts during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 30
Student Absences, 1980
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding absences during Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 35
Student Action Corps, 1969-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Student Action Corps.,
including: publication, funding data, and memorandum
of agreement between the University of Maine and the
Student Action Corps. for buses during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 98 Folder 36
Rural Youth Corps Training Program, 1969-1970 Box 98 Folder 38
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Letter and report regarding the Rural Youth Corps
Training Program during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Rural Proto-Town
Scope and Contents
Copy of a “Rural Proto-Town a progress report” by Austin
Bennett during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 39
Newspaper Clippings -- Arthur Johnson, 1984-1986
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous newspaper clippings and
newsletters on a range of subjects including the University
of Maine and education in general during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 40a
Newspaper Clippings -- Arthur Johnson, 1984-1986
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous newspaper clippings and
newsletters on a range of subjects including the University
of Maine and education in general during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 40b
Newspaper Clippings -- Arthur Johnson, 1984-1986
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous newspaper clippings and
newsletters on a range of subjects including the University
of Maine and education in general during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 40c
Newspaper Clippings -- Arthur Johnson, 1984-1986
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous newspaper clippings and
newsletters on a range of subjects including the University
of Maine and education in general during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 40d
Newspaper Clippings -- Arthur Johnson, 1984-1986
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous newspaper clippings and
newsletters on a range of subjects including the University
Box 98 Folder 40e
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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of Maine and education in general during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Newspaper Clippings -- Arthur Johnson, 1984-1986
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous newspaper clippings and
newsletters on a range of subjects including the University
of Maine and education in general during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 40f
Newspaper Clippings -- Arthur Johnson, 1984-1986
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous newspaper clippings and
newsletters on a range of subjects including the University
of Maine and education in general during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 40g
Newspaper Clippings -- Arthur Johnson, 1984-1986
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous newspaper clippings and
newsletters on a range of subjects including the University
of Maine and education in general during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 40h
Newspaper Clippings -- Arthur Johnson, 1984-1986
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous newspaper clippings and
newsletters on a range of subjects including the University
of Maine and education in general during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 40i
Newspaper Clippings -- Arthur Johnson, 1984-1986
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous newspaper clippings and
newsletters on a range of subjects including the University
of Maine and education in general during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 40j
State Of Maine 106th Legislature -- Acts Resolves, 1974
Scope and Contents
Copy of the State Of Maine 106th Legislature Acts &
Resolves during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 100 Folder 12a
State Of Maine 106th Legislature -- General, 1971-1974 Box 100 Folder 12b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the State Of Maine 106th
Legislature, including: details of University of Maine
appropriation request in support of the operating budget
request and the capital construction program, newspaper
clippings, reference material, correspondence, and
meeting material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
State Of Maine 106th Legislature -- Legislators' Day, 1972
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the State Of Maine 106th
Legislature’s Legislators’ Day during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 100 Folder 12c
State Of Maine 106th Legislature -- Special Session, 1974
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the State Of Maine 106th
Legislature’s Special Session, including: correspondence,
material reviewed during the session, reference material,
and copies of legislation during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 100 Folder 12d
State Of Maine 106th Legislature -- Coordinators, 1973
Scope and Contents
Memorandums regarding the State Of Maine 106th
Legislature Relations Coordinators Meeting during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president..
Box 100 Folder 12e
State Of Maine 106th Legislature -- Strategy Committee, 1973
Scope and Contents
Memorandums regarding the State Of Maine 106th
Legislature Strategy Committee Meeting and status of
bills of interest to University of Maine Orono faculty
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 100 Folder 12f
Bond Issues, 1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding State of Maine bond issues
affecting the University of Maine, including: copy of
Referendum Questions and Proposed Constitutional
Amendments, memorandums, and correspondence during
Box 100 Folder 13
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
UMOB Bond Strategy Committee (Capital Construction Bond),
1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Bond
Strategy Committee, including: reports, memorandums,
and correspondence during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 100 Folder 14
State Of Maine 105th Legislature -- General, 1970-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the State Of Maine 105th
Legislature, including: senate and house registers, copy
of testimony of University of Maine President Winthrop
C. Libby, various publications, copies of legislation,
correspondence, reports, newspaper clippings, and
memorandums during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 100 Folder 15a
State Of Maine 105th Legislature -- Strategy Committee, 1972
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Special Session of the State of
Maine 105th Legislature’s Strategy Committee, including:
notes, reference material, and lists of senators during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 100 Folder 15b
State Of Maine 105th Legislature -- Legislative Interns,
1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine’s
participation in State of Maine 105th Legislature’s
Legislative Intern Program during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 100 Folder 15c
State Of Maine 105th Legislature -- Special Session, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the State of Maine 105th
Legislature’s Special Session, including: senate and
house registers, copy of legislation, correspondence, and
reference material during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 100 Folder 15d
State Of Maine 105th Legislature -- Legislator's Day, 1970 Box 100 Folder 15e
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine 105th
Legislature’s Legislators’ Day including: correspondence,
reference material, and invitation list during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
State Of Maine 105th Legislature -- Classified Employees'
Legislation, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Classified Employees' Legislation
proposed by State Representative Ted Curtis, Jr of Orono
during the State of Maine 105th Legislature, including:
correspondence notes, press release, and reference
material during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 100 Folder 15f
State Of Maine 104th Legislature -- General, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine 104th
Legislature, including: list of proposed education
legislation for consideration, lists of senators and
representatives, correspondence, newspaper clippings,
memorandums, and notes during Hugh Edwin Young
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 101 Folder 1a
State Of Maine 104th Legislature -- Appropriations Committee
Hearings, 1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine 104th
Legislature’s Appropriations Committee, including:
newspaper clippings, facsimiles of legislation, copy
of Special Message on Human Resources, and
correspondence during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 101 Folder 1b
State Of Maine 104th Legislature -- Referendum, 1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine 104th
Legislature’s Appropriations Committee Hearings
including: correspondence, reference material, and
memorandums during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 101 Folder 1c
State Of Maine 104th Legislature -- Special Session Of
Legislature, 1970
Box 101 Folder 1d
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine 104th
Legislature’s Special Session of Legislature regarding
referendum including: newspaper clippings,
correspondence and memorandums during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
State Of Maine 103rd Legislature -- Special Session Of
Legislature, 1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine 103rd
Legislature’s Special Session of Legislature regarding
referendum including: newspaper clippings,
correspondence, and memorandums during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 101 Folder 2a
State Of Maine 103rd Legislature -- Background Information
For Legislators, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Background information for Legislators of the State of
Maine 103rd Legislature, including: memorandums,
meeting material, correspondence, and reference material
during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 101 Folder 2b
State Of Maine 103rd Legislature -- General, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine 103rd
Legislature, including: senate and house registers,
biographical sketch of members, newspaper clippings,
reference material, memorandums, and correspondence
during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 101 Folder 2c
State Of Maine 103rd Legislature -- Referendum, 1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding a referendum during the State
of Maine 103rd Legislature including: correspondence,
newspaper clippings, reference material, and meeting
material during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 101 Folder 2d
State Of Maine 102nd Legislature -- Bond Issue, 1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding a $6,000,000 Bond Issue for
housing at the University of Maine during the State of
Box 101 Folder 3a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Maine 102nd Legislature, including: correspondence,
reference material, and copies of legislation during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
State Of Maine 102nd Legislature -- General, 1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine 102nd
Legislature including: senate and house registers,
biographical sketch of members, newspaper clippings,
reference material, memorandums, and correspondence
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 101 Folder 3b
State Of Maine 102nd Legislature -- "Crash Program",
1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the "Crash Program" which
was to be used to link the University of Maine’s Orono
and Portland campuses (also known as the University
of Southern Maine) via closed circuit television during
the State of Maine 102nd Legislature including:
correspondence, newspaper clippings, and memorandums
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 101 Folder 3c
State Of Maine 102nd Legislature -- Pre-Legislative Conference,
1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine 102nd
Legislature’s Pre-Legislative Conference, including:
publication, correspondence, and newspaper clippings
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 101 Folder 3d
State Of Maine 102nd Legislature -- Hearing On Exemption
From Bureau Of Public Improvements, 1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine 102nd
Legislature’s hearing on exemption from Bureau of Public
Improvements including correspondence and material
presented at the hearing during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 101 Folder 3e
State Of Maine 102nd Legislature -- General, 1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine 102nd
Legislature including: senate and house registers,
biographical sketch of members, newspaper clippings,
Box 101 Folder 3f
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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reference material, memorandums, and correspondence
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
State Of Maine 102nd Legislature -- Legislative Hearing,
1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine 102nd
Legislature Hearing including: newspaper clippings,
copies of hearings, message, reference material,
memorandums, and correspondence during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 101 Folder 3g
State Of Maine 102nd Legislature -- L.D. 1041 - An Act
Relation To Uniform Effort For Payment Of School Subsidies
(Senator Snowe), 1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding and copy of L.D. 1041 "An
Act Relation to Uniform Effort for Payment of School
Subsidies" brought by U.S. Senator Snowe for Maine
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 101 Folder 3h
State Of Maine 102nd Legislature -- L.D. 1232 - An Act
To Create A Maine State Board Of Human Research And
Development, 1964
Scope and Contents
Copy of L.D. 1232 "An Act to Create A Maine State
Board of Human Research and Development" during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 101 Folder 3i
State Of Maine 102nd Legislature -- L.D. 594 - Bureau Of
Public Administration At The State University (Frank G.
Chapman), 1965
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with Frank G. Chapman, Executive
Secretary of the Maine Municipal Association regarding
L.D. 594 "Bureau of Public Administration at the State
University" during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 101 Folder 3j
State Of Maine 102nd Legislature -- Press-Radio-TV
Conference, 1964-1966
Box 101 Folder 3k
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Press-Radio-TV Conference
held in Augusta, Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
State Of Maine 102nd Legislature -- "County Liaison Team
Members", 1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items for the County Liaison Committee of the
State of Maine 102nd Legislature, including: reference
material, correspondence, and memorandums during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 101 Folder 3l
State Of Maine 107th Legislature -- General, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine 107th
Legislature including: senate and house registers,
publications, newspaper clippings, reference material,
memorandums, and correspondence during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 101 Folder 4a
State Of Maine 107th Legislature -- Hearing, 1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding a hearing related to L.D. 2276
which would provide funding for the University of Maine
during the State of Maine 107th Legislature including:
correspondence, copy of testimony from University of
Maine President Howard R. Neville, notes, and reference
material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 101 Folder 4b
State Of Maine 101st Legislature -- General, 1963-1965
Scope and Contents
Copies of reports and budget data for the State of Maine
101st Legislature during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 101 Folder 5
State Of Maine 101st Legislature -- General, 1962-1963
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine 101st
Legislature including: biographical sketches, senate
and house registers, publications, newspaper clippings,
reference material, memorandums, and correspondence
Box 102 Folder 1a
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during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
State Of Maine 101st Legislature -- A Three-Point Financial
Program, 1963-1965
Scope and Contents
Copy of a booklet with information about “A Three-Point
Financial Program for the University of Maine” during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 102 Folder 1b
State Of Maine 101st Legislature -- Turner, Benjamin A. (State
Rep.), 1963
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with State of Maine Representative
Benjamin A. Turner regarding scholarships during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 102 Folder 1c
State Of Maine 101st Legislature -- Interpretation Program
Committee, 1963
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Interpretation Program Committee, including: outline of
suggested activities and information about “A Five-Point
Financial Program for the University of Maine” during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 102 Folder 1d
State Of Maine 101st Legislature -- Pre-Legislative Conference,
1962
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Pre-Legislative Conference of
the State of Maine 101st Legislature including: brochure,
newspaper clippings, press releases, reference material,
and correspondence during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 102 Folder 1e
State Of Maine 100th Legislature -- Committee To Interpret
University's Request To Legislature, 1959-1961
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Committee to Interpret
University's Request to the State Of Maine 101th
Legislature, including correspondence, budget
information, and memorandums during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 102 Folder 2a
State Of Maine 100th Legislature -- General, 1959-1961 Box 102 Folder 2b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine 100th
Legislature including: list of senators and representatives,
summary of University of Maine projects, and notes
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
State Of Maine 100th Legislature -- Capital Projects, 1959-1964
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine capital
projects during the State of Maine 100th Legislature,
including: correspondence, memorandums, reports, lists
of proposed projects, and press releases during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 102 Folder 2c
State Of Maine 100th Legislature -- General, 1959-1961
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine 100th
Legislature including: biographical sketches, senate
and house registers, publications, newspaper clippings,
reference material, memorandums, and correspondence
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 102 Folder 2d
State Of Maine 100th Legislature -- University's Education
Committee For Legislative Program, 1960-1962
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine 100th
Legislature’s University's Education Committee
for Legislative Program including: correspondence,
newspaper clipping, and list of Committee members
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 102 Folder 2e
State Of Maine 96th Legislature -- General, 1953
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine 96th
Legislature, including: correspondence, newspaper
clipping, and publication during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 102 Folder 3
State Of Maine 99st Legislature -- General, 1957-1961
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State Of Maine 99st
Legislature, including: senate and house registers,
publications, newspaper clippings, press release, reference
Box 102 Folder 4a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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material, memorandums, and correspondence during
Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
State Of Maine 99st Legislature -- Hearing Before Legislative
Appropriations Committee, 1958-1959
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State Of Maine
99st Legislature’s Hearing before Legislative
Appropriations Committee, including: invitee list for the
University Legislative Hearing, newspaper clippings,
correspondence, and reference material during Arthur
Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 102 Folder 4b
State Of Maine 95th Legislature -- Special Election
Referendum, 1959-1960
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State Of Maine 95th
Legislature’s Special Election Referendum, including:
reference material, reports, correspondence, and
newspaper clippings during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 102 Folder 5
State Of Maine 98th Legislature -- Visit Of Members Election,
1956
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the visit of members of the
State of Maine 98th Legislature including: biographical
sketches, publications, newspaper clippings, reference
material, memorandums, and correspondence during
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 102 Folder 6
State Of Maine 99th Legislature -- Legislative Educational
Committee, 1958-1959
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Legislative Educational
Committee of the State of Maine 99th Legislature
including: biographical sketches, publications, reference
material, memorandums, and correspondence during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 102 Folder 7a
State Of Maine 99th Legislature -- Visit Of Members,
1958-1959
Box 102 Folder 7b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the visit of members of the
State of Maine 99th Legislature including: publications,
reference material, memorandums, and correspondence
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
State Of Maine 100th Legislature -- Pre-Legislative Conference,
1960
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Pre-Legislative Conference of
the State Of Maine 100th Legislature including: brochure,
newspaper clippings, press releases, reference material,
and correspondence during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 102 Folder 8
Legislative Reference Material, 1967
Scope and Contents
Copies of the “Program of New England Assembly On
State Legislatures”, “Compilation of Recommendations
Pertaining To Legislative Improvement In The Fifty
States”, “Modernizing State Government”, and “The
State Legislatures of New England” during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 102 Folder 9
AAUP -- Regulations On Academic Freedom And Tenure, 1968
Scope and Contents
Facsimile of “1968 Recommended Institutional
Regulations on Academic Freedom and Tenure” from
the AAUP Bulletin during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 103 Folder 1
Alumni Association, 1974-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s Alumni
Association including: correspondence with Alumni,
student ambassador information packet, reference folder,
memorandum regarding alumni event, a copy of “The
Maine Alumnus”, and notes during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 103 Folder 3
American Association For Higher Education Conference,
1976-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the American Association for
Higher Education Conference including: renewal notices,
Box 103 Folder 4
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bulletins, conference material, and papers during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
American Association State Colleges And Universities -- Voting
On UMaine Rep., 1976
Scope and Contents
Results of American Association State Colleges and
Universities representative vote at the University of Maine
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 103 Folder 5
American Council On Education -- Higher Education And
National Affairs, 1976-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the American Council on
Education, including: survey results of “Expenditure
for Scientific Research Equipment”, copies of “Higher
Education and National Affairs” newsletter, publications,
and memorandums during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 103 Folder 6
Athletics, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding athletics at the
University of Maine, including: information regarding
scholarships and awards during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 103 Folder 8
Audio Tutorial Project, 1968-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s Audio
Tutorial Project, including: report, correspondence, and
newsletter during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 103 Folder 9
Dedication Of Maine Black Bear, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the dedication of Maine Black
Bear sculpture including: correspondence, memorandum,
reunion publication, and list of 1932 class members
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 103 Folder 14
Bond Issue, 1977 Box 103 Folder 16
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Notes regarding bond issue during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Bumstock, 1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding “Bumstock” event at the
University of Maine, including: correspondence regarding
incidents and notes during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 103 Folder 17
Buckley Amendment, 1976
Scope and Contents
Copy of the NACUBO Special Report relating to Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 103 Folder 18
Bureau Of Public Administration, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine Bureau of
Public Administration, including: funds from sponsored
sources, report titled “Improving the Quality of Public
Management in Maine”, and copy of an amendment to
H.P. 1796 – L.D. 2276 during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 103 Folder 25
Canadian-American Center, 1974-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Canadian-American Center, including directory, Office
of Education proposal, budget information, minutes of
the meeting of the Center Advisory committee, various
program descriptions, report, and publications, and
application to William H. Donner Foundation for funding
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 103 Folder 27
Census, 1970
Scope and Contents
Various reference material related to the 1970 U.S. Census
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 104 Folder 1
CETA, 1974-1975 Box 104 Folder 2
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Comprehensive Employment
Trainee Act, Title VI, including: memorandums and
correspondence regarding Title VI funding, priority
list, and positions during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Chairpersons Fall Symposium, 1976-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Chairpersons Fall Symposium
held at the University of Maine, including: reference
material, notes, and correspondence during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 104 Folder 3
Chautauqua Project, 1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Nebraska-
Lincoln’s Chautauqua Project and the University of
Maine’s interest in the project, including: correspondence
and reference material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 104 Folder 5
Chronicle Of Higher Education Index To Articles, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of the “Index to The Chronicle of Higher
Education” during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 104 Folder 6
College Of The Atlantic, 1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the College of the Atlantic
including: Center for Environmental Studies Advisory
Committee Meeting notes, and correspondence and report
regarding the future of the College during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 104 Folder 8
College Of Arts Sciences, 1974-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the College of Arts and Sciences,
including: faculty meeting material, newsletters, and
publications during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 104 Folder 9
College Of Business Administration, 1971-1978 Box 104 Folder 10
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the College of Business
Administration, including reports, reference material, and
correspondence during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
College Of Education, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the College of Education
including: recommendations for a single College of
Education, material from search for Dean of the College,
reports, and questionnaire for doctoral program in School
Administration during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 104 Folder 11
College Of Engineering Science, 1973-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the College of Engineering
and Science, including faculty meeting material, new
program proposals, missions and goals, and publications
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 104 Folder 12
College Of Life Sciences Agriculture, 1974-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture, including faculty meeting material, reports,
and reference material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 104 Folder 13
Commencement, 1974-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items related to University of Maine
commencement, including: correspondence regarding
organization, program, copy of address, and reference
material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 104 Folder 14
Commencement, 1979
Scope and Contents
Various items related to University of Maine
commencement, including: copies of addresses,
correspondence, and reference material during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 104 Folder 15
Commissioner's Visit, 1977 Box 104 Folder 16
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of a proposed visit by State of Maine Department
of Manpower Affairs Commissioner Emilien A.
Levesque’s visit to the University of Maine including:
correspondence and notes during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conferences Institutes Division, 1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Conferences & Institute Division, including:
correspondence regarding space issues, copy of Policy
Relating to the Continuing Education Unit, organization of
specific conferences, schedule of costs, and memorandum
regarding the development of a reasonable program of
University institutes conferences, and workshops during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 104 Folder 20
Continuing Education Program, 1973-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Continuing Education Program including: report of Task
Force on Continuing Education, data on faculty, offering,
and enrollment, and correspondence and memorandums
regarding summer session during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 104 Folder 21
Cooperative Education Field Experience Program, 1976-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Cooperative Education & Field Experience Program,
including: publications, data, correspondence, and
memorandum regarding the suggested workload
equivalents for faculty supervision of Cooperative
Education & Field Experience Program students during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 104 Folder 22
Cooperative Extension Service, 1951-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Cooperative Extension Service including: correspondence
regarding Association of CES Faculty Programs on
Collective Bargaining Process, speech communication,
and copy of the State of Maine’s County Extension Act
Box 104 Folder 23
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during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Howard Ralph Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Degree Reports, 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various annual reports for degrees conferred at the
University of Maine and memorandum regarding policy
change for awarding degrees with distinction during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 104 Folder 25
"Dialogue" Column Correspondence, 1976-1979
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the “Dialogue”
publication during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 104 Folder 28
"Dialogue", 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Various copies of the “Dialogue” publication during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 104 Folder 29
"Dialogue" Column, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various copies of the “Dialogue” publication and
correspondence regarding the column during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 105 Folder 1
"Dialogue" Column, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Various copies of the “Dialogue” publication and
correspondence regarding the column during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 105 Folder 2
"Dialogue" Column, 1977
Scope and Contents
Various copies of the “Dialogue” publication and
correspondence regarding the column during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 105 Folder 3a
"Dialogue" Column, 1977 Box 105 Folder 3b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various copies of the “Dialogue” publication and
correspondence regarding the column during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
"Dialogue" Column, 1976
Scope and Contents
Various copies of the “Dialogue” publication and
correspondence regarding the column during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 105 Folder 4
Distinguished Maine Professor Award, 1978
Scope and Contents
Copy of speech regarding Distinguished Maine Professor
Award winner Charles Smith, Jr. during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 105 Folder 5
Guest Editorial, 1976-1976
Scope and Contents
Copies of various editorials regarding education and the
University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 105 Folder 7
Energy Conservation, 1977
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding energy conservation during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 105 Folder 12
Teaching Evaluation And Planning, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding teaching evaluation and copy
of a evaluation and planning project report from the
University of Michigan during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 105 Folder 14
Faculty -- General, 1966-1978
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding University of
Maine faculty including: correspondence regarding
compensation, promotion and tenure, memorandum
regarding deadlines and procedures for reappointment,
promotion, tenure and other personnel actions, lists of
faculty, faculty meeting minutes, guidelines and policies,
and information for the faculty and other professionals
Box 105 Folder 16
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during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Faculty Breakfast Speeches, 1974-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Faculty
Breakfast including: correspondence and memorandums,
copies of speeches, and invitations to the Breakfast during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 105 Folder 17
Founders Endowment Fund, 1978
Scope and Contents
Copy of draft of article on the Founders Endowment Fund
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 105 Folder 19
Graduate Education, 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine graduate
education including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding changes to the Graduate School, various reports,
and graduate data during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 105 Folder 23
Graduate Program -- Employment Security, 1978
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding Maine Employment Security Commission
matter regarding a student in the University of Maine
graduate program during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 105 Folder 24
Graduate School, 1976-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Graduate School including: reference material,
correspondence and memorandums, Graduate Board
meeting minutes, program reviews, statistical summaries,
data from Council of Graduate Schools, and copy of
“Planning for Graduate Education at UMO, 1975-1980”
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 105 Folder 25
Graduate School, 1974-1975 Box 105 Folder 26
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Graduate School including: reference material,
correspondence and memorandums, policies and
regulation of the Graduate Faculty, proposal for an ED.D
Program in Educational Administration, retention reports,
annual reports, and change in constitution during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Maine Scholars Day, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Scholars Day held at
the University of Maine, including: program, prospectus,
correspondence, questionnaire, and supporting material
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 106 Folder 1
Maine Scholars Day, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Scholars Day held at
the University of Maine, including: program, prospectus,
correspondence, press release, and supporting material
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 106 Folder 2
Merit Scholars, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
List of National Merit Scholarships Scholars during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 106 Folder 3
Miscellaneous Articles, 1976-1979
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous articles related to higher education
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 106 Folder 4
Miscellaneous Correspondence, 1976-1979
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence featuring
University of Maine President Howard R. Neville on a
range of subjects, including: “Explorer’s Day”, travelers
checks, citation, articles, sailing program, use of the term
“cocktail hour”, Black Bear statue, relationship with
community, press release, staff appointments, death of
Lloyd Jewett, course, and Federal requirements during
Box 106 Folder 5
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Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Ph. Schmitt Proposal, 1978
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal of Ph. Schmitt for industrial
development in Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 106 Folder 6
Miscellaneous -- General, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items including: travel expense
voucher, poster from General Student Senate regarding
Bob Hope being named an honorary student of the
University of Maine, fact guide regarding the University
of Maine, Speakers Bureau information, and information
regarding the Residential College in Cumberland Hall
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 106 Folder 7
National Association Of State Univ. And Land-Grant Colleges,
1976-1978
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the National
Association of State Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges, including: memorandums, meeting material,
and publications during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 106 Folder 8
Society For International Neoplantonic Studies, 1977-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Society for International
Neoplantonic Studies which University of Maine
Professor Stephen L. Weber was a member of including:
correspondence, newsletters, and publications during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 106 Folder 9
New England Assoc. Schools Colleges -- Reaccreditation, 1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Assocation
of Schools & Colleges Reaccreditation, including:
memorandum regarding request for information,
correspondence regarding reaccreditation, and details of
Box 106 Folder 10
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dinner and reception during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
New England Assoc. Schools Colleges -- Correspondence,
1973-1979
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and publications related to the
New England Association Schools & Colleges during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 106 Folder 11
New England Land-Grant Universities -- General, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land-Grant
Universities, including: newsletters and publications
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 106 Folder 12
New England Land-Grant Universities -- Council Of Presidents,
1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land-Grant
Universities Council of Presidents, including: newsletters,
memorandums, and publications during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 106 Folder 13
Newsletters, 1975-1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of the University of Maine Chancellor’s
Newsletter and News from Alumni Hall during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 106 Folder 14
Summer Orientation, 1974-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
summer orientation including: summer orientation
remarks, memorandums, handbook, and correspondence
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 106 Folder 15
School Of Performing Arts, 1975-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
School of Performing Arts including: correspondence and
memorandums, newspaper clippings, and details of music
Box 106 Folder 16
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programs during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Police And Safety, 1971-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding police and safety at the
University of Maine, including: correspondence regarding
student parking and parking tickets, copy of the University
of Maine at Orono/Bangor Ambulance Service Policy,
review report on the campus police, and budget data
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 106 Folder 19
President's Club, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Presidents Club, including: press release regarding
donations, lists of donors, and letter regarding talk about
the operation of “The President’s Club” during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 106 Folder 20
Press, 1976-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Press
and press coverage of the University of Maine, including:
minutes of Board meeting, newspaper clippings regarding
the University of Maine, memorandum regarding
“Thoughts from the President” for UMO press, notes,
and letter regarding reprinting articles from past issues of
the Maine Campus during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 106 Folder 21
Public Information and Central Serv., 1973-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Public
Information and Central Services (PICS) including:
correspondence regarding reprinting of the graduate
catalog, resolution honoring the Giddings, promotions,
staffing, the calendar, and publications during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 106 Folder 23
Higher Education Center, 1979 Box 107 Folder 3
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Higher Education Council
including: correspondence regarding white paper on
higher education in Maine, records management, budget
information, meeting material, and press release regarding
annual meeting held in Maine during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Higher Education Council, 1978
Scope and Contents
Agendas for Higher Education Council meeting and
memorandums regarding the meeting during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 107 Folder 4
Higher Education Mgmt Inst -- Correspondence, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Copies of "Higher Education Management Institute’s
Management Development and Training Program for
College and Universities" during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 107 Folder 5
History Of UMO (Dave Smith), 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the “History of the University”
publication by David Smith, including: financial
information, correspondence regarding the publication
and deadlines, and UMO Press Board of Editors meeting
minutes during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 107 Folder 6
Honorary Degrees, 1973-1978
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and memorandums regarding
honorary degrees awarded at the University of Maine and
information regarding the awardees during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 107 Folder 7
Honors Program, 1975-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Honors
Program, including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding examinations, honors instructors, award
winners, and appoints to the Danforth Scholarship
Selection Committee, copies of award winning essays, and
Box 107 Folder 8
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Honors Program Handbooks and reports during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Honors Societies, 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding honors societies including:
correspondence regarding the Scholastic Honor Societies
Banquet, list of invitees to social hour for Service Honor
Societies, memorandum regarding a proposal for the
establishment of a “Service Honor Societies’ Day”, and
Phi Kappa Phi meeting during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 107 Folder 9
"Ideas", 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding “ideas” including
notes regarding: development of a trailer park for summer
students, standing presidential advisory committee, and
reference material regarding tuition fees during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 107 Folder 11
Institutional Research, 1973-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Institutional Research at the
University of Maine, including: faculty data and student
contact hours, report “Inter-College Student Credit
Hour Generation”, faculty promotions, salary surveys,
graduate instruction faculty costs, degree credit enrollment
data, details of the codification of University policy
and procedures, and summary of freshman admission
applications during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 107 Folder 12
Jackson Lab, 1978
Scope and Contents
Notes regarding the Jackson Laboratory during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 107 Folder 13
Maine State Legislature, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine State Legislature
including: Senate and House Registers, copies of various
acts and legislative reports, state address of State of
Maine Governor James B. Longley, and correspondence
Box 107 Folder 15
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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regarding the Legislature during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Maine State Legislature, 1971-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine State Legislature
including: Senate and House Registers, copies of various
acts and legislative reports, and correspondence regarding
the Legislature during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 107 Folder 16
Legislative Hearing -- Neville Testimony, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine President Howard R.
Neville’s testimony at State of Maine Legislative Hearing
regarding funding for the University of Maine and
meeting pack for the Legislative Committee visit during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 107 Folder 17
Legislative Meeting, 1976
Scope and Contents
Material from a State of Maine Legislative Meeting held
at the University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 107 Folder 18
Legislative Committee Visit, 1976
Scope and Contents
Material from a State of Maine Legislative Committee
visit during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 107 Folder 19
Potential Legislative Questions, 1973-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding potential legislative questions
regarding the University of Maine in response to an
inquiry from the University of Maine Chancellor Patrick
E. McCarthy during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 107 Folder 20
Library, 1972-1979
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the University of
Maine library, including: copy of “Report of the Ad Hoc
Committee on the Library”, correspondence regarding an
individualized learning facility, availability of audio and
Box 107 Folder 21
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visual equipment, staffing, and equipment purchases, a
copy of “A Statistical Analysis of Library Service in the
University of Maine”, a copy of “A Guide to Resources
and Services”, library reports, a copy of Information
Bulletin, library salary data, and a copy of “Comparison of
Statistics of Four New England State University Libraries”
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Living Learning Center, 1977-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Living
and Learning Center including: publications, material
from workshop on liberal arts, newsletters, agendas from
breakfasts and lunches, a copy of “Evaluation of the
Living/Learning Survey”, lists of courses, and details
of the Program during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 107 Folder 22
Lynch Music Room, 1976
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a proposal for the Lynch Music
Room in the University of Maine’s Fogler Library funded
by Thomas E. Lynch during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 107 Folder 23
Maine Christian Association, 1977-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Christian Center
including: meeting meetings and memorandums during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 107 Folder 24
Maine Climap, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Notes by George Denton regarding the Maine Climap
Book during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 107 Folder 25
Maine Day, 1976-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Maine Day including:
correspondence and memorandums regarding the
organization of the event during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 107 Folder 26
Maine Human Rights Commission, 1977 Box 107 Folder 27
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the procedural regulations
of the Maine Human Rights Commission and testifying
in front of the Commission during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Maine Management And Cost Survey, 1973-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Maine Management and
Cost Survey, including: correspondence regarding status
report on survey and recommendations during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 107 Folder 28
Maine Postsecondary Education Commission, 1972-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Postsecondary
Education Commission, including: copies of draft
proposal to fund for improvement of post-secondary
education, post-secondary bill, and statement for
legislative hearing on Maine Postsecondary Education
Commission, correspondence and supporting material,
and a copy of “Final Report A Study of the University
of Maine Since Consolidation”, and correspondence
and memorandums regarding postsecondary education
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 107 Folder 29
Regional Coordination Of Postsecondary Education, 1975-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Regional Coordination of
Postsecondary Education, including: correspondence
regarding Title III program, meetings, and reports, copies
of student transfer policies, inventory of interinstitutional
programs, and Region III Report during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 109 Folder 1
University Of Maine Foundation Annual Report, 1977
Scope and Contents
Copy of University Of Maine Foundation Annual Report
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 109 Folder 5
Economic Impact On Local Area Report, 1975
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of "The Economic Impact on the Local Area of the
University of Maine’s Activities on the Orono Campus"
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 109 Folder 6
RAPS -- Extramural Research Activity Report, 1977
Scope and Contents
Copy of the "University of Maine’s Research and Public
Services Extramural Research Activity Report" during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 109 Folder 7
SRRI -- Maine Citizen's Perceptions Report, 1978
Scope and Contents
A copy of the University of Maine Social Science
Research Institute report “Maine Citizen’s Perceptions
of the University of Maine” during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 109 Folder 9
Library Report, 1978
Scope and Contents
A copy of report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Library
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 109 Folder 10
Protection Of Human Subjects In Research Project, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Copy of draft "Policies and Procedures Protection of
Human Subjects in Research" during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 109 Folder 11
SAT Scores Report, 1977
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding Report of Score Decline Panel
and copy of report during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 109 Folder 12
Suspension And Dismissal, 1978 Box 109 Folder 13
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
A copy of "Report on Fall Semester Suspension and
Dismissal" during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
University Of Maine Residential Life, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding residential life at the University
of Maine including petitions concerning sorority rooms
in Penobscot Hall, “live in” experience at Knox Hall,
and maintenance during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 109 Folder 19
Athletic Scholarships, 1973-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine athletic
scholarships, including: financial data, reports on
scholarship fund activity, summaries, and lists of award
winners during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 109 Folder 22
School Of Forest Resources, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine School
of Forest Resources, including: correspondence regarding
program on forestry research, MPBN television program,
and publications during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 109 Folder 23
Sharing Thoughts Column, 1976-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the “Sharing Thoughts” column,
including: memorandums, correspondence, and facsimiles
of the column during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 109 Folder 24
Sororities, 1960-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine Sororities,
including: memorandums and report regarding space
allocation for sorority room during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 109 Folder 25
Guest Speakers, 1978 Box 109 Folder 26
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding guest
speakers Thomas Lynch, Leon Harmon and suggestion
for David Wilson and information regarding the speakers
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Speech Ideas, 1976-1979
Scope and Contents
Various reference material for speech ideas during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 109 Folder 27
Bangor Rotary Speech, 1978
Scope and Contents
Copy of Bangor Rotary speech during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 109 Folder 28
Breakfast Speech, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various copies of University of Maine President Howard
R. Neville’s Breakfast Speech and supporting material
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 109 Folder 29
Higher Education Vouchers, 1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Higher Education Vouchers,
including: reference material, copies of legislation,
correspondence and memorandums, and reports during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 109 Folder 30
Welcome To UMO Brochure, 1976-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine at
Orono (also known as the University of Maine) Brochure,
including: correspondence, copies of Brochures,
photographs of the Campus, and reference material during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 109 Folder 31
WMEB -- "Dialogue On Air", 1977-1978 Box 109 Folder 32
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence, notes and memorandums regarding the
WMEB talk show “Dialogue on Air” during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Breakfast Speech, 1977
Scope and Contents
A copy of University of Maine President Howard R.
Neville’s breakfast speech and supporting material during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 110 Folder 1
Convocation Speech, 1974
Scope and Contents
Facsimile of “A New Beginning An Address by Howard
R. Neville, Twelfth President of the University of Maine
at Orono/Bangor” at the Academic Convocation during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 110 Folder 2
Damariscotta Rotary Speech, 1978
Scope and Contents
Copy of speech at Damariscotta Rotary during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 110 Folder 3
Governor's Prayer Breakfast, 1977
Scope and Contents
Copy of a Governor’s Prayer Breakfast Message and
press release regarding Harold T. Shea during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 110 Folder 4
Pot Kettle Club Speech, 1978
Scope and Contents
Copy of a speech at the Pot & Kettle Club during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 110 Folder 5
Lewiston/Auburn Kiwanis Speech, 1978
Scope and Contents
Copy of a speech at Lewiston/Auburn Kiwanis Speech
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 110 Folder 6
Student Affairs, 1973-1979 box 110 Folder 7
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Student Affairs including:
Student Affairs Directors meeting minutes, memorandums
regarding student activity fees, recruitment program,
Indian education program, reference material, streaking,
copy of “A Proposal on Field Experience”, and reports
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Student Government, 1974-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Student Government,
including: correspondence regarding elections, office
hours, candidate questionnaire results, newspaper
clippings, Administrative Council meeting minutes, and
copy of “The Merger of Student Governments at the
University of Maine at Orono and Bangor Community
College during Howard Ralph Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 110 Folder 9
Summer Management Programs, 1977
Scope and Contents
A copy of an outline of study for the one-week seminar
on “Academic Program Planning and Assessment” during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 110 Folder 10
Academic Freedom Survey, 1976
Scope and Contents
A copy of University of Maine responses to Southern
College Personnel Association survey on academic
freedom during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
box 110 Folder 11
Conference Board Survey, 1978
Scope and Contents
A copy of the Conference Board survey on labor relations
in higher education during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 110 Folder 12
Enrollment At State University And Land-Grant Colleges, 1976
Scope and Contents
A copy of "Enrollment At State University And Land-
Grant Colleges Study" from the Office of Research
and Information at the National Association of State
box 110 Folder 13
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Universities and Land-Grant Colleges during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Survey Off Campus Visitors, 1977
Scope and Contents
Copy of a survey on off campus visitors at the University
of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
box 110 Folder 14
Title IX, 1978
Scope and Contents
A copy of “Report of the Title IX Self-Evaluation
Committee on Physical Education and Athletics of
the University of Maine at Orono” and memorandum
regarding the Report during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 110 Folder 16
Travel, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding travel at the University of
Maine, including: copies of travel advance requests and
travel itineraries during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 110 Folder 17
Arts Department, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine’s Art
Department, including: booklet and Lionel Marcoux’s
sculpture during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
box 110 Folder 24
Environmental Research Center, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Environmental Research Center, including: report and
correspondence with the State of Maine Governor
James B. Longley during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 110 Folder 25
Mathematics Department, 1979 box 110 Folder 26
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of Alien Employment Certification for University
of Maine Mathematics Department faculty during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
United Way Campaign, 1976-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
United Way Campaign: including: memorandums and
correspondence regarding appeals, reference material, and
budget information during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 110 Folder 27
Abenaki Experimental College, 1971-1973
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the Abenaki
College an experimental college, including: publications
and correspondence regarding the future of the College
and the University of Maine’s relationship with the
College during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 115 Folder 1
Abenaki Experimental College's Coffin Memorial Library,
1971-1974
Scope and Contents
Details of gifts to the Abenaki Experimental College's
Coffin Memorial Library during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard Ralph Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 115 Folder 2
Commencement Dinner, 1973
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
commencement dinner, including: table arrangements,
invitation list, correspondence with attendees and
speakers, copies of addresses, and press releases regarding
the dinner during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 115 Folder 17
Commencement Dinner, 1974
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
commencement dinner, including: program, photographs,
invitation list, correspondence with attendees and
speakers, copies of addresses, and press releases
Box 115 Folder 18
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regarding the dinner during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Allied Health Professions Improvement Program, 1967-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Allied Health Professions
Improvement Program, including: correspondence
regarding access, health related events, health planning,
legislation to establish a medical school, school of
nursing, Allied Health Profession Program Planning,
Allied Health Professional Grant, copies of “Monthly
Calendar of Events” and “Report to the University of
Maine Health Science Advisory Board Committee on
Health Science Education Programs at the University of
Maine at Orono”, Maine Health Systems Agency, Inc.
discussion paper, meeting material from Task Force on
L.D. 750 and Health Professions Education Planning
Committee, and survey on health science education during
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville's tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 115 Folder 19
UMB -- Commencement, 1974
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine at Bangor
commencement, including: program, correspondence
regarding the organization of commencement, details of
stage party, and press releases regarding commencement
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 116 Folder 1
UMB -- Reunion Weekend, 1974
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
at Bangor Reunion Weekend, including: programs
and correspondence and press release regarding the
organization of the weekend during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 116 Folder 2
UMO -- Commencement, 1974
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine at Orono
(also know as the University of Maine) commencement,
including: program, addresses, newspaper clippings,
correspondence with attendees, and a copy of remarks
Box 116 Folder 3
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during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
UMO -- Commencement, 1975
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine at Orono
(also know as the University of Maine) commencement,
including: photographs, correspondence with speakers,
and press release regarding the event during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 116 Folder 4a
UMO Commencement Outside, 1975
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine at Orono
(also know as the University of Maine) commencement,
including: program and plan for outside commencement
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 116 Folder 4b
UMO -- Commencement Inside, 1975
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine at Orono
(also know as the University of Maine) commencement,
including: program and plan for inside commencement
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 116 Folder 4c
BCC -- Commencement, 1975
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Bangor Community College
commencement, including: program and plan during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 116 Folder 5
Class Reunion (100th), 1975
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine at Orono
(also know as the University of Maine) 1975 Alumni
Reunion Weekend, including: program, schedule, press
release, 50-year giving totals, and correspondence with
attendees and invitee during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 116 Folder 6
ROTC Commissioning Exercises, 1975 Box 116 Folder 7
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Programs and letter regarding the Commissioning
Exercises of the Appointment of Second Lieutenants
Army of the United States during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
UMO Commencement -, 1975
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine at Orono
(also know as the University of Maine) commencement,
including: program, photographs, and correspondence
with speakers during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 116 Folder 8
UMO -- Commencement Exercises, 1976
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine at Orono
(also know as the University of Maine) commencement,
including: program, photographs, and correspondence
with speakers during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 116 Folder 9a
UMO -- Commencement Luncheon, 1976
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine at Orono
(also know as the University of Maine) commencement
luncheon, including: menu and correspondence regarding
the organization of the luncheon, and copy of a draft
invitation during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 116 Folder 9b
UMO -- Alumni Reunion, 1976
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine at Orono
(also know as the University of Maine) 1976 Alumni
Reunion Weekend, including: program, schedule, and
correspondence regarding the organization during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 116 Folder 10
UMO -- Commencement, 1976
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine at Orono
(also know as the University of Maine) commencement,
including: program, photographs, copy of address, press
releases, and correspondence regarding the organization
Box 116 Folder 11
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of commencement during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
The International Festival Of Youth Orchestras And Performing
Arts, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the International Festival of
Youth Orchestras and Performing Arts and the University
of Maine’s assessment of hosting the event, including:
correspondence regarding the event and various festival
publications during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 118 Folder 9
Maine Management Study Committee (Longley/Muir) -- Survey
Report, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Copies of the "Maine Management and Cost Survey" and
"The Governor’s Implementation Report" during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 118 Folder 10
Maine Management Study Committee (Longley/Muir) --
Correspondence Maine Management and Cost Survey,
1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the Maine Management
Study Committee and a copy of the University of Maine's
"Maine Management and Cost Survey" during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 118 Folder 11
Maine Management Study Committee (Longley/Muir) --
General, 1973-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Management Study
Committee including: correspondence, newspaper
clippings, and reference material during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 118 Folder 12
Maine Management Study Committee (Longley/Muir) --
Reports, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various reports from the Maine Management Study
Committee on the University of Maine during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 118 Folder 13
Penobscot Broadcasting Corp., 1969-1971 box 118 Folder 16
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the Penobscot
Broadcasting Corporation and its application for a
broadcasting license to operate an FM station in the
Bangor area and a copy of “Ascertainment of Community
Needs by the Penobscot Broadcasting Corporation”
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Presidential Scholar Awards, 1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and press releases regarding University
of Maine Presidential Scholars during Hugh Edwin Young
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 120 Folder 3
International Business Machines Lecturer Named Professorship,
1963-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the grant funding by International
Business Machines (IBM) of an International Lecturer
Machines Lectureship in Chemical Engineering,
including: correspondence, press releases, and
announcement of Kenneth I. Mumme as the lecturer
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 120 Folder 4
Maine Bankers Association Chair In Finance, 1966-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the grant funding by the Maine
Bankers Association Chair in Finance, including: gift
transmittals, correspondence regarding donations and
Chairs of Finance appointees, list of chairholders and
finance, and press releases regarding Chairs of Finance
appointees during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 120 Folder 5
The Merrill Trust Company Named Professorship In
Mathematics, 1964
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Merrill Trust Company
Named Professorship in Mathematics during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 120 Folder 6
General Alumni Association Adelbert W. Sprague Professorship
In Music, 1962-1971
Box 120 Folder 7
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine
General Alumni Association Adelbert W. Sprague
Professorship in Music during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Eleanor Slate Van Loben Sels Charitable Foundation Proposed
Professorship, 1968
Scope and Contents
Copy of a presentation from the University of Maine
Foundation to The Ernest D. Van Loren Sels – Eleanor
Slate Van Loben Sels Charitable Foundation for a
proposed professorship during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 120 Folder 8
Pub Proposal Reports, 1973-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding a proposal for a pub and sale
of alcoholic beverages on the University of Maine
campus, including: copy of proposals and correspondence
regarding the sale of alcohol during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 120 Folder 9
Religious Affairs, 1969-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding religious affairs at the University
of Maine including: correspondence regarding counseling
appointments, a copy of a report from the University
of Maine Task Force on Religious Affairs, copies of
Student Religious Association report, financial data,
correspondence regarding the Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship, and data on religious groups at the University
of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 120 Folder 10
Student Sit In -- General Electric, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine student
sit-in at General Electric during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 121 Folder 120
Student Sit In -- Chicken Incident, 1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine student
sit-in at Dow Chemical, including: correspondence and
Box 121 Folder 121
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memorandums, reference material, newspaper clipping,
statements, and meeting material and during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
The New England Center for Continuing Education -- W.K.
Kellogg Fund, 1965-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding The New England Center for
Continuing Education including: correspondence and
newspaper clippings regarding United States Trade
Symposium, Kellogg Foundation grant, annual report,
copies of reports, regional educational laboratory,
and copy of proposal to the Kellogg Foundation,
and newsletter during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 39
The New England Center for Continuing Education -- General,
1968-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding The New England Center for
Continuing Education including: University of Maine
financial support, reports, memorandums, meeting
material, invoices, correspondence and memorandums
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 123 folder 40
Questionnaires, 1971-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding various high education
questionnaires during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 123 folder 41
Center For The Study Of Early Man -- Report, 1981
Scope and Contents
A copy of a report on the Center for the Study of Early
Man during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 123 folder 42
Center For The Study Of Early Man -- General, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Center for the Study of
Early Man which was housed at the University of Maine,
including: press releases, correspondence regarding
Antarctic Service Medal Award, funding of the Center for
the Study of Early Man, climate change, and a copy of an
box 123 folder 43
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annual report during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Police Allegations, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Police
Department, including: copy of report “Statement in
Regard to Allegations in Department of Police & Safety”,
correspondence regarding the report, allegations, and vote
of no confidence in the administrators of the University
of Maine Police Department during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 123 folder 45
New England Council For Continuing Education -- General,
1968-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Council on
Continuing Education, including: publications, meeting
material, reports, and correspondence during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 46
New England Council For Continuing Education -- Meetings,
1968-1974
Scope and Contents
Various material from the New England Council on
Continuing Education meetings and a copy of the bylaws
for the Council during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 47
Police And Safety, 1972-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Police and Safety including: reports,
correspondence regarding meetings, financial
management, information regarding staff and
appointments, and reference material regarding law
enforcement during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president and
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
box 124 Folder 3
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Quaternary Research, 1969-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the quaternary research,
including: correspondence regarding American
Quaternary Association meetings, University of Maine
research and features in publications, material from
University of Maine Institute for Quaternary Studies
staff meeting, reports, details of the University of Maine
hosting of regarding American Quaternary Association
biennial conference including correspondence and meeting
material, reference material, Institute for Quaternary
Studies reports, correspondence regarding the housing of
the Institute and copies of proposals for the establishment
of the Institute during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 124 Folder 4
Sea Grant Proposal, 1973-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Sea
Grant Proposal including: invitation for new Sea Grant
proposals, Maine Sea Grant reports, and a copy of “A
Proposal to Renew the University of Maine’s Coherent
Project Sea Grant Program” during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 124 Folder 5
Sea Grant Dedication, 1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Sea Grant College Dedication
at the University of Maine, including: copies of program,
correspondence regarding the organization of the
dedication and publicity for the event, copy of remarks by
University of Maine acting President Kenneth W. Allen,
notes on the history of the Program, list of attendees, and
correspondence with attendees during Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president.
box 124 Folder 9
University Of Maine Seal, 1926-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine seal,
including: correspondence regarding the seal featuring
box 124 Folder 10
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in advertisements, approval of seal and ordering of seal,
copies of proofs, correspondence regarding the seal, and
copy of various Board of Trustees regarding the seal
during Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Student Affairs, 1969-1980
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding student affairs
at the University of Maine including: correspondence
regarding data-based medical questionnaire, development
of an Information Center, funding, General Alumni
Association funding, various staff meetings, evaluations,
meetings of the National Association of Student Personnel
Administrators and Yankee Student Personnel Deans, Don
McLean concert, purchase of a Hemoglobin Automator,
admissions, organization chart, 18 year old majority
law in Maine, renting property to Sigma Phi Epsilon,
merger between Student Affairs and Housing, concerns
about student living conditions, proposal to create
a Center for Research, dismissal of head residents,
registering grievances with the Grievance Committee,
Penobscot Shoe Company, various disciplinary issues,
and Development in Student Affairs and copies of Student
Affairs Newsletter and reports during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 124 Folder 11
Public Interest Research Group, 1973-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
relationship with the Public Interest Research Group
(PIRG), including: details of a Board of Trustees vote
for a proposal for a PIRG fee, PIRG evaluation, PIRG
report, correspondence regarding details of resolution
passed by the General Student Senate regarding the PIRG,
complaints regarding PIRG billing, meetings with PIRG
representatives, and Administrative Council meeting,
and PIRG reference material during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president and Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president.
box 124 Folder 12
School Of Nursing, 1968-1980 box 124 Folder 13
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine School
of Nursing, including; correspondence regarding proposed
change in the admission policy, list of Nursing Education
Task Team, position of Orono Coordinator in the
University of Southern Maine School of Nursing, financial
management, and proposal for the nurse education
program, list of General Alumni Association gifts to the
School of Nursing program from Pinning Ceremony, and
copy of cooperative agreements between the University
of Maine School of Nursing and the Division of Public
Health Nursing, Bureau of Health, Maine Department of
Health and Welfare, The Maine Medical Center, and the
Eastern Maine Central Hospital, and reference material
regarding nursing during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop
C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president and Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as
acting University of Maine president.
"Friends For UMO", 1981
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding the “Friends for UMO” during
Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 124 Folder 14
"Friends Of The UMO", 1976
Scope and Contents
Letter and press release regarding the support of the
“Friends of UMO” during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 124 Folder 15
Freshman Orientation, 1974-1976
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding experiences of student
orientation at the University of Maine during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 124 Folder 16
Fraternity Cup Award, 1963
Scope and Contents
Letter and press release regarding the University of Maine
fraternity cup award during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
box 124 Folder 19
Fraternity Buyers Association, 1972-1979 box 124 Folder 20
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Fraternity Buyer’s
Association including: correspondence, a copy of “The
System of Cooperative Buying for the Fraternities at
the University of Maine at Orono”, and “Financial
Management and Shopping Guidelines for the Fraternities
at UMO” during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Theta Chi, 1957-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Theta Chi Fraternity
including: correspondence regarding events, disciplinary
incidents, financial situation and mortgage, details of
relocation of Fraternity Executive Offices, history of
the Fraternity, and a copy of an agreement between the
University of Maine and Theta Chi Building Association
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 124 Folder 21
Tau Kappa Epsilon, 1959-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Tau Kappa Epsilon, including:
copy of lease agreement with the University of Maine,
budget data, closing of house, disciplinary issue,
correspondence regarding the Tau Kappa Epsilon
Educational Foundation, property management, selection
as Top Teke Chapter in the nation for the year 1966-1967,
and details of various Board of Trustees decisions
regarding the building during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 124 Folder 22
Tau Beta Phi, 1967
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the installation of the Tau Beta Pi bent
during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 124 Folder 23
Sigma Phi Epsilon, 1950-1982 box 124 Folder 24
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Sigma Phi Epsilon including:
correspondence regarding disciplinary issues and housing
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Sigma Nu, 1965-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Sigma Phi Epsilon including:
correspondence regarding disciplinary issues and housing
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 124 Folder 25
Sigma Chi, 1941-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Sigma Chi including:
correspondence regarding Peterson Significant Chapter
Award, Alcohol Awareness and Social Responsibility
Seminar, General Scholarship Grant, mortgage, financial
management, details of the establishment of an award,
and election of Harry V. Wade as president of Sigma Chi
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 124 Folder 26
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 1940-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Sigma Alpha Epsilon including:
correspondence regarding: housing, disciplinary issues,
and the closure and reactivation of the chapter during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 125 Folder 1
Homecoming, 1980 Box 125 Folder 2
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Homecoming Weekend, including: program, schedule,
program from the Dedication of Roger Clapp
Greenhouses, correspondence regarding the organization,
invitations, list of invites, press release regarding the
winner of the Alumni Career Award, and acceptances
for reception and program for luncheon during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
George Peabody College, 1977
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding a resolution affecting the
University of Maine at Orono (also known as the
University of Maine) library support for the George
Peabody College during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 125 folder 3
National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges Meeting, 1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant Colleges meeting including:
program, copies of resolutions passed, agenda, list of
registrants, meeting minutes, and travel details during Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 125 folder 6
International Honor Society, 1967-1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding interest in Phi Alpha Theta,
International Honor Society in History and installation
ceremony during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
box 125 folder 7
Homecoming, 1975-1982
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding homecoming at
the University of Maine, including: football program,
contract and orders for events, correspondence regarding
the organization of the event and feedback, press release,
photographs, programs, and schedules during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 125 folder 8
Medical Education, 1971-1981
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding medical education at
the University of Maine, including: details of the
establishment of the School of Medicine, “ladder of
decisions re. medical education”, position description
for the Director of the Division of Biological and
Medical Sciences at the University of Maine at Orono,
correspondence regarding medical education, information
regarding Premedical and Predental Programs at the
University of Maine, correspondence regarding funding,
copies of University of Maine Medical Education Plans
and “Report of the Vice Chancellor on a Medical School
for Maine", proposed Tufts Medical Education Activity,
proposal for coordinator of health science education,
copies of various agreements between the University
of Maine and various medical facilities, and copy of
“A Rationale for a Division of Biological and Health
Sciences”, and details of a proposal for a School of
Medicine during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 125 folder 9
National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges Meeting, 1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant Colleges meeting including:
memorandums, correspondence, supporting material, and
agenda during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 125 folder 10
Parking, 1970-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding parking at the University of
Maine, including: correspondence regarding charges, legal
cases, condition of parking lots, individual violations,
parking stickers, fee schedule, Traffic and Safety
Committee meeting minutes, and rules and regulations
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 125 folder 11
National Association Of State Universities And Land-Grant
Colleges Meetings, 1983-1985
box 125 folder 13
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant Colleges meetings including:
memorandums, correspondence, proceedings, reference
material, and reports during Paul H. Silverman and Arthur
M. Johnson’s tenures as University of Maine president.
New England Regional Student Program, 1971-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Regional
Student Program, including: publications, reports,
comments regarding the Program, and correspondence
regarding meetings and the Program during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 125 folder 14
New England Board Of Higher Education, 1954-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Board of
Higher Education including: compact, correspondence,
newspaper clippings, reference material, publications,
proposal to New England State Universities on Regional
Cooperative in Higher Education, and extract from Board
of Trustees minutes regarding the Board during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
box 125 folder 15
New England Board Of Higher Education, 1969-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Board
of Higher Education including: memorandums and
correspondence regarding the Regional Student Program,
press release on graduate students, meetings, newsletter
clippings, meeting material, list of New England
Emergency Financial Aid Council members, press
releases, and newsletters during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 125 folder 16
Minorities, 1971-1981
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding minorities at the
University of Maine, including data on degrees conferred
box 125 folder 17
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to the Indian students, correspondence regarding WIC
A BE Enterprise as a Minority Vendor, memorandum
regarding federal funding for Indian Resource Institutes,
improving the recruitment of minorities, and scholarships
and programs for minorities during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Microbiology, 1966-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding microbiology at the University
of Maine, including: correspondence regarding staffing,
degree offered in microbiology at the University of Maine,
change of name of Department of Bacteriology, and
the organization of the Department during Hugh Edwin
Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
box 125 folder 18
Center For Education In The Metric System, 1974
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the organization of a Center for
Education in the Metric System during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 125 folder 19
University of Maine’s President Convocation, 1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
President Convocation including: correspondence
regarding University of Maine President Howard R.
Neville’s address, invitations to the Convocation, copy
of address, checklist, notes, and memorandums regarding
the organization of the Convocation during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 126 Folder 3
National Center For Higher Education Management Systems,
1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the National Center for Higher
Education Management Systems including: memorandum
regarding impact survey, seminar material, reports, notes,
and publications during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 126 Folder 4
Standards For Education Personnel Program Approval, 1975 box 126 Folder 13
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
A copy of “Proposed Standards for Education Personnel
Program Approval” for use by the Maine State
Department of Educational and Cultural Services during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Three-Year Degree, 1973
Scope and Contents
A copy of Association of American Colleges' “Report on
Time-Shortened Degree Program” during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 126 Folder 18
External Degree, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal for an external degree at the
University of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 126 Folder 19
The Counseling Center, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Counseling Center, including: correspondence regarding
student volunteers, annual report, and copies of the reports
“A Follow-up Study of Clients of a University Counseling
Center” and “Test Norms for University of Maine at
Orono Graduates and/or Undergraduates on the GRE
Aptitude Test” during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 126 Folder 21
Office On Cooperative Education, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Office
on Cooperative Education, including: correspondence
regarding a CETA position and memorandum regarding
operative guidelines during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 126 Folder 22
PPB
Scope and Contents
Copy of the papers “The Perils, Perplexities and Promise
of Program Planning Budgeting , Or The PPP Or PPB"
and “PPBS: The Need for Experience”.
Box 126 Folder 25
Educational Foundations, 1973-1974 Box 126 Folder 26
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence and reference material regarding
education foundations during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
American Council On Education, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding surveys from the American
Council on Education during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
box 127 Folder 5
American Association Of University Professors, 1969-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the American Association of
University Professors, including: memorandum regarding
the Association’s state conference and publications during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 127 Folder 6
Medical Education, 1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding medical education at the
University of Maine, including: copy of “A Proposal to
Establish an Office of Coordinator for Health-Related
programs at UMO/B” and “Teaching The Basic Sciences
To Medical Students In Maine” during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 127 Folder 9
Katz Visit, 1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding the visit
of State of Maine Senator Bennett D. Katz and members
of the Joint Committee on Education during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 127 Folder 11
Internships In Teaching Education, 1973
Scope and Contents
Copy of the report “Internships in Teaching Education A
Consortium Approach to a Pilot Project” during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 127 Folder 12
Instructional Center, 1972-1974 Box 127 Folder 13
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Instructional Systems Center: including a brochure
describing the services of the Center and memorandums
regarding the Bird and Bird Instructional Development
Fund and funding during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Husson College, 1975
Scope and Contents
Correspondence, press release, and application regarding
the University of Maine’s participation in the Title III
Award which Husson College (also known as Husson
University) applied to the U.S. Office of Education for
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 127 Folder 14
Franco-American Program, 1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Franco-
American Studies, including: undergraduate program
description, statement by Winthrop C. Libby on UMO and
Franco/Americans, and copy of “An Exploration Study of
the Purchasing Habits of French-Surnamed Americans in
the State of Maine” by Robert G. House during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 127 Folder 15
Canadian Teaching Information, 1971
Scope and Contents
Canadian teaching reference material and copy of
“American-Canadian Heritage Program at the New
England-Atlantic Provinces-Quebec Center University of
Maine at Orono (also known as the University of Maine)
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 127 Folder 17
American Association For Higher Education Conference, 1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the American Association
for Higher Education Conference including: a copy of
the College & University Bulletin, meeting material,
and publications during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 127 Folder 19
Job Market, 1972 Box 127 Folder 20
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
A copy of a Business Week special report “The job gap
for college graduates in the ‘70’s” during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Paideuma, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Paideuma and Ezra Pound,
including: program for symposium to celebrate the
ninetieth birthyear of Ezra Pound at the University of
Maine, correspondence and press release regarding
support for Paideuma, data regarding circulation of
Paideuma, honorary degrees for the Japanese ambassador,
and publication of Paideuma during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 127 Folder 21
Onward Bound Program, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Onward Bound Program,
including: copy of “Report of the Ad Hoc Committee to
Review the Onward Program” and correspondence and
memorandums regarding the review of the Program during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 127 Folder 22
National Education Association, 1974
Scope and Contents
A copy of National Education Association Summary
of Salaries Paid in Higher Education during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 127 Folder 23
Energy Conservatory, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding energy conservatory, including:
correspondence and memorandums regarding University
of Maine building heating schedule, Energy Crisis and
Conferences and Institutes, energy conservation, New
England-Atlantic Provinces Institute for Energy Resources
Seminar, and copies of the “Discussion Draft Concerning
Academic Research in Energy and Natural Resources” and
“The Energy Crisis and the Economy” during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
box 127 folder 38
Veterans Affairs, 1973-1974 box 127 folder 40
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding veterans affairs including:
correspondence and memorandums regarding status and
credit hours for veterans affairs students, differential
benefits for veterans, extension of semester effect on
veterans, and information regarding veterans studying at
the University of Maine at Portland-Gorham (also known
as the University of Southern Maine) during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
United Way, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s United
Way Campaign, including: meeting material from United
Way Social Planning Division, reports, and reference
material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
box 128 Folder 17
Education Reference Material, 1970-1977
Scope and Contents
Various reference material regarding education including
material from the Land Grant Universities of New
England and American Association of State Colleges and
Universities during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 128 Folder 23
Revenue Sharing, 1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and paper on postsecondary education
revenue sharing during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 128 Folder 24
Two-Year Program, 1971
Scope and Contents
Copies of reports on the subject of two-year course offered
by the Technical Institute Division of the College of Life
Sciences and Agriculture and a critical examination of
Technology and Life Sciences and Agriculture during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 128 Folder 25
Pub Proposal, 1973
Scope and Contents
Copy of a proposal for the sale of alcohol beverages at the
University of Maine Orono (also known as the University
Box 128 Folder 26
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of Maine) and Bangor (also known as the University
of Maine at Bangor) and copy of Board of Trustees
recommendations regarding the proposal during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Western Interstate Commission For Higher Education,
1970-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Western Interstate
Commission for Higher Education (WICHE), including:
publications, reports, and correspondence regarding the
University of Maine attempts to develop a management
information system based on principles developed by
WICHE during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 128 Folder 27
Stanford, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Stanford University including:
copy of the report “The Future of the School of Education
of Stanford University", correspondence regarding
awarding Peter Fitzgerald a graduate award, and various
reference material regarding Stanford University during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 128 Folder 29
Replies On Awards, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and memorandums regarding
awards given at the University of Maine including lists
of winners during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 128 Folder 30
Testing And Research, 1973
Scope and Contents
Copy of a proposal for the reallocation of the University
of Maine Office of Testing and Research within the
Division of Student Affairs and memorandum regarding
research activities during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 129 Folder 1
Vocational Education, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding vocational education including:
copy of “The Maine State Plan for Vocational Education”,
Box 129 Folder 3
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notes, paper and correspondence during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Former Higher Education Students, 1973
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence, notes, and postcard from former
higher education students during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 129 Folder 5
Dr. Fitzgerald, 1974
Scope and Contents
Copy of University of California Irvine publication
“Where It’s Been and Where It’s Going” and schedule for
the Governance of Education which Dr. Fitzgerald was
an instructor for during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 129 Folder 6
Susan Wygal, 1973
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Susan Wygal, including: the
paper by Wygal “The Thundering Silence (Where are
We in ’73?)", correspondence and critiques on tenure and
collective bargaining in higher education, the state role
in higher education, management information systems in
higher education, and academic codes and governance
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 129 Folder 7
Newspaper Ads, 1973
Scope and Contents
Various requests for newspaper ads sent by the University
of Maine for employment openings during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 129 Folder 8
Public Interest Research Group, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding a proposal from the
Public Interest Research Group (PIRG), including:
correspondence, reference material, and copy of public
hearing regarding PIRG during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 129 Folder 9
Pine Tree College, 1974 Box 129 Folder 12
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
A copy of draft “Pine Tree College – A Reality” during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Higher Education -- Planning For Maine, 1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Higher Education Planning
for Maine, including: report, reference material,
bibliographies, and newspaper clippings during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 129 Folder 17
Higher Education -- Politics
Scope and Contents
Copy of paper on higher education politics.
Box 129 Folder 18
Higher Education -- Current Issues, 1974
Scope and Contents
Various reference material on higher education during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 129 Folder 19
Higher Education -- Administration, 1958-1970
Scope and Contents
Various reference material on higher education during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 129 Folder 20
Higher Education -- Curriculum
Scope and Contents
Various reference material on higher education during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 129 Folder 21
Higher Education -- Council, 1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Higher Education Council for
the State of Maine, including: directory of administrative
officers of Maine postsecondary institutions and copy of
questions for public hearing concerning the need for a
Box 129 Folder 22
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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permanent State Commission during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
State Coordination, 1972
Scope and Contents
Newspaper clipping of article state coordination in The
Chronicle of Higher Education during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 129 Folder 24
Cooperation Between Higher Education And The Business
Community, 1970
Scope and Contents
A copy of the report “Intrastate Cooperation Between
Higher Education and the Business Community” from
the Department of Municipal Affairs Depositories
Trust Company during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 129 Folder 27
Materials Science Center, 1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal to establish an Institute for Material
Science and Engineering including a copy of the proposal
and correspondence regarding the proposal during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 129 Folder 29
Faculty Breakfast Speech, 1975
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the organization of the University
of Maine Faculty Breakfast including: correspondence and
reference material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 129 Folder 33
Cooperative Extension Service
Presentation, 1974
Scope and Contents
Copy of presentation from University of Maine President
Howard R. Neville entitled “A New President’s
Perspectives on the Changing Role of the Cooperative
Extension Service” during his tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 129 Folder 34
Maine Bankers' Association Presentation,
1974
box 129 Folder 35
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
A copy of presentation from University of Maine
President Howard Ralph Neville entitled “A New
Beginning” delivered at the Maine Bankers’ Association
during his tenure as University of Maine president.
Statement -- Neville
Scope and Contents
Statement from University of Maine President Howard R.
Neville during his tenure as University of Maine president.
box 129 Folder 36
Higher Education Planning Paper
Scope and Contents
A copy of paper from P.H. Fitzgerald entitled “Seven
Ideas in Search of a Synthesis: Higher Education Planning
in the Seventies”.
box 129 Folder 37
Pulp And Paper Annual Meeting Open
House, 1974
Scope and Contents
Press releases regarding the University of Maine Pulp
and Paper Foundation annual meeting and open house
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 129 Folder 38
Alumni Association, 1974
Scope and Contents
Copies of speeches from University of Maine President
Howard R. Neville delivered at a University of Maine
Alumni Association meeting during his tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 129 Folder 39
Faculty/Professionals' Breakfast, 1974
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the organization of
the University of Maine Faculty/Professionals’ Breakfast
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 129 Folder 40
Stucco Lodge, 1975 box 129 Folder 41
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Annual Pro Forma Operating Statement for the Stucco
Lodge in Veazie, Maine during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Credit By Examination Subcommittee Council Of Colleges,
1974
Scope and Contents
A copy of final report of the Credit by Examination
Subcommittee Council of Colleges during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 129 Folder 42
Profile On The College Student
Scope and Contents
A copy of University of Maine Profile on the College
Student Questionnaires – Part II by Clyde H. Folsom,
University of Maine Orono (also known as the University
of Maine).
Box 129 Folder 43
Student Rights Unrest, 1968-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student rights, including:
memorandum regarding the smoking policy at the
University of Maine at Orono (also known as the
University of Maine), memorandum record regarding
allegations of student harassment, ACLU Guidelines on
Student Rights, and article entitled “The Case for the
Rebellious Students and Their Counterrevolution” during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 129 Folder 45
Teacher Supply And Demand, 1972
Scope and Contents
Copy of report entitled “Teacher Supply and Demand”
prepared by Joseph Pecoraro, Maine Department
of Education during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 129 Folder 47
Campus Disorder, 1970-1972 box 130 Folder 2
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding campus disorder: including
political publications, copies of “Procedures to be
Followed in Campus Disorder” and correspondence
and memorandums regarding the procedures, copies
of “University of Maine, Orono Statement on Campus
Disorder”, press release on campus disorders, various
correspondence and memorandums regarding campus
disorders both at the University of Maine and generally,
newspaper clipping regarding University of Maine ROTC,
and reference material regarding campus disorders during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Abenaki Experimental College, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Abenaki Experimental
College including: correspondence regarding rejection of
request for attachment to the University of Maine Office
of Student Affairs and various Abenaki Experimental
College publications during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 130 Folder 5
HY 10 -- Maine History, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding HY 10 Maine history, including:
the publication entitled “A History of Maine Roads
1600-1970” by the State Highway Commission, Maine
history paper, and correspondence with Dr. Ronald F.
Banks regarding him teaching HY 10 History of Maine
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 130 Folder 6
HY-170 (UMA-CED), 1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding HY-170 Maine History Prelim
including: examination questions and answers and course
outline and assignments during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 130 Folder 7
HY-4 -- S.S., 1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding HY-4 United States History
including examination questions and answers,
bibliography, course outline and assignments, bills and
orders, and correspondence with Dr. Ronald F. Banks
box 130 Folder 8
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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regarding him teaching HY-4 during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Maine State Museum Commission, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Copies of the Friends of the State Museum publication
“Musings” and correspondence regarding Ronald F. Banks
consulting for the Maine State Museum Commission
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 130 Folder 9
Maine Historical Society, 1969-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Historical Society,
including: list of Maine Academic Historians,
correspondence regarding the establishment of the
Society, grant funding, notice of meeting of the Society,
and Ronald F. Banks lecture during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 130 Folder 10
Maine History Revision, 1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the revised edition of the
“History of Maine” during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 130 Folder 11
Maine State Archives, 1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Various publications and reports from the Maine State
Archives during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
box 130 Folder 12
Pejebscot Historical Society, 1970
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding Ronald F. Banks’ attendance at a
Pejepscot Historical Society meeting and copy of Bank’s
address during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
box 130 Folder 13
Polar Program, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Polar
Program including: correspondence and paper on polar
box 130 Folder 14
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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interests during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Book Co-Op Plan, 1972
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposed scheme for reducing student’s costs
for books during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
box 130 Folder 15
Maine Public Interest Research Group (Maine-PIRG), 1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Public Interest
Research Group (Maine-PIRG), including: abstract of
PIRG and reference material during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 130 Folder 19
History Of The University Of Maine, 1968-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the publication “History of
the University of Maine”, including: correspondence
regarding delays in production, recording of oral histories,
support of Florence Dinsmore, and authorship of David
C. Smith, and reference material including copies of
“Background Material About The University of Maine”
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 130 Folder 20
Frauds, 1968-1970
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding suspected fraud during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 130 Folder 21
Council Of Economic Advisors, 1967-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine Council of
Economic Advisors, including: correspondence regarding
meetings, meeting material from discussions looking
a state planning and data processing, memorandum
regarding sales tax revenue, and a copy of redraft for “An
Act Creating a State Planning Office” Hugh Edwin Young
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
box 130 Folder 22
Bureau Of Public Administration, 1965-1969 box 130 Folder 24
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Bureau of Public
Administration including: press release regarding
tying the Bureau to the Division of Public Services,
newsletters, correspondence regarding the solution
of municipal problems, memorandums regarding
proposals for training activity for Title VIII funding
and support the implementation of Title IX Project,
study for Probate Court Revision Committee, policy
statements, and study of property tax administration,
Maine Municipal Police, details of the history of the
Bureau, and correspondence regarding the New England
State Universities Intergovernmental Relations Research
Center and tax matters during Lloyd Hartman Elliot,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Publications, 1967-1971
Scope and Contents
Copies of various publications including: “The Student
at UMO”, “Publications of the faculty”, and “A Clinical
Look at University Protests” during Hugh Edwin Young
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
box 130 Folder 27
New England Center For Continuing Education, 1968-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Center for
Continuing Education, including: meeting material,
publications, and correspondence during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 130 Folder 29
Pettipas Scholarship, 1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the J. William Pettipas
Scholarship and copy of "Future Opportunities for College
and Vocational Student Committee Report" during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 130 Folder 31
Institute Of International Education, 1968-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Institute of International
Education including: correspondence regarding potential
users of the Institute at the University of Maine, costs
of participation, and various study survey returns during
box 130 Folder 32
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Tax Reform Bill, 1969
Scope and Contents
Copy of testimony by the American Council on Education
regarding a Tax Reform Bill during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 131 folder 2
Teachers College, 1964-1966
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding teachers colleges including:
correspondence about individual students, details of
State Board of Education decisions regarding secondary
education at Gorham State College and cooperative
graduate programs involving the University of Maine,
Farmington State Teachers College, and Gorham State
Teachers Colleges during Lloyd Hartman Elliot and Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 131 folder 3
Thoreau Fellowship, 1971
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the Thoreau Fellowship and the
University of Maine providing funding for a wing in a
potential Thoreau museum during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 131 folder 4
Trans East Airlines University Of Maine, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Copies of a “Proposal for Establishment of the Trans
International Scholarship Fund" and correspondence
regarding meetings with Trans International during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 131 folder 5
Task Force On Government Reorganization, 1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine Governor’s
Task Force on Government Reorganization, including:
Task Force report, meeting material, correspondence
and memorandums, and supporting material during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 131 folder 7
Spath Visit, 1972 Box 131 folder 8
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Memorandum and letter regarding luncheon with
University of Maine at Fort Kent President Richard Spath
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Student Involvement, 1965-1971
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding student
involvement, including: memorandum regarding
summary of student attitudes, letter regarding community
development, copy of “Policy Statement on Procedures
for Implementation of Council of Colleges Resolution”,
copy of Technology Experiment Station paper entitled
“The University in Crisis”, various reference material
regarding student power and participation, results of
academic opinion poll, memorandums regarding student
interviewing prospective faculty members, copy of paper
entitled “Student Involvement in the Mission and Goals
of the University of Maine at Orono”, newspaper clipping
regarding student life, memorandum regarding the
President’s Advisory Study Group, statement on Student
Services, and a copy of “An Analysis and a Proposal
Related to Student Involvement” during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 131 folder 10
Student Senate Academic Poll, 1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Student Senate Academic
Poll, including: results, correspondence regarding the
survey and results, and press release regarding the survey
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 131 folder 11
Referendum, 1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding State of Maine referendums
affecting the University of Maine, including: list of
approved referendum items, analysis of referendum
votes, supporting material, facts and figures about the
University of Maine bond referendum, correspondence
and memorandums regarding referendums, and statements
from the University of Maine about referendums during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 131 folder 12
Religious Affairs, 1963-1971 Box 131 folder 13
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding religious affairs at the University
of Maine, including report from the University of
Maine Task Force on Religious Affairs, correspondence
regarding meeting on Ministery in Higher Education,
positon of director of religious affairs, copy of Chaplain’s
meeting notes, suitable space for religious services, and
recommendations regarding religious affairs, reference
material and religious affairs publications during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Seminar In Maritime And Regional Studies, 1971-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items in Seminar in Maritime and Regional
Studies, including: correspondence regarding the proposed
Seminar, particularly the funding during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 131 folder 14
Future Of Higher Education, 1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Carnegie Commission on
the Future of Higher Education, including: results of
survey concerning the national campus reaction to the
Cambodia incursion and the Kent and Jackson State
shootings, newspaper clipping regarding the Commission,
and address entitled “Leadership in a Time of Educational
Change” by Samuel B. Gould during Hugh Edwin Young
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 131 folder 15
Evergreen Valley Project, 1973
Scope and Contents
Map regarding Evergreen Valley Project and list of
Environmental Courses at the University of Maine at
Orono (also known as the University of Maine) during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 131 folder 18
Department Of Health, Education Welfare, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare including: a copy of the
president’s budget for education for the financial year
1974 which was submitted to the Department during
Box 131 folder 22
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Varecha, Vladimer, 1968-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Vladimir Varecha from the
University of Leipzig and Ronald F. Banks' visit to
Prague and proposed exchange program, including:
correspondence and cards during Hugh Edwin Young
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 131 folder 26
Wessell Meeting, 1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a meeting with Dr. Nils Y
Wessell, President of the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 131 folder 27
Two-Year Programs, 1965-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding two-year programs including: the
publication entitled “The New Student” by The Church
Society for College Work, faculty questionnaire regarding
adult education, memorandums and correspondence
regarding transfer from two-year programs, and minutes
from Coordinating Committee for Two-Year Programs
meetings during Lloyd Hartman Elliot and Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 131 folder 29
"Rumor Clearinghouse", 1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a proposed “Rumor Clearing
House” during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 131 folder 31
Statement On Government Of Colleges Universities, 1966
Scope and Contents
Copies of a “Statement on Government of Colleges and
Universities” by the American Council on Education
during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 131 folder 33
Questionnaire, 1958-1965 Box 131 folder 37
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of various questionnaire responses on the subject
of academia during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd
Hartman Elliot’s tenures as University of Maine president.
College Facts Chart, 1960-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the College Facts Chart,
including: correspondence and copies of the Chart
prepared by the National Beta Club during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
box 132 Folder 3
New England Board Of Higher Education -- Questionnaire,
1961-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding New England Board of Higher
Education questionnaires, including reports, questionnaire
returns, and correspondence during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 132 Folder 4
Dept. Of Health, Education And Welfare Survey, 1962-1963
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Division of Education
Statistics survey of "Status and Career Orientations of
College Faculty” including: correspondence regarding
the University of Maine’s survey response during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 132 Folder 5
Higher Education Planning And Management Data (Health,
Education And Welfare), 1957-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the publication entitled "Higher
Education Planning and Management Data" from the
U.S. Department of Education and Welfare, including:
correspondence and salary returns during Arthur Andrew
Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
box 132 Folder 6
National Education Association -- Questionnaires, 1956-1966
Scope and Contents
Copies of various University of Maine returns for the
National Education Association questionnaires on salaries
box 132 Folder 7
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
National Science Foundation -- Survey Questionnaire,
1963-1965
Scope and Contents
Copies of National Science Foundation survey responses
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 132 Folder 8
American Council On Education -- Questionnaire, 1959-1964
Scope and Contents
Details of American Council on Education questionnaire
responses from the University of Maine during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 132 Folder 10
School And Survey Questionnaire, 1963-1965
Scope and Contents
Copies of School and Safety questionnaire responses from
the University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 132 Folder 12
AAUP Questionnaires, 1961-1969
Scope and Contents
Various questionnaire responses from the University
of Maine to the American Association of University
Professors including on faculty salaries during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 132 folder 18
"Flying Squadron Of UMO Speakers", 1970
Scope and Contents
Various memorandums from the University of Maine
Department of Public Information and Central Services
regarding the "Flying Squadron of UMO Speakers" and
copy of the publication “University of Maine at Orono
Speakers for Groups and Organizations” during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 132 folder 26
Indian Island Project, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
A copy of “Progress Report: A Bi-cultural Program for
Indian Children and Parents" and notes regarding the
Indian Island Project in Indian Island, Maine during
box 132 folder 28
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
ETV -- General Manager, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the position of general manager
at ETV, including: correspondence regarding the
appointment of John R. Morison as the general manager
and other applications for the post and copy of the
job description during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 133a Folder 4
"The Gays", 1974
Scope and Contents
Letter from University of Maine faculty member
Dr. Ronald Banks to University of Maine President
Howard R. Neville regarding “gays” during his tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 133a Folder 12
University Of Maine Library, 1970-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine library,
including: copy of an annual report of the library director,
correspondence and memorandums regarding the
collection of film, faculty issues with library, library
purchases and acquisitions, staffing, cataloguing of
faculty publications, storage, space, proposal for library
service for the Bangor Campus, Maine Library Advisory
Commission, O’Brien Collection, repair of Remick
Papers, library consultancy, book sales, agricultural library
network, and comparison statistics of four New England
State University Libraries, copies of report on building
needs and consultancy report entitled “Library Services
on the Orono Campus” and “A Report on the Resources
of the Fogler Library” during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
box 133a Folder 23
School Of Forest Resources, 1982 box 133a Folder 24
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various publications regarding the University of Maine
School of Forest Resources, including: Society of
American Foresters Accreditation Report, curricula,
course descriptions and outlines, and biographical data for
faculty during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Technical Service Program, 1968-1969
Physical Description: 1 objects 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State Technical Services
Program for the State of Maine, including: publications,
correspondence, and material related to the State
Technical Services Advisory Council including list of
Council members during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 133b Folder 8
State of New Jersey Education Reports, 1973-1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of various State of New Jersey education reports
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 133b Folder 1a
State of New Jersey Education Reports, 1973-1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of various State of New Jersey education reports
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 133b Folder 1b
University Of Maine Foundation, 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding Alumna H. Bernice Wentworth
scholarship and material for annual meeting of the
University of Maine Foundation during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 133b Folder 2a
University Of Maine Foundation, 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 133b Folder 2b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Winthrop C. Libby’s meeting pack for the annual meeting
of the University of Maine Foundation during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Speeches (W.C. Libby), 1967-1969
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of various speeches from Winthrop C. Libby on
a range of subjects, including: affluence, rural poverty,
projections for the 1970’s, higher education, complexities
of change, conservation, and youth programs during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 133b Folder 3
Northeastern Regional Manpower Advisory Committee, 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copy of Directory for Northeastern Region from the
Secretariat of National Manpower Advisory Committee
and correspondence regarding University of Maine
President Winthrop C. Libby serving on the Committee
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 133b Folder 4a
Northeastern Regional Manpower Advisory Committee, 1968
Scope and Contents
University of Maine President Winthrop C. Libby’s
pack for the Northeastern Region from the Secretariat of
National Manpower Advisory Committee meeting which
Libby served on during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 133b Folder 4b
103rd Legislature, 1966-1967
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various reference material regarding the State of Maine
103rd Legislature and correspondence regarding a County
Chairman meeting at the University of Maine during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 133b Folder 7
The Fraternity System, 1969
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 133b Folder 8
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Paper by University of Maine President Winthrop C.
Libby on the fraternity system at the University of Maine
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Committee On Agriculture (Governor's), 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Governor of Maine’s
Committee on Agriculture which University of Maine
Dean Winthrop C. Libby was chair of, including: list of
Committee members and Committee meeting material
and copy of resolutions of the faculty of the University of
Maine College of Life Sciences and Agriculture during
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 133b Folder 11
Curtis, Governor Kenneth, 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine Dean
Winthrop C. Libby and State of Maine Governor Kenneth
M. Curtis regarding the United Nation Intern Program,
overview of University of Maine activities, hiring
practices, Libby’s appointment as acting University of
Maine president, and Computer Advisory Committee
during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 133b Folder 12
Herbert Fowle, 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copy of report from the Office of the Vice President for
Administration and Finance during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 133b Folder 13
Government Reorganization, 1967-1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding government reorganization,
including: correspondence regarding the responsibilities
of the State Liquor Commission, reports on governmental
reorganization from the Task Force on Government
Reorganization, and correspondence regarding the Task
Box 133b Folder 14
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Force during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Governor's Cabinet Meetings, 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and memorandums regarding
the State of Maine Governor’s Cabinet Meeting during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 133b Folder 15
Muskie/Nicoll, 1967-1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine Dean
Winthrop C. Libby and State of Maine Governor Kenneth
M. Curtis and his administrative assistant Donald Nicoll
regarding the proposed Human Resources Development
Center for Glasgow Air Force Base in Montana, Libby’s
appointment as acting University of Maine president,
various committee meetings, potato industry, and James
Connally Technical Institute during Hugh Edwin Young
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 133b Folder 17
Yankee Conference, 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Yankee Conference of
presidents of New England Land Grant institutions during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 133b Folder 18
Model Cities Planning Grant, 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding support for the Auburn’s application
for the Model Cities Planning Grant during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 133b Folder 19
State Advisory Committee, 1967-1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the U.S. State Farmers Home
Administration Advisory Committee, including:
Box 133b Folder 20
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correspondence regarding Winthrop C. Libby’s
resignation from the Committee, travel vouchers for
Libby, visits to the Lewiston/Auburn area, and list of
Committee members during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Council Of Presidents (Presidents Of State Colleges), 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Council
of Presidents, including: memorandums during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 133b Folder 22
School Of Forestry -- A Statement On The Department Of
Forestry, 1934-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine's School
of Forestry, including: copies of “A Statement on the
Department of Forestry”, “Background and History
of the University Forest”, and “Research in Forestry,
Wood Technology and Wildlife”, and memorandums and
correspondence regarding the history of the School of
Forestry during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman
Elliot’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 134 Folder 3
Chemical Engineering And Pulp And Paper Technology,
1934-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding chemical engineering and
pulp and paper technology, including: program from
the dedication of Lyle. C Jenness Hall, copy of paper
“The First Fifty Years of the Maine Section of the
American Chemical Society”, results of occupational
survey of chemical engineering graduates (1917-1941),
various chemical engineering and pulp and paper
department reports, proposal for a new building for
chemical engineering and building progress report, copy
of a “Request for Authorization of a Ph.D. Program in
Chemical Engineering”, plans for proposed addition to
Aubert Hall, press release regarding graduating students,
newspaper clippings regarding pulp product and pulp
and paper course, copy of Pulp and Paper Bulletin, list of
pulp and paper graduates, and a proposal for a chemical
engineering laboratory at the University of Maine, and
memorandums and correspondence regarding student
placement problem, list of faculty in the field of Pulp and
Paper, pulp and paper manufacturers, feedback on reports
and papers, purchasing an experimental paper machine,
status of the pulp and paper course, various meetings and
events during Robert Judson Aley, Clarence Cook Little,
Box 134 Folder 4
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Harold Sherburne Boardman, and Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Independent Student Organization, 1943-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Independent Student
Organization, including: banking information,
correspondence regarding the formation of the
Organization, bank book, and balance of the Organization
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 134 Folder 10
Senior Skulls, 1950-1954
Scope and Contents
Newspaper clippings regarding University of Maine
students being selected as “senior skulls” during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 134 Folder 12
Blueberries, 1952-1970
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding blueberries,
including: copies of the reports “The Status of Chokepear
Control in the Department of Plant and Soil Sciences” and
“Some Thoughts on Establishing Priorities for Blueberry
Research in the Department of Plant and Soil Sciences”,
copies of circular of “1967 Blueberry Dust Program”
and “Summary of Blueberry Research Work” by the
Maine Agricultural Experiment Station, correspondence
regarding conference on blueberries, copy of report of
County Blueberry Leaders, and newspaper clipping
regarding blueberry book during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 134 Folder 13
Senior Class, 1957
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine Senior Class of 1957
pledge of support for the University of Maine Department
of Electrical Engineering during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 134 Folder 15
American Association Of Land-Grant Colleges And State
Universities -- General, 1957-1959
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the American Association of
Land-Grant Colleges and State Universities, including:
various committee reports, correspondence, meeting
material, and various reference material during Arthur
Box 134 Folder 16
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Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
American Association Of Land-Grant Colleges And State
Universities, 1959-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the American Association of
Land-Grant Colleges and State Universities, including:
copies of various committee reports, correspondence,
meeting material, memorandums, and various reference
material during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 134 Folder 17
President Lloyd Hartman Elliot, 1959-1963
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine President
Lloyd Hartman Elliot, including: correspondence
regarding foreign languages, George Crosby appointment
as the Chairman of the Assemblies Committee and Spring
Arts Festival Committee, carillon bells, and student
scholarships during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 134 Folder 18
Botany Department -- Tree Labeling, 1961
Scope and Contents
Press release regarding the University of Maine Botany
Department‘s tree-labeling project during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 134 Folder 19
Department Of Sociology Anthropology, 1961
Scope and Contents
Press release regarding the appointment of Dr. William
E. Schumacher as visiting professor in the University of
Maine Department of Sociology and Anthropology during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 134 Folder 20
Ethics, 1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding ethics, including: copy of paper
entitled “Ethical and Professional Relationships” and
reference material on the subject of ethics during Hugh
Edwin Young's tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 134 Folder 23
Certificates, 1965-1968 Box 134 Folder 26
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various University of Maine blank certificates including
for the “4-H Achievement Certificate", Advisory Council
for the Higher Education Act, and Bureau of Public
Administration during Hugh Edwin Young's tenure as
University of Maine president.
Newspaper Clippings, 1950-1972
Scope and Contents
Various newspaper clippings regarding the University
of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 134 Folder 27
Commencement, 1941
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 135 Folder 1
Commencement, 1942
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 135 Folder 2
Commencement -- January, 1943
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: correspondence, address, and
purchase orders during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 135 Folder 3
Commencement -- May, 1943
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 135 Folder 4
Commencement -- December June, 1943-1944 box 135 Folder 5
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Commencement -- June, 1944
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 135 Folder 6
Commencement -- September, 1944
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 135 Folder 7
Commencement, 1944-1945
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 135 Folder 8
Commencement, 1946
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 135 Folder 9
Commencement, 1947
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 135 Folder 10
Commencement -- February, 1947
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
box 135 Folder 11
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of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Commencement -- February, 1948
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 135 Folder 12
Commencement -- June, 1948
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 135 Folder 13
Commencement -- August, 1948
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 135 Folder 14
Commencement, 1949
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 135 Folder 15
Commencement -- February, 1949
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 135 Folder 16
Commencement -- August, 1949
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
box 135 Folder 17
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of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Commencement -- February, 1950
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 18
Commencement -- June, 1950
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 19
Commencement -- August, 1950
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 20
Commencement -- February, 1951
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 21
Graduation Exercises -- Two Year Agriculture -- May, 1951
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine graduation
exercises, including: address, correspondence, and
schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 22
Commencement -- June, 1951
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
Box 135 Folder 23
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of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Commencement -- August, 1951
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 24
Commencement -- February, 1952
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 25
Graduation Exercises -- Two-Year Agriculture, 1952
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding two-year agricultural degree
graduation exercises, including: newspaper clipping,
memorandums, purchase orders, and correspondence
during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 26
Commencement -- June, 1952
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 27
Commencement -- August, 1952
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 28
Commencement -- January, 1953
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
Box 135 Folder 29
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of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Graduation Exercises -- Two-Year Agriculture, 1953
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding two-year agricultural degree
graduation exercises, including: program, list of graduates,
and correspondence during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 30
Commencement -- June, 1953
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, program,
correspondence, list of invitees, and schedule during
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 135 Folder 31
Commencement -- August, 1953
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 32
Commencement -- February, 1954
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, program,
correspondence, list of invitees, and schedule during
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 135 Folder 33
Graduation Exercises -- Two-Year Agriculture, 1954
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding two-year agricultural degree
graduation exercises, including: schedule, program, list
of graduates, and correspondence during Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 34
Commencement -- June, 1954
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: reference material from Colby
College commencement, program, correspondence, list
Box 135 Folder 35
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of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Commencement -- August, 1954
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 36
Commencement -- February, 1955
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 37
Graduation Exercises -- Two-Year Agriculture, 1955
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding two-year agricultural degree
graduation exercises, including: schedule, program,
newspaper clipping, and correspondence during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 38
Class Day Exercises, 1955
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine Class Day,
including: report, schedule, and notes during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 39
Class Day Exercises, 1956
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine Class Day,
including: address, schedule, and correspondence, and
list of invitees during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 40
Commencement -- June, 1955
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, program,
correspondence, list of invitees, newspaper clipping,
Box 135 Folder 41
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and schedule during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Commencement -- August, 1955
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, program,
correspondence, list of invitees, and schedule during
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 135 Folder 42
Commencement -- June, 1956
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, program,
correspondence, list of invitees, and schedule during
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 135 Folder 43
Commencement -- August, 1956
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, program,
correspondence, list of invitees, and schedule during
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 135 Folder 44
Class Day, 1957
Scope and Contents
Program from University of Maine Class Day during
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 135 Folder 45
Alumni Barbecue, 1957
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Alumni
Barbecue, including: program, list of attendees, and
correspondence during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 46
Commencement -- June, 1957
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
commencement, including: program, list of attendees, and
Box 135 Folder 47
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correspondence during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Commencement -- August, 1957
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
commencement, including: program, list of attendees, and
correspondence during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 48
Commencement -- June, 1958
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
commencement, including: program, list of attendees,
and correspondence during Joseph M. Murray's tenure as
acting University of Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 49
Commencement -- August, 1958
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
commencement, including: program, list of attendees, and
correspondence during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 135 Folder 50
Commencement -- June, 1959
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, program, newspaper
clippings, correspondence, list of invitees, and schedule
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 1
Commencement -- August, 1959
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, program,
correspondence, list of invitees, and schedule during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 136 Folder 2
ROTC Commissioning Ceremonies, 1958-1960
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Reserve Officers Training
Corps ceremonies, including: programs, correspondence,
Box 136 Folder 3
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newspaper clipping, and press release during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Alumni Luncheon Banquet, 1960
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Alumni Luncheon, including:
copies of program, list of alumni, and copy of tribute to
retiring faculty during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 4
Commencement -- June, 1960
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, program, newspaper
clippings, correspondence, list of invitees, and schedule
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 5
Commencement Luncheon -- June, 1960
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement luncheon, including: address,
photographs, program, invitation, correspondence, list
of invitees, and schedule during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 6
Commencement -- August, 1960
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, program,
correspondence, list of invitees, and schedule during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 136 Folder 7
Commencement Luncheon -- June, 1961
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement luncheon, including: program and list
of invitees during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 8
Class Day Exercises, 1961 Box 136 Folder 9
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Scope and Contents
Program and memorandum regarding University of Maine
Class Day Exercises during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
ROTC Commissioning Ceremonies, 1961
Scope and Contents
Press release regarding the Reserve Officers Training
Corps ceremonies during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 10
Commencement -- June, 1961
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, program, newspaper
clippings, correspondence, list of invitees, and schedule
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 11
Commencement -- August, 1961
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, photographs,
program, invitation, correspondence, list of invitees,
and schedule during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 12
Commencement Committee, 1962
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement committee, including: correspondence,
committee meeting material, list of committee members
and press release during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 13
Commencement -- University Of Maine In Portland, 1962
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine in
Portland (also known as the University of Southern
Maine) commencement, including: address, program,
correspondence, list of invitees, and schedule during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 136 Folder 14
Class Day Exercises, 1962 Box 136 Folder 15
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine Class Day
Exercises, including: program, description of certificate
of merit, and letter regarding order for chairs and diploma
stand during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Alumni Luncheon, Banquet Reception -- June, 1962
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Alumni Luncheon, Banquet
and Reception, including: copies of program, press
release, list of alumni, and schedule during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 16
Commissioning Of ROTC Officers -- June, 1962
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Reserve Officers Training
Corps ceremony, including: press release, program,
and address during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 17
Commencement -- June, 1962
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, newspaper clipping,
program, invitation, correspondence, list of invitees,
and schedule during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 18
Commencement Luncheon, 1962
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement luncheon, including: correspondence,
program and list of invitees during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 19
Commencement Luncheon -- June, 1962
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement luncheon, including: correspondence,
seating plan, and list of invitees during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 20
Commencement -- August, 1962 Box 136 Folder 21
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, press release,
program, correspondence, list of invitees, and schedule
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Commencement -- University Of Maine In Portland -- June,
1963
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine in Portland
(also known as the University of Southern Maine)
commencement, including: address, program, newspaper
clipping, correspondence, list of invitees, and schedule
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 22
University Of Maine Foundation -- Annual Meeting, 1962
Scope and Contents
Various items for the University of Maine Foundation
annual meeting held at the President’s Office, including:
gift and bequest information, financial statement, and
invitation to members of the Foundation during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 23
Commencement -- June, 1963
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, press release,
program, correspondence, list of invitees, and schedule
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 24
Commencement -- August, 1963
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program and schedule during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 136 Folder 25
Commencement -- University Of Maine In Portland -- June,
1964
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine in Portland
(also known as the University of Southern Maine)
commencement exercises, including: program, press
Box 136 Folder 26
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release, and correspondence during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Commencement -- June, 1964
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: newspaper clipping, address,
press release, program, correspondence, list of invitees,
and schedule during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 27
Commencement -- August, 1964
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, program, schedule,
and correspondence during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 28
Commencement -- June, 1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, press release,
program, correspondence, list of invitees, and schedule
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 29
University Of Maine In Portland Commencement -- June, 1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine in Portland
(also known as the University of Southern Maine)
commencement exercises, including: program, press
release, and correspondence during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 30
Commencement Honorary Degrees -- August, 1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, press release,
program, correspondence, list of invitees, and schedule
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 31
Commencement -- January, 1966
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, correspondence, list
Box 136 Folder 32
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of invitees, and schedule during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Commencement Luncheon -- June, 1966
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement luncheon, including: program,
correspondence, schedule, and address during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 33
Commencement -- June, 1966
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: press release, program,
correspondence, list of invitees, and schedule during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 34
ROTC Commissioning Exercises -- June, 1966
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Reserve Officers Training
Corps ceremony, including: program and newspaper
clipping during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 35
Commencement -- University Of Maine In Portland -- June,
1966
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine in Portland
(also known as the University of Southern Maine)
commencement exercises, including: program and address
during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 36
Commencement -- August, 1966
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: press release, photographs,
program, correspondence, list of invitees, and schedule
during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 37
Alumni Day, 1966
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine Alumni
Day, including: press release, committee meeting minutes,
Box 136 Folder 38
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program, and correspondence during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Commencement -- January, 1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: newspaper clipping, program,
correspondence, list of invitees, and schedule during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 39
Commencement -- University Of Maine In Portland -- May,
1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine in Portland
(also known as the University of Southern Maine)
commencement exercises, including: program, newspaper
clipping, press release, correspondence, and address
during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 136 Folder 40
Commencement -- June, 1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: photographs, newspaper
clipping, program, correspondence, list of invitees,
and schedule during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 136 folder 41
Commencement -- Alumni Weekend -- June, 1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement alumni weekend, including: address, press
release, newspaper clipping, program, correspondence,
list of invitees, and schedule during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 136 folder 42
Commencement Luncheon -- June, 1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: list of attendees, newspaper
clipping, schedule, and invitation during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 136 folder 43
ROTC Commissioning Exercises -- June, 1967 box 136 folder 44
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Press release regarding the Reserve Officers Training
Corps ceremony, including: program and newspaper
clipping during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Commencement -- August, 1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: list of attendees, newspaper
clipping, press release, schedule, and address during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 136 folder 45
Commencement -- January, 1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: list of attendees, press release,
schedule, correspondence, and address during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 136 folder 46
Commencement Committee -- June, 1968
Scope and Contents
Memorandums and meeting material from the
Commencement Committee during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 136 folder 47
Commencement -- Reunion Weekend -- June, 1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement reunion weekend, including: newspaper
clipping, press release, and memorandum during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 136 folder 48
Commencement -- June, 1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: newspaper clipping,
address, list of attendees, press release, schedule, and
correspondence during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 136 folder 49
ROTC Commissioning Exercises -- June, 1968
Scope and Contents
Press release regarding the Reserve Officers Training
Corps ceremony, including: program, address, and press
box 136 folder 50
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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release during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Commencement Luncheon -- June, 1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement luncheon, including: table plan and
list of attendees during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 136 folder 51
Commencement -- University Of Maine In Portland -- June,
1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine in Portland
(also known as the University of Southern Maine)
commencement exercises, including: program, schedule,
press release, correspondence, and address during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 136 folder 52
Commencement -- August, 1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: address, list of attendees, press
release, schedule, and correspondence during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 136 folder 53
Commencement -- Reunion Committee, 1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement reunion committee, including: newspaper
clipping, list of committee members, press release, and
correspondence during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 136 folder 54
Commencement -- January, 1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, schedule, list
of invitees, press release, and correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 136 folder 55
Commencement Luncheon -- June, 1969 box 136 folder 56
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
List of invitees for University of Maine commencement
luncheon during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
ROTC Commissioning Exercises -- June, 1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Reserve Officers Training
Corps ceremony, including: press release, program,
address, and photograph during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 136 folder 57
Commencement -- June, 1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, address, schedule,
list of invitees, press release, and correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 136 folder 58
Commencement -- University Of Maine In Portland -- June,
1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine in Portland
(also known as the University of Southern Maine)
commencement exercises, including: newspaper clipping
and correspondence during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 136 folder 59
Commencement -- August, 1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, address, newspaper
clipping, schedule, list of invitees, press release, and
correspondence during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 136 folder 60
Commencement -- January, 1970
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding discontinuing January commencement
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 136 folder 61a
Commencement -- January, 1970 box 136 folder 61b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: program, address, schedule,
list of invitees, press release, and correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Commencement -- University Of Maine In Augusta -- May,
1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding separate University of Maine
in Augusta (also known as the University of Maine at
Augusta) commencement during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 136 folder 62
Commencement -- South Campus -- January, 1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine South
Campus (also known as the University of Maine Augusta
Bangor) commencement, including: newspaper clipping,
press release, photographs, program, address, and
correspondence during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 136 folder 63
Class Day, 1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
class day, including: program, address, newspaper
clipping, schedule, list of invitees, press release, and
correspondence during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 136 folder 64
Commencement Luncheon -- June, 1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement luncheon, including: list of invitees and
correspondence during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 136 folder 65
ROTC Commissioning Exercises, 1970-1972
Scope and Contents
Press release regarding the Reserve Officers Training
Corps ceremony during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 136 folder 66
ROTC Commissioning Exercises, 1970 box 136 folder 67
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Press release and program regarding the Reserve Officers
Training Corps ceremony during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Commencement -- June, 1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: press release, newspaper
clipping, list of invitees and correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 137 Folder 1
Commencement Reunion Week -- June, 1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement reunion week, including: press release,
invitation, and correspondence during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 137 Folder 2
Commencement Luncheon -- August, 1970
Scope and Contents
List of attendees for University of Maine commencement
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 137 Folder 3
Commencement -- August, 1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: press release, newspaper
clipping, address, program, schedule, and correspondence
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 137 Folder 4
Commencement -- January, 1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: photographs, press release,
newspaper clipping, address, program, schedule, and
correspondence during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 137 Folder 5
Commencement Dinner -- January, 1971 Box 137 Folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
List of invitees for University of Maine commencement
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Commencement -- January, 1971
Scope and Contents
Program for University of Maine commencement during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 137 Folder 7
Commencement -- University Of Maine At Bangor -- June, 1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine Bangor (also
known as the University of Maine South Campus and
University of Maine Augusta Bangor) commencement,
including: newspaper clipping, schedule, and address
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 137 Folder 8
Commencement -- June, 1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: press release, newspaper
clipping, address, program, schedule, and correspondence
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 137 Folder 9
Commencement Luncheon -- June, 1971
Scope and Contents
List of invitees for University of Maine commencement
luncheon during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 137 Folder 10
Commencement Reunion Week Committee -- June, 1971
Scope and Contents
Press release and correspondence regarding the University
of Maine commencement reunion week during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 137 Folder 11
Commencement Dinner -- June, 1971 Box 137 Folder 12
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
List of invitees for University of Maine commencement
dinner during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Commencement -- August, 1971
Scope and Contents
Program for University of Maine commencement during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 137 Folder 13a
Commencement -- August, 1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: press release and
correspondence during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 137 Folder 13b
Commencement Reunion Committee, 1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine reunion
committee, including: press releases and program during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 137 Folder 14
Commencement -- January, 1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: press releases, program,
photographs, schedule, and correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 137 Folder 15
Commencement -- University Of Maine At Bangor -- June, 1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine Bangor (also
known as the University of Maine South Campus and
University of Maine at Augusta Bangor) commencement,
including: program, invitation list, and address during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 137 Folder 16
Commencement -- June, 1972 Box 137 Folder 17
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: press releases, program,
addresses, schedule, and correspondence during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Commencement -- August, 1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: newspaper clipping,
press releases, program, addresses, schedule, and
correspondence during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 137 Folder 18
Commencement Luncheon -- June, 1972
Scope and Contents
List of invitees for University of Maine commencement
luncheon during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 137 Folder 19
Commencement Luncheon -- June, 1973
Scope and Contents
List of invitees for University of Maine commencement
luncheon during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 137 Folder 20
Commencement -- June, 1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
commencement, including: newspaper clipping,
press releases, program, addresses, schedule, and
correspondence during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 137 Folder 21
Commencement Reunion Committee -- June, 1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine reunion
committee, including: press release, letter and program
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 137 Folder 22
Commencement -- University Of Maine At Bangor -- June, 1973
Scope and Contents
Program for University of Maine Bangor (also known as
the University of Maine South Campus and University of
Box 137 Folder 23
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Maine Augusta Bangor) commencement during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Jerold Panas Partners, Inc. Proposal, 1972
Scope and Contents
Copy of a proposal to the University of Maine
Development Council from Jerold Panas & Partners, Inc.
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 137 Folder 27
Department Of Economics -- General, 1968-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Economics including: copy of the
Department’s Personnel Policy, “A Proposed Modification
of the International Affairs Program”, memorandum
regarding the transfer of students and copy of the proposal
for the creation of a Department of Economics in the
College of Arts and Sciences during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 137 Folder 28
Department Of Economics -- Salary Adjustments, 1983
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding grievances with salary
adjustments in the University of Maine Department
of Economics during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 137 Folder 29
Department Of Economics -- Development Plan, 1976
Scope and Contents
Copy of the University of Maine Department of
Economics Development Plan during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 137 Folder 30
U.S. Office Of Education, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding the U.S. Office of Education
contact persons during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 137 Folder 31
EDUCOM, 1974 Box 137 folder 32
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the EDUCOM Conference,
including: correspondence, meeting material, and
reference material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Effluent Society, 1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Effluent Society and the
establishment of a recycling program during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 137 folder 33
The Maine Teacher, 1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Copies of the publication “The Maine Teacher” during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 137 folder 35
Department Of Agricultural And Resource Economics, 1980
Scope and Contents
Copy of Maine State Planning Office available
publications and maps during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 137 Folder 37
Postcards
Scope and Contents
Blank postcards of Jaffrey, New Hampshire, Fogler
Library, and the Alumni Hall.
Box 137 Folder 42
Pilot Plan For Continuing Development, 1970-1976
Scope and Contents
A copy of “University of Maine Pilot Plan for Continuing
Development” by Umberto Innocenti-Richard K. Webel
Landscape Architects-Planners.
Box 137 Folder 43
Pride In The Past Faith In The Future, 1965
Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine Bulletin during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 137 Folder 44
Background Material About The University Of Maine, 1965 box 137 Folder 49
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of publication “Background Material About The
University of Maine” during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
New England Board Of Higher Education, 1980
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and publications regarding the New
England Board of Higher Education during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 137 Folder 52
The George C. Marshall ROTC Award Conference, 1980
Scope and Contents
Conference report of the George C. Marshall ROTC
Award Conference during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 137 Folder 53
Strategies For Revitalizing Rural Maine, 1980
Scope and Contents
A copy of a summary report "Strategies For Revitalizing
Rural Maine" regarding a rural development cooperative
agreement between the State of Maine and the Farmer’s
Home Administration from the Maine State Planning
Office during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 137 Folder 54
Agriculture In Maine, 1979
Scope and Contents
A copy of the report “Agriculture In Maine” submitted to
the Food and Farmland Study Commission by the Maine
State Planning Office during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
box 137 Folder 55
Commission On Maine's Future, 1977
Scope and Contents
A copy of “Commission on Maine’s Future” final report
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 137 Folder 56
The Governor's Committee On Rural Development, 1980 box 137 Folder 57
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
A copy of the first annual report of the State of Maine
Governor’s Committee on Rural Development during Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
A Balanced View Of The Forest As A Source Of Energy
Material, 1980
Scope and Contents
A copy of the paper “A Balanced View of the Forest
as a Source of Energy Material” by Harold E. Young,
Professor of Forest Resources at the University of Maine
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 137 Folder 58
Doctoral Program In Education Leadership ED.D., 1978
Scope and Contents
Copy of report “Doctoral Program in Education
Leadership ED.D" by J.M. Clark during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 137 Folder 59
A Living Constitution, 1965
Scope and Contents
A copy of “A Living Constitution” from the New England
Telephone Company describing the State of Maine
legislature during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 137 Folder 64
Inauguration Of Lloyd Hartman Elliot Bulletin Article, 1958
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine Bulletin on the
inauguration of Lloyd Hartman Elliot as University of
Maine President during his tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 137 Folder 65
Homecoming Weekend Program, 1965
Scope and Contents
Copy of a program for the homecoming weekend during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 137 Folder 66
The University Of Maine And The State Of Maine, 1957 box 137 Folder 67
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
A copy of the publication “The University of Maine and
The State of Maine” during Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure
as University of Maine president.
Financial Facts, 1951
Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine Bulletin publication
“Financial Facts” during Arthur Andrew Hauck during his
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 137 Folder 68
President Kennedy Visit, 1963
Scope and Contents
Copy of Portland Sunday Telegraph newspaper with
headline regarding the visit of U.S. President Robert F.
Kennedy’s visit to the University of Maine during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 137 Folder 69
New England Regional Student Program, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Copies of New England Regional Student Program reports
on undergraduate and graduate levels during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 137 Folder 70
New York State College Of Agriculture And Life Sciences,
1973
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the New York State College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 137 Folder 71
Presentations By University Staff To 102nd Legislature, 1965
Scope and Contents
Copies of presentations by University of Maine staff to the
State of Maine 102nd Legislature during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 138 Folder 3
Appropriations Committee, 1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine Appropriations
Committee, including: newspaper clipping and
Box 138 Folder 4
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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memorandum to members of the Committee during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
U.S. Aid, 1963
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandum regarding the USAID
office in Abidjan, Ivory Coast during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 138 Folder 5
College Of Life Sciences Agriculture, 1965-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the College of Life Sciences
& Agriculture, including: copy of the report “Study of
New England Colleges of Agriculture”, correspondence
regarding research, consultants staffing, freshman
applications data, faculty meeting minutes, student pass
figures, and copy of “Proposal For Two-Year Technical
program in Potato production and Utilization at Aroostook
State Teachers College" during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 138 Folder 6
Augusta Aroostook Delegation, 1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
and Aroostook County, including: copy of the report
“Exemption of the University of Maine from the Bureau
of Public Improvements Act of 1955”, data on the
Aroostook County and University of Maine, and notes
from Augusta meeting with Aroostook Delegation during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 138 Folder 7
Legislature, 1964
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine legislature
including: lists of University of Maine Board of Trustees,
members of the Development Council, and University
Extension, correspondence regarding Augusta meeting
with Aroostook Delegation, data on the Aroostook
County Extension Association, memorandum regarding
the University of Maine sent to members of the
Appropriations Committee of the 102nd Legislature of
Maine, home state enrollment data and comparisons
in New England, and list of legislatures during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 138 Folder 8
Poultry Commission, 1968 Box 138 Folder 9
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine Poultry
Commission, including: list of Committee members,
suggestions for members, and correspondence regarding
appointments to the Committee during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Dairy Commission, 1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine Governor’s
Dairy Commission, including: list of Committee members,
suggestions for members, and correspondence regarding
appointments to the Committee during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 138 Folder 10
College Of Life Sciences And Agriculture, 1967-1968
Scope and Contents
Meeting minutes from University of Maine College of
Life Sciences and Agriculture faculty meetings during
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 138 Folder 11
Library Park, 1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding an idea from Dean David Fink,
Jr. for a library park for Portland, Maine during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 138 Folder 13
Peace Corps, 1965
Scope and Contents
A copy of a Peace Corps Volunteer publication during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 138 Folder 15
News For Farmer Cooperatives, 1965
Scope and Contents
A copy of a News for Farmer Cooperatives publication
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 138 Folder 16
U.S. Aid And The University Of Maine, 1960-1961
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding U.S. aid and the University
of Maine, including: a proposal for a Maine/African
Center, correspondence and memorandums regarding
Box 138 Folder 17
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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the proposal, copy of a Maine-African Institute Sub-
Committee report, Committee meeting notes, contract
between the United States and International Cooperation
Administration, and copy of report from the Council on
Economic and Cultural Affairs during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Maine/Haitian Mission, 1961-1963
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
mission to Haiti, including: report on the program of
higher education in agriculture and home economic,
correspondence, and reference material during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 138 Folder 18
Peace Corps Training Program, 1962
Scope and Contents
A copy of a "Peace Corps Training Program Syllabus" for
the Sierra Leone project during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 138 Folder 19
U.S. Aid, 1963
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a U.S. aid mission during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 138 Folder 20
Rural Poverty, 1968
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding a report on poverty during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 138 Folder 21
Blackfly Mosquito Control, 1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding blackfly and mosquito control
during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 138 Folder 22
Agricultural And Resource Economics Research Work, 1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a recommendation for
Agricultural and Resource Economics research work
Box 138 Folder 23
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Public Service Programs And Activities
Scope and Contents
A copy of University of Maine Public Service Programs
and Activities.
Box 138 Folder 25
ETV -- Channel 10, 1960-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the involvement of the University
of Maine with ETV Channel 10 WCBB which was
founded by Colby, Bates, and Bowdoin Colleges
including: including: correspondence regarding financing,
relationship with the University of Maine, history of
the channel, staffing of the Channel, Improvement of
Televised Instruction project, programming, accounting
information and copy of agreement between Colby, Bates,
and Bowdoin Colleges and the University of Maine, and
newspaper clipping regarding the station during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 139 Folder 1
ETV -- Shares, 1961-1962
Scope and Contents
Details of the purchase of stock shares in ETV Channel
10 WCBB by International Business Machine (IBM)
from Dr. Constance Warren including: correspondence
and extract of Board of Trustees meeting minutes
regarding the sale during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 139 Folder 2
ETV -- Mt. Washington TV Advisory Council, 1961-1967
Scope and Contents
Material from the Mt. Washington TV Advisory Council
meetings including: correspondence, newspaper clipping,
and proceedings during Lloyd Hartman Elliot and Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 139 Folder 3
ETV -- Educational Television Act, 1961-1964
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Educational Television Act,
including: correspondence, reports, reference material,
meeting material, and copy of referendum question for
Construction of an Educational Television Network for the
Box 139 Folder 4
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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State of Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
ETV -- Information Draft For HEW, 1961-1964
Scope and Contents
Information draft for HEW Educational Television
Facilities Act, including: viewing data, New Hampshire
primary election coverage data, copy of federal
Television Broadcast Station Construction Permit,
National Educational Television and Radio Center
News, correspondence and information regarding
microwave route and transmitter locations, political
support for Maine’s Educational Television Network,
funding information, and copy of proceedings before
the Federal Communications Commission regarding the
Amendment of Section 3.606, Table of Assignments Table
of Assignments Television Broadcast Stations during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 139 Folder 5
ETV -- Advisory Committee On Educational Television,
1962-1966
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Advisory Committee on
Educational Television, including: copy of a "Maine
State of Department of Education In-School Broadcast
Schedule", Committee meeting material, and press release
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot and Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 139 Folder 6
ETV -- Correspondence With ETV Staff And General
Information, 1962-1967
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence with Educational Television
staff regarding staffing, feature of Phillip Lewis closed
circuit T.V., faculty orientation workshop, funding, and
budgeting, and program from conference on “The Use
of Television in Industrial Training and Management
Development” during Lloyd Hartman Elliot and Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 139 Folder 7
ETV -- Governor's Advisory Committee On Educational
Television, 1961-1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare regarding a Educational Television
Network grant to establish a new non-commercial
education television broadcasting station on channel 13
Box 139 Folder 8
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
ETV -- Advisory Committee, 1963-1964
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Educational Television
Faculty Advisory Committee, including: correspondence
regarding meeting arrangements and Committee
appointments during Lloyd Hartman Elliot and Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 139 Folder 9
ETV -- Correspondence With HEW, 1963-1964
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare regarding Educational Television
Network grant to establish a new non-commercial
education television broadcasting station on channel 13
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 139 folder 10
ETV -- Faculty Advisory Committee, 1963-1966
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Educational Television
Faculty Advisory Committee, including: correspondence
regarding meeting arrangements and Committee
appointments during Lloyd Hartman Elliot and Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 139 folder 11
ETV -- Constance Warren Studios Of The Maine Educational
Network, 1963-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Constance Warren Studios of
the Maine Educational Television Network, including:
correspondence regarding and photograph of dedication
plaque in Warren’s honor and with Warrant on the
operations of the Network during Lloyd Hartman Elliot,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 139 folder 12
ETV -- WMEB-TV, 1963-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the WMEH, including:
memorandum regarding location of production facility,
correspondence regarding funding, financial and coverage
data, delays in programming, and station activation during
box 139 folder 13
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Lloyd Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
ETV -- Correspondence With FCC, 1963-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with the Federal Communication
Commission regarding station licensing during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 139 folder 14
ETV -- Educational Television And Political Broadcasting
Network, 1963-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Educational Television
and Political Broadcasting Network, including:
correspondence with State of Maine funding, list of
ETV TAPES, programming, Legislative Research
Subcommittee, establishment of the Division of
Communication Systems, relationship between WCBB-
TV and the State Department of Education, establishment
and activation of the Network, press releases, copy
of the University of Maine Bulletin regarding ETV,
reference material, and copies of "Annual Financial
Report of Networks and Licenses of Broadcast Stations"
and “Report of Instructional Television Activities at
the University of Maine" during Lloyd Hartman Elliot,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 139 folder 15a
ETV -- Educational Television And Political Broadcasting
Network, 1968-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Educational Television and the
Political Broadcasting Network, including: EDUCOM
institutions, ITV Personnel Policies, and various reference
Educational Television reports and publications, and
reference material during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 139 folder 15b
ETV -- Educational Television And Political Broadcasting
Network, 1968-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Educational Television and the
Political Broadcasting Network, including: address for the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, material from the
Committee on Educational Television meetings, feedback
on series, and political supporting and funding during
box 139 folder 15c
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
ETV -- CED, 1965
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding Educational Television
continuing education courses offered during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 139 Folder 16
ETV -- Gifts, 1965
Scope and Contents
Details of a gift from Twentieth Century-Fox gift of
equipment to the Educational Television during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 139 Folder 17
ETV -- CCTV, 1963-1966
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding closed circuit television at the
University of Maine, including publications, information
sheet regarding proposed interconnection between
the University of Maine in Orono (also known as the
University of Maine) and the University of Maine in
Portland (also known as the University of Southern
Maine) with branch to Augusta (also known as the
University of Maine in Augusta), meeting material
regarding closed circuit television, and details of the
Federal application of the University of Maine for fixed
microwave facilities, press release regarding closed
circuit television, ETV production schedule, and budget
information during Lloyd Hartman Elliot and Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 139 Folder 18
ETV -- Conference On "How To Use Maine ETV Resources",
1966
Scope and Contents
Material from the conference on “How to Use Maine
Educational Television Resources” at the University of
Maine including: program and correspondence during
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 139 Folder 19
ETV -- Governor Advisory Committee, 1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Governor Advisory
Committee on Educational Television, including: State
of Maine ETV Network program guide and fact book and
box 139 Folder 20
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Committee meeting material during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
ETV -- General Information For President, 1967
Scope and Contents
Various reference material related to the Carnegie
Commission Report on Educational Television during
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 139 Folder 21
ETV -- Gifts, 1967
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding gifts to Educational Television
from Samuel and Harry Fireman, Boston Camping
Supply Company during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 139 Folder 22
ETV -- Television Development At The University Of Maine,
1964-1967
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding the
development of television at the University of Maine
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot and Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 139 Folder 23
ETV -- Governor Advisory Committee, 1967-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine Governor
Educational Television Advisory Committee, including:
a copy of an Enabling Act providing for the construction
of an Educational Television Network, photographs
of Committee, network maps, list of Committee
members, travel vouchers, reports, meeting material, and
correspondence regarding meeting during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 139 Folder 24
ETV -- Dedication Of Constance Warren Studios, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the dedication of Constance
Warren Studios of the Maine Educational Television
Network, including: correspondence, notes, and copy
of vote regarding the naming from University of Maine
Board of Trustees during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 139 Folder 25
ETV -- General, 1969-1970 Box 139 Folder 26
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding Educational
Television, including: various items related to the
Governor Advisory Committee on Educational Television,
program schedules for the Maine Educational Television
Network, McGraw-Hill Research report on excerpts
regarding Maine viewer response, copy of report “The
Maine Educational Television Network a New Outlook”
regarding the Maine Educational Television Network,
and various reference material regarding Educational
Television during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
ETV -- Governor Advisory Committee, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine Governor
Advisory Committee on Educational Television,
including: meeting minutes, correspondence,
memorandums, and reference material during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 139 Folder 27
Department Of Agricultural Resource Economics, 1962-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics,
including: Department reports, copy of proposed teaching
program, press release regarding name change, newspaper
clippings regarding the Department, and minutes from a
faculty meeting during Lloyd Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 140 Folder 2
College Of Agriculture -- Directions Emphases, 1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine College
of Life Sciences and Agriculture, including: policies
and regulations, a copy of “Directions and Emphases
College of Agriculture”, and newspaper clipping regarding
the College during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 140 Folder 5
National Association Of State Universities And Land-Grant
Colleges -- General, 1963-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the National Association of
State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges, including:
publications, correspondence, meeting material, and
Box 140 Folder 6a
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reports during Lloyd Hartman Elliot and Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
National Association Of State Universities And Land-Grant
Colleges -- General, 1961-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the National Association of
State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges, including:
publications, correspondence, meeting material, and
reports during Lloyd Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young,
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 140 Folder 6b
City Of Bangor Report, 1967-1968
Scope and Contents
Newspaper clipping regarding the proposed retail-service
store complex in Bangor, Maine and copies of a report
to the City of Bangor “The Bangor Area Economy Its
Present and Future” during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
Box 140 Folder 8
Background Information About The University Of Maine, 1967
Scope and Contents
Copy of the booklet “Background Information about the
University of Maine” and cover letter from Howard A.
Keyo during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 140 Folder 9
Margaret Payson Material, 1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Margaret Payson who made
financial contributions to the University of Maine
including: correspondence regarding contributions and
nursing, financial data, and a copy of “A Proposal to
Establish at the University of Maine in Portland, A
Center for Social Welfare, Nursing, and Allied Health
Professions” during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 140 Folder 10
Associated Women Students, 1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Associated Women Students,
including: publications, correspondence, and a copy
of their constitution during Hugh Edwin Young and
Box 140 Folder 11
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Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Maine Partners Of The Alliance, 1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Partners of Alliance,
including: correspondence regarding visit by Eunice Da
Costa, correspondence with Alan Rubin, president of the
Maine Partners of the Alliance, Alliance meeting material,
and correspondence and information regarding a trip to
Rio Grande do Norte Brazil during Hugh Edwin Young
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 141 Folder 1
State Of Maine Emergency Resource Management Plan, 1966
Scope and Contents
Copy of State of Maine Emergency Resource
Management Plan Parts A and B during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 141 Folder 7
Community Development, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding community development,
including: memorandums and correspondence
regarding functional organization Community Resource
Development organization at the University of Maine and
report on community development activities during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 141 Folder 9
Rural Poverty, 1967-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the President’s National Advisory
Commission on Rural Poverty, including: reports,
publications, and meeting material during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 141 Folder 11
Continuing Education, 1967
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Continuing Education Division, including: reports and
memorandums regarding the activities and review of
the Division during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 141 Folder 12
Center For Continuing Education, 1965-1968 Box 141 Folder 13
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Center for
Continuing Education, including: proposal to the W.K.
Kellogg Foundation, details of University of Maine
involvement in the Center, reports, correspondence, and
conference material during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Task Force On Government Reorganization, 1967-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine Task Force on
Government Reorganization, including: correspondence
regarding the responsibilities of the State Liquor
Commission, Council for Natural Resources”, report on
the attempt at classification of programs within Natural
Resource Departments, Task Force on Government
Reorganization reports, correspondence, memorandums,
and meeting material during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 141 Folder 14
Ricker College, 1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Ricker College in Houlton,
Maine, including: correspondence regarding bylaws and
staffing, copy of bylaws, financial statements, material
from Board of Trustees meetings, and reports during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 141 Folder 17a
Ricker College, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Ricker College in Houlton,
Maine, including: publications, memorandums, material
from Board of Trustees meetings, and reports during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 141 Folder 17b
Ricker College, 1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Ricker College in Houlton,
Maine, including: financial statements, reports,
correspondence regarding retirement plans, and copy of
proposed pension plan for the College during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 141 Folder 17c
Ricker College, 1967-1968 Box 141 Folder 17d
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Ricker College in Houlton,
Maine, including: reports, Board of Trustees meeting
material, press releases, and correspondence regarding the
College’s operations during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Knox College, 1968
Scope and Contents
Copies of the papers “Long-Range Planning and Its
Implications for Development” and “What Does the
Small College Have to Sell” from The Council for the
Advancement of Small Colleges during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 141 Folder 18
State Of Maine Notes
Scope and Contents
Notes on the: economic and intellectual climate of Maine,
county commissioners, Kiwanis Club, Presque Isle Rotary,
New England Agriculture Economics Council, crystal ball
gazing, fallacies of the day, New England Kiln Drying
Association and Northeastern Section Forest Products
Research Society, deterioration in the quality of the rural
community, and the responsibilities of the University of
Maine.
box 141 Folder 20
Bangor Daily News Clippings, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous clippings from the Bangor Daily
News regarding the University of Maine and Maine
politics during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 142 Folder 11
Mary Beth Piel Reception, 1971
Scope and Contents
Various regarding the operatic singer Mary Beth Peril's
performances at the University of Maine, including:
correspondence, press releases, newspaper clippings, and
invitation list for the reception during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 142 Folder 13
Horatio Alger Awards, 1971
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding suggested Horatio Alger Awards
nominations for Raymond H. Fogler and former
Box 142 Folder 14
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University of Maine President Hugh Edwin Young during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Maine Appraisal By The People, 1973
Scope and Contents
A copy of the report “Maine An Approval By The People”
by Northeast Markets, Inc. for the State Planning Office
Executive Department during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 142 Folder 22
108th Legislature, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Various regarding the State of Maine 108th Legislature,
including: various publications, correspondence, and
meeting material from Legislative Committee visit during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 142 folder 28
Council Of Presidents -- May Meeting, 1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land
Universities Council of Presidents meeting, including:
meeting notes, agenda, reports, and supporting material
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 143 Folder 1
Council Of Presidents -- December Meeting, 1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land
Universities Council of Presidents meeting with
Governors Council, including: correspondence and
reference material during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 143 Folder 2
Council Of Presidents -- June Meeting, 1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land
Universities Council of Presidents meeting, including:
agenda, and supporting material during Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Box 143 Folder 3
Council Of Presidents -- February Meeting, 1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land
Universities Council of Presidents’ Council on Academic
Box 143 Folder 4
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Affairs meeting, including: agenda, correspondence
regarding Council appointments, and supporting material
during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of
Maine president.
Council Of Presidents -- October Meeting, 1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land
Universities Council of Presidents’ Council meeting and
Yankee Conference meeting, including: meeting notes,
correspondence regarding Council meetings, Council
reports, and supporting material during Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Box 143 Folder 5
Council Of Presidents -- June Meeting, 1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land
Universities Council of Presidents’ Council meeting and
Yankee Conference meeting, including: agenda, meeting
notes, correspondence regarding Council meetings,
Council reports, and supporting material during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 143 Folder 6
Council Of Presidents -- May Meeting, 1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land
Universities Council of Presidents’ Council meeting,
including: agenda, meeting notes, correspondence
regarding Council meetings, Council reports, and
supporting material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 143 Folder 7
Council Of Presidents -- March Meeting, 1979
Scope and Contents
A copy of the New England Land Universities Council
of Presidents’ Council meeting pack during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 143 Folder 8
Council Of Presidents -- December Meeting, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land
Universities Council of Presidents’ Council meeting,
including: agenda, meeting notes, correspondence
regarding Council meetings, Council reports, and
Box 143 Folder 9
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supporting material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Council Of Presidents -- September Meeting, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land
Universities Council of Presidents’ Council meeting,
including: agenda, meeting notes, correspondence
regarding Council meetings, Council reports, and
supporting material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 143 Folder 10
Council Of Presidents -- June Meeting, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land
Universities Council of Presidents’ Council meeting and
Yankee Conference meeting, including: agenda, meeting
notes, correspondence regarding Council meetings,
Council reports, and supporting material during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 143 Folder 11
Council Of Presidents -- February Meeting, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land
Universities Council of Presidents’ Council Yankee
Conference meeting, including: agenda, meeting notes,
correspondence regarding the meeting including its
cancellation, Council reports, and supporting material
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 143 Folder 12
Council Of Presidents -- January Meeting, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land
Universities Council of Presidents’ Council meeting,
including: agenda, meeting notes, correspondence
regarding Council meetings, Council reports, and
supporting material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 143 Folder 13
Council Of Presidents -- December Meeting, 1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land
Universities Council of Presidents’ Council Yankee
Conference meeting, including: agenda, meeting notes,
correspondence regarding the meeting, Council reports,
Box 143 Folder 14
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and supporting material during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Council Of Presidents -- October Meeting, 1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land
Universities Council of Presidents’ Council and Yankee
Conference meetings, including: correspondence
regarding the scheduling of the meeting during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 143 Folder 15
Council Of Presidents -- July Meeting, 1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land
Universities Council of Presidents’ Council meeting,
including correspondence regarding the scheduling of the
meeting during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 143 Folder 18
Council Of Presidents -- June Meeting, 1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land
Universities Council of Presidents’ Council meeting,
including: agenda, meeting notes, correspondence
regarding the meeting, Council reports, and supporting
material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 143 Folder 16
Council Of Presidents -- February Meeting, 1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land
Universities Council of Presidents’ Council meeting,
including: agenda and travel itinerary, meeting notes,
correspondence regarding the meeting, and supporting
material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 143 Folder 17
Council Of Presidents -- November Meeting, 1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land
Universities Council of Presidents’ Council meeting,
including: agenda, correspondence regarding the meeting,
and supporting material during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 143 Folder 19
Council Of Presidents -- May Meeting, 1976 Box 143 Folder 20
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land
Universities Council of Presidents’ Council meeting,
including: agenda and travel itinerary, meeting notes,
correspondence regarding the meeting, and supporting
material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Council Of Presidents -- March Meeting, 1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land
Universities Council of Presidents’ Council meeting,
including: agenda, correspondence regarding the meeting,
and supporting material during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 143 Folder 21
Council Of Presidents -- July Meeting, 1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the New England Land
Universities Council of Presidents’ Council meeting,
including: schedule, correspondence regarding the
meeting, and supporting material during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 143 Folder 22
Council Of Presidents -- Correspondence, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence to and from University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville regarding the New England
Land Universities Council of Presidents’ Council and
Yankee Conference regarding: recommendations on
revenue sharing for football, Board for International
Food and Agriculture Development, Caucus of New
England State Legislation, and John C. Hoy’s selection
as Executive Director of the New England Board of
Higher Education during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 143 Folder 23
Robert D. Parks Gifts, 1978
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding a gift from Robert D. Parks to the
University of Maine Annual Alumni Fund during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 2
109th Legislature, 1979-1980 Box 144 Folder 3
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine 109th
Legislature including: senate and house registers,
publications, reports, copies of legislation, and list of
senators and representatives during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Legislative Affairs Meeting, 1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the legislative affairs meeting
including: list of senators and representatives, reference
and meeting material during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as
acting University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 5
110th Legislature, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine 110th
Legislature including: senate and house registers,
publications, reports, copies of legislation, and list of
senators and representatives during Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 6
UMO Tie, 1984
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence with W.M. Chelsea Ltd. and
design examples for the University of Maine at Orono
(also known as the University of Maine) tie during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 9
India Day, 1984-1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding International India Day, including
India Day Committee meeting material, correspondence,
and notes during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 12
Gowns, 1984-1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine cap and
gown rental, including order forms, correspondence, and
Box 144 Folder 15
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various catalogs during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Council Of Colleges, 1982-1984
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Council
of Colleges, including: Council meeting agendas, notes,
minutes, and list of Council members during Paul H.
Silverman and Arthur M. Johnson’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 16
Public Relations, 1984-1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding public relations, including:
minutes from meeting to discuss the University of
Maine Public Information and Central Services (PICS),
correspondence and memorandums regarding the
meetings, calendar, promotion of the University of Maine
at Bangor International Airport, and coordination of
press and information functions, and reference material
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 144 folder 18
Barton-Gillett, 1984
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding The Barton-Gillet Company and
their proposal for communications and marketing services,
including: correspondence, publications, and reference
material during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 144 folder 20
Legislators Weekend, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the organization of the
Legislator’s Weekend held at the University of Maine,
including: schedule, correspondence with attendees, and
newspaper clipping during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 144 folder 21
Engineering Technology, 1985
Scope and Contents
Letter from Honeycomb Systems, Inc. regarding
engineering at the University of Maine during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 144 Folder 24
Governor's Economic Development Conference, 1985 box 144 folder 25
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine Governor's
Economic Development Conference, including: list of
attendees, agenda, copy of address, and financial data
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Maine Science And Technology Board Meeting, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Science and
Technology Board meeting, including: agenda,
correspondence, and supporting material during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 26
Church Goods, 1985
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding the
production of academic regalia from Church Goods
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 144 Folder 28
Honorary Degrees, 1985
Scope and Contents
List of recipients of honorary degrees at the University of
Maine during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 29
ROTC Space, 1985
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding ROTC space at the University of Maine
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 144 Folder 30
Public Relations, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items related to public relations at the University
of Maine, including: correspondence regarding search for
the Director of Public Information and Central Services
(PICS), notes from meeting with Lobster Research
Institute, and concerns with public relations at the
University of Maine during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 144 folder 31
Susan Hunt, 1985 Box 144 folder 33
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence with Susan Hunt regarding the Tranet
Transnational Retreat and reference material regarding the
Retreat during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Alternative Fuel Co-Generation, 1985
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding alternative fuel & co-generation
plant at the University of Maine during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 34
Residential Life, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding residential life at the University
of Maine, including: Ad Hoc Residential Committee
report and memorandum regarding opportunity to play
Soviet hockey team, and extending Bear Den hours
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 144 Folder 36
Patric Farrell, 1985
Scope and Contents
Correspondence, memorandums and reports regarding
the Farrell Collection at the University of Maine during
Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 144 Folder 37
Student Concerns Regarding Open Office Hours, Maine Bounds
Parole, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding various University
of Maine student concerns including about office hours,
also information regarding: parole, towing, and the Maine
Bound, insurance coverage, and Laboratory for Surface
Science and Technology during Arthur M. Johnson’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 39
Legislature, 1985
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding University of Maine President
Arthur M. Johnson’s visit to Augusta during his tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 41
General Campus Information, 1985 Box 144 Folder 42
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of UMO news and Highlights publications during
Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
President Assistant Honors Banquet, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various information sent by the University of Maine
President Arthur M. Johnson’s assistant regarding groups
and events and correspondence regarding the Honors
Banquet during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 43
Maine Scholars Day, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Maine Scholars Day, including:
publication, memorandum, list of patrons, letter, and notes
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 144 Folder 44
Enrollment Management, 1985
Scope and Contents
Copy of a Enrollment-Management Core Group report
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 144 Folder 45
United Way, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding United Way, including: meeting
material, reports, and correspondence during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 47
Science, Technology, Humanities Model, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Science, Technology, Humanities
Model, Lindbergh Grants Program, and retreat regarding
teaching, and announcements regarding technology
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 144 Folder 48
Hannula Proposal, 1985
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine Professor Hannula’s
proposal regarding enriched calculus sequence and new
Box 144 Folder 49
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honors for talented students during Arthur M. Johnson’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Rally, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student rallies at the University
of Maine including concerning the University of Maine
Foundation’s holdings in South Africa, including:
correspondence, reference material, and student
publications opposed to the investments during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 52
University College, 1985
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding the organization and
implementation of the University College during Arthur
M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 53
R&D Park, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine contributions
to the R&D Park including: correspondence and
information regarding the Technology and Society Project
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 144 Folder 54
General Tour File, 1985
Scope and Contents
Copies of a "Research Today/Building Tomorrow
Update" and “The Maine Agricultural Experiment Station
Centennial Celebration and Open House” publication
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 144 Folder 56
Area Presidents, 1985
Scope and Contents
Executive summary of area presidents during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 57
New Student Reception, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the new University of Maine
student retreat including: notes, correspondence, and
Box 144 Folder 60
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list of attendees during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Memorandums, 1985
Scope and Contents
Memorandums regarding peace studies, President’s
Advisory Council, and Gold and Green Fund Drive
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 144 Folder 61
ACUCAA, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding ACUCAA including: notes and
reference material during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 63
Russ Bodwell, 1985
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with Russell Bodwell regarding the
University of Maine Performing Arts Center during Arthur
M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 64
Shantytown, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine student
protest “shantytown” including: correspondence regarding
costs and reference material regarding student protest
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 144 Folder 65
Non-Trad Student Intern, 1985
Scope and Contents
List of faculty and staff with an interest in serving adult
learners and reference material regarding non-traditional
students during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 67
Science Awareness, 1985
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a Science Awareness
Conference during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 70
Stump To Ship Reception, 1985 Box 144 Folder 71
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Stump to Ship film reception
including: notes and agenda during Arthur M. Johnson’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Canadian Project, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Canadian Project, including:
notes, correspondence with the University of Brunswick
and State of Maine Governor Joseph E. Brennan and
Maine/Canadian Trade Conference material during Arthur
M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 76
Maine Campus Publication, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the publication
Maine Campus, including copy of the publication,
advertising rate structure, and correspondence regarding
editorials and communication and decision-making
channels during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 77
Russian Hockey Game Flag Issue, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and newspaper clippings
regarding the display of the U.S. flag at the University
of Maine hockey games and a proposed game against a
Soviet Union team during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 78
Institute On The Economy Tour, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and notes regarding an Institute
on the Economy tour of eastern and northern Maine
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 145 Folder 1
United Way -- Loaned Executive, 1985
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and notes regarding the University of
Maine loaning an executive to United Way during Arthur
M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 2
Theobald Luncheon, 1985 Box 145 Folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding futurist Robert Theobald’s
luncheon at the University of Maine including: notes,
correspondence, biographical information for Theobald,
press release regarding Theobald’s banquet, and itinerary
for Theobald’s visit during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Running Reflectors, 1985
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with Ted Rogers regarding reflective gear
for runners and order details during Arthur M. Johnson’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 8
George McNully Speech, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding George McNully's, President for
the Center for Plant Conservation visit to the University
of Maine to speak at the "Preparing Ourselves for a
Changing World” event, including: newspaper clippings,
correspondence, and reference material during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 9
International India Day Letters, 1985
Scope and Contents
Letters containing feedback on the International India
Day held at the University of Maine during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 11
Politeness, 1985
Scope and Contents
Memorandums regarding politeness and service at the
University of Maine and a University of Maine at Orono
Employee Newsletter on the subject during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 12
Outstanding Teachers, 1985
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding outstanding
teacher awards during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 13
President's Academic Achievement Award, 1985 Box 145 Folder 14
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding recipients
of the University of Maine President’s Academic
Achievement Award during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Wildlife Camp, 1985
Scope and Contents
Memorandum and letter regarding Wildlife Camp in the
Cobscook Bay area during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 17
CMP Tour, 1985
Scope and Contents
Itinerary for visit from Central Maine Power to the
University of Maine during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 21
ME Travel Commission, 1985
Scope and Contents
Itinerary for a visit from Maine Vacation Travel
Commission to the University of Maine during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 22
Kurtz Visit, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the visit of Stephen Kurtz,
Principal of Exeter University to the University of Maine,
including correspondence and itinerary during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 23
Noyes Visit, 1985
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding a proposed visit by Roger C. Noyes to the
University of Maine during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 24
Warren Reynolds Visit, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the visit of Rick Warren and Paul
Reynolds from Bangor Daily News to the University of
Maine, including correspondence and itinerary during
Box 145 Folder 25
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Classified Staff And Faculty Professional Staff Breakfasts, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Classified Staff and Professional Staff and Faculty
Breakfasts, including: notes, program, and invitation
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 145 Folder 27
New Faculty Reception, 1985
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandum regarding the New
Faculty Orientation Program during Arthur M. Johnson’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 28
"Pat On The Back" Series, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the “Pat on the Back”
notes in the University of Maine Weekly Calendars which
praised specific faculty, professional staff, and classified
staff during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 31
Lobster Dinner -- December, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Lobster Research
Institute dinner and meeting, including: agenda,
correspondence, and notes during Arthur M. Johnson’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 32
Reception For December Graduates, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the reception for University of
Maine December graduates including: notes and schedule
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 145 Folder 34
The Crews News, 1985-1986
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
publication The Crew’s News, including: correspondence
regarding the “President’s Column” and copies of The
Crew’s News publication and “President’s Column”
Box 145 Folder 36
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
ARGO Maine, 1985-1986
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the ARGO-Maine Committee
research in the Gulf of Maine, including: meeting
and workshop material and correspondence regarding
Committee appointments and meetings during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 43
UMO News, 1986
Scope and Contents
Copies of speeches on University Maine news during
Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 146 Folder 4
Campobello Conference, 1986
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Campobello Conference,
including: remarks by University of Maine President
Arthur M. Johnson, agenda, and correspondence and
memorandums regarding the Conference during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 146 Folder 14
ROTC Negotiation, 1986
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and notes regarding negotiations over
space for the ROTC at the University of Maine during
Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 146 Folder 18
Publications Review, 1986
Scope and Contents
Memorandums regarding a review of University of Maine
publications and copies of publications during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 146 Folder 19
United Way, 1986
Scope and Contents
Letter from Fran Daly regarding his appointment as vice
chairman for the 1987 United Way Campaign during
Box 146 Folder 20
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Public Service Reception, 1986
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding a public service reception at the
University of Maine including: proposed schedule and
guest list during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 146 Folder 21
Baseball Game, 1986
Scope and Contents
Correspondence, notes and memorandums regarding an
invitation to “those who were most helpful to us in the
legislature” to attend a University of Maine baseball game
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 146 Folder 25
Land Grant Program, 1986
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding land grant program, including:
copies of report “Future Directions for Land Grant
Universities”, “The University of Maine and The Land-
Grant Mission” guest column for the Bangor Daily News,
and correspondence regarding Daniel Aldrich’s visit to
the University of Maine at Orono (also known as the
University of Maine) during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 146 Folder 28
Commencement, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
commencement, including Commencement Committee
meeting minutes and memorandum regarding changes
to commencement formats during Arthur M. Johnson’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 146 Folder 29
Coordination Of Arts Fundraising, 1986
Scope and Contents
Various memorandums and correspondence regarding the
coordination of arts fundraising at the University of Maine
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 146 Folder 35
Congratulations To Published Faculty, 1985 Box 146 Folder 36
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding letter congratulating published
University of Maine faculty during Arthur M. Johnson’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Rotary Program In Ellsworth, 1986
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the Rotary
Program in Ellsworth, Maine including list of University
of Maine speakers at Rotary events during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 146 Folder 38
Catering Price List, 1985
Scope and Contents
University of Maine catering price list during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 146 Folder 39
"Pat On The Back" Candidates, 1985-1986
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the “Pat on the Back”
notes in the University of Maine Weekly Calendars which
praised specific faculty, professional staff, and classified
staff during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 146 Folder 40
Brochures, 1985-1986
Scope and Contents
Various academic institutions brochures and University of
Maine ice hockey photograph during Arthur M. Johnson’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 146 Folder 41
Academy For Educational Development, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Academy for Educational
Development, including: publications and correspondence
regarding search for a new Academy for Educational
Development vice president during Dale W. Lick’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 147 Folder 2
Commission Of Institutions Of Higher Education, 1985-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Commission of Institutions of
Higher Education, including: report on a comprehensive
evaluation of the University of Maine, Commission
of Institutions of Higher Education publications, and
Box 147 Folder 3
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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University of Maine at Orono (also known as the
University of Maine) Medical Record Technology
Program Self-Evaluation Report during Arthur M.
Johnson and Dale W. Lick’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Acadia Institute Director, 1989
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the University of Maine’s commitment
to the Acadia Institute proposal to the Kellogg Foundation
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 147 Folder 4
Adolescent Pregnancy Coalition, 1988
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and reference material regarding the
Adolescent Pregnancy Coalition and its event at the
University of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 147 Folder 8
Adult And Community Education, 1988
Scope and Contents
Letter and newspaper clipping regarding adult and
community education during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 147 Folder 9
Advertisement, 1987
Scope and Contents
Copy of a University of Maine advisement during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 147 Folder 10
College Of Agriculture -- General Correspondence, 1987-1990
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence regarding the
University of Maine College of Agriculture, including:
conferences, University of Maine dairy herd, financial
contributions to research, visits, program in agribusiness
administration, agriculture finance program, curriculum
vitae for faculty member Alan S. Kesis, copy of
Memorandum of Understanding between the College
of Life Sciences & Agriculture and the University of
Maine at Farmington, and report on research and scholarly
activities during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 147 Folder 13
U.S. Department Of Agriculture, 1987-1991 Box 147 Folder 14
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding the U.S.
Department of Agriculture regarding the University of
Maine's nomination for the Justin Smith Morrill Memorial
Lecture, USDA building on Grove Street in Orono,
sequester, and grant funding during Dale W. Lick’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Agricultural Engineering, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the University of
Maine Department of Agricultural Engineering, including:
staffing and stipends for Department chairs during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 147 Folder 15
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Agricultural Experiment
Station including: press release and letter regarding Maine
blueberries and Peter Wexler event, U.S. Department of
Agriculture grant, and invitation for event at the Northern
Experiment Forest of International Paper Company during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 147 Folder 16
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Agricultural Experiment Station, including:
memorandums regarding publications, confiscation
of research lots, Haagen-Dazs presentation and press
conference, sustainable agriculture farm site/Witter Center
conversion, dairy research, and appointments to the
Agricultural Advisory Committee, and copy of a Faculty
Handbook during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 147 Folder 17
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Agricultural Experiment Station, including: staff
appointments, publications, and involvement with Student
Conduct Code Committee and copy of minutes from the
box 147 Folder 18
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Agricultural Advisory Committee during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Air Charter Service
Scope and Contents
Copy of Telford Aviation, Inc. publication.
box 147 Folder 19
Alcoa Foundation, 1984
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Alcoa Foundation and a
University of Maine grant from the Foundation during
Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 147 Folder 20
Alumni Association, 1986
Scope and Contents
Notes and correspondence regarding University of Maine
Alumni events during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
box 147 Folder 22
Alumni Association, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Alumni
Association, including: reports, publications, operations
guide, copy of constitution, and correspondence regarding
Association activities during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 147 Folder 23
Alumni Association, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Alumni
Association, including: correspondence regarding
Association activities during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 147 Folder 24
Alumni Association, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Alumni
Association, including: correspondence regarding
Association activities during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 147 Folder 25
American Association For The Advancement Of Science,
1986-1987
box 147 Folder 26
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of American Association for the Advancement of
Science report on “Project on Global Initiatives for the
National Science Foundation” during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
American Council On Education, 1988-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the American Council on
Education, including: publications and American Council
on Education mentor's confidential evaluation, and
correspondence regarding the Council's annual meeting
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 147 Folder 27
American Psychology Association, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding University of Maine
accreditation from the American Psychology Association
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 147 Folder 28
American Red Cross, 1985-1989
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and announcements regarding Red Cross
blood drives at the University of Maine during Arthur
M. Johnson and Dale W. Lick’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
box 147 Folder 29
American Veterinary Medical Association, 1988-1991
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the American Veterinary Medical
Association, including: correspondence regarding
accreditation, awards, and University of Maine Animal
Medical Technology Program staffing, and newspaper
clipping regarding frozen embryos assisting research at
the University of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 147 Folder 30
Department Of Anthropology, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Anthropology, including: correspondence
regarding Department meetings, staffing, and committees
and a copy of an newspaper article on University of Maine
faculty member Richard G. Emerick’s work added to the
box 147 Folder 31
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Smithsonian archives during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Apple Computers, Inc., 1989
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with Apple Computer, Incorporated
regarding the Macintosh IIV during Dale W. Lick’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
box 147 Folder 32
College Of Applied Sciences And Agriculture, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
College of Applied Sciences and Agriculture including:
correspondence regarding staffing, changing of the
College name, and Limestone Future Farmers of America
Alumni Scholarship, and reference material during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 147 Folder 35
Maine Aqua Culture Innovation Center, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various reference material regarding the Maine Aqua
Culture Innovation Center during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 147 Folder 36
Area Presidents Group, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and meeting agenda for the Area
Presidents Group during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 147 Folder 37
Art Collection, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s art
collection, including: survey report, correspondence and
memorandums regarding proposal to develop a visual arts
complex at the Bangor dam, and donations and material
from a Art Collection Committee meeting during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 147 Folder 38
Art Department, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Department of Art, including: correspondence regarding
gifts, events, art sales, and staffing and publications on
University of Maine faculty member Vincent A. Hartgen,
and the Department of Art and newspaper clipping
Box 147 Folder 39
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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regarding the Department during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Art Institute Of Maine, 1984-1985
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the Art Institute of
Maine including the seizure of its operations during
Arthur M Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 147 Folder 40
Art Museum, 1988-1990
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Museum
of Art in Bath, Maine, including: publications, reports, and
correspondence regarding staffing during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 147 Folder 41
College Of Arts Sciences, 1988-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the College of Arts & Sciences,
including: correspondence regarding costs and
reorganization of the College, classrooms, staffing, and
list of College staff during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 147 Folder 42
College Of Arts Sciences, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the College of Arts & Sciences,
including: correspondence regarding staffing and
reference material during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 147 Folder 43
Aspirations, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various reference material on the subject of aspirations
and items regarding the University of Maine Aspirations
Conference during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 147 Folder 44
Aspirations, 1988 Box 147 Folder 45
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various reference material regarding aspirations during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Aspirations, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various reference material on the subject of aspirations
and items regarding the University of Maine Aspirations
Conference during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 147 Folder 46a
Aspirations, 1989
Scope and Contents
Copy of “Helping Children Succeed” publication of the
Maine Aspirations Compact and University of Maine
Aspirations Project during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 147 Folder 46b
Aspirations, 1990
Scope and Contents
Various reference material on the subject of aspirations
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 147 Folder 47
Aspirations, 1991
Scope and Contents
A copy of a Maine Aspirations Foundation Program
report and background material on the National Center
for Aspirations Research during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 147 Folder 48
Association Of American Colleges, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various publications from the Association of American
Colleges during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 147 Folder 49
Association Of Atlantic Universities Meeting -- October, 1989 Box 147 Folder 51
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Pack for Association of Atlantic Universities meeting
including: agenda and supporting material during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Association Of Atlantic Universities Meeting -- September,
1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Association of Atlantic
Universities meeting including: agenda, minutes,
correspondence, and supporting material during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 147 Folder 50
Association of Governing Boards of Universities And Colleges,
1986-1988
Scope and Contents
Various reference material from the Association of
Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 1
Athletics -- Department, 1986-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Athletics
Department, including various press releases and
newspaper clippings regarding University of Maine team
performances, copies of program from “A Weekend in
Maine K.C. Jones & Friends”, "Intercollegiate Athletics
Programs University of Maine Trustees Subcommittee
Report/Questions", and report “Feasibility Study for
Various Renovations/Additional Projects” and plans for
multi-purpose stadium at the University of Maine during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 2
Athletics -- General, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding athletics at the
University of Maine, including: newspaper clippings
regarding team performances, reference material, and
copies of report “Analysis of No-Need Scholarships
for Affirmative Action, Athletics, and Academic
Achievement” and the University of Maine annual report
for Intercollegiate Athletics, Intramurals and Campus
Recreation during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 3
Athletics -- Tennis, 1988-1989 Box 148 Folder 5
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the tennis court project at the
University of Maine, including: correspondence and
samples of the courts during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Athletics -- Tickets, 1984-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding ticketing of University of
Maine athletic events, including: correspondence and
memorandums regarding prices and complimentary tickets
during Paul H. Silverman, Arthur M. Johnson, and Dale
W. Lick’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 6
Athletics -- Title IX, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and memorandums regarding the
Title IX review of the University of Maine Department of
Athletics and reference material regarding Title IX which
related to discrimination during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 7
Athletics -- TV Contracts, 1985-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine athletic TV
contracts, including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding agreements and events and press releases
regarding events during Arthur M. Johnson and Dale W.
Lick’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 9
Athletics -- Wallace Pool, 1986-1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Wallace Pool, including: correspondence and
memorandums regarding hours and the pool's condition
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 148 Folder 10
Athletics -- Weight Room, 1986
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Wallace Pool, including: correspondence and
memorandums regarding hours and the pool condition
Box 148 Folder 11
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Athletics -- Wrestling, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the University of
Maine’s decision to drop wrestling during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 12
Athletics -- Miami Game RSVP, 1986
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine football
team game in Miami including: correspondence with
invitees and invitation list during Arthur M. Johnson’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 14
Athletics -- Intercollegiate, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine System
intercollegiate athletics including: various reports and
newspaper clippings during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 15
Athletics -- Alaska Game, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding a University of Maine
football game in Alaska during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 17
Augusta, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding Augusta, Maine
including: correspondence regarding various events
in Augusta and public policy and newspaper clipping
regarding Mayor of Augusta William Burney during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 148 folder 20
Band -- Marching/Music, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine
marching band performances during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 148 folder 22
Bangor/Brewer, 1987-1989 Box 148 folder 23
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding Bangor and
Brewer, Maine including: correspondence regarding
Chamber of Commerce and Lions, University of Maine
property management, and Chamber of Commerce
member plaque, and reference material during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
City Of Bangor, 1988
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with the City of Bangor regarding “Risk
and Opportunity: Health and Security in the Nuclear Age”,
support of the University of Maine, and events during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 148 folder 24
Bangor Daily News, 1988
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the accuracy of specific Bangor
Daily News articles and serving on a screening committee
for University of Maine vice president of research during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 148 folder 25
Bangor Education Foundation, 1988-1990
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Bangor Education Foundation
including: correspondence regarding Foundation panel
discussions and copies of various Foundation publications
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 148 Folder 26
Bangor Theological Seminary, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a visit to the Bangor
Theological Seminary and Islamic scholar Dr. David
A. Kerr and a copy of program from the inauguration
of Malcolm Lye Warford as president of the Bangor
Theological Seminary during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 27
Bar Harbor, 1987-1990
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding Bar Harbor,
Maine, including: correspondence regarding Dutch Elm
Disease, gifts, golf tournament, and visits to Bar Harbor,
newspaper clipping regarding Acadia National Park, and
Box 148 Folder 28
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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press releases regarding events in Bar Harbor during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
L.L. Bean, 1981-1988
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the store L.L.
Bean, including: correspondence regarding Maine
Development Foundation tour and Bangor expansion and
various reference material regarding L.L. Bean during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 29
Belfast, 1990
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding expanding University of
Maine offerings in Belfast, Maine and newspaper clipping
regarding the Belfast Community College during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 30
Blood Service -- Red Cross, 1989
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the Red Cross Blood Service at the
University of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 32
Gay, Richard A., 1988-1989
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with and about Richard A. Gay from
Blue Hill, Maine and his experiences in international work
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 148 Folder 33
Bond Issue, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding State of Maine bond
issues affecting the University of Maine, including:
correspondence and memorandums regarding bond issues,
a copy of “An Action Plan for the University Bond” and
Bond Issue during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 34
Bond Issue, 1988 Box 148 Folder 35
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine System Bond Issue during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Bookstore, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Bookstore, including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding prices and discounts, capital expenditure, and
building renovation and a copy of a financial report during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 36
Botany Plant Pathology, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Botany and Plant Pathology, including:
correspondence and memorandums regarding evaluation
criteria, herbarium, mushrooms, and available courses
and copy of the Department's publication “Retention,
Promotion, and Evaluation Practices” during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 37
Boy Scouts Of America Katahdin Area Council, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Boy Scouts of America Katahdin
Area Council meetings, including: notes, press releases,
agendas, meeting minutes, and supporting material during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 38
Boys State, 1989
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine
hosting of the Boy’s State Program during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 39
Broccoli, 1989
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a gift of broccoli from H.
Smith Packing Company during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 148 Folder 40
Bureau Of Labor Education, 1986-1990
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Bureau
of Labor Education, including: correspondence with
box 148 Folder 43
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Charles A. Morrison, Commissioner of the State of Maine
Department of Labor and staffing and reference material
regarding labor education during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
College Of Business Administration -- Report, 1984
Scope and Contents
Copy of report on the University of Maine at Orono (also
known as the University of Maine) College of Business
Administration during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 148 Folder 44
College Of Business Administration -- General, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
College of Business Administration, including: annual
report, accreditation report, correspondence regarding
Maine Executive Institute program, time and motion
study, courses offered, and staffing, and copy of Maine
Exchange publication during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 148 Folder 45
College Of Business Administration -- General, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine College
of Business Administration, including: correspondence
and memorandums regarding Salgo Professorship
Committee, accreditation, Maine Executive Institute
program, and staffing and copy of Maine Exchange
publication during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 148 Folder 46
College Of Business Administration -- General, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine College
of Business Administration, including: correspondence
and memorandums regarding the Management
Information Systems program and grading, copy of
Management Programs publications and reports on “Other
Space Needs Specific to the College of Business”, and
plan regarding building during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 148 Folder 47
Camden Conference, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Camden Conference,
including newspaper clippings, conference proceeding,
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and attendance pack during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Literacy Project, 1989
Scope and Contents
Memorandum from Lynn Campman regarding the
University of Maine Literacy Project during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 148 Folder 51
Campus Ministries, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Orono Campus Ministries
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 148 Folder 52
Campus Crossroads, 1986-1987
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Campus Crossroads
publication and a copy of the publication during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 148 Folder 53
Canadian American Center -- General, 1985-1986
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Canadian American Center, including: correspondence
regarding nominations to the Canadian American Center
Advisory Committee, program from Canadian-American
Understanding Award luncheon, and copies of the draft
memorandum of understanding between the University of
Maine and University of New Brunswick and report “The
Impact of the University of Maine on the Economic Future
of the State of Maine” during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 148 Folder 54
Canadian American Center -- Photos of Lecturer Robert
MacNeil Dale Lick, 1987
Scope and Contents
Photos of Lecturer Robert MacNeil and University
of Maine President Dale W. Lick during his tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 55
Canadian American Center -- General, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Canadian
American Center, including: publications, reference
material, and correspondence regarding Center events
Box 148 Folder 56
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during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Canadian American Center -- General, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Canadian
American Center, including: publications, newspaper
clippings, reference material, and correspondence
regarding nominations to the Canadian American Center
Advisory Committee during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 57
Canadian American Center -- General, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Canadian
American Center, including: publications, reference
material, and correspondence regarding Center events
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 148 Folder 58
Career Placement, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and press release regarding the
University of Maine Career Center and employment
opportunities for students during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 149 Folder 1
Council For Advancement And Support Of Education,
1987-1990
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Council for Advancement and
Support of Education (CASE) including: correspondence
regarding University of Maine achievements in the
CASE Recognition Program and copies of various CASE
publications during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 149 Folder 2
Cooperative Association Of States For Scholarships, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Cooperative Association
of States for Scholarships (CASS), including:
correspondence regarding reunion in Costa Rica,
University of Maine participation in CASS, copy of a
sub agreement between Georgetown University and the
University of Maine CASS Program, and reunion meeting
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material from event in Costa Rica during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Center For Innovation And Entrepreneurship, 1986-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Center for Innovation and
Entrepreneurship (CIE) including: newspaper clippings
regarding the Center, memorandums and correspondence
regarding CIE Program highlights, staffing of CIE, annual
reports, publications, proposal for CIE, and reference
material regarding CIE during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 149 Folder 4
Center For Marine Studies, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Center
for Marine Studies, including: memorandums and
correspondence regarding a new building, sea grant
recertification, and CAYUSE and ARGO-Maine, Making
Waves newsletter, material from Marine Studies events,
reviews of the Sea Grant College Program, and staffing,
copies of National Science Foundation report and Making
Waves newsletter, and reference material during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 149 Folder 5
Center For Marine Studies, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Center for Marine Studies, including: memorandums
and correspondence regarding interactions with the
Marine Law Institute, recommendation to form a
Marine Academic Programs Steering Committee,
Council on Ocean Affairs, Center for Marine Studies
activities, staffing, and Marine Program briefing,
statement regarding Legislative Document No. 140
"An Act to Promote Marine Research", newspaper
clippings, reference material, copies of the ARGO-Maine
Newsletter, annual report, publications, and "Report of the
Task Force on Marine Activities" during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 149 Folder 6
Center For Marine Studies, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Center
for Marine Studies, including: memorandums and
correspondence regarding review of marine programs,
Center for Marine Studies Policy Advisory Committee
recommendations, and R.V. Stickney, press releases
regarding Wavelengths, a copy of a report “On the
box 149 Folder 7
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Development of Marine Sciences at the University of
Maine”, Board of Trustees' Subcommittee on Marine
Studies Outside Reviewers meeting material, reference
material, newspaper clippings, and publications during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Center For The Study Of The First American, 1981-1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Center
for the Study of Early Man (also known as "Center
for The Study of the First American"), including:
fact sheet, reference material, and memorandums and
correspondence regarding the proposed “Administrative
Framework for the Center of the Study of Early Man”,
Institute for Quaternary, Richard Leakey Conference, and
Mr. Bingham’s Trust for Charity support during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 149 Folder 8
Center For The Study Of The First American, 1988-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Center for the Study Of Early Man (also known as the
Center for the Study of the First American), including:
correspondence regarding visits to the Center and current
projects, changing of name from “Center for the Study
of Early Man” to “Center for the Study of the First
American", and copies of Mammoth Trumpet publication
and program from The First World Summit Conference
on the Peopling of the Americas held at the University
of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 9
Center For The Study Of The First American, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Center
for The Study Of Early Man (also known as "Center for
The Study Of The First American"), including: list of
publication and material from "The First World Summit
Conference on the Peopling of the Americas" held at the
University of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 10
Central Maine Indian Association, Inc., 1989
Scope and Contents
Letter from the Central Maine Indian Association, Inc.
regarding tickets to the Native American Dance Theater
Box 149 Folder 11
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during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Central Maine Power Conference, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Central Maine Power, including:
correspondence regarding the John W. Rowe Scholarship
Fund, partnership with the University of Maine, forum,
visit to the University, and a copy of “The University of
Maine Child Care Committee Report” during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 12
Chairs For Charity, 1987
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding donations to the University
of Maine’s “Chairs for Charity” and copies of the
“Assumptions of Risk and Release” and “Rules of the
Event” forms during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 14
Change, 1973-1987
Scope and Contents
Various copies of Change the Magazine of higher learning
publication and various miscellaneous papers by Dr.
Luther P. Gerlach, University of Maine Professor of
Anthropology during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 15
Chemical Engineering, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Chemical Engineering at the
University of Maine, including: a copy of the Journal
of Supercritical Fluids, correspondence regarding the
establishment of the J. Larcom Oben Chair in Chemical
Engineering, staffing, grant funding, and an article in the
Science Times Section of the New York Time during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 16
Department Of Chemistry, 1987-1990
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Chemistry, including: correspondence
and memorandums regarding biotechnology, meetings
with Department of Chemistry faculty, staffing issues,
technology for the production of newsprint, research
support, computing needs, and course concerns, and
student ratings data, and a copy of “A Proposal to
Expand the New Laboratory for Surface Science and
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Environmental Chemistry at the University of Maine”
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Chess Club, 1987
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding grant funding support for the
University of Maine Chess Club during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 18
Child Care, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding child care at the University of
Maine, including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding the University of Maine Child Care Committee,
child care services at the University of Maine, tour of
Children’s Center Programs, Child Study Center, and
the Child Development Learning Center, publications,
reference material, signatures regarding concerns
about child care, and copy of Early Childhood NCATE
preconditions report during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 19
China -- General, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding a visit to by University of Maine
representatives and a proposed University of Maine
exchange program during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 21
China -- Visit, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding a visit to China by University
of Maine representatives including correspondence
and reference material during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 22
Christmas Card List, 1986-1989
Scope and Contents
University of Maine Christmas card lists during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 23
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Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Christmas Tree, 1987
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine
Christmas tree during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 24
CIA, 1989
Scope and Contents
Details of a University of Maine policy towards recruiters
including from the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 25
Coalition For Undoing Racism, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Coalition for Undoing
Racism, including: publications, agenda for meeting with
University of Maine President Dale W. Lick, and copy of
“A Statement about Racism Research” during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 27
College Board, 1986-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding The College Board, including
publications and University of Maine membership
information during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 28
College Guides, 1988-1992
Scope and Contents
Copies of various college guides during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 29
College Of The Atlantic, 1989
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with Dr. Louis Rabineau, President of the
College of the Atlantic regarding the relationship between
the University of Maine and the College of the Atlantic
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during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Commencement -- Addresses, 1987-1991
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine commencement speeches
(with edits) from author Stephen King and U.S. Senator
Olympia J. Snowe during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 31
Commencement -- Committee, 1986-1988
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding appointments to the University
of Maine Commencement Committee and attendance at
Committee meetings during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 32
Commencement -- Speakers, 1991
Scope and Contents
List of University of Maine commencement speakers
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 149 Folder 33
Commencement -- General, 1986
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding commencement exercises at
the University of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 34
Commencement -- General, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding commencement
exercises at the University of Maine and copy of program
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 149 Folder 35
Commencement -- General, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding commencement
exercises at the University of Maine and copy of program
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 149 Folder 36
Commencement -- General, 1989 Box 149 Folder 37
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding commencement
exercises at the University of Maine and copy of program
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Commencement -- General, 1990
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding commencement
exercises at the University of Maine and copy of program
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 149 Folder 38
Commencement -- General, 1991
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding commencement
exercises at the University of Maine and copy of program
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 149 Folder 39
Commencement -- Committee, 1987
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine commencement invitations,
correspondence regarding planning of the commencement,
and copies of commencement programs during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 40
Commencement -- Committee, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
University of Maine Commencement Committee meeting
agendas and minutes and commencement program during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 41
Conversation Club, 1987
Scope and Contents
List of Conversation Club members and correspondence
regarding the history of the Club during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 42
Commencement -- Ministers, 1987
Scope and Contents
List of ministers of the University of Maine
commencements during Clarence Cook Little, Harold
Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
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and Howard R. Neville's tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen's tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman, Arthur M.
Johnson, and Dale W. Lick’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Commencement -- Programs, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine commencement programs
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 150 Folder 2
Commencement -- Stage Party, 1988
Scope and Contents
List of invitees to University of Maine commencement
stage party and note regarding the party during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 150 Folder 3
Commission On Graduate Education, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Commission on Graduate Education including:
correspondence regarding the Commission’s report and
appointments to the Committee and copies of the report
“Unifying the effort: Strengthening Graduate Educate at
the University of Maine” during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 150 Folder 4a
Commission On Graduate Education, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Commission on Graduate Education, including: various
reference material and a copy of the Commission report
“Unifying the effort: Strengthening Graduate Educate at
the University of Maine” during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 150 Folder 4b
Commission On Land Grant-Sea Grant University Of The
Future, 1986-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Presidential Commission on Land Grant-Sea Grant
University of the Future, including: Commission meeting
material, correspondence and memorandums regarding the
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Committee, and reference material during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Commission On Land Grant-Sea Grant University Of The
Future, 1985-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Presidential Commission on Land Grant-Sea Grant
University of the Future, including: a copy of the
Commission report “Excellence without Elitism”,
correspondence and memorandums regarding the
Committee, and reference material during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 150 Folder 5b
Commission On Undergraduate Education, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Commission on Undergraduate Education, including:
Commission meeting material, correspondence and
memorandums regarding the Commission, and reference
material during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 150 Folder 6a
Commission On Undergraduate Education, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Commission on Undergraduate Education, including:
Commission meeting material, correspondence and
memorandums regarding the Commission, and reference
material during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 150 Folder 6b
Commission Reports, 1989-1990
Scope and Contents
Details of the publication of various commission reports
including from the University of Maine Commission on
Undergraduate Education during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 150 Folder 7
Commission Members, 1987
Scope and Contents
Lists of members of the Commission on Graduate
Education and Commission for the Land Grant/Sea Grant
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University of the Future during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Council For Advancement And Support Of Education,
1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Invitation for a conference from the Council for
Advancement and Support of Education and publication
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 150 Folder 9
Maine Community Leadership Forum, 1990
Scope and Contents
List of members of the Maine Community Leadership
Forum and a memorandum regarding a Forum meeting
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 150 Folder 12
Department Of Computer Science, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Computer Science, including:
correspondence regarding staffing, description of the
reorganization, UMNEWS Information Services Project,
conference on “Artificial Intelligence”, and software
engineering, copies of report “Overview of the Computer
Science Department”, "IEEE-CS Conference on Ada
Applications and Environments”, and computer science
graduate brochure during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 150 Folder 15
Concert Park, 1989
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding the
proposed Concert Park during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 150 Folder 17
Letters Of Condolence, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various letters of condolence during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 150 Folder 18
University Of Connecticut, 1989
Scope and Contents
Letter from the University of Connecticut thanking the
University of Maine President Dale W. Lick for sending
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three commission reports on graduate education during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conferences Institutes, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and memorandums regarding the
University of Maine Conferences & Institutes fees and
various events and publications during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 150 Folder 20
Conference Reporting Service, 1988
Scope and Contents
Letter and publication regarding the Conference Reporting
Service during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 150 Folder 21
Congratulatory Letters, 1988-1989
Scope and Contents
Various congratulatory letters regarding University of
Maine faculty publications, staff appointments, and
speeches during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 150 Folder 22
Department Of Conservation, 1988
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding a possible agreement between the State of
Maine and the University of Maine Cooperative Extension
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 150 Folder 23
College Presidents, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence between presidents of Maine
colleges and reference material regarding Beal College
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 150 Folder 24
Continuing Education/Summer Session, 1989
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding a University of Maine Continuing
Education and Summer Session during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 150 Folder 25
Cooperative Extension Service, 1987 Box 150 Folder 26a
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Cooperative Extension Service, including: various
publications, meeting material, and copies of reports from
the ad hoc committee to review the Cooperative Extension
Service and regarding the Service during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Cooperative Extension Service, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Cooperative Extension Service, including: correspondence
regarding staffing, copy of a report from the ad hoc
committee to review the Cooperative Extension Service,
responses to the report, and press release regarding
Cooperative Extension Service activities during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 150 Folder 26b
Cooperative Extension Service, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Cooperative Extension Service, including: correspondence
regarding staffing, copy of report from the ad hoc
committee to review the Cooperative Extension Service,
and copies of publications during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 150 Folder 27
Cooperative Extension Service, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Cooperative Extension Service, including: correspondence
regarding the ad hoc committee to review the Cooperative
Extension Service and copies of Cooperative Extension
Service publications during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 150 Folder 28a
Cooperative Extension Service, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Cooperative Extension Service, including: correspondence
regarding funding, reference material, and copies of
Cooperative Extension Service publications during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 150 Folder 28b
Control Data, 1987-1989 Box 150 Folder 29
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Control Data including: reference
material, publications, correspondence regarding computer
research, and copy of a proposal for the Cyber 990
computer during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Cooperative Extension Service -- Township 30, 1988
Scope and Contents
Announcement regarding Township 30, Maine and letter
regarding a fire truck during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 151 Folder 1
Cooperative Extension Service, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Cooperative Extension Service, including: correspondence
regarding the constitution for the Leader's Association,
copies of the mission of the Cooperative Extension
Service, major plans of work, and meetings and events,
and copies of various publications during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 151 Folder 2
CORTECH, 1986-1987
Scope and Contents
Material from meeting with University of Maine
representatives and CORETECH during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 151 Folder 3
Counseling Center, 1988-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Counseling Center including: correspondence
and memorandums regarding data on time limits,
accreditation, suicidal related emergencies, and legal
opinion, and copies of annual reports during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 151 Folder 5
Credit Union, 1987
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and plans regarding a building site for
the University of Maine Credit Union on Rangeley Road,
Orono during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 151 Folder 6
Crosby, Elizabeth, 1987 Box 151 Folder 7
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Elizabeth Crosby who received a
plaque for being the oldest University of Maine graduate
including: newspaper clippings, Crosby's obituary, and
letter regarding Crosby's death during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Cumberland Club, 1986-1990
Scope and Contents
Various Cumberland Club publications and welcome letter
to the Club during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 151 Folder 8
Cutler Health Center, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Cutler
Health Center, including: correspondence regarding the
closing of the infirmary, information regarding the Center,
staffing, and student concerns during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 151 Folder 9
Cutler Health Center, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Cutler Health Center including: correspondence and
memorandums regarding updates, staffing, concerns,
and newspaper clipping during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 151 Folder 10
Darling Center, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the University of
Maine Darling Center, including: legislature relating to
aquaculture, additions to the Flowing Seawater Facility,
gifts, and staffing during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 151 Folder 12
University Of Delaware, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Delaware,
including: admissions view book/application, letters
regarding search for a new University of Delaware
president, staffing, and inauguration, and copy of
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inauguration program during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Digital Equipment Corporation, 1988-1989
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and reference material regarding the
Digital Equipment Corporation and its relationship with
the University of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 151 Folder 15
Distinguished Lecture Series, 1988
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding funding for the Distinguished Lecture
Series during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 151 Folder 16
Dixon Parcels Assoc., Inc., 1988-1989
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and reference material regarding Dixon
& Parcels Association, Inc. and logo designs for the
University of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 151 Folder 17
Driscoll, John, 1988
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a potential scholarship fund
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 151 Folder 19
Drug Free Schools And Communities Act Drug-Freework Place
Act, 1988-1990
Scope and Contents
Various publications regarding alcohol and drugs,
including: copies of a University of Maine publication
on alcohol and drugs and U.S. Department of Education
Drug Prevention Program Certification and memorandums
regarding resolution on marketing alcoholic beverages on
campus and Drug-Free Work Place Act during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 151 Folder 20
Eastern Maine Development Corporation, 1986-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Eastern Maine Development
Corporation, including: copy of report, correspondence,
and copy of a cooperative agreement between the
University of Maine and the Eastern Maine Development
Box 151 folder 21
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Corporation during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Eastern Maine Vocational Technical Institute, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Eastern Maine Vocational
Technical Institute including: correspondence and
reference material during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 151 folder 22
Department Of Economic And Community Development,
1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Economic and Community Development,
including: reference material and correspondence during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 151 folder 23
Economic And Community Development, 1987
Scope and Contents
Briefing book prepared for the Legislative Tour of
Lewiston/Auburn, Greater Portland by the University
of Southern Maine Center for Research and Advanced
Study and working papers prepared for the Economic
Development Strategy Task Force during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 151 folder 24
Department Of Economics, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Economics, including: correspondence
and memorandums regarding the New England Electronic
Economic Data Center, meeting material, notes regarding
offerings in economics, Presidential Public Service
Award, Nauman Fellowship Funds, staffing, presentations,
and financial support for the University of Maine and
reference material during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 151 folder 25
Economic Development, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding economic development,
including: a participant list for the Governor’s Economic
Development Conference, staffing at the University
of Maine Department of Economic and Community
Development, reference material, a copy of report
“Charting the Economic Future of Northeastern Maine:
A Blueprint for Action” by Pro-Maine, and press releases
Box 151 folder 26
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and newspaper clippings regarding economic development
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Economic Development Proposals, 1985-1987
Scope and Contents
Various reference material regarding economic
development during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 151 folder 27
Educational Cultural Services, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine Department
of Education and Cultural Services including:
correspondence and memorandums regarding: Maine
Aspirations Compact, income-contingent loans, approval
from out-of-state post-secondary institutions, education
for Economic for Security Act, St. Joseph’s College,
loans, Maine Academic Credit course offerings, school
testing of refrigerated water for lead, staffing, meetings,
and Research Institute for Semilogical Mathematics,
and copy of a "Performance Report on Maine’s Public
Schools" during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 151 folder 28
College Of Education, 1985-1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the College of Education,
including: faculty evaluation criteria, Maine Department
of Educational and Cultural Services data, meeting
material, and reports during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 151 folder 29
College Of Education, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the College of Education,
including: various reference material, newspaper
clippings, and correspondence regarding a visit to
Opportunity Farm in New Gloucester during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 151 folder 30
College Of Education, 1989 Box 151 folder 31
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the College of Education,
including: reports, newsletters, newspaper clippings,
correspondence regarding conferences, Aspirations
Project, McNair application, and Kin-Com machine
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Educational Commission Of The States, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Education Commission of
the States, including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding positon vacancies, Campus Compact, and Peace
Corps during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 151 folder 32
U.S. Department Of Education, 1988-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the U.S. Department of
Education, including correspondence and memorandums
regarding civil rights, funding for the Student Support
Services Program, elimination of alcohol and drug abuse,
Talent Search Program and Upward Bound Program
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 151 folder 33
Educational Testing Service, 1988-1989
Scope and Contents
Invitation for the University of Maine to participate in an
Educational Testing Service pilot project during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 151 folder 34
Electrical Engineering Needs Survey For A Bachelor Of Science
Program
Scope and Contents
Copy of the report "Needs Survey for a Bachelor Of
Science Program in Electrical Engineering for the
University of Maine" by Arthur D. little, Inc. during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 151 folder 35
Electrical Engineering Program With Portland, 1986-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the electrical engineering
program with the University of Southern Maine (also
known as the University of Maine in Portland), including:
copy of program proposal, newspaper clippings, and
Box 151 folder 36
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correspondence during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Electrical Engineering Technology, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Department of Electrical
Engineering Technology including: correspondence and
memorandums regarding committee appointments, award
nominations, and purchase of MicroVax computers, and
copy of a "Proposal for MicroVax-II Work Stations for
Computer Engineering" during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 152 folder 1
USM -- Electrical Engineering, 1986
Scope and Contents
Copy of “Chronology of Efforts to Develop an M.S.
Degree Program in Electrical Engineering and a B.S.
Degree Program in Electrical Engineering at University
of Southern Maine” during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 152 folder 2
Ellsworth, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various newspaper and magazine clippings regarding
Ellsworth, Maine and University of Maine students from
the City during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 152 folder 3
Engineering Science, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
College of Engineering and Science, including: copies
of the newsletter Maine-ly Engineering and Science,
correspondence regarding meetings and conferences,
support for the University of Maine's Surveying
Engineering Program, course enrollment data, and joint
engineering program with the University of Southern
Maine, press releases regarding funding for the Computer-
Aided Design and Drafting Laboratory and Energy
Innovation Award, and copy of a admissions guide during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 152 folder 7
Engineering Science, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine College
of Engineering and Science, including: draft press release
regarding National Center for Geographic Information and
Analysis, correspondence and memorandums regarding
Box 152 folder 8
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the preliminary evaluation plan for a US.BSEE Program,
events and conferences, financial support for Surveying
Engineering Program, Digital Equipment Corporation,
hydrographic surveying, and Center for Innovation and
Entrepreneurship, and copy of a Panel on Engineering and
Technology Education final report during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Engineering Science, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine College
of Engineering and Science, including: correspondence
and memorandums regarding planning document,
General Motors Solar Car Racing competition, list of
institutions served by the Science and Engineering Center,
accreditation, and staffing, copies of Instrumentation and
Laboratory Improvement Program, reports, newsletter
Maine-ly Engineering and Science, and Engineering
Accreditation Commission (EAC) report during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 152 folder 9
Engineering Science, 1984-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine College
of Engineering and Science, including: correspondence
and memorandums regarding the New England Section
of the American Congress of Surveying and Mapping
Professorship, reorganization proposal, awards, option
in Manufacturing Engineering Technology, and copies
of the newsletter Maine-ly Engineering and Science,
“Engineering Education in Maine – The Next Step”,
and draft proposal for the University of Southern Maine
undergraduate electrical engineering proposal during
Arthur M. Johnson and Dale W. Lick’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 152 folder 10
Civil Engineering, 1975-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Civil
Engineering Program, including: correspondence and
memorandums regarding scholarships and the future of
the program, press release regarding the Todd Andrews
Award, and reference material during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 152 Folder 11
Engineering Surveying, 1988-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine engineer
surveying, including: conference and reference material,
Box 152 Folder 12
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copies of proposal for a doctoral degree program in
surveying engineering and Institute for Land Information
Committee on Centers of Excellence site visit report, and
details of NCGIA Award during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Ericksons, Gordon Dottie, 1987
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with University of Maine alumni Gordon
and Dottie Erikson regarding gifts to the University of
Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 152 Folder 13
Department Of English, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of English, including: correspondence
regarding tours, workshops, Fulbright grant, tenure, and
committee appointments and reference material during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 152 Folder 14
Environmental Safety Protection, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding environmental safety and
protection, including: correspondence regarding 495
College Avenue, Orono and industrial hygiene needs
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 152 Folder 16
Environmental Scanning, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding
environmental scanning and campus telecommunications
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 152 Folder 17
Expectations (Aspirations), 1986-1989
Scope and Contents
Copies of Maine Enterprise article on “Education A
Manifesto for Maine”, “Strategy for the development
of the State of Maine’s Human Resource Development
Plan”, and Maine Economic Symposium report during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 152 Folder 18
Exxon Education Foundation, 1985-1987 Box 152 Folder 19
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Exxon Education
Foundation and support for the University of Maine
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Faculty Publications, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Weekly calendar publication lists during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 152 Folder 28
Farm Pond, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding the Emeriti
Pond Proposal during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 152 Folder 29
Fire Services, 1982-1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding fire services, including:
memorandums and correspondence regarding special
event procedures, inspections, support to the towns of
Orono and Old Town in Maine, and term of fire brigade,
and reference material during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 152 Folder 32
Focus On Families: Working Paper, 1989
Scope and Contents
Copy of the University of Maine working paper “What is
needed for Infants, Young Children and Their Families?”
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 152 Folder 33
Fogler Library, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Fogler
Library, including: correspondence regarding the Library
Advisory Council, excessive heat, international daily
newspapers, overcrowding, legislative group tour,
dedication of a new library system, typewriters, University
of Maine Press, student food and drink protest, random
search policy, annual reports, automation, donors, and
wood sign from Katahdin Iron Works during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 152 Folder 34
College Of Forest Resources, 1987 Box 152 Folder 35a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine College
of Forest Resources, including: Advisory Committee
meeting minutes, annual reports and publications,
reference material, correspondence and memorandums
regarding Committee on Forest Technology School
Recognition, Advisory Committee, accreditation, Collins
woodlot, and press release regarding forest technology
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
College Of Forest Resources -- Report, 1987
Scope and Contents
A copy of the “Forestry Technician Recognition Review
Report for the Forest Management Technology Program
of the College of Forest Resources” by the Recognition
Review Panel of the Society of American Foresters during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 152 Folder 35b
College Of Forest Resources, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine College
of Forest Resources, including: correspondence and
memorandums regarding staffing, Society of American
Foresters recognition, Advisory Committee, appointments,
and Rangeley trip, reference material, Advisory
Committee meeting minutes, and copy of annual report
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 152 Folder 36
College Of Forest Resources, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine College
of Forest Resources, including: correspondence and
memorandums regarding awards, use of University of
Maine letterhead, and staffing, faculty meeting minutes,
reference material, enrollment data, and copy of annual
report during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 152 Folder 37a
College Of Forest Resources -- Report, 1989 Box 152 Folder 37b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
A copy of the “Self-Evaluation Report on the Research
Programs of the College of Forest Resources” by the
Special Review Team of the Cooperative State Research
Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
College Of Forest Resources -- Programs Pamphlets, 1984-1989
Scope and Contents
Various reference material regarding forestry and
the University of Maine College of Forest Resources
including annual reports during Arthur. Johnson and Dale
W. Lick’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 152 Folder 38
Franco-American Affairs, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Franco-American Affairs
including: correspondence regarding staffing, offence at
the word “frog” in letterhead, copy of report, and funding
data during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 152 Folder 39
Franco-American Center, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Franco-
American Center, including: correspondence regarding
the Norman Dube library and papers, mission of the
Center, funds received from Quebec Government, and
presentations, newspaper clipping regarding a forum on
Jack Kerouac, copy of "Franco-American Coordinating
Committee Report", and presentation by University of
Maine President Dale W. Lick on “Cultural Diversity and
the University” during his tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 152 Folder 40
Geological Sciences, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Geological Sciences including:
newspaper clipping regarding acid rain, correspondence
and memorandums regarding the USSR and Tasmanian
trips, student prizes, housing, list of international
activities, Federal funding, statistics, visit by Chinese
colleagues, details of various departmental meetings,
staffing, budget, and copies of the report on “Some
Aspects of Quantitative Geology at the University of
Maine” and annual report during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 152 Folder 42
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Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Geological Sciences, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Geological Sciences, including:
correspondence and memorandums regarding legislative
tour, support for the Darling Center, report from C.U.E.,
Norton declamation claims versus E.C. Krug, space,
and evaluation criteria during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 1
Good Housekeeping, 1986-1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the magazine Good
Housekeeping, including: a copy of the magazine,
correspondence with the magazine regarding “Certificate
of Promise”, Kimberly J. Cook, and “Promise” project,
and copies of various articles by Kimberly J. Cook during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 3
Gordon Clapp Travel Agency, 1987
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and reference material regarding the
Gordon Clapp Travel Agency and the University of
Maine's use of the Agency during Dale W. Lick’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 4
Governor's Economic Conference, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine Governor’s
Economic Development Conference, including:
correspondence and memorandums regarding participants,
Conference booklet, supporting material, press release,
and notes during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 6
Graduate School, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Graduate
School, including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding comprehensive fees, grant funding, support
for the Association of Graduate Students, Executive
Committee Board meetings, degree data, Intensive English
Institute, stipends, and staffing, copy of “A Proposal to
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the Administration of the University of Maine by the
Association of Graduate Students", publications and
bulletins, grant application instructions, program from
Graduate Student and Faculty Recognition Ceremony, and
Graduate Board meeting minutes during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
The Greater Bangor Chamber, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Greater Bangor Chamber of
Commerce, including: meeting material, publications,
and correspondence regarding University of Maine
representation on the Chamber during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 8
Great Northern Paper, 1987
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with the Great Northern Paper Company
regarding calendar, updates, and a visit to Millinocket,
Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 9
Guy Gannett Publishing, 1987
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with Guy Gannett Publishing Company
regarding representatives from the Company visiting the
University of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 11
Helpline, 1985-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Helpline
publication, including: information sheet regarding the
Helpline, copies of publications, and memorandum
regarding Hertz agreement during Dale W. Lick’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 14
Maine Higher Education Council, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Higher Education
Council, including: publications, memorandums,
correspondence, and reference material during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 15
Maine Higher Education Council, 1989 Box 153 Folder 16
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Higher Education
Council, including: publications, memorandums
correspondence, and reference material during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Maine Higher Education Council, 1989
Scope and Contents
Copy of the Maine Higher Education Council notebook
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 153 Folder 17
Higher Education -- Booklets, 1987-1992
Scope and Contents
Reference material regarding higher education during
Dale W. Lick's tenure as University of Maine president
and John C. Hitt’s tenure as interim University of Maine
president.
Box 153 Folder 18
History Department, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of History, including: correspondence and
memorandums regarding Franco-American Studies,
Rauch questionnaire, awards, funding for Women’s
History Week, National Public Radio programming, staff
loans, attracting students, articles, Maine Archaeological
Society, and staffing and reference material during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 153 Folder 19
H.O.M.E., Inc., 1987
Scope and Contents
Letter and information regarding H.O.M.E., Inc. and its
Associated in Arts Degree Program during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 20
Honors Program, 1987-1990
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Honor
Program including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding honor award elections, reference material, and
Box 153 Folder 21
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publications during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Honors Banquet, 1985-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Honors
Banquet including: correspondence, publication, and
reference material during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 22
Honorary Societies, 1986-1989
Scope and Contents
Letter and booklet regarding honorary societies during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 23
Hotel, Restaurant Tourism Management, 1988
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the proposed A.S. and B.S.
University of Maine programs in Hotel, Restaurant and
Tourism Management during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 24
Human Development Program, 1987-1991
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
School of Human Development Program including:
correspondence and memorandums regarding support
for the School, accreditation, intent to plan for a PhD in
Human Development in Family Studies, award, Early
Childhood Program, faculty salary, and details of a trip
to Rio Grande do Norte, Natal, Brazil, and copies of the
intent to plan an Early Childhood Program during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 25
Husson College, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Husson College (also known
as Husson University), including: newspaper clippings,
publications, and memorandums regarding business
masters programs during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 153 Folder 29
IBM, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding IBM, including: material from
a IBM planning session and IBM publications on higher
box 153 Folder 30
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education during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
University Of Illinois Visit, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Details of a University of Maine visit to the University
of Illinois during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 153 Folder 31
Immigration And Naturalization Service, 1989
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service rule changes during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 153 Folder 32
Immunization, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding immunization, including: reports
and letter to students during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 153 Folder 33
Department Of Industrial Corp., 1980-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Industrial Cooperation, including: history
of the Cooperation and a copy of the annual report during
Paul H. Silverman, Arthur M. Johnson, and Dale W.
Lick’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 153 Folder 34
Instructional Systems Center Committee, 1983-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Instructional Systems
Center Committee, including: newsletter, status reports,
publications, and correspondence regarding appointments
to the Committee during Paul H. Silverman, Arthur M.
Johnson, and Dale W. Lick’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
box 153 Folder 35
International Issues/Programs Students, 1986-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding international student issues and
programs including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding a visit to China, student waivers, memorandum
of understanding between the Prague School of
Economics and the University of Maine, details of formal
exchange with foreign universities, responsibilities for
box 153 Folder 36
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international issues, proposal for an international video
center, and role of International Program Coordinator
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
International Paper Company, 1987
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the dedication of a Spruce-Fir
Atmospheric Deposition Site in Howland, Maine during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 37
International Research And Educational Programs, 1986-1987
Scope and Contents
A copy of “The Maine Edition 1986-1987 A Directory of
University of Maine Personnel Interested in International
Development” during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 38
Institute For Training And Research In Auditory
Conceptualization, 1988-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Institute for Training and
Research in Auditory Conceptualization, including:
a proposal to develop interactive videodisc materials
to combat illiteracy during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 39
Irving Oil, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the company Irving Oil,
including: correspondence regarding visits to the
University of Maine and reference material regarding
Irving Oil during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine. president.
Box 153 Folder 40
Job Classification Program, 1987
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine Job Classification
Program, including: correspondence regarding the
Program and copies of various job descriptions during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 41
Journalism, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Journalism, including: memorandum
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regarding Department support, a copy of “Review of
Broadcast Sequence Department of Journalism and
Broadcasting University of Maine”, visit report, copies
of newsletters, correspondence regarding relocation of
WMEB FM and Department operations, and copies of
a “Proposal for Staffing and Operating the University
of Maine Video Facilities” and Alpha Epsilon Rho
publications during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
K Mart Corporation, 1987
Scope and Contents
Letters regarding K Mart scholarship at the University
of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 44
Katahdin Area Health Education Center, 1987-1990
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Katahdin Area Education
Center, including: publications and correspondence
regarding relationship with the University of Maine during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 45
Katahdin Regional Development Corporation, 1987
Scope and Contents
Correspondence the Katahdin Regional Development
Corporation and the Katahdin Area Training & Education
Committee during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 46
Kearns, William M, Jr., 1988-1989
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a visit to the University of
Maine by William M. Kearns, Jr. and a profile of Kearns
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 153 Folder 47
W.M. Keck Foundation, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the W.M. Keck Foundation,
including: correspondence regarding meetings and
reference material regarding the Foundation during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 48
Bureau Of Labor Education, 1988-1989 Box 153 Folder 51
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Scope and Contents
Copies of annual reports of the University of Maine
Bureau of Labor Education during Dale W. Lick’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Learning Disabilities, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding learning disabilities, including:
a copy of "Site Evaluation Review Committee Report"
and "Needs Analysis Learning Disability Specialist", and
correspondence regarding learning disabilities during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 52
License Plates, 1988
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding groups or constituencies to
substitute “vacationland” on registration plates during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 54
Life Science Agriculture, 1986-1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Life Science and Agriculture,
including: newspaper clipping regarding farming,
correspondence and memorandums regarding Mid Maine
Young Farmers Association, naming of the addition to
Hitchner Hall, tourism, Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station, Sunrise Agriculture Conference, Maine
Endowment for Research Extension, and Teaching, farm
store, Maine Agricultural Experiment Station Trustee’s
Ad Hoc Review Committee, dairy operations, and Maine
State Pomological Society, copies of Maine Agricultural
Experiment Station publications and annual report of
the Department of Botany & Plant Pathology, Plant
Biology newsletter, University of Maine Agricultural
Museum publication, International Natural Resources and
Agricultural programs, “Downsizing – How to Manage
More With Less” paper, Maine Animal Club yearbook,
Spruce Budworm Growth Impact Study Annual Report,
and Forest Resources Research Advisory Committee
Annual Report during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 55
Life Science Agriculture, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine College
of Life Science and Agriculture, including: press release
from U.S. Senator Patrick Leary regarding agriculture,
correspondence and memorandums regarding apple
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picking, dropping of the word "agriculture” from the
College of Life Sciences and Agriculture, snow day
policy for University farms, razing barn, dairy situation,
and budget for Maine Agricultural Experiment Station,
newspaper clippings regarding farming investment and
agricultural and rural development strategy, copies of a
memorandum of understanding between the University
of Maine College of Life Science and Agriculture and
the Northern Maine Vocational Institute, procedures for
project development, Maine Farm Bureau State Policies,
and Agriculture in the Classroom Task Force Report
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Life Science Agriculture, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
College of Life Science and Agriculture, including:
correspondence and memorandums regarding new
initiatives at the Farm Store, ornamental gardening,
Maine Agricultural Experiment Station research
proposals, staffing, and visits, newspaper and magazine
clipping regarding rural development and the survival of
agricultural colleges, and copies of Maine Agricultural
Experiment Station newsletters, “A Century of Service
to the Citizens of Maine 1885-1985”, and “Immigration
to Maine 1975-1983” during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 2
Life Science Agriculture, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine College
of Life Science and Agriculture, including: newspaper
clippings regarding potatoes and farming, correspondence
and memorandums regarding the University of Maine
Agricultural Advisory Committee and Committee meeting
material, copies of Maine Agricultural Experiment Station
newsletter, draft “University of Maine System Goals”,
and Northeast Regional Council Report, various reference
material, and details of projects of the Maine Agricultural
Experiment Station during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 3
Literacy Program, 1990
Scope and Contents
Details of importance of literacy during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 5
L.L. Bean, 1989 Box 154 Folder 6
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Scope and Contents
Letter regarding University of Maine activities sent to L.L.
Bean Chief Executive Officer Leon Gorman during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Lloyd Brightman Research Lab, 1989
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the naming of the Child and
Family Research Laboratory being named in honor of the
University of Maine Professor Lloyd Brightman during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 7
Lord, Dwight Betty, 1989
Scope and Contents
Letter and greetings from the University of Maine
to Dwight and Betty Lord on their golden wedding
anniversary during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 9
Loring Airforce Base, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Survey of the University of Maine military students and
Loring Airforce base during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 10
Maine Action Coalition For Disabled Persons, 1989
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the Maine Action Coalition for Disabled
Persons efforts for funding a handicap center during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 13
Maine Career Education Consortium, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with the Maine Career Education
Consortium regarding the “Expanding Your Horizons”
conference and Cooperative Extension paper during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 14
Maine Center For The Arts, 1984-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Center for the Arts
including: correspondence regarding Northeast Archives,
staffing of the Center, meeting material for the Program,
and Staff Advisory Committee for the Performing Arts,
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and list of Committee members during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Maine Center For The Arts, 1986-1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Center for the Arts
including: correspondence and memorandums regarding
Patrons of the Arts programs, Community Advisory
Council, private contributions, gift funds, Friends of
the Maine Center, and Arts Coordinating Committee,
copies of Patrons of the Arts publications and proposal on
creating membership organization for the arts during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 16
Maine Center For The Arts, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Center for the
Arts including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding donor recognition, program for the Center,
staffing, Community Advisory Council appointments
and resignations, programs, reports, newspaper clippings
regarding the Center, and Advisory Council meeting
material during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 17
Maine Center For The Arts, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Center for the
Arts including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding the calendar of events, box office reports, donor
recognition, attendance data, grants, programs, magazine
and newspaper articles, Friends of the Maine Center for
the Arts, funding, and events and press releases regarding
events during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 18
Maine Center For The Arts, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Center for the
Arts, including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding invitations for a Maine Public Broadcasting
Network “Birthday Party”, membership drives, and
future arts structures, material from Performing Arts
Building Committee meetings, schedules, various events,
translation capabilities, and copy of a Community
Advisory Council report during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 19
Maine Commission For Women Awards, 1988-1989 Box 154 Folder 21
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Maine Commission
for Women's awards during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Maine Commission On Mental Health, 1988-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Commission on Mental
Health, including: program information and a copy of the
American Association of University Affiliated Programs’
“Guidelines for the Development and Maintenance of
Quality University Affiliated Programs” during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 22
Maine Chamber Of Commerce And Industry, 1987
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding a new president of the Maine
Chamber of Commerce and Industry during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 23
Maine Department Of Agriculture, Food And Rural Resources,
1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Department of
Agriculture, Food and Rural Resources including:
correspondence and memorandums regarding
broadcasting, Maine Agricultural Experiment Station
program and budget information, agricultural programs,
copy of “Maine Agricultural Statistics 1985-1986”, Maine
Seed Potato Board, plant disease, rural development,
copy of Rural Development Cooperation Agreement
between the State of Maine and the University of Maine,
and reference material during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 24
Martin Luther King Day, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine honoring
Martin Luther Ling, Jr. including: newspaper clippings
and correspondence during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 25
Chancellor McCarthy -- Chemical/Radiation Safety Office, 1984
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding Dr. James R. Cook being appointed as
Director of the Chemical/Radiation Safety office at the
Box 154 Folder 26
Office of the President (University of Maine)
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding an interview for the University
of Maine publication the Maine Exchange during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
The Maine Facts, 1989
Scope and Contents
Copies of the publication “The Maine Facts” regarding the
enrollment and credits at the University of Maine during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 34
Maine Foundation For Technology Education, 1988
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the Maine Foundation for Technology
Education and University of Maine sponsored breakfast
meeting for business leadership during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 35
Maine Harbormaster's Association, 1987
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding University of Maine President
Dale W. Lick’s speech at the Maine Harbormaster's
Association meeting during his tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 36
Maine Humanities Council, 1989
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and information regarding Maine
Humanities Council grant proposals during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 37
Maine Innkeepers Association, 1987
Scope and Contents
Letter from the Maine Innkeepers Association regarding
the University of Maine’s Bachelor of Science in Food
Science program during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 38
Maine Lobster Institute, 1987
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and publications regarding the Maine
Lobster Institute a cooperative program with the lobster
Box 154 Folder 39
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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industry and the University of Maine during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Maine Maritime Academy, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Letter and memorandum regarding Maine Maritime
Academy events and marine research during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 40
Maine Municipal Association, 1987
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding appointments to the Maine
Municipal Association and copy of a publication regarding
the Maine Municipal Association during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 41
Maine Outing Club Cabin Land
Scope and Contents
Note regarding the Maine Outing Club cabin land.
Box 154 Folder 42
Maine Savings Bank -- The One College Fund, 1988
Scope and Contents
Letter publicizing the Maine Savings Bank during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 43
Maine Science And Technology Board, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Science and
Technology Board including: copies of University of
Maine President Dale W. Lick’s testimony before the
Appropriations Committee in support of L.D. 2193 and
act for creating the Commission on Marine Research,
Board meeting materials, copies of publications, reports,
correspondence and memorandums regarding program
proposals, and reference material during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 44a
Maine Science And Technology Board, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Science and
Technology Board including: correspondence and
memorandums regarding programs and visits, Board
Box 154 Folder 45b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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meeting material, and reference material during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Maine Science And Technology Board, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Science and
Technology Board including: correspondence and
memorandums regarding proposed programs and grant
funding and Board meeting material during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 44c
Maine Science And Technology Board, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Science and
Technology Board including: list of invitees to event,
correspondence and memorandums regarding proposed
programs, tour, and grant funding and Board meeting
material during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 44d
Maine Science And Technology Board, 1985-1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Science and
Technology Board, including: Board meeting material and
various reference material during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 44e
Maine Science And Technology Commission, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Science and
Technology Commission including: Commission meeting
material, correspondence and memorandums regarding
funding and innovation initiative, and copy of “Request
Proposals Maine Center for Innovation” during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 45
Maine Secondary School Principals Association, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the University of Maine hosting the
Maine Secondary School Principals Association sports
event during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 155 Folder 1
Maine Science And Technology Commission, 1989-1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 155 Folder 2
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Scope and Contents
List of members of the Maine Science and Technology
Commission and meeting material during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Maine State Bar Association, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with the Maine State Bar Association
regarding their publications and Barry Mills' appointment
as president of the Association during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 3
Maine Times, 1988-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with Maine Times staff and copies of
Maine Times featuring University of Maine President
Dale W. Lick during his tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 155 Folder 4
Maine Writers Workshop, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with the Maine Writers Workshop
regarding the potential support of Bob Reny and copies of
the Maine Writers Workshop newsletter during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 5
Males Preventing Pregnancy, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copy of conference report of the group Males Preventing
Pregnancy which held its conference at the University
of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 6
Marks, Sedric (Mr. Mrs.), 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with Mr. and Mrs. Sedric Marks
regarding their visit to the University of Maine and
potential transaction to swap their art collection for land
Box 155 Folder 7
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Boston Area Universities And Colleges, 1987-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding Boston area
universities and colleges and meetings in the area
including: travel information for Boston Black Bear
Ball, correspondence regarding references, attendance
at the World Affairs Council, educational opportunities
to students from Central America, and New England
Association of Educational Opportunity Program
Personnel, certificate from Brandeis University greeting
Dale W. Lick on his appointment as University of Maine
president, and invitation to a University of Maine Cape
Cod event during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 8
Department Of Mathematics, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Mathematics including: newspaper clipping
regarding a decline in mathematics majors, memorandums
and correspondence regarding a program in applied
mathematical sciences, reestablishing a high school
outreach program, Dale W. Lick’s installation address,
meetings, and events, copies of Department meeting
minutes, reference material on applied mathematics, and
extract from the report of the Visiting Committee to the
University of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 9
Department Of Mathematics, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Mathematics including: correspondence
and memorandums regarding mathematical events and
meetings held at the University of Maine, ideas for
programs, salaries, material regarding the Regarding
Institute for Semiological Mathematics, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration fellowship, and
mathematical publications during Dale W. Lick’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 10
Department Of Mathematics, 1989 Box 155 Folder 11
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Mathematics including: correspondence
and memorandums regarding visits by foreign
mathematicians, Department promotions, and proposed
programs during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Memorial Gymnasium, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the approval of the schematic design
phase of the renovation and addition to Memorial
Gymnasium at the University of Maine during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 12
Doctoral Degree In Educational Administration, 1986-1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding a memorandum of understanding
between the University of Maine and University of
Southern Maine (also known as the University of Maine
in Portland) for a doctoral program in educational
administration including a copy of the agreement and
description of the program during Dale W. Lick’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 13
Michigan State University, 1987-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding Michigan State
University, including: Student Alumni Association events,
staffing, and publications during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 14
Mt. Desert Island Biological Lab, 1987-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Mt. Desert Island Biological
Laboratory including: correspondence regarding an
invitation to University of Maine President Dale W. Lick
to serve on the Laboratory’s board and copies of various
Box 155 Folder 15
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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reference material regarding the Laboratory during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Murray, John, 1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter from John J. Murray regarding progress at the
University of Maine and potential for letters during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 16
Muskie, Edmund S., 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Invitation to U.S. Senator for Maine Edmund S. Muskie to
visit the University of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 17
Department Of Music, 1985-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Music
Department including: correspondence, press releases
and memorandums regarding festivals, visits and events,
international music students, and staffing during Arthur
M. Johnson and Dale W. Lick’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 18
National Association Of State Universities Land Grant
University -- Publications, 1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various National Association of State Universities &
Land Grant University publications during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 20
National Association Of State University Land Grant
Universities, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various National Association of State Universities &
Land Grant University publications, correspondence, and
Box 155 Folder 21
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notes during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
National Association Of State University Land Grant
Universities, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various National Association of State Universities & Land
Grant University publications and meeting material during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 22
National Association Of State University Land Grant
Universities, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various National Association of State Universities & Land
Grant University publications and meeting material during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 23
National Center For Geographic Information And Analysis,
1987-1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the National Center for
Geographical Information and Analysis including:
publications and meeting material and details of the
University of Maine being selected for the National Center
for Geographical Information and Analysis during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 24
National College Of Education, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding visit a by Dale W. Lick to the National
College of Education during his tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 25
National Council On Alcoholism, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding a National Council on Alcoholism event
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 155 Folder 26
National Honor Society, 1987
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding an invitation to University
of Maine President Dale W. Lick to deliver the keynote
speech at the 1987 National Honor Society State
convention during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 27
National Merit Semifinalist, 1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding National Merit Semifinalist winner
during John C. Hitt’s tenure as interim University of
Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 28
National Poetry Foundation, 1987-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding the
University of Maine’s involvement in the National Poetry
Foundation during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 29
National Science Foundation, 1987-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the National Science
Foundation including workshops at the University of
Maine and staffing appointments at the Foundation during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 30
Nestle World Food Day, 1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Agenda and program for Nestle’s World Food Day
Celebration held at the University of Maine during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 31
New England Association Of Schools Colleges, 1987-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 155 Folder 32
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Scope and Contents
Various New England Association of Schools & Colleges
publications and memorandums regarding preparation
of visiting team reports during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
New England Association Of Schools Colleges, 1987-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various New England Association of Schools &
Colleges memorandums and meeting material regarding
accreditation during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 33
New England Association Of Schools Colleges, 1989-1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various New England Association of Schools & Colleges
publications and memorandums during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 34
New Center For Continuing Education, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter and publication regarding the New England Center
for Continuing Education receiving the “Innovations in
Continuing Education Award” during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 35
New England Board Of Higher Education -- General
Correspondence, 1972-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various publications and correspondence regarding the
New England Board of Higher Education including:
scholarship and New England survey during Winthrop
C. Libby, Howard R. Neville, Paul H. Silverman, Arthur
M. Johnson, and Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 36
New England Council Of Presidents, 1987-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 155 Folder 37a
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Council of Presidents
including: meeting material, reports and publications,
and correspondence regarding staffing and public policy
conference during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
New England Council Of Presidents, 1987-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Council of Presidents
including: meeting material, reports and publications,
reference material, and correspondence regarding staffing
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 155 Folder 37b
New England Council Of Presidents, 1987-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Council of Presidents
including: meeting material, reference material, and
correspondence regarding funding, staffing, and a
questionnaire during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 37c
New England Council Of Presidents, 1988-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Council of Presidents
including: meeting material, reports and publications,
reference material, and correspondence regarding minority
recruitment programs, staffing, and honors during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 37d
New England Council Of Presidents, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Council of Presidents
including: meeting material, reports and publications,
reference material, and correspondence regarding use of
public funds and staffing during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 155 Folder 37e
New England Council Of Presidents, 1986-1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 155 Folder 37f
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Council of Presidents
including: meeting material, reports and publications,
reference material, and correspondence regarding a
exchange agreement with Brazilian universities and
fellowship programs during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
The New England Center, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of New England Center publication and “The
Future of New England Project” report during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 1
University Of New Hampshire, 1986-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding a faculty salaries survey and copy of a
University of New Hampshire Annual report during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 2
New Jersey -- UM Alumni, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine
Alumni of New Jersey during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 3
New York, 1986-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding University of Maine
trips to New York City and alumni in New York during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 4
The Newman Center, 1987-1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 156 Folder 5
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Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding forms management and
pastor of St. Mary’s Parish during Dale W. Lick’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Northeastern University, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Program from the inauguration of John A. Curry as the
president of Northeastern University during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 6
Nuclear Waste -- Arthur D. Little Proposal
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Overview of Arthur D. Little Proposal to evaluate the
economic impacts of a high-level nuclear waste dump site
in Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 7
Old Dominion University, 1986-1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Old Dominion University
including: correspondence regarding staffing, allocation
of indirect costs, questionnaire analysis concerning I-
AAA football and cost containment, and references, and
reference material and publications during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 8
Open Society Scholars Fund, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Open Society Scholars
Fund during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 156 Folder 9
Oregon, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copy of a Mortar & Board article on Paul E. Bragdon,
Assistant to the Governor for Education in Oregon and a
Box 156 Folder 10
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Maine native during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Ornamental Horticulture, 1988-1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Ornamental Horticulture,
including: a press release regarding the University
of Maine seeking volunteers for garden project,
correspondence regarding naming of garden as the Lyle E.
Littlefield Ornamental Trial Garden, size reduction of the
garden, locating of parking lot on woody plant trail area,
funding for the garden, and statement of intent to plan of
degree program in B.S. in Ornamental Horticulture during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 11
Outstanding Young Men Of America, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter and publication regarding Outstanding Young Men
of America awards program during Dale W. Lick’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 12
Outward Bound -- Hurricane Island, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding University of Maine
representation at the Hurricane Island Outward Bound
School Invitational Guest Expedition during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 13
Parking, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding issues with at the
University of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 15
Parking, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 156 Folder 16
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Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding issues with parking at
the University of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Parking, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding issues with parking
at the University of Maine and information regarding
parking lots during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 17
Penobscot Valley Country Club, 1987-1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding University of Maine
employees' membership at the Penobscot Valley Country
Club during Dale W. Lick tenure as University of Maine
president and John C. Hitt’s tenure as interim University
of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 21
Physicians For Social Responsibility -- Eastern Maine,
1987-1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter from the Physicians for Social Responsibility
Eastern Maine regarding University of Maine support for
the symposium “Risk & Opportunity – Health & Security
in the Nuclear Age” during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 22
Percent For Art Project, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Percent for Art project,
including: copy of proposal for the Alumni Hall Percent
for Art, project description, and meeting material for the
Percent for Art Committee during Dale W. Lick’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 23
Plant Disease Clinic, 1985-1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 156 Folder 24
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Plant Disease Clinic
including: correspondence regarding the Clinic’s use,
operations, and its future during Arthur M. Johnson’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Department Of Botany Plant Pathology, 1988-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Botany & Plant Pathology, including: copy
annual report, correspondence regarding Universitetet
I Oslo activities and Department staffing, and copy of
Department newsletter during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 25
Plants Soil Sciences, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the review of the Maine
Herbarium during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 26
Policy And Data Center, 1985
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and memorandums regarding
the Policy and Data Analysis Center including: staffing,
meeting material regarding the review of the Center, and
dissemination of policy during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 27
Political Science Department, 1987-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Political Sciences, including: conference
schedule and handbook for Model United Nations
Conference, correspondence regarding gifts, office
space, staffing, and reports, copy of a speech from
Eugene A. Mawhinney, Professor of Political Science
at the University of Maine, and press release regarding
Mawhinney receiving the Maine Bar Association
Box 156 Folder 28
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distinguished service award during Dale W. Lick’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Portland, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding Portland, Maine
including: correspondence and memorandums regarding
trips to Portland, the Maine Center for Arts, alumni in
Portland, with Gannet Portland Newspapers regarding
University of Maine activities, and alumni events during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 29a
Portland, 1987-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding Portland, Maine
including: copy of Maine Medical Center Centerview
publication, correspondence and memorandums regarding
visits to Portland, with Gannet Portland Newspapers
regarding University of Maine activities, management
of University of Maine properties in Portland, sporting
events, and various newspaper clippings from Portland
based newspapers regarding the University of Maine
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 156 Folder 29b
Post Secondary Education In Maine, 1986-1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copy of the “Post Secondary Education Opportunities
in Maine” publication during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 32
Pot And Kettle Club, 1987-1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Pot and Kettle Club meetings
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 156 Folder 33
Pratt, C.S. -- Designs, Ltd., 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 156 Folder 34
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Scope and Contents
Letter from C.S. Designs, Ltd. containing unit prices
for sticker post cards during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Presidents Idea Journal, 1987-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of the University of Maine President’s Idea Journal
publication during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 36
University Of Prince Edward Island, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter from the University of Prince Edward Island in
Canada regarding a meeting with the University of Maine
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 156 Folder 38
Princeton, 1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of publications from Princeton University
regarding their plasma physics laboratory during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 39
University Of Maine Printing Office, 1987-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Printing
Office, including: correspondence regarding staffing, print
jobs, awards, and reorganization during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 156 Folder 40
Procurement Assistance Center, 1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
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Scope and Contents
Copies of a cooperative agreement between the University
of Maine and Eastern Maine Development Corporation for
the establishment of the Maine Procurement Assistance
Center during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Pro-Maine Conference, 1985-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Pro-Maine, including:
correspondence and memorandums regarding meetings,
meeting material, newspaper clipping, and a copy of the
draft by-laws of Pro-Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 43
Department Of Psychology, 1987-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Psychology including: correspondence
regarding accreditation, staffing, and visits to the
Department during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 45
Department Of Psychology, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Psychology including: correspondence
regarding accreditation, and admission of specific student,
and copies of accreditation reports during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 46
Public Administration Bureau, 1987-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Bureau
of Public Administration, including: publications,
correspondence and memorandums regarding the
establishment of the Maine Executive Institute and
the Maine Management Institute, Ph. D. in Public
Administration, New England Management Institute
event which University of Maine President Dale W. Lick
spoke at, articles regarding the Bureau, copies of Bureau
publications and newsletters, reports, and criteria for
Box 156 Folder 48
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evaluation of faculty members, copy of a program from
the International Management Program for Women held
at the University of Maine, and copies of Maine State
Government publications during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Public Information And Central Services, 1985-1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Public Information and Central Services, including:
correspondence and memorandums regarding staffing,
changing the Public Information and Central Services
building's name to honor Howard Keyo, articles regarding
the University of Maine, press conferences, campus
signs, policy statements regarding media relations, salary
comparison data, and fee schedule for photography, radio/
TV, and staff design during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 49
Public Information And Central Services, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Public Information and Central Services, including:
correspondence and memorandums regarding computer
integrated publishing system, and staffing, copy of the
publication “Aspirations: A Key to Maine’s Future”, and a
copy of moving expenses during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 50
Public Information And Central Services, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Public Information and Central Services, including:
correspondence and memorandums regarding staffing,
weekly calendar, and article in the Morning Sentinel
regarding graduation rates, and copies of major media
placements and a synopsis of “Market-Orientated
Institutional Approach: A long-Range Plan” during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 51
Pulp And Paper Foundation, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Pulp
and Paper Foundation, including: copies of various
publications, invitees to President’s Party, correspondence
and memorandums regarding donors for a engineering
conference, video teleconference, scholarships, and
meetings, and copies of Executive Committee meeting
material and reports during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Pulp And Paper Foundation, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Pulp
and Paper Foundation, including: copies of various
publications and Executive Committee meeting material
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 156 Folder 53
Pulp And Paper Foundation, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Pulp and
Paper Foundation, including: a copy of a management
agreement between the University of Maine and the Maine
Pulp and Paper Foundation, Foundation meeting material,
dedication of building, and copies of various publication
and reference material during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 54
Purdue, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding Argonne and possible University of
Maine involvement in the Purdue Research Foundation
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 156 Folder 55
Quality Of Student Life, 1989-1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Memorandum and report on the quality of student life and
correspondence and memorandums regarding discussions
and events regarding the quality of student life at the
University of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
Box 156 Folder 56
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University of Maine president and John C. Hitt’s tenure as
interim University of Maine president.
Research Development, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding various
research and development projects at the University
of Maine, including: undersea research, reforestation
grant, the Environmental Chemistry and Surface Science
Building, Summer Faculty Research Competition, and
black fly studies, and press release regarding laboratories
of the Environmental Chemistry Group during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 157 Folder 4
Research Development, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding various
research and development projects at the University of
Maine, including: financial data regarding sponsored
activities, correspondence and memorandums regarding
the MaineTech Office Building, proposals for the Regular
Faculty Research Funds Competition, improvements to
the domestic refrigerator, the U.S. Department of Defense
University Research Instrumentation Program, and an
assessment of research activity, and copies of an annual
report to Philip Dufour and New England Real Estate
Journal featuring the University of Maine MaineTech
reception during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 157 Folder 5
Research Development, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding various
research and development projects at the University of
Maine, including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding the status of the archaeology laboratory,
University of Maine relative status in research funding,
the Presidential Public Service Achievement Award,
Presidential Research and Creative Achievement Award,
and Scientific Equipment and Book Fund Competition,
and a copy of a Research Foundation Task Force report
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 157 Folder 6
Research Development Park, 1987 Box 157 Folder 7a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Orono Research and
Development Park including: correspondence,
memorandums, and reference material regarding the
development of the Park during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Research Development Park, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Orono Development Park
including: correspondence and memorandums regarding
the University of Maine’s relationship with the Park,
50, Inc., copies of Park, 50, Inc. corporate records, and
reference material regarding the Park during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 157 Folder 7b
Residential Life, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding residential life at the University
of Maine, including correspondence regarding the usage
of Maine products, concerns regarding students, feedback
on interaction with students, housing issues involving
individual students, staffing issues, food service program,
lunch meetings with students, use of halls of residence,
and a reorganization plan for housing during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 157 Folder 8
Residential Life, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding residential life at the University
of Maine, including: correspondence regarding questions
regarding dining and housing, staffing, various events,
new student room assignments, student unrest and
disciplinary issues, needs for a new residence hall, food
service, and student classification concerns and copy of a
plan for new residence hall and a single parent dormitory
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 157 Folder 9
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Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Residential Life, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding residential life at the University
of Maine, including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding a new residence hall, staffing, guidelines
for gay and lesbian students, and room and board rate
recommendations, and a copy of a Dining Service Report
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 157 Folder 10
Ronald McDonald House, 1988-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Ronald McDonald
House, including: newsletters, meeting material, and
memorandums during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 157 Folder 13
ROTC, 1983-1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding nominations to the University
of Maine's ROTC Committee during Paul H. Silverman
and Arthur M. Johnson’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 157 Folder 14
ROTC, 1987-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding nominations to the University
of Maine's ROTC Committee and reports to the
Committee during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 157 Folder 15
ROTC, 1989 Box 157 Folder 16
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the work of the University of
Maine's ROTC Committee and ROTC events during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Rural Life Studies, 1984-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding rural studies at the University
of Maine, including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding meetings and the establishment of a rural
sciences center, reference material, and copies of “A
Proposal to Establish A Center for Rural Studies at the
University of Maine at Orono” and Rural Studies Task
Force report during Arthur M. Johnson and Dale W.
Lick’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 157 Folder 17
SAA/SF National Convention, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the success of the University of
Maine hosting of the 1988 SAA/SF National Convention
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 157 Folder 19
Safety Program, 1976-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s safety
program including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding a State of Maine Occupational Health and
Safety inspection, the Maine Teachers Association,
fire station facility, improper disposal of hazardous
substances, safety concerns, right to know program,
and safety committee meeting material during Howard
R. Neville and Dale W. Lick’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 157 Folder 20
Savings Bond Campaign, 1987-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding the
University of Maine’s contribution to the annual
Box 157 Folder 21
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savings bond campaign during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Seaboard Conference, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the University of Maine terminating its
association with the Seaboard Conference and NAC sport
plans during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 157 Folder 23
Skating School Of Maine, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Sockalexis Arena and the
unique Skating School of Maine, including: proposal for
the School at the Arena, newspaper clipping regarding the
future of the Sockalexis Arena, and correspondence and
memorandums regarding the Sockalexis Arena and the
proposal for the school at the Arena during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 157 Folder 27
Site Evaluation Briefing Document -- Land Of Water Resources
Center, 1987-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
A copy of the “Site Evaluation Briefing Document
Land and Water Resources Center” and correspondence
regarding the Universities Council on Water Resource
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 157 Folder 28
Smithsonian Events, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Smithsonian events held at
the University of Maine, including: correspondence
and memorandums regarding the events and copy of a
program of the events during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 157 Folder 29
South African Scholarship, 1987-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Educational Program including: correspondence regarding
the University of Maine’s support of the Institute of
International Education’s South African Education
Program and publications regarding the Program and its
Scholarship during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
University Of Southern Maine, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Document on University of Southern Maine (also known
as the University of Maine in Portland)/University of
Maine Cooperation during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 157 Folder 31
Star Schools, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter and summary regarding the Star Schools Program
Assistance Act during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 1
State Development Office, 1987-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State Development Office
including: correspondence and memorandums regarding
a hotel/motel/travel proposal, labor shortage within the
Maine Hospitality Industry, relationship with innkeeper
and restaurant professional organizations, establishment of
a tourism curriculum, and meetings regarding tourism, and
copies of reference material regarding the “The Role of
Education in the Tourism Industry” during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 2
State Planning Office, 1987-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine State Planning
Office including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding studies into graduate and undergraduate
education, forecast development work, and potential for
a joint project between the State Planning Office and the
Box 158 Folder 3
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University of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
State Supreme Court, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding a Law Court Luncheon during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 4
Steam Plant Whistle, 1985-1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding use of the University of Maine
steam plant whistle during Arthur M. Johnson and Dale
W. Lick’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 5
Island/Reach Computer Users Newsletter, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copy of Island/Reach Computer Users the newsletter
of Micro Computer Users of Deer Isle, Stonington, and
across the Reach from Cape Rosier to Mount Desert
Island, Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 6
Strawberries, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding a gift of strawberries from Maxwell’s
Farm to the University of Maine President Dale W. Lick
during his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 7
Student Activities Office, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity work at the
University of Maine’s children’s holiday party during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 8
Student Affairs, 1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 158 Folder 11
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student affairs at the University
of Maine, including: correspondence regarding
disciplinary issues with the University of Maine's rugby
team, and State of Maine liquor laws and copy of a
University of Maine Community Service publication
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Student Affairs, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine student
affairs, including: correspondence regarding a
supplemental request for funding and volunteering
with the Maine Bound Program, Student Life fee and
Women’s Center, copy of “A Proposal Dining Services
Reorganization”, and newspaper clipping regarding
college education during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 12
Student Affairs, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student affairs, including:
correspondence regarding proposed Dining Service
Reorganization Plan, use of alcoholic beverages, the
Residential Life and Cutler Health Center, enrollment,
housing, staffing, and budget information, and copies
of “Conceptual Plan for a New Residence Facility” and
“Conceptual Plan for Dinning Services” and “Impact of
Student Financed Residence Facility on Room and Board
Rates” during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 13
Student Affairs, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student affairs, including:
correspondence and memorandums regarding hazing,
Dexter Huntoon Distinguished Fellow, trip to Roxbury,
Massachusetts, tailgating policy, growth of minority
programs and services, financial aid award, Sexual
Orientation Services Committee, Student Conduct Code
Committee, student residences, student escort service,
student volunteers, dining services, Ad-Hoc Committee
on the Greek System, communication fee, University
Chorus performance, budget priorities, minority student
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opportunities at the University of Maine, “Come to
Campus” week, alcohol use, and parking fees, and copies
of publication regarding minority student opportunities
at the University of Maine and material from “Come
to Campus” week during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Student Art Project, 1988-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and memorandums regarding the
University of Maine student art project including details
of costs and schedule during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 18
New Student Center, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding the
potential for a new student center and a copy of the
proposal for the center during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 19
Student President Program, 1987-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Schedules for the University of Maine Student President
Program during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 25
Student Problems, 1986-1992
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding various individual student
issues and newspaper clipping regarding campus violence
at the University of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure
as University of Maine president, John C. Hitt’s tenure as
interim University of Maine president, and Frederick E.
Hutchinson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 158 Folder 26
Sugerloaf, 1991 Box 158 Folder 27
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and various publications regarding the
Sugerloaf Mountain Corporation during John C. Hitt’s
tenure as interim University of Maine president.
Summer Session/Summer Humanities Institute, 1987-1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and program for the University of Maine
Summer Session and Summer Humanities Institute during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 28
Surface Science And Environmental Chemistry Laboratory --
Prospectus
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
A copy of a Surface Science and Environmental
Chemistry Laboratory Prospectus during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 29
Surry Opera, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter and memorandum regarding the future of the
Surry Opera Company during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 30
Tabenken Corp., 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter from the Tabenken Corporation regarding their
concerns about the University of Maine’s purchasing
program during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 32
Tailgating, 1988-1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding tailgating at University of Maine
events, including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding tailgating policies and concerns regarding
student drinking and copy of tailgating policy during
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Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president
and John C. Hitt’s tenure as interim University of Maine
president.
Training Development Corporation, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Results of the Training & Development Corporation
Vocational Training Survey during Dale W. Lick’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 159 Folder 1
Tech-Prep Education Act -- Congressperson William D. Ford,
1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter from U.S. Congress person William D. Ford
regarding the Tech-Prep Education Act and copy of the
proceedings of the congress regarding the Act during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 159 Folder 2
Department Of Theater/Dance, 1987-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Theater & Dance, including:
correspondence regarding the use of student activity
funds, staffing, events and tours, and copy of a feasibility
study report regarding the Hauck Auditorium during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 159 Folder 3
Trade Development Center, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Itinerary for surveys and investigations of staff from the
House Committee on Appropriations to the Maine Food
and Forest Products International Trade Development
Center during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 159 Folder 4
Thomas College, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
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Scope and Contents
Program from the inauguration of George R. Spann as the
seventh president of Thomas College in Waterville, Maine
and a list of attendees from Maine academic institutions
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
T-Shirts, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding sending a University of Maine
t-shirt to handicapped young men in France during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 159 Folder 6
U.S. Budget, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Facsimile of the U.S. Budget in Brief during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 159 Folder 7
U.S. Department Of The Interior, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding a U.S. Department of the Interior visit
to the University of Maine’s Land & Water Resources
Center during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 159 Folder 8
Unicel -- Cellular Phones In Autos, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of charges for cellular phones at the University
of Maine and memorandum regarding usage of cellular
phones at the University of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 159 Folder 9
United Way, 1987-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s United
Way campaign, including: correspondence regarding
requested support for the campaign and campaign staffing,
financial data, reference material, and copy of a manual of
Box 159 Folder 10
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procedures during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
University Library Collections Policy, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and report regarding the University of
Maine library’s collection policy and the committee tasked
with reviewing the policy during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 159 Folder 11
University Of Maine Resource Index
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Guide to the University of Maine Resource Index during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 159 Folder 12
Small Business Research Technology Consortium, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine joining
the Small Business Research Technology Consortium
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 159 Folder 14
Vending, 1988-1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding vending
machines at the University of Maine during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 159 Folder 16
Vehicles/Motor Pool, 1987-1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine vehicles
and motor pool, including: correspondence regarding the
ad hoc Committee on the Use of University Vehicles,
vehicle requests, insurance, private use of vehicles,
disposal of vehicles, and assigned of vehicles during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president
and John C. Hitt’s tenure as interim University of Maine
president.
Box 159 Folder 17
Visa Application/Forms, 1987
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Information for visa applications and a blank visa
application form during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 159 Folder 20
Violence Survey, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copy of a blank survey from Towson State University
sent to the University of Maine regarding campus violence
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 159 Folder 21
Vision 2000, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter and publication regarding the organization Vision
2000 during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 159 Folder 22
Vocational Technical Institutes, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Newspaper clipping from the Bangor Daily News
regarding Maine’s vocational technical institutes during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 159 Folder 23
Washington County Center For Community Learning, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copy of a statement of need for the Washington County
Center for Community Learning and correspondence
regarding the Center and Kresge Foundation support
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 159 Folder 25
Washington Center, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding sponsorship of the Washington
Center and University of Maine assistance in securing a
Box 159 Folder 26
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facility for the Center during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Washington D.C., 1986-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Washington D.C. including:
correspondence regarding University of Maine visits to
the capitol, visits to the University of Maine by federal
employees, and public policy issues during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 159 Folder 27
Weather, 1988-1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of “Operational Plan for Cancellation of Classes
and/or Work Schedules Resulting from Inclement Weather
Conditions” during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 159 Folder 28
Wellman, Brad, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the retirement of Bradford S
Wellman as president of Pingree Associates, Inc. during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 159 folder 30
Women In The Curriculum, 1987-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Women in the Curriculum
including: correspondence and memorandums regarding
the women’s center, policy statement against sexual
harassment, reports, grants, staffing, and women’s history
week, reference material regarding the women’s center,
copy of The University of Maine Child Care Committee
Report, and Women in the Curriculum publications during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 159 folder 31
Workers' Compensation, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
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Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding workers’ compensation expenses
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
World Food Day, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding University of Maine involvement in
World Day and potential speaker Marie Angelique Savane
from Senegal during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 159 folder 33
Yearbook Of American Universities, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter and memorandum regarding the potential for
University of Maine contributing to the Yearbook of
American Universities during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 159 folder 34
Yankee Conference, 1987-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Yankee Conference
including: reference material, corporate records, notes,
and conference material during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 159 folder 35
Yankee Conference, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Yankee Conference
including: meeting minutes, notes, and agenda during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 159 folder 36
Yankee Conference, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Yankee Conference
including: correspondence regarding the meetings and
Box 159 folder 37
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drug testing, meeting minutes, notes, and agenda during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Zeta PI Building Corp., 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding a University of Maine request to Zeta Pi
Building Corporation for special assistance during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 159 folder 38
Dept. Of Zoology, 1987-1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Department of Zoology, including: correspondence
regarding housing space, budget allocations, perceptions
of students, student journals, attempts to have a medical
school in Maine, bird skins and mounts, and University
of Maine restructuring and copies of articles on
oceanography and expectation and realities in academic
biology during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 159 folder 39
"Some Interesting Historical Information About The University
Of Maine", 1940
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copy of the University of Maine General Alumni
Association publication “Some Interesting Historical
Information about the University of Maine" during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 160 Folder 4
Student Affairs, 1980-1984
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of vrious student affairs publications regarding
financial assistance, student orientation, programs and
services, graduate assistantships, graduate center, program
for international students, and off-campus programs
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 160 Folder 13
Summer Program Scholars Day, 1980-1982
Physical Description: 1 folder 
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Scope and Contents
Publications for University of Maine summer program and
Maine Scholars Day during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Summer School Posters, 1962-1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine summer program posters
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 160 Folder 15
School Of Performance Art, 1979-1980
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Calendars for University of Maine School of Performing
Arts events during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Box 160 Folder 16
University Of Maine Dance, 1979-1985
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various University of Maine Dance programs, newspaper
clippings, posters, and calendar during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 160 Folder 17
Scholar's Day, 1985
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Brochure from Maine Scholar’s Day during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 160 Folder 18
University Of Maine Foundation
Physical Description: 1 folder 
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Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine Foundation publication.
Commencement, 1961
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Program from University of Maine commencement during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 160 Folder 20
Counseling Center
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine Counseling Center
publications.
Box 160 Folder 21
State Referendum Publication, 1965-1967
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Publications regarding votes for higher education in State
of Maine Referendum during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 160 Folder 23
Phi Kappa Phi Publication
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of a Phi Kappa Phi publication.
Box 160 Folder 24
"Boobs Behold And Beware" Class of 1916 Postcard
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copy of a University of Maine Class of 1916 postcard
entitled “Boobs Behold and Beware” regarding the
conduct of Class of 1916 students during Robert Judson
Aley’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 160 Folder 25
Maine Division of The American Association Of University
Women Publication, 1978
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
A copy of the Maine Division of the American
Association of University Women publication “Know
Box 160 Folder 26
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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your University” during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Community Mental Health Center Publication
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine Community Mental Health
Center publication.
Box 160 Folder 27
Special Collections Publication, 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine at Orono (also known
as the University of Maine) Special Collections guide
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 160 Folder 29
ROTC Publication
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of the Army ROTC publication entitled “A Career
Alternative”.
Box 160 Folder 30
Cooperative Extension Service, 1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of the University of Maine Cooperative Extension
Service publication “Does your soil need lime” during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 160 Folder 32
Research And Public Service, 1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of various publications from the University of
Maine Sponsored Programs Division (also known as
Research and Public Services Division) during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 160 Folder 33
The Residential Life Newsletter, 1979
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 160 Folder 34
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of “The Residential Life” staff newsletter during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
School Of Human Development
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copy of the publication “Games to Play” regarding
staying healthy.
Box 160 Folder 35
Speakers Bureau, 1982-1983
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various Speakers Bureau publications during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 160 Folder 36
Summer Programs, 1962-1976
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of various University of Maine summer program
publications during Lloyd Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 160 Folder 37
^ Return to Table of Contents
Correspondence, 1923-1990
Title/Description Instances
box 13"Freak" Letters, 1923-1964
Scope and Contents
Miscellaneous letters received by the University of Maine
President Office on a range of subjects often related to the
role of high education during Clarence Cook Little, Harold
Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, and Lloyd
Hartman Elliot's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 13a
"Freak" Letters, 1923-1964
Scope and Contents
Miscellaneous letters received by the University of Maine
President Office on a range of subjects often related to the
Box 13 Folder 13b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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role of high education during Clarence Cook Little, Harold
Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, and Lloyd
Hartman Elliot's tenures as University of Maine president.
box 7Crossland, Charles E. Correspondence, 1947-1966
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Charles E. Crossland University
of Maine Executive Secretary and various University of
Maine presidents on a range of subjects including: the
Pulp and Paper Foundation during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young's tenures
as University of Maine president.
folder 10
box 14General Alumni Association Correspondence, 1968-1971
Scope and Contents
Various correspondences with members of the University
of Maine's General Alumni Association on a range
of subjects including: Association meetings, funding,
and University of Maine activity updates during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 21a
General Alumni Association Correspondence, 1968-1971
Scope and Contents
Various correspondences with members of the University
of Maine's General Alumni Association on a range
of subjects including: Association meetings, funding,
and University of Maine activity updates during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 14 Folder 21b
Miscellaneous University Correspondence, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Miscellaneous University of Maine correspondence and
memorandums to faculty during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 43 Folder 100
Admissions -- General Correspondence, 1968-1979
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding University of Maine
Admissions, including: student transfers, data on entering
classes, copies of individual applications, guidance
counselor visitation, copy of report “A Day in the Life
of a University”, meeting material, equipment, report on
University of Maine system, admission data, and press
release regarding difficulties in students getting into
the college of their choice during Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
Box 61 Folder 14
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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University of Maine president and Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2a
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2b
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2c
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 folder 2d
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2e
Correspondence, 1975-1977 Box 66 Folder 2f
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2g
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2h
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2i
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2j
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2k
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2l
Correspondence, 1975-1977 Box 66 folder 2m
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2n
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2o
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2p
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2q
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2r
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2s
Correspondence, 1975-1977 Box 66 Folder 2t
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2u
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2v
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2w
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2x
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2y
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 2x
Correspondence, 1975-1977 Box 66 Folder 3a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 3b
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 3c
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 3d
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 3e
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 3f
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 66 Folder 3g
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 3h
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 3i
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 3j
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 3k
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 3l
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 66 Folder 3m
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 3n
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 3o
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 3p
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 3q
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 3r
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 66 Folder 3s
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 3t
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 3u
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 3v
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 3w
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 3x
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 66 Folder 3y
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Correspondence, 1975-1977
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville on a range of subjects during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 3z
"B" Correspondence, 1977-1982
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondences related to
arrange of subjects beginning with “B” during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 75 Folder 13
Correspondence "C", 1977-1982
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondences related to
arrange of subjects beginning with “C” during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 75 Folder 15
Alphabetical Correspondence -- A, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 94 Folder 1
Alphabetical Correspondence -- B, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 94 Folder 2
Alphabetical Correspondence -- C, 1971-1974 box 94 Folder 3
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Alphabetical Correspondence -- D, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 94 Folder 4
Alphabetical Correspondence -- E, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 94 Folder 5
Alphabetical Correspondence -- F, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 94 Folder 6
Alphabetical Correspondence -- G, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 94 Folder 7
Alphabetical Correspondence -- H, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 94 Folder 8
Alphabetical Correspondence -- I, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 94 Folder 9
Alphabetical Correspondence -- J, 1971-1974 box 94 Folder 10
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Alphabetical Correspondence -- K, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 94 Folder 11
Alphabetical Correspondence -- L, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 94 Folder 12
Alphabetical Correspondence -- M, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 94 Folder 13a
Alphabetical Correspondence -- M, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 94 Folder 13b
Alphabetical Correspondence -- N, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 94 Folder 14
Alphabetical Correspondence -- O, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 94 Folder 15
Alphabetical Correspondence -- P, 1971-1974 box 94 Folder 16
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Alphabetical Correspondence -- Q, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 94 Folder 17
Alphabetical Correspondence -- R, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 94 Folder 18
Alphabetical Correspondence -- S, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 94 Folder 19
Alphabetical Correspondence -- T, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 94 Folder 20
Alphabetical Correspondence -- U, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 94 Folder 21
Alphabetical Correspondence -- V, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 94 Folder 22
Alphabetical Correspondence -- W, 1971-1974 box 94 Folder 23
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Alphabetical Correspondence -- A, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 94 Folder 35
Alphabetical Correspondence -- B, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 94 Folder 36
Alphabetical Correspondence -- C, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 94 Folder 37
Alphabetical Correspondence -- D, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 94 Folder 38
Alphabetical Correspondence -- E, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 94 Folder 39
Alphabetical Correspondence -- F, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 94 Folder 40
Alphabetical Correspondence -- G, 1972-1973 Box 94 Folder 41
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Alphabetical Correspondence -- H, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 94 Folder 42
Alphabetical Correspondence -- I, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 94 Folder 43
Alphabetical Correspondence -- J, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 94 Folder 44
Alphabetical Correspondence -- K, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 94 Folder 45
Alphabetical Correspondence -- L, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 94 Folder 46
Alphabetical Correspondence -- M, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 94 Folder 47a
Alphabetical Correspondence -- M, 1972-1973 Box 94 Folder 47b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Alphabetical Correspondence -- N, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 94 Folder 48
Alphabetical Correspondence -- O, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 94 Folder 49
Alphabetical Correspondence -- P, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 94 Folder 50
Alphabetical Correspondence -- Q, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 94 Folder 51
Alphabetical Correspondence -- R, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 94 Folder 52
Alphabetical Correspondence -- S, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 94 Folder 53
Alphabetical Correspondence -- T, 1972-1973 Box 94 Folder 54
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Alphabetical Correspondence -- U, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 94 Folder 55
Alphabetical Correspondence -- V, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 94 Folder 56
Alphabetical Correspondence -- W, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 94 Folder 57
Alphabetical Correspondence -- A, 1977-1981
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 9
Alphabetical Correspondence -- B, 1981
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 10
Alphabetical Correspondence -- D, 1977-1981
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
Box 96 Folder 11
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Alphabetical Correspondence -- E, 1978-1981
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 12
Alphabetical Correspondence -- F, 1977-1981
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 13
Alphabetical Correspondence -- G, 1978-1981
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 14
Alphabetical Correspondence -- H, 1977-1981
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 15
Alphabetical Correspondence -- I, 1980
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Box 96 Folder 16
Alphabetical Correspondence -- J, 1977-1981
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
Box 96 Folder 17
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Alphabetical Correspondence -- K, 1977-1981
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 18
Alphabetical Correspondence -- L, 1977-1981
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 19
Alphabetical Correspondence -- M, 1977-1981
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 20a
Alphabetical Correspondence -- M, 1978-1981
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 20b
Alphabetical Correspondence -- N, 1978-1981
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 20
Alphabetical Correspondence -- O, 1978-1980 Box 96 Folder 21
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Alphabetical Correspondence -- P, 1977-1980
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 22
Alphabetical Correspondence -- Q, 1978-1981
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 23
Alphabetical Correspondence -- R, 1977-1981
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 24
Alphabetical Correspondence -- S, 1978-1981
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 25
Alphabetical Correspondence -- T, 1978-1981
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
Box 96 Folder 26
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Alphabetical Correspondence -- V, 1976-1980
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 27
Alphabetical Correspondence -- W, 1977-1981
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 28
Alphabetical Correspondence -- X, Y Z, 1981
Scope and Contents
University of Maine president correspondence during Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 29
Registrar John Collins Correspondence, 1974-1981
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence on a range of subjects featuring
John F. Collins, Jr., University of Maine Registrar during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 30
Senator W.S. Cohen Correspondence, 1973-1981
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence on a range of subjects featuring
William S. Cohen, U.S. Senator during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 32
Governor Brennan Correspondence, 1979-1981
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence on a range of subjects featuring
Joseph E. Brennan, State of Maine Governor during
Box 96 Folder 33
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Kenneth Allen Correspondence, 1979-1981
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence on a range of subjects featuring
University of Maine faculty member Kenneth W. Allen
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 34
Congressman David F. Emery Correspondence, 1975-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence on a range of subjects featuring
David F. Emery, U.S. Representative during Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 35
Leonard Harlow, Director Of PICS Correspondence, 1969-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence on a range of subjects featuring
Leonard Harlow, University of Maine Director of
Department of Public Information and Central Services
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 96 Folder 36
Dr. Frederick E. Hutchinson, Acting Vic Pres. For Academic
Affairs Correspondence, 1975-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence on a range of subjects featuring
Dr. Frederick E. Hutchinson, University of Maine Vice
President for Research and Public Service during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 38
Olympia Snowe Correspondence, 1980 Box 96 Folder 40
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various correspondence on a range of subjects featuring
Olympia Snowe, U.S. Representative for Maine during
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Edmund S. Muskie Correspondence, 1968-1981
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence on a range of subjects featuring
Edmund S. Muskie, U.S. Senator for Maine and
newspaper clippings regarding Muskie during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 41
Vice-President Correspondence, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring University of Maine
vice-presidents on a range of subjects including reviews
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 96 Folder 42
University Of Maine System Presidents Correspondence,
1971-1976
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the organization of University
of Maine System president meetings and issues affecting
the presidents and the different University of Maine
campuses during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 43
President's Yankee Conference Correspondence, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine presidents
and presidents at other academic institutions including
regarding the President's Yankee Conference during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 45
John Winkin, Varsity Basketball Coach Correspondence,
1974-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring John W. Winklin,
University of Maine Varsity Basketball Coach on the
subject of basketball including reviews during Howard
Box 96 Folder 63
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Chancellor's Office -- Correspondence, 1973-1976
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence featuring the
University of Maine’s Chancellor Office on a range of
subjects, including: deferred payment plan, student fees,
accreditation, academic appeals, enrollment, calendar
insert, transfer of supervisory responsibility, planning,
review of draft policies, staffing, scholarships, and
construction projects during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 104 Folder 4
Correspondence -- President Neville, 1973-1979
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence featuring
University of Maine Howard R. Neville on a range of
subjects, including: recommendation for Neville to
receive the award of Certificate of Appreciation for
Patriotic Civilian Service, final examination schedule,
staffing, media representation of the University, television,
meetings, president messages, inauguration of President
Neville, and copy of “A Proposal On Auxiliary Enterprise
Fee Setting And Overall Fiscal Coordination” during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 104 Folder 24
Chronological, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Presidents Council,
staffing, honors Thesis Examination, and representation
of women and minorities on negotiating teams during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 108 Folder 1
Chronological, 1978
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Presidents' Council, Faculty
Grievance Board report, “Dialogue”, staffing and Pulp and
Paper Foundation during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 108 Folder 2a
Chronological, 1978 Box 108 Folder 2b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Presidents' Council, “The
AFUM Proposal Summary”, and staffing during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Chronological, 1978
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding appointments to the various
committees and copies of minutes from Presidents'
Council meetings during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president. during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 108 Folder 2c
Chronological, 1978
Scope and Contents
Meeting minutes from the Committee on Administration
and correspondence regarding staffing and Committee
appointments during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 108 Folder 2d
Chronological, 1978
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding appointments to University
committees and staffing during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 108 Folder 2e
Chronological, 1978
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding appointments to University
committees and staffing during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 108 Folder 2f
Chronological, 1978
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding appointments to University
committees and staffing during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 108 Folder 2g
Chronological, 1978 Box 108 Folder 2h
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding appointments to University
committees and staffing during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Chronological , 1978
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding evaluation of the Maine
Christina Association, appointments to University
committees, and staffing during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 108 Folder 2i
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- A,
1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 1
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- B,
1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 2
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- C,
1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 3
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- D,
1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 4
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- E, 1971-1972 Box 122 Folder 5
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- F, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 6
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- G,
1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 7
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- H,
1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 8
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- I, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 9
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- J, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 10
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- K,
1971-1972
Box 122 Folder 11
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- L, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 12
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- M,
1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 13
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- Mc,
1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 14
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- N,
1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 15
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- O,
1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 16
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- P, 1971-1972 Box 122 Folder 17
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- R,
1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 18
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- S, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 19
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- T, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 20
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- U,
1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 21
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- V,
1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 22
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- W,
1971-1972
Box 122 Folder 23
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Correspondence, Order Memo Commencements -- X,Y,
1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence and order memos
on a range of subjects and commencement information
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 24
Correspondence -- A, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 4
Correspondence -- B, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 5
Correspondence -- C, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 6
Correspondence -- D, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 7
Correspondence -- E, 1973-1975 box 123 folder 8
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Correspondence -- F, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 9
Correspondence -- G, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 10
Correspondence -- H, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 11
Correspondence -- I, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 12
Correspondence -- J, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 13
Correspondence -- K, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 14
Correspondence -- L, 1973-1975 box 123 folder 15
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Correspondence -- M, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 16
Correspondence -- Mc, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 17
Correspondence -- N, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 18
Correspondence -- O, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 19
Correspondence -- P, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 20
Correspondence -- Q, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 21
Correspondence -- R, 1973-1975 box 123 folder 22
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Correspondence -- S, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 23
Correspondence -- T, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 24
Correspondence -- U, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 25
Correspondence -- V, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 26
Correspondence -- W, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 27
"Freak" Letters, 1972-1980
Scope and Contents
Various letters received by the University of Maine on a
range of subjects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
box 124 Folder 17
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Correspondence, 1950-1968
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence on a range of subjects, including:
Water Resources Center, Maine Technology Experiment
Station, proposal to change the name of the Department
of Engineering Graphics to the Department of General
Engineering, history of the Department of Biology,
services of Dr. Pasternak, Student Health Center, salary
and work schedules of nurses, infirmary list, organization
and operation of the Department of Public Information
and Central Services, and Portland Junior College during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliot, and Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 132 folder 15
John H. Billings, Jr. Correspondence, 1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with and regarding University of Maine
student John H. Billings, Jr. whose father died on USS
Thresher during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 142 Folder 21
Misc. Correspondence, 1984-1985
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects including: parent welcome letter, collection
agencies, staff evaluation reports, and Commissioner
of Higher Education study during Arthur M. Johnson’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 144 Folder 11
Vice President's Correspondence, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence with University of Maine vice
presidents regarding: form, Student Leaders Breakfast
Club, highway sign for Bangor campus, and AMWAY
products during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 66
"C" Correspondence, 1987-1989 box 148 Folder 49

Office of the President (University of Maine)
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of the Fort Fairfield Review during Dale W. Lick’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
"K" Correspondence, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Letters regarding a visit to the University of Maine by
Frank Kolbmann and Dick Keen’s photography during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 43
"L" Correspondence, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence on a range of subjects, including:
executive search program, director of public affairs search,
ACE Annual Meeting, Kramer Junior High School, and
Biomedical Systems Company during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 50
"M" Correspondence, 1986-1989
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence on a range of subjects, including:
papers, New England Council of Presidents support for
students, interest in University of Maine programs, Maine
Symphonic Band and Chip Farnham, contributions to the
University of Maine, certificate of appreciation, Gauss
Institute, coding theory and it’s applications, biomedical
engineering, and Military Services Education Conference,
and presidential search committee report during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 11
"Mc" Correspondence, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence on a range of subjects, including:
the retirement of Roland McLeod, a visit by State of
Maine Honorable Vincent McKusick, Student Chapter of
the Associated General Contractors, and remarks by State
of Maine Governor John R. McKernan, Jr. during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 12
"N" Correspondence, 1987-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Dwight D. Demeritt
Award, alternative school for dropouts in Turner, National
Association of Management and Technical Assistance
Box 155 Folder 19
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Centers brochure, and McNary School graduation during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
"S" Correspondence, 1986-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 157 Folder 18
"W" Correspondence, 1989-1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence on a range of
subjects during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 159 Folder 24
^ Return to Table of Contents
Administrative Files, 1865-1991
Title/Description Instances
box 1Accreditation For Dental Hygiene Program, BCC, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Report of the Commission on Accreditation of Dental
and Dental Hygiene Auxiliary Educational for the Bangor
Community College during Howard R. Neville's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 2
box 1Committee On Administration, 1968-1974
Scope and Contents
Minutes from the University of Maine's Committee on
Administration during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville's tenures as University of
Maine. president (1968-1974).
folder 3
box 1Committee On University Affairs, 1969-1973
Scope and Contents
Minutes from the Committee on University Affairs during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 4
Council Of Deans, 1968-1974 box 1
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Minutes from the University of Maine's Council of Deans
during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and
Howard R. Neville's tenures as University of Maine.
folder 5
box 1Administrative Guidelines, 1972
Scope and Contents
Copy of "University of Maine Administrative Guidelines"
from the Chancellor's Office during Winthrop C. Libby's
tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 6a
Administrative Staff Meetings, 1966-1968
Scope and Contents
Notes from University of Maine Administrative Staff
meetings during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 1 Folder 6b
box 1Admissions -- Harmon, James A. Director of Admissions,
1956-1968
Scope and Contents
Various records related to University of Maine
Admissions, includes items from the Director of
Admissions James A. Harmon and his predecessor Percy
F. Crane on issues relating to specific applicants, reporting
grade scores, and admission figures during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 7a
box 1Admissions -- Special Committee On Admissions, 1958-1959
Scope and Contents
Items related to admissions submitted to the University
of Maine's Special Committee on Admissions and details
of appointments to the Committee during Arthur Andrew
Hauck and Lloyd Harman Elliot's tenures as University of
Maine president.
folder 7b
box 1Admissions -- Special Requests For, 1955-1958
Scope and Contents
Details of specific special requests for admission to the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure
as University of Maine president.
folder 7c
box 1Admissions -- Transfer Applications, Procedures For
Processing, 1963
folder 7e
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy and cover letter of "Suggested Procedure for
Processing Transfer Applicants for Admissions to the
University of Maine as Regular, Degree Candidates" sent
to President Lloyd Hartman Elliot during his tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 1Admissions -- Study Of And Reports On, 1958-1971
Scope and Contents
University of Maine reports on admission figures and
studies on admission system during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young,
and Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 7d
box 1Admissions -- In-State vs. Out-Of-State Land Grant
Universities, 1958
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine study into in-state vs. out-
of-state admissions conducted at Land Grant Universities
conducted during Lloyd Hartman Elliot's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 7f
box 1African Development -- Committee On, 1960-1962
Scope and Contents
Various items relating to the University of Maine's Maine-
African Institute Committee during Lloyd Hartman Elliot's
tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 12
box 1Agreement -- U. Of N.H. /UMO Junior Year in Austria (U. Of
Salzburg), 1973
Scope and Contents
Facsimile copy of a signed memorandum of understanding
between the University of Maine and the University of
New Hampshire which provided opportunity for students
to spend their junior year at the University of Salzburg
during Winthrop C. Libby tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 15
box 1Agricultural Advisory Council, 1950-1961
Scope and Contents
Minutes from and details of appointments to the
University of Maine's Agricultural Advisory Council
folder 16
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliot
tenures as University of Maine president.
box 2aAgriculture Advisory Council, 1962-1968
Scope and Contents
Minutes from and details of appointments to the
University of Maine's Agricultural Advisory Council
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot and Hugh Edwin Young's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 2
box 2aAgric. Eng. Curriculum -- Memo Of Understanding Between
Agri. And Tech., 1958
Scope and Contents
Memorandum of Understanding between the College
of Agriculture and College of Technology relative to
the Joint Administrative of the Agriculture Engineering
Curriculum and note regaridng agreement during Charles
E. Crossland's tenure as acting president of the University
of Maine and Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as Dean, College
of Agriculture and University of Maine president.
folder 4
box 2aAliens On University Of Maine Payroll, 1961-1965
Scope and Contents
Details of immigrants working at the University of Maine
and immigration regulations during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 12
box 2aAlterations, Renovations, And Major Repairs, 1964
Scope and Contents
Details of planned University of Maine alterations,
renovations, and major repairs (1963-1964) and list of
Capital Improvements and Construction Projects for
1965-1971 (1964) during Lloyd Hartman Elliot's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 14
box 2aAlumni Council, 1930-1964
Scope and Contents
Minutes from the Alumni Council meeting and statistics
on alumni numbers and memorandums sent to Alumni
Council members on the subject of The Biennial
Legislative Program 1965-1967 and The Centennial Fund
during Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew
Hauck, and Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenures as University
of Maine president.
folder 15
Interclass Coordinating Council, 1965 box 2a
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Scope and Contents
Details of a proposed University of Maine Interclass
Coordinating Council and General Alumni Association
Annual Alumni Fund during Lloyd Hartman Elliot's tenure
as University of Maine president.
folder 16
box 2aAlumni Hall vs. Administrative Building, 1932-1933
Scope and Contents
Excerpts from Minutes of Board of Trustees regarding the
Alumni Hall and Administrative Building during Harold
Sherburne Boardman's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 17
box 2aApplications For Employment -- General, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Applications for employment from various individuals
for faculty positions at the University of Maine during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 31a
Applications For Employment -- General, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Applications for employment from various individuals
for faculty positions at the University of Maine during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville's tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 2a Folder 31b
box 2aCollege of Agriculture, Establishment Of, 1974
Scope and Contents
Copy of "Proposal for a College Agriculture" during
Howard R. Neville's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 36
box 2aArena -- Sports, 1965
Scope and Contents
Press releases and articles regarding a proposed sports
arena at the University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 39
Athletic Fields, 1946-1950
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine athletic
fields including Board of Trustees correspondence
regarding funding for improvements, proposal, costs, and
Box 2b Folder 10
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plans during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Athletic Financial Aid Report, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine Athletic Financial Aid
Report during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president for the 1975-1976 academic year.
Box 2b Folder 11
box 3Atomic Energy Committee, 1950-1961
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine's atomic energy
program (1950), grant proposal to the Atomic Energy
Committee (1958) and application for a license under the
Atomic Energy Committee to operate a nuclear reactor
(1961) during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman
Elliot's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 2a
Atomic Energy Committee, 1950-1961
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine's atomic energy
program (1950), grant proposal to the Atomic Energy
Committee (1958) and application for a license under the
Atomic Energy Committee to operate a nuclear reactor
(1961) during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman
Elliot's tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 3 Folder 2b
box 3Atomic Energy Security Officer, 1959-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding use of radioactive materials and
the University of Maine's Atomic Energy Security Officer,
includes procedures and reports during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot, and Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 4
box 3Averages -- Student's Academic Records -- Registrar's Office,
1959-1963
Scope and Contents
Averages for University of Maine student's academic
records from the Registrar's Office during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 6
box 3Ronald F. Banks -- Assistant To The President, 1971-1973
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence to and from
Ronald F. Banks, Assistant to the President regarding
folder 9a
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staffing and salary during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 3Ronald F. Banks -- Assistant To The President, 1971-1973
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence to and from
Ronald F. Banks, Assistant to the President regarding
staffing and salary during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 9b
box 3Bidding Practices, 1961-1962
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine President
Lloyd Hartman Elliot and Thomas W. Tavenner, Maine
Assistant Attorney General regarding identical bidding
on University of Maine contracts during Elliot's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 12
box 3Board of Trustees, 1947-1963
Scope and Contents
Reports and memorandums to members of the University
of Maine Board of Trustees during Arthur Andrew Hauck
and Lloyd Hartman Elliot tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 16
box 3Bond Issue For Academic Buildings, 1960
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding data on how many state
universities construct academic buildings by means of
state bond issues during Lloyd Hartman Elliot's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 18
box 3Bond Issue For Housing At University Of Maine, 1955-1963
Scope and Contents
Construction plans at the University of Maine 1957-1980
and details of different bonds issue for housing at the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliot, and Hugh Edwin Young's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 19
box 3Book Of Donors, 1961-1962
folder 20
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Scope and Contents
Details of the "Book of Donors" of the University of
Maine Memorial Fund during Lloyd Hartman Elliot's
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 3Building Projects, 1898-1966
Scope and Contents
Details of various building projects at the University of
Maine, includes: press releases, histories, newspaper
clippings, and maps and plans during Abram Winegardner
Harris, George E. Fellows, Robert Judson Aley, Clarence
Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 25
box 3Building Program -- Proposed Twelve-Year Program,
1953-1965
Scope and Contents
Details of various building projects at the University
of Maine including proposed twelve-year program
(1953-1965) and other projects during Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 26
box 3Building And Grounds, 1870-1962
Scope and Contents
Details of various building and ground acquisitions and
maintenance and planting plans at the University of
Maine, during Charles Frederick Allen, Merritt Caldwell
Fernald, Abram Winegardner Harris, George E. Fellows,
Abram Winegardner Harris, George E. Fellows, Robert
Judson Aley, Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne
Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, and Lloyd Hartman
Elliott's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 27
box 3Planning And Building Committee -- General, 1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Rosters of the University of Maine Building Planning
Committees and a newspaper clipping on construction
projects at the University of Maine during Hugh Edwin
Young and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of
Maine president.
folder 28
box 3Buildings -- Choice Of Sites For Alumni Reaction, Faculty
Reaction, Etc., 1963-1964
folder 29
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Scope and Contents
Details of Faculty Council review of the location of a new
dormitory (1963) and Union Building (1964) during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
box 3Building Managers, 1959-1967
Scope and Contents
Lists of University of Maine Building Managers, details of
responsibilities, and appointments, during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young's tenures as University of
Maine president.
folder 30
box 3Electrical Contract And Maintenance Work, 1962
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the issue of the University of
Maine's Electrical Maintenance Department being seen
as in competition with local contractors during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 31
box 3Building Needs, Etc., 1931-1952
Scope and Contents
Copies of "Long-time Needs of the College of Agriculture,
The Agriculture Experiment Station and the Agriculture
Extension Service" (1952), memorandum to the University
of Maine Board of Trustees regarding financing a
building program (1941), lists of dates University of
Maine buildings were constructed (1938), and lists of the
building needs of the University of Maine (1931-1936)
during Harold Sherburne Boardman and Arthur Andrew
Hauck's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 32
box 3Alumni Hall -- Alterations For Administration Assembly Hall,
1952
Scope and Contents
Details of the alterations for the University of Maine's
Assembly Hall to provide space for administration offices
during Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure as University of
Maine president.
folder 33
box 3Animal Pathology Building, 1948-1949
Scope and Contents
Details of proposal to construct an Animal Pathology
Building at the University of Maine, including: bid
folder 34
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proposals, newspaper clipping, and plans during Arthur
Andrew Hauck's tenure as University of Maine president.
box 3Animal Science Building, 1952-1958
Scope and Contents
Details of proposal to construct an Animal Science
Building at the University of Maine, including: bid
proposals, business case for construction, and plans during
Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 35
box 3Auditorium/Fine Arts Center, 1943-1957
Scope and Contents
Details of proposal to construct Auditorium/Fine Arts
Center at the University of Maine, including: bid
proposals, business case for construction, and plans during
Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 36
box 3Planning And Buildings Committee -- Augusta Projects,
1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine Planning and Buildings
Committee for University of Maine at Augusta Projects,
including funding, committee appointments, and
newspaper clippings regarding construction during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 37
box 3Buildings And Grounds -- Engineering Buildings, 1929-1947
Scope and Contents
Details of proposal to construct Engineering Buildings at
the University of Maine, including: proposals, business
case for construction, plans, photographs, and facsimile
of The Maine Alumnus article on the "History and
Description of Crosby Mechanical Laboratory" (1929)
during Harold Sherburne Boardman and Arthur Andrew
Hauck's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 38
box 3Bonney Hall, 1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the construction,
naming, and dedication of Luther I. Bonney Hall at the
University of Maine in Portland (also known as University
folder 39
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of Southern Maine) during Hugh Edwin Young's tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 3Men's Cafeteria Building (Old) -- Use Of, 1958
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine School of Forestry use
of the old Men's Cafeteria Building for storing canoes and
boats during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as University
of Maine president.
folder 40
box 3Carnegie Hall (Old Library Building) -- Use Of, 1928-1953
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the use of the University of
Maine's Carnegie Hall (Old Library Building), including:
proposals, details of renaming, and plans during Harold
Sherburne Boardman and Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenures
as University of Maine president.
folder 41
box 3Classroom -- UMP Library Building, 1962-1964
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal to construct a classroom at the
University of Maine Portland's (also known as University
of Southern Maine) Library Building during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 42
box 4College Of Education Building, 1959-1961
Scope and Contents
Details of construction of education classrooms at the
University of Maine College of Education, includes:
newspaper clippings, naming, proposals, and construction
proposals during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 1
box 4Dormitories -- University Ruling Regarding Use Of, 1961
Scope and Contents
Copy of "Dormitory and Dining Facilities and Needs
1960-1970" report and details of use of dormitories for
events at the University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 2
box 4Dormitory Construction And Cafeteria Arrangements,
1946-1956
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine's needs and costs of
dormitories, dining halls, and cafeteria arrangements
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during Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 4Dormitories -- Cooperative, 1934-1961
Scope and Contents
Details of plans for Colvin Hall a women's dormitory
(1934-1935) and it becoming a cooperative dormitory
(1961) during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman
Elliott's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 4
box 4Dormitories And Cafeteria -- General, 1928-1963
Scope and Contents
Details of expenditure for dormitory buildings, equipment
and services (1928-1938), plans for proposed Residence
Hall for Women (1954-1955), and cafeteria service
in the women's dining rooms (1952) during Harold
Sherburne Boardman and Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenures
as University of Maine president.
folder 5
box 4Dormitories -- Self Liquidating, 1952-1957
Scope and Contents
Reviews of the University of Maine's College Housing
Program (1957) and dormitories (1954), and self-
liquidation of residence halls (1956), and reports on
dormitories (1952) during Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure
as University of Maine president.
folder 6
box 4Men's Dormitory No.2 No.3, 1959-1962
Scope and Contents
Details of the construction of University of Maine Men's
Dormitory No.3 (1962) and No.2 (1959), including: plans,
progress and contractor details, during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 7
box 4New Women's Dormitories -- Location Of, 1946-1947
Scope and Contents
Details of the location of University of Maine's new
women's dormitories during Arthur Andrew Hauck's
tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 8
box 4Dormitories -- Colvin, 1954-1961
Scope and Contents
Details of addition to Colvin Hall (1954) and conversion
to a Women's Cooperative Dormitory (1961) during
folder 9
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Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure
as University of Maine president.
box 4Estabrooke Hall -- Dormitory For Women Completed Project,
1938-1940
Scope and Contents
Details of the construction of Estabrooke Hall a dormitory
for women at the University of Maine, including: plans,
proposal, approval, and naming of during Arthur Andrew
Hauck's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 10
box 4Gannett Hall -- Men's Dormitory, 1958-1961
Scope and Contents
Details of the construction of Gannett Hall a men's
dormitory 1-A at the University of Maine including: plans,
proposal, approval, and naming of during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 11
box 4Hannibal Hamlin Hall -- Renovation Of, 1960
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the renovation of the University of
Maine's Hannibal Hamlin Hall during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 12
box 4Hart Hall -- Dormitory For Men, 1953-1956
Scope and Contents
Details of the construction of Hart Hall men's dormitory
at the University of Maine including: plans, proposal,
approval, and naming of during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's
tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 13
box 4Stodder Hall -- Women's Dormitory, 1955-1956
Scope and Contents
Details of the construction of Stodder Hall women's
dormitory including: plans, proposal, approval, publicity,
and naming of during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 14
box 4Arthur A. Hauck Auditorium, 1961-1970
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous information regarding the Arthur
A. Hauck Auditorium, including: funding, publicity, plans,
proposals, and committee details during Lloyd Hartman
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Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young's tenures as University of
Maine president.
box 4Little Hall -- Alumni Hall, 1961-1968
Scope and Contents
Details of reservations at the Little Theater, in Alumni
Hall, projects, and construction work at the Hall and
renaming to Alumni Hall Auditorium during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 18
box 4Plant Science -- Building Needs, 1935-1950
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous information regarding the need to
build a plant science at the University of Maine, including:
plans and architect reports during Arthur Andrew Hauck's
tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 19
box 4Music Building, 1943-1944
Scope and Contents
Details of plans for University of Maine Music Building
including: funding, publicity, plans, proposals, and
committee details during Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 20
box 4Physical Education Building -- UMP, 1966-1970
Scope and Contents
Details of construction of a Physical Education Building
at the University of Maine Portland (also known as
University of Southern Maine) including: plans, publicity,
and architect reports during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 21
box 4Women's Gymnasium, 1952-1963
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous information regarding the
University of Maine's Women's Gymnasium, including
naming as Helen A. Lengyel Hall, publicity, and
construction plans during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 22
box 4Science Building -- UMP, 1966-1969
Scope and Contents
Publicity and funding for the Science Building at
the University of Maine Portland (also known as the
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University of Southern Maine) during Hugh Edwin Young
and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine
president.
box 4Pulp And Paper Technology Building, 1964
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding proposed plan to construct a new Pulp
and Paper Technology Building at the University of Maine
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of
Maine president.
folder 24
box 4Vaughan Hall -- UMP, 1966-1969
Scope and Contents
Various information regarding the operations of the
University of Maine Portland's (also known as the
University of Southern Maine) Vaughan Hall during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 25
box 4Definitions Of Responsibilities And Duties Of Business Office,
1951-1953
Scope and Contents
Definitions of the responsibilities and duties of the
University of Maine Comptroller and Business Officer
during Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure as University of
Maine president.
folder 27
box 4Business And Financial Administration, 1969
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items relating to the University of
Maine's Business and Financial Administration, including:
staff appointments and reorganizations during Winthrop
C. Libby's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 28
box 4UMP Campus Development -- Master Plan, 1958
Scope and Contents
Details of the publication of plan to develop the University
of Maine Portland Campus (also known as the University
of Southern Maine) during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure
as University of Maine president.
folder 31
box 4Capital Improvements, 1948-1967
Scope and Contents
Details of various University of Maine capital
improvement projects, including: costs, schedules, details
of work, and supporting material during Arthur Andrew
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Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young's
tenures as University of Maine president.
box 4Capital Construction, 1970-1973
Scope and Contents
Details of various University of Maine capital construction
projects including: costs, schedules, details of work, and
supporting material during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 35
box 4Post-Master's Certificate Of Advanced Study, 1961
Scope and Contents
Copy of the "Proposed Regulations for the Post-Master's
Certificate Of Advanced Study" and details of its approval
by the University of Maine Board of Trustees during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 37
box 4Certification By Registrar, 1959-1969
Scope and Contents
Details of teaching certification by registrar between the
University of Maine and State of Delaware and State
of Florida during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of
Maine president.
folder 39
box 4Student Cabins, 1935-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items on plans to provide low cost living for
needy students known as the University of Maine Student
Cabins during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 41
box 4Campus Disorders Procedures, 1968-1971
Scope and Contents
Copies of various University of Maine procedures and
statements and supporting material on campus disorders
during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 42
box 5Civil Engineering Visiting Committee, 1956-1957
folder 2
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Scope and Contents
Details of the Civil Engineering Visiting Committee
Meeting at the University of Maine during Arthur Andrew
Hauck's tenure as University of Maine president.
box 5Classrooms And Laboratories -- Scheduling And Use Of,
1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Data on the scheduling and use of University of Maine
classrooms and laboratories and size of undergraduate
lecture sections from the Office of Institutional Research
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of
Maine president.
folder 3
box 5Classified Personnel Information, 1970-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items related to University of Maine's classified
personnel information, including the Performance
Evaluation Program, employment practices, policies,
payroll, grievances, staffing expansions, retirement, and
legal requirements during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 4
box 5Class Advisers, 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding concerns that University of
Maine students were not able to meet with their advisors
during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 5
box 5Coe Research Fund -- General, 1931-1956
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine Coe Research Fund
bequeathed by Thomas Upham Coe during Harold
Sherburne Boardman and Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenures
as University of Maine president (1931-1956).
folder 7a
box 5Coe Research Fund -- Research Grant Applications, 1966
Scope and Contents
Various Coe Research Fund grant applications (1966)
during Hugh Edwin Young's tenure as University of
Maine president.
folder 7b
box 5Coe Research Fund -- Research Proposals
folder 7c
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Scope and Contents
Copies of research proposals submitted to the COE
Research Fund Committee for "A Study of Attendees and
Non-Attendees of a Voluntary Professional Organization"
and "Scientists in Organizations: A Study of Occupational
and Related Behavior".
box 5Coe Research Fund -- Research Letter, 1966-1979
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine Coe Research
Fund bequeathed by Thomas Upham Coe including
correspondence regarding University of Maine research
during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 7d
box 5Coe Research Fund -- Research, 1964-1977
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine Coe Research Fund
bequeathed by Thomas Upham Coe including: Research
Committee information, research papers and reports
submitted to the Coe Research Fund Committee during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot and Hugh Edwin Young's tenures as
University of Maine presidents.
folder 7e
box 5Coe Research Fund -- Reports And Correspondence, 1929-1964
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine Coe Research Fund
bequeathed by Thomas Upham Coe during Harold
Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, and Lloyd
Hartman Elliot's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 7f
box 5Faculty Research Funds Committee, 1962-1978
Scope and Contents
Minutes, correspondence, and supporting material from
the University of Maine Faculty Research Fund during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville's tenures as University of
Maine president.
folder 8
box 5Collective Bargaining, 1971-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and memorandums regarding
collective bargaining at the University of Maine and
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throughout Maine, during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville's tenures as University of Maine president.
box 5College Of Arts Faculty -- Meetings, 1969-1968
Scope and Contents
College of Arts and Sciences Faculty meeting minutes
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 10a
box 5College Of Arts Faculty -- General, 1913-1970
Scope and Contents
College of Arts and Sciences Faculty's statistics, bylaws
(, and reports on the College during Robert Judson Aley,
Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman, and
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 10b
box 5College Of Business Administration, 1958-1968
Scope and Contents
College of Business Administration meeting minutes,
correspondence, reports, and reference material during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 11
box 6Dean, School Of Education, 1912-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous records regarding the University of
Maine's School of Education, including: correspondence
involving School of Education deans on a range of
subjects, development programs, reports, meeting material
and The Maine Bulletin edition on "Announcement of the
School of Education University of Maine" (1930-1931)
during Robert Judson Aley, Clarence Cook Little, Harold
Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville's tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 1a
Dean, School Of Education, 1912-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous records regarding the University of
Maine's School of Education, including: correspondence
involving School of Education deans on a range of
subjects, development programs, reports, meeting material
and The Maine Bulletin edition on "Announcement of the
School of Education University of Maine" (1930-1931)
during Robert Judson Aley, Clarence Cook Little, Harold
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Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville's tenures as University of Maine
president.
Dean, School Of Education, 1912-1975
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous records regarding the University of
Maine's School of Education, including: correspondence
involving School of Education deans on a range of
subjects, development programs, reports, meeting material
and The Maine Bulletin edition on "Announcement of the
School of Education University of Maine" (1930-1931)
during Robert Judson Aley, Clarence Cook Little, Harold
Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville's tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 6 Folder 1c
box 6Dean, College Of Technology, 1958-1962
Scope and Contents
Correspondence involving the University of Maine's
Dean, College of Technology Weston.S. Evans on a
range of issues, including: personnel problems, property
development, fellowships, research projects and funding,
staff leave, and reports on student numbers during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 2
box 6College Of Technology Meeting Minutes, 1968-1972
Scope and Contents
College of Technology Faculty meeting minutes during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 3
box 6Commuter Campuses, 1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine plans to establish
commuter campuses at Ogunquit, Augusta, and Lewiston-
Auburn during Hugh Edwin Young's tenure as University
of Maine president.
folder 5
box 6Computer Advisory Committee And Computing Center,
1958-1965
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the need for computer
equipment at the University of Maine and establishment
of the University of Maine's Computing Center and
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Computer Advisory Committee during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
box 6Computer Advisory Committee And Computing Center,
1962-1965
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the need for computer
equipment at the University of Maine and establishment of
the University of Maine's Computing Center for the pulp
and paper industry and Computer Advisory Committee,
material from conference on computers, press releases
regarding the computer center and Computer Advisory
Committee, and photograph of computer equipment
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of
Maine president.
folder 6b
Computer Advisory Committee And Computer Center,
1962-1965
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the need for computer
equipment at the University of Maine and establishment of
the University of Maine's Computing Center for the pulp
and paper industry and Computer Advisory Committee,
material from conference on computers, press releases
regarding the computer center and Computer Advisory
Committee, and photograph of computer equipment
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 6 Folder 6c
box 6Computer Advisory Committee And Computing Center,
1962-1963
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the need for computer
equipment at the University of Maine, the Computer
Center for the pulp and paper industry, and appointments
to the University of Maine's Computing Center
Committee, reference material on computer equipment
and uses in higher education, and press releases regarding
the Computer Center during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's
tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 6d
box 6Computer Advisory Committee And Computing Center,
1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding appointments to the University
of Maine Computer Advisory Committee and program
in computer technology and list of members of the
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Committee during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin
Young's tenures as University of Maine president.
box 6Computer Equipment, 1967
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the need for computer
equipment at the University of Maine and establishment
of the University of Maine's Computing Center and
Computer Advisory Committee (1958). Also, reference
material on computer equipment and uses in higher
education (1967). Also, reports and data from the
University of Maine's Computing Center and material
from the Computer Advisory Committee and details of
IBM data processing and data from Office of Institutional
Research and Planning during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 6f
box 6Comparative Costs, 1940-1962
Scope and Contents
Financial data on distribution of expenses at the
University of Maine across divisions during Arthur
Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 7
box 6Conflict Of Interest, 1966-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine's conflict
of interest policy, including Federal Council placing the
University of Maine in Category A, reference material
regarding conflict of interest, and review of material
during Hugh Edwin Young's tenure as University of
Maine president.
folder 13
box 7Comptroller, 1950-1958
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the position of comptroller at the
University of Maine including the appointment of Prescott
H. Vose in that position during Arthur Andrew Hauck's
tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 3
box 7Dropping Off Courses Policy And Procedure, 1967-1968
Scope and Contents
Data from evaluation of trial of add and drop period after
implementation of University of Maine's Dropping Off
folder 8
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Courses Policy And Procedure (1966) during Hugh Edwin
Young's tenure as University of Maine president.
box 7Curricula Changes -- College Of Agriculture, 1946-1966
Scope and Contents
Details of various curricula changes at the University
of Maine College of Agriculture during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 12
box 7Council Of Colleges, 1969-1972
Scope and Contents
Council of Colleges meeting minutes, correspondence,
constitution of the Council, support material and details
of naming members during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as
acting University of Maine president.
folder 13a
box 7Council Of Colleges, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Council of Colleges meeting minutes, correspondence,
constitution of the Council, support material and details
of naming members during Howard R. Neville's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 13b
box 7Council Of Colleges, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Council of Colleges meeting minutes, correspondence,
constitution of the Council, support material and details
of naming members during Howard R. Neville's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 13c
box 7Council Of Colleges, 1979-1980
Scope and Contents
Council of Colleges meeting minutes, correspondence,
constitution of the Council, support material and details
of naming members during Howard R. Neville's tenure
as University of Maine president and Kenneth W. Allen's
tenure as acting University of Maine president.
folder 13d
box 7University Of Maine Cost Analyses, 1956-1962
Scope and Contents
Analysis on the effect of increased enrollment upon the
cost of educating a student at the University of Maine
(1956) and analysis of University expenditures by type
of service and by different colleges (1960-1962) during
folder 14
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Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenures
as University of Maine president.
box 8Curricula Changes -- Arts And Sciences, 1948-1968
Scope and Contents
Details of various curricula changes in the University of
Maine's Arts and Sciences Section during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 1
box 8Curricula Changes -- College Of Education And Physical
Education, 1964-1966
Scope and Contents
Details of various curricula changes at the University of
Maine's College of Education and Physical Education
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 2
box 8Curricula Changes -- School Of Law, 1963
Scope and Contents
Details of various curricula changes at the University of
Maine's School Of Law during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's
tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 3
box 8Curricula Changes -- College Of Technology, 1946-1968
Scope and Contents
Details of various curricula changes at the University of
Maine's College Of Technology during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 4
box 8Dean Thomas H. Curry College Of Technology, 1962-1965
Scope and Contents
Correspondence of Thomas H. Curry, Dean of College of
Technology on a range of subjects including: experimental
desalination center, staff absences, salary information,
speeches, and research that Lloyd Hartman Elliott was cc.
on during his tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 5
box 8Deans' Meetings And Letters To Deans, 1939-1968
Scope and Contents
Deans' meeting minutes and correspondence to University
of Maine deans during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
folder 10
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Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young's tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 8Deanship -- Graduate School, 1976
Scope and Contents
Details of the search committee for the Dean, Graduate
School at the University of Maine during Howard R.
Neville's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 11
box 8Dedication Of Animal Pathology Laboratory, 1950-1960
Scope and Contents
Program, speeches and newspaper clipping from the
dedication of University of Maine's Animal Pathology
Laboratory (1950) and dedication of Hitchner Hall the
new animal science teaching and research facility (1960)
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 12
box 8Deanship -- Life Sciences And Agriculture, 1974-1976
Scope and Contents
Details of the search committee for the Deanship of Life
Sciences and Agriculture during Howard R. Neville's
tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 13
box 8Aubert Hall -- Dedication Of Wings, 1958
Scope and Contents
Program, speeches, and correspondence regarding the
dedication of University of Maine's new Chemistry and
Chemical Engineering Wings of Aubert Hall during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 14
box 8Dedication Of Chemistry Wing, 1941
Scope and Contents
Program, speeches and newspaper clipping from the
dedication of University of Maine's Chemistry Wing of
Aubert Hall (1941) during Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure
as University of Maine president.
folder 15
box 8Dedication Of College Of Education Building, 1961
Scope and Contents
Program, speeches and newspaper clipping from the
dedication of University of Maine's College of Education
folder 16
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Building during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 8Cornerstone Ceremonies, 1955-1958
Scope and Contents
Details of the cornerstone ceremonies for the University
of Maine's Men's Dormitories (1958), Physics Building
(1958), and New Women's Dormitory (1955) during
Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 17
box 8Dedication Of Engineering And Plant Science Buildings, 1949
Scope and Contents
Program, speeches and newspaper clipping from the
dedication of University of Maine's Engineering And Plant
Science Buildings during Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure
as University of Maine president (1949).
folder 18
box 8Dedication Of Arthur A. Hauck Auditorium, 1963
Scope and Contents
Program, speeches and newspaper clipping from the
dedication of University of Maine's Arthur A. Hauck
Auditorium during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as
University of Maine president (1963).
folder 19
box 8Dedication Of Hitchner Hall, 1960
Scope and Contents
Program, speeches and newspaper clipping from the
dedication of University of Maine's Hitchner Hall the new
animal science and research facility during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 20
box 8Dedication Of Memorial Union, 1953
Scope and Contents
Program, speeches and correspondence regarding the
dedication of University of Maine's Memorial Union
during Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure as University of
Maine president.
folder 21
box 8Dedication Of Merrill Hall, 1931
folder 22
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Scope and Contents
Copy of a The Maine Bulletin issue on the dedication of
Merrill Hall during Harold Sherburne Boardman's tenure
as University of Maine president.
box 8Cornerstone Laying Dedication For New Library, 1941-1947
Scope and Contents
Program, speeches and newspaper clipping regarding the
cornerstone laying (1941) and dedication of the University
of Maine's New Library (1947) during Arthur Andrew
Hauck's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 23
box 8Dedication Of UMP Payson Smith Hall, 1964
Scope and Contents
Program, speeches and correspondence regarding the
dedication of University of Maine Portland's (also known
as the University of Southern Maine) dedication of Payson
Smith Hall (1964) during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure
as University of Maine president.
folder 24
box 8Dedication Of Stevens Hall, 1934
Scope and Contents
Copy of a The Maine Bulletin issue on the dedication of
Stevens Hall during Harold Sherburne Boardman's tenure
as University of Maine president.
folder 25
box 8Degrees -- Authority For Awarding, 1924-1969
Scope and Contents
Reference material, correspondence, details of
requirements and University of Maine polices for the
awarding of degrees during Clarence Cook Little, Harold
Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, and Lloyd
Hartman Elliott's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 26
box 8Deferred Degree Status, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Copies of publicity material "The Story of Deferred
Degree Status" at the University of Maine and
correspondence regarding deferred degrees during Hugh
Edwin Young's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 27
box 8Establishment Of University Departments, 1912-1970
Scope and Contents
Details of the establishment and transfer of various
University of Maine departments during George E.
folder 28
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Fellows, Robert Judson Aley, Clarence Cook Little,
Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
box 8Establishment Of Department Of Agricultural Communication,
1958-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the establishment and plans for
the Agricultural Communications Department (1959)
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of
Maine president.
folder 29
box 8Establishment Of Agricultural Engineering Department,
1948-1949
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the establishment of the
Department of Agricultural Engineering during Arthur
Andrew Hauck's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 30
box 8Establishment Of Animal Pathology Department, 1952-1953
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the establishment and staffing of
the Animal Pathology Department during Arthur Andrew
Hauck's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 31
box 8Establishment Of Botany And Entomology Department, 1954
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the establishment and staffing of
the Botany and Entomology Department during Arthur
Andrew Hauck's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 32
box 8Botany-Plant Pathology Headship, 1958
Scope and Contents
Details of the search for the Botany-Plant Pathology
Headship during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 33
box 8Plans For Physics Technology Engineering Physics, 1960-1965
Scope and Contents
Memorandums and correspondence regarding plans for
Engineering Physics (1965) and Physics Technology
folder 34
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(1960) during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as University
of Maine president.
box 8Department Of Sociology And Anthropology Annual Report,
1961-1962
Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine Department Of Sociology
and Anthropology Annual Report during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 35
box 9Department Heads With Responsibilities For Orono And
Portland Campuses, 1960-1961
Scope and Contents
Details of discussions around cooperation between
department heads and deans at the University of Maine
Orono and University of Maine Portland (also known as
the University of Southern Maine) during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 1
box 9Development Council Annual Meetings, 1960-1969
Scope and Contents
Development Council Annual meeting minutes, agendas,
correspondence, supporting material and reports during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 2a
Development Council Annual Meetings, 1960-1969
Scope and Contents
Development Council Annual meeting minutes, agendas,
correspondence, supporting material and reports during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 9 Folder 2b
box 9Development Council, 1960-1972
Scope and Contents
Development Council annual meeting minutes, agendas,
correspondence, supporting material, and reports during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 2c
Development Council, 1960-1972
Scope and Contents
Development Council annual meeting minutes, agendas,
correspondence, supporting material, and reports during
Box 9 Folder 2d
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Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
Development Council, 1960-1972
Scope and Contents
Development Council annual meeting minutes, agendas,
correspondence, supporting material, and reports during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 9 Folder 2e
Development Council, 1960-1972
Scope and Contents
Development Council annual meeting minutes, agendas,
correspondence, supporting material, and reports during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 9 Folder 2f
box 9Appointment Of Development Council Members, 1956-1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the appointment of
Development Council members during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 2g
box 9Development Council's Annual Giving Campaign, 1962-1967
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Development Council's
Annual Giving Campaign and copies of University
of Maine Development Letter and "Public-Private
Partnership A Blueprint For The Second Century At The
University Of Maine" during Lloyd Hartman and Elliott
Hugh Edwin Young's tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 2h
Development Council -- Newsletters And Reports, 1963-1969
Scope and Contents
Copies of Development Council newsletter and reports
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 9 Folder 2i
box 9Grant Funding For Music, 1963
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine President
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and various funding bodies for
folder 3
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music projects during his tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 9Recruitment Of Assistant To Director Of Development, Orono,
1969
Scope and Contents
Details of the appointment of Dr. Harold L. Chute as
University of Maine Director Of Development during
Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 6
box 9Recruitment Of Assistant To Director Of Development,
Southern Maine, 1969
Scope and Contents
Details of search for Director Of Development, Southern
Maine including correspondence with a prospective
candidate during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as University
of Maine president.
folder 7
box 9Recruitment Of Assistant To Director Of Development, 1969
Scope and Contents
Details of search for Assistant to Director Of
Development including correspondence with a prospective
candidate during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as University
of Maine president.
folder 8
box 9Dr. Irwin B. Douglass -- Planning Officer, 1971
Scope and Contents
Details of the work of Dr. Irwin B. Douglass, University
of Maine Planning Officer including studies into teaching
loads and student class numbers during Winthrop C.
Libby's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 11
box 9Dryden Terrace Apartments, 1947-1965
Scope and Contents
Details of various proposed purchases of Dryden Terrace
Apartments including by the University of Maine
(1952-1956) and details of University of Maine loading
at the Apartments (1947-1948) during Arthur Andrew
Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenures as University
of Maine president.
folder 13
box 9Paul C. Dunham -- Director Of Institutional Research/System,
1973-1975
folder 14
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to Paul C. Dunham, University
of Maine Director Of Institutional Research/System
and his research at the University including on: student
enrollment, graduation, student-faculty ratio, degrees
conferred, and personal income in Maine during Howard
R. Neville's tenure as University of Maine president.
box 9Duplicating Procedures Report, 1950-1951
Scope and Contents
Memorandums and reports related to the University of
Maine's consideration of duplicating procedures during
Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 15
Dow Air Force Base, 1964-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Dow Air Force Base which
would become the University of Maine South Campus,
including the University of Maine’s interest in land,
buildings and related property located at the Base, details
of various University of Maine visits to the Base, and
correspondence, reports and newspaper clipping regarding
the Base’s development during Lloyd Hartman Elliott
and Hugh Edwin Young's tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 9 Folder 27
box 10Director Of Educational Television Network -- Appointment,
1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Details of the search for a Director of Educational
Television Network, including the appointment of John
R. Morison as Director during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 1g
box 10Director Of Educational Television Network -- Candidates, 1968
Scope and Contents
Details of the search for a Director of Educational
Television Network, including the appointment of John
R. Morison as Director during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 1h
box 10University Of Maine Employees Mutual Benefit Association,
1954-1956
folder 2
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Scope and Contents
Items related to the organization of the University Of
Maine Employees Mutual Benefit Association, including
constitution and details of meeting and decisions made by
the Association during Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 10Franklin P. Eggert -- Dean, Graduate School, 1970-1975
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with Franklin P. Eggert, Dean of the
University of Maine's Graduate School regarding the
operations of the Graduate School and a press release
announcing his resignation (1975) during Winthrop C.
Libby's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 3
box 10Employment Conditions -- Non-Acad. Employees, 1950-1959
Scope and Contents
Various regulations for employment conditions for non-
academic University of Maine employees during Arthur
Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 11
box 10Engineers' Council For Professional Development, 1895-1947
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Engineers' Council for
Professional Development, including annual reports,
conferences, University of Maine accreditation process,
and engineering in general at the University of Maine
during Abram Winegardner Harris, George E. Fellows,
Robert Judson Aley, Clarence Cook Little, Harold
Sherburne Boardman, and Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenures
as University of Maine president.
folder 12
box 10
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Scope and Contents
Detail of various studies on student enrollment at the
University of Maine including on: geographical origins
of students, predictions and actual enrollment figures, and
studies by the Committee on Enrollment Studies during
Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
Enrollment Studies Data, 1928-1968
Scope and Contents
Detail of various studies on student enrollment at the
University of Maine including on: geographical origins
of students, predictions and actual enrollment figures, and
studies by the Committee on Enrollment Studies during
Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 10 Folder 14c
box 10Ernest Ernest Accountancy Survey Report, 1931
Scope and Contents
Copy of Ernest & Ernest Accountants and Auditors
System Service survey report on conditions at the
University of Maine requested by the Board of Trustees
during Harold Sherburne Boardman's tenure as University
of Maine president.
folder 15
box 10Expenditure Distribution, 1930-1961
Scope and Contents
Memorandums and reports on expenditure distribution
at the University of Maine requested by the Board of
Trustees during Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur
Andrew Hauck, and Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 16
box 11Faculty Council -- Constitution And By-Laws, 1967
Scope and Contents
Copies of a proposed University of Maine Faculty
Council's Constitution and by-laws which did not
materialize during Hugh Edwin Young's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 5a
box 11Faculty Council Meetings, 1950-1954
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Faculty Council, including:
handbooks, lists of members, meeting minutes, handouts,
folder 5b
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and reports during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's
tenures as University of Maine president.
box 11Faculty Council Meetings, 1964-1958
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Faculty Council, including:
handbooks, lists of members, meeting minutes, handouts,
and reports during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 5c
box 11Faculty Council Meetings, 1947-1958
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Faculty Council, including:
handbooks, lists of members, meeting minutes, handouts,
and reports during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 5d
box 11Faculty Council Meetings, 1958-1962
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Faculty Council, including:
handbooks, lists of members, meeting minutes, handouts,
and reports during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 5e
Faculty Council Meetings, 1958-1962
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Faculty Council, including:
handbooks, lists of members, meeting minutes, handouts,
and reports during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 11 Folder 5f
box 11Faculty Council Meetings, 1963-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Faculty Council, including:
handbooks, lists of members, meeting minutes, handouts,
and reports during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 5g
box 11Faculty Council Meetings, 1967-1968
folder 5h
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Faculty Council, including:
handbooks, lists of members, meeting minutes, handouts,
and reports during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's
tenures as University of Maine president.
box 12Faculty Research Funds (Coe Research), 1956-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Coe Faculty Research Fund
Committee includes: research reports, details of fund
recipients, and grant applications during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville's tenures as
University of Maine president.
folder 2
box 12Financial Affairs -- Realignment Of Responsibilities, 1959-1960
Scope and Contents
Details of the realignment of responsibilities for financial
affairs at the University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 6
box 12Recruitment Of Vice President For Finance And Administration,
1969
Scope and Contents
Details of the recruitment of Vice President for Finance
and Administration during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as
University of Maine president.
folder 7
box 12Fire Prevention And Public Safety, 1940-1951
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the fire prevention and public
safety at the University of Maine including: policies,
guidance, training, inspections, meetings, and systems
during Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure as University of
Maine president.
folder 8
box 12General Faculty Meeting Minutes, 1935-1963
Scope and Contents
An incomplete set of General Faculty meeting minutes
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott's
tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 12
box 12Foreign Operations Administration -- Insurance, 1954-1955
folder 14
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence and reference material regarding the
agreement between the Foreign Operations Administration
and the University of Maine regarding insurance problems
of Foreign Operations Administration staff during Arthur
Andrew Hauck's tenure as University of Maine president.
box 12Forestry Evaluation Committee Visit, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Details of Forestry Evaluation Committee consultancy trip
to the University of Maine to discuss the University of
Maine's School of Forestry during Hugh Edwin Young's
tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 15
box 12Federal Funding, 1962-1967
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and reference material regarding potential
for federal funding and details of University of Maine's
federal funding during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh
Edwin Young's tenures as University of Maine president.
folder 16
box 13Friedman And Leeb Vs. Barry Mills, Et Al., 1963
Scope and Contents
Details of the withdrawals from the case of Friedman
and Leeb vs. Barry Mills, et al. which meant New York
Life entered the case on behalf of the University of Maine
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of
Maine president.
folder 9
box 13Herbert L. Fowle, Jr. -- Vice President Finance, 1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Herbert L. Fowle, Jr. University
of Maine Vice President Finance and previously Director
of Personnel during his tenure at the University of Maine
on a range of subjects including: staffing, equipment,
payroll, budget data, and Personnel Office meetings,
structures, and reports during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as University of Maine
president.
folder 10
box 13Harold Headley Reference Requests, 1970-1974
Scope and Contents
Details of requests for references for Harold Headley who
was Head of the University of Maine's Department of
folder 11
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Music in the 1960s during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 14U.S. Government -- E.C.A Contract Covering German Students,
1951
Scope and Contents
Copy of an agreement between the U.S. Government and
the University of Maine regarding the U.S. Department
of State German reorientation program which covered
German students attending the University of Maine during
Arthur Andrew Hauck's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 7
box 14Edward S. Godfrey -- Dean, School Of Law, 1969-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Edward S. Godfrey, University
of Maine Dean, School Of Law tenure including
correspondence, press releases, and newspaper clippings
during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 9a
box 14Edward S. Godfrey -- Acting UMP Provost, 1969
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Edward S. Godfrey's appointment
as acting provost for the University of Maine Portland
(also known as the University of Southern Maine) during
Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as University of Maine
president.
folder 9b
box 14Gould Academy -- Proposed Acquisition Of, 1964-1966
Scope and Contents
Various items related to investigations into the University
of Maine acquiring the Gould Academy, including:
reports, agreements for renting of facilities, photographs,
and details of termination of investigations during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott's tenure as University of Maine president.
folder 10
box 14Undergraduate Grade Distribution Reports, 1965-1969
Scope and Contents
Undergraduate Grade Distribution reports at the
University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
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Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby's tenures as
University of Maine president.
Office Of Grant Support, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various summary reports from the University of Maine's
Office of Grant Support, details of grants, roles and
responsibilities, and publications during during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 15a Folder 2a
Office Of Grant Support, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various summary reports from the University of Maine's
Office of Grant Support, details of grants, roles and
responsibilities, and publications during during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 15a Folder 2b
S. Braley Gray, Jr. Property (294 Stillwater Avenue, Old Town),
1964
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine interest in purchasing the
S. Braley Gray, Jr. property at 294 Stillwater Avenue,
Old Town during Lloyd H. Elliot's tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 15a Folder 3
"Greetings" Form For University Use, 1959-1966
Scope and Contents
Copy of the University of Maine "greetings" form (1959)
and decision to discontinue the form (1966) during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 15a Folder 6
Dean Robert E. Grinder (College Of Education), 1971-1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding salary limits at the University
of Maine (1971) and press release on Dr. Robert E.
Grinder's resignation (1973) during Winthrop C. Libby's
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 15a Folder 7
"Gripes" Committee, 1964
Scope and Contents
Copy of letter from University of Maine President Lloyd
Hartman Elliot to faculty regarding complaints with lack
Box 15a Folder 8
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of availability of University facilities during his tenure as
University of Maine president.
Graduate School, 1962-1970
Scope and Contents
Memorandum to Graduate Faculty from F.P. Eggert
regarding Graduate Faculty meeting minutes and policies
and regulations revisions and student grade registrants and
grade data during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 15b Folder 6j
Hare Case -- Music Department, 1966-1971
Scope and Contents
Details of legal dispute involving musical faculty member
Clayton Hare and his dismissal from the University of
Maine during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 16 Folder 1
The Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund, 1959-1963
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the funding of the Arthur A.
Hauck Auditorium, including contributions, publicity
material, proposals, and plans during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 16 Folder 3a
The Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund, 1959-1963
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the funding of the Arthur A.
Hauck Auditorium, including contributions, publicity
material, proposals, and plans during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 16 Folder 3b
Hopf Report Summary, 1947-1962
Scope and Contents
Copies of “University Organization, Administration
and Management A Report on a Survey of Conditions
at the University of Maine, Orono, Maine” by H.A.
Hopf and Company, summary of recommendations,
and correspondence regarding the production and
release of the report during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 16 Folder 9
Professor Anthony Herbold, 1971-1972 Box 16 Folder 13
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the salary of University of
Maine Professor Anthony Herbold during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Use:
Conditions Governing Use
Contact archivist regarding access.
John W. Hays Case, 1971
Scope and Contents
Details of the termination of Professor John Hay’s
employment at the University of Maine and his
subsequent appeal during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 16 Folder 15
Family-Type Housing -- Faculty And Student, 1961
Scope and Contents
Correspondence, memorandums, and reports regarding
University of Maine family housing for faculty and
students during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 16 Folder 18
Committee On Housing, 1954-1966
Scope and Contents
Meeting minutes, memorandums and supporting material
from University of Maine House Committee meetings
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 16 Folder 19
Housing -- General Reports, 1945-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items related to University of Maine housing,
including board and room rates, dormitory housing
capabilities, occupancy reports, payment levels for
dormitories, various reports and plans on housing
including “Women’s Dormitory Needs” (1959) during
Box 16 Folder 20
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Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Housing Committee To Evaluate Gauvreau And Rideout
Findings, 1970
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine Student Senate study
of off-campus housing for University students and the
subsequent Committee appointed to look into its content
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 16 Folder 22
Housing, Off Campus -- Men, 1969
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine Board of Trustees policy
decisions regarding allowing different categories of
students to live off-campus during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 16 Folder 23
Housing, Off Campus -- Women (Associated Women Students),
1969
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine Board of Trustees policy
decisions regarding allowing different categories of
students to live off-campus during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 16 Folder 24
University of Maine Human Resources Center -- Tenative
Proposal For, 1962-1967
Scope and Contents
Copy of a “Tentative Proposal For A Human Resources
Center” and various reference material on human
resources during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 16 Folder 25
Rentals Charged For University Housing, 1927-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items related to University of Maine rental
properties including: correspondence regarding properties,
rent data, rent schedules, studies of rental charges,
specific rent details, repairs and alterations during Harold
Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 16 Folder 26
Housing -- Student, 1927-1968 Box 16 Folder 27
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Estimates, plans and summaries of dormitory housing
requirements for University of Maine students during
Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Housing And Home Finance Agency, 1962
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s application to
Housing and Home Finance Agency for a loan to construct
housing facilities during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 16 Folder 28
Housing -- Faculty, 1945-1959
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the availability and
management of University of Maine faculty housing
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 16 Folder 30
South Apartments, 1954-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the South Apartment housing
area at the University of Maine, including, forming of
housing unit (1969), proposed taking down (1961), living
conditions, fire damage (1952), and plans for development
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 16 Folder 31
President Young's Appointment Inauguration, 1963-1966
Scope and Contents
Details of the appointment and inauguration of President
Hugh Edwin Young (1966), includes: lists of attendees,
programs, comments, details of accommodation
for attendees, speeches, newspaper clippings, and
correspondence during Hugh Edwin Young's tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 1
Labor Union And University Employees, 1953-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Labor Unions and University
employees, including: reference material, University of
Maine administration correspondence regarding employee
rights for leave and unions, details of union meetings,
Box 17 Folder 5
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newspaper clipping regarding union activities, and details
of labor rules during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Inland Fisheries And Game -- MOU With The University Of
Maine, 1951-1959
Scope and Contents
Copies of the proposed Memorandum of Understanding
between the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and
Games and the University of Maine School of Forestry
and the University of Maine Cooperative Wildlife Unit.
Also correspondence and reference material regarding the
development of the MOU during Arthur Andrew Hauck
and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 8
Industrial Advisory Council, 1944-1959
Scope and Contents
Meeting minutes, memorandums, and supporting material
from the University of Maine's Department of Industrial
Cooperation’s Industrial Advisory Council and details of
appointments to Technology Advisory Committee (1944)
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 9a
Department Of Industrial Cooperation Maintenance Fund,
1953-1960
Scope and Contents
Details of charges to the University of Maine Department
of Industrial Cooperation’s Maintenance Fund during
Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 9c
Department Of Industrial Cooperation Reserve Fund, 1953-1963
Scope and Contents
Details of available funds in the University of Maine
Department of Industrial Cooperation’s Reserve Fund
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 9d
Insurance Matters, 1931-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items related to insurance coverage at the
University of Maine, including: health and accident
benefits, hospital benefits, correspondence regarding
various queries with coverage, reference material
regarding insurance, insurance studies at the University
Box 17 Folder 12
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of Maine, details of insurance companies the University
of Maine worked with, and data on charges of the State
against the University of Maine for insurance (1931-1943)
during Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Interfraternity Council, 1958-1969
Scope and Contents
Details of various University of Maine Interfraternity
Council meeting, including: decisions made by the
Council and the Council’s dissolution (1969) during
Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 13
Joint Council On Educational Broadcasting, 1962-1963
Scope and Contents
Various items on the Joint Council on Educational
Broadcasting, including meeting material, memorandums,
reports, and correspondence regarding appointments to
the Council during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 17
Judiciary Office And Officer -- Establishment Of, 1969
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine decision to establish a
Judiciary Office and Judiciary Officer during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 17 Folder 18
Leaves Of Absense Policy, 1930-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s policy
on leaves of absence for staff, including: memorandums,
correspondence, details of specific leaves of absence,
and details of changes in policy during Harold Sherburne
Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 18 Folder 10
Library -- Campaign Faculty Commitee, 1940
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine Faculty Committee
on the Library Campaign, includes: list of Committee
Box 18 Folder 12b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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members and issues to be discussed by the Committee
during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Library -- Committee, 1938-1942
Scope and Contents
Various items from the University of Maine Library
Committee which consisted of faculty, alumni and
trustees, including: the campaign for the construction
of the new library building, publications on the value
of libraries, and details of the Library Fund Honorary
Degree Alumni during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 18 Folder 12d
Library -- Completion Of, 1945-1947
Scope and Contents
Details of the work of H.P. Cummings Construction,
Company whose construction of the new library was
completed in 1947 during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 18 Folder 12e
Coordinating Committee On Long-Range Planning, 1964-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items from the University of Maine’s
Coordinating Committee for Long-Range Planning
meeting, including: correspondence, reports, meeting
agendas, lists of committee meetings, and copies of the
report “A Decade of Development The University of
Maine 1965-1975” during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 18 Folder 18a
Coordinating Committee On Long-Range Planning, 1964-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items from the University of Maine’s
Coordinating Committee for Long-Range Planning
meeting, including: correspondence, reports, meeting
agendas, lists of committee meetings, and copies of the
report “A Decade of Development The University of
Maine 1965-1975” during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
box 18 Folder 18b
Charles J. Ludwig -- Judiciary Officer, 1970
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine Judiciary Officer Charles
Ludwig’a task of developing appropriate mechanisms to
eliminate procedural problems in the present Disciplinary
Box 19 Folder 1
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Code during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
MacLeod, William J. -- Acting President, UMPG, 1970
Scope and Contents
Letter from F.P. Eggert Dean of the Graduate School
congratulating William J. MacLeod on his appointment
as acting president of the University of Maine Portland-
Gorham (also known as the University of Southern Maine)
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 19 Folder 2
McGuire, Francis -- Director Of Plant And Facilities, 1950-1969
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence between
University of Maine presidents and Francis S. McGuire,
University of Maine Director of Plant and Facilities on a
range of subjects including: liability coverage, surveys,
library at University of Maine Augusta, monthly reports,
memorandum for Physical Plant Committee, staffing,
use of University car, salary, equipment installation, and
establishing a nursery during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 20 Folder 2
Memorial Union Building -- General, 1949-1966
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the University
of Maine’s Memorial Union, including: building plans,
policies and regulations, activities, additions to services
and facilities, reports, details of dedication, proposed
constitution and bylaws, newspaper clippings, and details
of construction during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 20 Folder 7a
Memorial Union Building -- Special Gifts, 1950-1961
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence regarding the
University of Maine’s Memorial Union, including:
plaques in the Union, gifts, donors, consideration of
facilities, details of Robert Drummond Room, various
tablets for Memorial Union, a program with a description
of facilities and services, Peabody Lounge, floor plans,
and plaques during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 20 Folder 7b
Memorial Union Building -- Completion Of, 1945-1960 Box 20 Folder 7c
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Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the completion of
the University of Maine’s Memorial Union, including:
design and construction plans, description of facilities and
services, contract awarded, income and expense, reports,
gifts, costs, and proposed facilities during Arthur Andrew
Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Memorial Union Building Fund Campaign -- Non-Alumni
Bangor And Old Town Committees, 1947
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Bangor and Old Town
Citizens Committees for the University of Maine Union
Building Fund Campaign includes details of fund raising
activities during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 20 Folder 7d
Memorial Union Building -- Cornerstone Laying, 1951
Scope and Contents
Newspaper clippings, photographs, program and plans
for the cornerstone laying at the University of Maine’s
Memorial Union and program for ground breaking for the
Memorial Union during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 20 Folder 7e
Memorial Union Building -- Reports And Publications,
1946-1961
Scope and Contents
Various report, publications, and articles related to the
University of Maine’s Memorial Union during Arthur
Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 20 Folder 7f
John J. Nolde -- Dean, College Of Arts And Sciences,
1966-1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between John J. Nolde, University of
Maine Dean, College Of Arts and Sciences and University
of Maine presidents including regarding his resignation
during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Box 22 Folder 9
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Office Hours, 1955
Scope and Contents
Details of changes to working week hours for University
of Maine staff during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 22 Folder 12
University "Open House" Committee, 1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the activities of the University
of Maine Open House Committee which replaced the
Farm and Home Week Committee, including: Open House
programs, correspondence regarding the organization
of Open House events, press releases, and newspaper
clippings during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 22 Folder 17
Operation And Maintenance Division -- A Study By Weston S.
Evans, 1962
Scope and Contents
A copy of “A Study of The Operation And Maintenance
Division at the University of Maine” by Weston S. Evans
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 22 Folder 18
Organizational Charts, 1931-1970
Scope and Contents
Copies of various University of Maine organizational
charts during Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 22 Folder 19
Organization And Administration Of The University, 1926-1951
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and reports regarding the organization
and administration of the University of Maine during
Harold Sherburne Boardman and Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 22 Folder 20
Outside Employment Policy -- Proposal, 1948-1968 Box 22 Folder 23
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal for a University of Maine Outside
Employment Policy, including: drafts of the report,
correspondence, and supporting material during Arthur
Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Outdoor Recreation Plan For The State Of Maine, 1963-1964
Scope and Contents
Details of an Outdoor Recreation Plan for the State
of Maine from the State of Maine Housing and Home
Finance Agency, including: correspondence regarding the
development of the Plan, funding for plan, development
of curriculum in recreation at the University of Maine,
and staffing the proposed Outdoor Recreation Plan during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 22 Folder 25
Partners Of The Alliance (Rio Grande Do Norte Corres.),
1968-1973
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding a proposal entitled
“The Development of an Agricultural Experiment Station
in Conjunction with the School of Mossoro, Rio Grande
de Norte, Brazil" which involved a group of Maine
Partners during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 6a
Partners Of The Alliance (Rio Grande D Norte Corres.),
1969-1973
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding a proposal entitled
“The Development of an Agricultural Experiment Station
in Conjunction with the School of Mossoro, Rio Grande
de Norte, Brazil" which involved a group of Maine
Partners during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
box 23 folder 6b
Policies -- General, 1938-1970
Scope and Contents
Statements and discussions regarding various University
of Maine policies, including the” use of campus facilities,
during the summer session, enrollment, admission of
veterans, admission requirements, and curriculum for
the College of Arts and Sciences during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Box 23 Folder 19
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Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Pooling Of Endowment Funds, 1940-1941
Scope and Contents
Copy of a report of the Finance Committee of the Board
of Trustees regarding “Pooling of Endowment Funds”
and memorandum regarding proposed draft legislation on
the pooling of endowment funds during Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 20
Portland Development Advisory Group, 1966-1968
Scope and Contents
Lists of the University of Maine’s Portland Advisory
Group member’s names and addresses and material from
the Group’s meetings during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 22
Portland University, 1953-1961
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the administration of the Portland
University (also known as the University of Southern
Maine), including its merger with the University of Maine
(1961), includes: reports, newspaper clippings, copies of
legislation for the merger, and press releases during Arthur
Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 23 Folder 23
Position Recommendations (Pres. Allen), 1979-1980
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Kenneth W. Allen and various
individuals regarding references for positions both at the
University of Maine and elsewhere during his tenure as
acting president of the University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 23 Folder 24
Bruce R. Poulton -- Dean, College Of Life Sciences And
Agriculture, 1968-1971
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence from Bruce R. Poulton Dean,
College Of Life Sciences and Agriculture which
University of Maine presidents were included on and were
on a range of subjects including: Spencer-Nader Report
on forestry products, equipment and staffing issues, food
Box 23 Folder 27
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service program, property, budgets, security, and reports
during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Presidency -- University Of Maine At Machias, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the search to fill presidency
vacancies at the University of Maine Machias,
Washington State College, and Portland-Gorham (also
known as the University of Southern Maine) during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 24 Folder 2
The President's Committee On Education Beyond The High
School, 1957
Scope and Contents
Copy of a report from the U.S. President’s Committee On
Education Beyond The High School and material from the
Committee’s conference during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 24 Folder 3
Robert F. Puffer, 1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to University of Maine Resident
Assistant Robert P. Puffer and his appointment and
departure from the University of Maine during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 24 Folder 12
Director Of Purchases, 1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the purchasing of food at the
University of Maine, includes: lists of vendors and prices
Box 24 folder 13
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during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Department Of Public Information And Central Services,
1961-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Public Information and Central Services and their
director Howard A. Keyo, including: suggested public
relations projects, correspondence regarding work of
public relations, examples of publications, schedule of
publications, organization of Public Information and
Central Services, adverts, and press releases during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 24 Folder 14
Agreement With Radio Corporation of America, 1939-1940
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine and Radio Corporation
of America’s joint research project, including: details of
the agreement, expenditure, and construction of a building
to house the project during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 24 Folder 15
Ernest A. Rand, 1964
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine President
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Ernest A. Rand regarding
Rand’s request to take courses to complete his curriculum
and get his diploma following his retirement. Also,
includes newspaper clippings regarding Rand’s career in
forestry and letter regarding the installation of Rand’s oil
painting in the lounge room of Cumberland Hall during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 24 Folder 18
Raytheon Company, 1960-1964
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
potential interest in the Raytheon Building in Lewiston,
Maine and the off-campus program the University of
Maine was developing for the Raytheon Company during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 24 Folder 19
George H. Crosby, Registrar, 1955-1969 Box 24 Folder 24a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects including the
George H. Crosby, Secretary, University of Maine,
including: staffing issues and student enrollment during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
George H. Crosby, Registrar, 1969-1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects including the
George H. Crosby, Secretary, University of Maine,
including: student numbers and adult education during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 24 Folder 24b
Registration Reports -- Registrar, 1917-1961
Scope and Contents
University of Maine student registration reports during
Robert Judson Aley, Clarence Cook Little, Harold
Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, and Lloyd
Hartman Elliot’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 24 Folder 24c
Registration Reports -- Registrar, 1962-1969
Scope and Contents
University of Maine student registration reports during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 24 Folder 24d
Religious Affairs -- Director Of, 1924-1952
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding religious affairs at the University
of Maine, including: reference material, reports and
correspondence regarding the Student Religious
Association and Maine Christian Association during
Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman, and
Box 25 Folder 1a
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Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Religious Affairs -- Director Of, 1924-1952
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding religious affairs at the University
of Maine, including: reference material, reports and
correspondence regarding the Student Religious
Association and Maine Christian Association during
Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman, and
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
box 25 Folder 1b
Religious Affairs -- Director Of, 1953-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding religious affairs at the University
of Maine, including: reference material, reports and
correspondence regarding the Student Religious
Association, Maine Christian Association, and University
of Maine Committee on Religious Affairs during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliot, and Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 25 Folder 1c
Religious Affairs -- Director Of, 1953-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding religious affairs at the University
of Maine, including: reference material, reports and
correspondence regarding the Student Religious
Association, Maine Christian Association, and University
of Maine Committee on Religious Affairs during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliot, and Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 25 Folder 1d
Office Of Research And Federal Relations Reports, 1966-1969
Scope and Contents
Various reference material reports regarding the
University of Maine’s Office of Research Support and
Federal Relations including: staffing, various research
projects including for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, and details of meetings during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 25 Folder 9a
Office Of Research And Federal Relations, 1968-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s Office
of Research and Federal Relations, including: reports
on proposed activities, correspondence distribution of
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University reports, role of the director of the Office
of Research and Federal Relations, funding data,
activity reports, funding, and Dean Franklin P. Eggert’s
appointment as interim director, and press releases
regarding federal funding during Hugh Edwin Young
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
University Research Program -- Franklin P. Eggert, Director Of
Research, 1962-1968
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and reports regarding the
University of Maine’s Research Program, including:
“Manual on Sponsored Research” and correspondence
to and from Franklin P. Eggert, Director of Research on
researching projects at the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 25 Folder 11
Resignations, 1969
Scope and Contents
List of faculty and staff resignations from the University
of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 26 Folder 3
Retirement -- Miscellaneous Items, 1959-1969
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the retirement
of University of Maine faculty and staff, including:
retirement funds, lists of retirees, retirement planning, and
press releases regarding retirements during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 26 Folder 5a
Retirement -- General, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a University of Maine early
retirement program during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 26 Folder 5b
Retirement Plan, 1954-1974 Box 26 Folder 5c
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
retirement plan, including details of: benefits, individual
cases, reappointments, and lists of staff retiring during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Retirement Lists, 1936-1970
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the retirement of
University of Maine faculty and staff, including:, lists of
retirees and press releases regarding retirements during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 26 Folder 5d
Retirement -- Cooperative Extension Service, 1940-1970
Scope and Contents
Details of the retirement procedure at the University of
Maine Cooperative Extension Service during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 26 Folder 5e
Retirement -- Continuing Service Beyond 65, 1960-1972
Scope and Contents
Details of various authorizations to extend University of
Maine employment beyond the age of 65 which was the
compulsory retirement age at the University during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 26 Folder 5f
Classified Non-Contributory Retirement, 1959-1972
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine retirement plans for
Classified Non-Contributory staff, includes: Board of
Trustees decisions, correspondence regarding plans,
copies of retirement plans, and memorandums to staff
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 26 Folder 5g
Retirement -- Letters To Retirees, 1968-1972 Box 26 Folder 5h
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various letters to University of Maine retirees and list of
retirees during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Stuart Rich, Acting Director, Institutional Research, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Details of Stuart Rich’s appointment as Acting Director
of Institutional Research at the University of Maine
and transfer from the position of Staff Associate for
Institutional Research at the Orono campus to the
Institutional Research in the Chancellor’s Office during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 26 Folder 7
Roberts, Lewis P., 1949-1950
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Lewis P. Roberts, County Agent
for the Piscataquis County Farm Bureau, including
University of Maine Board of Trustees vote concerning
allegations of irregularities during Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 27 Folder 2
Memorandum Of Agreement Between Maine Sardine Tax
Committee And University Of Maine, 1954-1956
Scope and Contents
Copy of a Memorandum of Agreement between the Maine
Sardine Tax Committee and the University Of Maine
regarding a grant the Committee provided the Maine
Agricultural Experiment Station for research into sardine
during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 6
Security (Police & Safety), 1965-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding security at the University of
Maine, including the: appointment of police officers,
details of parking fines, law enforcement curriculum,
investigations, copy of Board of Trustees decision to
appoint University Police (1971), rules and regulations,
and uniform reporting procedures during Hugh Edwin
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Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Security Clearance For Some University Employees, 1957-1965
Scope and Contents
Details of security clearance for various University of
Maine staff during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 27 Folder 10
School Of Forestry -- A.D. Nutting, Director, 1959-1963
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence to and from A.D. Nutting,
University of Maine Forestry School Director, including:
visits, Forestry Summer Camp, and Forest Department
events during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 16
Edward S. Godfrey -- Dean, School Of Law, 1958-1970
Scope and Contents
Various correspondences to and from Edward S. Godfrey,
Dean, School of Law on a range of subjects, including:
merger with the Portland University (also known as the
University of Southern Maine), “negro” students preparing
for law school, American Bar Association and Maine Bar
Association meetings, reports and memorandums from
the Maine Law School, press release regarding Godfrey
being appointed to the American Law Institute, newspaper
clippings, and reference material during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 27 Folder 18
Signatures
Scope and Contents
Signature cards for University of Maine faculty.
Box 27 Folder 33
Roger V. Snow -- Coordinator, Bureau Of Labor Education,
1968-1972
Box 27 Folder 37
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence from and to Roger V. Snow, Jr., Director
of Labor Education at the University of Maine on a
range of subjects, including: ETV, appointees to a Labor
Advisory Committee, Snow’s resignation, and budgetary
issues during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Space Assignment, 1964-1968
Scope and Contents
Copies of reports on the utilization of space by regularly
scheduled classes and laboratories during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 28 Folder 1a
Space Assignment, 1964-1968
Scope and Contents
Copies of reports on the utilization of space by regularly
scheduled classes and laboratories during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 28 Folder 1b
Space Research Director, 1968
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding hiring a Space Research Director
at the University of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 28 Folder 2
Standish, Ayer Wood Inc. Financial Matters, 1953-1962
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Standish, Ayer & Wood, Inc.
including: correspondence regarding the University of
Maine Endowment Fund and financial reports on the Fund
from Standish, Ayer & Wood, Inc. who were formerly
Standish, Ayer & McKay, Inc. to the University of Maine
Financial Committee during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 28 Folder 4a
Standish, Ayer Wood Inc. Financial Matters, 1953-1962
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Standish, Ayer & Wood, Inc.
including: correspondence regarding the University of
Maine Endowment Fund and financial reports on the Fund
from Standish, Ayer & Wood, Inc. who were formerly
Standish, Ayer & McKay, Inc. to the University of Maine
Box 28 Folder 4b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Financial Committee during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Standish, Ayer Wood Inc. Financial Matters, 1953-1962
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Standish, Ayer & Wood, Inc.
including: correspondence regarding the University of
Maine Endowment Fund and financial reports on the Fund
from Standish, Ayer & Wood, Inc. who were formerly
Standish, Ayer & McKay, Inc. to the University of Maine
Financial Committee during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 28 Folder 4c
Standish, Ayer Wood Inc. Financial Matters, 1963-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Standish, Ayer & Wood, Inc.
including: correspondence regarding the University of
Maine Endowment Fund and financial reports on the Fund
from Standish, Ayer & Wood, Inc who were formerly
Standish, Ayer & McKay, Inc. to the University of Maine
Financial Committee during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 28 Folder 4d
Standish, Ayer Wood Inc. Financial Matters, 1963-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Standish, Ayer & Wood, Inc.
including: correspondence regarding the University of
Maine Endowment Fund and financial reports on the Fund
from Standish, Ayer & Wood, Inc who were formerly
Standish, Ayer & McKay, Inc. to the University of Maine
Financial Committee during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 28 Folder 4e
Standish, Ayer Wood Inc. Financial Matters, 1963-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Standish, Ayer & Wood, Inc.
including: correspondence regarding the University of
Maine Endowment Fund and financial reports on the Fund
from Standish, Ayer & Wood, Inc who were formerly
Standish, Ayer & McKay, Inc. to the University of Maine
Financial Committee during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 28 Folder 4f
State Retirement System, 1941-1946 Box 28 Folder 7
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine and State retirement plans,
including: various reports, correspondence, and copies of
plans during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Student Aid, 1941-1958
Scope and Contents
Various items related to student aid at the University of
Maine, including: statistical information, scholarship
application lists, memorandum, minutes of the Loan
Committee meetings, summaries of student aid, and
brochures for scholarships during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 28 Folder 14a
Student Aid, 1941-1958
Scope and Contents
Various items related to student aid at the University of
Maine, including: statistical information, scholarship
application lists, memorandum, minutes of the Loan
Committee meetings, summaries of student aid, and
brochures for scholarships during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 23 folder 14b
Student Aid, 1959-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to student aid at the University of
Maine, including: statistical information, memorandums,
press releases, summaries of student aid, and
correspondence during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 28 Folder 14c
Student Aid, 1959-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to student aid at the University of
Maine, including: statistical information, memorandums,
press releases, summaries of student aid, and
correspondence during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 28 Folder 14d
Student Aid, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items related to student aid at the University of
Maine, including: correspondence regarding “unmet need”
Box 28 Folder 14e
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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in the administration of student aid and review of draft
student aid legislation during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Student Costs Analysis, 1930-1940
Scope and Contents
A ten-year analysis of student costs at the University
of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 29 Folder 1
Student Loan Program, 1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the State of Maine Loan
Coordinating Committee and Maine’s Guaranteed Student
Loan Program, including: correspondence, reference
material, and newspaper clippings regarding student loans
during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 29 Folder 2
Appointment Of Mrs. Joyce Levesque For Student Retention
Study, 1960
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the employment of Joyce
Levesque to conduct research into student retention and
student dropout rates and data on student retention during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 29 Folder 4
Treasurers Reports -- 6 Months, 1958-1968
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine Report of the Treasurer
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 30 Folder 20
Robert F. Treadwell Special Assistant To President, 1970-1972
Scope and Contents
Details of Robert F. Tredwell, Special Assistant to the
President report on student migration patterns during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 30 Folder 21
Special Trustee Committee On College Of Agriculture,
1957-1960
Box 30 Folder 22
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Committee on College of Agriculture, including:
agriculture staff responsibilities, student numbers,
reference material regarding “The Cooperative Extension
Service”, reports from the Committee, and correspondence
between members of the Committee during Arthur
Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Board Of Trustees -- Financial Committee, 1948-1968
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine investments, endowment
funds, and transactions during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 23
Board Of Trustees Meetings -- Open Vs. Executive Session,
1955-1961
Scope and Contents
Details of making University of Maine Board of Trustee
meetings open, including: correspondence with the Bangor
Daily News regarding the ramifications of publishing
details of the meetings during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 30 Folder 24
Board Of Trustees -- Committee On Educational Policy,
1948-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Board
of Trustee Educational Policy Committee, including:
proposals for membership to the Committee, information
prepared for the Committee on student performance, and
research proposals discussed at the Committee’s meetings
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 25
Board Of Trustees -- Public Relations Committee, 1948-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Board
of Trustees Public Relations Committee, including:
reports from the Committee to the Board of Trustees,
recommendations, correspondence regarding the
University’s legislative program, Committee meeting
material, and reference material during Arthur Andrew
Box 30 folder 26
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
University Conference Director, 1968
Scope and Contents
Letter between Winthrop C. Libby and Dr. Arthur Kaplan,
Director, South Campus (also known as the University
of Southern Maine) regarding the need for a University
Conference Director during Libby’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 37
Tuition -- Non-Resident Students Eligible For In-State, 1967
Scope and Contents
Copy of a New England Board of Higher Education
research report titled “Faculty Children Receiving Instate
Tuition Rates Under The Cooperative Agreement” during
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 30 Folder 28c
Tuition (Trustees Votes), 1969-1972
Scope and Contents
Details of various University of Maine Board of Trustee
decisions regarding tuition, board and room fees during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 30 Folder 28b
Tuition (Trustees Votes), 1865-1970
Scope and Contents
Details of various University of Maine Board of Trustees
decisions regarding room and board charges, tuition,
room, and registration fees during Charles Frederick
Allen, Merritt Caldwell Fernald, Abram Wingardner
Harris, George Emory Fellows, Robert Judson Aley,
Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman,
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 28a
Transformers -- Sanford Naval Air Station, 1947-1951
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the loaning of transformers
from the Sanford Naval Air Station to the University
of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 30 Folder 17
Free Tuition, 1969 Box 30 Folder 27
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence and estimates on the number of qualified
students who didn't attend the University of Maine
because of lack of adequate funds and also a breakdown
of out-of-state student population during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
The University Council, 1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding The University Council of the
University of Maine, including the constitution and
meeting minutes during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 31 Folder 1a
The University Council Minutes And Attachments, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Copies of University Council of the University of Maine
meeting minutes and attachments during Hugh Edwin
Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 31 Folder 1b
University Forum (In Place Of Pres. Libby's Inaugaration),
1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Details of a faculty retreat, University Forum which
University of Maine President Winthrop C. Libby decided
to have instead of an inauguration, including a survey
regarding how resources at the University of Maine are
utilized, and a copy of Libby’s “The Year of Mission”
during his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 31 Folder 3
University Of Maine Foundation, 1934-1969
Scope and Contents
Minutes and supporting material from the University
of Maine Foundation and copy of the certificate of
organization during Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 31 Folder 4a
University Of Maine Foundation, 1934-1969
Scope and Contents
Minutes and supporting material from the University
of Maine Foundation and copy of the certificate of
organization during Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Box 31 Folder 4b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
University Of Maine Foundation, 1964-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Foundation, including: Purpose By-Laws Legislative
Act, publications from the Endowments and Donations
Committee, extracts from meeting minutes, details of the
Living Trust, lists of members, Membership, Purpose and
By-Laws, financial and investment reports during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 31 Folder 4c
University Of Maine Foundation, 1964-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Foundation, including: Purpose By-Laws Legislative
Act, publications from the Endowments and Donations
Committee, extracts from meeting minutes, details of the
Living Trust, lists of members, Membership, Purpose and
By-Laws, financial and investment reports during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 31 Folder 4d
University Of Maine Foundation, 1964-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Foundation, including: Purpose By-Laws Legislative
Act, publications from the Endowments and Donations
Committee, extracts from meeting minutes, details of the
Living Trust, lists of members, Membership, Purpose and
By-Laws, financial and investment reports during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 31 Folder 4e
University Of Maine Foundation Future Reserve And Building
Fund, 1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine
Foundation Future Reserve and Building Fund, including:
checks received for the fund and a proposal for a restricted
fund during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 31 Folder 4f
Associate Dean Of Academic Affairs -- UMP, 1968 Box 31 Folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of the search for an associate dean of academic
affairs for University of Maine Portland (also known as
the University of Southern Maine) during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
University Of Maine In Portland Budgets, 1957-1958
Scope and Contents
Various related to the University of Maine Portland (also
known as the University of Southern Maine), including:
brochures, newspaper clippings regarding new campus,
details of budget and salary information, reports of visits
of to Portland Junior College, and reports during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 31 Folder 7
Sweigart, Dean John -- UMP, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Dean John W. Sweigart,
University of Maine Portland (also known as the
University of Southern Maine) and University of Maine
presidents and faculty on a range of subjects, including:
staffing for engineering students at the University
of Maine Portland, attendance at Academic Deans
Institution, PPBS performance, UMP Catalog Committee,
and curriculum planning during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 31 Folder 8
University Of Southern Maine, 1963-1964
Scope and Contents
Copies of “A Proposal for the Creation of a University
of Southern Maine within a system directed by a
Coordinating Board of Higher Education” and newspaper
clippings regarding the Proposal during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 31 Folder 12
University Of Maine In York (Center), 1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposed University of Maine Center in
York County, including: location, correspondence with
interested parties, and newspaper clippings during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 31 Folder 9
University And Community Resources Council, 1970-1972
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University and Community
Resources Council, including: listing of organization
interested in community work, publications, press
releases, funding for student community efforts, changes
in reporting relationships, and a proposal for a University
Resources Center during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 31 Folder 10
University Purchases, 1960-1964
Scope and Contents
Data showing geographical distribution of all University
of Maine purchases during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 31 Folder 14
University Store Company Matters, 1931-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University Store, including:
newspaper clippings regarding the Store’s founders,
publications, salaries, plans, reports from the Committee
on the University Store Company and stockholders,
and the location of the Store during Harold Sherburne
Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, and Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 31 Folder 15
Veterans -- Contracts And Fees, 1943-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items related to veterans enrolled at the
University of Maine, including: enrollment data, services
for veterans, correspondence with the U.S. Veterans
Administration and State of Maine Department of
Education regarding the University of Maine‘s obligations
under GI Bill following the Korean War and State of
Maine Veteran’s Readjustment Assistance Act, tuition
charges, housing, curriculum, fees, and funding during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 32 Folder 1a
Veterans -- Contracts And Fees, 1943-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items related to veterans enrolled at the
University of Maine, including: enrollment data, services
for veterans, correspondence with the U.S. Veterans
Administration and State of Maine Department of
Education regarding the University of Maine‘s obligations
under GI Bill following the Korean War and State of
Maine Veteran’s Readjustment Assistance Act, tuition
box 32 Folder 1b
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charges, housing, curriculum, fees, and funding during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Assistance To The Vice-President For Academic Affairs, 1969
Scope and Contents
Employment offer to Peter H. Fitzgerald for the role of
Vice-President for Academic Affairs at the University of
Maine during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 32 Folder 2
Visiting Committees -- Alumni, 1939-1959
Scope and Contents
Various committee plans regarding a visiting committee at
the University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 32 Folder 3
Vital Statistics -- University Of Maine Faculty, 1963
Scope and Contents
Vital statistics on University of Maine Faculty during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 32 Folder 4
Prescott Vose -- Budget Officer, 1970-1972
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the responsibilities and positon
of Prescott Vose as Budget Officer at the Bangor office
of the University of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 32 Folder 5
John C. Walter Case, 1969
Scope and Contents
Details of John C. Walter’s employment as a counselor
of Lewiston Hall at the University of Maine and funding
Walter received under a grant from the Arthur A. Hauck
Fund during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Box 32 Folder 8
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Memorandum Of Understanding With American Wildlife
Institute And Bureau Of Biological Survey, 1935-1947
Scope and Contents
Copy of a Memorandum of Understandings between
the University of Maine with the Fish and Wildlife
Service, U.S. Department of the Interior and Wildlife
Management Institute for Cooperation in Research,
Wildlife Education, Extension and Demonstration. Also,
copies of minutes from the Maine Cooperative Research
Unit and distribution of funds for the wildlife conservation
and a Memorandum of Understanding of the Bureau
of Biological Survey, U.S. Department of Agriculture
and the University of Maine, through its Agriculture
College, Agriculture Experiment Station, and Agriculture
Extension Service, and the Inland Fisheries and Game
Department of the State of Maine, for cooperation in
wildlife research and a Memorandum of Understanding
between the University of Maine, through its Agriculture
Experiment Station and Agriculture Extension, the
Inland Fisheries and Game Department and the American
Wildlife Institute during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 33 Folder 1
Workmen's Compensation, 1939-1961
Scope and Contents
Details of Workmen’s Compensation coverage at the
University of Maine, including: analysis, copies of the
Workmen’s Compensation Act, University of Maine
Memorandum on Workmen’s Compensation, and details
of individual compensation claims, and correspondence
regarding how the University of Maine will handle
compensation during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 33 Folder 6
Women Students -- Curfew Security Charge, 1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and copies of policies regarding curfews
and security charges for female University of Maine
Box 33 Folder 10
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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students during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Winn Property -- American Realty Company, 1936-1937
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal from the American Realty Company
to gift the University of Maine land in the town of Winn,
Maine, includes: correspondence, plans, and a description
of the property during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 33 Folder 11
Edith G. Wilson, 1944-1969
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence to and from Dean Edith G.
Wilson, University of Maine Dean of Women, Assistant
to the President for Institutional Research, and Clerk of
the Board of Trustees on a range of subjects, including:
women affairs at the University of Maine, Board of
Trustee meetings, and Institutional Research data during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 33 Folder 12
Melissa Thurlow Yerxa, 1970
Scope and Contents
Details of issues around University of Maines student
Melissa Thurlow Yerxa graduation during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 34 Folder 1
Department Of Zoology -- Building Needs, 1960-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding housing the University of
Maine’s zoology laboratory in Winslow Hall, including:
newspaper clipping, press release, correspondence, and
reports during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 34 Folder 3
Dr. Mary Zink -- Dean Of Women, 1964-1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Mary S. Zink and University of
Maine presidents regarding her interest in the role of Dean
of Students, Miss Maine Beauty Pageant, freshman events,
and sororities during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Box 34 Folder 4
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Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Board Of Trustees -- Bernald Carpenter, 1979
Scope and Contents
Letter to Kenneth W. Allen, Acting University of Maine
President from Bernard R. Carpenter, Vice President
for Business Affairs at Bates College thanking Allen for
football tickets during Kenneth W. Allen's tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Box 34 Folder 5a
Board Of Trustees -- Dr. John Donovan, 1972
Scope and Contents
Letter to Dr. John Donovan at Bowdoin College from
University of Maine President Winthrop C. Libby
regarding Donovan’s concerns about the University of
Maine’s procedures for the evaluation of administrators
during Winthrop C. Libby's tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 34 Folder 5b
Board Of Trustees -- Robert R. Masterton, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine President
Howard R. Neville and Robert R. Masterton, President of
Maine Savings Bank regarding a MPBN show feature on
the Bank and a University of Maine executive program for
women during Howard R. Neville's tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 34 Folder 5c
Board Of Trustees -- James H. Page, 1971-1980
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine presidents
and James H. Page on a range of subjects, including:
attendance at Commencement Exercises, Page’s departure
from the Board of Trustees, UMO/B System relationship,
and funding during Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville's tenures as University of Maine President,
Kenneth W. Allen's tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman's tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 34 Folder 5d
Board Of Trustees -- Susan R. Kominsky, 1977-1980
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine presidents
and Susan R. Komimsky on a range of subjects raised by
Komimsky at Board of Trustees meetings including: rental
agreement for the ice hockey arena, clinical psychological
appointments, athletics grants, staffing of the Police and
Box 34 Folder 5e
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Public Safety Department, budget, and also an article
on Kominsky during Howard R. Neville's tenure as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen's tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman's tenure as University of Maine president.
Board Of Trustees -- Nils Y. Wessell, 1968-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Nils Y. Wessell, including:
newspaper clipping of an article on Marian Wessell the
wife of Nils Y. Wessell and correspondence on a range
of subjects, including: blueberries, commencement plans,
reference material on academia, material presented at the
Educational Policy Committee, neuro-science, graduate
education, and College of Business Administration staff
qualifications during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville's tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 34 Folder 5f
Board Of Trustees -- Artemus Weatherbee, 1968-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Artemus Weatherbee, including:
correspondence related to gifts by Weatherbee to
Fogler Library, copy of a newspaper clipping regarding
Weatherbee’s concerns with the University of Maine
presidential search process, Weatherbee’s resignation
as a Member of the Board of trustees, thank you letter
from Weatherbee to University of Maine President
Howard R. Neville for a plaque presented to him, press
release regarding Weatherbee receiving a General Alumni
Association Career Award, copy of a newspaper clipping
regarding Weatherbee’s concern with the University
of Maine chancellor’s compensation, and Wetherbee’s
curriculum vitae during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville's tenures as University of
Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen's tenure as University
of Maine acting president, and Paul H. Silverman's tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 34 Folder 5g
College Of Business Administration -- Meeting Minutes,
1969-1974
Scope and Contents
Copies of College of Business Administration faculty
meeting minutes.
Box 34 Folder 6
Asst. Prof. Gilbert Zicklin, 1972
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine Assistant Professor Gilbert
Zicklin and a petition at the University of Maine for
Box 34 Folder 7
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impeaching U.S. President Nixon which was advertised in
the Bangor Daily News and certain faculty’s displeasure
with how University of Maine President Winthrop C.
Libby reaction to U.S. President Nixon’s Vietnam Policy
during Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Analysis Of Income And Expenditures, 1941
Scope and Contents
Copies of reports on Analysis of Income and Analysis of
Expenditures during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 38 Folder 1
Budget, 1954-1957
Scope and Contents
Copy of a budget report during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 38 Folder 2
Budget, 1957-1959
Scope and Contents
Copy of a budget report during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 38 Folder 3
Biennium Budget, 1957-1959
Scope and Contents
Copy of a biennium budget, including: budget, capital
expenditure, and other budget data during Arthur Andrew
Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Box 38 Folder 4
Biennium Budget, 1959-1961
Scope and Contents
Copy of a biennium budget including: budget, capital
expenditure, and other budget data during Arthur Andrew
Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Box 38 Folder 5
Budget Of The Extension Service, 1958-1959
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of The Extension Service during
Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 38 Folder 6
University Of Maine In Portland -- Budget, 1959-1960 Box 38 Folder 7
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of the budget report of University of Maine in
Portland (also known as the University of Southern
Maine) during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Budget Of The Extension Service, 1959-1960
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of The Extension Service during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 38 Folder 8
University Of Maine Budget Book I, 1959-1960
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 38 Folder 9a
University Of Maine Budget Book II, 1959-1960
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 38 Folder 9b
Biennium Budget, 1959-1961
Scope and Contents
Copy of biennium budget during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 38 Folder 10
University Of Maine Budget, 1959-1961
Scope and Contents
Copies of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 38 Folder 11
University Of Maine Budget Book I, 1960-1961
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 38 Folder 12a
University Of Maine Budget Book II, 1960-1961 Box 38 Folder 12b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Budget Notes, 1961-1962
Scope and Contents
Notes and correspondence regarding the University of
Maine, including: the University of Maine in Portland
(also known as the University of Southern Maine) Library,
proposed news services, and faculty salary data during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 38 Folder 13
Budget Changes, 1961-1962
Scope and Contents
Various University of Maine Requests for Budget
Changes during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 38 Folder 14
Budget Summary And Salary List, 1961-1962
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget summary report and salary list of the
University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 39 Folder 1
University Of Maine Budget, 1961-1962
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 39 Folder 2a
University Of Maine Budget, 1961-1962
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 39 Folder 2b
University Of Maine Budget, 1961-1962 Box 39 Folder 2c
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Biennial Budget, 1961-1963
Scope and Contents
Copy of biennium budget during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 39 Folder 3
Budgets, 1962-1963
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 39 Folder 4
University Of Maine Budget, 1962-1963
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 39 Folder 5a
University Of Maine Budget, 1962-1963
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 39 Folder 5b
University Of Maine Budget, 1962-1963
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 39 Folder 5c
University Of Maine Budget, 1963-1964
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 39 Folder 6a
University Of Maine Budget, 1963-1964 box 39 Folder 6b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
University Of Maine Budget, 1963-1964
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 39 Folder 6c
University Of Maine Portland Budget, 1962-1963
Scope and Contents
Copy of the budget report of University of Maine in
Portland (also known as the University of Southern
Maine) during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 39 Folder 7
University Of Maine Budget, 1963-1964
Scope and Contents
Memorandums, reports and salary data during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 39 Folder 8
Biennial Budget, 1963-1965
Scope and Contents
Copy of biennium budget during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 39 Folder 9
University Of Maine Budget, 1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 40 Folder 1a
University Of Maine Budget, 1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 40 Folder 1b
University Of Maine Budget, 1964-1965 Box 40 Folder 1c
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
University Of Maine Budget, 1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 40 Folder 1d
University Of Maine Budget, 1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 40 Folder 2a
University Of Maine Budget, 1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 40 Folder 2b
University Of Maine Budget, 1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 40 Folder 2c
Budget Summary Salary Information, 1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Copy of summary budget report and salary information
of the University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott
and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 40 Folder 3
Budget Summary Salary Information, 1965-1967
Scope and Contents
Copy of summary budget report of the University of
Maine, salary information, requests for budget changes,
and supporting data during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 40 Folder 4
Biennial Budget, 1965-1967 Box 40 Folder 5
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of biennium budget during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
University Of Maine Budget, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 40 Folder 6a
University Of Maine Budget, 1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 40 Folder 6b
University Of Maine Budget, 1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 40 Folder 6c
Budget Supporting Material, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine department of University
Libraries Requested Budget, requests for budget changes,
and supporting data during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 40 Folder 7
Budget Summary Salary Information, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Copy of summary budget report of the University of
Maine, salary information, requests for budget changes,
and supporting data during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 40 Folder 8
University Of Maine Budget OPAL Book I, 1967-1968
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 41 Folder 1a
University Of Maine Budget OPAL Book II, 1967-1968 Box 41 Folder 1b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Budget Supporting Material, 1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget request, salary information, and
supporting data during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 41 Folder 2a
Budget Supporting Material, 1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget request, salary information, and
supporting data during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 41 Folder 2b
University Of Maine Budget Requests Book 1, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 41 Folder 3a
University Of Maine Budget Requests Book 2, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 41 Folder 3b
University Of Maine Budget Requests Book 3, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 41 Folder 3c
University Of Maine Budget Requests Book 4, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget report of the University of Maine during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 41 Folder 3d
Budget Of The Extension Service, 1968-1969 Box 42 Folder 1
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of the budget of the Extension Service of the
University of Maine during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Budget Supporting Material, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget request, salary information, and
supporting data during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 42 Folder 2
Budget Of Continuing Education Division Bureau Of Labor
Education, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Copy of the budget of the Continuing Education Division
Bureau of Labor Education Civil Defense Title I HEA
during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 42 Folder 3
Biennium Operational Budget College Of Technology,
1967-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the operational budget of the
University of Maine’s College Of Technology during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 42 Folder 4
Budget Supporting Material, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Copy of budget request, salary information, and
supporting data during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 42 Folder 5
Salary List, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine budget list during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 42 Folder 6
Expenses, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Expense data for the Presidents Contingent Fund,
Memberships In Organizations, Operating Expenses,
Box 42 Folder 7a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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President Office, and President House during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Expenses, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Expense data for Payroll, Dues & Subscriptions, Supplies
& Materials, Telephone, Postage, Printing & Copying,
Other Expense, Travel and All Expense during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 42 Folder 7b
Capital Construction, 1971-1976
Scope and Contents
Various requests for capital construction funding during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 42 Folder 8
Retirement Information, 1978
Scope and Contents
Printout of retirement date information for University
of Maine staff during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 42 Folder 9
Accounting System Statements, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Printouts of accounting system statements during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 42 Folder 10
President's Office Budget Accounts, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Expense data for the Presidents Contingent Fund,
Memberships In Organization, Commencement, and
President’s House during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 42 Folder 11a
President's Office Budget Accounts, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Expense data for Payroll Sheets, Subscriptions, Supplies
& Materials, Telephone, Postage, Printing & Copying,
Other Expense, Travel, All Maintenance, and All Capital
Equipment Expenditure during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 42 Folder 11b
Budget Reports, 1977-1978 Box 44 Folder 2
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Printouts of accounting system statements during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Advisory Committee On Counseling, 1953-1959
Scope and Contents
Memorandums, reports and meeting minutes from the
University of Maine’s Advisory Committee on Counseling
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 44 Folder 3
Advisory Committee To The Center For Counseling And
Psychological Services, 1960-1962
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding membership and meeting
minutes from the University of Maine’s Advisory
Committee to the Center for Counseling and
Psychological Services during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 44 Folder 4
Bond Issue -- Strategy Committee, 1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to a University of Maine Strategy
Committee tasked with looking at the University of Maine
Bond Referendum, includes: vote data, correspondence,
publications, reference material on bonds, and meeting
minutes during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 44 Folder 5
Budget Advisory Committee, 1969-1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding membership from the
University of Maine’s Budget Advisory Committee
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 44 Folder 6
Calendar Committee, 1952-1967
Scope and Contents
Memorandums, reports, scheduling of, and meeting
minutes from the University of Maine’s Calendar
Committee during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 44 Folder 7
Campus Development Committee, 1948-1969 Box 44 Folder 8
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Memorandums, reports, and correspondence regarding
information on campus roads, Committee decisions
and appointments, scheduling of meetings and meeting
minutes from the University of Maine’s Campus
Development Committee during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Capital Construction Review Committee, 1970-1973
Scope and Contents
Memorandums, reports, and correspondence regarding
Committee decisions and appointments, scheduling of
meetings and meeting minutes from the University of
Maine’s Capital Construction Review Committee during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 44 Folder 9
Committee -- Maine Studies, 1923-1953
Scope and Contents
Copy of The Maine Bulletin Second Series Number
1 “The Life and Works of John Davis 1774-1853”
by Thelma Louse Kellogg, handbook of information
regarding the organization and administration of the
graduate division of the University of Maine, and
facsimile of the “Annual Report of the Dean of Graduate
Students 1923-24” during Clarence Cook Little, Harold
Sherburne Boardman, and Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 44 Folder 11
Committee Of One Hundred, 1965
Scope and Contents
Various items from the Committee Of One Hundred in
the centennial year of the University of Maine, including
reports, programs, lists of committee members, and
correspondence regarding Committee meetings during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 44 Folder 12
Committee On Absences, 1938-1953
Scope and Contents
Various reports and memorandums submitted to the
University of Maine Committee on Absences during
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 44 Folder 13
Committee On Academic Affairs, 1966 Box 44 Folder 14
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Material prepared by University of Maine Professor
Harold Young for the Committee on Academic Affairs
regarding computer sciences during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Committee On Academic Policy, 1957-1959
Scope and Contents
Copies of various Committee on Academic Policy reports
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 44 Folder 15
Committee On Academic Standing Sub-Committee On
Delinquent Students, 1952-1968
Scope and Contents
Lists of actions taken by Committee on Academic
Standing and meeting minutes from the Sub-Committee
on Delinquent Students during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh Edwin Young's tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 44 Folder 16
Committee On Administrative Affairs, 1970
Scope and Contents
Letters regarding appointments to the Committee on
Administrative Affairs during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 44 Folder 17
Committee On Administration, 1952-1961
Scope and Contents
Meeting minutes and memorandums from the Committee
on Administration during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 44 Folder 18
Committee On Administrative Disenrollments And Conditional
Readmissions, 1961-1966
Scope and Contents
Meeting minutes and memorandums from the Committee
on Administrative Disenrollments and Conditional
Readmissions during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 44 Folder 19
Committee On Admissions Secondary School Relations, 1973 Box 44 Folder 20
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the dissolution of the
Committee on Admissions & Secondary School Relations
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Faculty Committees, 1938-1961
Scope and Contents
Lists of various University of Maine faculty committees
and correspondence regarding committee appointments
during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 44 Folder 21
Committee On Committees, 1955-1968
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and reports regarding committee
appointments from the Committee on Nominations during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, and Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 44 Folder 22
Committee On Conduct Of Examinations, 1949-1953
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding appointments to the
Committee on Conduct of Examinations and reports from
the Committee during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 44 Folder 23
Committee On Coordination Of Higher Education (Anderson
Lund), 1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine Committee
on Coordination of Higher Education related to the
Lund Bill which became the Higher Consolidation Act
and the creation of the “Super University”, includes:
correspondence regarding the Act, newspaper clippings,
press releases, and reference material during Hugh Edwin
Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 45 Folder 1
Committee On Eligibility, 1952-1974
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding appointments to the
Committee on Eligibility and reports from the Committee
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Box 45 Folder 2
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Committee On Financial Affairs, 1949-1951
Scope and Contents
Details of reactivating the Committee on Financial Affairs
during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 45 Folder 3
Committee On Foreign Students, 1951-1952
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding appointments to the
Committee on Foreign during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 45 Folder 4
Committee On Orono Campus Planning, 1969-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Committee on Orono
Campus Planning which was chaired by Dr. Irwin
Douglas, Planning Officer, including: reports, publications
including “The Mission and Goals of the University of
Maine at Orono and Bangor”, correspondence between
Committee members, and reference material regarding
organizational issues during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 45 Folder 5
Committee On Long Range Planning, 1972
Scope and Contents
Copy of “University of Maine at Bangor
Recommendations For Long-Term Planning For U.M.B.”
and a thank you letter to members of the Interim Long
Range Planning Committee for their work during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 45 Folder 6
Committee On Non-Teaching Employees
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the establishment of the
Committee on Non-Teaching Employees which was
tasked with studying pay and working conditions during
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 45 Folder 7
Committee On Nominations, 1965-1967 Box 45 Folder 8
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding appointments to the
Committee on Nominations during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Committee On Publications Of The Faculty, 1967
Scope and Contents
Details of the administrative approval of a volume listing
the publications of all faculty members by the Committee
on Publications during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 45 Folder 9
Committee On Scheduling, 1957-1974
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding appointments to the
Committee On Scheduling, the recommendation for the
Committee to be dissolved, and details of scheduled
classroom use during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 45 Folder 10
Committee On Scholarly Attitude, 1962-1963
Scope and Contents
Correspondence, report, and questionnaire from the
Committee on Scholarly Attitude during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 45 Folder 11
Committee To Study Problems Of Supplying Adequate
Technicians For Maine Industries, 1959-1960
Scope and Contents
Details of the establishment of the Committee to Study
Problems of Supplying Adequate Technicians for Maine
Industries during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 45 Folder 12
Curriculum Committee -- Faculty Council, 1963-1966
Scope and Contents
Details of the establishment of the Faculty Council’s
Curriculum Committee and correspondence regarding
Committee appointments during Lloyd Hartman Elliott
and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 45 Folder 13
Curriculum Review And Planning Committee, 1969 Box 45 Folder 14
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Memorandum to Curriculum Review and Planning
Committee regarding their first meeting during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Disciplinary Code Evaluation, Ad-Hoc Presidential Committee
On, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Details of the establishment of the Disciplinary Code
Evaluation Committee and correspondence regarding
Committee appointments and report and a copy of their
report during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 45 Folder 15
Faculty Council Study Group -- To Examine The University's
Committee Structure, 1968
Scope and Contents
Details of the establishment of the Faculty Council’s
Group to Examine the University's Committee Structure
and correspondence regarding Committee appointments
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 45 Folder 16
Freshman Week Committee, 1957-1961
Scope and Contents
Details of the establishment of the Freshman Week
Committee and correspondence regarding Committee
appointments and report and a copy of the Committee's
report during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 45 Folder 17
Good Will Chest Committee, 1951-1961
Scope and Contents
Details of the constitution of the University Good Will
Chest and donations and appointments to the Good Will
Chest Committee during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 45 Folder 18
Health Advisory Committee, 1969-1976
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding appointments to the
Health Advisory Committee during Winthrop C. Libby
Box 45 Folder 20
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Housing Committee (Of The Administration), 1969-1976
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding appointments to the
Housing Committee (of the Administration), meeting
agendas, and reports during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 45 Folder 21
Maine Committee On Problems Of The Mentally Retarded,
1962
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between University of Maine President
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Dr. Edmund N. Ervin, Chair,
Maine Committee on Problems of The Mentally Retarded
regarding teacher training opportunities for teachers of
exceptional children during Hugh Edwin Elliott’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Box 45 Folder 22
Salary Study Committee (Faculty), 1965-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Salary Study Committee
(Faculty), including: University of Maine salary data,
comparisons with salaries at other academic institutions,
correspondence regarding findings, reports reference
material, and correspondence regarding appointments to
the Committee during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 45 Folder 23
State Advisory Committee On Teacher Education And
Certification, 1963-1965
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding appointments to the
State Advisory Committee on Teacher Education and
Certification during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 45 Folder 24
State Of Maine Relations Committee, 1964
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the State of Maine Relations
Committee, including: lists of Committee members,
Box 45 Folder 25
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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proposals, and meeting notes during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Student-Faculty-Administration Committee On The University
Stores, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding appointments to the
Student-Faculty-Administration Committee during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 45 Folder 26
Publicity-Radio-Television Committee, 1952-1963
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Publicity-Radio-Television
Committee, including: summary of the radio and
television time made available to the University of
Maine’s commercial radio and television stations,
sponsorship of television programs, copy of testimony
from University of Maine President Lloyd Hartman Elliott
to the Communications and Power Sub Committee of the
House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce
regarding educational television, correspondence
regarding sports update, and meeting minutes from the
Publicity-Radio-Television Committee during Arthur
Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 45 Folder 27
Committee On Fraternities And Sororities -- Study Of For
Trustees, 1962-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Committee on Fraternities
and Sororities, including: correspondence regarding
Committee decisions, newspaper clippings regarding
fraternities, and Committee reports and meeting minutes
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 45 Folder 28
Committee On Student Uprisings, 1962-1963
Scope and Contents
Copy of a report of meeting from the Committee on
Student Uprisings and a New York Times article on
student protests at Princeton University during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 45 Folder 29
Committee On Safety And Civil Defense (Comm. Of The
Adminis.), 1967-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Committee on Safety and
Civil Defense, including: correspondence regarding
Box 45 Folder 30
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Committee appointments, memorandum regarding
emergency shelter protection, copy of University
Emergency Preparedness report, and record of Committee
meeting during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Committee On Religious Affairs (Comm. Of The Adminis.),
1968-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Committee on Religious
Affairs, including: correspondence regarding
Committee appointments, reports and publications, and
correspondence regarding suggested changes to the
Committee during Winthrop C. Libby, Howard R. Neville,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 45 Folder 31
Committee On New Student Organizations, 1950-1964
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Committee on New Student
Organizations, including: correspondence regarding
Committee appointments, reports, and copy of Faculty
Council minutes during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 45 Folder 32
Committee On Social Affairs, 1935-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Committee on Social
Affairs, including: correspondence regarding Committee
appointments and copies of Social Affairs Regulations
and Procedure and office supplies for the Committee
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 45 Folder 33
Committee On Student Affairs, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Committee on Student
Affairs, including: correspondence regarding Committee
appointments, copies of meeting minutes, campus
organization, and memorandums to Committee members
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 45 Folder 34
Committee Re. Student Judicial System, 1958-1959 Box 45 Folder 35
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Committee regarding the
Student Judicial System, including: correspondence
regarding Committee appointment and copy of a proposed
amendment to the student constitution for the creation of a
student judiciary during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Committee On Student-Faculty Relations, 1952-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Committee on Student-
Faculty Relations, including: correspondence regarding
Committee appointments, Committee meeting minutes,
and copy of Committee report during Arthur Andrew
Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Box 45 Folder 36
Student Advisory Council, 1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the formation of a Student
Advisory Council and a list of Council members during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 45 Folder 37
Safety Committee, 1939-1962
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Safety Committee, including:
correspondence regarding Committee appointments,
Committee meeting minutes, safety publications, and
correspondence regarding safety issues during Arthur
Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 45 Folder 38
Faculty Handbook Committee, 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the formation of a Faculty
Handbook Committee and a list of Committee members
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 45 Folder 39
Faculty Welfare Committee, 1967 Box 45 Folder 40
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of the “Report to the Faculty Council on the
Proposed Faculty Welfare Committee” during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Disciplinary Code -- UMA, 1969
Scope and Contents
Copy of the University of Maine at Augusta’s Procedure
for Enforcing the Disciplinary Code during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 1
Curricula Committee -- UMA, 1967
Scope and Contents
Details of meetings and decisions of the Curricula
Committee at the University of Maine at Augusta during
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 46 Folder 3
Groundbreaking -- UMA, 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence, press release, and newspaper clippings
regarding the ground breaking ceremony for the first
building at the permanent site of the University of
Maine at Augusta during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 5
Legal Counsel -- UMA, 1968
Scope and Contents
Letter to Locke, Campbell, Chapman Attorneys at Law
regarding them representing University of Maine at
Augusta during Hugh Edwin Young's tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 7
Physical Plant Committee -- UMA, 1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the establishment of a Physical
Plant Committee at the University of Maine at Augusta
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 46 Folder 9
Student Activity Fee -- UMA, 1971
Scope and Contents
Copy of the University of Maine at Augusta’s Policy on
the Use and Management of the Student Activity Fee
Box 46 Folder 11
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Task Force Committee -- UMA, 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding appointments to the Internal
Task force Committee which was tasked with making
recommendations concerning the mission of the
University of Maine at Augusta during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 12
Tuition -- UMA, 1970
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding tuition fees at the University of Maine at
Augusta during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 13
Establishment Of -- UMP, 1956-1971
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the University Of
Maine Portland/Gorham (also known as the University
of Southern Maine) including details of its establishment,
staffing, construction projects, convocations, visits, and
events during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 14
Portland/Gorham Task Force - UMP, 1969
Scope and Contents
Copy of report on public higher education in Southern
Maine from the Portland/Gorham Task Force, newspaper
clippings regarding students asking to keep the
University Of Maine Portland/Gorham (also known
as the University of Southern Maine) as a 4-year
College, and correspondence regarding the Task Force’s
recommendations during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 17
Portland Campus Academic Plan -- UMP, 1969-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Portland Campus (also
known as the University of Southern Maine) Academic
plans, including: press releases, course proposals, and
correspondence regarding the campus program during
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Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Accreditation By New England Association Of Colleges And
Secondary Schools -- UMP, 1958-1969
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine in Portland’s (also
known as the University of Southern Maine) attempt to
receive accreditation from the New England Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 20
Administration Organization -- UMP, 1957-1958
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Administration Organization
of the University of Maine in Portland (also known as
the University of Southern Maine), including: meeting
minutes regarding admission of women students, course
offered, property development, reports on activities and
progress, improvements and construction projects, and
history of the campus, admission organization, and needs
for higher education in Maine during Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 21
Advisory Committee -- UMP, 1957-1964
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine in Portland (also known as
the University of Southern Maine) Advisory Committee
meeting, including: meeting minutes, copy of by-laws,
correspondence regarding the meetings, and lists of
Committee members during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 46 Folder 22
Processing Of Applications -- UMP, 1958
Scope and Contents
Summary of meeting held to discuss the processing of
applications at the University of Maine in Portland (also
known as the University of Southern Maine) during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 23
Advisory Committee On Athletics -- UMP, 1967
Scope and Contents
Details of the discussions of the Advisory Committee
on Athletics at the University of Maine in Portland (also
Box 46 Folder 24
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known as the University of Southern Maine) during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Campus Plans And Catalogs -- UMP, 1957-1970
Scope and Contents
Various reports, publications and correspondence
on University of Maine in Portland (also known as
the University of Southern Maine) campus plans and
catalogues during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 26
International Harvester Property -- UMP, 1960
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a proposed purchase of the
International Harvester Building during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 27
Development And Planning Committee -- UMP, 1963-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Development and Planning
Committee for the University of Maine in Portland (also
known as the University of Southern Maine), including:
copies of various decisions approved by the Committee,
correspondence regarding the proposed construction
of I-295, building construction projects, publications,
photographs of sports facilities, architect maps and plans,
and memorandums from the Committee during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 28
City-University Committee -- UMP, 1967
Scope and Contents
Summary of first meeting of the City-University
Committee during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 29
General Counsel -- UMP, 1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Attorneys Oakes and Oakes
and their service as legal counsel for the University of
Maine and the engagement of Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer
and Nelson as general counsel for the University of Maine
at Portland (also known as the University of Southern
Box 46 Folder 31
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Maine) during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Deering Carriage House (Save The Barn) -- UMP, 1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Details of the protest demonstration “Save the barn”
regarding proposed demolition of the former Deering Barn
which was being used as a gym at the University of Maine
in Portland (also known as the University of Southern
Maine), including: newspaper clippings, correspondence,
memorandums, copy of Board of Trustees regarding
the barn, and program from the dedication of Luther I.
Bonney Hall during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 32
Portland Campus Council -- Proposed Campus Council -- UMP,
1969
Scope and Contents
Details of Portland Campus Council meeting discussions
and a copy of the Proposed Constitution for the Campus
Council of the University of Maine at Portland (also
known as the University of Southern Maine) during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 46 Folder 33
Advisory Committee -- UMP, 1962-1967
Scope and Contents
Material from the Portland Development Advisory Group,
including: agendas, minutes, member lists, history of the
establishment of University of Maine in Portland (also
known as the University of Southern Maine)(for Mr.
Fogler), and details of University of Maine at Portland
events during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 35
Master Planning -- UMP, 1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding spending the master planning
budget at the University of Maine in Portland (also known
as the University of Southern Maine) during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 47
Naming Of Payson Smith Hall -- UMP, 1960
Scope and Contents
Detail of the Naming of Payson Smith Hall at the
University of Maine in Portland (also known as the
University of Southern Maine) including: correspondence
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and newspaper clippings during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Provost -- UMP, 1968
Scope and Contents
Details of the job description of the Provost at the
University of Maine in Portland (also known as the
University of Southern Maine) during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 55
Public Service Coordinator, Planner And Operator -- UMP,
1969
Scope and Contents
Letter from Dr. Donald R. McNeil, Chancellor to
University of Maine President Winthrop C. Libby
regarding the appointment of a Public Service
Coordinator, Planner and Operator at the University
of Maine in Portland (also known as the University of
Southern Maine) during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 56
Registration, Teaching Loads, Class Enrollments, And Time
Schedule -- UMP, 1958-1964
Scope and Contents
Copy of time schedule for the University of Maine in
Portland (also known as the University of Southern
Maine) (1964), Curriculum Committee report, report of
undergraduate day division, programs under consideration,
enrollment data, and application analysis during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 46 Folder 57
Revision Of Policies Governing Relationships Between Orono
And Portland Campuses -- UMP, 1961-1966
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding organization
of the University of Maine in Portland (also known as
the University of Southern Maine) including: details
of meeting with faculty regarding their concerns at
the organization, reports, policies and procedures, and
memorandums regarding department heads at Orono
taking responsibility for parallel heads at the University of
Maine in Portland during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 47 Folder 1
Elizabeth K. Rollins -- UMP, 1958
Scope and Contents
Details of an application from Elizabeth K. Rollins to
enroll at the University of Maine in Portland (also known
Box 47 Folder 2
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as the University of Southern Maine) as a student when at
the time women were not admitted to the campus during
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Interim Faculty Committee -- UMP, 1967-1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and minutes from the Interim Faculty
Committee at the University of Maine in Portland (also
known as the University of Southern Maine) during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 47 Folder 3
Scholarship Funds Student Aid -- UMP, 1958-1965
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding donations to the University
of Maine in Portland (also known as the University
of Southern Maine) and details of Board of Trustees
discussions concerning scholarship funds for the
University of Maine in Portland during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 47 Folder 5
Smaha Property -- UMP, 1965-1968
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine in Portland (also known
as the University of Southern Maine) interest in acquiring
“The Smaha Home”, Bedford Street, Portland during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 47 Folder 6
Student Records -- Confidientity Of (Proposal) -- UMP, 1969
Scope and Contents
Copy of a study into practices at University of Maine
in Portland (also known as the University of Southern
Maine) regarding the student records and correspondence
related to the study during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 47 Folder 7
Advisory Committee For The Higher Education Study,
1964-1966
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Advisory Committee for
the Higher Education Study, including: “A Report to
the Advisory Commission for the Higher Education
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Study” prepared by Consultant Panel of the Academy
for Educational Development, Inc., report on “Higher
Education in the State of Maine” from the Advisory
Committee, correspondence regarding the reports,
statement from the University of Maine Board of Trustees
on higher education in Maine, correspondence and
information from Dr. James S. Coles, Chairman of the
Advisory Commission for the Higher Education Study,
details of the forming of the Committee and newspaper
clippings regarding the Commission, and copy of “A
Request To The Ford Foundation In Behalf of the
University of Maine” for a study of higher education
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Accreditation -- General, 1973-1979
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding American College Health Association
certification of health program at the University of Maine,
status report on accredited programs, and guidelines on
accreditation during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 50 Folder 1
Accreditation -- Psychology, 1966-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the accreditation of the University
of Maine’s psychology program by the American
Psychological Association including details of visits
to the University of Maine and affiliation between the
Department of Psychology and Maine Medical Center
during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 50 Folder 2
Accreditation -- Animal Medical Technology, 1976-1979
Scope and Contents
Copies of the Animal Medical Technology program
accreditation committee reports from the American
Veterinary Medical Association and details of the
University of Maine’s application for accreditation
during Howard R. Neville tenure as University of Maine
president and Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Box 50 Folder 3
Accreditation -- School Of Art, 1978 Box 50 Folder 4
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Scope and Contents
A copy of National Association of Schools of Art
Evaluation Self-Study during Howard R. Neville's tenure
as University of Maine president.
Accreditation -- College Of Business Administration, 1973-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the accreditation of the University
of Maine’s College of Business Administration by
the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business, including: details of request for reaccreditation,
accreditation visits and reports during Howard R. Neville's
tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 50 Folder 5
Admissions -- General, 1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine Admissions,
including: details of William J. Munsey’s appointment as
Director of Admissions, recruitment tour, re-admission
charge, admissions arrangements with Machias and Fort
Kent campuses, study into composition of students,
relocation of admission office, parent evaluation of the
University of Maine, and admission procedures and guides
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 50 Folder 7
Agreements -- Engineering, School Of Medicine External
Agencies, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Copies of agreements between the University of Maine
and University of Southern Maine for engineering,
potential agreement with the School of Medicine of
the University of Dominic, and information regarding
memorandum of agreements with External Agencies
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 50 Folder 9
Allied Health Report, 1982
Scope and Contents
Copy of report of the University of Maine Allied
Health Task Force during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 50 Folder 10
University Of Maine System Admission Agreements,
1977-1981
Box 50 Folder 11
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Scope and Contents
Copies of admission agreements for the University of
Maine System during Howard R. Neville and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Cooperative Extension Service -- Budget, 1972-1982
Scope and Contents
Budget data and correspondence regarding the
Cooperative Extension Service budget during Winthrop
C. Libby, Howard R. Neville, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 50 Folder 16
Cooperative Extension Service -- Employment Recruitments,
1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and copies of resumes for appointments
at the University of Maine’s Cooperative Extension
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 51 Folder 8
Engineering Science -- Accreditation, 1971-1979
Scope and Contents
Details of the accreditation of the College of Engineering
& Science by the Engineering Education and
Accreditation Committee, includes: correspondence
regarding accreditation including the appeal of the
decision to not accredit the Forest Engineering program,
accreditation visits, and Engineers’ Council for
Professional Development meetings during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 51 Folder 10
University Of Maine Foundation Annual Meeting, 1984
Scope and Contents
Agenda for the University Of Maine Foundation Annual
Meeting and correspondence regarding speakers during
Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 51 Folder 13
University Of Maine Development Council -- Meeting, 1984
Scope and Contents
Items from University Of Maine Development Council
meeting, including: agenda, financial statement, progress
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report, and lists of members during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
College Of Education Certification, 1971-1978
Scope and Contents
Details of the State of Maine Board of Education taking
action on the Counselor Education Program Approval
Visitation Team and details of National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education accreditation of
the University of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 51 Folder 18
Enrollment, 1977-1982
Scope and Contents
Reports and data on student enrollment at the University
of Maine during Howard R. Neville and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 52 Folder 4
Equal Employment Opportunity, 1973-1976
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal for giving employees recognition
for their contributions to the University of Maine,
enrollment reports, details of civil rights requirements,
equal employment opportunities, correspondence
regarding employment of women and minorities, copy
of “New Prospective Project” to address educational
needs of adults, salary and promotions data, equal
opportunity decisions for athletics, and University of
Maine employment policies and procedure during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 52 Folder 5a
Equal Employment Opportunity, 1979-1982
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine Board of Trustees Policy
Statement Against Sexual Harassment, compliance
with Rehabilitation Act, budget information, balanced
curriculum plans, disability issues, copy of “Equal
Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action: Policies
and Procedures”, survey on women and minority
perspectives into curricula, correspondence, meeting
details, and research regarding affirmative action, copy
of handicap accessibility handbook, and various plans to
meet requirements of State of Maine and federal equal
opportunities requirements during Howard R. Neville
tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
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Unified University of Maine” during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, Howard
R. Neville, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Maternity Leave, 1970-1976
Scope and Contents
Various decisions regarding the University of Maine’s
policies on maternity leave during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 53 Folder 8
Margaret Borwhat, 1977
Scope and Contents
Details of application from Margaret Borwhat to the
Graduate School during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 53 Folder 9
Graduate Board Membership, 1975-1981
Scope and Contents
Copies of meeting minutes and lists of members of the
Graduate Board during Howard R. Neville and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 53 Folder 11
Dongguk University, 1975
Scope and Contents
Photographs from visit by President Lee, Dongguk
University in South Korea and University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville during Lee’s visit for signing
agreement between the two universities and Dongguk
University Campus Calendar during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 54 Folder 1
Affirmative Action Programs, 1971-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding affirmative action at the
University of Maine, including: plans, revisions of plans,
details of Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
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acceptance of the University of Maine’s affirmative action
plan, details of the response to recommendations of the
Office of Civil Rights, Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, and Office of Civil Rights, Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare visit during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Leave Of Absence, 1967-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to leave of absence, including
University of Maine policies, individual requests for leave
of absence, and reference material regarding leave during
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville's tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 54 Folder 12
Labor Union, 1954-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Labor Union, including:
plans, guidelines, reports, union publications, and
correspondence regarding organized labor at the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 55 Folder 3
Land And Property Leases, 1935-1981
Scope and Contents
Details of various University of Maine land and property
leases, including: land acquisition and sales, copies
of various land agreements, and correspondence with
prospective purchasers during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop
C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 55 Folder 4
Policy On Student Leave Of Absence, 1982
Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine Policy on Student Leave of
Absence during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 55 Folder 6
Library Committee (For Addition To Fogler), 1973-1974 Box 55 Folder 7d
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Library Committee for the
addition to Fogler Library including: photographs from
the groundbreaking ceremony, correspondence regarding
funding commitments, bookstacks, budget programming
for the expansion, press release regarding successful
contracting bid of Nickerson and O’Day, details of
proposals to the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, Mellon
Foundation and KRESGE Foundation, correspondence
with the architects Alonzo J. Associates, Inc. and details
of the appointment of the Library Building Committee
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Performing Arts Center, 1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding funding raising efforts for
establishing a center for the performing arts at the
University of Maine, including: correspondence between
members of The 1981-1982 Committee, updates, reports,
publications, and press release during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 56 Folder 4a
Performing Arts Center Committee, 1981-1983
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding funding raising efforts for
establishing a center for the performing arts at the
University of Maine, including: The 1981-1982
Committee correspondence, Second Century Fund
publication, and press release regarding confusion
around construction during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 56 Folder 4b
All Sports Arena, 1972-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the news sports facility (Alfond
Arena) at the University of Maine, including: funding
from Harold Alfond, financial statements, visits to the
facility, plans, Second Century Fund publication, details
of construction, proposal for the facility, and Committee
tasked with planning during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president and Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Box 56 Folder 5a
All Sports Arena, 1976-1980 Box 56 Folder 5b
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the news sports facility (Alfond
Arena) at the University of Maine, including: fact sheet,
details of funding and construction, photographs of
Harold Alfond and correspondence with Alfond, and
University of Maine Bulletin article on the construction
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Department Of Physical Plant, 1980
Scope and Contents
Copy of the University of Maine’s Department of Physical
Plant Annual Report during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 56 Folder 9a
Physical Facilities, 1980
Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine President Paul H.
Silverman’s briefing material on physical facilities during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 56 Folder 9b
Department Of Physical Plant, 1969-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Department of Physical Plant, including: staffing, housing,
articles, construction, funding, publications, and lists
of projects during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 56 Folder 9c
Policy On Gifts, 1981
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the treatment of major gifts at
the University of Maine during and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 56 Folder 12
Handbook Classified, 1975-1978 Box 56 Folder 14
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Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine’s Classified Employee
Handbooks and cover letters during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Handbook Faculty, 1969-1981
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine’s Faculty Employee
Handbooks, cover letters, correspondence regarding the
Handbook, and reference material during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 56 Folder 15
Grievance Procedures, 1982
Scope and Contents
A copy of "Grievance Procedures for Non-Represented
Employees" and cover letter during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 56 Folder 18
University Of Maine Music Task Force, 1974-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Department of Music Task Force, including: report,
meeting material, notice of meetings, and publications
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 57 Folder 3
Performing Arts Center Proposal, 1971-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding funding raising efforts for
establishing a center for the performing arts at the
University of Maine, including: correspondence regarding
funding, architect plans and photographs, articles on
the proposed “Pavilion Theater, funding, construction
plans, Second Century Fund publication during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 57 Folder 8a
Report Of The Mike Lewis Committee, 1980
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Committee chaired by faculty
member Mike Lewis that was established to look at
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needs for the Performing Arts Center, including report,
supporting material, and correspondence with Committee
members regarding their appointment during Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Building Selection Committee, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Building Selection Committee
who were tasked with planning for the proposed
Performing Arts Center, including: plans, correspondence
regarding decisions by made the Committee, meeting
notes, and details of the establishment of the Committee
during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 57 Folder 8e
Concert Hall/Museum Building Committee, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Concert Hall/Museum
Building Committee, including: meeting minutes,
correspondence regarding Committee meetings and
decisions, and newspaper cuttings during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 57 Folder 8f
Retirement, 1955-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items related to retirements of University of
Maine staff, including: retirement lists, retirement plans,
correspondence regarding adjustments to the TIAA-
CREF annuity accounts and concerns regarding retirement
payments, retirement rules, report of Retirement Practices
Committee and meeting material, changes to retirement
plan, and retirement analysis during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 58 Folder 3a
Retirement, 1955-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items related to retirements of University of
Maine staff, including: retirement lists, retirement plans,
correspondence regarding adjustments to the TIAA-
CREF annuity accounts and concerns regarding retirement
payments, retirement rules, report of Retirement Practices
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Committee and meeting material, changes to retirement
plan, and retirement analysis during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Salary, 1974-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items related to salary of University of Maine
staff, including: details of policy and procedures for
salary, individual staff’s salary increases, copy of
draft safety and security procedures manual, salary
comparisons, salary study, salary comparisons, and lists
of faculty salaries during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 58 Folder 4a
Salary, 1974-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items related to salary of University of Maine
staff, including: details of policy and procedures for
salary, individual staff’s salary increases, copy of
draft safety and security procedures manual, salary
comparisons, salary study, salary comparisons, and lists
of faculty salaries during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 58 Folder 4b
Salary, 1971-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to salary of University of Maine
staff, including: salary ranges of administrators, plans for
faculty salaries, individual staff’s salary increases, salary
guidelines, and correspondence with faculty regarding
their salary, and State of Maine Governor James B.
Longley regarding salaries and costs savings during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 58 Folder 4c
Emergency Calendar Project, 1980
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Emergency Calendar Project, including: memorandum
regarding relationship of calendar to energy, copy of
proposed plan for handling news media in event of
campus emergency, correspondence regarding proposed
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changes to calendar for 1981-1982, Council of Colleges
meeting material, reports on the impact of the proposed
emergency calendar on student life, and various progress
reports during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Ad-Hoc Committee On Calendar, 1971
Scope and Contents
Details of an Ad-Hoc Committee On Calendar, including:
meeting material, complaint regarding Jewish holidays,
Committee appointments, and reference material
regarding calendar changes during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 59 Folder 2
Committee On Calendar, 1969-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Committee on Calendar, including: correspondence
regarding vacation and examination periods and changes
to the calendar, copies of calendars, details of various
decisions of the Committee on Calendar, and meeting
minutes during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 59 Folder 3
University Space Committee (Committee Of Administration),
1969-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Space
Committee, including: appointments to the Committee,
space inventory, recommendation for construction
projects and space assignments, and copy of report titled
“University Action Research The Space Committee
Controversy” during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 59 Folder 4
Fraternity Board, 1969-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Fraternity Board, including: blood drive, award
applications for the Dionne Award and the William T.
Lucy Award, Board meeting minutes, correspondence
regarding relationship of the Fraternity Buyers
Association to the University of Maine Fraternity Board,
lists of Board representatives, president statement to the
Board, and details of the change from the Interfraternity
Council to Fraternity Board during Winthrop C. Libby
Box 59 Folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
University Store Committee, 1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine Store
Committee, including: bookstore meeting with Maine
Merchants Association Committee regarding their
concerns about the store, complaints regarding women’s
clothing, copy of operating guidelines for University of
Maine stores, meeting material, and details of decisions
made by the Committee during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 59 Folder 9b
University Store Committee, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Store
Committee, including: correspondence regarding
procedures and policies, and Committee appointments
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 59 Folder 9c
Land And Water Resources Advisory Committee, 1964-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Land and Water Resources
Advisory Committee, including: details of committee
appointments, meeting minutes, reference material, and
the establishment of the Committee during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 59 Folder 15
Sponsored Program Division, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Division of Research and Public Services, including:
reports, details of various project proposals, and press
releases regarding funding during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 59 Folder 17a
Sponsored Program Division, 1975-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Division of Research and Public Services, including:
reports, details of various project proposals, and press
releases regarding funding during Howard R. Neville’s
Box 59 Folder 17b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Sponsored Program Division, 1975-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Division of Research and Public Services, including:
reports, details of various project proposals, and press
releases regarding funding during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 59 Folder 17c
Sponsored Program Division, 1975-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Division of Research and Public Services, including:
reports, details of various project proposals, and press
releases regarding funding during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 59 Folder 17d
Hill House, 1973
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding renting houses and land located at 491
and 495 College Avenue which were owed by Richard C.
Hill during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 59 Folder 19
Housing Foundation, 1979-1982
Scope and Contents
Items regarding the University of Maine’s Housing
Foundation, including: celebration of first ten years, lists
of Foundation Board of Directors, and Talmar Wood
during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 59 Folder 22
Proceed Housing, 1974 Box 60 Folder 7
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
A copy of “Student Housing Survey” by Wayne M.
Johnson, Development consultant during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Risk Insurance, 1979
Scope and Contents
Summary of risk insurance coverages managed by the
University of Maine Office of Physical Facilities during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 60 Folder 11
Ireland Exchange, 1980
Scope and Contents
Details of a student exchange program agreement between
the University of Maine and the University College
Galway, Ireland, including correspondence and lists of
students during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 60 Folder 12
Student Housing, 1981
Scope and Contents
Details of inquiries for student housing at the University
of Maine during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 60 Folder 14
Student Financial Aid, 1978-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student financial aid, including:
data on funding levels, reports, reference material,
manuals, and correspondence with funding bodies during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 60 Folder 15a
Student Financial Aid, 1978-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student financial aid, including:
data on funding levels, reports, reference material,
manuals, and correspondence with funding bodies during
Box 60 Folder 15b
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Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Student Government, 1967-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Student
Government including: proposal to re-institute Maine
Day, report concerning system of internal control and
accounting procedures and policies, draft guidelines for
student administered funds, appointments to the Student
Government, messages from the president to the Student
Government, publications, details of Student Government
meetings, and merger of two student governments at
the University of Maine during Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 60 Folder 17
Fund Raising For The Performing Arts Center, 1982
Scope and Contents
Details of fund raising efforts for the University of Maine
Performing Arts Center, including: Second Century
activities and reports during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 60 Folder 18
Trustee In Residence, 1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine’s
Trustee-In-Residence program for trustees coming to
campus to meet with students during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 60 Folder 19
Tuition Doctoral Students, 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding tuition fees for doctoral
students during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 60 Folder 20a
Tuition-InState, 1954-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding in-state tuition at the University
of Maine, including: New England Land Grant
Universities Council of President decisions regarding
tuition rate, faculty dependent tuition agreement, details
of Regional Student Exchange Program, and various
Box 60 Folder 20b
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Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Rates", and "University of Maine Student Deferred
Payment Plans" and notes, correspondence, and
memorandums regarding the reports and tuition during
Howard R. Neville's tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen's tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman's tenure as
University of Maine president.
UMaine Foundation, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
A copy of a resolution adopted by the Board of Directors
of the University of Maine Foundation regarding donated
funds during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 60 Folder 21
Voluntary Support Committee, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Voluntary Support Committee, including: Committee’s
evaluation of rules for fund raising, meeting minutes, and
organization of first meeting during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 2
Water Resources Center Executive Committee, 1966-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s Water
Resources Center Executive Committee, including: details
of various Committee appointments and memorandum
regarding general findings and recommendation regarding
proposals to initiate new projects in 1971 during Hugh
Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 3
Educational Policy Committee, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Educational Policy Committee, including: details of
future planning, meeting preparation, meeting material,
planning for graduate programs, and agenda and minutes
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 61 Folder 12
President Neville Convocation, 1974
Scope and Contents
Various items from the convocation of Howard R. Neville
as University of Maine president including: copies
of address, copy of speech for faculty/professional's
Box 61 Folder 13a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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breakfast, outline of major points, publicity material, and
correspondence regarding the convocation during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
President Neville Convocation, 1974
Scope and Contents
Various items from the convocation of Howard R. Neville
as University of Maine president including: copies
of address, copy of speech for faculty/professional's
breakfast, outline of major points, publicity material, and
correspondence regarding the convocation during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 13b
Accreditation, 1978-1982
Scope and Contents
Details of the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools
of Business (AACSB) accreditation of the University of
Maine’s College of Business Administration, accreditation
from Engineer’s Council for Professional Development,
Inc., and accreditation at Bangor Community College
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 16
All Weather Track, 1980
Scope and Contents
Details of the plans for an all-weather track at the
University of Maine, including: correspondence, plans,
and reference material during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 17
Administrative Affairs -- Social Work Program Accreditation,
1979-1982
Scope and Contents
Details of the accreditation of the University of Maine’s
Department of Sociology and Social Work by the Council
on Social Work Education during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 61 Folder 21
Journalism Department Accreditation, 1974
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the University of Maine’s Journalism
Department consideration of applying to the American
Council on Journalism Education (ACEJ) for accreditation
Box 61 Folder 22
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Tenure Nominations, 1980
Scope and Contents
List of University of Maine faculty promoted to Professor
during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of
Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 23
Budget, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Details of various budget requests and transfers during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 61 Folder 31
Financial Audits, 1948-1981
Scope and Contents
Details of various financial audits of the University of
Maine, including by Arthur Anderson and Company and
Lybrand, Ross Bro. & Montgomery, includes: reports,
correspondence, selection of an audit firm, details of
Board of Trustees meeting discussions regarding audits,
and memorandum regarding the duties and responsibilities
of the Department of Audit relating to the University of
Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 34
Campus Facilities, 1974
Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine Board of Trustees
resolutions regarding the use of campus facilities during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 61 Folder 36
Administrative Council, 1972
Scope and Contents
Copies of applications, curriculum vitaes, and evaluation
forms for the position of Director of Admissions during
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Box 61 Folder 20
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Classified Personnel, 1981
Scope and Contents
Details of a review of practices for the screening and
referring classified job applicants during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 37
Search Development Office, 1970-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Search
Development Office, including: minutes and agenda for
Development Council meetings, reception invitation for a
reception post a University of Maine football game, details
of a request for funds to expand the Service, details of
funding and athletics grants, staffing of the Service, details
of Citizen Survey, and details of development programs
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 61 Folder 42
Development Council, 1978-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Development Council, including: alumni meeting in
New York, meetings of Building Selection Committee,
correspondence with alumni, copy of Progress Report
of the Capital Fund Campaign, Office of Development
and University Relations Program Outline, and details
of financial contributions to the University of Maine
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 9a
Development Council, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Development Council, including: list of alumni in
industry, list of Committee members to establish a
performing arts center, income for Founders Endowment
Fund, agendas and minutes from Council meetings, and
publications on establishing a performing arts center
during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 9b
Capital Fund Drive, 1974-1978 Box 62 Folder 10a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s Capital
Fund Drive, including: correspondence regarding raising
funds for the Second Century Fund and the Concert Hall/
Museum/Conference Center, campaign plans, details of
grant support and pledges, Second Century publications,
and financial data for the Second Century Fund during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Capital Fund Drive, 1978-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s Capital
Fund Drive, including: correspondence regarding raising
funds for the Second Century Fund and the Concert Hall/
Museum/Conference Center, details of grant support and
contributions from donors, financial data for the Second
Century Fund, and supporting material during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 10b
Capital Fund Drive, 1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s Capital
Fund Drive, including: correspondence regarding raising
funds for the Second Century Fund and the Concert Hall/
Museum/Conference Center, details of grant support and
contributions from donors, financial data for the Second
Century Fund, and supporting material during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 10c
Founders Endownment Plan, 1976-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Founders Endowment Fund, including: financial data,
gifts, publication, report, and lists of funders during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 11
Development Council, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Lists of University of Maine Development Council
members and press release regarding Dr. Harold L.
Chute’s (director of development) departure from the
Box 62 Folder 12
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University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Letters Regarding Name Change, 1978-1981
Scope and Contents
Letters regarding the different names at the University
of Maine and change of name from the University
of Maine, Portland-Gorham and the implication for
University of Maine at Orono. Also, letter regarding use
of President’s House as an emblem on a tie for President’s
Club members and details of Merrymeeting Bay Alumni
Association meeting during Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 16
Academic Tenure, 1979-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding academic tenure, including:
details of Board of Trustees and Administrative Council
votes regarding tenure policy, copies of the proposed
Tenure Policy Guidelines, reference material regarding
tenure, and newspaper clipping on the University’s tenure
policy during Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman's
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 17
The Maine Alumnus Publication Editor Issue, 1979-1982
Scope and Contents
Copies of The Maine Alumnus and details of the
appointment and departure of Edward P. Rice as editor
of the publication during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president..
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 62 Folder 18
Trustee Rap Session, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Details of a University of Maine Board of Trustee rap
session with student during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 62 Folder 20
Promotions, 1980 Box 62 Folder 23
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of faculty promotions at the University of Maine
during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of
Maine president.
Promotions Tenure Recommendations, 1980
Scope and Contents
Details of specific University of Maine promotion and
tenure recommendations, including copies of letters
to those faculty who were nominated during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 62 Folder 34
University Of Maine Foundation -- Treasurer's Report, 1969
Scope and Contents
Copy of the treasurer’s report for the University of
Maine Foundation during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 3a
University Of Maine Foundation -- Meetings, 1954-1980
Scope and Contents
Notes, agenda, and supporting material from University
of Maine Foundation meetings and press release regarding
reelection of David W. Fox as president of the University
of Maine Foundation during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 3b
University Of Maine Foundation -- Meeting, 1975
Scope and Contents
Agenda and remarks from University of Maine President
Howard R. Neville for University of Maine Foundation
meeting during Howard R. Neville's tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 3c
University Of Maine Foundation -- Meeting, 1970
Scope and Contents
Meeting packages for the semi-annual and annual
meetings of the University of Maine Foundation during
Box 63 Folder 3d
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Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
University Of Maine Foundation -- Meeting, 1978
Scope and Contents
Agenda and supporting material for University of Maine
Foundation meeting during Howard Ralph Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 3e
University Of Maine Foundation -- Chancellor Donald R.
McNeil, 1970-1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence featuring University of Maine Chancellor
Donald R. McNeil regarding University of Maine
Foundation meetings, Trustee appointments, and
Foundation decisions during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 63 Folder 3f
University Of Maine Foundation -- Pulp Paper, 1970-1972
Scope and Contents
Minutes from University of Maine Foundation Directors
and Investment Committee meetings, and a memorandum
regarding the University of Maine Pulp and Paper
Foundation during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 3g
University Of Maine Foundation -- Meeting, 1980
Scope and Contents
Material for the University of Maine Foundation meeting,
including: financial statements for the Foundation,
meeting minutes, and supporting material including a
brochure on facts about the University of Maine during
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Box 63 Folder 3h
University Of Maine Foundation, 1971-1976
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Annual Open House –
Research Days, recommendations by George D. Carlisle,
Chairman of the University of Maine Foundation, and
lists of Foundation officers during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 63 Folder 3i
University Of Maine Foundation -- Meetings, 1984-1985 Box 63 Folder 3j
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine
Foundation meetings and appointments to the Foundation
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Performing Arts Fund Raising, 1973-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine fund raising
for performing arts, including: correspondence with
donors, meeting material from the Special Development
Council’s Special Committee on the Performing Arts
Center, and reference material regarding performing
arts buildings during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 6
Task Force On Disciplinary, Interdisciplinary Programs, 1974
Scope and Contents
Various items related to an investigative-interdisciplinary
studies program for the University of Maine at Orono
including materials from the Working Group on
Interdisciplinary Studies during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 20
Task Force On Extended Education In Engineering Science,
1975
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine’s Task
Force on Extended Education in Engineering and Science,
including Task Force invitations and details of progress
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 63 Folder 21
Task Force On Special Education Needs Of Women, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Task Force on the Educational Needs of Women,
including report and correspondence on progress and
the establishment of the Task Force during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 22
Task Force On Energy, 1973 Box 63 Folder 23
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine’s Task
Force on Energy regarding Dr. Tom Duchesneau heading
the Task Force and a press release regarding the Task
Force during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Task Force To Review Grading And Other Policies, 1970
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding the establishment of the Task
Force to review grading and other policies during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 63 Folder 24
Task Force On Honors Program, 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Task Force on Honors Program, including report and
correspondence on progress during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 25
Task Force On Resource Allocation, 1975
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s Task
Force on Resource Allocation, including report and
correspondence on findings during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 26
Task Force To Study The Future Of Adult Learners At
University Of Maine At Orono, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s Task
Force to Study the Future of Adult Learners at University
Of Maine at Orono, including report and correspondence
on recommendations during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 27
Task Force On Undergraduate Education, 1974-1976
Scope and Contents
A copy of a report from The Task Force on Undergraduate
Education, list of Task Force members, and
correspondence regarding the formation of the Task
Force and its report during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 28
President's Discretionary Fund In UMF, 1979-1980 Box 63 Folder 29
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Account information for the University of Maine’s
Discretionary Fund and funding of Beta Theta PI during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Taxation, 1980
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding changes to the State of Maine
tax laws relating to property and the effects on the
University of Maine owned property during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 63 Folder 30
Tax Indexing Retroactivity, 1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding budget reductions at the
University of Maine and list of proposed reductions
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 64 Folder 1
Taxes And Internal Revenue, 1936-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to taxes and the U.S. and State of
Maine Inland Revenue Services, including: meetings with
representatives from the Services and details of changes
in tax legislation and codes during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop
C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 2
Tax Sheltered Annuity, 1970-1981
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine Board of Trustees
approving the recommendation to permit employees to
tax-shelter funds during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 5
Teco Lodge, 1968-1981 Box 64 Folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the donation of Teco Lodge to
the University of Maine from the Eastern Company and
the lease agreement between the University of Maine and
St. Regis Paper Company, includes: copy of agreement,
history of property, and various correspondence regarding
the lease and details of the property acquisition during
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Tenure For Administrators, 1982
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s policy on tenure in
administrative appointments, including copies of rules
and procedures regarding tenure and tenure statistics
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 64 Folder 9
Titles -- Academic And Non-Academic, 1966-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the agreed titles for faculty and
staff at the University of Maine during Hugh Edwin
Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 12
Transfer Credits, 1969-1982
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine at Orono transfer credit
procedures, correspondence regarding the transfer of
individual students and data on transfers during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 15
Unemployment Compensation, 1972-1980
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine at Orono Unemployment
Compensation reports, correspondence related
to unemployment compensation, and changes to
unemployment compensation rules during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
Box 64 Folder 17
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University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Tuition -- InState Rates For Children Of Faculty Of N.E.
Universities, 1979-1980
Scope and Contents
Details of faculty dependent agreement and tuition
waivers for dependents receiving financial aid during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 18
Commencement Committee, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Commencement Committee
at the University of Maine, including: meeting agendas
and minutes, supporting material, and lists of Committee
members during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 21c
Commencement Committee, 1976-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Commencement Committee
at the University of Maine, including: meeting agendas
and minutes, supporting material, and lists of Committee
members during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 21d
Commencement Committee, 1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Commencement Committee
at the University of Maine, including: meeting agendas
and minutes, supporting material, and lists of Committee
members during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 21h
Commencement Committee, 1978-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Commencement Committee
at the University of Maine, including: meeting agendas
and minutes, supporting material, and lists of Committee
members during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
Box 64 Folder 21j
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University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Commencement Committee, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Commencement Committee
at the University of Maine, including: meeting agendas,
supporting material, and schedule during Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 64 Folder 21k
Biennial Budget, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine budget,
including: analysis, identified problems, statements,
copies of budgets, details of meeting and presentations,
and correspondence regarding the budget during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 65 Folder 1a
Biennial Budget, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine budget,
including: analysis, identified problems, statements,
copies of budgets, details of meeting and presentations,
and correspondence regarding the budget during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 64 Folder 1b
Biennial Budget, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine budget,
including: analysis, identified problems, statements,
copies of budgets, details of meeting and presentations,
and correspondence regarding the budget during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 65 Folder 1c
Financial Emergency (Exigency), 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s Financial Exigency
Policy and Ad Hoc Emergency Budget Review
Committee, includes: meeting material, analysis, and
supporting material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 65 Folder 1d
Effects Of Budget, 1976-1977 Box 65 Folder 1e
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various analyses regarding the effects of the University
of Maine budget during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Budget Cutting, 1976
Scope and Contents
Details of various cuts to the University of Maine budget
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 65 Folder 1f
Biennium Budget, 1976-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine budget,
including: analysis, identified problems, statements,
copies of budgets, details of meeting and presentations,
and correspondence regarding the budget during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 65 Folder 1g
Separate Requests For 1977-1978 Funding, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Requests for funding for the University of Maine concert
series during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 65 Folder 1h
One Time Budget Requests, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Details of various one time budget requests during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 65 Folder 1i
One Time Budget Requests, 1978
Scope and Contents
Details of various one time budget requests during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 65 Folder 1j
Biennial Budget, 1979-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine budget,
including: analysis, identified problems, statements,
copies of budgets, and correspondence regarding the
budget during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
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University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Biennial Budget, 1979-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine budget,
including: analysis, identified problems, statements,
copies of budgets, and correspondence regarding the
budget during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 65 Folder 1l
Incentive Building, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Details of incentive budget distribution and items during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 65 Folder 1m
Testimony Preparation For Legis., 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Copy of the testimony of University of Maine President
Howard R. Neville at the State of Maine’s Appropriations
Committee regarding L.D. 2276 which impacted the
University of Maine’s budget and correspondence
regarding the testimony during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 65 Folder 1n
Budget Review, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Details of a review of the University of Maine’s budget,
includes notes and a copy of the review during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 65 Folder 1o
Budget Expenses, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Various budget and expense items during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 1a
Budget Expenses, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Various budget and expense items during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 66 Folder 1b
Capricorn Lodge, 1980-1981 Box 67 Folder 2a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of plan to transfer responsibility for operating
the Capricorn Lodge from the University of Maine
Foundation to Residential Life including signed copies
of sale agreements and deed during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Capricorn Lodge, 1980
Scope and Contents
Proposal from Doherty, Inc. to lease the Capricorn Lodge
from the University of Maine Foundation during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 67 Folder 2b
Capricorn Lodge, 1976-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the management of Capricorn
Lodge, including: lease, brochure, financial data, and
the gift from Harold Alfond to the University of Maine
Foundation during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 67 Folder 2c
Capital Fund Drive, 1972-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s Capital
Fund Drive, including: account transfers, donations, fund
raising activities, reports, notes, and correspondence
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 67 Folder 3
Capital Fund Drive, 1974-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s Capital
Fund Drive, including: correspondence with prospective
donators during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 67 Folder 4
Collective Bargaining, 1967-1978
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding collective bargaining,
handbooks, guidelines, and copies of State of Maine
legislation regarding collective bargaining during Hugh
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Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Collective Bargaining Correspondence, 1978-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding collective bargaining
and copies of agreements at the University of Maine
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 67 Folder 5b
Collective Bargaining, 1978-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding collective bargaining
and copy of policies at the University of Maine during
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 67 Folder 5c
Agreement With Faculty, 1978-1981
Scope and Contents
Details of meeting with University of Maine faculty
regarding their agreement with the University, includes:
notes, memorandum to faculty, and copy of the agreement
during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of
Maine president.
Box 67 Folder 6
Non-Represented Professionals, 1982-1983
Scope and Contents
Details of grievance procedure, profession development
fund, and salaries and benefits for non-represented
professionals during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 67 Folder 7
Employee Relations, 1978-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding employee relations at the
University of Maine, including: trade union agreements
between the University of Maine and Teamsters Local
Union during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 1a
Employee Relations, 1980-1982 Box 68 Folder 1b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of trade union agreements between the University
of Maine and Teamsters Local Union during Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Employee Relations, 1978-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding employee relations at the
University of Maine, including: copies of procedures
and agreements and salary increases during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 1c
Employee Relations, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding employee relations at the
University of Maine, including: copies of agreements and
details of union election results and procedures for staff
at the University of Maine during Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 1d
Employee Relations -- Title IX Equal Employment Opportunity,
1974-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine policies and
procedures for students and employee with disabilities and
University of Maine’s compliance under Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972, includes correspondence
and copies of policies, guidance, and legislation during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 1e
Employee Relations -- Title IX Equal Employment Opportunity,
1974-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine policies and
procedures for students and employee with disabilities and
University of Maine’s compliance under Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972, includes correspondence
and copies of policies, guidance, and legislation during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
Box 68 Folder 1f
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president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Contract With Veterans Administration Center, 1966
Scope and Contents
Details of an agreement between the University of
Maine and the Veterans Administration Center in Togus,
Maine for psychology, includes copy of agreement and
correspondence during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 3
Labor Union, 1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a grant the Maine State
Federated Labor Council received from the Maine State
Commission on the Arts and Humanities during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 9
Labor Union And University Employees, 1965-1969
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and reference material regarding
labor unions during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 10
Land Use Study Committee, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Details of the work of the University of Maine’s
Committee on Land Use Study, including: report and
correspondence regarding the findings during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 15
Land Grant -- Blueberry Farm Land At Jonesport, 1932-1960
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Land Grant Blueberry Farm
Land at Jonesport, including details of funding, release of
land for highway use, purchase of additional land, report
on teamwork in the blueberry industry, and studies in
blueberries during Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur
Andrew Hauck, and Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 18
Dwight Demeritt, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding forest land gifted by the
International Paper Company which was named
Box 68 Folder 19
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in University of Maine faculty member Dwight B.
Demeritt’s honor, includes: details of gift, “Statement of
Goals for the School of Forest Resources”, “Background
and History of the University of Maine Forest” by
Demerritt, and plan of forest during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Huff Farm, 1961-1962
Scope and Contents
Details of the gift of Huff Farm to the University of
Maine in Somerset County, Maine for research, includes:
description of gift, copies of deed, and correspondence
with sellers regarding gift during Lloyd Hartman Elliott’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 20
Fay Hyland Botanical Plantation, 1974
Scope and Contents
Details of forest land gifted by the International Paper
Company which was named in University of Maine
faculty member Dwight B. Demeritt’s honor and the Fay
Hyland tract in the forest, includes details of gift and press
releases regarding the “Orono Bog” during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 21a
Fay Hyland Botanical Plantation, 1965-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Fay Hyland Botanical
Plantation at the University of Maine named in honor
of University of Maine faculty member Fay Hyland,
including: details of maintenance responsibilities,
photograph from dedication ceremony, copy of address
from dedication, invitation for dedication, details of
naming, and profile of Hyland during Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 21b
University Forest, 1913-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding forest land gifted by the
International Paper Company which was named
in University of Maine faculty member Dwight B.
Demeritt’s honor, includes: details of gift, naming,
copy of “Background and History of the University of
Maine Forest” by Demerritt, deeded forest land from the
U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service to the
University of Maine, and concerns from alumni about
selling forest land, lumber stealing from the University
Forest, and details of forest nursery including financial
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data during Robert Judson Aley, Clarence Cook Little,
Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Gift Land From Lowell Eva Sherwood, 1977
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the land gifted in Old Town to
the University of Maine from Lowell and Eva Sherwood
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 68 Folder 24
Land -- City Of Old Town, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine granting an easement
to the City of Old Town and a request from Webber
Oil Company to purchase land along Stillwater Avenue
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 68 Folder 25
Laws Pertaining To The University Of Maine, 1941-1973
Scope and Contents
Copies of various Federal and State of Maine legislations
pertaining to the University of Maine and charter of the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 30
Legal Counsel -- General, 1964-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s legal
counsel, including: legal advice regarding redetermination
of residency status, application of Maine Freedom of
Access Law, the need for a legal counsel, reference
material regarding legal counsels for colleges and
universities, and lists of books in legal counsel office
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 68 Folder 31
Elizabeth Levinson, 1973-1978
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal for property at the University
of Maine for erecting a home for “severely retarded
adolescents and adults” by the Elizabeth Levinson Center
Box 68 Folder 33
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during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
President's House, 1967-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
President’s House, including: caretaking, request for
estimate, and history of the House during Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president and Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 45
Maine Development Foundation, 1982-1986
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal for a Maine Development
Foundation project on Maine’s business climate and State
of Maine Development Office new endeavors during
Paul H. Silverman and Arthur M. Johnson’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 3
Director For Minority And Ethnic Studies, 1973
Scope and Contents
Organizational chart showing Director for Minority and
Ethnic Studies and positions answering to the Director
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 69 Folder 4
Merrill House, 1969
Scope and Contents
Details of the fraternity Alpha Delta Upsilon's interest in
the Merrill House for a chapter house during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 6
Nicatous Lodge, 1974-1981
Scope and Contents
Details of the Nicatous Lodge in Hancock County which
was gifted to the University of Maine by Mr. and Mrs.
Harmon P. Chamberlain which was eventually sold by the
University of Maine, includes: details of gift, appraisal
report, and memorandum regarding the sale during
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 14
Occupational Safety Health, 1970-1980 Box 69 Folder 20
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding compliance with the
Occupational Safety and Health Act including:
correspondence regarding inspections, reference material,
and details of workshops during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Office Hours, 1979
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandum regarding University
of Maine office hours during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 21
Office Procedure Operations, 1969
Scope and Contents
Details of meeting to review the Office Procedures and
Operations includes minutes and supporting material
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 69 Folder 22
Old Orchard Site, 1966
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the alleged intent of the University of
Maine to construct a road through the old orchard site of
the Androscoggin dormitory during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 27
Carl Otto Property, 1959-1967
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposed purchase of the Carl Otto property,
includes: map, extracts from minutes of Physical Plant
Committee, memorandum, and report during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 28
Patch Property, 1960
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine
Board of Trustees approving repairs to the Patch (weeks)
property during Lloyd H. Elliott’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 32
Payroll, 1969-1982 Box 69 Folder 33
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding payroll, including: memorandum
regarding payroll reductions, employee benefits, pay
check dates, status of PAYPERS file and conversion to
PAYPERS, and processing payroll during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Pushaw Lake Property, 1960
Scope and Contents
A copy of the deed for Pushaw Lake in Old Town from
Samuel M. Cutler to the University of Maine during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 38
Position Approval, 1976
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding the effects of University of Maine
budget cuts on job position approvals during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 42
Position Papers, 1971-1973
Scope and Contents
Material from University of Maine Committee on
Administration, copies of blank job evaluation forms
and proposal for periodic review of administrators and
copies of job descriptions for administrators including the
president during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 43
Sprinkler System, 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding building sprinkler charges
and getting approval from the State of Maine’s Public
Utilities Commission during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 54
Stationary, 1970-1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding standard letterhead for
University of Maine stationery and recycling and
examples of letterhead and types of paper used during
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Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Student Government -- Budget, 1968-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Student
Government budget, including: correspondence, copies
of budgets, and newspaper clippings regarding the budget
during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 69
Student Government -- Constitution, 1972-1982
Scope and Contents
Copies of the University of Maine’s Student Government
Constitution and reference material regarding the
Constitution during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 70a
Student Government -- Minutes, 1976-1982
Scope and Contents
Copies of the University of Maine’s Student Government
Constitution meeting minutes during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 69 Folder 70b
Student Insurance, 1935-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding insurance for student groups,
including: memorandums, copies of policies, reference
material, data, and correspondence regarding coverage
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 1
Student Legal Service, 1975-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Student
Legal Services, including: their non-official status,
attendance at the Student Legal Services Conference,
articles on teaching law, and financing of student legal
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services during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Weed Property, 1956-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
owned Weed Property in Veazie, Maine, including:
correspondence regarding sewage treatment, copy of
deeds and details of gift of property from Flora and
Addie Weed, and details of lease agreement with Weeds
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 6
Woodland Preserve, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Woodland Preserve Committee, including: report, maps,
and correspondence regarding the membership of the
Committee during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 7
Advisory Committee For The Cooperative Technical Program,
1973-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Advisory Committee for the
Cooperative Technical Program in the merchandising
program including details of scholarships, Committee
appointments, and press release regarding student
enrollment in the merchandising program during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 10
Financial Aid To Athletes, 1973-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding financial aid at the University
of Maine for athletes, including: financial aid summary,
squad list, and report of a Special Committee on Financial
Aid for Athletes during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 12
Arthur Lachioma, 1980 Box 70 Folder 13
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence with Arthur Lachioma regarding the
proposal to lease Park Street apartments owned by the
University of Maine during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as
acting University of Maine president.
Housing Policies, 1974-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the housing policies of the
University of Maine, including: incident at Ellsworth Hall,
upgrade of fire alarm system, article on housing policy,
correspondence regarding housing for individual students
and issues with lack of space during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 70 Folder 14
Proposed Housing, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Report regarding the housing situation at the University of
Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 15
Proposed Housing, 1968-1975
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and memorandums regarding
student housing at the University of Maine during Hugh
Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 16
Housing (Student) Apartment Style, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student housing at the University
of Maine, including: housing proposals, correspondence
regarding housing, and data on housing during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 18
Development Council -- Meetings, 1978-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Development Council, including: Committee invitations,
reports, and meeting minutes during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
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and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Development Council -- Charitable Gifts, 1976
Scope and Contents
Details of charitable contribution tax deduction
requirements during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 19b
Founders Endowment Fund, 1979
Scope and Contents
List of names for Founders Endowment Fund plaque
during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of
Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 20
Capital Fund Drive, 1982-1983
Scope and Contents
University of Maine Second Century Fund reports during
Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 70 Folder 21
Performing Arts, 1979-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Performing Arts Center, including correspondence
regarding the opening of the Center and fact finding trip
to London during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 22
Housing (Student) Apartment Style, 1978-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student housing at the
University of Maine, including: accounting information,
correspondence with architects and about their selection,
construction requirements, decisions regarding style,
and meeting minutes from Student Housing Task Force
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 70 Folder 23
Student Housing Policies, 1969-1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of various University of Maine housing policies
and correspondence regarding the policies during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
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as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Student Employment, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
A copy of the University of Maine’s "Office of Student
Employment Program Handbook" during Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 70 Folder 38
Student Withdrawing From The University, 1981
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding reports on student retention
and withdrawing students perceptions of academic life
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 70 Folder 39
Inventory -- President's Office, 1969-1976
Scope and Contents
A copy of a plan of Alumni Hall and purchasing
information for the President’s Office during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 50
Insurance, 1968-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding insurance coverage at the
University of Maine, including: details of various
decisions regarding coverage, copy of Risk Insurance
Policy, and correspondence regarding policies and
coverage during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 70 Folder 44
Risk Insurance, 1972
Scope and Contents
Memorandum and material on risk insurance at the
University of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 70 Folder 45
Inventory -- President's Office, 1938-1981
Scope and Contents
Copies of inventories of the President’s Office and
purchasing information for the President’s Office during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
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Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Ireland Exchange, 1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
exchange agreement with the University College Galway,
including: correspondence regarding the program’s
continuation, the establishment of the program, and list
of student participating during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 3a
Ireland Exchange, 1979-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
exchange agreement with the University College Galway,
including correspondence regarding names of participating
students during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 3b
Joint Operations Committee, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Joint Operations Committee,
including: copy of a proposal for a joint program for
instructional improvement at the Land-Grant Universities
of New England and correspondence and memorandums
regarding the Joint Operations Committee of the Land-
Grant Universities of New England and reports from
the Committee during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 8a
Joint Operations Committee, 1976-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Joint Operations Committee,
including: correspondence and memorandums regarding
the Joint Operations Committee of the Land-Grant
Universities of New England and reports from the
Committee during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 8b
Joint Appointments, 1972 Box 71 Folder 9
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding developing a procedure for
joint appointments during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Automobile Liability Insurance, 1937-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding automobile liability insurance
at the University of Maine, including: memorandum
regarding changes to the Policy, correspondence regarding
limits, and correspondence regarding insurance coverage
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president and
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Box 71 Folder 11
Public Offices, 1940-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine employees
who were appointed to public offices includes
correspondence on specific employees and the University
of Maine policies on serving as public officials during
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 12
Purchases, 1976-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding purchasing at the University of
Maine, including: correspondence regarding effects of
budget cuts, information on purchasing methods, and
purchasing data during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 16
Purchases Supplies, 1969-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding purchasing at the University of
Maine, including: correspondence regarding concerns with
bidding process, internal audit report on the Purchasing
Department, and geographical distribution of purchases
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Box 71 Folder 17
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Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Readmissions, 1968-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the readmission of students at the
University of Maine, including: correspondence regarding
individual students and policy of the University of Maine
on readmissions, reference material on readmissions,
and a copy of the policy of the University of Maine on
readmissions during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 22
Recruitment Policy, 1967-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
recruitment policy, including: correspondence regarding
military recruiting on campus, copy of employment
opportunity guidelines, policy on open recruiting, and
details of student demonstrations against the Olin-
Mathieson Corp. recruiters during Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 24
Refund Policy, 1972-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Policy
Guidelines for Refund of Student Charges, including:
details of the Board of Trustees approval of the Policy,
copy of the Policy, and Administrative Council’s
recommendations during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 25
Retirement, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding retirement at the University of
Maine, including: correspondence regarding pension
benefits, early retirement plan, retirement data, report
on retirement benefit increases to retired professional
employees, and retirees’ health insurance premiums
during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
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of Maine president and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Roles And Responsibilities, 1974
Scope and Contents
Copy of report to Administrative Council from Committee
on Roles and Responsibilities during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 71 Folder 34
List Of University Of Maine System Presidents, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Short history of the University of Maine and lists of
presidents of the University of Maine System during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 72 Folder 2
President's House, 1968-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the President’s House including:
caretakers agreement, purchases, photograph of silver
plated epergne gifted by Raymond Fogler, and Maine
Campus article on residency of the President’s House
because Kenneth W. Allen’ acting University of Maine
president chose not to stay there during Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 72 Folder 3
Reclassification, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding reclassification of staff at
the University of Maine, including: correspondence
regarding individual employees and recommendations
for reclassification to professional status during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 72 Folder 4
Renovations, 1974 Box 72 Folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Plan and report on proposed renovations to Alumni Hall
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Room And Board Charges, 1975-1982
Scope and Contents
Various data on costs of room and board charges at
the University of Maine and comparison with Yankee
Conference Universities during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 72 Folder 8
Select Committee On Fund Raising, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Select Committee on Funding
Raising, including: correspondence regarding plans for
meeting, General Alumni Association goals, contributions
to fund, memorandum on the Committee, and details of
the Committee’s recommendations during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 19
Self Review Steering Committee, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Minutes and agenda from the University of Maine’s Self-
Review Steering Committee meetings and Committee
procedures during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 21
Sexual Harassment, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding a University of Maine Board of
Trustees Policy Statement Against Sexual Harassment,
including: correspondence, memorandum, and copy of the
Policy during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 72 Folder 25
Signatories, 1973-1981
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding authorized signatories
at the University of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
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of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
President's House History, 1973-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
President’s House including: certification of building
compliance, security measures, ref-roof quote, plants,
cleaning supplies, and list of repair priorities during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 72 Folder 51
Social Security, 1967-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding social security, including:
reference material and memorandums regarding social
security tax increases during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 72 Folder 60
Space Assignment, 1971-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Space
Committee, including: correspondence regarding
placement plans and recommendations, copy of classroom
utilization analysis, press release regarding changes
in office locations, reports, and memorandums during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 73 Folder 4
Approval Of Grant Proposals Sponsored Program Division,
1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Details of the approval of various grant proposals at
the University of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 73 Folder 6
Student Records, 1968-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine’s student
records, including: correspondence regarding parent’s
knowledge of their children’s student grades, mailing of
correspondence to students 20 years of age or older, and
report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Confidentiality of
Box 73 Folder 10a
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Student Records during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Student Records, 1970-1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the computerization of the
University of Maine’s student records during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 10b
Student Records, 1967-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine’s student
records, including: correspondence and reference material
regarding student information sheet, effect of the Family
Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 “Buckley
Amendment", federal legislation related to student/parent
access to student records, and confidentiality of student
records during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 73 Folder 10c
Suspension & Dismissal, 1969-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student suspension and dismissal,
including: dismissal letter revision, suspension and
dismissal data, and report on fall semester suspension
and dismissal during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 73 Folder 11
Student Activity Fees, 1968-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student fees including:
correspondence, copy of Policy on the Use and
Management of the Student Activity Fee, reports, and
memorandums regarding changes to the Policy during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 13a
Student Activity Fees, 1971-1981 Box 73 Folder 13b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student fees including: list of
funded student activities, details of proposal to increase
voluntary student health fees, rights to withhold transcripts
of students due to unpaid parking tickets, and a copy
of a student fee study report during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president and Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Student Activity Fees, 1971-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student fees including: list of
funded student activities, details of proposal to increase
voluntary student health fees, rights to withhold transcripts
of students due to unpaid parking tickets, and student fee
study report during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president and
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Box 73 Folder 13c
Swimming Fee, 1971
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s fee schedule for
recreational swimming during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 14
Transcript Fee, 1971-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine policy
towards fess for transcripts, including: memorandums
and correspondence regarding Federal rules regarding
withholding transcripts and fees and copy of University of
Maine Board of Trustees decision regarding fees during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 15
Students Withdrawing From University, 1972-1979
Scope and Contents
Lists of students withdrawing from the University of
Maine and copies of the University of Maine policy on
withdrawals during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Box 73 Folder 29
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Worker's Compensation, 1973-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding worker’s compensation at the
University of Maine, including: copies of guidelines,
various memorandums regarding worker’s compensation
payments, lists of staff with claims, correspondence
regarding various issues, and reference material on
worker’s compensation during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 73 Folder 30
Animal Policy, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Details of a Memorial Union Policy on Animals at the
University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 33
Employment, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Various employment applications and curriculum vitaes
for positions at the University of Maine during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 73 Folder 35
Second Century Fund, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Details of various donations to the University of Maine’s
Second Century Fund to establish a center for performing
arts during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 73 Folder 37
Art Collection Committee, 1982 Box 73 Folder 43
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence from the University of Maine’s Art
Collection Committee, including on the future of the
travelling art exhibition and retirement of Professor
Vincent Hartgen during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
University Of Bergen Exchange Program Quaternary,
1977-1979
Scope and Contents
Details of an exchange program between the Institute of
Quaternary Studies, University of Maine at Orono (also
known as the University of Maine) and the Institutes of
Archaeology and of Geology at the University of Bergen
during and Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 9
Calendar, 1978-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine’s
academic calendar during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 19
Matriculation Committee, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Details of various decisions by the University of Maine’s
Matriculation Committee during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 20
Kent Coffin Case, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the litigation between the
University of Maine and Kent Coffin regarding housing,
including: correspondence, report, newspaper clippings,
and copy of civil action during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 74 Folder 29
Committee On Marine Studies, 1964-1965 Box 74 Folder 31
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Committee on Marine
Studies, including: details of discussions with the National
Science Foundation regarding the University of Maine’s
activities in the area of oceanographic studies, comments
on the activities of the Zoology Department, appointment
of the Committee on Marine Studies, and reference
material regarding Marine Studies during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Confidentiality Of Faculty, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
Copy of a policy on the confidentiality of faculty and
professional staff files and correspondence regarding
access to the files during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 33
Classified Personal, 1968-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to classified employees at the
University of Maine, including correspondence and
memorandums regarding wage and benefit increases,
reclassification, work schedule, overtime, demotions, and
holidays, press release regarding honors, copies of Bear
Facts, handbook, and career development program during
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 37
Committee On Academic Affairs, 1913-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Committee on Academic Affairs, including meeting
minutes, correspondence, and report during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 42
Committees Of The Administration, 1981-1983
Scope and Contents
Lists of Committees of the Administration and copy of
the bylaws to the Constitution during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 74 Folder 43
Committees Of The Administration, 1979-1980 Box 75 Folder 1a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Lists of Committees of the Administration and
nominations for the Committee during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Committees Of The Administration, 1979-1980
Scope and Contents
Lists of members of the Committees of the Administration
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 75 Folder 1b
Comprehensive Employment, 1974-1980
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding Comprehensive
Employment Training Act (CETA) employees, including
on costs, grant funding, and positions and reference
material regarding the Comprehensive Employment
Training Act during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 75 Folder 5
Courses -- Time Schedules, 1970
Scope and Contents
Copies of the supplement for the spring 1970 Time
Schedule during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 75 Folder 8
Faculty Appointments, 1968
Scope and Contents
Letter and memorandums regarding faculty appointments
from cooperating institutions and a copy of a Policy on
Faculty Appointments of Assisting Staff at Cooperating
Institutions during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 75 Folder 10
Ad Hoc Committee On The Library, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Ad
Hoc Committee on the Library, including: report,
correspondence regarding reactions to the report’s
recommendations and appointments to the Committee
Box 75 Folder 12
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during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
John Benoit, Director Of Conferences Institutes, 1971-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items related to John Benoit, Director of
Conferences and Institutes including: correspondence
related to staffing in the Conferences and Institutes Office,
Junior Olympics, retirement and financial planning
sessions, antique show, National Security Seminar, North
American Vegetarian Society Seminar, various guidelines
and reports on hosting conferences at the University of
Maine, and details of Benoit’s appointment as Director
of Conferences and Institutes during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 75 Folder 14
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondences with University of Maine
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy on a range of subjects,
including Board of Trustees meetings, staff evaluations,
research, collective bargaining, tuition costs, course
numbering, financial aid, University of Maine holdings
in South Africa, Chancellor statement, and copies of
the Chancellor’s Newsletter during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 75 Folder 17
Coordinating Committee For Two-Year Programs (Com. Of The
Admins.), 1967-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Coordinating Committee For
Two-Year Programs, including: correspondence related
to appointments to the Committee, lists of Committee
members, copies of proposals for University-Parallel
Program, and minutes from a Committee meeting during
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 75 Folder 18
Health Professionals Education Planning Committee, 1968-1970 Box 75 Folder 21
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Health
Professions Education Planning Committee including:
report, meeting minutes, and correspondence regarding
the report and appointments to the Committee during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Legal Counsel, 1970-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence with the University of Maine’s
legal counsel Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer and Nelson on a
range of subjects, including: Maine Freedom of Access
law, litigation, copy of Annual Retainer Agreement
with University Legal Counsel, reference material,
correspondence on various legal issues, and details of
the decision to hire Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer and Nelson
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 75 Folder 22
Professional Employees' Advisory Council, 1971-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Professional Employees’ Advisory Council including:
statement on “Employment Security for Professional
Employees”, correspondence regarding members of the
Council, meeting minutes, surveys of salary policies, and
report from the Committee during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 76 Folder 5
May Term, 1979
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the continuation of the
May term during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Box 76 Folder 17
Professional Employee's Advisory, 1971-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Professional Employee's
Advisory Council (PEAC), including: newsletters,
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meeting agendas and minutes, correspondence
regarding the election of PEAC officials, proposals
for a Professional Employee Recognition Day, and
correspondence regarding the work of the Council during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Professional Employee's Advisory, 1971-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Professional Employee's
Advisory Council (PEAC), including: newsletters,
meeting agendas and minutes, correspondence
regarding the election of PEAC officials, proposals
for a Professional Employee Recognition Day, and
correspondence regarding the work of the Council during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 76 Folder 27b
All Sports Arena, 1973-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
All Sports Arena the Alfond Sports Arena, including:
correspondence regarding events, design of the Arena
by Daniel Tully Associates, Inc., opening of the Alfond
Center, replacement of Daniel Tully Associates, Inc.
by Creative Building Systems, Inc. as contractors for
the Alfond Center, and funding for the Center during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 76 Folder 28a
All Sports Arena -- Dedication, 1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the dedication of the University
of Maine’s All Sports Arena the Alfond Sports Arena,
including: program, copies of remarks from University of
Maine President Howard R. Neville, and correspondence
regarding the dedication during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 76 Folder 28b
Patent And Copyright Committee, 1973-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Patent
Committee, including: correspondence regarding
Box 77 Folder 1a
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Committee appointments, issuing of patents, copy of
the University of Maine Patent and Copyright Policy,
details of potential copyright violations, and copies of
Committee reports during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Patent And Copyright Committee, 1938-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Patent
and Copyright Committee, including: correspondence
regarding status of agreement between Research
Corporation and the University of Maine, Committee
appointments, patent policies, copy of agreement between
Research Corporation and the University of Maine and
patent policy, Committee reports, and Maine Technology
Experiment Center income data during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 77 Folder 1b
Personnel Policy Review Committee (Classified), 1969-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Personnel Policy Review Committee (Classified),
including: correspondence regarding the dissolution of
the Committee, appointments and resignations from the
Committee, various reclassification considerations, and
details of decisions made at Committee meetings during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 77 Folder 2
Health Professionals Committee, 1966-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Health
Professions Committee, including: correspondence
regarding appointments and resignations from the
Committee, and a copy of the “Assumptions, Implications
and Planning Propositions to Guide Health Professions
Education” report during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop
C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
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University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Radiation Committee, 1972-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Radiation Safety Committee, including: correspondence
regarding appointments to the Committee, reference
material, and copy of Sources of Ionizing Radiation
Inventory during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 77 Folder 5
Screening Committee, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Copy of the by-laws and procedures of the One & Two
Year Screening Committee during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 77 Folder 9
Mission And Goals, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
A copy of the Council on Priorities University of Maine at
Orono Statement on Mission and Goals and details of their
approval by the Board of Trustees and the development
of the document during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 77 Folder 10
"Moonlighting", 1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s Policy on Additional
Compensated Employment including: correspondence
regarding the need for the Policy and a copy of the Policy
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 77 Folder 11
Faculty Research Funds Committee, 1975-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Faculty
Research Funds Committee, including: correspondence
regarding the review of Scientific Equipment & Book
Fund proposals and proposals for the Regular Faculty
Research Fund and the Summer Faculty Research Fund
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
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of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Standing Appointments Committee, 1962-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Standing
Appointments Committee, including: correspondence
regarding appointments and resignations from the
Committee and Committee meetings during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 77 Folder 15
Student Aid Advisory Committee, 1959-1979
Scope and Contents
Description of the Student Aid Advisory Committee and
correspondence regarding appointments and resignations
from the Committee during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 77 Folder 16
Student Affairs Advisory Committee, 1969-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding appointments and
resignations from the Student Affairs Advisory Committee
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 77 Folder 17
Student Publications Committee, 1960-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding appointments and
resignations from the Student Publications Committee,
statement of policy on publications, and correspondence
regarding various publications during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 77 Folder 18
Student Affairs Committee, 1981-1985 Box 77 Folder 19
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding appointments to the
Student Affairs Committee and changing of the name of
the Advisory Committee for Student Affairs to the Student
Services Advisory Committee during Paul H. Silverman
and Arthur M. Johnson’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Student Conduct Code Committee, 1970-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding appointments to the
Student Conduct Code Committee during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 77 Folder 20
Student Wage Committee, 1970-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding appointments to the
Student Wage Committee, memorandum regarding
student wages, and supporting material during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 77 Folder 21
Overseas Study Committee, 1973-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding appointments to the
Overseas Study Committee during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 77 Folder 22
Substance Abuse Program Advisory Committee, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding appointments to the
Substance Abuse Program Advisory Committee during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 77 Folder 23
Traffic And Safety Committee, 1967-1982 Box 77 Folder 24
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding appointments to the
Traffic and Safety Committee and supporting material
during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conduct Committee, 1978-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding individual disciplinary cases and
reviews by the University of Maine Conduct Committee
and Student Conduct Officer during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 77 Folder 25
Student Conduct Code, 1980
Scope and Contents
Details of a review of the Student Conduct Code,
including copies of the Code and correspondence
regarding the Theta Chi disciplinary issue including
hearing of the Conduct Committee during Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 4
Athletic Advisory Board, 1949-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Athletic Advisory Board, including: meeting minutes,
correspondence regarding Board appointments, copies
of the Constitution of the Maine Intercollegiate Athletic
Association, and meeting materail of the Association
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 5a
Athletic Advisory Board, 1949-1982 Box 78 Folder 5b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Athletic Advisory Board, including: meeting minutes,
correspondence regarding Board appointments, copies
of the Constitution of the Maine Intercollegiate Athletic
Association, and meeting materail of the Association
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Athletic Advisory Board, 1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Athletic
Advisory Board, including: report on the Board, meeting
minutes, correspondence regarding Board appointments,
and details of recommendations of the Board during Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 5c
Athletic Advisory Board, 1967-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Athletic
Advisory Board, including: correspondence regarding the
Athletic Department, reference material, meeting minutes,
and material on Athletic Scholarships during Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 78 Folder 5d
Athletic Advisory Board, 1967-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Athletic
Advisory Board, including: correspondence regarding the
Athletic Department, reference material, meeting minutes,
and material on Athletic Scholarships during Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 78 Folder 5e
Athletic Advisory Board -- Constitution, 1966-1982 Box 78 Folder 5f
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the constitution of the University
of Maine Athletic Advisory Board, including: details of
recommended changes to the constitution and meeting
minutes of the Board during Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Committees Of The Administration UMO Press, Board Of
Directors, 1978
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding funding of the University of Maine
at Orono Press during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 6a
UMO Press -- Board Of Directors, 1979-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine at Orono
Press, including correspondence on publications of faculty
and staff, the operations structure of the Press, and list of
University of Maine at Orono Press Board of Directors
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 6b
UMO Press -- Board Of Editors, 1962-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Chairman of the Boards
of Editors of the University of Maine at Orono Press
including: correspondence regarding the operations
structure, reviews of publications, appointments to the
Board of Editors of the University of Maine at Orono
Press, authors agreements, and meeting minutes during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop
C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 6c
UMO Press -- Board Of Governors, 1978-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine at Orono
Press Board of Governors including recommendations
made for change at the Press and a copy of the Press’s
constitution during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
Box 78 Folder 6d
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University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
University Stores Committee, 1971-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding appointments to the University
Stores Committee during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 8
Performance Audit Committee, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items to the Performance Audit Committee,
including: details of visits to University of Maine
Farmington, University of Maine Fort Kent and University
of Maine Presque Isle, Committee report on the University
of Maine, and notes from Committee meetings during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 78 Folder 9
President's House, 1939-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding furnishing the University of
Maine President’s House, including bills, inventory lists,
and details of gifts during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 12
Robert B. Binswanger, 1961-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondences featuring Robert B. Binswanger,
Vice Chancellor Academic Affairs on a range of subjects,
including: organization changes, records management,
tenure awards, details of various projects, Husson College,
doctoral program in Educational Leadership, admissions
data, Bachelor of Arts Program in Psychology, and
staffing during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
Box 78 Folder 13
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Budget Advisory Board, 1970
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding the appointment of a Budget
Advisory Board for the University of Maine system
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 78 Folder 15
Campus Designations, 1970
Scope and Contents
Various correspondences regarding the use of new campus
designations during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 16
Candidate For University Of Maine Assistant Vice Chancellor
For Health Services, 1973
Scope and Contents
Curriculum vitaes from candidates for the positon of
University of Maine Assistant Vice Chancellor for Health
Services during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 17
Establishment Of Central Purchasing, 1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and Administrative Council notes on
establishing a central purchasing for the University of
Maine system during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 18
President's House, 1967-1984
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
President’s House, including: inventory lists, history of
the House, and floor plans during Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 20
Employee Relations, 1976-1982
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding employee
relations at the University of Maine, including: salary
data, grievance procedures, staff departures, terms of
Box 78 Folder 25
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department chairman, job titles, and access to files during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Richard A. Eustis, 1975-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondences with Richard A. Eustis,
Assistant Vice Chancellor for Administration on a range
of subjects, including: donations of land, annual payments,
facility maintenance program report, merit increases, and
property management during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 78 Folder 26
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy, 1978-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy, including: reports, copies
of the Chancellor’s Newsletter, meeting invitations,
correspondence regarding various decisions, academic
calendar, needs of Fogler Library, bond referendum,
radio and television rights, fund raising, relocation of
the Department of Oceanography, staff compensation,
and copy of McCarthy’s curriculum vitae during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 79 Folder 1a
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy, 1978-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy, including: reports, copies
of the Chancellor’s Newsletter, meeting invitations,
correspondence regarding various decisions, academic
calendar, needs of Fogler Library, bond referendum,
radio and television rights, fund raising, relocation of
the Department of Oceanography, staff compensation,
and copy of McCarthy’s curriculum vitae during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 79 Folder 1b
David R. Fink Associate Director For Health Science Education,
1962-1974
Box 79 Folder 2
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding David R. Fink, Associate
Director for Health Science Education, including:
extract from Board of Trustees decision regarding Fink’s
appointment, copy of Fink’s curriculum vitae, and various
correspondence and newspaper clipping regarding Fink’s
appointment during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Mary Ann Haas Associate Vice Chancellor, 1975-1983
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence including Mary Ann Haas,
University of Maine Associate Vice Chancellor on a range
of subjects, including: contribution to Chancellor’s report,
expenses, approval system, student drinking, staffing,
and curriculum issues during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 79 Folder 5
Richard L. Harshman Director, Grants And Contracts,
1978-1981
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence including Richard L. Harshman,
University of Maine Director, Grants and Contracts on
a range of subjects, including: indirect costs and fringe
benefit rates, restricted account deficits, and details of
Harshman’s appointment during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 79 Folder 6
Robert S. Oberg -- Director Of Accounting, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
Various correspondences including Robert S. Oberg,
University of Maine Director of Accounting on a range
of subjects, including: accounting procedures, report on
central accounting, staffing, and the consolidation of
Box 79 Folder 10
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the NDEA during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Performing Arts Proposal, 1976-1979
Scope and Contents
Details of a proposal for the University of Maine
Performing Arts Center, including: memorandums,
copy of the proposal, and correspondence regarding the
proposal Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 79 Folder 13
Orono Cooperative Housing, 1980
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and copy of proposal to the University
of Maine Development Foundation to assist the Orono
Cooperative Housing in expanding cooperative housing
at the University of Maine at Orono (also known as the
University of Maine) during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as
acting University of Maine president.
Box 79 Folder 17
Overtime Payments, 1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding overtime payments made to
classified employees at the University of Maine during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 79 Folder 18
President's House History, 1963-1976
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items related to the University
of Maine President’s House, including: photographs,
newspaper clippings, and details of the history during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 79 Folder 24
Presidents University Of Maine, 1970-1979
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items related to the history of the
office of the University of Maine president, including:
copy of the report titled “Presidential Evaluation: An
Assessment of Institutional Leadership”, lists of previous
presidents, correspondence regarding presidential
portraits, and research on presidents during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
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Maine president and Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Jeanne Steele -- Director Of Public Information, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums featuring Jeanne
Steele, University of Maine Director of Public Information
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 79 Folder 28
William J. Sullivan -- Vice Chancellor For Administration,
1976-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums featuring William
J. Sullivan, University of Maine Vice Chancellor
for Administration on a range of subjects including:
possibility of having an ATM on campus, damage
claim, presentation, indirect costs rates, animals used in
research, International Minerals & Chemical Corporation,
salaries, fund raising, property management, fraternities,
copyright, financial management, and gift during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 79 Folder 29
Kenneth T. Winters -- Director Of Personnel, 1973-1976
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums featuring Kenneth T.
Winters, University of Maine Director of Personnel on the
subject of employee relations during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 79 Folder 31
Accreditation Of Social Work, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with the Council on Social Work
Education Commission on Accreditation regarding
accreditation of the University of Maine’s social welfare
program during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 2
Academic Appeals, 1975-1976 Box 80 Folder 4
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of the University of Maine’s academic appeals
procedure and correspondence regarding the procedure
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Accreditation -- General, 1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding accreditation at the University
of Maine, including accreditation summary and
reference material regarding accreditation during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 5a
Accreditation -- Clinical Psychology, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the accreditation of the
University of Maine's Department of Psychology by
the American Psychological Association during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 5b
Accreditation -- Forest Resources, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the accreditation of the
University of Maine's College of Forest Resources by
the Society of American Foresters and reference material
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 80 Folder 5c
Accreditation -- Human Development, 1977-1980
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the accreditation of the
University of Maine's School of Human Development by
the American Home Economics Association and reference
material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 5d
Accreditation -- Engineering And Science, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the accreditation of the
University of Maine engineering programs by the U.S.
Department of Civil Engineering and Engineering and
Technology, Inc. and reference material during Kenneth
W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president
Box 80 Folder 5e
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
NEASC Accreditation Visit, 1977-1982
Scope and Contents
Details of the New England Association of Schools
and Colleges, Inc. accreditation visit, including:
correspondence, memorandums, and reports during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 5f
Action Committee Of 50, Inc., 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Action Committee of 50, Inc.
a cooperative program to foster sound economic growth
in the Greater Bangor-Brewer area, including: member
updates and details of meeting during Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 6
Administrative Appeals, 1978-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding administrative appeals, including:
details of recommendation of the Student Administrative
Appeals Committee and implementation of a new
Student Administrative Appeals Policy during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 7
Administrative Relationships, 1968-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to administrative relationships,
including: details of meetings between University of
Maine President Paul H. Silverman and senior staff,
copies of organizational charts, and notes on reporting
relationships during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 8
Admissions And Registration, 1979-1982 Box 80 Folder 9
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Information on admission and housing deposits and
reports on the progress of freshman during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Admissions, 1975-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding admissions at the University
of Maine, including: correspondence on individual
applicants, and reference material during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 10
Atlantic Sea Run Salmon Commission Agreement, 1962
Scope and Contents
Copy of Memorandum of Agreement between the
University of Maine and the Atlantic Sea Run Salmon
Commission of the State of Maine during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 11
Ambulance Service Policy, 1975-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Ambulance Service Policy, including: correspondence
regarding funding for the Ambulance Service,
membership of the Student Community Services Board,
equipment needs, continuation of the service, and report
on the Orono Volunteer Rescue Squad during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 14
Staff Directory, 1972
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the content of the University of
Maine Staff Directory during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 29
Dongguk University, 1975-1977 Box 80 Folder 36
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding an agreement the University of
Maine and Dongguk University in South Korea, including:
correspondence and reference material on South Korea
and Dongguk University during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Endowment Funds, 1968-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding endowment funds, including:
on income, earnings, statement of investment policy, and
copy of guidelines policy during Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 80 Folder 40
Evaluation Criteria, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and report regarding faculty evaluations
including the general procedures and specific evaluations
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 81 Folder 1
Exchange Program, 1972-1980
Scope and Contents
Details of various exchange agreement, including: copy
of agreement between the University of Maine at Orono
and Universite de Montpellier, memorandum regarding
USSR exchange program, and copy of Administrative
Council meeting minutes and letter regarding exchange
program with North Carolina A&T during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 2
Faculty -- General, 1967-1982
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding University of
Maine faculty, including: correspondence regarding
individual faculty, evaluation procedures, data on
faculty who left the University of Maine, changes to the
Box 81 Folder 6a
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faculty handbook, work hours, faculty appointments and
departures, and reference material during Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Faculty -- Lists, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
List of University of Maine faculty during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 6b
Faculty -- Fellowship, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and copies of a proposal for faculty
fellowships during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 6c
Faculty -- Load, 1958-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine loads
and compensation rates, including: schedule of rates,
summaries of teaching loads, copy of suggested guidelines
for establishing faculty workloads, details of faculty
activity analysis, and reports on faculty workload during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop
C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 6d
Faculty -- Outside Remuneration, 1969-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding outside remuneration for
University of Maine faculty, including: report, detail
of study into remuneration, formation of an ad hoc
Committee on Extra Compensation, list of staff who
received additional compensation payments, lists of
grants and contracts, and various salary and compensation
Box 81 Folder 6e
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information during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Faculty -- Personnel, 1969-1977
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding faculty appointments
and copies of curriculum vitaes and applications during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 81 Folder 6f
Ad-Hoc Committee On Job Security For Non-Teaching
Professionals On Job Secuity For Non-Teaching Professionals,
1973-1974
Scope and Contents
A copy of a report from the Ad-Hoc Committee on Job
Security for Non-Teaching Professionals during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 25
Ad-Hoc Committee Job Classification System, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the formation of an Ad-Hoc
Committee Job Classification System during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 26
Advisory Committee Of Classified Employees, 1972-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Classified Employees
Advisory Council, including: correspondence regarding
vacation time, Council appointments, and bylaws, and
copy of meeting minutes during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 27
Air Travel Guidelines, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
Memorandum and correspondence regarding air travel
guidelines and copy of proposed University Air Travel
Box 81 Folder 28
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Guidelines during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Chancellor's Committee On Campus Learning, 1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Chancellor's Committee on Campus Learning including:
proposed statement, memorandum, student conduct report,
and extract from Board of Trustees meeting minutes
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 81 Folder 38
Committee On Chief Academic Officers, 1973
Scope and Contents
Copy of draft proposal of responsibilities and guidelines
pertaining to the Chief Academic Officers of the
University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 40
Contributed Funds, 1968-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding contributed funds at the
University of Maine, including: copies of policies,
procedures, and guidelines and correspondence during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 42
Cooperative Extension Service -- Edmund Wakelin, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the University of
Maine Cooperative Extension employee Edmund F.
Wakelin during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 81 Folder 44b
Cooperative Extension Service -- Agreements, 1962-1971
Scope and Contents
Copies of various agreements involving the University of
Maine Extension Service and copy of County Extension
Act, including: cooperative agreement between the
Cooperative Extension Service and the University
of Maine and the Federal Extension Service, U.S.
Department of Agriculture copy of University of Maine
Board of Trustees decisions regarding the Extension,
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and copy of Extension Legislation, Federal and State and
Memorandum of Understanding with the U.S. Department
of Agriculture during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Presidential Directives, 1971-1982
Scope and Contents
Details of various presidential directives on a range of
subjects including: reporting channels, budget, salaries
comparisons between men and women, reappointments
and terminations, and authorization for professional
personnel actions during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 45
Dormitories, 1967-1982
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine policies on dormitories,
including copies of policies and correspondence regarding
the policies during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 81 Folder 48
Dormitories -- Split Housing, 1970
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding split dormitory housing
between men and women at the University of Maine
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 81 Folder 49
Equal Employment Opportunity, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding equal employment opportunities
at the University of Maine, including: plans, reference
material, recommendations of the Committee on Equal
Employment Opportunities and details of meetings of the
Committee on the Status of Women, copies of guidelines
and policies, and correspondence and memorandums on
equal employment opportunities and civil rights during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Box 82 Folder 6a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Equal Employment Opportunity, 1982
Scope and Contents
Memorandum to the University of Maine administration
regarding equal employment opportunities during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 82 Folder 6b
Internal Salary Committee, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
A copy of the Internal Salary Planning Committee’s
Faculty Salary Schedule during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 82 Folder 7
External Salary Committee, 1975-1977
Scope and Contents
A copy of a report from the External Salary Committee
and reactions to the report during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 82 Folder 8
Faculty Liaison Committee, 1971-1973
Scope and Contents
Copies of meeting minutes and details of the formation
of the Faculty Liaison Committee during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 82 Folder 9a
Faculty Liaison Committee, 1970-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Faculty Liaison Committee,
including: copies of meeting minutes, correspondence
regarding Committee appointments, and details of the
formation of the Committee during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 82 Folder 9b
Faculty Salary Committee, 1968-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Faculty Salary Committee,
including: reference material, reports, meeting minutes,
and lists of Committee members during Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 82 Folder 10a
Faculty Salary Committee, 1978
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Faculty Salary Committee,
including: report titled “A Comparison of Salary Levels
of Administrative Positions Within the University of
Maine and Other State Systems of Higher Education” by
Hay Associates, proposals for the Faculty Salary study,
and correspondence regarding Committee appointments
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 82 Folder 10b
Faculty Salary Committee, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Faculty Salary Committee,
including proposals for the Faculty Salary study during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 82 Folder 10c
Fringe Benefits, 1972-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding fringe benefits at the University
of Maine, including: correspondence regarding
negotiations regarding indirect cost and fringe benefit
rates, recommendations of the Faculty Fringe Benefits
Committee, various reference material regarding fringe
benefits, reports, and publications on employee benefits
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 82 Folder 13a
Fringe Benefits, 1972-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding fringe benefits at the University
of Maine, including: correspondence regarding
negotiations regarding indirect cost and fringe benefit
rates, recommendations of the Faculty Fringe Benefits
Committee, various reference material regarding fringe
benefits, reports, and publications on employee benefits
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 82 Folder 13b
Holidays, 1970-1982 Box 82 Folder 16
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and memorandums regarding
holidays observed by the University of Maine during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Governance Documents, 1970-1972
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and meeting minutes extracts regarding
the review and approval of governance documents during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 82 Folder 17
Extra Compensation, 1981
Scope and Contents
Copies of Ad Hoc Committee on Extra Compensation
report during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 82 Folder 19
Missions And Goals (Systems), 1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding mission statements for the
University of Maine system, including: copies of mission
statements and memorandums and correspondence
regarding the statements during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 1
Professional Employees Liaison Council, 1972-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Professional Employees
Liaison Council including: copy of constitution,
correspondence regarding appointments, lists of members
of the Committee, and meeting material during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 3
Student Affairs Advisory Committee, 1975
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding establishing a Student Affairs Advisory
Committee during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 4
Student Aid System, 1971-1972 Box 83 Folder 5
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Memorandums regarding the University of Maine Student
Financial Aid system and report on a staff study during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Allied Health Task Force, 1981
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding location of task force folders and
correspondence regarding the University of Maine
Chancellor’s Allied Health Task Force during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 6
Travel Regulations, 1950-1981
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the University of
Maine’s travel regulations including mileage rates and
copies of policies and regulations during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 10
One And Two-Year Screening Committee, 1971-1978
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding One and Two-Year Screening
Committee, including appointments to the Committee,
meeting minutes, and process during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 15
University Council System, 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding appointments to the University
of Maine Council during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 17
University Of Maine Organization Student Government,
1972-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Organization Student Government, including: meeting
minutes, study, and list of members during Winthrop C.
Box 83 Folder 18
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
University Program Planning Review Committee Systems,
1978-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University Program Planning
Review Committee, including: correspondence regarding
agenda and appointments to the Committee during
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 21
University-Wide System, 1971
Scope and Contents
Copy of notes from the University-Wide Staff meeting
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 83 Folder 22
Financial Reports, 1965-1976
Scope and Contents
Various financial reports and statements for the University
of Maine during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 83 Folder 23a
Financial Reports, 1965-1976
Scope and Contents
Various financial reports and statements for the University
of Maine during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 83 Folder 23b
University-Wide Committees -- General, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University-Wide Committees
including: memorandums, meting minutes and
correspondence during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 24
Administrative Guidelines, 1980-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and copies of University of
Maine administrative guidelines including for disability
leave reporting, employee classifications, insurance
Box 83 Folder 26
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coverage, personnel and collective bargaining, personnel
action forms, positon approvals, compensation, and
evaluations during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Canadian-American Center Room Charges Dispute, 1986
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding dispute over room charges involving
the University of Maine Canadian-American Center
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 83 Folder 47
Constance Carlson, Dean, University Of Maine At Bangor,
1973-1979
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and press release regarding Dean
Constance Carlson’s appointment Dean of Bangor
Community College as the first women dean of academic
division of the University of Maine at Orono (also known
as the University of Maine) and her resignation and return
the Department of English of the University of Maine
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 49
Council Of Colleges, 1981-1983
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Council of Colleges,
including: meeting agendas and minutes, memorandums
and correspondence regarding Council recommendations
and scheduling of meetings during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 83 Folder 50
Edgar A. Cyrus Promotion, 1979-1980
Scope and Contents
Material from the Theater Promotion and Tenure
Committee process for Al Cyrus during Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 84 Folder 3
UMB -- Use Of Facilities, 1972-1978 Box 84 Folder 7
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the use of facilities at the
University of Maine at Bangor, including: correspondence
regarding Pine Tree Inn, agreement form to be used for
buildings, leasing building, renovations, Eastern Maine
Association for the Retarded, Inc. proposal for acquiring
facility on the University of Maine at Bangor campus, and
classroom analysis during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
UMB -- Faculty Rank And Tenure, 1972-1975
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and policies regarding a review of the
University of Maine at Bangor faculty rank standards
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 84 Folder 8
Establishment Of The College Of Forest Resources, 1982-1983
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and copy of proposal for the University
of Maine’s College of Forest Resources Council and
details of meetings regarding the College of Forest
Resources Council during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 9
Approval Procedures For Campus Governance Documents,
1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Details of the Approval Procedures for Campus
Governance Documents, including: extract from Policy
and Procedures Manual and report during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 12
Finance And Administration, 1969-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Finance and Administration Department, including:
correspondence regarding equipment needs and list of
equipment for science departments, construction projects,
Second Century Fund rates of return, accruals on gifts,
staffing, room and board increases, annual reports, spray
paint booth, audits, reports, property management, and
financial procedures during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
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of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Graduate School Application, 1971-1981
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the University of
Maine’s graduate application fees and copies of Board
of Trustees decisions regarding the fees during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 16
Graduate School Minutes, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Various meeting minutes from the University of Maine
Graduate Board during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 17
Administrative Handbooks, 1970-1977
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and copies of various University of
Maine administrative policies during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 84 Folder 21
UMB -- General Advisory Committee, 1969-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine at
Bangor’s General Advisory Committee including:
correspondence regarding leases and Committee
appointments, copies of Committee meeting minutes,
memorandums, reports, and lists of Committee members
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 22
Hill House, 1978
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding insurance for the Richard C. Hill Property
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 84 Folder 25
Douglas A. Hall Tenure, 1979 Box 84 Folder 28
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine promotion/tenure form for
Douglas A. Hall, University of Maine Assistant Professor
of German during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Kenneth P. Hayes Tenure, 1980
Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine promotion/tenure form
for Kenneth P. Hayes, Associate Professor of Political
Science during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 84 Folder 29
Policies On Gifts, 1977-1980
Scope and Contents
Details of various gift policies at the University of Maine,
includes: correspondence, Board of Trustees votes, and
copies of policies during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 35
Pulp And Paper Advisory Committee, 1974
Scope and Contents
List of members of the Pulp & Paper Advisory Committee
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 84 Folder 36
UMB -- Missions Goals, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding and copy of University of
Maine at Bangor (also known as the South Campus,
Bangor Community College of University of Maine, and
Penobscot Valley Community College of the University
of Maine) mission and goal statement during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 38
Student Grievance Procedures, 1976
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
A copy of the "Grievance Procedure for UMO Students
Alleging Sex Discrimination" during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 44
UMB -- Student Activity Fee, 1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding an increase in the Student
Activity Fee at the University of Maine at Bangor(also
known as the South Campus, Bangor Community College
of University of Maine, and Penobscot Valley Community
College of the University of Maine) during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 46
UMB -- Dow Air Force Base Renovation, 1968-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine at
Bangor (also known as the South Campus, Bangor
Community College of University of Maine, and
Penobscot Valley Community College of the University
of Maine), including: correspondence and newspaper
clippings regarding the renovation of the former Service
Club at Dow Air Force Base and dormitories during
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 84 Folder 50
UMP -- Labor Union, 1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Details of labor unions at the University of Maine at
Portland (also known as the University of Southern
Maine), including: extract of an article regarding strike
call, correspondence with labor unions regarding
employee relations, and meeting material regarding labor
unrests during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 85 Folder 5
UMP -- Separation Of UMP UMO, 1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine at
Portland (also known as the University of Southern
Maine), including: correspondence regarding funding,
bookstore, report and correspondence on the separation
and budget transfer of the University of Maine at Portland-
Gorham and the University of Maine at Orono (also
known as the University of Maine) during Hugh Edwin
Box 85 Folder 6
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Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Credit Union, 1966-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Employee’s Credit Union, including: memorandums
regarding pay deductions and loans, copy of bylaws,
correspondence regarding the deposit of stocks, appoints
of directors, payroll deductions, creation of the University
of Maine Employee’s Credit Union, and reports on the
creation of the University of Maine Employee’s Credit
Union during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 85 Folder 11
Dean Of Faculty, 1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on the creation of the position of Dean
of Faculty at the University of Maine during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 85 Folder 13
Deanships, 1980
Scope and Contents
Copy of minutes from Deans’ Council meeting and list
of University of Maine deans during Charles Frederick
Allen, Merritt Caldwell Fernald, Abram Wingardner
Harris, George Emory Fellows, Robert Judson Aley,
Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman,
Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh
Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 85 Folder 14
Dedimus Justice, 1969-1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding appointments of Dedimus
Justice during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 85 Folder 15
Department Chairmanships, 1951-1969 Box 85 Folder 21
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine department
chairmanships, including: “Policy on Salaries
of Departmental Chairman”, memorandums and
correspondence regarding the role of chairman, copies
of Faculty Council meeting minutes, and reports on
chairmanship during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Educational Conference Board, 1964-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Educational Conference Board, including: correspondence
regarding attending Board meetings and University of
Maine representation on the Board, meeting minutes,
and articles of agreement of the Educational Conference
Board of the State of Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 85 Folder 31
Employee Assistance Program, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Employee Assistance Program, including: copies of policy
statements, correspondence regarding the Employee
Assistance Program Advisory Committee, brochures, copy
of report titled “A University-Funded EAP: From Concept
to Clients in 18 Months”, recommendations from the
Employee Assistance Program Advisory Committee, and
details of the establishment of the Employee Assistance
Program during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 2
Enrollment Projections, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and data regarding student enrollment
at the University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president and Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 3
Faculty Performance Evaluations, 1971-1980
Scope and Contents
Various procedures for evaluations of faculty at
the University of Maine and correspondence and
memorandums regarding the procedures during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
Box 86 Folder 7
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of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Equal Employment Opportunities, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding equal employment opportunities
at the University of Maine, including: correspondence
regarding funding for conferences, establishment of a
Hearing Board of the Affirmative Action Plan and Rules
of Procedure for the Hearing Board, and appointments to
the Hearing Board during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 11a
Equal Employment Opportunities, 1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding equal employment opportunities
at the University of Maine, including: correspondence and
memorandums regarding Equal Employment Opportunity
Policy Advisory Committee request for data, equal
employment opportunities goals, ethnic breakdowns of
staff, copy of guidelines in setting goals and timelines
for equal employment opportunities, copy of recruitment
guidelines, reference material, and correspondence
regarding the University of Maine Affirmative Action
Plan and processing requests under the plan during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 86 Folder 11b
JoAnn Fritsche, 1972-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondences to and from JoAnn Fritsche,
University of Maine Director of Equal Employment
Opportunity on a range of subjects including: compliance
with federal regulations, staffing, grant funding,
conference attendance, Human Rights Commission
Hearing, internships, and copy of JoAnn Fritsche’s
curriculum vita and newspaper clipping regarding Fritsche
and details of her appointment as Director of Equal
Employment Opportunity during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 86 Folder 19
Student Handbook, 1970-1972
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding updating the University of
Maine’s Student Handbook and content for the Handbook
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 86 Folder 20
Hay Dryer Noise Complaint, 1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a complaint from the Old
Town City Council regarding hay dryer noise at the
University of Maine’s Smith Farm in Stillwater, Maine
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 86 Folder 22
Higher Education Council -- Meeting Minutes, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Copies of Higher Education Council meeting minutes
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 25a
Higher Education Council -- General, 1974-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Higher Education Council,
including: copy of proposed revised constitution,
correspondence regarding chairing Higher Education
Council committees, serving on Committees, meetings,
and newsletters, copy of “Background Paper for Maine
Postsecondary Education Commission on Establishment
of a Permanent State Commission”, and copies of
Subcommittee recommendations during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 25b
Higher Education Council -- General, 1976-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Higher Education Council,
including: correspondence regarding concerns about
academic program quality and meetings, and list of Maine
post-academic schools, reference material regarding
higher education, data on post-secondary education,
proposal for a study into secondary education in Maine,
Higher Education Council meeting agendas and minutes,
report titled “The Higher Education Council of the
State of Maine: An Historical Survey Directed Toward
Definition of It’s Future”, press release regarding Higher
Education Council officer appointments, and directory of
administrative officers at Maine Postsecondary Institutions
Box 86 Folder 25c
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during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
University Housing, 1957-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding housing at the University of
Maine including: correspondence regarding complaints,
housing needs, increases in rental charges, and University
of Maine Park Apartment prospective tenants, and reports
on housing, newspaper clippings regarding the new
sewage disposal plant and housing at the University of
Maine and maps of University of Maine Park Apartments
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 27
Housing Foundation, 1969-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Housing
Foundation including: copy of Board of Trustees minutes
regarding housing, correspondence regarding low-income
housing projects, grant funding, ownership of property
known as “University East”, use of a non-profit housing
corporation for building student and faculty housing, and
potential housing developments during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 86 Folder 28
Capehart Housing, 1969-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Capehart Housing, including: correspondence regarding
State of Law property tax laws, the University of Maine’s
transfer of responsibility of the housing to the Bangor
Housing Authority and details of the sale including
analysis reports during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 29
Housing -- General, 1964-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding housing at the University
of Maine, including: correspondence regarding new
staff getting housing/mortgage money, remodeling of
the Leonard house, discrimination in housing, rental
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furnishings financial data, lists of furnishings, housing of
off-campus groups, and copy of the University of Maine’s
Policy on Coed Housing during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Housing -- General, 1973-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding housing at the University of
Maine, including: correspondence regarding spraying
2-4-D in the University Park area, change in tenant use
of the University Park area regarding single students and
individual students regarding housing needs, and reference
material regarding housing regulations during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 31
Kaplan House, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Kaplan House, including
memorandum regarding and status report on the House,
and correspondence regarding plans for the renovations
for the House into office space during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 35
Nautilus Equipment, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Nautilus equipment including:
recommendation to the Title IX Committee, policy
regarding the use Nautilus equipment allowing
both females and males to use the equipment and
correspondence regarding the change in policy and report
outlining request to use equipment during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 86 Folder 38
New Student Housing, 1980
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding new student housing at the
University of Maine, including recommendations for
another York Village style housing at University of Maine
at Orono during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 1
Senior Summer Session, 1968-1971 Box 87 Folder 6a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
summer session, including correspondence regarding
content for the summer sessions, financial data for the
sessions, session recommendations, schedules, and details
of the organization of the sessions during Hugh Edwin
Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Senior Summer Session, 1971-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
summer session, including correspondence regarding
content for the summer sessions, financial data for the
sessions, session recommendations, schedules, rates, and
details of the organization of the sessions during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 87 Folder 6b
UMO -- Student Aid, 1969-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student aid at the University of
Maine at Orono (also known as the University of Maine),
including: guides, correspondence regarding eligibility
for aid, federal requirements and allocations, hiring
students, and vouchers, reports, and reference material
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 87 Folder 7a
UMO -- Student Aid, 1969-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student aid at the University of
Maine at Orono (also known as the University of Maine),
including: guides, correspondence regarding eligibility
for aid, federal requirements and allocations, hiring
students, and vouchers, reports, and reference material
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 87 Folder 7b
UMO -- Student Aid, 1973-1980 Box 87 Folder 7c
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student aid at the University of
Maine at Orono (also known as the University of Maine),
including: guides, correspondence regarding eligibility for
aid, federal requirements and allocations, hiring students,
and vouchers, reports, and reference material during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure
as acting University of Maine president, and Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
G-185 Unrestricted Funds, 1964-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding gifts to fund G-185 which was
reserved for special purposes including correspondence
regarding checks, and lists of gifts during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
box 90 Folder 3
G-190 Unrestricted Funds, 1958-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding gifts to fund G-190 which was
reserved for special purposes including correspondence
regarding checks, and lists of gifts during Lloyd Hartman
Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
box 90 Folder 4
Centennial Fund -- General, 1964-1966
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Centennial Fund including program from Centennial
exercises, University of Maine Bulletin regarding the
Fund, copy of Special Centennial Edition of The Maine
Campus and A Centennial Tribute To The President,
Background Material About The University of Maine, and
newspaper clippings and press releases regarding the Fund
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 90 Folder 44a
Centennial Fund -- Cash Contributions, 1964-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Centennial Fund including program from Centennial
Box 90 Folder 44b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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exercises, University of Maine Bulletin regarding the
Fund, copy of report from Committee of One Hundred,
and correspondence regarding cash contributions to the
Fund during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Search Committee Chancellor, 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Search Committee for
Chancellor of the University of Maine including:
correspondence, press release, and list of Advisory
Committee members during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 91 Folder 1
Chancellor Donald R. McNeil, 1968-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine Chancellor
Donald R. McNeil including correspondence and
newspaper clippings on a range of subjects during Hugh
Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 91 Folder 2a
Chancellor Donald R. McNeil, 1972-1975
Scope and Contents
Various correspondences featuring University of Maine
Chancellor Donald R. McNeil on a range of subjects
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 91 Folder 2b
Chancellor Donald R. McNeil -- Personnel Material, 1969-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine Chancellor
Donald R. McNeil including: newspaper clippings
regarding awards, awards, and appointments,
correspondence regarding vacancies, photograph of
McNeil and University of Maine President Winthrop C.
Libby, copy of curriculum vitae and University of Maine
Bulletin featuring Donald R. McNeil’s appointment as
the first University of Maine System Chancellor during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Box 91 Folder 2c
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Chancellor Donald R. McNeil -- Speeches, Reports Newsletters,
1970-1972
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine Chancellor Donald
R. McNeil speeches, reports, and newsletters during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 91 Folder 2d
R. Kenney Baker, Assistant To The Chancellor, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to R. Kenney Baker, Assistant
to The Chancellor including: press release regarding
resignation, correspondence, and memorandum regarding
appointment during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 91 Folder 3
David I. Carter, Director Of Financial Planning, 1972-1975
Scope and Contents
Letters regarding recommendations made by the Maine
Management and Cost Survey and the appointment of
Dave Carter as Director of Financial Planning during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 91 Folder 4
Dr. Archie L. Buffkins, Executive Assistant To The Chancellor,
1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Dr. Archie L. Buffkins Executive
Assistant to the Chancellor who was the first black
member of the chancellor’s, including: correspondence
and press release regarding Buffkins’ departure from
the University of Maine, correspondence regarding
higher education, press releases and newspaper clippings
regarding Buffins including his appointment during
Box 91 Folder 5
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Dr. Oliver Cope, Special Asst. To Chancellor For Medical
Education, 1972
Scope and Contents
Press release regarding Dr. Oliver Cope’s appointment as
Special Assistant to the Chancellor of the University of
Maine for Medical Education during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 91 Folder 6
Dr. Robert W. Coon Asst. Chancellor For Health Science
Education, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Dr. Robert W. Coon, University
of Maine Assistant Chancellor for Health Science,
including: press release regarding Coon’s appointment,
proposal to establish an Office of Coordinator for Health-
Related Programs at UMO/B, and press regarding Coon’s
appointment during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 91 Folder 7
Herbert L. Fowle, Jr., Vice Chancellor For Business And
Financial Affairs, 1969-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Herbert L. Fowle, Jr., University
of Maine Vice Chancellor for Business and Financial
Affairs including: salary information, correspondence
regarding sale of Caperhart, history of the multi-purpose
arena, budget information, liability insurance, Second
Century Fund, enrollment data, Policy Regarding
Replacement of Lost Federal Support, gifts, Task Force on
Resource Allocation, student aid, dormitory occupation,
OSHA, grant funding, student housing, and student
newspaper during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 91 Folder 8
Stanley L. Freeman, Jr., Vice Chancellor For Academic Affairs,
1961-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Stanley L. Freeman, Jr.,
University of Maine Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs, including: correspondence regarding Board of
Trustees meetings, report of the Governor’s Economic
Box 91 Folder 9
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Advisory Committee, State of Maine budget and
the effects on the University of Maine, system wide
cooperative education program, attitude survey on
room and board, discontinuation of programs and new
programs, budget information, freshman applications,
and education projects during Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Harry Gordon, Treasurer, 1958-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Harry Gordon, University of
Maine Treasurer, including: correspondence regarding
grant proposals, financial aid, press release regarding
annual report of the treasurer, reference material, payroll
data, Gordon’s willingness to serve as Secretary of the
University of Maine Foundation, savings bonds, and
budget data during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 91 Folder 10
Francis S. McGuire, Director Of Physical Facilities, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Francis S. McGuire, University
of Maine Director of Physical Facilities, including:
correspondence regarding State of Maine appropriations,
role of the Office of Physical Facilities, facilities
inventory, newspaper clipping regarding McGuire’s
appointment, and outline of central engineering services
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 91 Folder 11
William Robersen, Director Of Public Information, 1970-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items related to William Robersen, University
of Maine Director of Public Information, including:
correspondence regarding the “Report to the People”,
information sheets, system descriptive booklet, ETV
taping, publicity, and construction project funds during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 91 Folder 12
Clifford Wieden M.G. Scarlett, Co-Administrator Of the
University Of Maine, 1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence featuring Clifford Wieden and M.G.
Scarlett who both served as President of the State
College of the University of Maine regarding the
Gorham State College and Farmington State College,
Box 91 Folder 13
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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including: financial management, construction of library
science classroom, computer needs, and Scarlett’s
inaugural addresses during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
William B. Wise, Assistant To The Chancellor, 1969
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the appointment of William B. Wise
and R. Kenney Baker as University of Maine Assistants
to the Chancellor during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 91 Folder 14
Student Aid, 1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and extract from Administrative Council
meeting minutes regarding student aid at the University of
Maine during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 91 Folder 15
Organizational Letters, 1968
Scope and Contents
Various University of Maine organizational letters on
a range of subjects during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 91 Folder 17
Task Forces -- General -- Systems, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Task Force reports as
submitted to the Higher Education Planning Education
and appointments during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 91 Folder 18
Task Forces -- Intercollegiate Athletics, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Copy of Task Force on Athletics Final Report and
correspondence regarding the work of the Task Force
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 91 Folder 19
Task Forces -- Graduate Education And Research, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Copy of Task Force on Graduate Education and Research
Report and correspondence regarding the work of the Task
Box 91 Folder 20
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Force during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Task Forces -- Health-Related Educational Programs,
1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Copy of Task Force on Health-Related Educational
Programs Report and correspondence regarding the work
of the Task Force during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 91 Folder 21
Task Forces -- Study Innovative Practices In Higher Education,
1970
Scope and Contents
Copy of Task Force to Study Innovative Practices in
Higher Education Report and correspondence regarding
the work of the Task Force during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 91 Folder 22
Task Forces -- For Less Than Baccalaureate Degree Programs,
1970
Scope and Contents
Copy of Task Force for Less Than Baccalaureate Degree
Programs Report during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 91 Folder 23
Budget -- President's Contingent Fund, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and financial data regarding the
University of Maine President's Contingent Fund during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 92 Folder 1
Budget -- President's Office Preparation, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Budget requests and accounting data for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 2a
Budget -- President's Office Preparation, 1970-1971 Box 92 Folder 2b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Budget requests and memorandum for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Budget -- President's Office Preparation, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Accounting data and correspondence for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president. .
Box 92 Folder 2d
Budget -- Materials For Budget Preparation, 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various accounting data and notes during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 3
Budget -- General, 1977
Scope and Contents
Various budget and accounting information during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 92 Folder 4a
Budget -- Review Committee Meeting, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Budget
Review Committee Meeting, including: notes, reference
materials, accounting data, and reports during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 5a
Task Forces -- Public Service, 1970
Scope and Contents
Copy of Task Force On Public Service Report and
correspondence regarding the work of the Task Force
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 91 Folder 24
Task Forces -- Student Affairs, 1970
Scope and Contents
Copy of Task Force on Student Affairs Report during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 91 Folder 25
Task Forces -- To Study Teacher Education In Maine,
1969-1970
Box 91 Folder 26
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of Task Force to Study Teacher Education in Maine
Report and correspondence regarding the work of the Task
Force during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Task Forces -- ETV, 1970
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding participation in the proposed Task Force
ETV program during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 91 Folder 27
Task Forces -- Proposed New One And Two Year Educational
Programs, 1969
Scope and Contents
Press releases regarding the appointment of a Task
Force for a proposed new one and two year educational
programs during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 91 Folder 28
Task Forces -- Management Information System, 1970
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding a Management Information
System Task Force during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 91 Folder 29
Task Forces -- Committee On Relations With Local School
Systems, 1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding appointments to the Committee
on Relations with Local School Systems during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 91 Folder 30
Task Forces -- System Task Force, 1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding System
Task Force during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 91 Folder 31
Task Forces -- Travel Development, 1970 Box 91 Folder 32
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding Task Force
on Travel Development during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
University Of Maine At Augusta -- Advisory Committee,
1966-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine at
Augusta Advisory Committee, including: lists of members
and correspondence regarding appointments during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 91 Folder 35
University Of Maine Faculty And Professional Association,
1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University Of Maine Faculty
and Professional Association, including: constitution and
by-laws, policies, correspondence and memorandums
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 91 Folder 36
Budget -- President's Office Preparation, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Accounting data and memorandum for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 2c
Budget -- President's Office Preparation, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Accounting data and correspondence for the President’s
Office during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 2e
Budget -- President's Office Preparation, 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Accounting data and correspondence for the President’s
Office during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 2f
Budget -- General, 1978-1979 Box 92 Folder 4b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various budget and accounting information during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Budget -- General, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Various budget and accounting information during
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 4c
Budget -- Review Committee Meeting, 1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Budget
Review Committee Meeting, including: notes, reference
materials, accounting data, and reports during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 5b
Budget -- President's Office Statements, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Various accounting data for the President’s Office during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 92 Folder 6
Budget -- President's Office, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various orders and bills for the President’s Office during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 92 Folder 7a
Budget -- President's Office, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various orders and bills for the President’s Office during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 92 Folder 7b
Budget -- President's Office, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various orders and bills for the President’s Office during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 92 Folder 7c
Budget -- President's Office, 1970-1971 Box 92 Folder 7d
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various orders and bills for the President’s Office during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Budget -- President's Office, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various orders and bills for the President’s Office during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 92 Folder 7e
Budget -- President's House, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various orders and bills and budget data for the President
House during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 8
Budget -- Commencement, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various orders and bills and budget data for
commencement during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 9
Budget -- Memberships In Organizations, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various orders and bills and budget data for memberships
in organizations during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 10
Budget -- President's Contingency Fund, 1963-1970
Scope and Contents
Various budget data for the President's Contingency Fund
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 92 Folder 11
Budget -- President's Office Summary Sheets, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various budget and expense statements for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 12
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1969-1970
Box 92 Folder 13a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 13b
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 13c
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 13d
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 13e
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 13f
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1969-1970
Box 92 Folder 13g
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 13h
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 13i
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 13j
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 13k
Budget -- Biennium Requests, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Various budget requests during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 14a
Budget -- Biennium Requests, 1971-1973 Box 92 Folder 14b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Notes and correspondence regarding budget requests
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Budget -- General, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous budget information including:
correspondence, notes, and accounting data during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 92 Folder 15
Budget -- Austerity Program, 1971
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine austerity
program including: correspondence, memorandums, press
release, and accounting data during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 16
Budget -- Miscellaneous Correspondence Material, 1967-1970
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the University
of Maine budget, including: correspondence, meeting
material, reference material, and newspaper clippings
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 92 Folder 17
University Of Maine Job Classification Program, 1970-1973
Scope and Contents
Copies of University Of Maine Job Classification Program
Compensation Schedules during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 92 Folder 18
Budget -- Appropriation Requests, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Appropriation requests at the University of Maine and
correspondence and memorandums regarding requests
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 93 Folder 1a
Budget -- Appropriation Requests -- Supplementary, 1969-1971 Box 93 Folder 1b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Supplementary to appropriation request part 1 during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Budget -- Appropriation Requests -- Supplementary, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Supplementary to appropriation request part 2 during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 93 Folder 1c
Budget -- Approvals, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
University of Maine budgets administratively approved
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 93 Folder 2
Budget -- Deficit, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence, memorandum and accounting data
regarding the budget deficit during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Box 93 Folder 3
Budget -- Forecast, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine budget forecast including:
newspaper clipping, correspondence, and summary of
action by the Board of Trustees during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 93 Folder 4
Budget -- Guidelines, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine budget guidelines
including: correspondence and memorandums during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 93 Folder 5
Budget -- Monthly Financial Reports From Alden Stuart,
1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Copies of monthly financial reports from Alden Stuart,
Business Manager for the University of Maine and
Box 93 Folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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correspondence regarding the reports during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Budget -- Requests For Supplementary Budget Grants,
1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Copies of supplementary budget information and
correspondence regarding the budget requests during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 93 Folder 7
Budget -- Supporting Material, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Budget information for University of Maine departments
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 93 Folder 8a
Budget -- Biennial, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Budget information for University of Maine departments
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 93 Folder 8b
Budget -- Biennial, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Budget information for University of Maine departments
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 93 Folder 8c
Budget -- Biennial, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Budget information for University of Maine departments
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 93 Folder 8d
Budget -- Presentation To The Chancellor, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items related to a budget presentation to the
University of Maine Chancellor, including: notes, budget
information, and reference material during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 93 Folder 8e
Budget -- Support For Audio Visual Center, 1969 Box 93 Folder 9a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Letter regarding budget of the University of Maine Audio-
Visual Center during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Budget -- Support For College Of Life Sciences And
Agriculture, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Details of budget support for College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture, including: correspondence, memorandums,
and accounting data during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 93 Folder 9b
Budget -- Support For College Of Technology, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding budget support for the College of
Technology during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 93 Folder 9c
Budget -- Support For Council Of Colleges, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding budget support for the Council of
Colleges during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 93 Folder 9d
Budget -- Support For ETV, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding budget support for the
Maine Education Television Station during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 93 Folder 9e
Budget -- Support For New England Center, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Letter and budget data regarding funding for the New
England Center during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 93 Folder 9f
Budget -- Support For ONWARDS, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding budget support for
the University of Maine’s ONWARDS Program during
Box 93 Folder 9g
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Budget -- Support For PICS, 1970
Scope and Contents
Memorandum and letter regarding funds for purchase of
new equipment at the University of Maine's Department of
Public Information and Central Services during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 93 Folder 9h
Budget -- Support For Public Services, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding budget support for Public
Services including: correspondence, memorandums, and
copy of budget requests during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 93 Folder 9i
Budget -- Support For Restricted Research Equipment,
1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding funding support for restricted equipment
account during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 93 Folder 9j
Budget -- Support For Research And Federal Relations,
1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and notes regarding funding support for
research and federal relations during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 93 Folder 9k
Budget -- Support For State Technical Services, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding funding support for state
technical services during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 93 Folder 9l
Budget -- Support For Student Health Service, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding funding support for student
health service during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 93 Folder 9m
Budget -- Support For UMA, 1969-1970 Box 93 Folder 9n
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Letter regarding funding support for the University of
Maine at Augusta during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Budget -- Support For UMP, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding funding support for the University of
Maine at Portland (also known as the University of
Southern Maine) during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 93 Folder 9o
Budget -- Capital Construction Priorities, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence, newspaper clipping, and accounting data
regarding capital construction priorities during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 93 Folder 10a
Budget -- Capital Construction Program Operating Budget,
1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Copy of Capital Construction Program Operating Budget
and correspondence and memorandums regarding the
budget during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 93 Folder 10b
Budget -- Capital Construction Program Operating Budget,
1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and accounting data regarding the Capital
Construction Program Operating Budget during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 93 Folder 10c
Budget -- Capital Construction Program Operating Budget,
1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Copies of Capital Construction Program Operating Budget
and report titled “Changes in the University Construction
Priorities: The Reasons” during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 93 Folder 10d
Budget -- Cooperative Extension Service, 1969-1970 Box 93 Folder 10e
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of the budget of the Cooperative Extension Service
of the University of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Budget -- General, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
budget including: status reports, year-end balances, and
correspondence during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 93 Folder 11
Budget -- Budget Statements, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
University of Maine Budget and Expense Statements
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 94 Folder 24
Budget -- JoAnn Fritsche, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and accounting data for JoAnn
Fritsche’s budget during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 94 Folder 25
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 94 Folder 26
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 94 Folder 27
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1973-1974
Box 94 Folder 28
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 94 Folder 29
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 94 Folder 30
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 94 Folder 31
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 94 Folder 32
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 94 Folder 33
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1973-1974
Box 94 Folder 34
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various budget and expense statements for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 94 Folder 58
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 94 Folder 59
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 94 Folder 60
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 94 Folder 61
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 94 Folder 62
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1972-1973
Box 94 Folder 63
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 94 Folder 64
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 94 Folder 65
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 94 Folder 66
Budget -- President's Office Purchase Orders Invoices,
1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various purchase orders and invoices for the President’s
Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 94 Folder 67
Alden E. Stuart, Director Of Budget Fiscal Services, 1979-1981
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence on a range of subjects featuring
Alden E. Stuart, University of Maine Director of Budget
& Fiscal Services and budget data during Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 96 Folder 39
Anita S. Wihry, 1974-1978 Box 96 Folder 46
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various correspondence featuring Anita S. Wihry,
University of Maine Director Institutional Research, and
student and staff data during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Artemus E. Weatherbee, 1972-1975
Scope and Contents
Details of Artemus E. Weatherbee being awarded a
career award and participation in the University of
Maine Economic department at the University of Maine
including correspondence and newspaper clipping during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 47
Dean's Council Meetings, 1979-1980
Scope and Contents
Minutes and agendas from University of Maine Deans’
Council meetings and supporting meeting material during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 48
Spring Non-Credit Course Offerings, 1980
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine’s Spring non-credit
course offerings during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as
acting University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 50
Nautilus Equipment, 1978
Scope and Contents
Notes regarding nautilus equipment during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 96 Folder 59
Accreditation -- General, 1970-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding accreditation including:
correspondence regarding accreditation costs, press
releases regarding accreditation, and Council on
Postsecondary Accreditation publication during Winthrop
Box 97 Folder 1
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
All Weather Track, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Memorandum and letter regarding a proposed all weather
outdoor track at the University of Maine during Kenneth
W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 97 Folder 2
Contract Requirements, 1974-1976
Scope and Contents
Memorandums regarding Federal requirements for
contracts at the University of Maine during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 7
Classified Employees Annual Function (Committee), 1969-1982
Scope and Contents
Programs from University of Maine at Orono Annual
Employee Recognition Day and list of Committee during
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 12
Time Schedules For Courses, 1970
Scope and Contents
Anticipated demand for courses by University of Maine
freshmen during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 14
Joint Academic Program Donguk University, 1975
Scope and Contents
Signed agreement between the University of Maine and
Dongguk University during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 17
Enrollment Projections, 1983 Box 97 Folder 23
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Enrollment data for University of Maine freshman
applicants during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Hearing Board Affirmative Action Plan, 1972
Scope and Contents
List of Equal Employment Opportunity Hearing Board
members and letter regarding appointment to Board
looking at the University of Maine’s Hearing Board
Affirmative Action Plan during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 24
Affirmative Action At USM, 1980
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Southern
Maine’s (also known as the University of Maine
at Portland) Affirmative Action Plan including:
correspondence, memorandums, and draft report during
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Box 97 Folder 25
Nepotism Policy, 1970-1975
Scope and Contents
Copies of the University of Maine’s Nepotism Policy and
details of review of the Policy during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 97 Folder 33
Loaning Of Equipment, 1970
Scope and Contents
Note regarding loaning equipment for a theater project
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 97 Folder 39
Bond Wheelwright Correspondence, 1975
Scope and Contents
Copy of “Maine Place Names & the People of its
towns” by Ava Harriet Chadbourne and note regarding
Wheelwright Proposal during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 42
Museum Planning Committee, 1974 Box 97 Folder 49
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Hudson Museum
Committee and a list of Committee members during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
University Of Maine Museum Committee, 1967-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Museum
Committee including: correspondence, memorandum,
budget data, and meeting material during Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 50
Irish Exchange Program, 1980
Scope and Contents
Various notes regarding a proposed Irish exchange
program during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 59
Faculty Cabinet, 1970
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the formation of the University of Maine
Faculty Committee during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 61
Faculty Senate, 1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s faculty
senate including: correspondence and report during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 97 Folder 62
Fees, 1975-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding fees including for course
and equipment at the University of Maine including
correspondence, memorandums and financial data during
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 63
Franco-American Planning Committee, 1972-1973 Box 97 Folder 64
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence and reports from the Franco-American
Planning Committee during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Student Handbook, 1973-1980
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding the
University of Maine Student Handbook during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 67
Classified Handbook, 1976 & 1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of the "University of Maine Classified Employee
Handbook" during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 97 Folder 68
Over-Time Payments (Classified), 1973-1976
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding University of Maine policy
on overtime payments and copies of overtime payments
data during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 1
Voluntary Support Committee, 1973
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the Voluntary Support Committee’s
guidelines for fund raising activities on campus during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 98 Folder 13
Task Force On Extended Education In Engineering Science,
1975
Scope and Contents
Copy of publication regarding the “A Colloquium on
Extended Education in Engineering and Science for
Business and Industry” event sent to the Task Force on
Extended Education in Engineering & Science during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 98 Folder 22
Salary Information, 1970-1972 Box 98 Folder 25
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Memorandums regarding salary schedules and salary
list availability during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Richard Winter Case, 1977
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Richard Winter (student
at Bangor Community College) legal case which the
University of Maine Student Legal Services handled
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 98 Folder 29
Student Records, 1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandum regarding student
records and the release of information to student’s parents
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 98 Folder 31
Student Activity Fee, 1975-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student activity fees, including:
copy of policy, correspondence, and notes during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 32
Swimming Fees, 1971
Scope and Contents
Letter and memorandum regarding a fee schedule for
recreational swimming during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 33
Transfer Students, 1979
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding transfer students during Kenneth
W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Box 98 Folder 34
Students Interviewing Prospective Faculty Members, 1970 Box 98 Folder 37
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of a form for students interviewing prospective
faculty members during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Salary List -- Professionals, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Salary data for University of Maine professional staff
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 99 Folder 1
Budget -- Summary And Salary List, 1954-1955
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 99 Folder 2
Budget -- Summary And Salary List, 1955-1956
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 99 Folder 3
Budget -- Summary And Salary List, 1956-1957
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 99 Folder 4
Budget -- Summary And Salary List, 1957-1958 Box 99 Folder 5
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Budget -- Summary And Salary List, 1958-1959
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Arthur Andrew Hauck and
Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 99 Folder 6
Budget -- Summary And Salary List, 1959-1960
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 99 Folder 7
Budget -- Biennial Budget, 1959-1961
Scope and Contents
Information about the University of Maine’s Biennial
Budget during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 99 Folder 8
Budget -- Summary And Salary List, 1960-1961
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Box 99 Folder 9
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Budget -- Summary And Salary List, 1961-1962
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 99 Folder 10
Budget -- Summary And Salary List, 1962-1963
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 99 Folder 11
Budget -- Summary And Salary List, 1963-1964
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 99 Folder 12
Budget -- Summary And Salary List, 1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 99 Folder 13
Budget -- Summary And Salary List, 1965-1966 Box 99 Folder 14
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Lloyd Hartman Elliot and
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Budget -- Budget Of The Extension Service, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Copy of the budget of the University of Maine Extension
Service during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 99 Folder 15
Budget -- Summary And Salary List, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 99 Folder 16
Budget -- Summary And Salary List, 1967-1968
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 99 Folder 17
Budget -- Summary And Salary List, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Box 99 Folder 18
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Budget -- Summary And Salary List, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 99 Folder 19
Budget -- Analysis Of Income Expenditure, 1940
Scope and Contents
Copies of an analysis of income and expenditure at the
University of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 100 Folder 1
Budget -- Proposed Budget, 1945-1946
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 100 Folder 2
Budget -- Proposed Budget Salary List, 1946-1947
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 100 Folder 3
Budget -- Budget And Salary List, 1947-1948
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 100 Folder 4
Budget -- Budget And Salary List, 1948-1949
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 100 Folder 5
Budget -- Budget And Salary List, 1949-1950 Box 100 Folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Budget -- Budget And Salary List, 1950-1951
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 100 Folder 7
Budget -- Budget And Salary List, 1952-1953
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 100 Folder 8
Budget -- Budget And Salary List, 1951-1953
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 100 Folder 9
Budget -- Budget And Salary List, 1953-1954
Scope and Contents
Budget and salary data during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 100 Folder 10
Budget -- Budget Of The Extension Services, 1953-1954
Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine Extension Services during
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 100 Folder 11
Admissions, 1973-1978
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding admissions at
the University of Maine, including: correspondence,
memorandums, and reports during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 103 Folder 2
Associate Faculties Of The University Of Maine Fact Sheet,
1977
Box 103 Folder 7
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
A copy of "Associate Faculties of the University Of
Maine Fact Sheet" including salary data during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Bangor Community College -- Correspondence Reports,
1974-1979
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence, newspaper clippings, and reports
related to Bangor Community College during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 103 Folder 10
Bangor Community College -- Faculty Minutes And Agenda,
1976-1979
Scope and Contents
Copies of Bangor Community College’s Faculty Meeting
minutes and agenda during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 103 Folder 11
Bangor Community College -- Proposal To Create BCC Of
UMO, 1973
Scope and Contents
Copy of “A Proposal to Create the Bangor Community
College of the University of Maine” and “The Campus at
Bangor in Evolution: South Campus to College Status”
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 103 Folder 12
Bangor Community College -- Proposal BCC Women's Center,
1974
Scope and Contents
Copy of proposal for a Bangor Community College
Women’s Center during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 103 Folder 13
Black Bear Search Committee, 1977
Scope and Contents
Notes and correspondence regarding Black Bear Search
Committee charged with recommending a replacement
Box 103 Folder 15
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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for the Maine Black Bear sculpture during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Budget -- Biennium Request, 1979-1980
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding budget biennium requests
including: copy of request, correspondence, and
memorandums during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 103 Folder 19
Budget -- General, 1977
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine budget
including: budget data, budget presentations, operating
budgets, correspondence, and memorandums during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 103 Folder 20
Budget -- General, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine budget
including: budget data, budget presentations, operating
budgets, correspondence, and memorandums during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 103 Folder 21
Budget -- Proposed Reductions, 1976
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine budget reductions during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 103 Folder 22a
Budget -- Proposed Reductions, 1976
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine budget reductions during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 103 Folder 22b
Budget -- General, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
budget including: priority of budget request and data on
applying RAP formula to potential increases in State
Box 103 Folder 23
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Appropriations during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Budget -- General, 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine budget
including: budget data, budget presentations, operating
budgets, correspondence, and memorandums during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 103 Folder 24
Calendar, 1872-1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine and Maine State College
calendars and correspondence regarding the calendars
during Charles Frederick Allen, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 103 Folder 26
Classified Employees Grievance Panel, 1976-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine’s
Classified Employees Grievance Panel, including:
correspondence regarding nominations to the Panel
and requests for hearing before the Panel, a list of
Panel members, and copy of "Grievance Procedures for
Classified Employees" during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 104 Folder 7
Complaints -- General, 1975-1979
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence regarding
complaints received by the University of Maine during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 104 Folder 17
Complaints -- Individual, 1977-1978 Box 104 Folder 18
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence regarding
complaints received by the University of Maine during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Complaints -- Individual, 1976-1978
Scope and Contents
Details of a complaint regarding membership on the
Graduate Faculty, course recommendations, and pay
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 104 Folder 19
Development Director Search, 1978
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the search for the Director of
Development and University Relations and evaluation
checklist during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 104 Folder 26
Development Director Search, 1976
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the search for the University of
Maine Director of Development and University Relations
and evaluation checklist during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 104 Folder 27
Dongguk University, 1975-1977 Box 105 Folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
relationship with Dongguk University in South Korea,
including: correspondence regarding visits and students
and itinerary for visits during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
EEO -- Affirmative Action Plan, 1971-1975
Scope and Contents
Details of revisions of the Affirmative Action Plan
including copies of plans and correspondence regarding
the plans during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 105 Folder 8
EEO -- Correspondence, 1971-1979
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding equal employment
opportunities at the University of Maine during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 105 Folder 9
EEO -- Guidelines, 1971-1976
Scope and Contents
Various policies and guidelines regarding equal
employment opportunities at the University of Maine
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 105 Folder 10
EEO -- Reports, 1972-1976
Scope and Contents
Various reports regarding equal employment opportunities
at the University of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 105 Folder 11
Enrollment, 1971-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student enrollment at the
University of Maine, including: reports, memorandums,
and reference material during Winthrop C. Libby and
Box 105 Folder 13
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Expense Account, 1973-1977
Scope and Contents
Various travel expense vouchers and a summary of the
University of Maine Travel Regulations during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 105 Folder 15
Faculty Resignations, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Lists of University of Maine faculty and correspondence
regarding resignations during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 105 Folder 18
Fringe Benefits, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding fringe
benefits and copy of University of Maine’s Classified
Employee Handbook during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 105 Folder 20
TIAA/CREF, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine’s
TIAA-CREF retirement plan during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 105 Folder 21
Graduate Board -- Minutes, 1973-1979
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine Graduate Board meeting
minutes during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 105 Folder 22
Personnel, 1972-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding personnel at the University
of Maine, including: copies of curriculum vitae, copy
of administrative procedures, reports, memorandum
regarding increase in health insurance premiums and
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personnel issue, career development program, and
personnel counts by departments during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Personnel Files, 1979
Scope and Contents
Copy of resolution from the Council of College regarding
Faculty Personnel Files and copy of rules and regulations
regarding confidentiality of personnel records during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 106 Folder 18
Professional Employees Policy, 1971-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Professional Employees Policy including: correspondence
and memorandums regarding review of the Policy and
status of the Policy, copy of interim personnel Guidelines
for UMO Professional Employees, draft Leave With Pay
for Professional Improvement, Guidelines for Leave of
Absence for Professional Improvement, Professional
Personnel Policy, and Interpretive Guidelines Governing
Additional Compensation for Professional Employees
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 106 Folder 22
Purchasing, 1976
Scope and Contents
Memorandum and letter regarding the University of
Maine’s Purchasing Department during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 106 Folder 24
Reappoinment, Promotion Tenure, 1976-1978
Scope and Contents
Memorandums regarding deadlines and procedures
for reappointment, promotion, tenure, and other
personnel actions, impact of new State legislation on
the confidentiality of promotion/tenure documents and
procedures, and "Procedural Guidelines for Faculty
Nonappointments" during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Box 106 Folder 25
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Committees, 1979
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and meeting minutes regarding various
University of Maine committees including the President’s
Council, Committee on Administration, Protection of
Laboratory Animals Committee, Steering Committee for
the Bachelor of University Studies, Back-up Committee,
and Student Affairs Advisory Committee during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 106 Folder 26a
Committees, 1979
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and meeting minutes regarding various
University of Maine committees including the President’s
Council, Committee on Administration, Protection of
Laboratory Animals Committee, Steering Committee for
the Bachelor of University Studies, Back-up Committee,
and Student Affairs Advisory Committee during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 106 Folder 26b
Committees, 1979
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and meeting minutes regarding various
University of Maine committees including the President’s
Council, Committee on Administration, Protection of
Laboratory Animals Committee, Steering Committee for
the Bachelor of University Studies, Back-up Committee,
and Student Affairs Advisory Committee during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 106 Folder 26c
Committees, 1979
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and meeting minutes regarding various
University of Maine committees including the President’s
Council, Committee on Administration, Protection of
Laboratory Animals Committee, Steering Committee for
the Bachelor of University Studies, Back-up Committee,
and Student Affairs Advisory Committee during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 106 Folder 26d
Committees, 1979
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and meeting minutes regarding various
University of Maine committees including the President’s
Box 106 Folder 26e
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Council, Committee on Administration, Protection of
Laboratory Animals Committee, Steering Committee for
the Bachelor of University Studies, Back-up Committee,
and Student Affairs Advisory Committee during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Grant Support Information, 1973-1976
Scope and Contents
Various grant support information including:
correspondence regarding the Policy on Donated Building
or Buildings Financed by Donation, memorandums
regarding fund for improvement of postsecondary
education, grant support information, and annual reports
for the Sea grant Program and University of Maine
Foundation during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 107 Folder 1
Grant Proposal -- The Maine Council For Humanities And
Public Policy, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Grant
Proposal to the Maine Council for Humanities and Public
Policy including: copy of “Women and Change” project
application, correspondence regarding the application, and
supporting information during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 107 Folder 2
Housing, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding housing at the University of
Maine including: memorandum and correspondence
regarding recommendations of the Select Committee on
Student Housing, Matriculation Committee, the Dean’s
Council, and two Residential Life Subcommittees, copy of
report on “Room Sign-Up Committee Recommendations”,
and press release regarding housing of students during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 107 Folder 10
Joint Operations Committee, 1973-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Joint Operations Committee,
including: meeting material, correspondence, annual
reports, copy of Faculty Sharing Project report, details
of Faculty Dependent Tuition Agreement, institutional
data, and copy of a report titled “Cooperative Program
Planning for the New England Land Grant Universities”
Box 107 Folder 14
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Positions Approved, 1976
Scope and Contents
Details of various positions approved at the University of
Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 108 Folder 3a
Positions Approved, 1976
Scope and Contents
Details of various positions approved at the University of
Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 108 Folder 3b
Positions Approved, 1976
Scope and Contents
Details of various positions approved at the University of
Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 108 Folder 3c
Positions Approved, 1976
Scope and Contents
Details of various positions approved at the University of
Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 108 Folder 3d
Positions Approved, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Details of various positions approved at the University of
Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 108 Folder 4a
Positions Approved, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Details of various positions approved at the University of
Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 108 Folder 4b
Positions Approved, 1976-1977 Box 108 Folder 4c
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of various positions approved at the University of
Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Positions Approved , 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Details of various positions approved at the University of
Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 108 Folder 4d
Positions Approved, 1978
Scope and Contents
Details of various positions approved at the University of
Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 108 Folder 5a
Positions Approved, 1978
Scope and Contents
Details of various positions approved at the University of
Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 108 Folder 5b
Positions Approved, 1978
Scope and Contents
Details of various positions approved at the University of
Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 108 Folder 5c
Positions Approved, 1978
Scope and Contents
Details of various positions approved at the University of
Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 108 Folder 5d
Misc. Positions Approved, 1976-1978
Scope and Contents
Details of various positions approved at the University of
Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 108 Folder 6
CETA Positions, 1978 Box 108 Folder 7
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of various CETA positions approved at the
University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Housing Report, 1975-1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine Student Housing reports
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 109 Folder 8
Registrar, 1974-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding registrars at the University
of Maine, including: correspondence regarding the
University of Maine’s registration process, course
numbering system, course requirements, reconcile FTE’s
with revenue information, and lists of school opening
and other dates during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 109 Folder 2
Admission Reports, 1976
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine Admission Reports during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 109 Folder 3
Admission Reports, 1975
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine Admission Reports during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 109 Folder 4
Teacher Educ. By Academic Plan. Comm., 1977
Scope and Contents
A copy of report “Improving the University of Maine”
submitted by the Trustees ad hoc Committee on Academic
Planning during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 109 Folder 14
Transfer Students Reports, 1978
Scope and Contents
A copy of Internal Transfer Students at the University of
Maine report from the Office of Institutional Research
Box 109 Folder 15
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during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Guideposts For Future Of The University Of Maine, 1976
Scope and Contents
A copy of guideposts for the future of the University of
Maine by the ad hoc Academic Planning Committees
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 109 Folder 16
Financial Situation And Related Matters, 1977
Scope and Contents
A copy of Financial Situation and Related Matters report
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 109 Folder 17
Vice President For RAPS, 1970-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Research
and Public Service featuring Vice President Frederick E.
Hutchinson, including: correspondence regarding staffing,
financial management, ELBA Systems Corporation,
and programs, organizational list, copies of “Search
and Serve” newsletters, publications, and reports during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 109 Folder 18
Salaries, 1973-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding salaries of employees of the
University of Maine including: comparison of salary
levels of administrative positions within the University
of Maine and other state systems of higher education and
proposal for faculty salary schedule, and various salary
data during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 109 Folder 20
Salaries -- Faculty/Professional, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding salaries of faculty and
professional staff at the University of Maine including:
reference material, memorandums, and guidelines and
Box 109 Folder 21
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criteria for increases during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Student Aid, 1973-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student aid, including:
memorandum regarding student aid statistics, deferred
payment plan, information regarding scholarships, policy
problem regarding students who stay at the University
more than the required eight semesters, Federal minimum
wage, reports, and reference material regarding financial
aid during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 110 Folder 8
Tenure, 1972-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding tenure at the University of
Maine including: correspondence regarding policy and
guidelines on tenure, Educational Policy Committee
decision regarding tenure, discussion paper on “A Tenure
Quota System for the University of Maine: Arguments Pro
and Con”, a list of promotions and tenure, and a copy of
a policy on “Tenure at the University of Maine at Orono/
Bangor” during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
box 110 Folder 15
Board Of Trustees -- General, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding the
University of Maine Board of Trustees and statements
to the Board during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 110 Folder 18
Board Of Trustees -- "Guideposts" Meeting, 1977
Scope and Contents
Meeting material from the University of Maine
Board of Trustees’ “Guideposts” meeting including:
correspondence, memorandums, and reports during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 110 Folder 19
Board Of Trustees -- Thomas Monaghan Visit, 1977 box 110 Folder 20
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine Board
of Trustees’ Thomas Monaghan visit during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Board Of Trustees -- President's Response To Improving
University Of Maine, 1977
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and report regarding the University
of Maine President Howard R. Neville’s response to
“Improving the University of Maine” report produced
by the ad hoc Committee on Academic Planning during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 110 Folder 21
Board Of Trustees -- General, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Board
of Trustees including: correspondence and memorandums,
press releases, and newspaper clippings during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 110 Folder 22
Board Of Trustees -- General, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s Board
of Trustees, including: correspondence and memorandums
and proposed meeting schedules during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 110 Folder 23
Committee On Administration, 1978-1979
Scope and Contents
Various meeting material, including: agendas, minutes,
and supporting material during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 111 Folder 1
Committee On Administration, 1979
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding continuing to hold the Committee on
Administrative during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as
acting University of Maine president.
Box 111 Folder 2
Committee On Administration, 1977-1979 Box 111 Folder 3
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various meeting material, including: agendas, minutes,
and supporting material during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Committee On Administration, 1975-1978
Scope and Contents
Various meeting material, including: agendas, minutes,
and supporting material during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 111 Folder 4
Committee On Administration, 1977
Scope and Contents
Various meeting material, including: agendas, minutes,
and supporting material during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 111 Folder 5
Committee On Administration, 1972-1977
Scope and Contents
Copies of meeting minutes during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 111 Folder 6
Committee On Administration, 1974-1976
Scope and Contents
Various meeting material, including: agendas, minutes,
and supporting material during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 111 Folder 7
Committee On Administration, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various meeting material, including: agendas, minutes,
and supporting material during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 111 Folder 8
Budget Priorities Committee, 1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Budget Priorities Committee,
including: correspondence regarding appointments, lists of
Committee members, votes of Committee members, and
Box 111 Folder 9
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meeting material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Budget Priorities Committee, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Budget Priorities Committee,
including: correspondence regarding appointments, lists of
Committee members, votes of Committee members, and
meeting material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 111 Folder 10
Budget Priorities Committee -- Reports, 1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of Budget Priorities Committee reports during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 111 Folder 11
Budget Priorities Committee -- Observations Of Stress Points,
1978
Scope and Contents
Copy of a Budget Priorities Committee report
“Observations of “Stress Points”” and correspondence and
memorandums regarding “Stress Points” during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 111 Folder 12
Budget Priorities Committee, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Budget Priorities Committee
including: report “Statement on Budgetary Needs”, a list
of Committee members, meeting material and reference
material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 111 Folder 13
Budget Priorities Committee, 1976
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Budget Priorities Committee
including: correspondence regarding Committee
appointments, meeting material, and reference material
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 111 Folder 14
Deans Council -- Budget Review Committee, 1976
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Deans
Council’s budget review including: budget data, details
of budget cuts and reductions, and planning for making
Box 111 Folder 15
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improvements at the University of Maine during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Budget Review Committee, 1976
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Budget
Review Committee including: memorandum regarding
salaries and wages, data regarding classified wage
increases, notes, Committee meeting material, and copy
of a NEBHE report on the New England Regional Student
Program, list of Committee members, and copy of a
special report of the Maine Campus on the 1976 budget
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 111 Folder 16
Budget Review Committee, 1976
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Budget
Review Committee including: details of budget reductions
proposed by R.A.P.S. during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 111 Folder 17
Budget Review Committee, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Budget Review Committee including: details of budget
reductions proposed by R.A.P.S. and University of Maine
organizational charts during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 111 Folder 18
Budget Review Committee -- Reports, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Budget Review Committee including: budget data and
memorandum regarding budget reductions during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 111 Folder 19
Calendar Committee, 1974-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Calendar
Committee, including: results of calendar preference poll,
Committee meeting minutes, report, and correspondence
regarding Committee appointments during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 111 Folder 20
Prof Gottesman Search Committee, 1978 Box 111 Folder 21
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding the
establishment of a search committee for the Gottesman
Professorship in Chemical Engineering and guidelines for
the search process during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Steve Grady Perpectual Memorial Scholarship Committee, 1978
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding appointments to the Steve
Grady Perpetual Memorial Scholarship Committee for
Creative Writing during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 111 Folder 22
Committee To Review Suitability Of Housing Female Residents
In Fraternity Houses, 1978
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding appointments to the Committee
to Review Suitability of Housing Female Residents in
Fraternity Houses during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 111 Folder 23
Humanities-Social Science Ad Hoc Committee, 1976
Scope and Contents
Copy of a proposal from the Humanities-Social Science
Ad Hoc Committee titled “Humanities and Social Science
Course for Engineering and Science Students” and
memorandum regarding Committee meeting during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 111 Folder 24
Library Use And Service Ad Hoc Committee, 1974-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Library Use and Service Ad
Hoc Committee including: correspondence regarding
meetings and Committee appointments and questions for
the consideration of the Committee during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 111 Folder 25
Position Reallocation Ad Hoc Committee, 1974-1977 Box 111 Folder 26
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Position Reallocation Ad
Hoc Committee including: proposed position reallocation
data, Committee worksheets, notes, and correspondence
regarding Committee appointments during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Presidential Search Committee -- Procedures, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of search procedures for the position of
University of Maine president and correspondence and
memorandums regarding the procedures during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 111 Folder 27
Program Priorities Ad Hoc Committee, 1976
Scope and Contents
Copy of the Program Priorities Ad Hoc Committee’s
recommendations on program priorities during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 111 Folder 28
Residential College Committee, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Residential College
Committee, including: list of Committee members,
meeting and reference material, and proposal for a
residential college during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 111 Folder 29
Sabbatical Leave Policy Review Committee, 1977
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Sabbatical Leave Policy
Review Committee, including: correspondence regarding
Committee appointments, the establishment of the
Committee, and interpretive guidelines on leaves of
absences during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 111 Folder 30
Salary Planning Committee, 1972-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Salary Planning Committee,
including: correspondence regarding Committee
appointments, copy of draft Proposal for Professional
Salary Schedule, meeting material, reports, results of
opinion survey of salary polices, and copy of "Policy
Regarding Replacement of Lost Federal Support" during
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Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Advisory Committee On Special Publications, 1975-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Advisory Committee on
Special Publications, including: correspondence regarding
Committee meetings, meeting material, Paidevma reports,
and memorandum regarding program of published
distinguished scholarly books during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 111 Folder 32
Academic Affairs Council, 1974-1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for the Academic Affairs
Council meetings during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 112 Folder 1a
Academic Affairs Council, 1974-1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for the Academic Affairs
Council meetings during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 112 Folder 1b
Administrative Council, 1974
Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for Administrative Council
meetings during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
box 112 Folder 2
Administrative Council, 1975
Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for Administrative Council
meetings during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
box 112 Folder 3
Administrative Council, 1976-1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for Administrative Council
meetings during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
box 112 Folder 4
Classified Employees Advisory Council, 1976-1978 box 112 Folder 5
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of minutes for Classified Employees Advisory
Council meetings and correspondence regarding
Committee recommendations during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Council Of Colleges, 1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Council of Colleges including
meeting material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 112 Folder 6
Council Of Colleges, 1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Council of Colleges
including: copy of Ad Hoc Student-Faculty Committee
to Review UMO Tenure Policies and Committee meeting
material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
box 112 Folder 7
Council Of Colleges, 1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Council of Colleges
including: copy of the Bylaws to the Constitution and
Committee meeting material during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 112 Folder 8
Council Of Colleges, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Council of Colleges
including: copy of the University of Maine at Orono
Continuing Education Plan, Committee meeting material,
list of Committee members, and recommendations of
the Committee during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 112 Folder 9
Council Of Colleges, 1979
Scope and Contents
Copies of minutes for Council of Colleges meetings and
correspondence regarding Committee recommendations
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 112 Folder 10
Deans Council -- Agenda & Minutes, 1975 box 112 Folder 11a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for Dean’s Council
meetings and list of Council members during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Deans Council -- Agenda & Minutes, 1976
Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for Dean’s Council
meetings and list of Council members during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 112 Folder 11b
Deans Council -- Agenda & Minutes, 1977
Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for Dean’s Council
meetings and list of Council members during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 112 Folder 12
Deans Council -- Agenda & Minutes, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for Dean’s Council
meetings and list of Council members during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 112 Folder 13a
Deans Subcouncil -- Agenda & Minutes, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for Dean’s Subcouncil
meeting during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 112 Folder 13b
Deans Council -- Agenda & Minutes, 1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for Dean’s Council
meetings and list of Council members during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 112 Folder 14
Deans Council -- Capricorn Retreat, 1978
Scope and Contents
Material from the Dean’s Council Capricorn Retreat
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 112 Folder 15
Deans Council -- Agenda & Minutes, 1978-1979 box 112 Folder 16
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for Dean’s Council
meetings and list of Council members during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Deans Council -- Agenda & Minutes, 1979
Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for Dean’s Council
meetings and list of Council members during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 112 Folder 17
Deans Council -- Agenda & Minutes, 1979-1980
Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for Dean’s Council
meetings and list of Council members during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 112 Folder 18
President's Council -- Agenda & Minutes, 1977-1980
Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for President’s Council
meetings and list of Council members during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president and
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
box 112 Folder 19
President's Council -- Agenda & Minutes, 1979
Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for President’s Council
meetings and list of Council members during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 112 Folder 20
President's Council -- Agenda & Minutes, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for President’s Council
meetings and supporting material during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 113 Folder 1
President's Council -- Minutes, 1976-1977 box 113 Folder 2
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of minutes and notes for President’s Council
meetings during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
President's Council -- Agenda & Minutes, 1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for President’s Council
meetings during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
box 113 Folder 3
President's Council -- Agenda & Minutes, 1979
Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for President's Council
meetings and supporting material during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 113 Folder 4
President's Council -- Correspondence, 1974-1978
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence related to the President’s
Council including arrangement of meetings and Council
appointments during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 113 Folder 5
President's Council -- Agenda & Minutes, 1976
Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for President’s Council
meetings and supporting material during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 113 Folder 6
President's Council -- Agenda & Minutes, 1977
Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for President’s Council
meetings and supporting material during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 113 Folder 7
President's Council -- Agenda & Minutes, 1977
Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for President’s Council
meetings and supporting material during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 113 Folder 8
President's Council -- Agenda & Minutes, 1978 box 113 Folder 9
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of agenda and minutes for President’s Council
meetings and list of Council members during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
President's Council -- Minutes, 1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of minutes for President’s Council meetings
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 113 Folder 10
Professional Employees' Advisory Council, 1977-1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Professional Employees'
Advisory Council including: memorandums and
correspondence regarding minutes, meeting agendas
and minutes, and supporting material during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 113 Folder 11
Professional Employees' Advisory Council, 1974-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Professional Employees'
Advisory Council including: meeting agendas and
minutes, and supporting material during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 113 Folder 12
Professional Employees' Advisory Council, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Professional Employees'
Advisory Council including: meeting agendas and
minutes, and supporting material during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 113 Folder 13
Grievances -- Procedures, 1976
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the review of University of Maine
Grievance Procedures includes drafts, reference material,
and examples of employee grievances during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Box 114 Folder 1
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Grievances -- AAUP Recommended Institutional Regulations,
1976
Scope and Contents
Copy of AAUP Recommended Institutional Regulations
on Academic Freedom and Tenure during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 114 Folder 2
Grievances -- AAUP Recommended Institutional Regulations
Excerpted, 1976
Scope and Contents
Copy of AAUP Recommended Institutional Regulations
on Academic Freedom and Tenure during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 114 Folder 3
Grievances -- Grievance Procedures For Classified Employees,
1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Grievance Procedures for
Classified Employees Grievances, including: copies of
drafts procedures and correspondence and memorandums
regarding the procedures during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 114 Folder 4
Grievances -- Faculty Professional Procedures, 1974-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Grievance Procedures for
Faculty and Professional Grievances, including: copies
of procedures, draft procedures and correspondence and
memorandums regarding the procedures during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 114 Folder 5
Grievances -- Trustees Guidelines, 1974
Scope and Contents
A copy of "University of Maine Guidelines for Grievance
Procedure for Faculty, Professional & Administrative
Staff and Classified Employees" during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 114 Folder 6
Grievances -- Legal Cases, 1975-1978 Box 114 Folder 7
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of various legal cases of grievances at the
University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Grievances -- Correspondence, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the University of
Maine grievance procedures during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 114 Folder 8
Grievances -- Correspondence, 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the University of
Maine grievance procedures during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 114 Folder 9
Grievances -- Procedures, 1974
Scope and Contents
A copy of "University of Maine at Orono Grievance
Procedures" during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 114 Folder 10
Grievances -- Correspondence, 1976
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the University of
Maine grievance procedures during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Box 114 Folder 11
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Grievances -- Correspondence, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding the University of
Maine grievance procedures during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 114 Folder 12
Grievances -- Misc., 1976-1978
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the University of
Maine grievance procedures including: copy of suggested
changes to grievance procedures, correspondence
regarding individual grievances, and printing of grievance
procedures during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 114 Folder 13
Administrative Council -- Meeting Minutes, 1968-1979
Scope and Contents
Copies of the University of Maine Administrative Council
meeting minutes during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 115 Folder 3
Administrative Council -- Meeting Agendas, 1968-1979
Scope and Contents
Copies of the University of Maine Administrative Council
meeting agendas during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 115 Folder 4
Administrative Council -- Meeting Agendas Minutes, 1981
Scope and Contents
Copies of the University of Maine Administrative Council
meeting agendas, minutes, and supporting material
Box 115 Folder 5
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Administrative Council -- Meeting Agendas Minutes,
1979-1980
Scope and Contents
Copies of the University of Maine Administrative Council
meeting agendas, minutes, and supporting material during
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Box 115 Folder 6
Administrative Council -- Supporting Material, 1979
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding University
of Maine Administrative Council and Board of Trustee
meetings during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Box 115 Folder 7
Administrative Council -- Supporting Material, 1979
Scope and Contents
Supporting material for a University of Maine
Administrative Council meeting during Howard R. Neville
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 115 Folder 8
Administrative Council -- Meeting Agendas Minutes, 1979
Scope and Contents
Supporting material for a University of Maine
Administrative Council meeting during Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Box 115 Folder 9
Administrative Council -- Supporting Material, 1979
Scope and Contents
Copy of a memorandum regarding an Administrative
Council Retreat during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as
acting University of Maine president.
Box 115 Folder 10
Administrative Council -- Supporting Material, 1979
Scope and Contents
Copies of the University of Maine Administrative Council
meeting agenda, minutes, and supporting material during
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Box 115 Folder 11
Administrative Council -- Data Book, 1978-1980 Box 115 Folder 12
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of the University of Maine Administrative Council
Data Book with various data on the University of Maine
and State of Maine, Maine Public Broadcasting Network,
and recent legislation affecting the University of Maine
during Howard R. Neville tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Board Of Trustees -- Report, 1972
Scope and Contents
A copy of “Looking Ahead: The Next Five Years at
UMO” report prepared for The Educational Policy
Committee of the Board of Trustees of the University of
Maine during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 115 Folder 13
Board Of Trustees -- Lawrence M. Cutler, 1928-1970
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items related to Dr. Lawrence
Cutler, Chair of the Board of Trustees, including: Cutler’s
curriculum vitae, correspondence regarding capital
improvements and Cutler’s appointment as chair of the
Board and as a trustee and various newspaper clippings
regarding Cutler and his wife during Harold Sherburne
Boardman, Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 115 Folder 14
Board Of Trustees -- Roberta Nelson Haskell, 1964-1974
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items related to Robert Haskell,
member of the University of Maine Board of Trustees,
including: correspondence regarding increases in tuition
fees, commencement, higher education reports, Haskell’s
appointment as a trustee, and solicitation of private
funds, copies of Board resolutions, newspaper clippings
regarding Haskell, political profile of Haskell who
was a republican candidate for State of Maine senate,
and a copy of Haskell's personnel record during Lloyd
Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby,
and Howard R. Neville tenures as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Box 115 Folder 15
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Board Of Trustees -- Stephen Thomas Hughes, 1969-1976
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items related to Stephen Thomas
Hughes, member of the University of Maine Board of
Trustees, including: correspondence regarding accepting
funds from the University of Maine General Alumni
Association address change, new students reception,
attendance at University of Maine events, residence
assistants, publicity, degree requirements, anti-war
demonstrations, and Hughes’ appointment as a Trustee
and various newspaper clippings regarding Hughes during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 115 Folder 16
E&G Accounting Data, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
E&G accounting data for the University of Maine
President’s Office during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 116 Folder 12a
E&G Accounting Data, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
E&G accounting data for the University of Maine
President’s Office during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 116 Folder 12b
Housing, 1970-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine housing,
including: copies of Board of Trustee resolutions
regarding housing, copies of Administrative Council,
Board of Trustees, and Board of Trustees Physical Plant
Committee meeting minutes, financial data regarding
housing, and correspondence regarding various housing
and construction proposals, a copy of “Guideposts for the
Future of the University of Maine”, meeting material to be
discussed with University of Maine Board of Trustees, and
copy of “Proposed Student Apartment Complex” during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 116 Folder 13
Housing, 1977 Box 116 Folder 14
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence with Robert R. Masterton, Maine
Savings Bank regarding the housing situation at the
University of Maine and details of construction proposal
at the University of Maine and newspaper clipping of
Maine Sunday Telegraph article regarding housing at the
University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Partners Of The Alliance (Rio Grande De Norte), 1974-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items of the Partners of the Alliance including:
the University of Maine program with the College of
Agriculture at Mossoro in Brazil to develop an agricultural
experiment station in Rio Grande do Norte at Natal, Brazil
and the exchange with the University of Rio Grande do
Norte at Natal, Brazil including: correspondence and press
release regarding the program during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 118 Folder 14
Partners Of The Alliance (Rio Grande De Norte) -- Anabal
Robello, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Brazilian exchange student
Anibal Rebello and scholarship costs during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 118 Folder 15
Position Recommendations, 1976-1979
Scope and Contents
Various recommendations made by University of Maine
President Howard R. Neville for faculty positons at other
academic institutions during his tenure as University of
Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 118 Folder 17
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard (Agreement Covering Coop. Eng.
Program), 1965-1970
Box 118 Folder 18
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding financial difficulties at the
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard and a copy of an agreement
between the Shipyard and the University of Maine for
promoting an effective work/study program in engineering
and science fields during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Inactive Personnel -- Dunham, Paul C., 1972
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the performance review of
University of Maine employee Paul C. Dunham, Director
of Institutional Research during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 1
Inactive Personnel -- Banks, Ronald, 1968-1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the performance review and
personnel records of University of Maine employee Edwin
H. Bates, Director of Extension Service & Public Services
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 2
Inactive Personnel -- Bates, Edwin H., 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the performance review of
University of Maine employee Edwin H. Bates, Director
Of Extension Service & Public Services during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 3
Inactive Personnel -- Bohner, Sharon Gillette, 1969-1971 box 119 Folder 4
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of the performance reviews and personnel records
of University of Maine employee Sharon Gillette Bohner
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Inactive Personnel -- Branch, Norma Jean, 1970-1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the performance review and
personnel records of University of Maine employee
Norma Jean Branch, Secretary to the Assistant to the
President during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard Ralph
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 5
Inactive Personnel -- Burton, Judith, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Copies of performance reviews and personnel records
of University of Maine employee Judith Ann Burton,
Secretary to the Assistant to the President during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 6
Inactive Personnel -- Clark, James M., 1966-1977
Scope and Contents
Copies of performance reviews and personnel records
of University of Maine employee James M. Clark, Vice
President for Academic Affairs during Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
box 119 Folder 9
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Inactive Personnel -- Dexter, Margaret, 1976
Scope and Contents
Copies of performance reviews and personnel records of
University of Maine employee Margaret Dexter during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 10
Inactive Personnel -- Fenderson, Gwendolyn M., 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Copies of timesheets and personnel records of University
of Maine employee Gwendolyn M. Fenderson during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 11
Inactive Personnel -- Fitzgerald, Peter, 1970-1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of performance reviews and personnel records of
University of Maine employee Peter Fitzgerald during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 12
Inactive Personnel -- Goode, Earsel, 1970-1979
Scope and Contents
Copies of performance reviews and personnel records of
University of Maine employee Earsel Goode, Director
of Space & Scheduling during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
box 119 Folder 13
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Inactive Personnel -- Haaland, Dean Gordon, 1975-1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of performance reviews and personnel records of
University of Maine employee Dean Gordon Haaland,
Arts and Sciences during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 14
Inactive Personnel -- Hall, Bradford A., 1979-1981
Scope and Contents
Copies of performance reviews and personnel records of
University of Maine employee Bradford A. Hall, Professor
of Geological Science during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 15
Inactive Personnel -- Hand, Margaret, 1976-1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of performance reviews and personnel records
of University of Maine employee Margaret Parker Hand
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 16
Inactive Personnel -- Harmon, James A., 1970-1980
Scope and Contents
Copies of performance reviews and personnel records of
University of Maine employee James A. Harmon, Director
of Admissions during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president and
box 119 Folder 17
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Hathaway, William D., 1965-1978
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the U.S. Senator William
D. Hathaway including the application of his cousin to
the University of Maine during Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 119 Folder 18
Inactive Personnel -- Hooper, Henry, 1979-1980
Scope and Contents
Copies of performance reviews and personnel records of
University of Maine employee Henry O. Hooper, Acting
Vice President for Academic Affairs during Howard
R. Neville tenure as University of Maine president and
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 19
Inactive Personnel -- Hough, Eldred W., 1969-1977
Scope and Contents
Copies of performance reviews and personnel records
of University of Maine employee Eldred W. Hough,
Dean, College of Technology during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 20a
Inactive Personnel -- Hough, Eldred W., 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Copies of performance reviews and personnel records
of University of Maine employee Eldred W. Hough,
Dean, College of Technology during Winthrop C. Libby
box 119 Folder 20b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Inactive Personnel -- Jordan, JoAnn, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of performance reviews and personnel records
of University of Maine employee JoAnn Jordan during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 21
Inactive Personnel -- Kaplan, Arthur, 1969-1976
Scope and Contents
Copies of performance reviews and personnel records
of University of Maine employee Arthur Kaplan during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 22
Inactive Personnel -- Keane, Robert E., 1950-1980
Scope and Contents
Copies of performance reviews and personnel records
of University of Maine employee Robert E. Keane,
Director of Personnel (Classified) and a copy of "General
Employment Regulations Maintenance and Service Staff"
during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott,
Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 23
Inactive Personnel -- Libby, Winthrop C., 1970-1982
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine President
Winthrop C. Libby, including: correspondence with
presidents Howard R. Neville and Paul H. Silverman
regarding donations, the General Alumni Association,
commencement, student transfers, sponsorship, The Maine
Campus misquotes, and visits to the University of Maine,
biographical data, newspaper clippings, press releases
regarding Libby, photographs of Libby, and copies of
personnel records during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 24
Inactive Personnel -- MacCampbell, James C., 1961-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine Librarian
James C. MacCampbell, including: resignation letter,
correspondence regarding the resignation, appointments
to Committees, and the operations of the library and a
copy of “Cooperative Among Maine Libraries A Report
Prepared for the Larger Libraries of Maine” by Keyes
D. Metcalf during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president, Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president,
and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 25
Inactive Personnel -- MacDonald, Dale, 1976
Scope and Contents
Copies of performance reviews and personnel records of
University of Maine employee Dale MacDonald during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
box 119 Folder 26
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Inactive Personnel -- Maxwell, Elaine, 1976
Scope and Contents
Copies of performance reviews and personnel records of
University of Maine employee Elaine Maxwell during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 27
Inactive Personnel -- Meredek, Avis, 1976-1978
Scope and Contents
Copies of personnel records of University of Maine
employee Avis Merdek during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 28
Inactive Personnel -- Moreau, Phyllis, 1971-1974
Scope and Contents
Copies of performance reviews and personnel records of
University of Maine employee Elaine Maxwell during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 29
Neville, Howard R. -- Biographical Material, 1973-1984
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine President
Howard R. Neville, including: various newspaper clipping
of articles regarding Neville and the University of Maine,
correspondence regarding the naming of the Howard
Ralph Neville Hall, press release regarding death of
Neville, copies of remarks and addresses regarding
Neville’s service at the University of Maine, memorial
service programs, copy of expressions of State of Maine
box 119 Folder 30a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Legislative Senate sentiment recognizing Neville,
resignation letter, resume, photographs of Neville,
personnel records, and correspondence and press release
regarding Neville’s appointment as University of Maine
president during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Neville, Howard R. -- Memorial Service, 1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the memorial service of
University of Maine President Howard R. Neville,
including: copies of program, audio recording of Service,
press release, resume, Neville’s scholarship funds,
various newspaper clipping of articles regarding Neville,
copies of addresses and remarks regarding Neville, and
correspondence regarding the service during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president,
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Separated Materials:
Separated Materials
An 176 audio recording tape of University of Maine
President Neville's 1982 memorial service was transferred
to Richard Hollinger's office on 08/05/2015.
box 119 Folder 30b
Neville, Howard R. -- Evaluation, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the evaluation of University of
Maine President Howard R. Neville by Chancellor Patrick
McCarthy, including: memorandums regarding staff
salary adjustments, correspondence regarding educational
program at the University of Maine at Orono (also known
as the University of Maine), and Neville’s Presidential
Review during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 30c
Neville, Howard R. -- Speech File, 1976-1979
Scope and Contents
Copies of various speeches and addresses delivered by
Howard R. Neville and about Neville and also newspaper
box 119 Folder 30d
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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and magazine clippings during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Silverman, Paul H. -- Biographical Material, 1980-1984
Scope and Contents
Copies of personnel records of University of Maine
President Paul H. Silverman, including: resignation
letter, newspaper clippings regarding Silverman, payroll
information, photograph, and curriculum vitae during his
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 119 Folder 31a
Silverman, Paul H. -- Speeches, 1980-1984
Scope and Contents
Copies of various speeches and addresses delivered by
University of Maine President Paul H. Silverman during
his tenure as University of Maine president.
box 119 Folder 31b
Nolde, John, 1981
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and paper on the role of the University
of Maine Board of Trustees by John Nolde during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 119 Folder 32
Inactive Personnel -- O'Leary, Charles, 1972-1979
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding University of Maine
employee Charles O’Leary, Director, Bureau of Labor
Education during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 33
Inactive Personnel -- Ouellette, C. Hilda, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Various time sheets for University of Maine employee
Cecilia H. Ouellette during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 34
Inactive Personnel -- Pease, Catherine, 1975 box 119 Folder 35
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of the personnel records of University of Maine
employee Catherine Pease during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Inactive Personnel -- Poulton, Bruce R., 1972-1975
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding University of Maine
employee Bruce R. Poulton during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 36
Inactive Personnel -- Slocum, Belinda Lydick, 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Copies of the personnel records of University of Maine
employee Belinda Lydick Slocum during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 37
Inactive Personnel -- Schwarz, Dina, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Copies of the personnel records of University of Maine
employee Dina Schwarz during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 38
Inactive Personnel -- Stone, Alan J., 1977-1978 box 119 Folder 39
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of the personnel records of University of Maine
employee Alan J. Stone during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Inactive Personnel -- Taylor, Carole, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Copies of the personnel records of University of Maine
employee Carole Taylor during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 40
Inactive Personnel -- Taylor, Hilda, 1937-1976
Scope and Contents
Copies of the personnel records of University of Maine
employee Carole Taylor during Arthur Andrew Hauck,
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 41
Inactive Personnel -- Tredwell, Robert F. Dr., 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Copies of the personnel records of University of Maine
employee Dr. Robert F. Tredwell during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 42
Inactive Personnel -- Weber, Stephen, 1976-1980 box 119 Folder 43
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of personnel records of University of Maine
employee Stephen Weber during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president and Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Inactive Personnel -- Wing, Kenneth E. Dr., 1976-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding University of Maine
employee Dr. Kenneth E. Wing, Dean and Director,
College of Life Sciences and Agriculture during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president and
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 119 Folder 44
Inactive Personnel -- Young, Harold E. -- General, 1971-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
employee Harold E. Young Professor of Forest Resources,
including: correspondence and articles during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 120 Folder 1a
Inactive Personnel -- Young, Harold E. -- Complete Tree
Institute Luncheon, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Complete Tree Institute
Luncheon, including: a copy of comments of University
of Maine President Howard R. Neville, a copy of report
by Harold E. Young Professor of Forest Resources titled
“Engineering the Complete Forest Concept”, Luncheon
invitation, and memorandum and correspondence
Box 120 Folder 1b
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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regarding the Luncheon during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Inactive Personnel -- Zubik, Margaret, 1977
Scope and Contents
Copies of the personnel records of University of Maine
employee Margaret Zubik during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 120 Folder 2
Search Committees -- Assistant To The President, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the search committee for
University of Maine Assistant to the President including:
correspondence and list of candidates during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 120 Folder 11
Search Committees -- Director Of E.E.O., 1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the search committee for
University of Maine Director of Equal Employment
Opportunity including: applications and list of candidates
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 120 Folder 12
Search Committees -- Football Coach, 1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the search committee for
University of Maine Football Coach including:
correspondence, minutes from Search Committee
meetings, applications and list of candidates during Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Box 120 Folder 13
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Search Committees -- V.P. Student Affairs, 1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the search committee for
University of Maine Vice President for Student Affairs
including: job description, correspondence regarding
appointments to the committee, and search committee
itinerary during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 120 Folder 14
Search Committees -- V.P. Student Affairs, 1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the search committee for
University of Maine Vice President for Student Affairs
and the appointment of Thomas D. Aceto including: job
description, recruitment form, a copy of Aceto's resume,
correspondence regarding appointments to the committee,
and a list of candidates during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 120 Folder 15
Search Committees -- Assistant To The President -- General,
1979
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the search committee for the
Assistant to President position at the University of
Maine including: curriculum vitaes, correspondence
regarding serving on the committee, list of candidates, and
appointment and copy of rating sheet during Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 120 Folder 16
Search Committees -- Assistant To The President -- Wood,
Bonnie G., 1979
Box 120 Folder 18x
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence with candidate for University of Maine
Assistant to the President during Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Budget -- President's Office (175), 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various budget information for the University of Maine
President’s Office account 175 during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 122 Folder 25
Budget -- President's Office (175), 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various budget information for the University of Maine
President’s Office account 156 during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 122 Folder 26
Budget -- President's Office (102.2), 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various budget information for the University of Maine
President’s Office account 102.2 during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 122 Folder 27
Budget -- President's Office (102.3), 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various budget information for the University of Maine
President’s Office account 102.3 during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 122 Folder 28
Budget -- President's Office (102.4), 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various budget information for the University of Maine
President’s Office account 102.4 during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 122 Folder 29
Budget -- President's Office (102.5), 1971-1972 Box 122 Folder 30
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various budget information for the University of Maine
President’s Office account 102.5 during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Budget -- President's Office (102.6), 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various budget information for the University of Maine
President’s Office account 102.5 during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 122 Folder 31
Budget -- President's Office (103), 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various budget information for the University of Maine
President’s Office account 103 during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 122 Folder 32
Budget -- President's Office (141), 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various budget information for the University of Maine
President’s Office account 103 during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 122 Folder 33
Budget -- President's Office -- B, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various budget and expense statements for University of
Maine President’s Office accounts during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 122 Folder 34
Budget -- 105th Biennial Budget, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various budget information, including financial statement,
reports, correspondence, and memorandums during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 35
Budget -- Biennial Budget Recommendations, 1971-1973 Box 122 Folder 36
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Budget recommendations for the University of Maine
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Budget -- Appropriation Request In Support Of The Operating
Budget Request And The Capital Construction Program To The
10th Legislature, 1971-1973
Scope and Contents
Copies of the University of Maine “Appropriation Request
in Support of the Operating Budget Request and the
Capital Construction Program to the 10th Legislature”
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 37
Budget -- Biennium Budget Request Part I And II, 1971-1973
Scope and Contents
Copies of Biennium Budget Request Part I and II during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 122 Folder 38
Budget -- General, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various budget information, including: budget totals,
audit information, correspondence and memorandums,
and status reports during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 122 Folder 39
Budget -- General, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various budget information, including: budget totals,
financial data booklet, correspondence and memorandums,
and status reports during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 122 Folder 40
Budget -- Incentive Budgeting, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding incentive
budgeting during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 122 Folder 41
Budget -- Biennial Budget Budget, 1973-1975 Box 122 Folder 42
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding the biennial
budget during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Budget -- Auxiliary Budget, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various budget information, including: correspondence
and memorandums, reports, and meeting material during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 1
Budget -- Critique Budgetary Process, 1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding concerns about the University
of Maine budget process during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 2
Budget -- Capital Construction, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and financial data regarding construction
processes at the University of Maine during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 3
Budget -- J. Fritsche, 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various budget data during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 28
Budget -- President's Office (102.2), 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various budget information for the University of Maine
President’s Office account 102.2 during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 29
Budget -- President's Office (102.3), 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various budget information for the University of Maine
President’s Office account 102.3 during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 30
Budget -- President's Office (102.4), 1974-1975 box 123 folder 31
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various budget information for the University of Maine
President’s Office account 102.4 during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Budget -- President's Office (102.5), 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various budget information for the University of Maine
President’s Office account 102.5 during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 32
Budget -- President's Office (102.6), 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various budget information for the University of Maine
President’s Office account 102.6 during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 33
Budget -- President's Office (103), 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various budget information for the University of Maine
President’s Office account 102.6 during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 34
Budget -- President's Office (141), 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various budget information for the University of Maine
President’s Office account 102.6 during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 35
Budget -- President's Office (156), 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various budget information for the University of Maine
President’s Office account 102.6 during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 36
Budget -- President's Office (175.3), 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various budget information for the University of Maine
President’s Office account 102.6 during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 37
Budget -- President's Office -- B, 1974-1975 box 123 folder 38
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various budget and expense statements for University
of Maine President’s Office accounts during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
President's Advisory Council, 1969-1983
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine Foundation bylaws, Pulp
and Paper Foundation bylaws, and General Alumni
Association Constitution during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 44
Personnel Policy, 1972-1981
Scope and Contents
Copies of various University of Maine personnel policies
and correspondence regarding the policies during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 123 folder 48
TIAA - CREF, 1946-1979
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding TIAA Cref and
insurance coverage at the University of Maine, including:
publications, reports, newsletters, copies of retirement
plans, correspondence, and memorandums during Arthur
Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
Young, Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president and Kenneth W.
Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine president.
box 124 Folder 1
Consolidation Of Personnel, 1972-1980
Scope and Contents
Details of the consolidation and reorganization of the
University of Maine’s Personnel Department, including:
correspondence and memorandums, and a copy of the
proposed plan during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president and
Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
box 124 Folder 2
Sales Solicitation, 1963-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Sales and Solicitation at the
University of Maine, including: memorandums and
box 124 Folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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correspondence regarding meeting to discuss sales and
solicitation policy in residence halls, vendor requests,
policy violations, membership of the University of Maine
Membership, Sales and Solicitation Committee, and
proposals for Sales and Solicitation policies and guidelines
during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Sales Permits, 1979
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding the University of Maine's
proposed Sales and Solicitation Policy during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 124 Folder 7
Salary Information, 1971
Scope and Contents
Various information regarding salaries at the University
of Maine, including: summary of professional salary
recommendations, correspondence and memorandums
regarding University of Maine salaries, and copy of
proposals and justification for professional salary
increments during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 124 Folder 8
Task Force On Fraternities, 1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding discussions of the Advisory
Committee on Student Affairs during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 124 Folder 18
Fulbright-Hays Exchange, 1955-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding geological studies, including:
correspondence regarding the New England-St. Lawrence
Valley Geographical Society, geology presentation at
a Board of Trustees meeting, staffing appointments,
proposed geology program, various information regarding
the University of Maine Department of Geological Studies
and Institute for Quaternary Studies and its staff, budget
planning, commitment for a post-doctoral program,
articles on the University of Maine, relationship between
the State of Maine Geological Survey and the Department
of Geological Sciences, study of the estuarine geology
of coastal Maine, copies of “Preliminary Petition for the
Authorization of a Doctoral Program in the Geological
Sciences” and “Future Programs in the Geological
box 125 folder 4
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Sciences at the University of Maine during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Tenure, 1956-1982
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and memorandums regarding
tenure at the University of Maine during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures
as University of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s
tenure as acting University of Maine president, and Paul
H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 125 folder 5
Robert Beitzell, 1980
Scope and Contents
Details of litigation Robert E. Beitzell vs. William H.
Jeffrey, et al. during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 125 folder 12
Memorial Union Elevator Program, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Memorial Union Elevator
Program including: correspondence regarding funding
and authorization for the installation of the elevator
during Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 125 folder 20
Memorial Union, 1961-1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Memorial Union including:
correspondence regarding Parents and Friends Weekend
Plant Sale, redecorating Peabody Lounge, staff mailing,
analysis of fall semester extra-curricular activities,
message service, report, accounting data, function of the
Union, food service, and a program from “A Celebration
of Open House of the Completed Memorial Union” during
Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop
C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University
of Maine president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting
box 125 folder 21
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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University of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Task Force On Resource Allocation, 1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Task
Force on Resource Allocation, including: reports,
reference material, meeting material, operating budgets,
budget information, and copies of interim reports and
studies during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 126 Folder 1
Collective Bargaining, 1976
Scope and Contents
Copies of Guidelines for Administrators and Supervisors
at the University of Maine A Handbook of Dos and Don’ts
in a Collective Bargaining Environment from the Office of
the Chancellor and Questions and Answers on Collective
Bargaining at the University of Maine during Howard
Ralph Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 126 Folder 2
Budget, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the University
of Maine budget during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 126 Folder 5
Portland/Gorham Administration Committee Meetings, 1973
Scope and Contents
Copies of minutes from Portland/Gorham (also known
as the University of Maine in Portland and University
of Southern Maine) President’s staff meetings during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 126 Folder 6
Positions Approved -- Lists, 1976
Scope and Contents
Various approvals to fill positions at the University of
Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 126 Folder 7
Positions Approved -- Misc., 1975-1976 box 126 Folder 8
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of various position approvals at the University of
Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Positions Approved -- Clark, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
List of University of Maine positions approved during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 126 Folder 9
Positions Approved -- Hutchinson, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Details of various position approvals at the University of
Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 126 Folder 10
Financial Report, 1974
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding indirect cost rates and copy of
financial report for the year ended June 30, 1974 during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 126 Folder 11
Enrollment Studies At the University of Maine, 1962-1972
Scope and Contents
“Rough” enrollment statistics and enrollment statistics to
the Department of Health Education and Welfare, Office
of Education and copy of report “Enrollment Studies at
the University of Maine by Committee on Enrollment
Studies” during Lloyd Hartman Elliott, Hugh Edwin
box 126 Folder 12
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Administrative Handbook Revisions, 1972-1975
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding revisions to
the University of Maine Administrative Handbook during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 126 Folder 14
Office Of Financial Planning -- Information Sheets, 1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Various University of Maine Office of Financial Planning
Information Sheets during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 126 Folder 15
Space Committee, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Space
Committee, including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding details of department office moves and
room allocations during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 126 Folder 16
Disciplinary Code, 1972
Scope and Contents
Various items related to disciplinary codes at the
University of Maine, including: a copy of “University of
Maine Augusta Procedure For Enforcing The Disciplinary
Code”, memorandums regarding disciplinary code
action, and copy of University of Maine at Fort Kent
Disciplinary Procedures during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 126 Folder 17
Transfer Policy, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding the transfer
of credits in the University of Maine system during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 126 Folder 20
Confidentiality Of Files, 1974-1975 Box 126 Folder 23
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the confidentiality of University
of Maine personnel records, including: copy of motion
from Ad Hoc Committee on Personnel Files, reference
material regarding recordkeeping requirements and
correspondence and memorandums regarding the
guidelines, and data from the University of Maine student
information system during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Capital Construction Recommendations To 107th Legislature,
1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Details of Capital Construction Recommendations to
107th Legislature, including: appropriate request, details
of the Program, and publication during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 126 Folder 24
Fiscal/Academic Compensation, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding fiscal/academic compensation
including: memorandums and correspondence regarding
additional compensation, consulting, sponsored
support, changes in Federal Regulations, and a copy
of “Interpretive Guidelines Governing Additional
Compensation for Professional Employees” during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 126 Folder 27
Moonlighting Policy, 1974
Scope and Contents
A copy of the University of Maine Moonlighting Policy
and correspondence and memorandums regarding the
Policy during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 126 Folder 28
Faculty Workload, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the workload of University of
Maine faculty, including: correspondence and a copy of
College of Life Sciences & Agriculture Measurement
of Teaching Load during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 126 Folder 29
Summary Of Workload Reports, 1972 Box 126 Folder 30
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding University
of Maine faculty workloads during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Workload Reports Student Contact Hours, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Teaching assignment reports during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 126 Folder 31
Faculty Teaching Loads System Of Reporting SCHLDE/FTTE,
1972
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding University
of Maine Faculty Teaching Loads System of Reporting
SCHLDE/FTTE during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 126 Folder 32
Faculty Evaluation, 1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the legality of the faculty
evaluation system during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 127 Folder 1
Budget, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Details of budget requests during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 127 Folder 2
Budget Request, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Details of budget requests during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 127 Folder 3
"Blue Book" -- Management Information, 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Copy of UMO 1974-1975 Management Information
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 127 Folder 4
Mission Statements For The University System, 1974 box 127 Folder 7
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of revised University of Maine system mission
statements during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Mission Goals Statement Final Working Draft, 1973
Scope and Contents
Copies of Council on Priorities University of Maine at
Orono (also known as the University of Maine) Statement
on Mission and Goals during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
box 127 Folder 8
May Term, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding an experimental basis for a
May Term in 1974 and copy of May Term during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 127 Folder 10
Five Year Reports, 1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the development of a five-year
report, including: correspondence and memorandums,
supporting material, and copy of a Physical Plant report
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 127 Folder 16
Registration Projections Freshman Transfers Readmissions,
1971-1974
Scope and Contents
Various data regarding University of Maine undergraduate
registrations, registration requests, and academic level
and major choices of transfer students during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 127 Folder 18
Named Professorships, 1974-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Named Professorships, including:
correspondence and memorandums regarding “endowed”
chairs and procedure for selection of named professorships
and chairs, and copy of draft procedures for selection
of named professorships and chairs during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 127 Folder 24
Positions Approved -- Kaplan, 1975-1976 box 127 folder 25a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of various employment positions approved at the
University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Positions Approved -- Kaplan, 1975
Scope and Contents
Details of various employment positions approved at the
University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 127 folder 25b
Positions Approved, 1975
Scope and Contents
Details of various employment positions approved at the
University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 127 folder 26
Positions Approved, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Details of various employment positions approved at the
University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 127 folder 27
Positions Approved -- Blake, 1975 box 127 folder 28a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of various employment positions approved at the
University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Positions Approved -- Blake, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Details of various employment positions approved at the
University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 127 folder 28b
Positions Approved -- Clark #2, 1975
Scope and Contents
Details of various employment positions approved at the
University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 127 folder 29
Positions Approved -- Hutchinson #2, 1975
Scope and Contents
Details of various employment positions approved at the
University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 127 folder 30
Positions Approved, 1975-1976 box 127 folder 31
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Details of various employment positions approved at the
University of Maine during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
President's Council -- Agenda And Minutes, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine President’s Council
meeting agendas and minutes during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 127 folder 32
Budget -- Supplemental Budget, 1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and data regarding the University of
Maine supplemental budget during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
box 127 folder 33
Student Enrollment In Cooperative Education, 1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student enrollment in cooperative
education, including enrollment data, correspondence
regarding the work of cooperative education, and copy of
"Maine Cooperative Extension Service State Extension
Management Information System Progress Report" during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 127 folder 34
Chancellor Donald R. McNeil, 1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine Chancellor
Donald R. McNeil, including: details of a meeting to
discuss relationship between McNeil and University
of Maine President Howard R. Neville, various
memorandums and correspondence regarding disaster
planning, Newcomen Society, Passamaquoddy Bilingual
Program, alternative energy sources, convocation address,
staffing, and statewide cooperation, and press release
regarding energy crisis during Winthrop C. Libby and
Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
box 127 folder 35
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
President Winthrop C. Libby, 1972-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine President
Winthrop C. Libby, including: correspondence regarding
the Beitzell litigation, nature of light, staffing, sea grant,
New England Board of Higher Education, University of
Maine objectives, NCHEMS seminar, politics, and AAUP
during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 127 folder 36
Eugene Keene, 1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Eugene Keene's request to
transfer non-parallel courses during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 127 folder 37
Mission Goals Statements, 1973
Scope and Contents
Copies of drafts of University of Maine Orono (also
known as the University of Maine) Mission and Goals
Statement during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 127 folder 39
Alan Lewis, Director Of Physical Plant -- Personnel, 1982
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Alan Lewis, University of
Maine Director of Physical Plant, including: personnel
records, correspondence regarding Lewis’s resignation
and performance review during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
box 127 folder 41a
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Alan Lewis, Director Of Physical Plant -- "Letters", 1982
Scope and Contents
Letters regarding the resignation of Alan Lewis,
University of Maine Director of Physical Plant and
updated on the Physical Plant Department during Paul H.
Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 127 folder 41b
Space And Planning, 1970-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding space and planning at the
University of Maine, including: correspondence
regarding housing Maine Public Broadcasting Network,
various recommendations of the University of Maine
Space Committee, building utilization data for Hauck
Auditorium, lists of members of the Space Committee,
occupants of Auburn Hall, reference material, and space
utilization reports during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard
R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 127 folder 42
Higher Education Program Committee -- Materials Distributed
To The Council On Priorities, 1969-1973
Scope and Contents
Various materials distributed to members of the Higher
Education Program Committee during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 128 Folder 1
Council On Priorities -- Mission Goals Brainstorming PKG,
1972
Scope and Contents
Various material used in University of Maine mission and
goals brainstorming during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 128 Folder 2
Council On Priorities -- Materials For Consideration, 1969-1973 box 128 Folder 3
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various materials for consideration by the Council on
Priorities during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Ad Hoc Committee On University Administration, 1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Ad Hoc Committee on
University Administration, including: reports and meeting
minutes during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
box 128 Folder 4
Council On Priorities -- Students Comments On Mission And
Goals Statement, 1973
Scope and Contents
Copies of students comments on mission and goals
statement during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 128 Folder 5
Council On Priorities -- Statement Of Missions Preliminary
Drafts, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Copies of Council on Priorities’ draft Statement of
Missions and correspondence regarding the Statement
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 128 Folder 6
Council On Priorities -- Status Report On UMOB Campus
Mission Statement, 1969-1972
Scope and Contents
A copy of “Status Report on UMOB Campus Mission
Statement”, correspondence regarding the report, and copy
of Board of Trustees meeting minutes during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 128 Folder 7
Council On Priorities -- Priorities Reports From Other
Universities, 1972
Scope and Contents
Reference material regarding priorities reports from
other universities during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 128 Folder 8
Council On Priorities -- Notes On Open Hearing, 1973 box 128 Folder 9
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Notes and minutes from Council on Priorities' hearing
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Council On Priorities -- Input From Statement, 1973
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and memorandums regarding
input for statement by the Council on Priorities during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 128 Folder 10
Council On Priorities -- Employee Comments On Mission And
Goal Statement, 1973
Scope and Contents
A copy of "Council on Priorities Mission and Goals
Statement" and employee comments and dissent regarding
the Statement during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 128 Folder 11
Council On Priorities -- Group Comments, 1973
Scope and Contents
Various group comments regarding the Council on
Priorities Mission and Goals Statement during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 128 Folder 12
Council On Priorities -- General, 1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Council on Priorities,
including: correspondence regarding the Mission and
Goals Statement, list of appointed Council members,
reference material, and meeting notes during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
box 128 Folder 13
Deans Council, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Deans
Council, including: meeting summaries, correspondence
and memorandums regarding transfer of student policy
and copy of policy, reference material, and admission
application data during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 128 Folder 14
Faculty Liaison Council, 1972-1973 box 128 Folder 15
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of meeting minutes from the University of Maine
Faculty Liaison Council during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Search Committees, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding search committees for
positions at the University of Maine during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 128 Folder 16
Tenure -- Data, 1971-1973
Scope and Contents
Various data on tenure at the University of Maine during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 128 Folder 18
Tenure -- Tenure/Collective Bargaining Talk, 1970-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding tenure and collective bargaining
at the University of Maine, including: extract from
Administrative Council meeting minute regarding
recruitment and bargaining, notes on publications, and
copy of American Association of University Professors
UMO Chapter letter during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 128 Folder 19
Tenure -- Bargaining, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding tenure bargaining, including:
faculty rank distribution and rank mobility, projected
faculty rank and tenure distribution, notes and reference
material during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
box 128 Folder 20
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Council On Priorities -- Comments Distributed, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various comments distributed to the University of Maine
Council on Priorities, including feedback on the UMO-
Mission and Goals Statement, various correspondence
regarding the Statement, and copy of Statement during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 128 Folder 21
Tenure -- General, 1970-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding tenure, including: reactions to
tenure recommendations, tenure data, report “Tenure
Status of Faculty at the University of Maine at Orono,
1971-1972”, reference material, tenure details approved
by the Council of Colleges, and draft of College of
Technology Policy on Promotion and Tenure during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 128 Folder 22
Year End Reports, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine department year end
reports during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 128 Folder 28
Library Addition Committee, 1972-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Library
Addition Committee, including: plans, meeting material,
correspondence, reports, and copy of Program for
Construction to Expand Fogler Library during Winthrop
C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 128 Folder 31
Committee On Academic Standing, 1972-1975
Scope and Contents
Various summaries of actions from the University of
Maine at Orono (also known as the University of Maine)
Committee on Academic Standing during Winthrop C.
Box 128 Folder 32
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Ad Hoc Committee On Faculty Workload, 1973
Scope and Contents
Report from the ad hoc Committee on Faculty Work Load
and memorandums regarding the report during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 128 Folder 33
Planning Guide, 1975
Scope and Contents
Planning guide for 1975 with various appointments
included during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 128 Folder 34
Transfer Upper Division Student Openings, 1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the transfer of students at
the University of Maine, including: various reports,
correspondence, and memorandums during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 129 Folder 2
Cecilia Ouellette Payroll Slips, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Copies of weekly payroll timesheets for University of
Maine staff member Cecilia Ouellette during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 129 Folder 4
Program Approval Procedures, 1974
Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine Orono (also known
as University of Maine)/Bangor (also known as the
University of Maine at Bangor) Program Approval
Procedures during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 129 Folder 10
Professional Practices/Standards Act Advisory Committee,
1971-1974
Box 129 Folder 11
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Professional Practices/
Standards Act Advisory Committee, including:
memorandums, correspondence, proposal for the
establishment of a professional standards advisory
commission in Maine, Committee meeting material,
copy of draft of “Process Standards in the Development
of Local Responsibility for Certification and Re-
certification”, and copies of Maine NEPTE teacher
education needs assessments during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Director Of University Relations, 1974
Scope and Contents
Items from the search committee for the University of
Maine position Director of University Relations including:
list of search committee and job description during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 129 Folder 13
Educational Policy Committee, 1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Educational Policy Committee, including: memorandums,
copy of Capital Construction Program document, and
copies of papers “UMO and UMB Today and Tomorrow”
and “Accountability in Higher Education” during Howard
R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 129 Folder 14
Ad Hoc Presidential Committee On University Governance,
1970
Scope and Contents
Copy of report from the Ad Hoc Presidential Committee
on University Governance during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 129 Folder 15
Task Force On Resource Allocation, 1973-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Task Force on Resource
Allocation, including reports, memorandums regarding
enrollment categories, meeting material, and reference
material during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 129 Folder 16
Committee On University Affairs, 1972-1973 Box 129 Folder 23
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Committee on University
Affairs including: a copy of “Interpretive Guidelines
Governing Additional Compensation for Professional
Employees”, correspondence regarding membership of
the Committee, and Committee meeting material during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Attachments To Mission Goals Statement, 1973
Scope and Contents
Copies of various reactions to the University of Maine
Mission & Goals Statement during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 129 Folder 25
Administrative Council, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Copies of meeting minutes from the University of Maine
Administrative Council during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 129 Folder 26
Proposed Program, 1974
Scope and Contents
Various proposed programs at the University of Maine,
including: Center for the Advanced Study of the
Forest Industries, master’s program in the College
of Education with a specialization in environmental
education, migratory fish research group, and national
environmental laboratory during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 129 Folder 28
Classroom Capacity, 1972
Scope and Contents
Letter and data concerning classroom capacity during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 129 Folder 30
Facilities Planning, 1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding facilities, including: a copy of
“Policy Governing the Non-Curricular Use of University
Facilities”, correspondence regarding allocated facilities,
and paper regarding research and graduate facilities
box 129 Folder 31
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Office Requirements, 1974
Scope and Contents
Various information regarding office requirements at
the University of Maine including: correspondence and
inventory of present office facilities during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 129 Folder 32
Student Records, 1974
Scope and Contents
Memorandums regarding legislation on student/
parent access to student records and letter regarding
confidentiality of student records during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 129 Folder 44
Management: Suggestions For Improvement, 1972
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding suggestions for improvement in
management during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 129 Folder 46
Advisory Committee On Student Affairs, 1969-1973
Scope and Contents
Copies of meeting minutes of the University of Maine at
Orono (also known as the University of Maine) Advisory
Committee on Student Affairs during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 130 Folder 1
Statewide University System, 1969
Scope and Contents
Copies of the organizational chart of the Statewide
University System of the University of Maine and letter
regarding errors in the chart during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 130 Folder 3
Budget Advisory Committee, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Letter and memorandum regarding the appointment of
a Budget Advisory Board during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 130 Folder 4
Rebello, Anabel, 1970 box 130 Folder 16
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Letter regarding funding the education of Anabel Rebello
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Biennial Report, 1968-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the production of the University
of Maine President Biennial Report, including:
correspondence regarding content, drafts, and reference
material including copies of previous reports during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 130 Folder 17
President's Seminars, 1972
Scope and Contents
A copy of the publication “Looking Ahead” The Next
Five Years at UMO” and correspondence regarding
the publication during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 130 Folder 18
Evaluations, 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding evaluations at the University
of Maine, including: memorandums regarding “The
Treadwell Report”, student migration patterns, cuts to
programs, and details of staff attending meeting to discuss
the Treadwell Report during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
box 130 Folder 23
Procedures To Be Followed In Campus Disorders, 1970
Scope and Contents
Copies of the University of Maine “Procedures To Be
Followed In Campus Disorders” and correspondence
regarding the development of the Procedures during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 130 Folder 25
Provisions Governing The University From Its Charter And The
Laws Of The State Of Contemporary Significant, 1968-1971
box 130 Folder 26
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of "Provisions Governing the University from
its Charter and the Laws of the State of Contemporary
Significant" and correspondence regarding the study by
Dr. Ronald Banks during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Puffer, Robert, 1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the decision not to reappoint
Robert Puffer as a resident assistant during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 130 Folder 28
Parietal, 1968-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding parietal policy at the University
of Maine, including: correspondence regarding parietals,
status of the residence halls and programming, copies
of opinion poll data on parietal hours, and copies of the
“Report of Parietal Hours Study Committee” and “Special
Report of the Student Senate Open-House Policy” during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 130 Folder 30
Special Session, 1972
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the 1972 special session of the
State of Maine Legislature including: correspondence
and copies of legislation regarding appropriations for the
University of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 130 Folder 33
Task Force On Veterans Job Opportunities, 1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine Governor’s
Task Force on Veterans Job Opportunities, including:
meeting material, Task Force report, memorandums, and
reference material during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 131 folder 1
Study Areas, 1970 Box 131 folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding arrangements to establish study
areas in dorm-commons during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Student Insurance, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Student Insurance, including:
correspondence with Zurich Insurance Company,
memorandum regarding liability insurance for student
groups, copy of example plan, and list of student activities
off-campus for which the University had general liability
coverage during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 131 folder 9
Head Residents, 1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a complaint concerning
University of Maine head residents during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 131 folder 16
Foreign Interests Of University Of Maine, 1966-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding foreign interests of the University
of Maine, including: copy of proposal submitted to the
U.S. State Department for the Exchange-Visitor Program,
and copies of report on the “Foreign Interests of the
University of Maine” and “A Report to the Academy
to the Academy for Educational Development Relative
to Aid to Developing Countries Under the Agency for
International Development” during Hugh Edwin Young
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 131 folder 17
Retired Professors Registry, 1959-1960
Scope and Contents
Various retired professor registries during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 131 folder 19
Salary Schedule For Clerks, Sten. Secretaries, 1965-1966 Box 131 folder 20
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of "Job Classification and Salary Schedule
of Clerks, Typists, Stenographs and Secretaries" and
correspondence regarding the schedule during Hugh
Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Deanship
of Technology, including: personnel records, curriculum
vitaes, and material from Standing Appointments
Committee for Technology Deanship during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Admissions Enrollment Data, 1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Various University of Maine enrollment and admissions
data during Lloyd Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville's tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 131 folder 30
Long-Range Planning Steering Committee, 1967
Scope and Contents
A copy of report entitled “A Decade of Development the
University of Maine” by the University of Maine Long
Range Planning Committee during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 131 folder 32
Biennial Budget, 1971-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine biennial
budget, including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding the budget and budget data during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 131 folder 34
Budget, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine budget,
including: correspondence and memorandums regarding
the budget and budget data during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 131 folder 35
Faculty Count, 1964-1966
Scope and Contents
Various lists of University of Maine faculty and statistics
on faculty during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 131 folder 36
Salaries Study, 1958-1969 box 132 Folder 1
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various data from salary studies at the University of
Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman
Elliot’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Faculty Salaries -- Working Papers, 1957-1961
Scope and Contents
Various working data from salary studies at the University
of Maine during Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd
Hartman Elliot’s tenures as University of Maine president.
box 132 Folder 2
Faculty -- Degree Distribution, 1961-1962
Scope and Contents
Data regarding faculty degree distribution at the
University of Maine during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
box 132 Folder 9
University Of Maine Salary Scales, 1945-1958
Scope and Contents
Various data and correspondence regarding University of
Maine salary scales during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
box 132 Folder 11
Faculty Salaries -- Working Papers, 1951-1957
Scope and Contents
Copies of faculty salaries survey working papers during
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 132 Folder 13
Faculty Survey, 1962-1963
Scope and Contents
Various survey data on University of Maine faculty
including their ages during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
box 132 Folder 14
Distribution Of Faculty Salaries, 1954-1967
Scope and Contents
Data on the distribution of University of Maine faculty
salaries during Arthur Andrew Hauck, Lloyd Hartman
Elliot, and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
box 132 folder 16
Faculty Salaries, 1953-1967 box 132 folder 17
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various data regarding University of Maine faculty
including salary information during Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliot, and Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Calendar Committee, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine Calendar
Committee, including: survey of pre-Christmas calendars
and approved calendars during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 132 folder 21
Ad Hoc Presidential Committee On Governance, 1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Ad Hoc Presidential
Committee on Governance including: correspondence
and memorandums regarding the establishment and work
of the Committee and a copy of the Committee report
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 132 folder 19
Assembly Space Committee, 1969
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding space for meetings at the
University of Maine during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 132 folder 20
Committee On Library Resources, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Committee on Library Resources, including: “A Report on
the Resources of the Fogler Library” and correspondence
regarding appointments to the Committee and the report
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 132 folder 22
Distinguished Maine Professor Award Committee, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the Distinguished Maine
Professor Award Committee including: meeting material
and correspondence regarding Committee appointments
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 132 folder 23
Environmental Advisory Committee, 1971 box 132 folder 24
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Letter and press release regarding the formation of the
Environmental Advisory Committee during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Faculty Salary Committee, 1968-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Faculty Salary Committee,
including: meeting minutes, copy of “Faculty Salaries
and Compensation” report, and correspondence and
memorandums regarding the Committee during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 132 folder 25
Budget, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous University of Maine budget
information during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 132 folder 27
Indian Education Advisory Committee, 1967-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Indian Education Advisory
Committee including: reference material, correspondence,
Committee meeting material, and reports during Hugh
Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 132 folder 29
Ethics Committee, 1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Ethics
Committee, including: report, memorandums and
correspondence, and newspaper clipping during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 133a Folder 1
Museum Committee, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Museum
Committee, including: meeting material, correspondence,
and reference material during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
box 133a Folder 2
President's Advisory Study Group On Student Services,
1968-1969
box 133a Folder 3
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the President's Advisory Study
Group on Student Services, including: meeting material,
reports, and reference material during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
UMB -- Directorship, 1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the position of director of the
University of Maine at Bangor, including: correspondence
regarding the appointment of John Beckley as the director
and other applications for the post during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 133a Folder 5
Student Housing Committee, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Student Housing Committee,
including: meeting material and report during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 133a Folder 6
United Fund Campaign Committee, 1969-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the United Fund Campaign
Committee, including: correspondence regarding
Committee appointments and reference material during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 133a Folder 7
Administrative Staff Meetings, 1969-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Administrative Staff
Meetings, including: meeting material during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 133a Folder 8
Two-Year Program Coordinating Committee, 1968-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Two-Year Program
Coordinating Committee, including: meeting material,
reference material, list of Committee members, and
box 133a Folder 9
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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correspondence during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Orono Campus Planning, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the President’s Committee
on Orono Campus Planning, including: meeting
material, copies of the report “The Mission and Goals
of the University of Maine at Orono and Bangor”, and
memorandums regarding the report during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 133a Folder 10
Standing Appointments Committee, 1968-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Standing Appointments
Committee, including: correspondence regarding
Committee appointments, list of Committee members, and
meeting material during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 133a Folder 11
Space Committee, 1968-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Space Committee, including:
correspondence regarding space issues at the University
of Maine and Committee meeting and meeting material
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 133a Folder 13
Math/English Building Committee, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Math/English Building
Committee, including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding space issues and Committee meetings, reports,
and meeting material during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
box 133a Folder 14
Free Speech And Assembly Review Board, 1970-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Free Speech and Assembly
Review Board, including: memorandums regarding the
abolishment of the Board, correspondence regarding
Board terms and "Free Speech and Assembly Policy"
revisions, and a copy of the revised "Free Speech and
box 133a Folder 15
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Assembly Policy" during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
University Of Maine At Portland-Gorham -- President's Staff
Meeting Minutes, 1970-1973
Scope and Contents
Copies of meeting minutes from University of Maine
At Portland-Gorham (also known as the University
of Southern Maine) President's Staff meetings during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 133a Folder 16
Public Services, 1967-1971
Scope and Contents
Memorandums regarding Public Services meetings during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 133a Folder 17
Winthrop C. Libby, Vice President For Public Services,
1967-1977
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding Winthrop C.
Libby, Vice President for Public Services and future
University of Maine president including: correspondence
regarding an article in Ellsworth American by Libby and
copy of newspaper clipping of article, minority groups,
Division of Public Services meeting material, interest in
the presidency of the University of Maine, intra-university
relations, National Planning Association meeting, office
furniture, agricultural data, listing of public service
activities, natural resources, organization and functioning
of the Division of Public Service, summary of meeting on
proposed vice president for extension, a copy of the State
of Maine “An Act to Create the Wildlands Use Regulation
Commission” during Hugh Edwin Young, Winthrop C.
Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
box 133a Folder 18
Presidents' Council -- Meeting Minutes, 1973-1977
Scope and Contents
Copies of minutes and agendas from the University of
Maine President’s Council meetings during Winthrop C.
Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
box 133a Folder 19
Ad Hoc Committee For University Stores, 1967-1968 box 133a Folder 20
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of notes and reports regarding a proposed
University of Maine bookstore and meeting material from
Committee on University Stores during Hugh Edwin
Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Committee On Business Services, 1961
Scope and Contents
Memorandums regarding the Committee on Business
Services during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 133a Folder 21
Reorganization Of Student Services, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the reorganization of the
University of Maine Student Services, including:
organizational charts, progress report of the
reorganization, newspaper clipping regarding the
reorganization, meeting material from the Advisory
Committee on Student Affairs, and correspondence
regarding Committee appointments during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 133a Folder 22
Super-University, 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the establishment of a system
unifying the University of Maine and the Five State
Colleges including: financial information, payroll, and
memorandums regarding the unification during Hugh
Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 133b Folder 5
CES Tenure Policies, 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding
professional appointments at the University of Maine’s
Cooperative Extensive Service during Hugh Edwin Young
and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 133b Folder 6
South Campus, 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 133b Folder 9
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
south campus at the former Dow Air Force Base in
Bangor, Maine, including: newspaper clippings and
correspondence regarding housing, buildings, and naming,
and report regarding career programs during Hugh Edwin
Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Bureau Of Public Administration, 1967-1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State of Maine’s Bureau of
Public Administration, including: correspondence and
memorandums regarding education offerings for law
enforcement officers and tax assessor training during
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 133b Folder 10
Health Professions Planning Committee, 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Agenda and memorandum regarding the University
of Maine’s Health Professions Education Planning
Committee during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 133b Folder 16
University Of Maine Trustees, 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Board
of Trustees including: correspondence, memorandums,
meeting agendas and minutes, reports, and list of Board
members and terms during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 133b Folder 21
Administrative Staff Meeting Minutes, 1967-1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine Administrative Staff
meeting minutes during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 133b Folder 23
Budget (Public Services), 1968
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 133b Folder 24
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various budget information for the University of Maine
Division of Public Services during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Univ. Of Maine Board Of Trustee -- On School Of Forestry
(Anniversary Celebrations), 1959-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine's School
of Forestry, including: memorandum regarding the School
of Forestry, 50th anniversary publication of Farm and
Home Week, 50th anniversary publication of Home
Economics, and Golden Anniversary publication of the
Forestry Department at the University of Maine during
Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 134 Folder 1
Doten, Henry L., 1945-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items related to University of Maine Business
Manager Henry L. Doten, including: correspondence
and memorandums regarding graduate study in Portland,
Doten’s relocation to Augusta, disposition of the Home
Management House, responsibilities of the business
manager, compiling of the “Interim Directory”, adverse
report on Hauck Auditorium, accounting information,
property management, purchasing policies, construction
projects, grant funding, communications and office
equipment, equipment purchases, meeting material,
reference material, reports, and press release and
newspaper clipping regarding Doten’s retirement during
Arthur Andrew Hauck and Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenures
as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 134 Folder 2
President Robert Judson Aley, 1918-1919
Scope and Contents
Correspondence featuring University of Maine President
Robert Judson Aley regarding a salary increase for Aley,
league of nations, attendance at the Pittsburgh Alumni
Association meeting, and formation of the Division of
Educational Extension during Robert Judson Aley’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 134 Folder 5
Board Of Trustees, 1924-1963 Box 134 Folder 6
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the University
of Maine Board of Trustees, including: correspondence
and memorandums regarding various Trustee
recommendations, copies of School of Nursing
report regarding its history and present program and
Memorandum of Agreement between the University
of Maine and University of Massachusetts regarding
agricultural engineering and food processing, various
committee minutes and reports, and copy of resolution
regarding the acceptance of a Phi Beta Kappa scholarship
during Clarence Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman,
Arthur Andrew Hauck, and Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Robert I. Ashman Forestry Camp, 1930-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Robert I. Ashman Forestry
Camp in Princeton, Maine, including: correspondence
regarding capital construction priorities, future operations
of the Camp, use of the Camps for training, plans to form
the camp, newspaper clipping and press releases regarding
the Camp, report of the 4-H Forestry Boys Camps and
proposal for the Camp, and camp plans during Clarence
Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew
Hauck, and Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenures as University
of Maine president.
Box 134 Folder 7
Forestry Visiting Committee, 1935-1956
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Forestry Visiting Committee,
including correspondence and memorandums regarding
the Committee and The Society of American Foresters
grading of the University of Maine, newspaper clipping
regarding visit, list of Committee members, invitation for
Committee luncheon, and copy of report “Prepared for
the Committee on Accrediting Schools of Forestry, The
Society of American Foresters” during Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 134 Folder 8
President Arthur Andrew Hauck, 1937-1955
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine President
Arthur Andrew Hauck, including: correspondence
regarding: Alumni events, budget of the Agriculture
Experiment Station, concerns regarding education for
veterans, establishment of a classified postal station,
correspondence with Lt. Col J.A. McCucker at the War
Crimes Commission regarding University of Maine
activities, book on German forests, Parker Family Bible
Box 134 Folder 9
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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for the Maine Medical School, projects with Bankhead-
Jones, college football, course in Resort Management,
Greek Culture Prize, and inaugural address of the new
governor of New Hampshire during Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
College Of Agriculture Responsibilities, 1943-1957
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the College of Agriculture
responsibilities, including: lists of staffing duties and
responsibilities in the College and correspondence
regarding the duties and responsibilities during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 134 Folder 11
Aubert Hall, 1937-1957
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine's
Aubert Hall, including: financial statement of chemical
wings, correspondence regarding a report on pulp and
paper expenditure, history of Aubert Hall, visits to the
University of Maine pulp and paper facilities, purchase
of pulp and paper equipment, services of Warren Abbott,
Lyle Jenness payment, additions to Aubert Hall, contract
deductions, copies of legislation regarding chemistry,
request for funds for chemical engineering equipment,
certificate of payment for equipment, construction
specifications for additions to the Chemical Engineering
Building, construction plans, and building proposals
during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 134 Folder 14
President Hugh Edwin Young -- Expense Material, 1965-1968
Scope and Contents
Various expense account material for University of
Maine President Hugh Edwin Young during his tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 134 Folder 21
President Hugh Edwin Young -- General, 1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Various items related to University of Maine President
Hugh Edwin Young, including: correspondence regarding
Box 134 Folder 22
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Dow Air Force Base and Lambert Cup during his tenure
as University of Maine president.
Budget -- Biennial Budget, 1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Biennial
Budget, including: financial data and correspondence
during Hugh Edwin Young's tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 134 Folder 24
Paul Dunham, 1969
Scope and Contents
Memorandum from Paul C. Dunham, University of Maine
Director of Institutional Research regarding possible
titling systems for professional personnel during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 134 Folder 25
Campaign Plan For Capital Fund Drive, 1973
Scope and Contents
Various publications regarding the University of Maine
Campaign Plan for Capital Fund Drive the "Second
Century Fund” during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 137 Folder 24
A Study Of The Fund-Raising Potential For The University Of
Maine, 1973
Scope and Contents
Copy of the report “A Study of the Fund-Raising Potential
for the University of Maine” by Ketchum, Inc. during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 137 folder 25
University Of Maine Cultivation/Survey Study Plan
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine Cultivation/Survey Study
Plan by Ketchum, Inc.
Box 137 Folder 26
Public-Private Partnership Box 137 Folder 34
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of the “Public-Private Partnership A Blueprint For
The Second Century at the University of Maine”.
Memorial Union
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Memorial Union, including: copies of publication titled
“A Living Memorial” containing the names of those
University of Maine alumni and students who gave their
lives during the World War II, list of proposed gifts and
donations, and copies of publications regarding the alumni
and students who gave their lives during the World War
II “175 That we may honor those to whom all honor
is due…” and “A Tribute and a Memorial”, and “The
Memorial Union Building”.
Box 137 Folder 36
Hauck's Camp
Scope and Contents
Directions for University of Maine President Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s Camp at Beech Hill Pond in Otis, Maine.
Box 137 Folder 38
Improving The University Of Maine, 1977
Scope and Contents
A copy of the report “Improving The University of
Maine” submitted to the University of Maine Board of
Trustees by the Trustees ad hoc Committee on Academic
Planning during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 137 folder 39
Board Of Trustees Vote On Fire Escape, 1923
Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine Board of Trustees vote
regarding fire escapes during Clarence Cook Little’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 137 Folder 40
Gladys Hauck, 1958
Scope and Contents
Letter from University of Maine President Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s wife Gladys Hauck to University of Maine
employee Dinsmore regarding a Hauck trip during
Joseph M. Murray’s tenure as acting University of Maine
president.
Box 137 Folder 41
Resource Allocations For The Early Seventies, 1972 Box 137 Folder 45
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copy of report by R.F. Tredwell, Special Assistant to the
President during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Appropriation Request, 1971-1973
Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine “Appropriation Request in
support of the Operating Budget Request and the Capital
Construction Program to the 105th Legislature” during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 137 Folder 46
Budget -- Biennial Budget, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Copy of the University of Maine Biennial Budget during
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 137 Folder 47
Status Of Capital Improvement Projects, 1972
Scope and Contents
A copy of “Status of Capital Improvement Plans”
compiled by the State of Maine Bureau of Public
Improvements Department of Finance & Administration
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 137 Folder 48
Three-Point Financial Program, 1963
Scope and Contents
Copies of a booklet regarding the University of Maine’s
"Three-Point Financial Program” during Lloyd Hartman
Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 137 Folder 50
Budget -- Information About The University Of Maine's
Biennial Budget, 1959-1961
Scope and Contents
A copy of the report “Information about the University of
Maine’s Biennial Budget” during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
box 137 Folder 51
General Employment Regulations For The Clerical Staff, 1956 box 137 Folder 60
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
A copy of "University of Maine General Employment
Regulations for the Clerical Staff" during Andrew Arthur
Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Treasurer’s Report, 1968
Scope and Contents
Copy of the University of Maine Treasurer’s Report
during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
box 137 Folder 61
Information And Regulations Pertaining To Occupancy, 1965
Scope and Contents
A copy of the "University of Maine’s Information and
Regulations Pertaining to Occupancy" during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 137 Folder 62
President Elliot Bulletin Article, 1965
Scope and Contents
A copy of a University of Maine Bulletin for Alumni
and Friends article on University of Maine President
Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s appointment during his tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 137 Folder 63
A Five-Point Legislative Program For The University Of Maine,
1961-1963
Scope and Contents
Copy of “A Five-Point Legislative Program for the
University of Maine” during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 137 Folder 72
Administrative Relationships, 1968
Scope and Contents
A copy of the report "University of Maine Orono,
Portland, Augusta, and Law School Administrative
Relationships" during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 138 Folder 1
File Classification, 1968
Scope and Contents
Details of file classification during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 138 Folder 2
Equipment, 1959-1969 Box 138 Folder 12
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding equipment at the University
of Maine, including: inventory of equipment, object
classification, memorandums regarding equipment, list of
supplies, prices of duplicating services, copies of proposed
motor vehicle code and purchasing manual during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young, and Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenures as University of Maine president.
State Credit Research Committee, 1963-1964
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the State Credit Research
Committee including: reports, correspondence, and
memorandums during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 138 Folder 14
Retirement Plan, 1968
Scope and Contents
Copy of a retirement plan for the University of Maine
during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 138 Folder 24
Trustee -- W. Gordon Robertson, 1962-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine Trustee W.
Gordon Robertson, including: obituary, correspondence
and memorandums sent by Robertson during his tenure
as a trustee, and copy of commencement address
by Robertson at the University of Maine College of
Agriculture during Lloyd Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 140 Folder 1
Trustee -- Ralph H. Cutting, 1962-1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine Trustee W.
Ralph Henry Cutting, including: photograph of the Board
of Trustees, personnel record, newspaper clippings, and
correspondence during Lloyd Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin
Young, and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 140 Folder 3
Trustee -- Reports To Trustees By Henry Doten (Maintenance
And Control Committee), 1963-1964
Box 140 Folder 4
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of various reports to University of Board Trustees
by Henry Doten from the Maintenance and Control
Committee during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Trustee -- Lucia M. Cormier, 1960-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine Trustee
Lucia M. Cormier, including: newspaper clipping,
personnel record, and correspondence during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 140 Folder 7
Committee On Faculty Professional Relations, 1967-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Committee on Faculty Professional Relations, including:
correspondence and memorandums and meeting material
during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 140 Folder 12
Committee On Freedom Of Speech And Assembly Review
Board, 1967-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Committee on Freedom of Speech and Assembly Review
Board, including: correspondence and memorandums
and meeting material during Hugh Edwin Young and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 140 Folder 13
Ad Hoc Advisory Committee On The Role Of The University
Of Maine In The Area Of Adult Education, 1969-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Ad Hoc Advisory Committee
on the Role of the University Of Maine in the Area of
Adult Education, including: correspondence, reports,
meeting material, and reference material during Winthrop
Box 140 Folder 14
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Ad Hoc Committee To Review The Policies And Practices Of
The University Placement Office, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the Ad Hoc Committee to
Review the Policies and Practices of the University
Placement Office during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 140 Folder 15
Student Life Committee, 1968-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Student Life Committee,
including: list of members, correspondence, meeting
material, regarding Committee appointments, report,
and copy of The Open House Policy during Hugh Edwin
Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 140 Folder 16
Committee On Administration, 1968-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Committee on
Administration, including: meeting minutes and
memorandum regarding Committee appointments during
Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 140 Folder 17
Trustee -- Jean Sampson, 1968-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine Trustee
Jean Sampson, including: newspaper clipping and letter
regarding Sampson’s appointment as chair of the Board
of Trustees during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 140 Folder 18
Cooperative Extension Service -- Meetings, 1963-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Cooperative Extension Service meetings including:
meeting notes, correspondence, and various Cooperative
Extension Service reports during Lloyd Hartman Elliot
and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 141 Folder 2
University Salary Committee, 1965-1967 Box 141 Folder 3
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Salary Studies Committee including: meeting minutes,
correspondence, and salary data during Hugh Edwin
Young’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Budget Summary Salary List, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Copy of a "University of Maine Budget Summary and
Salary List" during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 141 Folder 4
Cooperative Extension Service -- Position Descriptions, 1965
Scope and Contents
Various University of Maine Cooperative Extension
Service position descriptions during Lloyd Hartman Elliot
and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 141 Folder 5
Cooperative Extension Service -- Position Descriptions,
1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Various University of Maine Cooperative Extension
Service position descriptions during Lloyd Hartman Elliot
and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 141 Folder 6
Manpower Advisory Committee, 1965-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Federal Manpower Advisory
Committee, including: reports and papers during Lloyd
Hartman Elliot and Hugh Edwin Young’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 141 Folder 8
Rio Grande Da Norte, Brazil, 1968
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine visit to Rio
Grande Do Norte, Brazil including: notes and reference
material regarding the Maine Partners of Alliance and Rio
Grande Do Norte during Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 141 Folder 10
Free Speech Policy, 1967-1968 Box 141 Folder 15
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
A copy of a report of the University of Maine Committee
to study free speech and assembly and memorandum
regarding picketing and demonstrations relating to visits
by personnel recruiters during Hugh Edwin Young’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
University Of Maine Disciplinary Code, 1967
Scope and Contents
Copy of the University of Maine Disciplinary Code during
Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 141 Folder 16
University Of Maine Administrative Organization
Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine Administrative organization
chart.
box 141 Folder 19
Bureau Of Labor Education Advisory Committee, 1966-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Bureau
Of Labor Education Advisory Committee, including:
correspondence regarding Committee appointments,
and meeting arrangements during Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 142 Folder 1
A.C.T.I.O.N. Committee (A Committee To Implement Our
Needs), 1969
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding A.C.T.I.O.N. Committee (A
Committee to Implement Our Needs), including: paper
regarding consumption of alcoholic beverages and
Committee reports during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 142 Folder 2
University Coalition Committee, 1966-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University Coalition
Committee, including: newspaper clippings,
correspondence, and memorandums regarding University
of Maine student protests including at ROTC Ceremony
during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 142 Folder 3
Public Relations Committee, 1969-1970 Box 142 Folder 4
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Public Relations Committee,
including: correspondence regarding the establishment of
the Committee, copy of Committee report, and reference
material during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Horn Committee, 1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the discontinuation of “The
Horn” public address system and a report from the
Horn Committee during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 142 Folder 5
Law Enforcement Education Planning Committee, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Law Enforcement Education
Planning Committee including: correspondence regarding
Committee meetings and appointments during Winthrop
C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 142 Folder 6
President Libby -- General, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding University
of Maine President Winthrop C. Libby, including:
correspondence regarding insurance, Maine statistics for
New England Undergraduate Regional Transfer Program,
Named Professorship in Economics, staffing, Trans
East Airlines support, and Distinguished Faculty Award
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 142 Folder 7
Council Of Colleges, 1969-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Council
of Colleges, including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding meetings, papers, and press release during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 142 Folder 8
Trustee -- Carleton Day Reed, Jr., 1970 Box 142 Folder 9
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Newspaper clipping regarding the appointment of
Carleton Day Reed, Jr. as a University of Maine Trustee
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Committee On Pre-Registrations And Add-Drop Procedures,
1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Committee on Pre-
Registrations and Add-Drop Procedures including:
correspondence regarding registration procedures and
the establishment of the Committee during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 142 Folder 10
Presidential Committee On Governance, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Presidential Committee on Governance, including:
correspondence, copy of Committee report and statements,
meeting minutes, and newspaper clipping regarding
the Committee during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 142 Folder 12
Environmental Advisory Committee, 1971-1975
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Environmental Advisory Committee including:
correspondence regarding the Committee’s inactivity and
Committee appointments, list of Committee members, and
press release regarding the Committee’s formation during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 142 Folder 15
Committee On Discipline, 1970-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Committee on Discipline including: correspondence
regarding Committee appointments and list of Committee
members during Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R.
Neville’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 142 Folder 16
Student Conduct Code Committee, 1971-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Student
Conduct Code Committee, including: correspondence
Box 142 Folder 17
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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regarding revisions to the Code, Committee appointments,
Committee reports and details of revisions to the Code,
and list of Committee members during Winthrop C. Libby
and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Council On Priorities, 1972-1974
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Council
on Priorities, including: correspondence regarding
approval of the Mission Statements for the University of
Maine, copy of the "Council’s Statement on Mission and
Goals", copies of various University of Maine missions
and goals and correspondence regarding the reports during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 142 Folder 18
College Of Agriculture Meeting Minutes, 1972-1976
Scope and Contents
Various minutes from various University of Maine
College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Executive
Committee and faculty meetings and reports during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 142 Folder 19
Tenure Matters, 1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding faculty tenure, including:
statements, correspondence, and memorandums regarding
various individual tenure decisions during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 142 Folder 20
Trustee -- Robert L. Jalbert, 1973
Scope and Contents
Copy of personnel records for University of Maine Board
of Trustee Robert L. Jalbert during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 142 Folder 23
Free Speech And Assembly Policy, 1974 Box 142 folder 24
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
A copy of the "University of Maine Free Speech and
Assembly Policy" during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Management Information, 1974
Scope and Contents
A copy of report entitled “Management Information”
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 142 folder 25
Ad Hoc Committee On Position Reallocation, 1974-1976
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Ad
Hoc Committee on Position Reallocation, including:
Committee reports and correspondence regarding
Committee appointments and decisions during Howard R.
Neville’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 142 folder 26
Cooperative Extension Service -- Task Force, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Cooperative Extension Service Task Force, including:
Committee reports and correspondence regarding
Committee recommendations during Howard R. Neville’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 142 folder 27a
Cooperative Extension Service -- Task Force, 1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Cooperative Extension Service Task Force, including:
meeting material, list of Task Force members and
correspondence regarding Task Force appointments
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 142 folder 27b
Cooperative Extension Service -- Task Force, 1976-1977
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Cooperative Extension Service Task Force, including:
meeting material, reports and correspondence regarding
the Task Force during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 142 folder 27c
President Weekly Planners, 1980-1981 box 143 folder 24
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Weekly planners for University of Maine presidents
during Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
President Weekly Planners, 1979-1980
Scope and Contents
Weekly planners for University of Maine presidents
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president, Kenneth W. Allen’s tenure as acting University
of Maine president, and Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 143 folder 25
President Weekly Planners, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Weekly planners for University of Maine presidents
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 143 folder 26
President Weekly Planners, 1975-1976
Scope and Contents
Weekly planners for University of Maine presidents
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 143 folder 27
President Calendars, 1977-1978
Scope and Contents
Calendars for University of Maine presidents during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 143 folder 28
President Calendars, 1974 & 1976
Scope and Contents
Calendars for University of Maine presidents during
Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 143 folder 29
President Calendars, 1972-1973 box 143 folder 30
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Calendars for University of Maine presidents during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
President Calendars, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Calendars for University of Maine presidents during
Winthrop C. Libby and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
box 143 folder 31
Selected Salary Revisions, 1972
Scope and Contents
Details of proposed salary revisions during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 1
Meeting Minutes, Capital Construction Resources, 1966 & 1987
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items including: copies of
President’s Council meeting minutes, questions and
answers about the University Capital Construction
Program, and memorandum regarding how the resources
of the University of Maine at Orono utilized its resource
during Hugh Edwin Young and Dale W. Lick’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 4
Committee -- Misc.
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding University of
Maine committees, including: notes, list of various
Committee members and Board of Trustee members.
Box 144 Folder 7
University Of Maine 5-Year Plan, 1984
Scope and Contents
Copy of a "University of Maine 5-Year Plan" during
Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 144 Folder 8
Job Descriptions, 1984-1985 Box 144 Folder 10
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Copies of various job descriptions at the University of
Maine during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Development, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding development at the University of
Maine, including: details of various gifts, list of University
of Maine Development Council members, memorandum
regarding athletic funding, and copies of Development
Office financial reports during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 13
Forecasts For 1990, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine forecasts
for 1990, including: correspondence, memorandums, and
forecast reports during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 14
Presidents Advisory Council, 1984-1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the President’s Advisory Council,
including: Council meeting agendas, notes, minutes, and
list of Council members during Arthur M. Johnson’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 144 folder 17
Henry Nevison, 1984
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Henry Nevison, Director of
University of Maine Public Information and Central
Services (PICS), including: correspondence and
memorandums regarding staffing, videotaping support,
and video projects during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 144 folder 19
Preparing Ourselves For A Changing World, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
"Preparing Ourselves for a Changing World" event,
Box 144 folder 22
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including: correspondence, reference material, meeting
material from Task Force on Preparing Ourselves for a
Changing World event, and event material during Arthur
M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Committee On Teaching Follow-Up On Retreat, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Committee on Teaching Follow-Up On Retreat, including:
notes, announcement regarding teaching workshop, and
memorandum regarding the Committee during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 144 Folder 23
Retreat -- Lucerne, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine retreat
at the Lucerne Inn including: meeting notes, agenda, and
notes during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 27
Task Force Impact Of Part II, 1985
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the impact of the State of Maine
legislature failure to appropriate funds for Part II on the
University of Maine during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 144 folder 32
Rand Erb, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Rand Erb’s employment at the
University of Maine during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 144 Folder 35
Responses To Review Of President Johnson Report, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various responses to a report by University of Maine
President Arthur M. Johnson and a copy of the report on
University of Maine activities during Arthur M. Johnson’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 38
TF Program, 1985 Box 144 Folder 40
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Task Force on “Preparing
Ourselves for a Changing World”, including:
memorandum, Commuter Chronicle publication, and
notes regarding a Task Force meeting during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Performing Arts Center Director, 1985
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding a search committee for the positon of
University Executive Director of the Performing Arts
Center during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 144 Folder 46
Media Policy/Relations, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding public relations and media
policy at the University of Maine, including: notes,
correspondence regarding Council of Colleges Public
Relations Committee, announcement regarding the
interpretation of media relation policy, and reference
material regarding press relations during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 50
Fundraising Advisory Committee And Development Policy
Group Meetings, 1985
Scope and Contents
Meeting summary from the Fundraising Advisory
Committee and Development Policy Group during Arthur
M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 51
Retreat Summary Material -- October, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various material for the University of Maine retreat
including: case study, reference material, correspondence,
memorandums, and reports during Arthur M. Johnson’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 55
Student Publications Comm., 1985 Box 144 Folder 58
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Student
Publication Committee, including: list of Committee
members and meeting notes during Arthur M. Johnson’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Planning Process, 1985
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding the development of the University
of Maine Board of Trustees’ “Goals and Strategies”
statement during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 59
Executive Committee/Dean's Council Meeting, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Executive Committee/
Dean's Council Meeting on electronic media, including:
menu, list of attendees, and invitation during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 62
President's Meeting With Deans, 1985
Scope and Contents
Memorandums regarding University of Maine President
Arthur M. Johnson’s meeting with deans during his tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 68
Instructional Quality Committee, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Instructional Quality
Committee, including: memorandum, correspondence,
and meeting notes during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 69
Goals, 1985
Scope and Contents
Memorandum containing University of Maine goals
including for the Performing Arts Center during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 72
Trustee -- Schroth Visit, 1985 Box 144 Folder 73
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine Trustee Pat
Schroth’s visit to the University of Maine during Arthur
M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Steering Committee, 1985
Scope and Contents
Summary of a University of Maine’s Steering Committee
meeting during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 74
Personal Activities Statement -- Handbook, 1985
Scope and Contents
Details of draft statements for University of Maine
handbooks for the faculty and professional staff regarding
stationary letterhead during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 144 Folder 75
PEAC Ballots, 1985
Scope and Contents
Copies of Professional Employees Advisory Council
(PEAC) ballots and correspondence regarding the vote
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 145 Folder 3
Retreat -- October, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the organization of the University
of Maine retreat including: correspondence, reference
material, and reports during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 4
Various Committee Recommendations, 1985
Scope and Contents
Copies of various University of Maine committee
recommendations, including: from the retention
committee, promotion committee, honors committee, price
committee, and honors program handbook during Arthur
M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 5
Preparing Ourselves For A Changing World, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding speakers on the theme of
“Preparing Ourselves for a Changing World”, including:
the program, schedule, correspondence, and reservation
Box 145 folder 7
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details during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Assistant To President Position Announcement, 1985
Scope and Contents
Copies of the position announcement for the assistant
to the University of Maine president during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 10
University Committees, 1985
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine Executive Committee
meeting minutes and report, Recruitment Committee
report, and checklist during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 15
Responses To Forecasts To 1990, 1985
Scope and Contents
Copies of response sheets to “Forecasts to 1990” during
Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 145 Folder 16
Fund Raising, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding fund raising, including
memorandum regarding the organization and operation of
the Alumni Fund Raising Activity, copy of “Development
at UMO A Discussion Paper and Report”, and various
fund raising University of Maine's Pulp and Paper
Foundation material during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 18
Trustees, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine Board
of Trustees, including: meeting material, notes, and
correspondence during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 19
Search Committee -- VP For Research, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the search committee for
University of Maine Vice-President for Research,
including: correspondence, list of committee members,
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and a copy of the job description during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Search Committee -- Performing Arts Center Director, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the search committee for the
University of Maine Performing Arts Center Director,
including correspondence and memorandums, notes, job
description, and list of committee members during Arthur
M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 145 Folder 26
Faculty Interns, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding faculty interns, including: list
of interns, applications, and resumes during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 29
President's Advisory Council, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
President’s Advisory Council, including: memorandums,
correspondence, meeting material, and reports during
Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 145 Folder 30
President Consulting Service, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the procedure for the recruitment
and selection of the president of the University of Maine,
including: correspondence and schedule of the Presidential
Search Consulting Service interviews during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 33
President's Advisory Council, 1985-1986
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
President’s Advisory Council, including: memorandums,
correspondence, meeting material, and reports during
Box 145 Folder 35
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Executive Committee, 1985-1986
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Executive Committee meetings, including:
correspondence, notes, and schedule during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 37
Discrimination Affirmative Action, 1985-1986
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding discrimination and affirmative
action policies and procedures at the University of Maine,
including: copies of “Guidelines for Nonsexist Language”,
proposed “Affirmative Action Plan”, “Sexual Orientation
Policy” and correspondence regarding the policies
and procedures during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 38
Council Of Colleges, 1985-1986
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Council of Colleges,
including: meeting material, reference material, and
correspondence and memorandums regarding material
reviewed by the Council during Arthur M. Johnson’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 39
Policies, 1985-1986
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding policies at the
University of Maine, including: correspondence and
memorandums regarding distributing polices, the approval
of specific policies, announcements regarding polices
for the Weekly Calendar, and reference material during
Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 145 Folder 40
Joel Katz, 1985-1986
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Joel Katz, University of Maine
Executive Director of Maine Center for the Arts including:
correspondence regarding Katz’s performance, press
release and correspondence regarding Katz’s appointment
and application for the post of executive director during
Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 145 Folder 41
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Dean's Council, 1985-1986
Scope and Contents
Copies of University of Maine Dean’s Council meeting
minutes during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 42
President's Advisory Committee Working File, 1985-1986
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items related to the University of
Maine President’s Advisory Council, including: meeting
notes, correspondence and memorandums regarding
staffing, office space, Performing Arts Center, and
financial management during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 145 Folder 44
Visiting Committee, 1986
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding a Visiting Committee to the
University of Maine, including: newspaper clipping,
Committee report, and meeting notes regarding the
Committee during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 146 Folder 1
Video Disc Committee, 1986
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine
President’s Committee to Write Laser Disc Proposal
including: list of Committee members and correspondence
and memorandums regarding the proposal during Arthur
M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
box 146 Folder 2
New University Of Maine At Orono Direction, 1986
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding plans for a new direction at the
University of Maine, including copy of draft “Preliminary
Goals and Objectives for Revised Long Range Financial
Plan", meeting material regarding a review of the financial
strategy, and supporting and reference material, and notes
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 146 Folder 3
Ad Hoc Telecommunications Committee, 1986 box 146 Folder 5
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Material from Telecommunication Committee meetings
including: agenda, correspondence, and minutes during
Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Governor's Economic Development Conference, 1986
Scope and Contents
Press release regarding the State of Maine Governor's
Economic Development Conference during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 146 Folder 6
Anthropology Museum Staffing, 1986
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding staffing concerns at the
Anthropology Museum during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 146 Folder 7
Retreat -- April, 1986
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding a University of Maine retreat
including: agenda, correspondence, notes, and reference
material during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 146 Folder 8
Retreat -- May, 1986
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding a University of Maine retreat
including: agenda, correspondence, notes, and reference
material during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 146 Folder 9
Executive Committee, 1986
Scope and Contents
Summaries of Executive Committee meetings and
correspondence and memorandums regarding the meetings
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 146 Folder 10
UMO Flag, 1986 Box 146 Folder 11
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence and report regarding the proposed
official flag of the University of Maine during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Changing Of University Of Maine Name, 1986
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and press release regarding the
changing of the University of Maine’s name back to the
University of Maine from University of Maine at Orono
including details of celebrations to commemorate the
name changing during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 146 Folder 12
UMO Lands Commission, 1986
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine at Orono
(also known as the University of Maine) Lands Committee
including: correspondence, memorandums, attendance
records, and list of Committee members during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 146 Folder 13
Executive Committee, 1986
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Executive Committee, including: notes, report of gifts and
income, and memorandum regarding student involvement
in decision-making at the University of Maine at Orono
(also known as the University of Maine) during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 146 Folder 15
Action Committee Of 50, Inc., 1986
Scope and Contents
Details of a meeting of the Action Committee of 50, Inc.
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 146 Folder 16
Professional Employees Advisory Council Procedure, 1986
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding appointments to the University
of Maine Professional Employees Advisory Council
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 146 Folder 17
Distinguished Lecture Series Committee, 1986 Box 146 Folder 22
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine's
Distinguished Lecture Series Committee including: list of
Committees actions and Committee agenda during Arthur
M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
President Report, 1986
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding a University of Maine president
report during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 146 Folder 23
Scott Wilson Schedules, 1986
Scope and Contents
Notes regarding the schedule of Scott Wilson during
Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 146 Folder 24
Hitchner Ground Breaking, 1986
Scope and Contents
Memorandums and correspondence regarding the Hitchner
groundbreaking and list of invitees during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 146 Folder 26
"Preparing Ourselves For A Changing World", 1986
Scope and Contents
Memorandums and correspondence regarding the Task
Force on "Preparing Ourselves for a Changing World"
and a list of people invited to the "Preparing Ourselves
for a Changing World" presentation during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 146 Folder 27
Planner's Meetings, 1985-1986
Scope and Contents
Minutes from Planner’s Meetings during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 146 Folder 30
Vice Presidents Meetings, 1985
Scope and Contents
Various items from University of Maine Vice Presidents
meetings, including: meeting minutes and reports during
Box 146 Folder 31
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Vice Presidents And Planners Meetings, 1985-1986
Scope and Contents
Various University of Maine Vice Presidents and Planners
meeting minutes during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 146 Folder 32
Vice Presidents And Planners Meetings, 1985-1986
Scope and Contents
Various University of Maine Vice Presidents and Planners
Meeting minutes, supporting material, and notes during
Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 146 Folder 33
Vice Presidents And Planners Meetings (Upcoming), 1986
Scope and Contents
Various University of Maine Vice Presidents and Planners
meeting minutes, agendas, supporting material, and notes
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 146 Folder 34
Discretionary Funds Request, 1986
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding discretionary funds for
University of Maine students presenting at the Annual
New England Undergraduates Research Conference
during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 146 Folder 37
Farmington State College Of The University Of Maine --
Presidency, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding suggestions for president of
Farmington State College (also known as the University of
Maine at Farmington) during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 146 Folder 42
Academic Reorganization, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding academic reorganization at the
University of Maine, including: report and correspondence
regarding the committee formed to advise on the
Box 147 Folder 1
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reorganization during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Aceto, Thomas, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and memorandums to and
from and University of Maine Vice President for
Administration Dr. Thomas Aceto on a range of
subjects, including: classification audits and appeals,
differences between clerical jobs, relationships with
black institution, institutional data for planning purposes,
advertising, facility use and planning, meeting with State
of Maine Senator John Baldacci, relocation of office,
vacation leave, name tags, alcohol and drug assistance,
Sockalexis Arena agreement, women’s soccer, continuing
education center at the Bangor Campus, experiences of
coaches’ wives, flagpole and Alfond Arena addition,
Faculty Appreciation Day, staffing and reorganization
the employee relations area, property and facilities
management, and presidential vacancies, and copy of
retention plan during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 147 Folder 5
Admissions Standards, 1987
Scope and Contents
Copy of fall 1986 SAT range and high school decile rank
data during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 147 Folder 6
Administrative Retreat -- November, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the University of Maine
Administrative Retreat including: notes, agenda,
supporting material, and correspondence during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 147 Folder 7
Advertisement -- Classified
Scope and Contents
Details of advisements for positions at the University
of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 147 Folder 11
Agricultural Advisory Committee, 1986-1988 Box 147 Folder 12
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
Agricultural Advisory Committee including:
correspondence regarding Committee appointments and
reference material during Arthur M. Johnson and Dale W.
Lick’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Allen, Kenneth, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine Vice
President and acting President Kenneth W. Allen,
including: correspondence and memorandums on a range
of subjects including the American Association of State
Colleges and Universities seminar, grant funding, and
Maine Economic Development Strategy Task Force,
reports, and notes during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 147 Folder 21
Miscellaneous Applications, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Copies of various applications for positions at the
University of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 147 Folder 34
Athletics -- Multi-Purpose Event Center, 1989
Scope and Contents
Copy of report on the University of Maine Multi-Purpose
Event Center during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 4
Athletics -- Track, 1988-1989
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and memorandums regarding the
University of Maine Department of Athletics track and
field including the track facilities, staffing, funding, and
Box 148 Folder 8
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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tennis court during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Athletics -- Intercollegiate Subcommittee, 1985-1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Subcommittee on Intercollegiate Athletics, including:
meeting material and reports during Arthur M. Johnson
and Dale W. Lick’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Box 148 Folder 13
Athletics -- AT, 1989
Scope and Contents
Copy of proposal sent by the University of Maine to
AT&T for their University Equipment Donation Program
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 148 Folder 16
Arthur Anderson -- Financial Statements, 1984
Scope and Contents
Financial statements from Arthur Anderson Company for
the University of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 18
Auburn Exchange Program, 1987
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding a proposed professor/
practitioner exchange program between the University
of Maine and the city of Auburn, Maine during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine.
Box 148 Folder 19
Balanced Growth, 1987
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding appointments in the University of Maine
Economics Department during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 148 folder 21
Betterment Fund, 1986-1987
Scope and Contents
Details of the Betterment Fund College during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 148 Folder 31
Brokering Academic Programs, 1985-1986 box 148 Folder 41
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
A copy of "Brokering Process and Agreement" and
memorandums regarding the agreement during Arthur M.
Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Budget -- Incentive, 1988
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding procedures for the closing out
of financial year 1988 during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
box 148 Folder 42
Business Office, 1985-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Business
Office, including: correspondence regarding billing,
collections and student charges and copy of "Policy for
Handling No Pays" during Arthur M. Johnson and Dale
W. Lick’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
box 148 Folder 48
Chairperson Evaluation, 1984-1987
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding the recommendation of the
Ad Hoc Committee on Chair’s Compensation and a
copy of the report “Faculty Evaluation of Department
Chairpersons” during Arthur M. Johnson and Dale W.
Lick’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 13
Child Care Committee Report, 1988
Scope and Contents
Copy of a University of Maine Child Care Committee
report during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 20
Classroom Utilization, 1989
Scope and Contents
Copies of reports on classroom utilization during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 149 Folder 26
Commodities Utilization Committee, 1987-1988 Box 150 Folder 10
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Update memorandum to the Commodities Utilization
Committee during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Community College Planning Committee, 1986-1988
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding appointments to the University
of Maine Community College Planning Committee during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 150 Folder 11
Comparison Reports, 1988-1990
Scope and Contents
Details of various comparison reports on staff salaries at
the University of Maine and with Ohio State University
and other New England universities during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 150 Folder 13
Complaints, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various complaints received by the University of Maine
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 150 Folder 14
Computing Sciences Accreditation Board, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Computing Sciences
Accreditation Board, Inc., including: invitations to submit
computer science program for accreditation, accreditation
instructions, and press release regarding accredited
programs during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 150 Folder 16
Council Of Colleges, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Council of Colleges
including: list of candidates for officers of the Council,
meeting agendas and minutes, and list of representatives
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during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Degrees -- Those Under Consideration, 1973-1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding degrees under consideration
at the University of Maine, including: correspondence
and copies of proposals during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 151 Folder 13
Dome, 1988-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the proposed University of Maine
sport dome, including: notes, correspondence, reference
material, and plans during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 151 Folder 18
Employee Recognition, 1987
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding University
of Maine Employee Recognition activities during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 152 folder 4
Emeritus Status, 1989
Scope and Contents
List of candidates for appointment as emeritus faculty
and professional staff during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 152 folder 5
Energy Advisory Committee, 1979-1990
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Energy Advisory Committee,
including: list of Committee members, correspondence
regarding Committee appointments, meetings, and work
of the Committee, and meeting material during Howard R.
Neville, Paul H. Silverman, Arthur M. Johnson, and Dale
W. Lick’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 152 folder 6
Enrollment, 1985-1989
Scope and Contents
Various University of Maine student enrollment data
and reference material during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 152 Folder 15
Facilities Committee, 1987 Box 152 Folder 21
Office of the President (University of Maine)
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Scope and Contents
Memorandums and correspondence regarding the use of
space at the University of Maine during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Facility Evaluation, 1988
Scope and Contents
Copy of draft "University of Maine Facility Evaluation"
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 152 Folder 22
Facilities Management, 1987
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
Facilities Management, including: correspondence
and memorandums regarding the condition of campus
grounds, policy on facility maintenance and renovation,
and beautification project, meeting minutes from Heating
Plant Labor Management Committee, and plans for future
expansion of a proposed research facility during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 152 Folder 23
Facilities Management, 1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
Facilities Management, including: correspondence
and memorandums regarding classroom credits for
electrician’s licenses, beautification project, Aubert
renovations, minutes from Labor/Management
Committee, and copies of “Evaluation Report of the
Department of Facilities Management at the University of
Maine” and “Office of Facilities Management University
of Maine Purpose and Responsibilities” during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 152 Folder 24
Facilities Management, 1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
Facilities Management, including: correspondence and
memorandums regarding conditions in the electronic
shop, renovation estimates, maintenance needs, unfunded
fixed cost increases and safety/health mandated increases,
Nutting Hall repairs, Sebago Road, and maintenance, and
copy of a “Report of the University of Maine Franco-
Box 152 Folder 25
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American Committee” during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Facilities Management -- Percentage For Art Committees,
1985-1986
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding the
requirements of the ‘Percentage for Arts” Act which
affected construction projects during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 152 Folder 26
Facilities Plan, 1985-1986
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine’s
facilities plan including: notes, funding information,
capital facilities plan, minutes from University Facilities
Committee, and correspondence and memorandums
regarding the Committee during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 152 Folder 27
Fees, 1984-1991
Scope and Contents
Memorandums regarding comprehensive fee distribution
and course fees during Paul H. Silverman, Arthur M.
Johnson, and Dale W. Lick’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Box 152 Folder 30
Financial Management, 1987-1988
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding University of Maine
financial management, including: memorandums and
correspondence regarding financial analysis, legislative
meeting, staffing, salaries and wages, fees, financial plan,
and the Greater Bangor Chamber of Commerce during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 152 Folder 31
Gift Of A Home In Sebec, 1988
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding the possible gift of a home in
Sebec, Maine during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 2
Governmental Relations Committee, 1987-1991
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Governmental Relations
Committee, including: correspondence and memorandums
Box 153 Folder 5
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regarding the establishment of the Committee, list of
Committee members, and appointments during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Guidelines For Changing A Classified Position To Professional,
1988-1989
Scope and Contents
A copy of the "University of Maine Guidelines for
Changing Classified Positon to Professional" and
correspondence and memorandum regarding the
Guidelines during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 10
Handicapped Access Advisory Committee, 1988-1989
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Handicapped Access
Advisory Committee, including: handicapped access
survey, correspondence regarding the Committee, and list
of Committee members during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 13
Human Resources, 1987
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding: faculty
appointments, new positions, sensitive information
maintained on computer files, salary changes, leave
approval, and payroll during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 26
Human Resources, 1988
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding: a Crew’s
News article, professional unit agreement, "Guidelines for
Changing a Classified Position to a Professional Positon",
salary increases, revised classification program, collective
bargaining, and administrative guidelines during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 27
Human Resources, 1989
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding the Maine
Teachers Association and Teamsters Local Union,
employee recognition, and revised classification program
Box 153 Folder 28
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during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Kiermaier, Lock -- Committee On Audit And Program Review,
1988
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with Lock Kiermaier, Analyst Committee
on Audit and Program Review regarding the work of the
Committee during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 153 Folder 49
Leaves Of Absence, 1986-1987
Scope and Contents
Details of leaves of absence during Dale W. Lick’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 153 Folder 53
Lick, Dale, 1987-1989
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding University of
Maine President Dale W. Lick, including: visit to the
University of North Carolina, copy of University of Maine
News, memorandum regarding faculty evaluation of
Lick, correspondence on a range of subjects including
graduations, Lick’s appointment, volunteering, reunion
weekend, book on lighthouses, and various newspaper and
magazine articles regarding Lick during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 154 Folder 4
Loans, 1988-1989
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding loan
payments, financial problems, and use of bookstore
allocation during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 154 Folder 8
Maine Center For The Arts -- Advisory Committee Resumes,
1986
Box 154 Folder 20
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Scope and Contents
Various resumes for members of the Maine Center for the
Arts Advisory Committee during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Overhead Teaching Rates, 1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding overload teaching payment
schedule during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 14
"The Partnership" -- A Proposal Between University Of Maine
And State Government, 1987-1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Partnership Policy Group
which was founded by University of Maine President Dale
W. Lick and State of Maine Governor John McKernan,
including: meeting material, copy of partnership proposal,
and letter regarding Rural School Partnerships during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 18
Peace Action Committee -- Maine, 1985-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Maine Peace Action
Committee, including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding interdisciplinary peace studies, Committee
program and proposal, and copy of the Committee’s
proposal during Arthur M. Johnson and Dale W. Lick’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 19
Agreement With University Of Pecs, 1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copy of memorandum of agreement between the
University of Maine and University of Pecs, Hungary for
an exchange program during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 20
Portland Office Space, 1987-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 156 Folder 30
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence and plans regarding the University of
Maine’s Portland, Maine office space during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Position Papers, 1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of a position description for the director of the
Division of Biological and Medical Sciences at the
University of Maine and the role of the presidents and
the Administrative Council in the University of Maine
during Howard R. Neville’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 156 Folder 31
"Preparing Ourselves For A Changing World" Task Force, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the Task Force on Preparing
Ourselves for a Changing World, including:
memorandums and correspondence regarding the Task
Force’s report and appointments and list of Task Force
members during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 35
Presidential Search, 1985
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of the University of Maine President’s Idea
Journal publication during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 156 Folder 37
Prior Learning Credits, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding credit for prior learning during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 156 Folder 41
Project On Faculty Retirement, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 156 Folder 44
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Scope and Contents
Letter regarding a project on faculty retirement and the
University of Maine’s involvement in the project during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Public Review Task Force, 1985
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Memorandums regarding the recommendations of the
University of Maine Public Review Task Force during
Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 156 Folder 47
Reaccreditation Visit, 1986-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding a
reaccreditation visit at the University of Maine during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 157 Folder 1
Office Of Registrar, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Office of
Registrar, including: schedule of classes, correspondence
and memorandums regarding contingency plans for bomb
threats, loan programs, class schedules for individual
students, and transcripts for students, and a copy of
official registration statistics during Dale W. Lick’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Box 157 Folder 2
University Of Maine Reorganization, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the proposed reorganization of
the University of Maine, including: College of Arts and
Sciences faculty meeting minutes, correspondence and
memorandums regarding the academic reorganization,
copy of report entitled "Comprehensive Evaluation of the
University of Maine at Orono and Bangor", and reference
material during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 157 Folder 3a
University Of Maine Reorganization, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 157 Folder 3b
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the proposed reorganization of
the University of Maine, including: correspondence and
memorandums regarding reactions to the reorganization
and details of the reorganization during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
University Of Maine Reorganization, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the proposed reorganization of
the University of Maine, including: correspondence and
memorandums regarding reactions to the reorganization,
newspaper clipping, and details of the reorganization
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 157 Folder 3c
Retreat, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the organization of the
University of Maine retreat, including: list of participants,
correspondence with participants, venue details, and
reference and meeting material during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 157 Folder 11
Retreat, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the organization of the University
of Maine retreat, including: list of participants, venue
details, and reference and meeting material during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 157 Folder 12
Screening Committees, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence regarding screening committees
for University of Maine administration positions
including: correspondence regarding searches for various
vice-president positions and nominations for various
search committees during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Box 157 Folder 22
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Search Materials, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the search process for
University of Maine administration positions during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 157 Folder 24
Sick Leave, 1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of guidelines for sick leave by classified
employees for family illness during Arthur M. Johnson’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 157 Folder 25
Campus Signs, 1988-1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding University
of Maine campus signs during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 157 Folder 26
Space -- Classroom, Lab Office, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence and memorandums regarding
space issues at the University of Maine, including:
coordination of structural laboratory and NCGIA
expansions, space needs for digital equipment,
Oceanography Department space, and various space
assignments for University of Maine departments and
copies of summary reports and surveys on space issues
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 157 Folder 32a
Space -- Classroom, Lab Office, 1987-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 157 Folder 32b
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding space issues at the University
of Maine, including: correspondence, memorandums,
reports, and plans during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Committee On Student Aid, 1983-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Committee on Student Aid, including: correspondence
regarding appointments to the Committee and details
of the establishment of the Committee during Paul H.
Silverman, Arthur M. Johnson, and Dale W. Lick’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 9
Committee On Student Affairs, 1983-1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine
Committee on Student Affairs including: correspondence
regarding appointments to the Committee during Paul
H. Silverman, Arthur M. Johnson, and Dale W. Lick’s
tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 10
Student Aid, 1983-1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student aid at the University of
Maine, including: correspondence regarding recipients
of the Early Decision Scholarship and financial aid for
individual students, reference material, and copy of a
Application and Fiscal Operations Report during Arthur
M. Johnson and Dale W. Lick’s tenures as University of
Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 158 Folder 15
Student Aid, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student aid at the University of
Maine, including: correspondence and memorandums
Box 158 Folder 16
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regarding class of 1935 student aid fund, National
Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators
support, policies, student wage scale, financial information
on international students, National Merit Scholars, and
study of student expenses and student debt management
and copy of “Satisfactory Academic Progress for Financial
Aid Recipients: Policy Summary” during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Student Aid, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding student aid at the University of
Maine, including: correspondence and memorandums
regarding: LD 1169 “An Act to Improve the Delivery of
Higher Education Finances in Maine”, Student Advisory
Board appointments, and scholarships, enrollment data,
nomination forms for student employee of the year, and
Student Wage Committee recommendations during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 158 Folder 17
Student Fees, 1983-1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding intercollegiate athletic fee and
voluntary health fee during Paul H. Silverman and Arthur
M. Johnson’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 20
Student Fees, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding increases in student fees at the
University of Maine, including: correspondence and
memorandums regarding the student life fee, material
related to the Student Life Fee Advisory Committee,
article regarding student fees, and copy of a financial
aid planning document during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 21
Student Fees, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 158 Folder 22
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Scope and Contents
Various items regarding increases in student fees at the
University of Maine, including: correspondence and
memorandums regarding student life fee, use of student
life fee funds, and recommendations of the Student Life
Fee Advisory Committee and student fee financial data
during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Student Housing -- Policies, 1970-1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items University of Maine student housing
policies including: details of Board of Trustees affirmation
of staff’s statement defining coed housing and a copy of
Off-Campus Housing Policy during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 23
Student Insurance, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding insurance coverage for
University of Maine students including issues regarding
pre-existing conditions and insurance agents during Dale
W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 24
Suspense Items
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
List of suspense items at the University of Maine.
Box 158 Folder 31
Talmar Wood, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding leasing land in Talmar Wood
for constructing a community building during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 34
Task Force On The Status Of Women, 1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Task
Force on the Status of Women, including: roster of Task
Force members, reference material, and correspondence
Box 158 Folder 36a
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regarding funding of the Task Force and appointments to
the Task Force during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Task Force On The Status Of Women, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Task
Force on the Status of Women, including: copy of Task
Force report, meeting material, and correspondence
regarding the budget of the Task Force and Task Force
resignations during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 36b
Task Force On The Status Of Women, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Task
Force on the Status of Women, including: copy of a Task
Force report, meeting material, reference material, and
correspondence regarding meetings, response to the Task
Force report, and work of Task Force during Dale W.
Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 36c
Task Force On The Status Of Women, 1988
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Task
Force on the Status of Women, including: reference
material, copy of a Task Force report, and correspondence
regarding the Task Force’s report during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 36d
Task Force On The Status Of Women, 1988-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Task
Force on the Status of Women, including: copy of a Task
Force report, reference material, implementation plan,
meeting material, and correspondence regarding the
status of women at the University of Maine and in higher
education in general during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 36e
Task Force On The Status Of Women, 1988-1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 158 Folder 36f
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Scope and Contents
Copies of the draft “Implementation Plan in Response to
the Report of the Task Force on the Status of Women at
the University of Maine” and “Report of the Task Force
on the Status of Women” during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Task Force On The Status Of Women, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Task
Force on the Status of Women, including: copy of a
Task Force report, reference material, meeting material,
and correspondence regarding reactions to the Task
Force’s recommendations during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 36g
Task Force On The Status Of Women, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Task
Force on the Status of Women, including: copy of a Task
Force report, reference material, newspaper clippings,
meeting material, and correspondence regarding the
charge of the Task Force during Dale W. Lick’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 36h
Task Force On The Status Of Women, 1989
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding the University of Maine Task
Force on the Status of Women, including: comments
on the Task Force draft implementation plan, reference
material, meeting material, and correspondence regarding
a women’s history celebration during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 158 Folder 36i
Supervisory Confidential Employees Advisory Council, 1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Letter regarding members of the Supervisory Confidential
Employees Advisory Council during Dale W. Lick’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 159 Folder 13
Vacation Policy, 1975 Box 159 Folder 15
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Memorandum regarding the University of Maine Vacation
Policy and Procedures during Howard R. Neville’s tenure
as University of Maine president.
Visiting Committee, 1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding a visiting committee to
the University of Maine system, including: report,
correspondence regarding the Committee including with
former U.S Senator Edmund Muskie, and newspaper
clippings during Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University
of Maine president.
Box 159 Folder 18
Visiting Committee, 1985
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding a visiting committee to the
University of Maine system, including: copy of committee
report, correspondence regarding the committee,
supporting information, and newspaper clippings during
Arthur M. Johnson’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 159 Folder 19
Weekly Calendar, 1986-1987
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and memorandums regarding
announcements in the University of Maine calendar during
Dale W. Lick’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 159 folder 29
Budget -- Chancellor's Budget, Capital Construction Program
Operating Budget, 1969-1971
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copy of a University of Maine Chancellor's Budget and
Capital Construction Program and Operating Budget
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as acting University of
Maine president.
Box 160 Folder 1
Budget -- Budget Summary Salary List, 1968-1969
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 160 Folder 2
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Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine Budget Summary and Salary
List during Hugh Edwin Young and Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenures as acting University of Maine president.
Budget, 1955-1957
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copy of University of Maine budget during Arthur
Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 160 Folder 3
Report Of Facilities, 1951
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copy of a "Report of Facilities of the University of
Maine" during Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 160 Folder 5
Report Of The Treasurer, 1961
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copy of a "University of Maine Report of the Treasurer"
during Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 160 Folder 6
Office Of Treasurer -- Travel Request Form, 1957
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copy of a blank travel request form during Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 160 Folder 7
Office Of Treasurer -- Salary Sheet, 1910
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copy of a University of Maine payroll list for month
of October during James Norris Hart’s tenure as acting
University of Maine president.
Box 160 Folder 8
Office Of Treasurer -- Transactions In Securities, 1938
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 160 Folder 9
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Scope and Contents
Copy of transaction in securities for loan funds during
Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Office Of Treasurer -- Loan Funds, 1931
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
List of loan funds and the control and method of
granting loans from loan funds during Harold Sherburne
Boardman’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 160 Folder 10
Office Of Treasurer -- Federal Funds, 1932-1938
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Details of federal loan funds at the University of Maine
during Harold Sherburne Boardman and Arthur Andrew
Hauck’s tenures as University of Maine president.
Box 160 Folder 11
Office Of Treasurer -- Receipted Bill, 1916
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copy of a receipted bill for Helen P. Taylor during Robert
Judson Aley’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 160 Folder 12
Financial Reports Information, 1961-1974
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of various financial reports and information
including: correspondence regarding appropriations and
budget requests and copies of budget reports during
George E. Fellows, Robert Judson Aley, Clarence Cook
Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young,
Winthrop C. Libby, and Howard R. Neville’s tenures as
University of Maine president.
Box 160 Folder 38
University Park Apartments Publication
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copy of a University Park Apartments publication.
Box 160 Folder 31
Financial Reports Information, 1897-1969 Box 160 Folder 13
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous financial reports and information
for the University of Maine, including: legislative
appropriations, department reports, salary and
remuneration information during Abram Winegardner
Harris, George E. Fellows, Robert Judson Aley, Clarence
Cook Little, Harold Sherburne Boardman, Arthur Andrew
Hauck, Lloyd Hartman Elliot, Hugh Edwin Young, and
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenures as University of Maine
president.
Office Of Special Programs Public Service Division -- Report,
1969-1970
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of a report of the activities of the University
of Maine in the New England Center for Continuing
Education during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 160 Folder 22
Sponsored Programs Division Publication
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of the University of Maine Sponsored Programs
Division publication “Foundation Support Considerations
on Program Development”.
Box 160 Folder 28
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President Records, 1810-2015
Arrangement
The President Records are arranged by name of president. Within the series the folders are arranged by subseries: 1.
Correspondence, 2. Subject Files, 3. Biographical History Files, and 4. Administrative Files and then by subject.
Records Of President Charles Frederick Allen [Term 1871-1878], 1871-1976
(1871-1879)
Physical Description: 1 box 
Biographical / Historical
Reverend Charles Frederick Allen was born on January 28, 1816 in Norridgewock, Allen was a career theologian
who was named the first permanent president of the Maine State College of Agriculture and the Mechanical
Arts in 1871. Enrollment increased from 18 students when he took office to 102 when he left. Allen is credited
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with building a strong administrative foundation and establishing a high-quality curriculum for the new school’s
engineering and agricultural programs. He also supported legislation that made the college coeducational. In
addition to his administrative duties, Allen instructed students in matters of “intellectual and moral science,
English literature, rural law, etc.,” according to a church publication. Allen graduated from Bowdoin College in
1839 and later earned divinity degrees from both Bowdoin College and Wesleyan University. He left the Maine
State College in 1878 to return to the Methodist ministry. He died in Portland on February 9, 1899 at the age of
83.
Scope and Contents
These records document Charles Frederick Allen’s tenure as president of the Maine State College of Agriculture
and the Mechanical Arts, which later become the University of Maine, from 1871 to 1878. The collection includes
biographical information about Allen, Board of Trustee Minutes from Allen’s election in 1871 and his resignation
in 1878. Box 1 includes note stating that the photographs have been transferred to University Photo Archives.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Allen, Charles Frederick, Reverend, 1816-1899
Correspondence, 1896-1953
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Correspondence Concerning C.F. Allen, 1896-1953
Scope and Contents
Correspondence concerning the death and burial
location of Charles Frederick Allen.
folder 1
Biographical History Files, 1869-1976
Physical Description: 2 folders 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Maine Historical Society Collections And Proceedings Series,
1869-1976
Scope and Contents
Facsimiles of Maine Historical Society Collections and
Proceedings articles written by Charles Frederick Allen
on Huguenots and the first Maine Bishop, facsimile of
an extract from the History of the First United Methodist
Church of Bangor which includes details of Charles
Frederick Allen being appointed to the Church at their
1869 conference, and a facsimile of an extract from the
History of Methodism in Maine which includes a picture
of Charles Frederick Allen (1887-1976).
folder 2
box 1Personal History, 1916-1942
Scope and Contents
Biographical sketch of Harriet M. Skeele who painted
the portrait of Charles Frederick Allen which hangs
folder 3
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in Fogler Library, facsimile biographical sketches of
Charles Frederick Allen from various sources including
a History of University of Maine by M.C. Fernald
(1916), and a letter from University of Maine Executive
Secretary Charles E. Crossland to Morse. S. Allen
offering sympathies to him on the death of his father,
Charles Morse Allen who was Charles Frederick Allen's
son (1942).
Administrative Files, 1871-1878
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Board Of Trustee Minutes, 1871-1878
Scope and Contents
Sections of Maine State College of Agriculture and the
Mechanic Arts Board of Trustees meeting minutes from
the election in (1871) and resignation (1878) of Charles
Frederick Allen as President of the College. Also, Board
vote for Charles Frederick Allen to prepare and forward
a memorial to Congress on behalf of faculty on aid for
Industrial Education (1872).
folder 4
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Records Of President Merritt Caldwell Fernald [Term 1879-1893], 1810-1983
(1873-1916)
Physical Description: 3 boxes 
Biographical / Historical
Originally named professor of mathematics and acting president in 1868 by the founders, Merritt Fernald assumed
the official presidency of the Maine State College in 1879. He expanded the course offerings to include more
non-technical classes and successfully lobbied lawmakers for funding to pay for buildings, furnishings and
equipment. In 1887, Fernald oversaw the establishment of a federally funded experimental station for agriculture
at the college farm and the construction of Coburn Hall, dedicated in 1888. Fernald left as president in 1893. The
university laboratory, one of the earliest buildings on the campus, was later named Fernald Hall in his honor. A
native of Levant, Fernald earned his undergraduate and graduate degrees from Bowdoin College. He died in 1916
at the age of 77.
Scope and Contents
Mixture of personal and work items that provide a biographical history of Merritt Caldwell Fernald and his
wife Mary Lovejoy Fernald. Includes: family arithmetical work, puzzles and poetry (1810-1917), notes and
essays by Fernald on a range of issues (1910-1912), biographical information on Fernald (1908-1982), notes
and manuscripts from Fernald’s “History of the University of Maine”, records from Merritt’s employment at
the University of Maine relating to various issues (1873-1897), personnel records of Fernald and his family
(1886-1929), various addresses delivered by Fernald (1880-1913), various publications by Fernald and his son by
J.A. Pierce on a range of subjects (1874-1974), records relating to Fernald’s retirement, life after the University,
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and honors he received (1892-1965), genealogical research on Fernald’s family (1975). Box 1 includes a note
stating that photographs have been transferred to University Photo Archives.
Immediate Source of Acquisition:
Immediate Source of Acquisition
Records transferred from Fernald’s grandson John A. Pierce to the University of Maine (1934) are a mixture
of personal and work items that provide a biographical history of Merritt Caldwell Fernald and his wife Mary
Lovejoy Fernald.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Fernald, Merritt Caldwell, 1838-1916
Biographical History Files, 1810-1983 (1873-1916)
Physical Description: 62 folders 
Physical Description: 1 folio folder 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Letter Re. Collection, 1934
Scope and Contents
Letter from James A. Gannett, University of Maine
Registrar to Dorothy Smith, Librarian regarding the
transfer of records from Fernald's grandson John A.
Pierce to the University of Maine (1934).
folder 1
box 1Poetry
Scope and Contents
Fernald's Wife Mary Lovejoy Fernald's family poetry.
folder 2
box 1Poetry
Scope and Contents
Fernald's Wife Mary Lovejoy Fernald's family poetry.
folder 3
box 1Poetry -- Charades
Scope and Contents
Books of charades.
folder 4
box 1Mazes To Thread -- A Book Of Charades, 1917
Scope and Contents
Various records relating to Fernald's Wife Mary
Lovejoy Fernald, including poetry by her: a bound
collection dedicated to C.F. Pierce (1913) and books of
charades (1917), a birthday cross-word puzzle (1925)
and cover letter to puzzle by Mary Lovejoy Fernald, a
mother goose carnival arranged by her, speech delivered
folder 5
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to All Maine Women, and typescript of charades
composed by Fernald (1983).
box 1Poetry Book To C.F. Pierce, 1913
Scope and Contents
A bound collection of poetry dedicated to C.F. Pierce.
folder 6
box 1Poetry -- Charades
Scope and Contents
Books of charades.
folder 7
box 1Grandma's Birthday Cross-Word Puzzle, 1925
Scope and Contents
A birthday cross-word puzzle (1925) and cover letter to
puzzle by Mary Lovejoy Fernald.
folder 8
box 1A Mother Goose Carnival Arranged By Mary Lovejoy
Fernald, 1903
Scope and Contents
A mother goose carnival arranged by Mary Lovejoy
Fernald.
folder 9
box 1All Maine Women Speech
Scope and Contents
Speech delivered by Mary Lovejoy Fernald to All Maine
Women.
folder 10a
box 1Typescripts Of M.L.F., 1983
Scope and Contents
Typescript of charades composed by Fernald.
folder 10b
box 1Are We Progressing?, 1910-1912
Scope and Contents
Notepad containing notes by Fernald on the progress of
a range of national and international issues.
folder 11
box 1Sermons
Scope and Contents
Notepad containing cuttings from sermons.
folder 12
Power Of The Sunbeam box 1
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Scope and Contents
An essay and notes on the power of the sunbeam.
folder 13
box 1Peace: Notes And Ideas
Scope and Contents
Notes and ideas on the power of peace.
folder 14
box 1Forestry Notes
Scope and Contents
Notes and ideas on forestry.
folder 15
box 1The Experimental Study Of Animal Intelligence
Scope and Contents
Notes and ideas on animal intelligence.
folder 16
box 1Biographical Material, 1908-1982
Scope and Contents
Biographical information on Fernald, including: note
regarding Fernald retirement from active teaching
(1908), newspaper clippings regarding Fernald's death
(1916), plot details, manuscript on Fernald from 'History
of Penobscot County, 1882' (1956), and article on
Fernald in The Weekly Journal (1982).
folder 17
box 1Children Of, 1953
Scope and Contents
Letter listing Fernald's children.
folder 18
box 1The Crisis In England
Scope and Contents
An essay on the causes of unrest among the middle and
poorer classes of England.
folder 19
box 1History Of The University
Scope and Contents
Handwritten and typescript manuscript notes on the
history of the University of Maine.
folder 20
box 1Fernald's History, Manuscript Of The University
folder 21
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Scope and Contents
Handwritten and typescript manuscript notes on the
history of the University of Maine.
box 1Fernald's History - Manuscript Of The University
Scope and Contents
Handwritten and typescript manuscript notes on the
history of the University of Maine.
folder 22
box 1Maine State College: Faculty Salaries And College Budget,
1880
Scope and Contents
Memorandum containing faculty salaries and college
budget for the College.
folder 23
box 1Church Pew Warranty Deed, 1886
Scope and Contents
Warranty Deed to Fernald for a church pew in Orono.
folder 24
box 1Appointment To Presidency Of Maine State College, 1879
Scope and Contents
Facsimile of State College of Agriculture and the
Mechanic Arts Board of Trustees motion to recommend
the election of Fernald to president.
folder 25
box 1Addresses: Baccalaureate
Scope and Contents
Addresses delivered by Fernald baccalaureate.
folder 26
box 1Addresses: Baccalaureate
Scope and Contents
Addresses delivered by Fernald baccalaureate.
folder 27
box 1Addresses: Baccalaureate
Scope and Contents
Addresses delivered by Fernald baccalaureate.
folder 28
box 1Baccalaureate Sermons -- Clippings, 1892-1913
folder 29
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Scope and Contents
Newspaper clippings on addresses delivered by Fernald
baccalaureate.
box 1Addresses: Commencement Dinner
Scope and Contents
Addresses delivered by Fernald at commencement.
folder 30
box 1Addresses: G.A.R. Post #23 Post #154
Scope and Contents
Addresses delivered by Fernald baccalaureate at G.A.R.
posts #23 and #154.
folder 31
box 1Addresses: Part Of Speech Summarizing 'History Of Maine
State College'
Scope and Contents
Part of a speech by Fernald summarizing 'History of
Maine State College'.
folder 32
box 1Addresses: Levant, ME Centennial, 1913
Scope and Contents
Addresses delivered by Fernald for Levant, Maine
Centennial Celebration.
folder 33
box 1Addresses: At Time Of Retirement
Scope and Contents
Address at time of retirement from The Maine State
College.
folder 34
box 2Correspondence, 1873-1885
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous correspondence.
folder 36
box 2Correspondence: Retirement Letter, 1892
Scope and Contents
Fernald's retirement letter to the University of Maine
trustees.
folder 37
box 2Speech Of Acceptance
folder 38
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Scope and Contents
Fernald's acceptance speech.
box 2Maine State College Business Records, 1873-1897
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous Maine State College business
records.
folder 39
box 2Tributes To M.C. Fernald, 1916
Scope and Contents
Tributes to Fernald following his death.
folder 40
box 2Publications, 1926-1931
Scope and Contents
Publications by M.L. Fernald on the subjects related to
herbs and botanicals.
folder 41
box 2Acting President 7/15/1968 ' 12/31/71
Scope and Contents
Board of Trustee resolutions and correspondence:
congratulating Fernald's wife Mary on her 80th
anniversary (1925), remitted tuition fee for Fernald's
grandson John A. Pierce (1932), salary (1901-1910),
appointment as president (1879), resignation and
replacement (1892-1893), details of the naming of
Fernald Hall chemical laboratory in honor of Fernald
(1895), employment as Professor of Mathematics
(1896), and retirement (1908). Also, extracts 'From
History of the University of Maine' by Fernald (1916),
biographical profiles, correspondence regarding
memorial to Fernald in 'Maine Bulletin' (1916), details
of portraits of Fernald, staff salary data (1893), honorary
degree citation (1908), retiring allowance from the
Carnegie Foundation (1907-1909), honorary degree
(1915), death, pension, and memorial (1916-1918), and
newspaper clippings (1965).
folder 42
box 2History Of The University Of Maine 1915-16, 1915-1917
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous records regarding Fernald's
publication 'History of the University of Maine',
including: sales (1917), report by Robert J. Aley on the
publication (1916), drafts of the publication with edits,
printing quotes (1915-1916), payments for purchased
folder 43
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copies (1916), and printing requirements (1915-1916)
submitted to W.B. Conkey Company.
box 2Childs Arithmetical Work, 1810-1820
Scope and Contents
Childs arithmetical work done 1810-1820 and loaned by
Mrs. Fernald and sample of quill of penmanship.
folder 44
box 2Ava Chadbourne's Articles About M.C. Fernald, 1956
Scope and Contents
Two copies of a manuscript by Dr. Ava. H. Chadbourne
on Merritt Caldwell Fernald from 'History of Penobscot,
1882'.
folder 45
box 2Summary Of Meteorological Observations Taken At Maine
State College, 1869-1891
Scope and Contents
Summary of meteorological observations taken at Maine
State College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts
taken by Fernald, versions 1-3.
folder 46
box 2Letters From George Fernald To Mary Lovejoy And Merritt
C., 1908-1916
Scope and Contents
Letters from George Fernald to Mary Lovejoy and
Merritt C. describing his tour of duty in the Foreign
Service across Europe.
folder 47
box 2Family Correspondence, 1893-1929
Scope and Contents
Fernald family correspondence on a range of subjects.
folder 48
box 2Residence Of M.C. Fernald Orono, Maine, 1929
Scope and Contents
Photographs and negatives of Fernald's Orono home and
a residence inventory by Mrs. M.C. Fernald.
folder 49
box 2Family Genealogy, 1975
Scope and Contents
Genealogical research on Fernald's family.
folder 50
box 2Scientific Observation On Mt. Katahdin, 1874-1875
folder 51
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Scope and Contents
Scientific observations on Mt. Katahdin by Fernanld.
box 2Paper Concerning Publications Of The History Of Maine State
College, 1916-1917
Scope and Contents
Papers concerning the publication of the History of
Maine State College by Fernald, including: receipts
(1916-1917), and report by Robert J. Aley on the
publication (1916).
folder 52
box 2Plans For Residence, 1905
Scope and Contents
Plans for Orono residence of Fernald (1905).
folder 53
box 2In Memoriam
Scope and Contents
'In Memoriam Dr. Merritt Caldwell Fernald' containing
letters of appreciation to Fernald by alumni, faculty, and
other friends.
folder 54
box 2Letter Of Acceptance Of Fernald's Resignation, 1908
Scope and Contents
Letter of acceptance by Board of Trustees of Fernald's
resignation.
folder 55
box 2Wills, Insurance Policies, Deeds, Etc., 1906-1929
Scope and Contents
Wills (1916 & 1929), insurance policies (1907), and
deeds for Fernald.
folder 56
box 2In Memoriam, 1916
Scope and Contents
'The Maine Bulletin' article on Fernald's death.
folder 57
box 2Death Notices, 1908-1916
Scope and Contents
Various newspaper clippings containing tributes to
Fernald following his resignation as president (1908)
and death (1916).
folder 58
folder 55
box 2Wills, Insurance Policies, Deeds, Etc., 1906-1929
Scope and Contents
Wills (1916 & 1929), insurance policies (1907), and
deeds for Fernald.
folder 56
box 2In Memoriam, 1916
Scope and Contents
'The Maine Bulletin' article on Fernald's death.
folder 57
box 2Death Notices, 1908-1916
Scope and Contents
Various newspaper clippings containing tributes to
Fernald following his resignation as president (1908)
and death (1916).
folder 58
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box 2Omega (Publication) And Paper Describing The Origin Of
Omega, 1974
Scope and Contents
Omega Fact, Hopes, and Dreams (1974) publication by
J.A. Pierce (1974) and paper by J.A. Pierce describing
the Origin of Omega.
folder 59
box 2History Of The U.S. Book, 1850
Scope and Contents
'The Child's History of the United States' by Charles A.
Goodrich.
folder 60
box 2Bowdoin College Year Book, 1861
Scope and Contents
Bowdoin College Year Book
folder 61
box 2Dewey Classification And Index, 1876
Scope and Contents
Dewey Classification and Index
folder 62
box 3A Dream Of The Woods
Scope and Contents
Folio containing leafs titled 'A dream of the woods' by
Merritt Lyndon Fernald
folder 1
box 3Photographs
Scope and Contents
Photographs of Fernald.
folder 2
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Records Of President Abram Winegardner Harris [Term 1893-1901], 1889-1954
(1893-1901)
Physical Description: 1 box 
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Biographical / Historical
Dr. Abram Winegarden Harris was president of the Maine State College of Agriculture and the Mechanical Arts
from September 1893 to December 1901. Harris was a graduate of Wesleyan, Bowdoin and News Brunswick. It
was in 1897, during the presidency of Abram Harris, that the former Maine State College of Agriculture and the
Mechanical Arts was renamed the University of Maine. For the first time, the Maine Legislature assigned a fixed
annual appropriation to the school and affirmed the right of the Board of Trustees to expand course offerings to
include classics and professional programs. Enrollment increased from about 140 students to more than 400 and
faculty grew from 24 to 54, reflecting new offerings in electrical engineering, pharmacy, law and pre-medicine.
Harris oversaw the construction of Alumni Hall, as well as the remodeling of a former farm building into Mt.
Vernon, the first women’s dorm on campus, which later burned. In addition, Harris led an initiative to plan new
roads and walkways, and to plant nearly 2,500 trees and shrubs on the expanding campus. Harris died in Manset,
Mt. Desert Island in 1935 at the age of 76.
Scope and Contents
These records document Abram Winegarden Harris’ tenure as president of the Maine State College of Agriculture
and the Mechanical Arts, which later become the University of Maine, from September 1893 to December
1901. The majority of the collection is correspondence to and from Harris on a range of subjects including:
war enlistments of students, advertising and magazine renewals, engineering experiment substations, the Free
Homestead Bill, establishing a forestry school, moral behavior of students, tax exemption, and the place of women
and religion at the University. Also, includes biographical information on Harris from his appointment (1893) to
resignation (1901). Box 1 includes note stating that the photographs have been transferred to University Photo
Archives.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Harris, Abram Winegardner, 1858-1935
Correspondence, 1889-1901
Physical Description: 5 folders 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Correspondence Concerning War Enlistments, Etc.,
1897-1899
Scope and Contents
Correspondence concerning Lieut. H. N. Royden
application to the War Department and Harris'
endorsement of Royden (1898-1899), details of
a proposed organization of an army company
of University of Maine students (1897-1899),
establishment of engineering experiment substations
includes correspondence between Harris and Governor
Llewellyn Powers.
folder 1
box 1Correspondence Between Pres. Harris And The Agriculture
Department, 1895-1899
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on the subject of a dietary study carried
at the Maine State College by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture (1895) and Harris's attendance and
folder 2
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presentations at State of Maine Agricultural Department
meetings (1896-1899).
box 1Correspondence Advertising And Magazine Renewals For
The College, 1895-1901
Scope and Contents
The Maine State College's advert in the New England
edition of Perry Mason Company's The Youth's
Companion (1895, 1900 & 1901) and Orange Judd
Company's New England Homestead publication
(1896-1897).
folder 3
box 1Correspondence With H.H. Goodell, 1899-1900
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Harris and Henry Hill Goodell
(acting president of Massachusetts Agriculture College)
regarding the Free Homestead Bill (1899-1900) and the
sale of public lands.
folder 4
box 1General Correspondence, 1895-1901
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with faculty members, staff, and
Maine State Government officials (1895-1901) includes
discussions of establishing a forestry school (1889), a
letter taking issue with the moral behavior of students
(1889), and details of University of Maine checks
being exempt from taxation (1900), the value of the
Engineering plant (1900), and place of women and
religion at the University of Maine (1900 & 1898).
folder 5
Biographical History Files, 1893-1956
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Biographical Profile, 1893-1956
Scope and Contents
Includes a newspaper obituary of Dr. Abram
Winegarden Harris (1935), facsimile biographical
sketches of Harris from various sources including the
History of the University of Maine by M.C. Fernald
(1916), biographical sketch of Thomas Pollock Anchutz
who painted the portrait of Harris which hangs in
Fogler Library, reference from Henry Hill Goodell
(acting president of Massachusetts Agriculture College)
to Henry Lord (president of the board of trustees)
recommending Harris for president, minutes and
resolution from University of Maine Board of Trustees
conferring the degree of Doctor of Laws upon Harris
folder 6
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and also acceptance of his resignation (1901). Also,
includes biographical information about A.W. Harris
Dr. Abram Winegarden Harris' son (1917), profile of the
Maine State College (1896), a letter from Harris (1898)
regarding the president's salary, an invitation from the
Maine State College Faculty for a reception tendered to
Harris (1893), and Harris' commission as postmaster of
the State College (1896).
^ Return to Table of Contents
Records Of President George Emory Fellows [Term 1902-1910], 1901-1970
(1901-1912)
Physical Description: 1 box 
Biographical / Historical
George Emory Fellows was born June 9, 1858 at Beaver Dam, Wisconsin. Fellows expanded training and
education at the University of Maine in the fields of agriculture, home economics and education. He established
a Department of Agriculture Extension office on the campus, a precursor to UMaine Cooperative Extension.
Fellows also expanded the university’s administrative structure, naming a new dean to head the rapidly growing
College of Arts and Sciences as well as establishing a deanship for admissions and registration. It was through
Fellows’ leadership that funding was obtained to build the original Andrew Carnegie Library on campus, which
remained in use until the much larger Fogler Library was completed in 1941. Lord Hall and Hannibal Hamlin
Hall also were completed during his presidency. Fellows completed his undergraduate education at Lawrence
College and earned his Ph.D. at University of Berne in 1890. After leaving the University of Maine in 1910,
Fellows became President of Decatur College of James Millikin University, and in 1915 joined the faculty of the
University of Utah. He died in 1942 at the age of 84.
Scope and Contents
These records document George Emory Fellows’ tenure as president of the University of Maine. Mostly contains
biographical information about Fellows’ academic career and addresses delivered by Fellows on funding for the
University. Box 1 includes note stating that the photographs have been transferred to University Photo Archives.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Fellows, George Emory, 1858-1942
Biographical History Files, 1901-1970
Physical Description: 2 folders 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Biographical Profile, 1901-1970
Scope and Contents
Includes: biographical sketches of Fellows including
from the Carnegie Foundation (1941-1942), details
of Trustee's resolution commemorating the services
of Fellows (1942), correspondence between Fellows
and University of Maine President Harold Sherburne
Boardman, details from the University of Maine
folder 1
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Trustees' minutes regarding the recommendation of
Fellows for president (1901), correspondence regarding
Fellows' portrait (1926-1970), details of genealogical
research into Fellow's family, University of Maine
Trustees' minutes regarding Fellows resignation
(1910-12), and Fellows' obituary (1942).
box 1Addresses, 1905-1907
Scope and Contents
Fellows' address on the subject of the expiration of
the State appropriation (1906), and addresses on the
subject of financial support for the University before
the State of Maine Committee on Education (1907) and
Legislative Committee (1905).
folder 2
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Records Of President Robert Judson Aley [Term 1911-1921], 1910-1936
(1910-1921)
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Biographical / Historical
Robert Judson Aley was born in Coal City, Indiana in 1863. Aley was president of the University of Maine from
1910 to 1921; he led the University during the World War I years. During his administration, enrollment topped
1,000 for the first time, with female students making up much of the surge. In addition, enrollment doubled in
the College of Agriculture. Aubert Hall and Balentine Hall were constructed, and a course in papermaking was
established. Stuart Hall on Union Street in Bangor was purchased to house the College of Law, but was destroyed
in the Bangor Fire of 1911. Aley earned his undergraduate degree from Valparaiso University, a master’s from
Indiana University and a Ph.D. in mathematics from the University of Pennsylvania. He died in 1935 at the age of
72.
Scope and Contents
These records document Robert Judson Aley’s tenure as president of the University of Maine. Mostly contains
biographical information about Aley including details of his appointment (1910) and resignation (1921) as
president and curriculum vitae up to his death. Box 1 includes note stating that the photographs have been
transferred to University Photo Archives.
Biographical History Files, 1910-1936
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Biographical Notes, 1910-1936
Scope and Contents
Includes: Trustee's Board Meeting Minutes documenting
Aley's appointment (1910) and resignation as president
(1921) and conferring of honorary degree (1928) which
folder 1
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was never actually conferred, Aley's resignation letter
(1921), details of the presentation of Aley's portrait
(1936), correspondence between Aley's son Maxwell
Aley and University of Maine President Arthur Andrew
Hauck regarding Aley's death and portrait, income tax
returns for Aley (1914), The Maine Campus article on
then president elect Aley joining the faculty (1910),
obituaries for Aley, and biographical sketches.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Records Of President Clarence Cook Little [Term 1922-1925], 1922-1972
(1922-1925)
Physical Description: 1 box 
Related Materials:
Related Materials
Clarence C. Little Papers, SpC MS 0300 which include records on University of Maine President Clarence Cook
Little's correspondence, manuscripts of writings, reprints of publications, periodicals, scrapbooks, and other papers
relating to Little's career as a biologist and educator, his family, his second wife, Beatrice Johnson Little, Jackson
Memorial Laboratory which he directed, cancer research, tobacco industry, genetics, college and universities.
Biographical / Historical
Clarence Cook Little, a Harvard-trained scientist and researcher who went on to found the prestigious Jackson
Laboratory in Bar Harbor, is credited with elevating the status of liberal studies at the University of Maine and
obtaining the funding to build Stevens Hall, and the Memorial Gym and Field House. During his administration,
a Phi Beta Kappa chapter was established on campus. He appointed the university’s first dean of graduate study
and its first dean of women. Under his leadership, UMaine was among the first institutions in the nation to pioneer
“Freshman Week” — a planned orientation for first-year students that now is standard at schools across the nation.
Little went head-to-head with the Maine legislature in an attempt to raise the university’s standing in legislative
funding priorities, supporting a property tax system that would automatically direct funding each year to the
university instead of relying on year-by-year appropriations. Maine adopted the mill tax system after Little moved
on from UMaine in 1925 to accept the presidency of the University of Michigan. In 1929, Little returned to Maine
to found the Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial Laboratory in Bar Harbor, now The Jackson Laboratory. In 1952,
he was awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship. In 1954, he became the director of the Tobacco Industry Research
Committee. Little, who completed undergraduate and graduate degrees at Harvard University, died in 1971 at the
age of 83. Clarence Cook Little Hall, dedicated in 1965, is named in his honor.
Scope and Contents
These records document Clarence Cook Little’s tenure as president of the University of Maine. Contains details
of the establishment of the University of Maine’s first freshman week (1923), Little’s thoughts on the role of the
University of Maine in various speeches and articles, and biographical details of Little’s academic career. Box 1
includes note stating that the photographs have been transferred to University Photo Archives.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Little, Clarence C., 1888-1971 (Clarence Cook)
Subject Files, 1923-1925
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Freshman Week, 1923-1925
Scope and Contents
Includes: results of psychological tests of freshman
students (1924), details of the first freshman week at
the University of Maine, including explanatory letter to
parents and library instruction (1923-1925).
folder 1
Biographical History Files, 1922-1972
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Biographical Profile, 1922-1972
Scope and Contents
Includes: curriculum vitae for Little, speeches and
articles by and on Little: university admissions;
cooperation between secondary schools and the
University of Maine; raises in appropriations for the
University; experimentations; women and education;
relationship between State of Maine and the University;
intercollege athletics; and the duties and responsibilities
of a state university (1922-1925), recommendations
of Little in relation to teaching and research in
agriculture (1925), details of Little's attendance at
various miscellaneous events, biographical sketches of
Little, details of Little's resignation (1925), honorary
degrees conferred to Little by the University of Maine
(1932) and Marietta College (1952), details of Little's
inauguration (1922), portrait presentation (1951),
dedication of Little Hall (1965) in his honor, and
founding of The Jackson Laboratory (1929-1972),
including the awarding of the Guggenheim Fellowship
for his studies into cancer.
folder 2
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Records Of President Harold Sherburne Boardman [Term 1926-1934],
1901-1969 (1926-1937)
Physical Description: 1 box 
Biographical / Historical
Harold Sherburne Boardman was born in Bangor, Maine in 1874 and served as the president of University
of Maine from 1926 to 1934 having been first acting president from 1925 to 1926. The longtime dean of the
University of Maine Technology College, Harold Boardman led the University of Maine through the social
and economic crisis of the Great Depression. Despite drastic cuts in funding from the state and other sources,
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the university was able to decrease tuition and boarding costs for students while improving efficiencies and
coordination between programs and colleges. Boardman dedicated the Memorial Gym and Field House in 1933,
and Stevens Hall in 1934. Boardman was the first UMaine alumnus to serve as president. He completed his
bachelor’s degree in civil engineering at the Maine State College, followed by graduate study at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Boardman Hall, which houses engineering offices, laboratories and classrooms, is named
in his honor. He died in 1969 at the age of 95.
Scope and Contents
These records document Harold Sherburne Boardman’s tenure as president of the University of Maine. Contains
biographical details of Boardman’s career and family life. Box 1 includes note stating that the photographs have
been transferred to University Photo Archives.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Boardman, H. S., 1874-1969 (Harold Sherburne)
Biographical History Files, 1901-1969
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Biographical Notes, 1901-1969
Scope and Contents
Includes: various newspaper articles on Boardman,
including details of his resignation as president (1934),
portrait unveiling (1946), his wife Nellie Francis
Boardman's death (1966), and his death (1969),
details of Boardman's inauguration, curriculum vitae,
biographical sketches, his attendance at various
University of Maine functions, his thoughts on the
Experiment Station (1926), Board of Trustee's votes
on Boardman's appointment as Instructor in Civil
Engineering (1901), pension (1937), and resolution on
his death (1969), also Boardman's resignation to the
Board (1933), Boardman's presidential address at the
Society of the Promotion of Engineering Education
(1931), and Maine Alumnus (1965) and Maine Bulletin
(1964) profiles of Boardman.
folder 1
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Records Of President Arthur Andrew Hauck [Term 1934-1958], 1934-1996
(1934-1958)
Physical Description: 3 boxes 
Biographical / Historical
Arthur Hauck was born in 1893 in Springfield, Minnesota and served in the First World War. Hauck served as
president from 1934 to 1958; he led the University of Maine in the aftermath of the Great Depression and the
difficult years of World War II. Despite the pressures of these major world events, UMaine prospered under
Hauck’s leadership. Fourteen major buildings were constructed during his tenure, including Fogler Library in
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1941 and the Memorial Union in 1943. Popular among students and faculty, he is credited with boosting campus
morale with his friendly, informal personal style. Hauck established student government on campus, as well as the
longstanding springtime tradition of Maine Day. Hauck Auditorium in the Memorial Union is named in his honor.
Hauck earned his undergraduate degree from Reed College and a Ph.D. from Columbia, as well as numerous
honorary degrees. He died in 1992 at the age of 99.
Scope and Contents
These records document Arthur Andrew Hauck’s tenure as president of the University of Maine and his time
as the Executive Director of the Washington International Center. Includes correspondence from the Office
of the President on a range of subjects (1954-1958). Also, includes biographical details of Hauck, awards
and celebrations given in Hauck’s honor by the University of Maine and other academic institutions, articles,
statements and addresses by and about Hauck. Also, miscellaneous information regarding University of Maine
appropriations, grant projects, and the work of the University of Maine Alumni Association.
Immediate Source of Acquisition:
Immediate Source of Acquisition
Box 1 is from the University of Maine’s own records. Box 2 was transferred to Special Collections by Allison L.
Chapman (Hauck’s granddaughter) on 8/20/2014. Box 3 is from the Office of the President.
Related Materials:
Related Materials
Newspaper clipping on University of Maine President Arthur Andrew Hauck are in scrapbooks in Department of
Physical Education and Athletics Records, UA RG 0003.004.002, Library Annex 8-A-3-5/6.
"Inauguration of Arthur Andrew Hauck, President : University of Maine, November 3, 1934", UPub 1.2 -4 MB
v.37, 1934-1935
University of Maine audiotape collection, 1951-1975, SpC MS 0232, includes Audiotapes of University of Maine
events, such as the inauguration of President Edwin Young, dedication of Shibles Hall, interviews with Dean
Shibles and President Edwin Young, commencement ceremonies, Hauck Auditorium dedication, laying of the
cornerstone of the Memorial Union, excerpts from speeches by Arthur Hauck and Edmund Muskie at the time of
President Hauck's retirement convocation in 1958.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hauck, Arthur Andrew, 1893-1992
Correspondence, 1934-1983
Physical Description: 7 folders 
Title/Description Instances
box 2Alumni And Faculty Correspondence, 1934-1983
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Hauck and various University
of Maine alumni and faculty, but particularly Payton
Smith on a range of subjects, including class reunions,
visits, commencements, gifts from Hauck to the
University of Maine, and Hauck's retirement.
folder 1
Board Of Trustees Correspondence, 1944-1961 box 2
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Hauck and University of
Maine Board of Trustees on a range of subjects.
folder 2
box 2Faculty And Staff Correspondence, 1937-1958
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Hauck and various faculty
and staff on a range of subjects. Includes copy of "The
University and the State" by W.S. Evans, Dean Emeritus
and correspondence with Arthur Deering on his service
at the University of Maine.
folder 3
box 3Correspondence -- Office Of The President, 1954-1955
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Hauck and various individuals
on a range of subjects related to the University of Maine
including: visits to the University of Maine, University,
staff appointments, planning for University events and
meetings, publicity regarding the University of Maine,
Board of Trustees actions, and property management.
folder 1
box 3Correspondence -- Office Of The President, 1955-1956
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Hauck and various individuals
on a range of subjects related to the University of Maine
including: visits to the University of Maine, University,
staff appointments, planning for University events and
meetings, publicity regarding the University of Maine,
Board of Trustees actions, and property management.
folder 2
box 3Correspondence -- Office Of The President, 1956-1957
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Hauck and various individuals
on a range of subjects related to the University of Maine
including: visits to the University of Maine, University,
staff appointments, planning for University events and
meetings, publicity regarding the University of Maine,
Board of Trustees actions, and property management.
folder 3
box 3Correspondence -- Office Of The President, 1957-1958
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Hauck and various individuals
on a range of subjects related to the University of Maine
including: visits to the University of Maine, University,
staff appointments, planning for University events and
folder 4
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meetings, publicity regarding the University of Maine,
Board of Trustees actions, and property management.
Subject Files, 1943-1954
Physical Description: 3 folders 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Grants, 1954
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine's grant from the
National Science Foundation for the support of research
'Moisture Content and the Density of Granular Solis'.
folder 1
box 2Memorial Services, 1943-1948
Scope and Contents
Testimonials and speeches from memorial service for
students and alumni killed during World War Two
(1943-1948). Also, details of memorial service for
Franklin D. Roosevelt (1945).
folder 4
box 2Canada, 1932-1948
Scope and Contents
Various items on the subject of Canada, including
education and Canadian-United States relations
(1932-1948). Including publication by Hauck titled
'Some Educational Factors Affecting the Relations
between Canada and the United States' (1932).
folder 5
Biographical History Files, 1934-1992
Physical Description: 24 folders 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Celebrations Awards, 1944-1963
Scope and Contents
Details of the celebration of Hauck's completion of 5
and 10 years of service at the University of Maine and
the establishment of the Arthur A. Hauck Fund (1944),
and celebrations of his 15 and 20 years of service as part
of Maine Day (1949 & 1954), Hauck being awarded
the Black Bear award (1950), President Emeritus
Convocation held for Hauck (1958), student tribute to
Hauck (1958), and the tribute of an Auditorium being
named after Hauck (1963).
folder 2
Confidential, 1958 box 1
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Scope and Contents
Press release announcing Hauck's decision to not
become a candidate for nomination for the office of the
Governor (of Maine) in the Republican primary (1958).
folder 3
box 1Biographical Profile, 1934-1996
Scope and Contents
Biographical profile, includes recommendations
for Hauck to be University of Maine president and
correspondence between Hauck and then President
Harold Sherburne Boardman (1934) on Hauck's move
from Lafayette College to the University of Maine,
inauguration program (1934), details of the presentation
of the portrait of Hauck (1965) and notes on its transfer
to Fogler Library, details of his retirement (1958),
details of Hauck's time as Executive Director of
the Washington International Center, including his
resignation from the post (1958-64), biographical data,
genealogical research into Hauck's family, obituaries
for Hauck (1992), and printed OCLC FirstSearch search
result for Hauck's PH.D (1996).
folder 4
box 1Photographs
Scope and Contents
Various photographs of Hauck, some with his wife
Gladys.
folder 5
box 1Honors, 1943-1957
Scope and Contents
Details of various honors bestowed on Hauck, includes:
honorary degree at the Rhode Island State College
(1943), membership of The Jackson Laboratory
Association of the Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial
Laboratory (1950), Veterans of Foreign Wars citation
(1957), Doctor of Letters from Colby College (1953),
and Director of Laws from the University of Kentucky
(1953).
folder 6
box 1Newspaper And Magazine Articles, 1941-1963
Scope and Contents
Various articles on Hauck, including his time in war-
time England (1943) from The Maine Alumnus, details
of various speaking engagements, board appointments,
profiles, opinion pieces, awards and University events
(1941-1958). Also, a The Maine Campus special edition
folder 7
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on Hauck's retirement (1958) and articles on Hauck's
work at the Washington International Center (1963).
box 1Statements Articles, 1940-1958
Scope and Contents
Statements and articles written by Hauck on a range
of subjects, including: University of Maine student's
attitudes to war (1940), intercollege sports (1941-1947),
welcomes to new classes (1940-1956) including the
Brunswick Campus (1948), best wishes to students
serving in World War Two (1943), Hauck's thoughts
on the effect of war on education (1944), details of
the return of veterans to the University of Maine
(1945-1946) and appropriations from the State of Maine
(1945), correspondence and publications regarding the
importance of the Maine Federation of Music Clubs
(1948) and the potato industry of Maine (1949-1950),
Prism updates on University of Maine activities,
and various local newspaper articles by Hauck and
interviews with him on the University's activities
(1948-1958).
folder 8
box 1Addresses, 1941-1963
Scope and Contents
Various notes from and publication of addresses by
Hauck. Including on the: Maine University and The
Land-Grant Tradition (1954) and Punahou Living
Endowment (1941) where Hauck previously worked, to
the freshman class (1956), on economic development
(1957), merger of the University of Maine with
the Portland Junior College (1957), addresses at
various academic institutions (1953-1957), alumni
meetings (1950-1953), commencement (1943), and the
dedications of Memorial Union (1953) and Estabrooke
Hall (1963).
folder 9
box 2Newspaper Clippings, 1934-1964
Scope and Contents
Newspaper clipping relating to Hauck, including
his appointment as president (1934) and tributes on
retirement (1957), decision not to run for senate or
governor (1951), appointment as president of the
Association of Land Grant Associations (1952), and
retirement as head of the Washington International
Center (1964).
folder 6
box 2Awards And Tributes, 1939-1983
folder 7a
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Scope and Contents
Awards and tributes, includes: "Tribute to Dr. Hauck
on his Fifth Anniversary As President of the University
of Maine" (1939) and "An Affectionate Tribute to
President & Mrs. Hauck from Maine Alumni" (1954),
The Maine Alumnus tributes (1944-1957), photographs
and correspondence regarding 20th anniversary
celebration (1954), publications regarding dedication
of Hauck Auditorium (1963), and a letter from Dwight
D. Eisenhower to Hauck thanking him for his time
as a Member of the U.S. Advisory Committee on
Educational Exchange' (1958), and a 90th birthday
greetings from the University of Maine to Hauck (1983).
box 2Awards And Tributes, 1939-1983
Scope and Contents
Awards and tributes, includes: "Tribute to Dr. Hauck
on his Fifth Anniversary As President of the University
of Maine" (1939) and "An Affectionate Tribute to
President & Mrs. Hauck from Maine Alumni" (1954),
The Maine Alumnu tributes (1944-1957), photographs
and correspondence regarding 20th anniversary
celebration (1954), publications regarding dedication
of Hauck Auditorium (1963), and a letter from Dwight
D. Eisenhower to Hauck thanking him for his time
as a Member of the U.S. Advisory Committee on
Educational Exchange (1958), and a 90th birthday
greetings from the University of Maine to Hauck (1983).
folder 7b
box 2Addresses, 1944-1966
Scope and Contents
Various speeches by Hauck, including: on his tenure at
the University of Maine (1964), remarks at Bowdoin
College's 150th anniversary (1944),University of
Kentucky commencement (1953), Rockland High
School (1966), 'Maine's University and The Land-Grant
Tradition' (1954), University of Florida (1953), Literary
Society (1963), The Land-Grant Colleges and The
Common Good (1953), 'Regional Cooperation in New
England' (1951), Eastern College Personnel Officers
(1957) and Nasson College commencement (1952).
folder 8
box 2Guest Book, 1927-1937
Scope and Contents
Guest book.
folder 9
box 2Reed College, 1915-1946
folder 10
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Scope and Contents
Various items relating to Reed College, including
Annual (1915), publication from Reed College Class of
1915 61st Anniversary, and correspondence regarding
Hauck's attendance at Reed College commencement
(1939 & 1946).
box 2Maine Alumnus, 1944-1969
Scope and Contents
Copies of the University of Maine's Maine Alumnus
publication (1944-1969).
folder 11
box 2Politics, 1930-1980
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items relating to the subject of
politics, including: correspondence with The White
House (1958), and details of Hauck's decision not to
run as a candidate for the U.S. senate (1948-1952) and
governor (1958) of Maine, includes correspondence
with various supporters. Also, letters from Franklin D.
Roosevelt to Hauck and Edmund Muskie in response to
their reappointments as New York Governor (1930) and
Secretary of State (1980) respectively.
folder 12
box 2Honorary Degrees, 1936-1947
Scope and Contents
Details of various honorary degrees bestowed on Hauck.
Including: Lafayette College (1936), Rhode Island State
College (1943), University of Maine (1958), Bowdoin
College (1947), Reed College (1946), and the University
of New Brunswick (1943).
folder 13
box 2Washington International Center, 1958-1968
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items relating to Hauck's
tenure as head of the Washington International
Center, including newspaper clippings from Hauck's
international trips, correspondence, and Washington
International Center publications.
folder 14
box 2Retirement, 1957-1958
Scope and Contents
Newspaper clippings and correspondence regarding
Hauck's retirement from the University of Maine.
folder 15
Inauguration, 1934 box 2
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Scope and Contents
Details of Hauck's departure from Lafayette College to
become president of the University of Maine (1934),
includes newspaper clippings and correspondence
regarding Hauck's appointment, inauguration program
(1934) and The Maine Bulletin edition on the
inauguration (1934).
folder 16
box 2Auditorium, 1961-1963
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and publicity material regarding the
Arthur A. Hauck Auditorium.
folder 17
box 2Vassar College, 1929-1930
Scope and Contents
Details of Hauck's appointment at Vassar College
(1929) and departure from Vassar to Lafayette College
(1930).
folder 18
box 2Job Offers, 1931-1949
Scope and Contents
Details of job offers Hauck received from the University
of California (1949), Institute of International Education
(1938), Syracuse University (1942-1943), Institute
of International Education (1931), and Reed College
(1949).
folder 19
box 2Committees, 1954-1965
Scope and Contents
Various items relating to Hauck's time on The U.S.
Advisory Commission on Educational Exchange
(1954-1958) and Advisory Committee on Vocational
Rehabilitation and Education (1955-1965) and potential
appointment as U.S. Cultural Advisor in Tokyo (1958).
folder 20
Administrative Files, 1943-1979
Physical Description: 3 folders 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Committees, 1957-1959
Scope and Contents
Includes: details of the hearing on the State of Maine
bill which would transfer the assets of Portland Junior
College to the University of Maine (1957-1959),
financial assistance to University students (1957) and
folder 10
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appropriations for building projects (1957) including
for: chemistry laboratory and chemical engineering
equipment; men's dining hall; animal pathology; physics
building, steam line extension; milk house; University
Press; service building; and auditorium.
box 1Alumni Association, 1943-1983
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items regarding the University
of Maine Alumni Association. Includes: deposit activity
for the Alumni Activities Fund (1944-1949), various
correspondence between Hauck and John Sealey, Jr.
and Charles E. Crossland Executive Secretaries of
the Alumni Association regarding achievements of
alumni (1950), use of alumni funds, arrangements for
Alumni Association meetings, appointment of state
alumni representatives (1945-1950), scholarships, gifts,
salaries of Alumni Association personnel, and reports
on missing in action and deaths of alumni (1943-1946).
Also, includes: correspondence with Howard Kayo
University of Maine Publicity Director regarding
commencement and publicity (1954-1956), financial
information for the Arthur A. Hauck Fund (1944),
contributors to the Fund, tributes to Hauck's service
at the University, and gifts from Hauck to the Annual
Alumni Fund (1979-1983).
folder 11
box 1Budget Management, 1954-1959
Scope and Contents
Details of State of Maine appropriations (1956-1957),
budget income and expenditure (1954-1959), and
analysis of increased expenditure.
folder 12
^ Return to Table of Contents
Records Of President Lloyd Hartman Elliot [Term 1958-1965], 1951-1974
(1958-1965)
Physical Description: 4 boxes 
Arrangement
The folders are generally arranged by subject. The exception is the correspondence files in boxes 3 and 4 which
are primarily arranged chronologically by year of creation and secondly alphabetically by last name of the
correspondent.
Biographical / Historical
Lloyd Hartman Elliott was born in 1918 and was University of Maine president from 1958 to 1965; he was
known for his commitment to expanding student capacity on campus and obtaining enhanced funding from the
Maine Legislature for faculty and staff. Six new classroom buildings, six dormitories, two dining halls and the
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Hauck Auditorium were completed during his presidency; closed-circuit television was deployed to expand
statewide access to classes; and an outdated apartment complex was razed and replaced by modern housing units
at University Park. The University of Maine Portland merged with the University of Maine during Elliot’s tenure.
Elliott was instrumental in bringing President John F. Kennedy to the university in October 1963 — 33 days
before his assassination in Dallas — to receive an honorary degree. A native of West Virginia, Elliott earned his
undergraduate degree from Glendale State College, a master’s from the University of West Virginia and a Ph.D. in
educational administration from the University of Colorado and had worked at Cornell University. Elliott became
president of George Washington University in 1965.
Scope and Contents
These records document Lloyd Hartman Elliot’s tenure as president of the University of Maine. Includes
correspondence between Elliot and various University of Maine staff, faculty, and trustees on issues related to the
University in particular Howard A. Keyo, Director of Public Information and Central Services, Dean William L.
Irvine at the University of Maine Portland, and Winthrop C. Libby, Dean of the College of Agriculture. Various
subject files relating to the University of Maine’s involvement with the Office of Institutional Research, capital
improvements at the University, merger of the University of Maine Portland, President Kennedy’s visit to the
University of Maine, the University’s Pulp and Paper Program, University of Maine Centennial, Fraternities, and
Space Technology. Also, biographical details of Elliot’s career, including his: inauguration, achievements at the
university, departure, and eventual appointment as President of George Washington University. Details of the
administration of the University during Elliot’s tenure including: memorandums and letters from Elliot to the
University of Maine Board of Trustees, and the University’s TIAA-CREF retirement plan. Box 2 includes note
stating that the photographs have been transferred to University Photo Archives.
Related Materials:
Related Materials
"Interview of Lloyd Elliott by Peter Hoff", CDROM Maine LD3162.7.E45 E45 2007
Controlled Access Headings:
• Elliott, Lloyd H., 1918-2013 (Lloyd Hartman)
Correspondence, 1958-1965
Physical Description: 18 folders 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Dean Evans, 1962-1963
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Elliot and University of Maine
Dean Emeritus Weston S. Evans regarding Evan's
retirement.
folder 1
box 1Vincent A. Hartgen, 1963-1964
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Elliot and Vincent A. Hartgen,
University of Maine Professor Department of Art and
Maurice J. Stein regarding Stein's portrait of Hartgen.
folder 2
box 1Miscellaneous Correspondence, 1958-1963
folder 3
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Elliot and various individuals
on a range of subjects, including: membership of
Alumni Association, establishment of a collegiate band
association, studies into the work of a president, articles
on higher education, faculty hires, Paul A. Miller's
appointment as President of West Virginia University,
and sponsor of The Atlantic Council.
box 3Correspondence -- Office Of The President A-G, 1958-1959
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Elliot and various individuals
on a range of subjects affecting the University of
Maine arranged chronologically by year of creation
and secondly alphabetically by last name of the
correspondent. Includes: alumni events, visits to
the Orono campus, University of Maine events and
celebrations, publications, publicity, issues affecting
academia, presentations, student admissions, financial
aid, Board of Trustees affairs, and staffing.
folder 5
box 3Correspondence -- Office Of The President H-Z, 1958-1959
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Elliot and various individuals
on a range of subjects affecting the University of
Maine arranged chronologically by year of creation
and secondly alphabetically by last name of the
correspondent. Includes: alumni events, visits to
the Orono campus, University of Maine events and
celebrations, publications, publicity, issues affecting
academia, presentations, student admissions, financial
aid, Board of Trustees affairs, and staffing.
folder 6
box 3Correspondence -- Office Of The President A-G, 1959-1960
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Elliot and various individuals
on a range of subjects affecting the University of
Maine arranged chronologically by year of creation
and secondly alphabetically by last name of the
correspondent. Includes: alumni events, visits to
the Orono campus, University of Maine events and
celebrations, publications, publicity, issues affecting
academia, presentations, student admissions, financial
aid, Board of Trustees affairs, and staffing.
folder 7
box 3Correspondence -- Office Of The President H-Z, 1959-1960
folder 8
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Elliot and various individuals
on a range of subjects affecting the University of
Maine arranged chronologically by year of creation
and secondly alphabetically by last name of the
correspondent. Includes: alumni events, visits to
the Orono campus, University of Maine events and
celebrations, publications, publicity, issues affecting
academia, presentations, student admissions, financial
aid, Board of Trustees affairs, and staffing.
box 3Correspondence -- Office Of The President A-H, 1960-1961
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Elliot and various individuals
on a range of subjects affecting the University of
Maine arranged chronologically by year of creation
and secondly alphabetically by last name of the
correspondent. Includes: alumni events, visits to
the Orono campus, University of Maine events and
celebrations, publications, publicity, issues affecting
academia, presentations, student admissions, financial
aid, Board of Trustees affairs, and staffing.
folder 9
box 3Correspondence -- Office Of The President I-Z, 1960-1961
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Elliot and various individuals
on a range of subjects affecting the University of
Maine arranged chronologically by year of creation
and secondly alphabetically by last name of the
correspondent. Includes: alumni events, visits to
the Orono campus, University of Maine events and
celebrations, publications, publicity, issues affecting
academia, presentations, student admissions, financial
aid, Board of Trustees affairs, and staffing.
folder 10
box 4Correspondence -- Office Of The President A-M, 1961-1962
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Elliot and various individuals
on a range of subjects affecting the University of
Maine arranged chronologically by year of creation
and secondly alphabetically by last name of the
correspondent. Includes: alumni events, visits to
the Orono campus, University of Maine events and
celebrations, publications, publicity, issues affecting
academia, presentations, student admissions, financial
aid, Board of Trustees affairs, and staffing.
folder 1
box 4Correspondence -- Office Of The President M-Z, 1961-1962
folder 2
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Elliot and various individuals
on a range of subjects affecting the University of
Maine arranged chronologically by year of creation
and secondly alphabetically by last name of the
correspondent. Includes: alumni events, visits to
the Orono campus, University of Maine events and
celebrations, publications, publicity, issues affecting
academia, presentations, student admissions, financial
aid, Board of Trustees affairs, and staffing.
box 4Correspondence -- Office Of The President A-J, 1962-1963
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Elliot and various individuals
on a range of subjects affecting the University of
Maine arranged chronologically by year of creation
and secondly alphabetically by last name of the
correspondent. Includes: alumni events, visits to
the Orono campus, University of Maine events and
celebrations, publications, publicity, issues affecting
academia, presentations, student admissions, financial
aid, Board of Trustees affairs, and staffing.
folder 3
box 4Correspondence -- Office Of The President K-Z, 1962-1963
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Elliot and various individuals
on a range of subjects affecting the University of
Maine arranged chronologically by year of creation
and secondly alphabetically by last name of the
correspondent. Includes: alumni events, visits to
the Orono campus, University of Maine events and
celebrations, publications, publicity, issues affecting
academia, presentations, student admissions, financial
aid, Board of Trustees affairs, and staffing.
folder 4
box 4Correspondence -- Office Of The President A-K, 1963-1964
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Elliot and various individuals
on a range of subjects affecting the University of
Maine arranged chronologically by year of creation
and secondly alphabetically by last name of the
correspondent. Includes: alumni events, visits to
the Orono campus, University of Maine events and
celebrations, publications, publicity, issues affecting
academia, presentations, student admissions, financial
aid, Board of Trustees affairs, and staffing.
folder 5
box 4Correspondence -- Office Of The President L-Z, 1963-1964
folder 6
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Elliot and various individuals
on a range of subjects affecting the University of
Maine arranged chronologically by year of creation
and secondly alphabetically by last name of the
correspondent. Includes: alumni events, visits to
the Orono campus, University of Maine events and
celebrations, publications, publicity, issues affecting
academia, presentations, student admissions, financial
aid, Board of Trustees affairs, and staffing.
box 4Correspondence -- Office Of The President A-L, 1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Elliot and various individuals
on a range of subjects affecting the University of
Maine arranged chronologically by year of creation
and secondly alphabetically by last name of the
correspondent. Includes: alumni events, visits to
the Orono campus, University of Maine events and
celebrations, publications, publicity, issues affecting
academia, presentations, student admissions, financial
aid, Board of Trustees affairs, and staffing.
folder 7
box 4Correspondence -- Office Of The President M-Z, 1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Elliot and various individuals
on a range of subjects affecting the University of
Maine arranged chronologically by year of creation
and secondly alphabetically by last name of the
correspondent. Includes: alumni events, visits to
the Orono campus, University of Maine events and
celebrations, publications, publicity, issues affecting
academia, presentations, student admissions, financial
aid, Board of Trustees affairs, and staffing.
folder 8
box 4Correspondence -- Office Of The President, 1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Elliot and various individuals
on a range of subjects affecting the University of
Maine arranged chronologically by year of creation
and secondly alphabetically by last name of the
correspondent. Includes: alumni events, visits to
the Orono campus, University of Maine events and
celebrations, publications, publicity, issues affecting
academia, presentations, student admissions, financial
aid, Board of Trustees affairs, and staffing.
folder 9
Subject Files, 1955-1974
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Physical Description: 17 folders 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Office Of Institutional Research, 1960-1966
Scope and Contents
Includes details of University of Maine representatives
attendance at the Office of Institutional Research
meetings and the content of the meetings (1960-1966),
various miscellaneous correspondence between Allan
W. Oster, Joint Officer of the Office of Institutional
Research and Elliot on a range of issues (particularly
funding) affecting land grant institutions, including
requests for information about the University of Maine
and a report by the Office titled 'The Problem ' Realty of
Educational Opportunities in the 1960's', a Time article
titled 'The Race to College' (1960), and Elliot's letter to
the Editor of the magazine regarding his dissatisfaction
with the article's content.
folder 4
box 1Capital Improvements, 1957-1964
Scope and Contents
State of Maine Bureau of Public Improvements (1964)
contractor guidance and State of Maine Standard
General Conditions for Contract Work (1961-1964),
data regarding the sufficiency of the Steam Plant (1957),
and list of capital improvements and construction
projects at the University of Maine Portland (1957) and
University of Maine (1957-1963), and details of the
construction of a multi-purpose building at the Portland
Campus (1959), and correspondence between Elliot and
Niran C. Bates Director of the State of Maine Bureau
of Public Improvements regarding funding requests
for University of Maine capital improvement projects
(1957-1964) and the State of Maine Act to exempt the
University of Maine from laws related to the Bureau of
Public Improvements (1959-1962).
folder 5
box 1University Of Maine Portland, 1959-1960
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence between Elliot and Dean
William L. Irvine at the University of Maine at Portland
(also known as the University of Southern Maine)
on a range issues affecting the institution, including:
lecture series, staffing issues, curriculum, use of and
work on University of Maine at Portland buildings and
facilities, grade distributions for students (1959), general
health services for the Portland campus, enrollment
figures (1960), visits to Portland by Orono and Board of
Trustee representatives, details of change from referring
to Portland campus as Portland Junior College to
University of Maine at Portland, and closer integration
folder 6
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between the two campuses. Also, correspondence of
Irvine that Elliot was cc. on.
box 1Merger Of University Of Maine Portland, 1951-1961
Scope and Contents
Details of the merger between the University of Maine
and University of Maine at Portland (formerly known
as the Portland Junior College and Portland University
and also known as the University of Southern Maine),
includes: list of freshman (1961), announcements of
the merger to enrolled students (1961), and details
of the history of the University of Maine Portland
(1951-1961), including copies of University of Maine
Board of Trustee's minutes discussing the transfer of
assets of Portland Junior College to the University of
Maine (1957).
folder 7
box 1President Kennedy Visit, 1963
Scope and Contents
Photographs, program, and The Maine Campus article
from President John F. Kennedy's visit to the University
of Maine where he was made an honorary alumnus
(1963).
folder 8
box 1Pulp And Paper Program, 1963
Scope and Contents
Details of Elliot becoming a member of the Newcomen
Society and report to the Society on The University
of Maine Pulp and Paper Curriculum (1963), and
correspondence with Lyle C. Jenness, Department Head
for the University's Pulp and Paper program regarding
their curriculum.
folder 9
box 1College Of Agriculture, 1955-1964
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence between Winthrop C. Libby,
University of Maine Dean of the College of Agriculture
and Elliot, President Hauck, and Acting President
Charles E. Crossland (1955-1959), including on
Agriculture Advisory Council meetings (1959),
student performance, various reviews and studies of
the agronomy program (1955-1959), issues affecting
agriculture, Experiment Station Extension Service
funding and performance, staffing issues, and Dutch
Elm disease (1955). Also, includes correspondence
(1959-1960), including: 4H club fund raising, budget
information for the College, attendance at faculty
meetings, building renovations, political representatives
at University events, staffing issues, enrollment,
folder 10a
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research studies, and issues affecting the departments of
Bacteriology and Poultry Services. And correspondence
(1962-1964), including: update reports on College
of Agriculture activities, details of change from
College of Agriculture to College of Life Sciences
and Agriculture (1964), fiscal situation of the College,
research programs, building renovations and alterations,
enrollment, and State of Maine Legislative issues
affecting the College.
box 1College Of Agriculture, 1955-1964
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence between Winthrop C. Libby,
Dean of the College of Agriculture and Elliot, President
Hauck, and Acting President Charles E. Crossland
(1955-1959), including on Agriculture Advisory Council
meetings (1959), student performance, various reviews
and studies of the agronomy program (1955-1959),
issues affecting agriculture, Experiment Station
Extension Service funding and performance, staffing
issues, and Dutch Elm disease (1955). Also, includes
correspondence (1959-1960), including: 4H club fund
raising, budget information for the College, attendance
at faculty meetings, building renovations, political
representatives at University events, staffing issues,
enrollment, research studies, and issues affecting the
departments of Bacteriology and Poultry Services.
And correspondence (1962-1964), including: update
reports on College of Agriculture activities, details of
change from College of Agriculture to College of Life
Sciences and Agriculture (1964), fiscal situation of the
College, research programs, building renovations and
alterations, enrollment, and State of Maine Legislative
issues affecting the College.
folder 10b
box 1College Of Agriculture, 1955-1964
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence between Winthrop C. Libby,
Dean of the College of Agriculture and Elliot, President
Hauck, and Acting President Charles E. Crossland
(1955-1959), including on Agriculture Advisory Council
meetings (1959), student performance, various reviews
and studies of the agronomy program (1955-1959),
issues affecting agriculture, Experiment Station
Extension Service funding and performance, staffing
issues, and Dutch Elm disease (1955). Also, includes
correspondence (1959-1960), including: 4H club fund
raising, budget information for the College, attendance
at faculty meetings, building renovations, political
representatives at University events, staffing issues,
enrollment, research studies, and issues affecting the
departments of Bacteriology and Poultry Services.
And correspondence (1962-1964), including: update
folder 10c
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reports on College of Agriculture activities, details of
change from College of Agriculture to College of Life
Sciences and Agriculture (1964), fiscal situation of the
College, research programs, building renovations and
alterations, enrollment, and State of Maine Legislative
issues affecting the College.
box 1University Of Maine Centennial, 1964-1965
Scope and Contents
Details of University of Maine Centennial, including:
University of Maine Bulletin (1965), newspaper
clipping regarding plans (1964), Biennial Report of the
President (1964), and letter from Edmund S. Muskie
regarding his inability to attend anniversary celebration
(1965).
folder 11
box 1Fraternities, 1962
Scope and Contents
Newspaper clippings regarding disciplinary measures
taken against fraternities.
folder 12
box 1Space Technology, 1963
Scope and Contents
'A Proposal to The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration To Establish A Graduate Center For
Training and Research Related To Space Technology'.
folder 13
box 1Biographical Profile, 1958-1965
Scope and Contents
Includes details of Elliot's inauguration as University
of Maine president (1958) including programs and
scrap book. Also, certificate of Elliot's membership in
the University class of 1962, Homecoming weekend
celebration on his retirement (1965), and signature cards
and invitations from Elliot and is wife to luncheons,
receptions, and teas.
folder 14
box 1Publicity, 1958-1965
Scope and Contents
Various serial articles on Elliot (1958-1965) including
his appointment, praise for his work at the University,
attendance at University events, departure from the
University of Maine, and appointment as president of
George Washington University (1965), including faculty
opposition to the appointment. Also, includes profile of
the University of Maine reprinted from Maine Teacher
and University of Maine Bulletin featuring Elliot and his
folder 15
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family on the front cover (1958) and press releases on
Elliot's departure from the University of Maine (1965).
box 2Public Relations, 1961-1965
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Howard A. Keyo, University
of Maine Director of Public Information and Central
Services and Elliot and correspondence between
Keyo and various which Elliot was cc. on, on various
subjects relating to publicity at the University of Maine
(1961-1965), including: student's portrayal in media,
honors, televised University sports games, scholarship
funds, building dedications, construction projects, Board
of Trustees Public Relations Committee, Emergency
Program, research projects, student trips, visits by
dignities, and various press releases.
folder 1a
box 2Public Relations, 1961-1965
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Howard A. Keyo, University
of Maine Director of Public Information and Central
Services and Elliot and correspondence between
Keyo and various which Elliot was cc. on, on various
subjects relating to publicity at the University of Maine
(1961-1965), including: student's portrayal in media,
honors, televised University sports games, scholarship
funds, building dedications, construction projects, Board
of Trustees Public Relations Committee, Emergency
Program, research projects, student trips, visits by
dignities, and various press releases.
folder 1b
box 2Publicity, 1958-1969
Scope and Contents
Press releases from the University of Maine Department
of Public Information and Central Services (1958-1965)
on various subjects, including the establishment of a
Water Resource Center, class orientations, television
in classrooms, centennial, commencements, building
dedications and award ceremonies. Also, includes
commencement speeches by Elliot (1959-1969) at the
University of Maine and Bowdoin College (1959),
press cutting from his appointment and departure from
the University of Maine and appointment at George
Washington University.
folder 2
Biographical History Files, 1958-1970
Physical Description: 8 folders 
Title/Description Instances
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box 1Addresses, Speeches And Articles, 1959-1970
Scope and Contents
Various addresses and articles by Elliot both during and
after his tenure at the University of Maine. Including
on the religious dimension of the University of Maine,
greetings to classes (1959-1965) and commencement
(1969), and commencement at Husson College (1960
& 1970), dedication of Hauck Auditorium (1963),
speeches at Alumni Association meetings (1960) and
business group meetings, and opinion pieces on higher
education including for the Maine Teachers Association.
folder 16
box 1Hiring Of Elliot, 1958-1959
Scope and Contents
Details of Elliot's visit to Maine prior to his hiring
as University of Maine President (1958) and
correspondence between Elliot and President Hauck and
Acting President Charles E. Crossland regarding Elliot's
research into the University, Board of Trustees decision
to hire Elliot, confirmation letter from Raymond H.
Fogler President, Board of Trustees to Elliot, and
compensation details (1958-1959).
folder 17
box 1Resignation Of Elliot, 1965
Scope and Contents
Details of Elliot's resignation, including University
of Maine resignation form (1965), faculty personnel
record, curriculum vitae, and references. Also, includes
details of Elliot's appointment as President of George
Washington University (1965).
folder 18
box 1Honors And Awards, 1958-1965
Scope and Contents
Details of various honor and awards bestowed on Elliot,
including from: Perishing Rifles (1959), Phi Kappa
(1959), Advisory Council on Naval Affairs to the
Commandant, First Naval District (1959), American
Flag Association (1959), Thor Research Center (1959),
Association For Higher Education (1958), University of
New Hampshire (1963), and Colby College (1965).
folder 19
box 1Unveiling Of Dr. Elliot Portrait, 1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Correspondence and press release regarding the
unveiling of the new portrait of Elliot (1965-1966).
folder 20
Elliott Portrait, 1965-1967 Box 1 Folder 24
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Details of the members of the class raising money for a
portrait and commissioned Bjorn Egeli, a Norwegian-
born American portrait painter, to paint the portrait of
University of Maine President Lloyd Hartman Elliot.
Includes: correspondence, newspaper clippings, and
a photograph of the commissioning of a portrait of a
president of the University of Maine
General
File originally in University of Maine General Alumni
Association Box 287. SpC MS 0198.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Records and correspondence
• Clippings
• Egeli, Bjorn
• University of Maine Alumni Association -- Portrait
• University of Maine. Class of 1962 -- Portrait
box 2Inauguration Committee, 1958
Scope and Contents
Reports from Inauguration Committee for Elliot (1958),
program of events, and examples of other inauguration
programs.
folder 3
box 4Calendar, 1961-1966
Scope and Contents
Elliot's work calendars for September 1961 - August
1962 and September 1965 - August 1966.
folder 10
Administrative Files, 1961-1969
Physical Description: 3 folders 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Board Of Trustees, 1961-1965
Scope and Contents
Memorandums and letters from Elliot to the University
of Maine Board of Trustees on a range of subjects
(1961-1965), including: agendas and content for
discussion at meetings, updates on University news,
report from the American Medical Association on
medical education (1962), faculty appointments, State
of Maine Legislator proceeding, study on fraternities,
and distribution of expenditure at the University. Also,
includes, copy of a presentation from Elliot titled 'The
folder 21
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Land Grant Heritage' from Agriculture Progress Days at
Cornel University (1962).
box 1Correspondence With Board Of Trustees, 1962-1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Elliot and University of
Maine Board Trustee members on a range of subjects,
including: Alumni Association activities, salary and
payroll information, attendance at meetings and
Trustee's opinion on issues affecting the University
(1962-1965), plans for the University's centennial
(1965), and Elliot's return for commencement (1965).
Also, correspondence between Board Members on
personnel and family issues, invitations to Elliot for
various professional association meeting in Maine,
his appointment to the Maine Municipal Association
Advisory Committee (1965), correspondence between
Acting University of Maine President Winthrop C.
Libby and Elliot regarding the Elliot delivering the
commencement address (1968), and Elliot visits to
Maine post-tenure as president (1968-1969).
folder 22
box 1TIAA-CREF Retirement Plan, 1961
Scope and Contents
Details of TIAA-CREF retirement plan for the
University of Maine and cover letter from Elliot to
faculty and administrative officers explaining the plan.
folder 23
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Records Of President Hugh Edwin Young [Term 1965-1968], 1947-1969
(1965-1968)
Physical Description: 2 boxes 
Arrangement
Generally the folders are arranged by subject. The exception is the correspondence files in box 2 which
are primarily arranged chronologically by year of creation and secondly alphabetically by last name of the
correspondent.
Biographical / Historical
Hugh Edwin Young was born in 1917 in Newfoundland, but graduated from Bangor High School in 1935 and
began his career as a labor economist at UMaine. He earned his undergraduate degree in education in 1940 and
a master’s in economics in 1942 from UMaine, then a doctorate in economics from the University of Wisconsin-
Madison in 1950. Young served with the State Department and then returned to the University of Wisconsin,
where he taught economics, served as department chair and eventually was named Dean of the College of Letters
and Science. In 1965, he was named president of the University of Maine, serving through some of the most
controversial years of the Vietnam War and related student protests on campus.
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In July 1968, Young returned to the University of Wisconsin to teach and serve as vice president. Later that
year he was named Chancellor of the Madison campus and in 1977 he was named president of the University of
Wisconsin System, a position he held until his retirement in 1980.Young died in 2012 at the age of 94.
Scope and Contents
These records document Hugh Edwin Young’s tenure as president of the University of Maine. Includes various
miscellaneous correspondence between Young and various University staff, faculty, and trustees on issues
related to the University in particular Howard A. Keyo, Director of Public Information and Central Services,
and with colleagues at other academic institutions; particularly the University of Wisconsin. Various subject
files relating to the need for private funds to support the University and visits by Young to the University of
Chicago, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Vandenberg Air Bases. Also, biographical details relating
to Young including: newspaper clippings from Young’s tenure, details of Young’s appointment as University
of Maine President and departure back to the University of Wisconsin, various University of Maine Bulletins
(1965-1968) featuring Young, statements and addresses delivered by Young, and various miscellaneous items
relating to Young’s career at both the University of Maine and University of Wisconsin including: honor, awards,
and appointments. Details of the Inauguration Committee’s plans for Young’s inauguration. Box 1 includes note
stating that the photographs have been transferred to University Photo Archives.
Related Materials:
Related Materials
University of Maine audiotape collection, 1951-1975, SpC MS 0232, includes Audiotapes of University of Maine
events, such as the inauguration of President Edwin Young, dedication of Shibles Hall, interviews with Dean
Shibles and President Edwin Young, commencement ceremonies, Hauck Auditorium dedication, laying of the
cornerstone of the Memorial Union, excerpts from speeches by Arthur Hauck and Edmund Muskie at the time of
President Hauck's retirement convocation in 1958.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Young, Hugh Edwin, 1917-2012
Correspondence, 1963-1968
Physical Description: 6 folders 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Miscellaneous Correspondence, 1963-1966
Scope and Contents
Miscellaneous correspondence from Young to various
individuals on a range of subjects (1963-1966),
including: donations to the Pulp and Paper Foundation
and University of Maine (1963), visit to the University
of Wisconsin, student protests at the University of
Wisconsin, University budget between Young and
President Lloyd H. Elliot (1965), copy of Young's
curriculum vitae, details of Young's membership of the
University Club and Century Club, and visits to Alumni
Association meetings, details of University of Maine
faculty and student protests against the Vietnam War,
and Young's interest in consulting for Department of
State Agency for International Development.
folder 1a
Miscellaneous Correspondence, 1963-1966 box 1
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Scope and Contents
Miscellaneous correspondence from Young to various
individuals on a range of subjects (1963-1966),
including: donations to the Pulp and Paper Foundation
and University of Maine (1963), visit to the University
of Wisconsin, student protests at the University of
Wisconsin, University budget between Young and
President Lloyd H. Elliot (1965), copy of Young's
curriculum vitae, details of Young's membership of the
University Club and Century Club, and visits to Alumni
Association meetings, details of University of Maine
faculty and student protests against the Vietnam War,
and Young's interest in consulting for Department of
State Agency for International Development.
folder 1b
box 1Miscellaneous Correspondence, 1963-1966
Scope and Contents
Miscellaneous correspondence from Young to various
individuals on a range of subjects (1963-1966),
including: donations to the Pulp and Paper Foundation
and University of Maine (1963), visit to the University
of Wisconsin, student protests at the University of
Wisconsin, University budget between Young and
President Lloyd H. Elliot (1965), copy of Young's
curriculum vitae, details of Young's membership of the
University Club and Century Club, and visits to Alumni
Association meetings, details of University of Maine
faculty and student protests against the Vietnam War,
and Young's interest in consulting for Department of
State Agency for International Development.
folder 1c
box 2Correspondence -- Office Of The President, 1966-1967
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Young and various individuals
on a range of subjects affecting the University of
Maine arranged chronologically by year of creation
and secondly alphabetically by last name of the
correspondent. Includes: alumni events, visits to
the Orono campus, University of Maine events and
celebrations, publications, publicity, issues affecting
academia, presentations, student admissions, financial
aid, Board of Trustees affairs, and staffing.
folder 1
box 2Correspondence -- Office of The President A-L, 1967-1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Young and various individuals
on a range of subjects affecting the University of
Maine arranged chronologically by year of creation
and secondly alphabetically by last name of the
correspondent. Includes: alumni events, visits to
folder 2
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the Orono campus, University of Maine events and
celebrations, publications, publicity, issues affecting
academia, presentations, student admissions, financial
aid, Board of Trustees affairs, and staffing.
box 2Correspondence -- Office Of The President M-Z, 1967-1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Young and various individuals
on a range of subjects affecting the University of
Maine arranged chronologically by year of creation
and secondly alphabetically by last name of the
correspondent. Includes: alumni events, visits to
the Orono campus, University of Maine events and
celebrations, publications, publicity, issues affecting
academia, presentations, student admissions, financial
aid, Board of Trustees affairs, and staffing.
folder 3
Subject Files, 1966-1968
Physical Description: 3 folders 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Private Giving, 1968
Scope and Contents
Details of policy statement by Young on the need for
private funds to support the University of Maine.
folder 2
box 1University Reports, 1968
Scope and Contents
Report of a visit by Young, et al. to the University
of Chicago for the Commission on College and
Universities of the North Central Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools (1968) and a report
on the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to the
Commission on Higher Education of the New England
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools (1968).
folder 3
box 1U.S. Air Force Material, 1966
Scope and Contents
Details of Young's visit and tours of Vandenberg
and McConnell Air Bases as part of a New England
delegation invited by Commander in Chief, Strategic Air
Command.
folder 4
Biographical History Files, 1947-1969
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Physical Description: 7 folders 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Publicity, 1965-1969
Scope and Contents
Newspaper clippings related to Young's tenure as
University of Maine president and time at the University
of Wisconsin, includes: Young's appointment (1965),
profiles of his family (1966-1967), homecoming (1966),
University events and visits, interview with Young
during his time as Chancellor of the University of
Wisconsin (1968), awards and appointments Young
received, details of Young's resignation from the
University of Maine and appointment at the University
of Wisconsin (1968). Also, details of student protests at
the University of Wisconsin (1969).
folder 5
box 1Appointment And Resignation, 1965-1968
Scope and Contents
Details of Young's appointment as the University of
Maine president, including congratulations (1965) and
favorite books. Also, details of Young's resignation
(1968) including the press release on his departure.
folder 6
box 1Bulletins, 1965-1966
Scope and Contents
University of Maine Bulletins (1965-1968) featuring
Young from his appointment to resignation. Also,
University of Maine football program (1966) with data
on the University of Maine (1965-1966).
folder 7
box 1Statements And Addresses, 1966-1968
Scope and Contents
Statements and addresses at University events,
including: assembly for vice-president Humphrey
(1968), senior Alumni breakfast speech from Annual
meeting minutes (1966), and various class speeches,
commencement at Husson College (1968), and speeches
at local business organizations.
folder 8
box 1Biographical Profile, 1947-1967
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items relating to Young's
career at the University of Maine and University of
Wisconsin, including: his appointment to the State
of Maine Committee on Educational Television
(1967), application to the Agency For International
folder 9
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Development (1966), details of resignations as President
(1968) and Instructor in Economics (1947), attendance
at various University events, various honors bestowed
on Young, and salary increase (1967).
box 1Inauguration Committee, 1965-1966
Scope and Contents
Details of the planning for Young's inauguration.
Includes: inauguration program, correspondence
between Inauguration Committee members and
invitees, press releases, newspaper clippings, planning
documents, congratulations addressed to Young, and
schedules.
folder 10
box 2Calendars, 1966-1969
Scope and Contents
Young's work calendars (1966-1969).
folder 4
^ Return to Table of Contents
Records Of President Winthrop C. Libby [Term 1969-1973], 1937-1993
(1968-1973)
Physical Description: 4 boxes 
Biographical / Historical
A native of Caribou, Libby was born in 1911 and began his UMaine career in 1934 as an assistant professor of
agronomy, advancing to full professor and then chair of the department. He served as dean of the College of Life
Sciences and Agriculture, director of the Cooperative Extension Service, and acting president in 1968, before
being named president in 1969.
Libby was widely respected for his dedication to improving the learning environment at UMaine during a time
when the structure and goals of higher education were under intense scrutiny in the nation. Libby retired as
president on Aug 31, 1973.
Libby Hall, dedicated in 1990 and housing the offices of the UMaine Cooperative Extension Service, was named
in his honor. Libby also laid the groundwork for the Franco-American Center on campus. For about 10 years
after his retirement from UMaine, Libby contributed a regular weekly column to the Ellsworth American entitled
“Thoughts While Shaving.”
Libby earned his bachelor’s and master’s degrees at UMaine and pursued additional studies in agronomy at
Rutgers and Cornell. He died in 1993 at the age of 81.
Scope and Contents
These records document Winthrop Charles Libby’s career at the University of Maine including his tenure as
president. Includes subject files on commemorative stamps featuring Maine (1937 & 1958), correspondence
between Libby and Howard A. Keyo, Director of the University of Maine Department of Public Information
and Central Services regarding public relations issues affecting the University of Maine (1970-1973), details of
the University of Maine hanging a portrait of James E. Totman in the student room’s Totman Room (1971) and
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letter from Fogler Library to Libby regarding the transfer of records (1970). Also, biographical details relating to
Libby, including: photographs, building dedication in Libby’s honor (1990), his memorial service (1993), various
newspaper articles (1967-1973) concerning Libby, addresses, speeches, and statements by Libby, miscellaneous
University of Maine Department of Public Information and Central Services press releases featuring Libby
(1960-1986), newspaper clipping regarding Libby’s wife and children (1961-1973), memorabilia from Libby’s
retirement (1973), and albums containing honorary degree certificates awarded to Libby (1968-1970) and photo
album from trip to Haiti (1961). Boxes 1 and 2 include note stating that some photographs have been transferred to
University Photo Archives.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Libby, Winthrop C., 1911-1993
Correspondence, 1968-1983
Physical Description: 2 boxes 
Title/Description Instances
"Personal Correspondence", 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Various letters congratulating Winthrop C. Libby on
his appointment as University of Maine president and
miscellaneous correspondence on a range of subjects
including awards Libby received and article he wrote.
Box 5 Folder 4a
"Personal Correspondence", 1969
Scope and Contents
Various letters congratulating Winthrop C. Libby on
his appointment as University of Maine president and
miscellaneous correspondence on a range of subjects
including awards Libby received and article he wrote.
Box 5 Folder 4b
"Personal Correspondence", 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence to and from Winthrop C. Libby
during his tenure as University of Maine president on a
range of subjects, including: details of Libby’s receiving
a honorary degrees from Colby College (including
photographs) and Husson College, salary information,
Maine Pulp and Paper Foundation Award, University of
Maine Alumni vote of conference, and details of various
committees Libby was appointed to and awards that he
received.
Box 5 Folder 4c
"Personal Correspondence", 1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence to and from Winthrop C. Libby
during his tenure as University of Maine president on
a range of subjects, including: newspaper articles on
Libby, certificate awarded to Libby for Varsity “M” for
Box 5 Folder 4d
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intercollege athletics, photographs of Libby, newspaper
clippings regarding Libby’s daughter Joyce Libby,
details of presentations by Libby and gifts made by
Libby to the Jackson Laboratory and Pulp and Paper
Foundation, ratings of Toym Award candidates, and
award from Bangor Jaycees.
"Personal Correspondence", 1973
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence to and from Winthrop C. Libby
during his tenure as University of Maine president
on a range of subjects, including: his retirement as
president, potential appointments at the Association
of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges
and The George Washington University, feedback on
presentations, Maine State legislative commending
Libby for service at the University of Maine, newspaper
clippings regarding Libby’s appointment on the Land
Use Regulation Commission (LURC), and articles on
Libby’s appointment president.
Box 5 Folder 4e
"Personal Correspondence", 1973-1983
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence to and from Winthrop C.
Libby both during and after his tenure as University
of Maine president on a range of subjects, including:
retiree identification card, part-time assignment at
the College of the Atlantic, resolution on Libby’s
contribution to schools in Maine by the State School
Boards Association’s Delegate Assembly, various
congratulations on Libby’s retirement, inquiry regarding
Libby’s interest in a position at the Natural Resources
Council of Maine, membership on Land Use Regulation
Commission, attendance at various Alumni events,
copies of The Maine Alumnus publication with Libby
on the front cover, newspaper articles on Libby,
photographs of Libby, and housing Libby following his
retirement.
Box 5 Folder 4f
Correspondence Aa-AI, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 1
Correspondence Am-Ar, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 2
Correspondence As-Az, 1970-1971 Box 6 Folder 3
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects
Correspondence Baa-Bar, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 4
Correspondence Bas-Bd, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 5
Correspondence Be-Bh, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 6
Correspondence Bi-Bn, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 7
Correspondence Bo-Bq, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 8
Correspondence Bra-Brn, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 9
Correspondence Bro-Bt, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 10
Correspondence Bu-Bz, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 11
Correspondence Ca-Cd, 1970-1971 Box 6 Folder 12
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Correspondence Ce-Cn, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 13
Correspondence Coa-Con, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 14
Correspondence Coo-Cq, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 15
Correspondence Cr-Ct, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 16
Correspondence Cu-Cz, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 17
Correspondence Da-Dh, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 18
Correspondence Di-Dq, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 19
Correspondence Dr-Dz, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 20
Correspondence Ea-En, 1970-1971 Box 6 Folder 21
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Correspondence Eo-Ez, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 22
Correspondence Fa-Fk, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 23
Correspondence Fi-Fq, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 24
Correspondence Fr-Fz, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 25
Correspondence Ga-Gh, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 26
Correspondence Gi-Gq, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 27
Correspondence Gr-Gz, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 28
Correspondence Haa-Haq, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 29
Correspondence Har-Hd, 1970-1971 Box 6 Folder 30
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Correspondence He-Hh, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 31
Correspondence Hi-Hn, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 32
Correspondence Ho-Ht, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 33
Correspondence Hu-Hz, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 34
Correspondence I, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 35
Correspondence J, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 36
Correspondence Ka-Kh, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 37
Correspondence Ki-Kq, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 38
Correspondence Kr-Kz, 1970-1971 Box 6 Folder 39
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Correspondence La-Ld, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 40
Correspondence Le-Lh, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 41
Correspondence Li-Lz, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 42
Correspondence Ma-Mb, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 43
Correspondence McA-McD, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 44
Correspondence McE-McK, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 45
Correspondence McL-Md, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 46
Correspondence Me-Mn, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 47
Correspondence Mo-Mx, 1970-1971 Box 6 Folder 48
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Correspondence My-Mz, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 49
Correspondence Na-Nn, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 50
Correspondence No-Nz, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 51
Albert D. Nutting -- Director, School Of Forest Resources,
1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Press release regarding honor awarded to Albert D.
Nutting, University of Maine Director, School of
Forest Resources and a thank you letter to Nutting for
organizing a McIntire-Stennis Advisory Board visit.
Box 6 Folder 52
Correspondence O, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 53
Correspondence Pa-Ph, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 54
Correspondence Pi-Pq, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 55
Correspondence Pr-Pz, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 56
Correspondence Q, 1970-1971 Box 6 Folder 57
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Correspondence Ra-Rh, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 58
Correspondence Ri-Rof, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 59
Correspondence Rog-Rz, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 60
Correspondence Sa-Scg, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 61
Correspondence Sch-Sd, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 62
Correspondence Se-Shd, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 63
Correspondence She-Shz, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 64
Mark R. Shibles -- Dean, College Of Education, 1969-1971
Scope and Contents
Press releases regarding the retirement of Mark R.
Shibles, University of Maine Dean of the College of
Education and correspondence regarding employment
opportunities.
Box 6 Folder 65
Correspondence So-Ss, 1970-1971 Box 6 Folder 66
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Correspondence Sta-Sth, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 67
Correspondence Sti-Stz, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 68
Correspondence Su-Sz, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 69
Correspondence Ta-Tn, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 70
Correspondence To-Tz, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 71
Correspondence V, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 72
Correspondence Wa-Wd, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 73
Correspondence We-Wg, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 74
Correspondence Wh, 1970-1971 Box 6 Folder 75
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Correspondence Wia-Wil, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 76
Correspondence Wim-Wn, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 77
Correspondence Wo-Wz, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 78
Correspondence X-Y, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 79
Correspondence Z, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence on a range of subjects.
Box 6 Folder 80
Subject Files, 1937-1973
Physical Description: 13 folders 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Stamp -- Letters, 1937-1958
Scope and Contents
Commemorative stamps featuring Maine (1937 &
1958).
folder 1
box 1Public Relations, 1970-1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Libby and Howard A. Keyo,
Director of the University of Maine Department
of Public Information and Central Services and
correspondence of Libby that Keyo was cc. on. Includes:
University policy changes (1970-1973), changing name
of University of Maine at Orono Press (1972), campus
relations (1972), grant funding (1972), various public
folder 2
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relations issues (1970), publishing a bill folder for the
University (1970), revised seal (1970-1971), campus
newspaper (1971), advertising (1971), and articles and
TV slots on the University (1971-1972). Also, report to
Libby on Resource Allocation for the Early Seventies
(1972) and various reference material.
box 1James E. Totman Portrait, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Details of the University of Maine hanging a portrait
of James E. Totman in the student room's Totman
Room (1971). Includes newspaper clippings and
correspondence between Libby and Totman's brother
regarding the hanging.
folder 3
box 1Records Transfer, 1970
Scope and Contents
Letter from Fogler Library to Libby regarding the
transfer of records.
folder 4
University Of Maine Extension Service, 1964-1967
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure
as director of the University of Maine’s Cooperative
Extension Service, including: correspondence on the
sponsorship of an agricultural office building on the
Caribou Road, staffing, conferences, development of
a non-credit program in production and management
for Aroostook farmers, U.S. Department of Agriculture
awards and projects, and Cooperative Extension Service
reports.
Box 5 Folder 6
College Of Life Sciences And Agriculture, 1964-1968
Scope and Contents
Various items related to Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
dean of the College Of Life Sciences and Agriculture,
including: details of visits, the position of dean of the
College Of Life Sciences and Agriculture, resource
management project, correspondence with University
of Maine presidents Lloyd Hartman Elliott and Hugh
Edwin Young regarding issues and projects at the
College Of Life Sciences and Agriculture.
Box 5 Folder 7
Board Of Trustees -- Bangor Theological Seminary,
1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Various items related to University of Maine President
Winthrop C. Libby’s time on the Board of Trustees
Box 7 Folder 19
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of the Bangor Theological Seminary, includes:
correspondence, meeting agendas and minutes during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Action Committee Of "50", 1972
Scope and Contents
Details of the Action Committee of “50” which looked
at economic development in the Bangor and Brewer area
and which University of Maine President Winthrop C.
Libby was a member of during his tenure as University
of Maine President.
Box 7 Folder 20
Assistance For Industrial Development And Expansion, 1971
Scope and Contents
Assistance for Industrial Development and Expansion
(AIDE) which University of Maine President Winthrop
C. Libby was a trustee of, includes: reports, newspaper
clippings, and publications during his tenure as
University of Maine President.
Box 7 Folder 21
Maine Tuberculosis And Health Assoc., 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between the Maine Tuberculosis and
Health Association and University of Maine President
Winthrop C. Libby regarding his support for the
Association and invitation to be at guest at their board of
directors meeting during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Box 7 Folder 22
Board Of Trustees Of Eastern Maine Medical Center,
1970-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items related to University of Maine
President Winthrop C. Libby’s time on the Board of
Trustees of Eastern Maine Medical Center, includes:
correspondence, meeting agendas and minutes during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Box 7 Folder 23
New England Regional Manpower Advisory Committee,
1971-1972
Scope and Contents
Various items related to University of Maine President
Winthrop C. Libby’s time on the U.S Department of
Labor’s New England Regional Manpower Advisory
Committee, includes: correspondence, meeting agendas
Box 7 Folder 24
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and minutes during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
University Health Programs (System) Patrick Smith, 1971
Scope and Contents
Copy of “A Study Of The Student Health Services &
Facilities At The Eight University Of Maine Campuses”
prepared by Dr. Patrick B. Smith, Associate Professor
of Education and a letter from University of Maine
President Winthrop C. Libby complimenting Smith
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 7 Folder 25
Biographical History Files, 1947-1993
Physical Description: 28 folders 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Photographs, 1953-1969
Scope and Contents
Various photographs of Libby including: headshots
(1953) and Libby in a group at the University of Maine
Presque Isle (1969).
folder 5
box 1Building Dedication, 1990
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the University of Maine
building dedication in Libby's honor (1990), including:
between Libby and President Dale W. Lick, press
releases, newspaper clippings, and programs regarding
the dedication. Also, request from Class of 1932 to
President Hutchinson to hang the graduate picture from
that year in the W.C. Libby Building.
folder 6
box 1Memorial Service, 1993
Scope and Contents
Details of Libby's memorial service (1993), including
notes for service, obituaries, program, various tributes,
correspondence regarding the organization of the
service, and biographical profile.
folder 7
box 1Publicity, 1967-1973
folder 8
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Scope and Contents
Newspaper articles (1967-1973) concerning Libby
during his time at the University of Maine both as
president, faculty member, and trustee.
box 1Addresses And Speeches, 1964-1973
Scope and Contents
Addresses, speeches, and statements by Libby
regarding: economic status of eastern Maine (1973),
testimony in front of State of Maine legislators (1972),
confidence in higher education (1970), crises at the
University of Maine (1971), state of the University
(1968), higher education (1968), complexities of
change (1968), analysis and proposal related to student
involvement (1968) and Maine economy (1964).
Also, Vice President Agnew on the importance of the
television news medium to the American people (1969),
and paper and tape recording of speech at University of
Maine Alumni Association in Newington, Connecticut
(1971).
Separated Materials:
Separated Materials
One audio cassette tape containing a speech by
University of Maine President Winthrop C. Libby
to the Northern Connecticut Alumni Association
(1971) transferred to the office of Richard Hollinger in
December 2014.
folder 9
box 1Press Releases, 1947-1986
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous University of Maine Department
of Public Information and Central Services press
releases featuring Libby (1960-1986) including:
Libby's appointment and retirement, speeches made by
Libby post-retirement, plans for Centennial program
(1964), opening of the College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture's technical program (1964), and details of
appointments and visits. Also, biographical data (1972),
personnel record (1948) and article by Libby on Maine
potato industry (1947).
folder 10
box 1Libby Family, 1961-1973
Scope and Contents
Newspaper clipping regarding Libby's wife and children
(1961-1973) and certificate from Orono High School
folder 11
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for a varsity letter awarded to Libby's daughter Joyce
(1965-1966).
box 1Retirement, 1973
Scope and Contents
Memorabilia from Libby's retirement (1973), including:
song lyrics, State of Maine order and appreciation letter
from Dr. Lawrence Cutler.
folder 12
box 2Photograph Album: 1960 Community Service Contest
National Judging Tour, 1960
Scope and Contents
Photograph Album from Community Service Contest
National Judging Tour (1960).
folder 1
box 2Medal: State Agriculture Experiment Stations Centennial,
1975
Scope and Contents
Medal awarded to Libby for State Agriculture
Experiment Stations Centennial (1975).
folder 2
box 2Medal: Outstanding Civilian Service Award, 1972
Scope and Contents
Medal awarded to Libby for Outstanding Civilian
Service Award from the U.S. Army (1972).
folder 3
box 3Awards, 1968-1969
Scope and Contents
Award certificates given to Libby from the State of
Maine (1968 & 1969) and Pulp and Paper Foundation
(1969).
folder 1
box 3Letter To D. Blease Others, 1986
Scope and Contents
Letter from Libby to Nagem, Gray and Blease regarding
his career at the University of Maine and his thoughts on
the University in general.
folder 2
box 3Reference Material
folder 3
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Scope and Contents
Reference material belonging to Libby, featuring his
marginalia.
box 4Honorary Degree Certificate To Libby From Bates College,
1970
Scope and Contents
Honorary degree certificate awarded to Libby.
folder 1
box 4Honorary Degree Certificate To Libby From Ricker College,
1968
Scope and Contents
Honorary degree certificate awarded to Libby.
folder 2
box 4Honorary Degree Certificate To Libby From Colby College
Scope and Contents
Honorary degree certificate awarded to Libby.
folder 3
box 4Honorary Degree Certificate To Libby From Husson College,
1970
Scope and Contents
Honorary degree certificate awarded to Libby.
folder 4
box 4University Of Maine Haiti Trip, 1961
Scope and Contents
Photograph album from University of Maine trip to
Haiti.
folder 5
Addresses, Statements And Reference Material, 1956-1971
Scope and Contents
Various addresses, presentations, and reference material
on the subject of agriculture some of which were
delivered by Winthrop C. Libby during his tenure as a
University faculty member and some later as University
of Maine president.
Box 5 Folder 1a
Addresses, Statements And Reference Material, 1968-1971
Scope and Contents
Various addresses, presentations, and reference material
on the subject of the University of Maine and education
in general, including: mission, public services, and
crises some of which were delivered by Winthrop C.
Box 5 Folder 1b
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Libby during his tenure as a University faculty member
and some later as University of Maine president.
Addresses, Statements And Reference Material, 1934-1973
Scope and Contents
Various statements and addresses made by Winthrop
C. Libby on planning at the University and Maine,
educational picture in Maine, Franco/Americans ,“issues
of the day”, decision-making process, and modern
citizenship to University committees, and at
commencements and faculty breakfasts.
Box 5 Folder 1c
Addresses, Statements And Reference Material, 1970-1972
Scope and Contents
Various statements and addresses made by Winthrop C.
Libby on “The Year Ahead” at the University of Maine
and “UMO—Today and Tomorrow “and “Maine – Our
Future Grows From Our Past”.
Box 5 Folder 1d
Addresses, Statements And Reference Material, 1973
Scope and Contents
Various statements and addresses made by Winthrop
C. Libby on “Thoughts on Departing”, “Rights and
Limitations” ”Personnel Management”, “Fraternities
at Orono”, report by Libby based on a visit to Rutgers,
“The University and the Environmental Problem”, “The
University and Public Opinion”, commencements, and
“A Personal View”.
Box 5 Folder 1e
Personnel File, 1934-1973
Scope and Contents
Miscellaneous items regarding Winthrop C. Libby,
including: newspaper clipping regarding presentations
and appointments, photographs, draft statement on
campus morals, correspondence with various individuals
on a range of subjects including student admissions,
“campus disruptions”, administrative meetings,
budgetary issues, and salary, leave, personnel record,
information regarding Libby’s inclusion in Leaders in
Education, details of Libby’s appointments as acting
University of Maine president, and dean of College of
the Agriculture, head of the Department of Agronomy
and Agricultural Engineering, and Assistant Professor of
Agronomy.
Box 5 Folder 2
"A Common Cause" Program, 1970 Box 5 Folder 3
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Scope and Contents
A copy of a statement made Winthrop C. Libby titled
“A Common Cause” regarding a proposed program
at the University of Maine and correspondence
regarding the proposal which was concerned with the
responsibilities of the University of Maine.
Retirement, 1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Various items regarding Winthrop C. Libby’s retirement
from the University of Maine, including: copies of The
Maine Alumnus publication with Libby on the front
cover and article on his retirement and letters and cards
of congratulations.
Box 5 Folder 5
College Football Centennial Award, 1969
Scope and Contents
College Football Centennial Award presented to
Winthrop C. Libby during his tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 7 Folder 1
Administrative Files, 1971-1973
Physical Description: 22 folders 
Title/Description Instances
Search For Dean -- College Of Life Sciences Agriculture,
1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the recruitment search for
Dean of the College of Life Sciences & Agriculture
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 7 Folder 2
Search For Dean -- School Of Law, 1969-1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the recruitment search for
Dean of the School of Law during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Box 7 Folder 3
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Search For Dean -- Students, 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the recruitment search for
Dean of Students and details of the reorganization of
Student Services during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 7 Folder 4a
Search For Dean -- Students, 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with applicants for Dean of Students
and details of Dr. Arthur Kaplan’s appointment during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 7 Folder 4b
Search For Dean -- College Of Technology, 1967-1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the recruitment search for
Dean of the College Of Technology and curriculum
vitae from applications during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 7 Folder 5
Search For Dean -- College Of Engineering Science,
1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the recruitment search for
Dean of the College of Engineering & Science during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Box 7 Folder 6
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Search For Dean -- College Of Education, 1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding Mark Shibles retirement,
the recruitment search for Dean of the College of
Education, and Dr. Robert E. Grinder’s appointment
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 7 Folder 7a
Search For Dean -- College Of Education, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the recruitment search for
Dean of the College of Education during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 7 Folder 7b
Search For Dean -- College Of Arts And Sciences, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the recruitment search for
Dean of the College Of Arts and Sciences and a press
release regarding Dr. Gordan A. Haaland’s appointment
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 7 Folder 8
Search For -- University of Maine At Portland/Gorham
President, 1970
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the recruitment search for
University of Maine at Portland/Gorham President
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Box 7 Folder 9
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Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Search For -- Vice President For Academic Affairs, 1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the recruitment search
for Vice President for Academic Affairs and the
appointment of James Clark during Winthrop C. Libby’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 7 Folder 10
Search For -- South Campus Director And Assistant Director,
1968
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the recruitment search for
South Campus Directorship and Assistant Director
during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of
Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 7 Folder 11
Search For -- Director Of Research College Of Life Sciences
And Agri., 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the recruitment search for
Director of Research College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 7 Folder 12
Search For -- University Of Maine At Bangor Director,
1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the recruitment search for
University Of Maine at Bangor Director and reception
for the successful applicant Dr. John Beckley during
Box 7 Folder 13a
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Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Search For -- University Of Maine At Bangor Director, 1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the recruitment search for
University Of Maine at Bangor Director and press
release regarding Dr. Constance Carlson’s appointment
as acting director during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 7 Folder 13b
Search For -- Assistant To The Dean Of Students, 1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with applicants for the position of
Assistant to the Dean of Students during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 7 Folder 14
Search For -- Director Of Center For Environmental Studies,
1970-1971
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the recruitment search for
Director of Center for Environmental Studies and copies
of curriculum vitae from applicants during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 7 Folder 15
Search For -- Director Of School Of Forest Resources,
1970-1971
Box 7 Folder 16
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Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the recruitment search for
Director of School of Forest Resources and copies of
curriculum vitae from applicants during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Search For -- Director Of The Department Of Police And
Security, 1973-1974
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the recruitment search for
Department of Police And Security during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 7 Folder 17
Search For -- President Of The University Of Maine,
1965-1969
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the recruitment search for
president of the University of Maine and reference
material regarding selecting college presidents during
Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
Box 7 Folder 18a
Search For -- President Of The University Of Maine,
1972-1973
Scope and Contents
Correspondence regarding the recruitment search for
president of the University of Maine and University
of Maine Bangor and copies of curriculum vitae from
applicants during Winthrop C. Libby’s tenure as
University of Maine president.
Conditions Governing Access:
Box 7 Folder 18b
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Conditions Governing Access
Contact archivist regarding access.
University Of Maine At Bangor Administrative Staff
Meetings, 1971-1973
Scope and Contents
Meeting minutes for the University of Maine at Bangor
Administrative Staff Meetings during Winthrop C.
Libby’s tenure as University of Maine president.
Box 7 Folder 19
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Records Of President Howard R. Neville [Term 1973-1979], 1973-1984
(1974-1979)
Physical Description: 1 box 
Biographical / Historical
Howard Ralph Neville was born in 1926 in Kankakee, Illinois and was University of Maine president from
1973-1979. During Neville’s administration, the University of Maine was designated a Sea Grant institution.
He initiated and completed a major fundraiser to build Harold Alfond Sports Arena, and saw the construction of
an addition to Fogler Library and an academic building named in his honor to house the departments of English
and mathematics. He is credited with increasing the number of National Merit Scholars studying at UMaine
and establishing academic outreach programs for students. Enrollment increased substantially during his tenure.
Neville completed an undergraduate degree in business at the University of Illinois and earned his master’s degree
at Louisiana State University. He was awarded a Ph.D. in economics with a minor in history from Michigan State
University. Neville left the University of Maine in 1979 to become president of Alfred University. Neville died in
1981 at the age of 45.
Scope and Contents
These records document Howard Ralph Neville’s tenure as president of the University of Maine. The collection
includes subject files on University of Maine public relations, including: correspondence between Neville and
Howard A. Keyo Director of the University of Maine Department of Public Information and Central Services and
Len Harlow Director of Public Information and Public Services. Box 1 includes a note stating that photographs
have been transferred to University Photo Archives.
Related Materials:
Related Materials
President's "Breakfast Speech": September 5, 1978/[Howard R. Neville], UPub 3.1 -8 HRN 9/5/78
"A New Beginning: An Address by Howard R. Neville Twelfth President of the University of Maine at Orono",
UPub 3.1 -8 HRN 1974
Controlled Access Headings:
• Neville, Howard R., 1926-1981
Subject Files, 1973-1980
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Physical Description: 1 folder 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Public Relations, 1973-1980
Scope and Contents
Correspondence between Neville and Howard A.
Keyo, Director of the University of Maine Department
of Public Information and Central Services and Len
Harlow Director of Public Information and Public
Services regarding public relations issues affecting the
University of Maine. Includes: Agreement between
the University of Maine and Dongguk University in
South Korea, budget data (1974-1976), scholarships,
fellowships, articles and TV slots on the University,
committee appointments, report by Neville on 'Thoughts
on Graduate Education at UMO, 1975-1980', and visit
by an Apollo 14 astronaut (1974).
folder 1
Biographical History Files, 1974-1984
Physical Description: 3 folders 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Addresses And Speeches, 1974-1978
Scope and Contents
Addresses, statements and speeches by Neville,
including: from his appointment (1974),
commencement, at the Academic Convocation (1974),
faculty/professionals' breakfast (1974 & 1975), staffing
data (1976), dedication of Harold Alfond Arena (1977),
Alumni Reunion (1974-1976), and breakfast speech
(1978).
folder 2
box 1Memorial Service, 1982
Scope and Contents
Details of Neville's memorial service (1982), including
program, University press release, and newspaper
obituary.
folder 3
box 1Biographical Profile, 1974-1984
Scope and Contents
Biographical information on Neville, including: profile
(1974), press releases and newspaper articles regarding
his appointment as president (1974), photographs,
statement denying resignation (1979), and press
release on his resignation. Also, obituary for Neville's
folder 4
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wife Frederica (1980) and naming of a English-Math
Building in Neville's honor (1984).
^ Return to Table of Contents
Records Of President Paul H. Silverman [Term 1980-1984], 1968-1986
(1981-1982)
Physical Description: 3 boxes 
Biographical / Historical
Paul Hyman Silverman came to the University of Maine after serving as director of the Research Foundation
at the State University of New York. With a strong background in scientific research, Silverman significantly
expanded research capabilities at UMaine. He also advanced plans to build a regional performing arts center
on the campus, breaking ground for the new Maine Center for the Arts in 1983. After leaving UMaine in 1984,
Silverman relocated to California where he established the first human genome center in the U.S. and was named
associate chancellor for health sciences at the University of California at Irvine.
Silverman earned a B.S. in biochemistry from Roosevelt University in Chicago, a master’s in parasitology from
Northwestern University and a doctor of sciences degree from the University of Liverpool. He died in 2004 at the
age of 79.
Scope and Contents
These records document Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as president of the University of Maine. Includes biographical
profile of Silverman, addresses from Silverman to the University of Maine faculty and professional staff (1981 &
1982), and various items from Silverman’s inauguration (1981). Box 1 includes note stating that the photographs
have been transferred to University Photo Archives.
Separated Materials:
Separated Materials
On 04/01/2015, one 1.5 mil magnetic tape and four cassette tapes regarding University of Maine President Paul
Hyman Silverman’s inauguration (1980) were transferred to Richard Hollinger for digital preservation.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Silverman, Paul H.
Biographical History Files, 1968-1986
Physical Description: 2 boxes 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Biographical Profile, 1968-1986
Scope and Contents
Biographical profile of Silverman, including various
facsimiles from "Who's Who in America" and "Who's
Who in Science" featuring Silverman (1968 &
1978-1979), curriculum vitae, and newspaper clipping
regarding Silverman being among four finalists for
presidency of the University of Missouri (1984) and
folder 1
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his appointment at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
(1986).
box 1Addresses Speeches, 1981-1982
Scope and Contents
Addresses from Silverman to the University of Maine
faculty and professional staff (1981 & 1982).
folder 2
box 1Inauguration, 1981
Scope and Contents
Guest packet for Silverman's inauguration (1981),
speeches from inauguration, and press releases.
folder 3
Inauguration Certificate Of Congratulations -- Southern
University System, 1980
Scope and Contents
Copy of certificate.
Box 2 Folder 1a
Inauguration Certificate Of Congratulations -- Louisiana State
University, 1980
Scope and Contents
Copy of certificate.
Box 2 Folder 1b
Inauguration Certificate Of Congratulations - Alcorn State
University, 1980
Scope and Contents
Copy of certificate.
Box 2 Folder 1c
Inauguration Certificate Of Congratulations - University Of
New Bruswick, 1980
Scope and Contents
Copy of certificate.
Box 2 Folder 1d
Inauguration Certificate Of Congratulations - University Of
Mississippi, 1980
Scope and Contents
Copy of certificate.
Box 2 Folder 1e
Inauguration Certificate Of Congratulations - Northeastern
University, 1980
Box 2 Folder 1f
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Scope and Contents
Copy of certificate.
Inauguration Certificate Of Congratulations - The General
Alumni Association, 1980
Scope and Contents
Copy of certificate.
Box 2 Folder 1g
Inauguration Greetings -- Various Universities, 1980
Scope and Contents
Copies of certificates.
Box 2 Folder 1h
Inauguration -- General, 1980
Scope and Contents
Various items related to University of Maine President
Paul H. Silverman’s inauguration, including:
photographs, programs, invitations, schedule, and details
of the organization.
Box 2 Folder 2
Inauguration -- Correspondence, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Correspondence with invitees regarding their attendance
at University of Maine President Paul H. Silverman’s
inauguration events and programs from inauguration
celebration.
Box 2 Folder 3
Inauguration -- UNH Handler, 1980
Scope and Contents
Material from the University of New Hampshire
Inauguration of Evelyn Erika Handler, including:
programs and invitations.
Box 2 Folder 4
Inauguration -- Committee, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Material from the Inauguration Committee of University
of Maine President Paul H. Silverman, including: lists
of members, meeting material, and correspondence
regarding plans for events.
Box 2 Folder 5
Inauguration -- Lists, 1980-1981 Box 2 Folder 6
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Scope and Contents
Various lists for University of Maine President Paul
H. Silverman’s inauguration including for: delegates,
luncheon, hotels, and accommodation.
Inauguration -- Texts Of Speeches, 1981
Scope and Contents
Copies of Paul H. Silverman’s inaugural address and
copies of other speeches from the inauguration.
Box 2 Folder 7
Inauguration -- Articles Planning, 1981
Scope and Contents
Notepad containing details of the organization of Paul
H. Silverman’s inauguration as University of Maine
president, Maine Campus and The New Edition articles
on the inauguration, and history of the University of
Maine.
Box 2 Folder 8
Inauguration -- Invitations, Delegate Information Schedule,
1981
Scope and Contents
Copies of invitations, delegate information and the
schedule for Paul H. Silverman’s inauguration as
University of Maine president.
Box 2 Folder 9
Administrative Files, 1980-1982
Physical Description: 1 box 
Title/Description Instances
Presidents Cabinet, 1980-1981
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the president’s cabinet,
including: follow up items of different administrative
groups and discussion items regarding: program
proposals, fiscal controls, staffing, budgeting,
employee relations, student activity fees, merit plan,
holidays, events, financial aid, copy of “Proposal to
the President’s Council on Improving the Social and
Academic Atmosphere and Changing the Image of the
University of Maine at Orono”, and copies of various
cabinet reports and committee meeting minutes during
Paul H. Silverman’s tenure as University of Maine
president.
box 3 ledger 1
Presidents Cabinet, 1981-1982 box 3 ledger 2
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Scope and Contents
Various items related to the president’s cabinet,
including: various committee meeting minutes,
correspondence and memorandums regarding salary
increases, regional student program, Sales and
Solicitation Policy, student health and accident
insurance, use of Hauck Auditorium, staff appointments,
property purchases, admission reports, report of Fact
Finding Board, scholarship reports, and copy of draft
Weapons Policy Statement during Paul H. Silverman’s
tenure as University of Maine president.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Records Of President Arthur M. Johnson [Term 1984-1986], 1970-1990
(1984-1986)
Physical Description: 6 folders 
Biographical / Historical
Arthur Menzies Johnson was born in 1921 in Waltham, Mass; he started teaching history at UMaine in 1970 and
was named president 14 years later, a positon he held until 1986. His tenure as president saw the completion of the
Maine Center for the Arts (now the Collins Center for the Arts) and a major upgrade to the Department of Marine
Sciences. He helped obtain funding for a research vessel and supported the establishment of the Association of
Research in the Gulf of Maine. A champion of economic growth, Johnson worked with state officials to bring
technology-based jobs to the northern half of Maine.
Johnson was a 1944 graduate of Harvard University and earned a Ph.D. in history from Vanderbilt University. He
retired from UMaine in 1986 and died in 2004 at the age of 83.
Scope and Contents
These records document Arthur Menzies Johnson’s career at the University of Maine, including his tenure
as president (1984-1986). Includes subject files containing press releases issued by the Department of Public
Information and Central Services during Johnson’s time at the University of Maine on a range of subjects
(1970-1986) and University of Maine Service Excellence Efficiency Pins (1984). Also, biographical details
relating to Johnson, including various newspaper clippings on Johnson, speeches and addresses delivered
by Johnson (1971-1986), curriculum vitae for Johnson, facsimile of Johnson’s entry in “Who’s who in
America” (1982-1983 & 1989-1990), University of Maine at Orono Bulletin article on Johnson (1984), and
facsimile of University of Maine Board of Trustee’s minutes on the recommendation of Johnson as Acting
President (1984). Also, various memorandums from Johnson to University of Maine faculty, staff and students
on a range of subjects (1984-1986). Box 1 includes note stating that the photographs have been transferred to
University Photo Archives.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Johnson, Arthur M., 1921-2004
Subject Files, 1970-1986
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Physical Description: 2 folders 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Public Relations, 1970-1986
Scope and Contents
Press releases issued by the Department of Public
Information and Central Services during Johnson's
time at the University of Maine on a range of subjects
(1970-1986). Also, photographs of Johnson (1984).
folder 1
box 1Service Excellence Efficiency Pins, 1984
Scope and Contents
University of Maine Service Excellence Efficiency Pins
which were introduced by Johnson to reward students
with at least a 3.5 average in semester one (1984).
folder 2
Biographical History Files, 1970-1990
Physical Description: 3 folders 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Publicity, 1970-1984
Scope and Contents
Various newspaper clippings on Johnson, regarding
his appointment as chair in the history department
(1970), his appointment as president, and changes to
administration (1984).
folder 3
box 1Addresses Speeches, 1971-1986
Scope and Contents
University of Maine Fall Convocation program (1985),
convocation speech (1984), copy of speech by Johnson
entitled "A Rational Path To Economic Development In
Maine" (1971), invitation to celebrate changing of the
University's name from "University of Maine at Orono"
to "University of Maine" (1986), and summer session
catalog (1984).
folder 4
box 1Biographical Profile, 1982-1990
Scope and Contents
Curriculum vitae for Johnson, facsimile of Johnson's
entry in "Who's who in America" (1982-1983
& 1989-1990), University of Maine at Orono
Bulletin article on Johnson (1984), and facsimile of
folder 5
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University of Maine Board of Trustee's minutes on the
recommendation of Johnson as acting president (1984).
Administrative Files, 1984-1986
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Memorandums, 1984-1986
Scope and Contents
Various memorandums from Johnson to University of
Maine faculty, staff and students on a range of subjects,
including: staff appointments, lectures, enrollment,
budgets, convocation, conferences, goals, strategies, and
funding.
folder 6
^ Return to Table of Contents
Records Of President Dale W. Lick Records [Term 1986-1991], 1986-1993
(1986-1991)
Physical Description: 4 folders 
Biographical / Historical
Dale Wesley Lick was born in 1938 in Marlette, MI, while as UMaine president he initiated a university-wide
evaluation of existing programs, including graduate and undergraduate education and the University of Maine’s
overall effectiveness at serving the needs of Maine residents. He instituted a new student fee to raise extra
revenues during a cash-strapped budget period and supported the development of athletic programs to attract more
out-of-state students. Prior to his appointment to UMaine, Lick served for eight years as president of Georgia
Southern College. Lick earned his bachelor’s and master’s degrees at Michigan State University and a Ph.D. in
mathematics from the University of California at Riverside. He left UMaine in 1991 and was named president of
Florida State University.
Scope and Contents
These records document Dale W. Lick’s tenure as president of the University of Maine. Includes a biographical
profile of Lick, various newspaper clipping concerning Lick, particularly the controversy around his resignation
as president of Florida State University (1993), and various University of Maine press releases regarding Lick on
a range of subjects (1986-1990). Also, various memorandums from Lick to University of Maine staff and students
on a range of subjects. Box 1 includes note stating that the photographs have been transferred to University Photo
Archives.
Related Materials:
Related Materials
"Interview of Dale Lick by Peter Hoff", CDROM Maine LD3162.7.L53 L53 2007
Controlled Access Headings:
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• Lick, Dale W.
Biographical History Files, 1986-1993
Physical Description: 3 folders 
Title/Description Instances
Biographical Profile, 1986-1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Photograph of Lick, facsimile Lick’s entry in “Who’s
who in America” (1986-1987 & 1990-1991), curriculum
vitae (1986 & 1990), invitation to attend installation of
Lick as president (1987), press releases and newspaper
clippings regarding his appointment (1987), installation
address and program (1987), and his wife Marilyn
(1987). Also, holiday greetings from Lick and a list
of Lick’s major accomplishments at the University of
Maine (1991).
Box 1 Folder 1
Publicity, 1987-1993
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various newspaper clipping concerning Lick,
particularly the controversy around his resignation
as president of Florida State University (1993). Also,
Lick’s appointment as president at Florida State
University (1991), various articles on Lick during his
tenure at the University of Maine (1987-1991), and his
departure (1991).
Box 1 Folder 2
Press Releases, 1986-1990
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various University of Maine press releases regarding
Lick and also his wife Marilyn (1986-1990) and
on a range of subjects, including student athletics,
scholarships, enrollment, awards given to Lick and the
University, homecoming, construction projects, and
special events at the University of Maine.
Box 1 Folder 3
Administrative Files, 1985-1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Title/Description Instances
Memorandums, 1985-1991
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Box 1 Folder 4
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Scope and Contents
Various memorandums from Lick to University
of Maine staff and students on a range of subjects
including: University of Maine’s involvement with
an American University in Bulgaria (1991), staff
promotions and academic reorganizations (1988-1991),
awards (1991), racist incidents (1991), budget
(1989-1991), start of new academic year (1990), the
University of Maine’s Policy and Procedures on Alleged
Misconduct in Research and Other Scholarly Activities
(1990), report to State of Maine legislators (1990),
Program Planning Project (1987-1989) including copy
of plan, Employee Assistance Program (1998), and
details of various University events, special weeks, and
commemorations (1987-1990).
^ Return to Table of Contents
Records Of President Frederick E. Hutchinson [Term 1992-1997],
1991-19971993
Physical Description: 1 box 
Biographical / Historical
Frederick Hutchinson was a native of Atkinson, Maine, in rural Piscataquis County, and the first member of his
family to attend college. He earned an undergraduate degree in agronomy from the University of Maine, followed
by a Ph.D. at Pennsylvania State University. He served UMaine as a professor, dean and vice president prior to
being named the institution’s 16th president. Hutchinson, credited with reversing a trend of sliding enrollments at
the University, also was a leader in developing educational outreach for students in rural areas. The Hutchinson
Center in Belfast, which brings UMaine classes and other programming to students in the mid-coast region of
Maine, opened in 2000 and is named in his honor. Hutchinson retired in 1997 and died in 2010 at the age of 79.
Scope and Contents
Contains informations regarding Hutchinson's inauguration, mostly congratulations sent to Hutchinson on
his appointment as University of Maine president. Also, contains photographs of Hutchinson and various
miscellaneous biographical information.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hutchinson, Frederick Edward
Biographical History Files, 1991-1997
Physical Description: 9 folders 
Title/Description Instances
Inauguration Celebration, 1992-1993
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the inauguration of Frederick E.
Hutchinson as University of Maine president, including:
Box 1 Folder 1a
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copies of speeches, invitations, script, schedule of
events, seating plans, travel arrangements programs,
poster, and correspondence with presenters.
Inauguration Congratulations, 1993
Scope and Contents
Programs from Frederick E. Hutchinson inauguration
as University of Maine president and certificates of
congratulations from a range of academic institutions.
Box 1 Folder 1b
Inauguration Information, 1993
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the inauguration of Frederick E.
Hutchinson as University of Maine president, including:
copies of programs, parking passes, invitations,
programs, copies of a letter from Hutchinson to
members of the President’s Development Council
following the completion of the Inauguration Program,
copy of Maine Perspective publication with Hutchinson
on the front cover, and planning details for the
inauguration.
Box 1 Folder 1c
Inauguration Congratulations, 1993
Scope and Contents
Certificates of congratulations from a range of academic
institutions for Frederick E. Hutchinson’s inauguration
as University of Maine president.
Box 1 Folder 1d
Inauguration Congratulations, 1993
Scope and Contents
Certificates of congratulations from a range of academic
institutions for Frederick E. Hutchinson’s inauguration
as University of Maine president.
Box 1 Folder 1e
Inauguration Congratulations, 1993
Scope and Contents
Certificates of congratulations from a range of academic
institutions for Frederick E. Hutchinson’s inauguration
as University of Maine president.
Box 1 Folder 1f
Inauguration Congratulations, 1993 Box 1 Folder 1g
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Scope and Contents
Certificates of congratulations from a range of academic
institutions for Frederick E. Hutchinson’s inauguration
as University of Maine president.
Photographs
Scope and Contents
Two photographs of University of Maine President
Frederick E. Hutchinson.
Box 1 Folder 2
Biographical Profile, 1991-1997
Scope and Contents
Various miscellaneous items related to University of
Maine President Frederick E. Hutchinson, including:
copy of “A Report From The Academic Search
Consultation Service To The Presidential Search
Committee of The University of Maine”, details
of the unveiling of the portrait of Hutchinson and
events marking Hutchinson’s departure, copies of
speeches from Hutchinson at community events and
University of Maine commencements, statement by
Hutchinson on NCAA’s Committee on Infractions,
inauguration programs, invitations and addresses,
letter from Hutchinson announcing his retirement,
copy of questionnaire regarding proposed retirement
community to be located in Orono, memorandum from
Hutchinson regarding retention minigrant program,
copy of “University of Maine Preliminary Downsizing
Proposal” (1993), extract from “Who’s who in America”
with Hutchinson listed, memorandum from Hutchinson
regarding State of Maine funding, and a copy of the
University of Maine's Conflict of Interest Policy (1992).
Box 1 Folder 3
^ Return to Table of Contents
Records Of President Peter S. Hoff [Term 1997-2004], 1998-1999 (1998-1999)
Physical Description: 4 folders 
Biographical / Historical
During Peter S. Hoff’s administration, enrollments grew strongly every year, and they included a record 30
percent of the state’s high school valedictorians and salutatorians. State and federal research funding nearly
tripled. State funding for operations increased substantially, as did private support for scholarships, endowed
chairs and facilities. In 2004, UMaine had record fundraising, surpassing even the top-tier private colleges in
Maine. Campus construction and renovation projects totaled about $185 million. The University was ranked
among the top 20 nationally by Princeton Review in the “Best Bargain Public” category. From 1997-2000,
Hoff was one of the 24 university presidents who served as the Kellogg Commission on the Future of State and
Land Grant Universities, which offered a vision for the new century in seven published reports. He earned his
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undergraduate degree at the University of Wisconsin and master’s and doctoral degrees in English and humanities
at Stanford University.
Scope and Contents
These records include correspondence between Hoff and Thomas H. Allen, information related to Hoff's
inauguration, photographs of Hoff, and details of the University of Maine's strategic planning activities.
Related Materials:
Related Materials
"Interview of Dale Lick by Peter Hoff", CDROM Maine LD3162.7.L53 L53 2007
"Interview of Lloyd Elliott by Peter Hoff", CDROM Maine LD3162.7.E45 E45 2007
"The state of the University of Maine/remarks of Peter S. Hoff, President, the University of Maine", UPub 3.1 -8
PSH RSP 9/22/99
"Back to the future: the University of Maine and its land grant/sea grant tradition; inaugural address", UPub 3.1 -8
PSH IA 1997
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hoff, Peter S.
Correspondence, 1999-2004
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Title/Description Instances
Correspondence With Thomas H. Allen, 1999-2004
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Various correspondence between University of Maine
President Peter S. Hoff and Maine U.S. Representative
Thomas H. Allen regarding: receipt of a Congressional
Award, University of Maine Day on Capitol Hill,
research and development funding, allocation formula
for campus-based federal financial aid funds, direct
appropriations, federal agency fee, and changes to the
Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education.
Box 1 Folder 7
Biographical History Files, 1997
Physical Description: 2 folders 
Title/Description Instances
Inauguration, November 21, 1997
Scope and Contents
Various items related to the inauguration of Peter S.
Hoff as University of Maine president, including: copies
of speeches, invitations, script, schedule of events,
Box 1 Folder 4
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seating plans, travel arrangements programs, poster, and
correspondence with presenters.
Photographs
Scope and Contents
Two photographs of University of Maine President Peter
S. Hoff.
Box 1 Folder 5
Administrative Files, 1998-1999
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Strategic Planning, 1998-1999
Scope and Contents
Booklet from University of Maine President's
Development Council (1999), University of Maine
BearWorks 2.0: An Action Plan (1998-1999), use of
Coca-Cola funds (1999), and report with Hoff's response
to the report of the Blue Ribbon Panel to Review the
Student Experience at the University of Maine (1998).
folder 6
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Records Of President Paul W. Ferguson [Term 2011-2014], 2012
Physical Description: 2 boxes 
Biographical / Historical
In 2011, Dr. Ferguson was appointed the 19th President of the University of Maine. As President, Dr. Ferguson
led a strategic planning process known as the Blue Sky Project promoting student success and community
engagement. The Blue Sky Project succeeded quickly as an inclusive, creative, and integrated approach to campus
planning and implementation with Pathways to realistic growth and financial sustainability.
The University enjoyed unprecedented success in undergraduate student recruitment, retention, and graduation
rates. Renewal of the physical plant occurred through the campus-wide Paint, Polish, and Plant Initiative in
addition to major facility construction/renovations that included: Memorial Gym and Field House, Estabrooke
Hall, Emera Astronomy Center and Stewart Commons, housing the Wyeth Family Studio Art Center with the Art
Department’s studio and creative lab space, and the Innovative Media Research and Commercialization (IMRC)
Center, with dedicated facilities for the New Media Department. Continued success occurred in faculty-driven
research and economic development, especially in transformational National Science Foundation EPSCoR funding
for the Sustainability Solutions Initiative and Aquaculture; biofuels derived from woody biomass; and launch
of VolturnUS, the first grid-connected offshore wind turbine to be deployed off the coast of North America in
partnership with the Department of Energy and diverse corporate partners. Increased success was demonstrated
in philanthropy and giving to UMaine by the highest total endowment to date ($252 M) and greatest number of
new first time donors in 2013 (2,000 giving $2.7M).The University of Maine remained highly ranked as a Tier 1
university of choice by U.S. News and World Report, Forbes Magazine, Princeton Review, and Fiske Guide.
A Southern California native, President Ferguson was a Whittier College graduate who earned a Ph.D. in
Pharmacology and Toxicology at the University of California, Davis in 1981. As an accomplished health scientist
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with a 30-year record of scholarship and an award-winning professor in the fields of toxicology and public health.
President Ferguson rose through the academic ranks, leading research and outreach efforts in four states to assess
and reduce potential health risks from chemical exposures. During this time, Dr. Ferguson also worked as a senior
toxicologist for Unocal Corporation, a Los Angeles-based international energy resources company.Beginning in
1993, Dr. Ferguson progressed through higher ranks of academic administration, initially serving as Vice Provost
and Dean of Graduate Studies and Research at the University of Louisiana, Monroe. At the University of Nevada,
Las Vegas, he was Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies. Prior to joining the University of Maine,
Dr. Ferguson was at the Edwardsville campus of Southern Illinois University, where he was Provost and Vice
Chancellor for Academic Affairs.
Dr. Ferguson became the 15th President of Ball State University in Muncie, Indiana on August 1, 2014.
Scope and Contents
These records document Paul W. Ferguson’s tenure as president of the University of Maine. Includes files on the
subject of the “Campaign Maine” publications (2012), programs from Leadership Week (2012), copies of “The
Blue Sky Project” reports (2012). Also, programs from Ferguson’s inauguration as University of Maine president
and various certificates from academic and state institutions congratulating Ferguson on his appointment.
Related Materials:
Related Materials
"The Inauguration of Paul W. Ferguson", UPub 3.1 -8 PWF 2012
"Ephemera concerning the inauguration of Paul W. Ferguson", UPub 3.1 -8 PWF 2012
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ferguson, Paul W.
Subject Files, 2012
Physical Description: 3 folders 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Campaign Maine, 2012
Scope and Contents
Copies of a 'Campaign Maine' publication.
folder 1
box 1Leadership Week, 2012
Scope and Contents
Programs from Leadership Week and copies of a speech
delivered at a "Distinguished Presidential Lecture and
Luncheon" by Gregory G. Johnson as part a Leadership
Week event.
Separated Materials:
Separated Materials
One Compact Disc containing a speech at the
"Distinguished Presidential Lecture and Luncheon"
by Gregory G. Johnson as part a Leadership Week
folder 2
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event transferred to the office of Richard Hollinger on
12/08/2015.
box 1Blue Sky Project, 2012
Scope and Contents
Copies of 'The Blue Sky Project' report and executive
summary.
folder 3
Biographical History Files, 2012
Physical Description: 7 folders 
Title/Description Instances
box 1Inauguration, 2012
Scope and Contents
Programs from Ferguson's inauguration as University of
Maine president and various certificates from academic
and state institutions congratulating Ferguson on his
appointment.
folder 4a
box 1Inauguration, 2012
Scope and Contents
Programs from Ferguson's inauguration as University of
Maine president and various certificates from academic
and state institutions congratulating Ferguson on his
appointment.
folder 4b
Inauguration, 2012
Scope and Contents
Programs from Ferguson's inauguration as University of
Maine president and various certificates from academic
and state institutions congratulating Ferguson on his
appointment.
Box 1 Folder 4c
Inauguration, 2012
Scope and Contents
Certificates of congratulations from a range of academic
institutions for Paul W. Ferguson's inauguration as
University of Maine president.
Box 2 Folder 1a
Inauguration, 2012 Box 2 Folder 1b
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Scope and Contents
Certificates of congratulations from a range of academic
institutions for Paul W. Ferguson's inauguration as
University of Maine president.
Inauguration, 2012
Scope and Contents
Certificates of congratulations from a range of academic
institutions for Paul W. Ferguson's inauguration as
University of Maine president.
Box 2 Folder 1c
Inauguration, 2012
Scope and Contents
Certificates of congratulations from a range of academic
institutions for Paul W. Ferguson's inauguration as
University of Maine president.
Box 2 Folder 1d
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Records Of President Susan J. Hunter [Term 2014- ], 2015
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Biographical / Historical
Susan J. Hunter was named President of the University of Maine, effective July 7, 2014.
She began her full-time career at the University of Maine in September 1991.
Prior to starting her appointment as UMaine’s first woman president, President Hunter served as Vice Chancellor
for Academic Affairs for the University of Maine System, a position she assumed in September 2013.
President Hunter served five years as the Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost at the
University of Maine. At UMaine, she also has held the positions of Associate Provost and Dean for Undergraduate
Education; Assistant Director in the College of Natural Sciences, Forestry, and Agriculture; and a faculty member
and Chair of the Department of Biological Sciences.
Over her time as a faculty member, President Hunter taught basic biology, cell biology, and anatomy and
physiology, and had grant support from the National Institutes of Health and the National Science Foundation.
For six years, she served as a co-principal investigator of an award-winning, $3 million NSF GK-12 grant that
placed graduate teaching fellows in K-12 schools as science demonstrators. She was the original principal
investigator of a five-year, $3.3 million NSF ADVANCE grant, helping to fund UMaine’s Rising Tide Center,
an initiative that aims to transform the university through enhanced opportunities for women faculty members in
science, technology, engineering, mathematics and social-behavioral sciences.
President Hunter served on the board of directors of the Maine School of Science and Mathematics and the Maine
Mathematics and Science Alliance, and participated in a planning initiative for the Maine Arts Commission
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Steering Committee, in preparation for a Cultural Strategic Plan for the state of Maine. Currently, she serves on
the boards of the Bangor Symphony Orchestra and the Maine Development Foundation.
President Hunter is a cell biologist whose research focused on structural and functional aspects of bone cell
biology. She received a bachelor’s degree in biology from James Madison University and a Ph.D. in physiology
from Pennsylvania State University, and did postdoctoral work at Case Western Reserve University and
Pennsylvania State University.
Dr. Hunter's husband, David Lambert, a plant pathologist who also spent his career at UMaine as a faculty
member in the School of Food and Agriculture.
Scope and Contents
Copy of a program from Hunter's installation and edition of the Maine Alumni magazine featuring an article on
Hunter and with her on the front cover.
Immediate Source of Acquisition:
Immediate Source of Acquisition
Gifted by Matthew Revitt, University of Maine Special Collections and Maine Shared Collection Librarian
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hunter, Susan J., Dr.
Biographical History Files, 2015
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Title/Description Instances
Installation, 2015
Physical Description: 1 folder 
Scope and Contents
Copies of the program from the installation of Dr. Susan
J. Hunter as the first women president of the University
of Maine and edition of Maine Alumni Magazine
featuring an article on Hunter and her on the front cover.
Box 1 Folder 1
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